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The collection consists of four divisions. -TA the first division we coverL

the questions of sensitivity of explosives to mechanical influences, considered

on the basis of new p. isentations about the appearance of an explosion during

shock. Articles in the second division are devoted to the results of the in-

vestigation of the thermal disintegration of different nitro esters and certain

nitrocompounds. In the third division there is research on the ignition and

detonation of explosives. In the fourth division are articles refering to

different questions of the theory of explosives4 )The collection is intended for

workers of scientific research institutes, design b us, and enterprises

involved in the production and application of explosives, and also for teachers,

post-graduates, and senior students of technical colleges of corresponding

specialties.



Preface

The absence of a magazine, devoted to explosives, hampers and delays the

possibility of familiarization of specialists with the results of research in

theoretical problems of ignition, detonation, and slow disintegration. In a

certain measure this difficulty is compensated by the publication of collections

of articles on the theory of explosives. The first of them was issued by Oborongiz

in 1940, the second - ("Problems of the Theory of Explosives") -- by the

Publishing House of the Academy of Sciences USSR in 1947. Five subsequent collec-

tions under the name "Physics of Explosion" were released in limited circulation

in 1952--55; they contain many interesting investigations, carried out mainly by

the Institute of Chemical Physics of the Academy of Sciences USSR and from 1959

are widely quoted in Soviet scientific literature on the theory of explosives.

This collection includes articles chiefly on three divisions of the theory of

explosives -- sensitivity to mechanical influences, slow thermal disintegration,

and ignition of explosives.

The first division starts with an article by the founder of comtemporary pre-

sentations about the mechanism of excitation of an explosion during shock, N. A.

Kholevo, for the first time printed in "Physics of Explosion" in 1955. The second

article is the report of the well-known English investigator F. F. Bouden, done by

him in the D. I. Mendeleyev Moscow Chemical and Technological Institute in 1959.

Many ingenious experiments by F. F. Bouden and his collaborators showed the large,

sometimes decisive role, that can be played by gas bubbles during excitation of an

explosion, eepecially in the case of liquid explosives. The work of K. K. Andreyev

and Yu. A. Terebilina on the appearance of an explosion during shock on a drop-

hwmuer are the continuation and development of presentations and investigations by

N. A. Kholevo. The last (8th) article of the division is a survey of foreign

works in this field. The authors of these works come to conclusions analogous to



those, which for the first time were made by N. A. Kholevo.

A large part of the articles of the division refers to the investigation of

thermal disintegration of nitroglycerine and in a lesser degree to disintegration

of other nitro easters and partly nitrites. In spite of a certain onesidedness of

the used (manometric) methodology in these works they succeeded to establish

stages of decomposition of nitroglycerine and to uncover the physicochemical

essence of the main stages, and also the influence on disintegration of different

admixtures, in the first place, water and acids.

Three articles of the division (22, 23, and 24) are devoted to thermal dis-

integration of nitrocompounds, in particular, picric and typhnic acids and their

salts. Tey established the complicated multistage character of decomposition of

these compounds; the corresponding kinetic characterietics of disintegration and

peculiarities of ignition of indicated acids and their salts are not observed.

Proceeding from this, the authors arrive at the essential conclustion that the

processes taking place in the condensed phase are not essential in the ignition

of these substances.

The investigations, united in the third division, refer to several, but very

essential sides of ignition. As in the work by B. N. Kondriko (Article 29) the

paradoxical stabilizing influence of an admixture of lead azide and the increase

of pressure on the ignition of liquid notro esters is shown. In the works by

A. I. Gol'binder are described for the first time the pheonomenon of fractional

burning-out during ignition of multicomponent volatile mixtures, established by

this man and also the peculiarity of self-ignition of liquid mixtures, their

burning, and the transition of the latter into an explosion. In the work by B. N.

Kondrikov (Article 35) with the help of a new simple method the intensity of the

flash of explosives, depending upon temperature, weight and other factors was

quantitatively studied. Several interesting regularities are established, in



particular, the decrease of intensity of flash of certain substances at an

increase of temperature and absence of this phenomenon for initiating explosives.

in the works by K. K. Andreyev and V. V. Gorbunov are considered the essential

factors of acceleration of burning of crystal explosives - cracking of their

particles under the action of thermal shock and penetration of burning into the

depth of a powder explosive; an attempt is made to provide a generalized diagram

of the disturbance of stability of burning of powder explosives and to establish

the main conditions leading to this disturbance.

The works by I. Ya. Petrovskiy and L. V. Volkov, K. K. Andreyev and V. G.

Khotin are devoted to the technically urgent question of detonation and ignition

of protective explosives.

Finally, in the articles in the fourth division, various phenomena connected

with the appearance of detonation, and certain other questions are brought up.

The works considered in Articles 3, 7, 8-24, 26--29, 33, 35--37, and 40-42

were accomplished by the D. I. Mendeleyev Moscow Chemical-Technological Institute,

the remainder - by other research establishments.

All articles included in the collection were submitted to the publishing

house before 1 March 1962.

Scientific editing of the collection was done by Professor K. K. Andreyev

(Articles 19--21, 25, 32, 38, 39), A. F. Belyayev (Articles 26, 29--31, 34--36,

40--43), A. I. Gol'binder (Articles 1--8, 11, 17, 22-24, 27, 28, 33, 37), and

A. G. Gorst (Articles 9, 10, 12--16, 18).

I



MT-63-25 Chapter 1 Article 1

Theory of Explosives, Moscow 1963

Pages Cover-9

I. SNSITMTY OF EXPLOSIVES TO MECHANICAL INFLUENCES

N. A. Kholevo Lueceased7

1. Concerning the &Seit4a of kcitatijo of Explosion durin DeformLtion of
the ktai Char&

As it is known, during deformation of a charge of a condensed explosive

chemical transformation can appear, which, depending upon the speed of process, is

called: burning, flash, explosi.on of detonation; in the future we will consider

such a transformation under the general name "explosion".

Probability of the appearance of explosion at definite conditions of de-

formation of charge is a criterion of the sensitivity of the given explosive to

mechanical influence, its ability to be exploded.

Deformation of an explosive charge may occur upon impact of a load falling on

it, in the action of a shock wave and with a sharp change of the momentum of the

charge, for example, in artillery missiles in the moment of firing and upon en-

counter with a barrier.

The author advanced general presentations about the mechanism of excitation

of explosion by means of deformation of a small charge with drop-hammer impact.

These presentations, after correaponding definitions, can be used also in other

cases of action of external forces.

' The article was prepared by the author for printing in 1954 and was published
in 1955 in limited circulation. In subsequent papers, the author proposed to
expound considerations about the mechanism of excitation of explosion and the re-
lative sensitivity of an explosive at drop-hammer impact, and also about excitation
of explosion in other conditions of deformation of an explosive charge.



In this article the role of stresses in exci'Ation of explosion in case of

deformation of an explosive is considered.

Role of Stresses in the Excitation of Explosion

in a Deformed Explosive Charge

General Remarks on Deformation of a Charge with Drop-har Impact

The mechanism of the phenomena, occurring during deformation of a charge is

very complex. Due to this, the author is limited to a qualitative interpretation of

the essence of separate phenomena, although he does not negate the expediency of

the attempts at quantitative calculations, undertaken, for example, in our time by

Yu. B. Khariton 8J.

A fundamental diagram of deformation of a charge at drop-hammer impact is

presented in Fig. 1. Under the action of a falling load, possessing kinetic energy

A, the upper striker, overcoming the resistance of the deformed charge, exerts

pressure on the explosive. The first period of impact is characterised by an in-

crease of specific pressure on the explosive to a certain maximum magnitude P, and

the second period - its decrease.

In Fig. 1 the state of a charge at the beginning and end of the first period

of impact is shown. Work of deformation of the charge in this period is composed

of work of pressure and work of flow of the explosive.

P

Fig. 1 Fundamental diagram of deformation of a charge at drop-hammr

impact. 1) Explosive charge; 2) Strikers.

For a qualitative interpretation of this process equation (1) can be written in

general form, corresponding to the end of the first period of impact.

A - Ao + + .2K W explosiye(

26



where A - ehergv nf inpmwe-t

A0 - potential energy of elastic deformation of natal of the instraont and

drop-hamer;

W -- energy, "absorbed" by the metal of the instrument and drop-haer as a

result of plastic flow, external friction etc.;

- work of pressure of charge (V - volu of charge; P - stress in

charge at impact; K - modulus of thorough explosive pressure);

cloeivo - work of flow of charge.

In the second period of impact, the potential energy of elastic deformations

AO + P2V is transformed mAinly into energy of load rebound, which one can de-
2K

termine by the height of rebound.

Upon examination of equation (1) and Fig. I the following generil remarks can

be made.

1. Magnitude of stresses P in the charge is determined by its fluidity and

external conditions of flow, and besides, the fluidity of the charge in a strong

degree depends on the melting temperature of the explosive, while the external

conditions of flow depend on the design of the instrumnt, in which the charge is

deformed.

2. By measure of growth of stresses P, the speed of flow of the charge is

decreased due to the increase of decelerations of movement of the upper striker.

3. Increase of work of pressure P2V should be acccpanied by a decrease of2K

work of flow Wexplosive of the charge and vice versa.

In 1912 at the VIII International Congress on Applied Chemistry, for testing

the sensitivity of an explosive at drop-hainr impact the so-called Kast instrument

was adopted. This instrument, somewhat modified by the All-Union Government

Standard 2065-43, in the future will be called "instrunnt No. 1".

For creation of conditions of deformation of a charge, accopanied by stresses

smaller, than in instrument No. 1, the author in 1946 offered instrument No. 2.

For excitation of stresses in A char*ge greater, than in the use of instrument No. 1

the author in 1950 developed instrument No. 3 (diagram of instruments No. 1, 2 and
'1



3, see Fig. 2). In using a ring in instrument No. 3 for solid explosives and for
1

liquid explosives a cup made from different non-ferrous metals (lead, tin,

alurinum, copper et al.), it is possible to excite larger or smaller stress in a

charge independent of the fluidity of the explosive. To receive the desired

stress during deformation of a charge in irstrument No. 3 is also possible by

changing dimension a on the upper striker (See Fig. 2).

N't N'2 j

Fig. 2. Diagram of instruments for testing explosives with a drop-
haimr. 1) Strikers; 2) Sleeve; 3) Gap; 4) Groove; 5) Ring (or
cup); 6) Free space; 7) Upper striker.

Application of the instruments described above allowed for experiments to be

conducted, when at constant impact energy in the charge very large or very small

stresses were excited, when these stresses were determined mainly by the fluialty

of the charge (instrument No. 2) and when the fluidity of the charge did not render

a determining influence on the magnitude of stresses (instrument No. 3). Results

of the experiments allowed to compare the stresses excited in the charge, and the

probability of the appea- rice of explosion which provided a basis for criticism of

wide-spread erroneous presentations on the role stresses in the deformation of an

explosive charge.

fin an instrument with a striker 10 mm in diameter, the ring has an external

diameter of 10, internal 6 and height 3 mm. After introduction of 0.05 g of
explosive and pressing the height of the ring becomes equal to approximately 2.3
and internal diameter of about 4 mm. The cup has an internal diamter of 4, height
3 and thickness of the bottom 0.3--0.5 mm.
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ut C5J, in am2yzng the dta knowm to biu(before 1920), mdo a conolusion

that at impat, the probability of excitation of explosion is greater the more

,specific pressure on the explosive. Confirmation of such a conciusion he

considered to be known from an oxperiment with the increase of sensitivity of an

explosive in the presence of solid particles, on the outer limits of which in
1

Kast's opinion, pressure is "concentrated". The role of pressur% Kast explained

by excitation of high temperature. He allowed, hovever, for the possibility of

direct excitatkon of explosion, passing the thermal stage.

L. Vonnen, 3. Nrleau and A. Lecorche E3J allow that in certain cases, impact

causes oscillation of molecules of a character, other than oscillations caused by

the increase of temperature.

Brunswig [22 considers that besides a nuaber of theoretical considerations

against the assuption about intermediate transition of energy of impact into

thermal energy, there is the absence of a parallelism betwein sensitivity to impact

and temperature of flash which is difficult to explain even at calculation of

distinctions in heat capacity, thermal capacity, coefficient of elasticity and so

forth. This investigator allows that "to pressure, as the factor overcoming

resistance, belongs, probably, the role of mutual approach of atoms with a large

chemical affinity".

In 1922 Justrow ZC14J expressed the thoaight that the sensitivity of an

explosive during firing and at drop-hammir impact is determined by critical stresses

and that these stresses may be expressed by experimental means.

'The presentation about the increase of "ritivity a a result of "con-
centration of pressure on the outer limits" is wide-spread and ws entered in
textbooks on the theory of explosives. Apparently, this last circumstance pro-
voked the question frequently asked by the author at factories: "Is it safer to
conduct meohanical processing of explosive charges with a sharp or a dull tool?"



The efforts of a number of investigators are known, the essence of the opinion

of which on the role of stresses in the excitation of explosion is reduced to the

above-indicated presentation [2], [4J,[5J, 14]- .

In connection with this it is necessary to note the interesting investigations

of Yu. N. Ryabinina [-6, [-7, who studied the influence of static stresses up

to 50 thousand k/cm2 on the thermal decomposition of an explosive. He established

that these stresses not ornly do not increase the speed of decompdpition, but for a

number of explosives even delay it. Bridgan [-_7 studied the influence of

static stresses up to 100 thousand kg/cm on explosive. As a result of testirg

seventeen explosives, he arrived at the conclusion that under the action of such

stresses an explosion is not stimulated.

The experimnts of Ryabinin and Bridgman reject the affirmation of so

investiga:ors [12 et al._7 on the possibility of excitation of explosion as a

result of the direct action of static pressure. However, these experiments do not

give an answer to the question about the influence of dynamic stresses, similar to

those which appear in an explosive, for example, at drop-hamr impact, when the

time of deformation of the charge constitutes 10 - 3 -- 10 "- sec.

An attempt to experimentally check the influence of dynamic stresses was

undertaken by Taman and Kroger [132. However, the unsuccessful registration of

experiments did not provide the possibility to the authors to make a definite

conclusion.

On the basis of the brief account of literary information on the considered

question the following conclusions can be made.

1. The presentations of Kaest, Bruswi, Egert, Justrov et al., advanced in

20 years, /Wases,as on the factor, determining explosive soeneitivity, were

developed in works, carried out during the period of the next 10-20 years.

2. The presentation about the determining role of stresses in excitation of

explosion served as a basis for promoting the hypothesis of critical stresses which

This Document Contains
If Missing Page/s That Are

Unavailable In The
Original Document



also led to the selection of a definite direction for investigations of the

stability of an explosive charge of an artillery shell upon firing.

3. The presentation about the determining role of stresses in excitation of

explosion served as the theoretical basis of the opinion about the advantage of the

method of exhibiting relative sensitivity of an explosive upon impact in instrument

No. 1.

4. The wide-spread presentation about such a role of stresses in an explosive

is accompanied according to a number of authors by the denial of an intermediate

thermal stage and promoting of the hypotheses on triggering of an explosion as a

result of "decrease" or "increase" of distances between molecules and atoms.

Experimental Check and Discussion of Information on the Role of Stresses Known in

Literature

The author first [10]_7 established that with a drop-haumer impact certain

explosives possess less sensitivity in instrument No. 1, than in instrument No. 2,

although in the latter there appear smaller stresses, than in the first. Establish-

ment of the high sensitivity of the explosive in instrument No. 2 served as a basis

for criticism of the wide-sproad presentation on the role stresses in triggering an

explosion.

In Table 1 are ezamples, illustrating the noted phenomenon. In a series of

cases (experiments 1, 2, 6, 10) the frequency of explosions in instrument No. 1 is

greater than in instrument No. 2. Also in the Table are cases, when the frequency

of explosions in instrument No. 1 is significantly less than in instrument No. 2

(experiments 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11) which is not completely coordinated with the

presentation on stresses, as the main factor determining sensitivity of explosives.

In Table 1 are the results of experiments, when in the presence of paraffin,

sensitivity of explosive in instrument No. 1 is greatly increased (compare

experiments 5 and 6 or 9 and 10) which also is impossible to explain, being directed

by the old presentation of the role of stresses in triggering an explosion.



Table 1
Sensitivity of oxplosivo in instrumnts No. 1 and 2 (wight of load - 5 kg,

might of explosive charge -- 0. 5 nubor of parallel experiment&

~Haueo~wAD 1.6
STpom 4 20 0
TaIp 4 100 6
A auh.d nopox 4 35 70
r m 2,5 O0 go

Urecor-+AI (uy a) 50:50 4 0 -

Fwcoru+A (SII)50-50 2 - 100
freA*M ±Al auapa*4' 45:45:10 2 40 0

Kxi°+ b 87:13 4 0

C1I8Y-9,a S:3 2 - 100
lMt.NO,+AI (n ) 80:20 4 0 -

1N0 3O+AI (4zipa) 80: 20 2 - 100
UPOKCR I 2,5 30 100

"MKN+UI Ia (95: 5) 2,5 100 0

W-4mE comha 2 0 100

1) experiment; 2) Designation of explosive; 3) Energy of impact kG ); 4)
Frequency of explosions; 5) instrkent; 6) Trotyl; 7) Tetryl; 8) Seola pter;
9) Hexogene; 10) (poWier); 11) paraffin; 12) carbon; 13) Pyraxline; .P4) Lead
styphnate.

Thus, on the basis of the data in Table 1 a conclusion can be made that the

probability of triggering an explosion is not always in direct dependence on the

stresses appearing at impact and, consequently, the wide-spread presentations on

the role of stresses in this process do not correspond to reality.

However such a conclusion is disputed by certain "protectors of stresses", who

affirm that explosives possess "selective" sensitivity to impact and to friction

This sensitivity to impact, in their opinion, is the most objective criterion of

stability of explosives, stipulated by their chemical nature. In the opinion of

these scientists, instrument No. 2 characterises sensitivity only to friction,

lEy impact they imply deformation of a charge as a result of dynamic cG*-

pression and by friction - as a result of flow.



and the results of testing in it do not depict therefore the influence of stresses

and, in general, are not indicative. These considerations are scholastic and can

easily be refuted by the results of experiments in instrument No. 1 given below.

The experiments in this instrument were conducted with a large number of

explosive and nonexplosive substances. In the selection of substances for tests

mainly their ability upon impact to be forced into the gap of the instrument was

taken into account, which is stipulated by the yield point and mlting point of

the substance.

0.05 g of the substance was placed in instrumnt No. 1 and an impact was made,

noting height of rebound of the load (only in cases of failure) and degree of

pressing of the substance into the gap of the instrument. With every substance up

to 50 tests were conducted and for comparable substances the external conditions

of impact were observed with constants.

For the characteristics of the method of investigation and conclusions which

were made in Fig. 3 and in Table 2, the results of the study of certain substances

are given.

In Fig. 3 the vertical series of points correspond to the heights of recoil

of load ho at heights of its fall h, equal to 200, 400 and 600 mm. Riery veritical

series (with the exception of series V and VI, corresponding to aluminum powder and

water) was obtained as a result of 20 parallel experiments.

Work of flow of the charge Wixplosive in the given case is connected with

heights of fall h and rebound ho of the load by an approximate relationship

Wexplosive -7 0.005 (h -- 1.70ho ) kG •m (2)

In a separate series in Fig. 3 the points are absent, corresponding to cases

of explosion. The number of such cases is marked by a digit in the circle, located

above the corresponding series of points.
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Fig. 3. Height of rebound of load in a series of paralll experimnts
with different substances on a drop-hamr: I - trotyl,, II -

dinitrobensene, III - tetryl, IV - xylyl, V - alimirnu powder,
VI - wter. (Figures in circle - nwuber of explosions from 20
experiuments). 1) Height of fall of load (5 kg) h in mm; 2) Height of
rebound of load ho in ma.

Table 2
Relation of average height of rebound to height of fall of load

(see Fig. 3)

-Te uepaTyp A ) O HO iM e i: A

[Ha nue o e in e 3,i_ CTM8 31- Alit

4)O.J 1o o 80.1 3 19 33

')AMTPo6e3Aeago 36 25 21
)TOVMA 128,8 46 45 48
'KCssai 181 52 33 47
1Ammummeas ayjtpai >800 52 51 51

D)OM 0 50 - so

1) Designation of substance; 2) Temperature of hardening OC; 3) Ratio of h: h
in %; 4) Trotyl; 5) Dinitrobenene; 6) Tetryl; 7) ylyl; 8) Aluminum powder;
9) Water.

On the basis of the data in Fig. 3, Table 2 and certain observations the

following conclusions can be made.

1. Upon impact the charge in instrument No. 1 is compressed and it flos.

The work of the flow of the charge Wlosive depends on the energy of impact and

the fluidity of the explosive. -In cases, when fluidity is very small (aluminum

2rpu a



powder) or when fluidity of the explosive and energy of impact is not great (qly1

at h - 200 I), the work of flow of the charp, as follows from equation (2), is

small, due to the fact that the charge is not forced into the gap of the instruent.

In those am cases, when plastic and viscous-plastic flow of the charge occurs in

the gap of the inatruimnt, the work of flow can reach a significant magnitude,

somtims exceeding half of the energy of impact.

Thus, the wide-spread presentation about the fact that in instrument No. 1

oniy c ssion of tin charge taka; plaCt, d.; not correspond to raality; and the

affirmation that the work of flow of a substance in this instrument is Small, is

the result of a poor study of the mechanism of deformation of the charge.

There is no basis also to the proposal of certain investigators to consider

that the results of tests in instrument No. 1 characterise sensitivity to impact,

and in instruaent No. 2 - to friction.

Both instruments characterize sensitivity of an explosive during transient

deformation of compression and flow of a charge; with this, in instrument No. 1

Lhe speed of flow is less, and compression is greater than in instrument No. 2.

2. Observed in Fig. 3, the very great scattering of results in parallel tests

is explained not only by the different magnitude of the gap in the applied

instruments, but also by a series of accidental causes, affecting the degree of

melting of the charge. In view of such great scattering, it is impossible to

determine stresses in charges in cases of explosion on the basis of their measure-

ment in cases of failure. Thus, for example, it is impossible to think that the

stresses, leading to explosion of tetryl in 13 cases (h - 600 rn), are equal to the

stresses in 7 cases of failure. The stresses in cases of failure can be very

strongly distinguished from stresses in cases of explosion.

1 Work of flow is small also in those cases, when the charge possesses very
large fludity (water).

/



3. In the vertical row in Fig. 3 are points corresponding to cases of

explosion. There arises a question: Wiich heights of rebound correspond to the

discarded points? If these points corresponded to the greatest values of height of

rebound, then the presentation about the determining role of stresses in triggering

an explosion in certain degree would be experimentally confirmd. The answer to

this question can be seen in Table 2, where the change of the ratio of height of

rebound of load to height of its fall he: h with the increase of height h is given.

W-- ------------ B A.- -- *J. U. UL " 1 --In e- of *wonew Of %liM iiAl& WS increase wa of h fros 200 to

400 = is decreased (trotyl, dinitrobensens, xylyl). If the cases of explosion

corresponded to great heights of rebound, then the scattering of points would lead

to a further decrease of the ratio ho : h with the increase of height of fall. In

this case, at h - 600 m the ratio ho : h for trotyl must have been les than 19,

for xylyl - less than 33 and for tetryl - les than 45%. In reality, upon transition

from a height of 400 to a height of 600 the ratio ho : h not only was not

decreased, but was even noticeably increased. Such a result is due to the fact

that explosions correspond chiefly to small values of height of rebound, i.e.

explosions are triggered with smaller stresses, but in large work of flow - see

equation (2).

Thus, the results of experiments in instrimnt No. 1, shown in Fig. 3, and

also in Table 2 and 1 convince us of the fact that stresses are not the factor

determining triggering of an explosion and that the wide-spread presentations about

such a role of stresses do not correspond to reality.

The Actual Role of Stresses .in Tri~ring an fplosion

During the study of the role of stresses in triggering an explosion, first of

all it wa necessary to explain their influence in the case when there is no flow

of the charge. Such deformation of charge most successfully wa obtained in

instrumnt Nn. 3, in which plasticity of the metal of the ring ensured thorough



pressure on the charge upon impact, and flow of metal in the gap of the instrument

did not appear.

Experiments wre conducted with trotyl, which was introduced in a quantity of

0.05 g to instrument No. 3 with a small gap and with an aluminum ring. After

molding (or after preliminary impacts during fall of the load from a small height)

tests were conducted during fall of a load wighing 5 kg from a height of 2000 me.

With this, there wre no wxplosions.

In conducting a second series of the sam experiments with an upper atrin,

haying dimension a, equal to 9 m (see Fig. 2), or with a lead ring instead of an

alminu one, 100% frequency of explosions was obtained.

In the first case, upon impact the ring was very insignificantly forced into

the gap of the instrument (after impact this ws checked by extracting the ring

from the instrument) and, consequently, only thorough compression of the charge

occurred, with the appearance of great stresses, but with a very small flow of it.

In the second case, as a result of partial pressing of aluminum into the free space

betwen the grooves of the striker and sleeve or lead into the gap of the instru-

ment, a great flow of charge took place with smaller stresses 1 than in the first

case.

Since in the first case the charge was subjected to thorough compression with

very great stresses, then there appeared the assumption that in the deformation of

compression of a charge not accompanied by flow of the explosive, an explosion is

not triggered.

For checking this, precisely the sam experiments were conducted, but with

significantly more sensitive explosives than trotyl - hexogens and PETN. The

results of the experiments confirmed our assumption.

I The magnitude of stresses is judged by the height of rebound of the load
with the application of naphthalene instead of trotyl.



Specially interesting results wre obtained with mercury fulminate, which, a

it is known.* is characterised by very high sensitivity. For conducting the

expermnts an instriumnt, ws used, a diagram of which is shown in Fig. 4. Into a)copper ring with internal diameter of 5 and height of 2.5 ma 0.05 g of mercury

fulminate was placed and with the help of a press, the strikers were pressed by

force of 5000 kilogram.,The instrumnt,, after pressing, wes subjected to con-

secutive drop-hainr impacts with fall, of a load weighing 10 kg fics heights of
1

150, 250, 500t 750 and 1000 Wr - With this, an exmplosion was not triggered off.

After an impact from a height of 1000 ma, the instrmnt (without tray) was turned

and, the sleeve was moved downwards; as a result.. the copper ring with mrcury

fulminate appeared against the groove of the sleeve and upon inpact could be forced

into the latter. The instrument prepared in this mainner was subjected to impact at

the fall of 10 kg load from a height of 150 ma. In these conditions, explosion of

mercury fulminate was triggered. The phenmnon was constantly repeated in a

significant nuber of independent tests.

Fig. 4. Instrumnt for experiments with mercury fulminate.

In this manner, it was established that in case of thorough compression even

of such a sensitive explosive as mercury fulminate, an explosion is not triggered,

if flow of charge is very insignificant. Conversely, mercury fulminate with

significant flow of charge explodes, although the stresses then are considerably

less than in the first case.

IA furher increase of height of fall of load was'not permittad because of
apprehension of significant deforation of the ale of the instrument and the
possible flow of the charge due to this.



The above-described experiments with trotyl, hexogene, .PM and lead fulminate

convincingly confirmed the assumption that with thorough dynamic cmpression of a

1
charge, not acconpanied by its flow, an explosion is not triggered

At the sam time these experiments, Just as the investigations described in the

preceding division, confirm the thought expressed by author Z9] that the

effectiveness of mechanical influence should be considered, taking into consideration

deformation of flow of the charge, and not deformation of its compression.

As an additional confirmation of this can serve the experimental data of S. M.

Muratov, who in studying the relative sensitivity of several explosives in instru-

ment No. 1, received the paradoxical results, given in Table 3.

The unexpected results of the experiments of S. M. Muratov are explained by

the fact that he used instruments No. 1 with a very small gap between the striker

and chanel of the sleeve, due to which, impact was accompanied by very small flow

of those explosives which possess poor fludity. As a result, in charges of such,

very sensitive, but possessing low fluidity, of initiating explosives, as mercury

fulminate, lead styphnate and lead aside, explosion appeared significantly more

difficult, than in charges of PETN and trotyl, which possess good fluadity.

However, from this it is impossible to make the conclusion that the named initiating

explosive possesses less sensitivity during deformation, than PETN and trotyl. For

revealing the relative sensitivity of explosives, possessing different fluidity, it

is necessary to consider the conditions of flow of the substance of their charges.

Taking into consideration the results of the conducted experiments, a con-

clusion can be made that triggering of explosion of an explosive substance stipulated

by the flow of the substance of the charge.

i] the opinion of the author, this conclusion can be spread also in the case

of trigering of larger stresses, tha*re accessible with drop-hammer impact.
However this consideration does not have practical value, since very large stresses
inevitably should be acccpanied by flow of the charge, which also stipulates
triggering of an explosion.



Table 3
Results of testing the relative sensitivity of explosives in instrument No. 1

wI 3Upr.. MaPI I4 b ,CTOCT, WPUDOI

I, H,,,eam.ee BD ,r. 3) 

4)TPoMW 3 40
Tom 3 100

7) ANa cMWA 3 30
0 m rlur pTyTII 3 10

T) C-4UM cuwJ 4 10

i) Designation of explosive; 2) Energy of impact kGem; 3) Frequence of explosions;
4) Trotyl; 5) PETN; 6) Tetrazene; 7) Lead aside; 8) Mrcury fulminate; 9) Lead
styphnate.

There arises, howver, a question about the character of the influence of

stresses in the charge, which inevitably accompany deformation of flow of the

explosive.

In Table 1 are the results of experiments in which triggering of an explosion

was stipulated by flow of the charge, accompanied by larger(experiments 3, 2, 6, 10)

and smaller (experiments 3, 5, 7, 8, 9,11) stresses.

With very large stresses and small flow of a trotyl charge in instrument No. 3

with an aluminum ring an explosion is not triggered, at smaller stresses, but larger

flow of this charge in instrument No. 3 with a lead ring the frequency of triggering

the explosion of trotyl is 100%. However at still smaller stresses, although with

large flow of the charge in instrument No. 3 with a lead ring and upper striker

id having facets, explosion is not triggered.

Thus, the results of these experiments show the coplex character of the

dependence of the probability of triggering an explosion on stresses.

Considering that the appearance of an explosion is stipulated by the flow cf

the explosive, the determining parameter of this process can be considered as the

specific speed of energy release u in the charge durinr its plastic flow. Magnitude



u is greater, the largr the coefficient of internal friction V and gradient of

dy
speed of flow --dx . It is easy to show that

=,q (3)

It is possible to assu that the role of compression stresses is connected

with their influence on the coefficient of internal friction, especially in cases

of viscous flow.

Practical interest is presented by the dependence of speed ol absorption of

energy and speed of flow of explosives on stresses with constant energy of impact.

55-2 ---------

Fig. 5. Dependence of specific speed of energy release in charge (u) on the
otresses appearing in it (P) with different impact energies (A) /cheuatic
graph7, l)Fluidity; 2) - 4) Explosive - 1 - 3.

With constant energy of impact and increase of stresses, the speed of flow is

decreased (see division 1). This circumstance stipulates the increase of u with the

increase of P only up to a certain optimum magnitude. At a further increase of P,

the speed of flow becomes so small that u starts to be decreased.

Consequently, at an energy of impact A - const, u - 0 (P), it is possible to

present curves, having a maximum, as this is shown in Fig. 5. The curves in this

figure express the dependence of u on P at energies of impact.

A1<A2<As.



Let us asse that in instrumnts No. 2, 1, 3c (lead ring) and 3& (aluminum

ring) at energy of impact A1 deformation of a charge of explosive - 1, possessing

great fluidity is produced. The stresses, appsaAng in the deformation of this

Icharge in different instruments, are shown in Fig. 5 by mans of circles, in which
I1

the index of the corresponding instrument is writtenI . In the case of deformation

of a charge of explosive -2, possessing lesser fluidity, than explosive -1, the

corresponding circles are arranged somewhat more to the right2 ; but in case of de-

formation of a charge of explosive -3, possessing still lesser fluidity, the circles

are arranged still somewhat more to the right.

Thus, P and u depend on the design of the instrumnt and fluidity of the

explosive. The magnitude u in case of deformation of a tharge of explosive -1 is

very small in instruments No. 2 and 1 due to small stresses, and in instruments No.

3c and 3a - due to very low speed of flow of the explosive. In case of deformation

of a charge of explosive -2, the magnitude u is greatest in instrument No. 1, but

in case of deformation of a charge of explosive -3, magnitude u is greatest in

instrument No. 2.

With an increase of energy of impact (for example, to A3 ), the circles marked

in Fig. 5 also will be displaced to the right. Then the speed of energy release u

is increased to a certain limit. However, displacement of circles to the right and

increase of u depend on fluidity of the explosive and design of the instrument.

Thus, for example, it is possible to consider that at an increase of energy of

impact, displacemnt of circles to the right for explosive -1 is small and it is

accompanied by an insigrificant increase of u in instruments No. 2 and 1 and greater

in instrument No. 3c.

Fig. 5 depicts only a general qualit&tive dependence of u on fluidity of the

charge, design of the instrumant and energy of impact. In reality, the influence

IFor determination of the magnitude of stresses it is necessary to drop a
perpendicular to axis P from the center of the circle.

2 With the exception of a circle corresponding to the stresses in instrument No.
3a. In the latter, the magnitude of stresses considerably does not depend on
fluidity of the explosive.



of separate factors on magnitude u is significantly complex. In particular,

maximum magnitude u consideraby depends on the degree of nonuniformity of the

physical properties of the charge and on accidental deviations (see Fig. 3).

With the help of Fig. 5 it is possible, hovever, to explain the role of stres-

ses during flow of the charge and a number of phtnomena, that take place in drop-

hamer impact. Allowing that the frequency of explosion is a direct dependence on

u, it is easy to explain the rests of drop-hamr impact tests (see Table 1 and 3).

which is impossible to witness, being directed by conventional presentations about

the mechanism of impact. For example, considering that fluidity of trotyl and

tetryl (see Table 1) corresponds to the fluiaity of explosive -2 (see Fig. 5), it

is easy to explain the insensitity of these explosives in instrument No. 2. The

assumption that the fluidity of lead styphnate, pyroxylin, mixture of hexogene and

aluminum powder and other explosives (see Table 1 and )orresponds to the fluidity

of explosive -3, explains the lower sensitivity of these explosives in instrument

No. 1 as compared to the sensitivity in instrument No. 2.

Thus, the various sensitivity of explosives in instruments No. 1 and 2 is ex-

plained by the different speed of energy release in the deformation of charges in

these instruments, and not the scholastic "selective sensitivity of explosives to

impact and to friction", as this is presented ty certain investigators.

General Conclusions

1. By experimental means it was established that in cases of low speed of

flow of a charge, an explosion is not triggered even with very large stresses. On

the basis of this it is possible to consider that triggering an explosion is

conditioned by the flow of the charge.

2. The effectiveness of the action of mechanical forces during flow of the

charge is determined by the specific speed of separation of mechanical energy, which

depends on the coefficient of internal (and external) friction and the gradient of

speed of flow.



3. With a constant ensrg of impat, the maximum speed of energy release

taksc place at a certain optim magnitu~de of stresses, which is possible to attain

I by means of application of a corresponding design of the, instrument.

4. The wide-spread presentations on the critical stresses of explosives

contradict experience and, consequently, are erroneous.* Based on these erroneous

presentations, the investigations of stability of a charge upon firing appeared

therefore barren.

5. The concept of "selective", sensitivity of explosives "to impact', and

"to friction" is erroneous, since triggering of an explosion is deternined by the

flow of tfr" charge, which in characterized by the fricticii coefficient and the

gradient of speed of flow.

;y 6. frrozeous also is the concept of the fact that instrumnt No. 1

characterizes sensitivity "to impact", but instrument No. 2 - "to friction".

Every possible meane of swohanical influence (independent of the design of the

instrumnt) can characterize sensitivity only at flow of the charge. Howver.. the

coefficient of friction and gradient of speed of flow can strongly change, depending

upon the swans of mchanical influence.

7. The presentation about the fact that relative sensitivity in instrumnt

No. 1 is the most reliable criterion of relative "stability" and safety of the

charge is erroneous and obstructs the develomnt of means of studying the

sensitivity of explosives.
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2. eccnt In st tions of Decposition of Hard MI Exlosives

Explosion of hard VV can be caused by:

Heating to temperature of ignition;

Light of sufficient intensity;

Impact or shock;

Ultrasonic oscillations;

Action of electrons, a -particles, neutrons and fragents of nuclear fission;

Electric discharge;
instantaneous

"Spontaneous"/ deccaposition as of growing crystal.

In this report questions are considered, referring to triggering of an explo-

sion of hard VV by the three first forms of influence.

iriggering of Explosion by Heatinr

The investigators of the laboratory of Cambridge University follow, as well

as scientist of the USSR, the view that an explosion most frequently appears from

a heat-up of explosive. The condition of its appearance is a heat liberation with

speed, exceeding its elimination speed. The theory of this complicated phenomenon

was developed in the USSR by D. A. Frank-Kamenetskiy. According to investigations,

conducted at Cambridge University, during a heat-up of several microseconds, the

dimension of the heated region is within the limits 10 -3 - 10 5 cm.

1. This article is an account of a report, read by Prof. F. Bouden of Cambridge
University to the endeleyev Moscow Cheico-Technological Institute in March 1959.
The article is prepared for publication by B. N. Kondrikovyi.



It is possible to show in a simple example that for the appearance of an ex-

plosion it is necessary that the characteristic dimension of crystal be not lower

than a certain critical magnitude. If we place crystals of azide of cadmium in a

thermostat, having a temperature of 320 , then only crystals with a thickness of
exploded, crystals thinner than 10-5- cm are /

cm .are/deccaposed without explosion. Critical thickness of crystal depends

on temperature, as this also follows from the Frank-Kamenetskiy theory.

Thermal decomposition of crystals of VV was also studied, occurring lower than

a temperature of self-ignition. For this purpose an electron microscope was appli-

0
ed with a high resolving power, which attained 5A, under laboratory conditions.

This is almost an atomic dimension. Prof. enter attempted to detect with the help

of an electron microscope the molecules in crystal. He investigated under the

microscope a crystal of phthalocyanin of platinum and received the picture, pre-

sented in Fig. 1. The streaks are rows of molecules, from which the crystal is

0
built, the distance between them 12A. It is clear that in one region the crystal

is complete.

Fit. 1. Electron photomicrography of crystal phthalocyanin of platinum. Magnified
approximately 1 million times; rows of molecules are noticeable in crystal; distance
between atomic planes 11. 9R). a) A section of crystal surface without defects.
b) A section of surface with dislocation.

In other regions, however, it is possible to detect much different dislocations.

We consider that chemical transformation appears preferably on dislocations.



Mrstal of side of silver under investigation in electron microscope (Fig. 2

and 3) is dsc~poed as a result of heat-up by its electron flow. On the surface

of the crystal, on which the decomposition chiefly occurs lumps of silver will

evolve. In Fig. 2 the nuclei are noticeably weak. In Fig. 3a dimension of nuclei

changed insignificantly, but the contrast is very noticeable. On the enlarged

photograph (Fig. 36) the nuclei and silver, lattice are noticeable.

Fig. 4 depicts the Laue diffraction pattern of crystal of azide of silver,

decomposed under action of electron flow of an electron diffractional chamber. In

Fig. 4a is shown the electrongram of crystal of azide at the beginning of the ex-

periment. Already at this stage it is possible to see that the azide began to be

decomposed. In Fig. b relative intensities of spots changed somewhat. The change

of intensity is even more clearly noticeable in Fig. 4c. Certain spots here are

very bright, but their position as yet does not change. Intensity of rings,

characteristic for electrongrams of metallic silver, increases.

One should note that the distance between atoms of silver in aside is approxi-

mately twice as great as in silver itself, for which reason according to the degree

of decomposition of aside, the atoms of silver converge. After removal of all

nitrogen (Fig. 4e) they occupy the normal positions peculiar to metallic silver.

The electron microscope together with electron--diffraction examinations in

our opinion is a very important tool for the study of crystal decomposition.

Ce

Fig. 2. Electron photumicrography of crystal of azide of silver at the beginning
of decomposition, at the mcmnt, corresponding to Fig. 4a.



The electron beam here simultaneously results in decomposition of crystal by strong-

ly heating it and allows us to track the progress of this decomposition (see Fig. 5).

In a number of cases such a combination can rove to be inconvenient. Therefore

for the investigation of crystal decomposition , we also used a grating electron

microscope, in which an electron beam, reflected from the surface of crystal, runs

around it, similarly as this occurs in kinescopes. In this case the capacity of

the beam is insufficient to heat to crystal and cause de =mposition. This construc--

tion was developed in Cambridge by Smith and Whetley. Fig. 6 depicts a needle of

aside of silver with a thickness of nearly 1 micron on a heated silver plate. De-

composition begins in the defects of the crystal lattice from the end of the needle,

that has good contact with the plate. As a result the crystal is crushed into small

fragments, the dimension of which does not exceed 0.3 micron. Finally the whole

crystal is turned into a multitude of angular lumps or small knots of silver (Fig.

7).

Cracking and splitting of crystals on heating is observed also in the case o±

other VV. Fig. 8 depicts a crystal cf azide of cadmium before (a) and after heat-

ing at 3170 (b). It is clear that on heating the crystal is cracked and is broken

along crystallographic planes.

Fig. 3. Electron photomicrography of crystal of azide of silver, represented in

Fig. 2 at the moment, corresponding to Fig. 4d.
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Fig. 4. Dec.positiob of azide of
silver by electron flow. (Elect-ongram
of crystal of azide of silver at
different stages of deccomposition).

Li

In our opinion, which agrees with the ideas expressed recently by Prof. K. K.

Andreyevi, the splitting of crystal on heating has a great value for the develop-

ment of explosion in it. Fig. 9a depicts a crystal of TEN, subjected to the action

of a powerful source of light and in Fig. 9b the same crystal before illumination.

Explosion under this action does not occur, but the whole crystal is covered with

a multitude of cracks. Therefore we conclude that deccmpositon of crystals of

VV starts from the surface in dislocations and defects of the crystal lattice and

leads to the splitting of the crystal into tiny fragments.



Fig. 5* Electron photomicrography of crystal of nitrate of potassium, fused under
the action of electron beam.

Fig. 6. Partially decomposed needle Fig. 7. A needle of azide of silver,
of azide of silver, destroyed as a result of decomposition

and crystallographic phase transition at
1800.

Fig. 8. A crystal of azide of cadmium before (a) and after (b) heating at 3170
(magnified 440 times). 

I
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Fig. 9. Decomposition and cracking of a single crystal of TEN subjected to a pulse
of light (energy 900 joule, duration 1.2 millisecond). a) Crystal after action of
light pulse, b) Initial form of crystal.

Triggering Explosion by Light

A whole series of works, conducted in Switzerland and Cambridge, shows that

crystals of W can be decomposed under the action of light. If the intensity of

the light source is sufficiently great, then some of the especially sensitive

compounds are exploded. Secondary crystals of WV, basically covalent organic cam-

pounds, are not exploded even at energy of 2000 joule.

This form of triggering of explosive transformation is of interest in parti-

cular because during a short period of i.Uumination (in our experiment it was about

1 millisecond) light is absorbed by a thin superficial layer, in which decomposi-

tion begins; deeper layers are not involved by the action of light, as a result

of which we can avoid many complications, accompanying the triggering of an explo-

sion by heat or impact.



Fig. 10. iagram of installation for investigation of triggering explosion
by light. 1) Pulse tube, 2) Spoon with VV, 3) Holder. On diagram di-
mensions of the cell of the actincmeter and its location (dotted line), are
shown, a) To McLeod manometer, b) Cell with depth of 6 rm.

Certain results of works based on the action of light on crystals of VV can

be used when examining the questions, connected with propagation of explosion and

detonational phenomena.

Only a few substances are studied more or lese in detail. They include azide

of silver, azide of thallium, silver nitride, nitrogen iodide and lead stypinate.

In the most detail was investigated azide of silver.

A diagram of the installation for investigation of the trigtering of an ex-

plosion by light is presented in Fig. 10. The experiment shows that to trigger an

explosion a certain critical quantity of radiant energy is required. Apparently,

the process of triggering is photochemical: an ion of azide under the action of

light is turned into a radical of N3 . If two radicals meet, then strong exother-

mal reaction occurs:

2N3 -- 3N2 + 210 kilocalorie

So that this reaction may occur, in the first place, it is necessary to obtain two

azide radicals and, secondly, they must meet.

If into V we mix particles of metal, then these particles can act ab traps of



electrans nd will remove electrons from an ion of N3 , transf into a radical.

The effect of these particles on the magnitude of the critical energy of a light

Spulse is illustrated in Fig. 21.

Fig. ll. Increase of sensitivity of aside of silver to light with the addition of
gold particles. 1) Sensitivity of aside with inert diluent (calculation), 2) Its
sensitivity based on results of experiments with addition of gold, Vc is the criti-
cal voltage on facing of capacitor in kv. (Light pulse is the spark in the r
from two mited parallel capacitors with a capacity of 8 microfarad each). a) V2

is the square of critical voltage in kv; b) Contents of gold in mixture with aside
in % of weight.

Indeed, the addition of gold lowers critical energy, instegd of increasing it owing

to the dilution of the substance, as can be seen from couparison of curves 1 and 2

Fig. U.

We will note also that explosion of asides under action of light is frequently

acccapanied by melting of the surface layer; naturally the transformation of an

ion into a radical and the exothermal interaction of two rMicals occurs much fast-

er and easier in the liquid than in the solid phase.

In the case of covalent asides and mtalorganic compounds, for example, lead

styphnate, the primary process, apparently, is not a photochemical reaction. Radi-

ant energy in the final analysis transforms to thermal, and the explosion is

developed by normal thermal mechanism. The decomposition of such cupounds fre-

quently occurs from the radical mechanism.

If we consider a series of ionic inorganic asides - KN3 , TIN'3 , AgN3, CuN3 ,

we will discover that the stability in relation to the action of heat and light

decreases from the first to the last. KN3 is a relatively stable solid substance,

while AgX3 is easily decumposed and under certain conditions explodes and detonates.

The difference of ionization potential of metal an4 affinity to the electron off the

aside ridical in this eries increases. It wA hm-m. t.h-mt avliin physical proper-

3.6~r



~jan2 IM a parallel manner .1
Li~/Chs~s f srucure absorption spectrum, photoelectric conductance, refrac-

tion index.. and mlting poinc. indicate that during an increase of the ionization

potgntial of metal a deflection from an ionic type or lattice occurs. It is pobsi-

ble to show also that the energy, necessary to excite an electron and to transfer

it frCW a Strip of the m&2ence to a strip of conductance, decreases this determines

the decomposition rate of azides of heavy metals (TIN3, AgN3 and GUW3) and partial-

ly explains thei-r instability.

fri~erinMof pion U~ 11pa~,t. As a rule triggering of explosion by ipct is

based on the process of heat-up of a substance. This heat-up can appear in differ-

ent ways:

Adiabatic ccapression of gas pockets;

Heat-up during friction between surfaces, limiting the charge, or between irhe

hard particles in it;

Friction between small crystals of the VV itself;

Viscosity heat-up of V7 at high speeds of movement;

Heating of a sharp shock dur:Lng plastic deformation;

Interaction of weak shock waves.

We will consider only some of these ways.

The moot dangerous factor with respect to triggering of explosion on impact

is the presence in liquids and also in certain solid W~s of a small quantity of

air in the form of small bubbles. If,, in order to trigger a,, explosion of nitro--

glycerine, freed from air bubble*, energy is necessary of the order of 105-106

g-cm, than with 9mall bubbles 0.1 mm in diomwter an imparAt with the energy of

20-100 g-ca is sufficienit to trigger aii exploston.

1he air, in the bubbles, can be replaced by any other gas under thie energy of

',he impact, noca~ssary to trigger the explosion. It will be changed apparently, to

t he txtent of tho chang of rat to of the heat capasities of this gas at constant

ireaadra @.n& mDvt~ft volmts 'P/V
rOF,-o



The presence in a liquid explosive of air bubbiso promotes triggering of

explosion by shock wave. Interesting oxpeins were conducted recently by

Winning. He exploder a charge of nitroglycerine (see Fig. 12) alongside pipe,

containing nitroglycerin (see Fig. 12) with air bubbles introduced into it; appar-

ently explosion in the pipe occurs precisely where the bubble is.

During friction of two surfaces with W between them the seats of heat-up,

also are causes of ignition. Fig. 13 presents an oscillogram obtained when trigg-

ering an explosion by friction. Explosion appears at that moment, when the curve

abruptly descents. (In Fig. 13 this moment is marked by vertical line A).

mS

Fig. 12. Traggaring an, explosion of nitroglycerine by shock wave in water (after
Winning). a) Pipe with nitroglycerine, b) Passive charge of nitroglycerine with
small air bubble in lower part, (a) and (b) - system before explosion and at ummet
of its explosion.



Fig. 13. Recording 1,: nat -od? ce'.ilrrr a o" trerelectromotive force with a
slider of constantan movjing along a steel surface, covered with a layer of nitro
glycerine. On the left is the scale of temperatures in OC. 1) Temperature in
2) Each division 0.001 sec.; 3) Time. If temperature does not reach 4000, then
an explosion is not observed.

Interesting also is the experiment concerning the triggering of an explosio

by friction in the presence of hard particles. We detected that the important

property of such a particle is its melting temperature. If it is lower than 5CC

then the explosion does not occur.

Table

Triggered Explosion of TEN by Friction in the Presence of Inpurities

(See Table On Following Page)



Table

.flpuucb, ADsmn "s~ 1 "9ocn"

.5- spHveciA Is 141 0
Aaouwmc aumemou 2-4 IO 0
' yScyliT Uima 3 210 0

Aomm.uwoe cepe6po 2-3 212 0
Tnxpo~suca sairpau 2-4 32o 0

3. YNeyCuOMCId MaIpU 1-..,24 0

o" A oTNucuAUA 2-3 334 0

2" .lyxpOMO*OIoCIMd "uA 2-3 M 0

. Sposac cepe6po 4 4 -

V Xaopcnd cuanek 2-3 501 00
/.F Koitwoe cepe6po 2-3 550 100

/'" Bypa 3-4 360 1M
B7" DhsuMyr 2-.5 us 100

1f JC-Cao 7 8No 1o

Ka winuau CO 2-2,5 804 so

Mxamd 6aecx 3-3.5 1100 10
- Cumuioad 6eac 2,5-2,7 1114 100

J " Kaabr 3 I&lV 100

1) Ihinrity : 2) Hardness by Mohe scale; 3) Miting temperature OC; 4) Frequency of

exDlosions %: 5) Without impurities; 6) Ammonium nitrate; 7) Sulfate 
of potassium;

q) Silver nitrate; 9) Bichromate of sodium; 10) Sodium acetate; II) Potassium

nitrate: 12) Bichrmoate% 13) Silver bromide; 14) Lead chloride; 15) Silver iodide-

16) Borax: 17) Bismuthite; 18) Glass: 19) Rock salt; 20) Copper glance; 21) ead

plance: 22) Calcite
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From the abow table it is clear that substances, possessing different hardnesses,

but with near inlting temperatures render in this experiment approximately identi-

cal action.

An explosion of cyanurtriazide can be triggered by a blow with a metallic

needle on the anvil, on which it is located. The sharp end of the needle during

this is deformed and heated, while the explosion occurs at a temperature of about

3000-3500. Fig. 14 presents oscillograms, obtained in the experiment, in which a

striker with a needle of tungsten smashes on a steel anvil.

At an impact energy of 1100 g-cm. (Fig. 14a) the maximu rise of temperature

(2500) is insufficient to cause an explosion of cyanurtriazide with an initial tem-

perature of 950 . With the achievement of a temperature of 3000-3500 impact energy

of 3300 g-cm-Fig. l4b) explosions of this substance occur with 100% frequency.

In conclusion let us consider the question of the mutual strengthening of

weak shock waves. Fig. 15 presents photographs, obtained in the winning experiments

on triggering an explosion of nitroglycerine by shock wave. It is quite clear that

two or three shock waves from active charges jointly trigger an explosion of a passive

charge, at the time when one wave cannot trigger it.

t, 250

2 30

Z po'a U M et

Fig. 14. Recording by cathode oscillograph of temperature rise on impact during
flow of tungsten needle on a steel anvil, a-heat-up to 2500, no explosion; b--
heat-up to 3000-3500, frequency of explosions 100 %. 1) Tamperature in °C; 2)
Time in m sec.



At present at Cambridge University work is being conducted on the study of

explosion in separate crystal. Those precise mathods which were related at the

beginning of this report, can be applied during the study, not only of slow, but

also of instantaneous processes. This is a very interesting are& of the investiga-

tion, since in one and the same crystal it is possible to observe slow deccmposi-

tion and transformation, spreading with a speed of 7 km./sec. It is very interest-

ing to establish what kind of connection exists between slow decomposition and

rapid processes. The further improvemnt of apparatus and methods of investigation

could introduce a real contribution in the developmnt of this interesting area in

the science of explosives.

'-7

CA

Fig. 15. Generation of explosion during the addition of shock waves, propogated
in water (after Winning). Aj, A2 , A3 , A4-pasaive charges of nitroglycerine,
B-active charges. a) system before explosion, b) system in soment of explosion,
c) system in mment of explosion at decreased distances between active and passive
charges.



Discourse On The Report of F, Bouden

E. G. Ledin

The worIsof Prof. Bouden are recent; they are directed toward studying the b

mechanism of generating an explosion, and from this point of view his report, as a i

book, translated into Russian, is of positive interest. Prof. Bouden related to us

delicate experimental investigations with the application of very interesting b

methods, allowing the study of explosion in its most initial stage. Those investi- s
related /

gations,/by Prof. Bouden and the published monographs, are a new contribution to d

the theory of generating an explosion, and -e must congratulate Prof. Bouden, for c

presenting this new work. . C

With a positive impression from the book and report it is impossible not to C

note certain peculiarities, that seem to me very essential. Prof. Bouden defends

the assumptions of thermal triggering of explosion. The essence of this assump- 5

tion consists in the fact that the triggering of an explosion occurs only after the 1

explosive obtains sufficient temperature. The assumption based on thermal theory, n,

assumes the transition from mechanical effect on W to chemical reaction through

heat-up, which according to this theory should precede the process of decomposition. fl

This basic assumption is, in my opinion, the weak spot in the theory. Indirect IN

ways in nature are not certain. Between the generation of an explosion and its T,

continuation there should not be a break, otherwise it is difficult to correctly f4

explain the process of decomposition; on the other hand it is difficult to imag-

ine the universality of a temperature of 5000, which is the condition of the explo-

sion, and not its result. It appears as if a VV waits, until it heats to 5000
qi

Under the conditions of pressure, interaction between charge and environment0 oj
occurs. It is expressed in the £srct that all the system is brought to a state of

V4
strain. It is simply proven that this state of strain results in a change not only

nc
of the intracrystalline state, but also of the intramolecular. An internal depend-

ence exists, that expresses this connection. We will take the most simple example:



it is knon that if there is the simple bo-n C--/, then interatcmic distance

rotl.72; if hover there is double bond ~ C ' then r=;l.4 2 ; with the triple

bond -C- C - in have r- 1.21. When atom of carbon approach each other, then

internal bonds appear betwen them and external bonds are lost. We should say that

energy, expended on a chang of distance is not an activation energy - this is

binding energy, which should be considered separately and which, as the final re-

sult, leads .to decoaposition. The temperature of the system will have value; it

determines its sensitivity, but during the mechanical effect of the system it will

change due in the first place, to a change of intensity and stability of the chemi-

cal bond. It is impossible that the system, being loaded, would not change chemi-
therefore

cally,/its temperature cannot play a determining role in the generation of the

explosion. The constancy of critical temperature (500o) for a majority of sub-

stances attests to the fact that this temperature is either connected with methodo-

logy, because it is neither individual, nor with the process of propagation, but by

no means with the generation of the explosion.
on

Based/thermal theory the breakdown of the generation of an explosion is as

follows: iniluence-temperature--doccposition (I-T-D); another more probable

mechanism of this process is: influance--deccmposition-temperature (I-D--T).

Temperature is the result, but not the cause of the generation of explosive trans-

formation.

K, K. Andreev

It is known that under an impact on an explosive it can be detonated. The

question, how mechanical effect causes chemical reaction leading to explosion, is

of great interest. Investigations of Bridgeman, Riabinin, Bouden and other in-

vestigators have shown that even very high pressures during static application do

not cause explosion and an essential acceleration of chemical transformation. It

follows from this that those stresses, which during the pressure of an impact are



eate in Oe explsive, by themselves do not cause the ion. It e natural

therefore, to anesi that in dynadi conditions of the effect it can lead to heat-

ups of VV, frm which is developed the explosion.

In what Wys can heat-ups generate in the exploeive on impact? Bouden and his

collaborators by n rous ingeneous experiments have shown that, at least in the
can

cae of liquids, the presence in VV of gas bubbles/Sd to a great increase in their

sensitivity on impt; explosions generate with inccmparably les impact than they

do in the absence of bubbles.

InvetiPtoe give a natural explanation for this obeervation based on the

fact that bubbles of &tir, on i~pact, are 1quiclly cosprosod are/ eated up and

ignite the explosive. The question how this igniting is acocmplished is impossible,

however, to consider explained. Apparently, here the essential role is played by

the conditions of heat exchange and mass transfer betwen the heated bubbles and

the VV surrounding it.

It is known that if we ignite nitroglycerine at a lowered pressure in a pipe

with diameter 3-4 um and, while conducting the experiment in an enclosed volume,

we allow the pressure to be increased, then at 300--400 m of mercury the burning

dies out due to agitation of the liquid, that so strongly cools the gases that

burning cannot be propagated. The increased inflow of nitroglycerine into the zone
it/

of burning extingu.shes Under greater pressures the same phenomenon may result

not inextinguishknt but in the generation a detonation, and under a further in-

crease of pressure burning can be observed anew, but with a significantly high

speed. Experiments of the Swedish investigator Johansson have shown that analog-

ous phenomena are observed, when liquid, containing gas bubbles, is subjected to

impact.

Essential are the further conditions of the process, which are reflected in

mass transfer and transmission of heat from heated gas in V and im its possible

additional heat-up as a result of friction. Therefore n adiabatic heat-up of the



gas bubble is not the only factor, that determine$ the otcam of the experimnt.

Frm experimnts, shwing an absence of natioeble effect of pr sure on

generation of the flash, it is impossible to conclMud that this pressure cannot

have a considerable influence on the generation and propagation of an explosion

,on impact. This occurs whether the explosive reaction is in the form of burning,

which according to the investigations of Bouden usually occurs in the beginning, or

in the form of explosion - in both cases pressure plas a very important role.

The critical disieter or dimension, starting from which the propagation of explo-

sive transformation becos possible, depends greatly on pressure. A sharp lower-

ing of pressure during burning, as a rule, leads to its extinguishment. Therefore

the magnitude of pressure and the duration of its existence are important factors

in the generation and development of an explosion on impact.

Heat-up of gas bubbles is not the only method by which mechanical energy on

impact can change into heat. Apparently, under conditions of an impact on a drop-

har and in many other cases, the flow of VV has a decisive value and appear-

ing with this, the local heat-ups due to internal friction. These methods of gen-

erating an explosion were studied in investigations by N. A. Kholevo, showing that

in many cases on impact an explosion generates, if there is a possibility of flow

of VV, and it does not occur if this possibility is absent. A nuaber of paradoxi-

cal phenomna - the influence of inert impurities, the increasing fluidity and

sensitivity of low-fluidity VV and the decreasing sensitivity of high-fluidity VV,

the dependence of rersults of impact on presence of a groove in the sleeve of the

instrument, the increase of frequency of explosion with a lowering of temperatare

and other phenamna are explained, naturally based on the main concept of N. A.

Kholevo -- no flow of substance, no explosion.

Works of German and Swedish invstigators published in 1958 lead them to

conclusions about the role of W flow during the triggering of an explosion by im-

paet, which ton years earlier ",are made by N. A. Kholevo. Apparnvtly, this wy of



generatiiag heat-up on impact actually is the most important.

The investigations of Prof. Bouden on the burning and explosion of separate

crystals of explosives are of great interest. The Macroprocess of burning, the

rules of which interest us directly, represents a combination of processes in

senarato crystals in combination with their mutual effect. The study of elementary

processes undoubtedly will help us understand the rules of macroprocess. Especial-

ly interesting is the spontaneous splitting of crystals observed by Bouden, it

occurs even during their slow decomposition and undoubtedly plays an essential role

in the burring and its transition into explosion.

Indeed this last phenomenon is undoubtedly combined with a sharp acceleration

of the process. Investigations have shown that pressure by itself increases the

burning rate relatively weakly. Therefore, the most probable means of accelerat-

ing,. of gas formation and pressure increase during burning is to increase the burn-

ing surface, which can generate as a result intense fragmentation of burning parti-

cles.

A study of the ways of dispersion is one of the very interesting problems of

the theory of explosion and we trust that Prof. Bouden's investigations in the

laboratory will introduce in the future much that is new into this question.
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K. K. Andreyev

3. Concerning the Question of Factors Stipu2ating the Appearance of Explosig
-or Trnact and Friction and About Methods of Aopraisal of Sensitivity of Exlosives
(VV To Mechanical Effects

On Factors stipulatin& appearance of explosion on impact and friction

Explosion of VV can be caused by different effects -- in particular heating,

impact and friction. The sensitivity of an explosive to ea-h of these effects is

an important characteristic, often limiting its area of application and determining

the production condition of the VV. The measures of the sensitivity of a VV to

given influences are obviously definite critical indices the transition through

which leads to explosion. However answering the question of just what kind indices

or one or another influence can servw as such a measure is far from always simple

and clear, if the mechanism of excitation of explosion is unknown. We will explain

by ihis example. It, was possible to assume that sensitivity to thermal influences

is characterized by a certain critical temperature for a given VVD], similar t,..

the melting temperature. The theory of thermal triggering of explosion, applied

also in principle to the condensed VV, showed, however, that not only the tempera-

ture, but also the dimensions of a heated charge determine the possibility of the

triggering of an explosive transformation. With & ful.er description of the phe-

nomenon it is necessary to consider also the duration of heating, since for many

VV the course of the decomposition reaction, even in isothermal conditions is self-

accelerating. In experimental determinations for one and the same VV, it is possible

generally speaking, to obtain strongly varying values of flash temperature.

The cause of these distinctions, however, can be as a rule, explained on the

basis of the above shown considerations; if they are taken into account during the

setting up of experiments, then the value of the flash temperature (and also its do-

lay)is sufficiently well reproduced and the scattering of experimental data is re-



) latilely amall. Therefore the characteristic of the sensitivity of a VVI to thernal

influences in its simplest form(flash temperature), is sufficiently definite in mag-

nitude and physicCa. concept.

Matters are considerably different regarding sensitivity to mechanical effects

--in particular to impact. Results of experimental determinations in their usual

expression (frequency of extlosions at a given energy of impact) differ very strongly

for different investigators ir -bsolute value; with this the change in frequency--

from absence of explosions to absence of refusals--can occur in a vwry significant

range of variation in the energy of the impacts commensurable with its absolute

value. In connection with this even in strictly controlled laboratory conditions

the determination of sensitivity of a VV to impact is built on the statistical

principle, i. e., on the determination of the frequency of explosions, although it
visualize/

would have been possible to/ a similar flash-temperature critical height

(energy) or other critical imoact parameter. With such a determination, even by

one and the same investigator, the variation in the results of a parallel series

of experiments (usually every series includes 25 experiments) is ordinarily very

significant; this is observed .Ln spite of the fact that the conditions of the ex-

periment which supposedly can influence the results ate maintained constant within

the limits possible to the experimenter.

Such a relatively kw dcfinitiveness of the sensitivity of a V impact is

stipulated, apparently, y d series of causes. One of these causes is the complex-

ity of the phenomena, in any case much greater than in thermal excitation of

explosion which in this particular form is only one of stages of excitation

of explosion by impact. The complexity of the phenomenon is reflected in the fact

that at reports stages of its development the same factors can sometimes act very

differently, favoring one stage and suppressing another. Depending upon conditions

the action of separate factors can, besides this, change not only in magnitude,

but also in direction. We will explain this, considering the development of ex-

plosiori on impact in accordance with the presentations of N.A. Kholevo C&]o

7r.



As a rule, the action of impact in exciting an explosion leads to incomplete

compression of the explosive, in consequence of which a fast flow of the VV arises.

'Owing to the irregularity the flow friction appears between layers of the explosive
1

land, as a result of this, local heat-up 2 , strongest in zones of the highest grad-

ient Lf speed of flow, also appears. If dimensions and temperature of the seat of

the heat-up are sufficiently great, then ignition and burning occur, passing with

favorable conditions to explosion. Besides the dimensions and temperature of the

seat, pressure also can affect the possibility of triggering explosions; the higher

the pressure and the longer it is mmintaLned, the easier is the VV ignited;

pressure affects also the transition of burning to explosion.

One of the sources of the instability of experimental conditions and results

with impact, since it is realized on drop hammers,consists in the possible non-

parallelism of the colliding surfaces and in some misalignment of the upper roller,

leading to differences in pressure and flow speed in various parts of the chargs.

Besides this the tablet of VV itself, cannot be mechanically wholly uniform. Ex-

periments with inert plastics in instrument No. 2 [_4] shorwed that during impact of

a drop hammer on a thin cylindrical tablet form, the tablet is usually distorted in

a radial direction, i. e., deformation occurs unevenly; further more, the transi-

tion from heights at which the dimensions of tablet do not change to heights,

where deformation is observed at every experiment requires a significant--more than

twofold--increase in the height of fall of the load. The state of surface of

rollers has a large influence. Even in laboratory conditions, where the degree of

mechanical processing and of surface cleanliness is controlled large variations in

1 Appearance of heat-ups is possible as a result of external friction be-
tween the VV and the surface along which it is transferred, if the friction between
them is sufficiently great. The friction of alien refractories and hard particles
contained in the VV with each other or on the surfaces between which it is included,
also can lead to local heat-ups and explosion.

2 The fact that micro--, but not macro- heat-ups play a decisive role shows
the signifIcant influence of crystal dimensions on th9 frequency of e .plosions of
even su:h low-melting VV as nitroglycerine. If a charge, subjected to impact, was
melted completely and then detonated in liquid form, crystal dimensions could show
no influence. f



the/

frequency of explosions are observed during tests from series to series of

experiments. These variations clearly surpass the possible limit of accidental

deflections and show a systematic character.

Experiments with artificial application of small layers of lubricant on the

roller surfaces showed that frequency of explosions of hexogen (in instrument

No. 2) with this increases by two or more times. However a high frequency of

explosions was also observed and with certain methods of washing the rollers with

the aim of removing the lubricant from them. Apparently, a change in the surface

state of the metal has an influence on the adhesional durability of their contact

with VV. This in its turn changes the velocity profile in the flowing layers of

the VV, tending in given conditions in the direction of increasing the possibility

of appearance of local heat-ups.

It is obvious that in industrial, conditions methods of the purification or

processing of surfaces touching a VV ensure to a lesser degree the stability of

its state, for which reason large variations in explosion frequency are still

possible.

If tests are conducted in instrument No. 1, it is conclusive that the most

strained stage of deformation is the flow of the VV in the gap between the roller

and sleeve. The magnitude this gap can change by two times, depending upon

whether the roller occupies a central position in the sleeve or is pressed to one

of the sides.

Thus in instrument No. 2, and still in a large degree in No. 1, the first

mechanical stage of phenomenon proceeds very unsteadily. This variability can

be strengthened by two circumstances. If the substance has a relatively low

melting temperature, then in those places where flow starts; local melting occurs;

this will lead to a sharp increase in the fluidity of the VV, since the melt



-serves in its own way as a by lubricantlo Further, we usualiy are concerned with

substances (powder or thickened melt), inclueng gas (air) bubbles that during

impact are compressed and serve as seats of temperature increases melting and

Ilocal strengthening of the flow of the VV2

Variations in the temperature and dimensions of seats of heat-up appsaring

lat impact are apparently, one of the main causes of the variability of test results.

"About this it is possible to juage by the fact that during homogeneous heat-ups,

'the values of the characteristics of the triggering of explosions (temperature or

delay of flash) are subject to much smaller variations.

In the triggering of an explosion by impact, the variability of the conditions

in the first place, pressure also acts on the development of the focus of ignition.

,Whether the heat-ups appearing at a given temperature can cause explosive trans-

iformation, depends in many respects on the dimensions of the seat3 . In large

seats, other conditons being equal, this transformation is developed more easily

than in small ones, owing to the general cause that generation of energy of a

reaction, ensuring the propagation of the latter, occurs in a volume proportional

to the cube of the linear dimension of the seat of heat-up and heat loss-through

the surface and proportional to its square.

l Fusion can set in also in the stage of decreasing pressure during impact.
It is known that with an increase in pressure, melting temperature is increased.
Therefore, if dislocation of layers of the VV starts at very large pressures, then
at first, in spite of the increase of temperature, the VV will be in the solid
state. With a decrease in the impact pressure, the melting temperature is lowered,
fusion sets in, and the flow is strengthened correspondingly.

2 On the role of gas pockets in VV and of air entrapped durirg impact, see
also pp. 36, 99 of this work.

3 It is known that in the usual conditions of the triggering of flash of a
VV by heating, it occurs with a significant delay, stipulated by the chemical
development of the self-acceleratid exothermal transformation. With those high
temperalure and transient heat-ups, appearing during impact, chemical development
of reaction hardly succeeds to proceed to a significant degree and this side of
phenomenon does not attain an essential value.



The number of heat-up seats appearing depends on the homogeneity of the actual

VV, as do the conditions of its flow. In a very uniform VV, even chemically highly

reactive, a case is possible when with a relatively weak effect a large number of

small, partially developed heat-up seats appear, whereas with significant mech-

anical heterogeneity of the explosive and at a given speed of energy absorption,

large self-developing seats are generated more easily, that is, with greater

probability.

Since the homogeneity of substance is never full or identical, this also

constitutes a source of variability, absent at least in such a sharp degree.

During the excitation of an. explosive transformation by an even heat-up, when the

condition of disturbance of equilibrium between heat-imput and heat-output obtains

for the entire volume of the "TT

As the second stage one &hould consider the appearance and development of

burring in at least one of th seats of heat-up. Frequently this stage is dis-

cussed from the position of the theory of thermal explosion. This is hardly the

most successful and exhausting variant of approach to the given phenomenon.

In the theory of thermal explosion one usually considers a certain charge

having definite dimensions and temperature, and it is established at which mutually

connected values of these parameters the heat input becomes larger than the heat

output. Withovt even mentioning that during impact the especially difficult to

a defi'ne form and aimensions of the seat of the heat-up ana also the disLribut.ion

of Lemperature in it are completely undetermined, their interconnection can be

constdea .y different than that which takes place during the usual thermal ex-

plosion. In the theory of thermal explosion, the speed of heat release is ex-

pressed in :eptaLdence upon temperature by the relationship

QsJ6e-zRr



where Qo is the thermal effect of the transformation of a unit of volume of VV

into its products, which are obtained during a low-temperature reaction of dis-

integration, and the remaining letters have their usual value. As is known, with

this reaction an organic VV will usually release only part of its potential energy.

Under the conditions of impact Qo is not constant, but can noticeably, and some-

times sharply, depend on pressure and temperature, increasing with them at the

expense of the passage of the transformation lreactions of the VV to a completion.

Further, in those explosives in which the main part of the thermal effect

gives a reaction in the gas phase, the burning rate strongly depends on pressure;

in this case the devel pment of the seat of the heat-up here is implied a heat-up
brinita

/ the VV to state of transformation, which occurs in the gas phase with

speed depending on the pressure is determined in significant measure by

pressure. In the theory of thermal explosion of a condensed VV, the effect of

pressure usually is not taken into account, on the known basis that since, for

example, the flash temperature i almost independent of pressure [5). It is

possible, therefore, to considei a thermal explosion only as a possible initial

stage of a chemical transformation on impact, especially if the heat-ups are

weak. The triggering of burning on impact is very correctly interpreted from

the positiona/ contemporary proposals on the ignititon of VV, according to which

a condition of stable burning is the equality of thermal flows frm combustion

products to a heated layer, moving with the burning rate, and from the heated

layer to unreacted substance.

Let us remember that parallelism is not observed between impact sensitivity

and flash temperature, which in essence is itself a thermal explosion, only in

known measure to complicated chemical developnent of reaction. At the same

time such parallelism exists in reference to inflammability, especially if the



latter is taken at increased pressures, corresponding tc cor3.1ions of the trigger-

ing of explosion on impact.

There is still another esseutial argument against the usual treatment of

the triggering of an explosion on impact as a thermal explosion, at least for

secondary VV. The critical diameter for burning of these substances at atmos-

pheric pressure is many times greater than the thickness of the layer of VV used

in sensitivity tests. Thernfr.re even if there appeared a thermal explosion with

the maximum dimension of the seat equal to the thickness of the VV layer, and

with a maximum temperature equal to that of burning, still would not lead to

ignition at atmospheric pressure. It is necessary in connection with this to

consider the effect of pressure, as does the theory of ignition.

Inciaentially the consideration of the triggering of an explosion on

impact from positions of inflammability gives a natural and simple explanation

of cases of so-called incomplete explosions frequently observed during experi-

ments; these cases usually represent damping due to pressure drop or failure

of burning to develop. This explanation, in reference to the second case, is

easy to illustrate by the following simple experiment. If one touches a charge

of powder with an incandescent wire and quickly removes it, the charge will flash

at the point of contact, but will. not ignite; the seat of thermal explosion

created by the wire is too small to heat-up a layer of the thickness necessary

for stable propagation of burning. Thus a condition of thermal explosion can

obtain without the triggering of burning, if the volume, in which the thermal

explosion occurs, is too small.

Such a varied development of chemical processes on impact, including local

chemical transformation (that can be completed by a thermal explosion) and

self-propagated transformation in form of burning and explosion, developed to

completion or interrupted at various stages of its development, extraordinarily



characterizin/

hampers the experimental/ of the sensitivity of VV on impact. We

evaluated the results of a individual test only by explosion or absence of

explosion, at the time when it would be necessary to describe this result and at

that quantitatively from at least three sides -- the appearance of heat-ups and

seats of chemical reaction, their growth stature in form of burning, and the

transition of the latter to explosion. With this there can also be the various

numbers of seats and the dimensions and the location in the charge of each one,

on which the result of process also depends.

This side of question presents direct practical interest. The most danger-

ous explosives are those in which seats of disintegration appear and propagate

easily. If we will imagine two VV, in one of which seats of disintegratien

appear easily, but propagate with difficulty and vice versa, one in which they

appear with difficulty but propagate easily, then, depending upon the conditions,

in which deformation is produced, either the first or the second substance

may be more dangerous. With the existing test o. method, we were deprived however,

of the possibility of analyzing the triggering and development of the explosion.

The experimental evaluation of the appearance of seats of disintegration,

especially if they do not develop to burning, is very subjective; sometimes

there is a small change of external form of the VV or its color (browning, black-

ening), and by these characteristics it is not always possible to distinguish

fusion from decomposition; in another case the odor of decomposition products

or a local scattering of material appears. It is necessary to add that it is

sometimes very difficult to distinguish the scattering, appearing in A seat of

chemicaal reaction from scattering due to purely mechanical causes. Thus, for

example, with the removal of pressure strongly compressed hexogen is usually



spontaneously scattered, sometimes so intensely that an explosion appears at

the same time.

A second characteristic of the process--the development of burning on

impact--also is not estimated quantitatively, although test results in this

relation can be considerably different, i. e., burning can be propagated on the

whole charge or limited to a part or parts of it, or can be full or incomplete.

Finally, it is difficult to establish whether the transition of burning to ex-

plosion had a place during a test, since we can judgz the presence of explosion

only by sound, which can appear also as the result of burning under high pressure.

The only direction known at the present for the quantitative approach to

the appraisal of the considered phenomenon, although also having an integral

character, consists in the determination of the degree of the completeness of

the explosion according to the quantity of gases formed during a given experiment.

Chemical methods of quantitative appraisal of appearance and development of seats

of reaction are complicated.

In connection with the very low reproducibility of test rsults, certain

investigations expressed opinions on the unfitness of the drop-hammer as an

instrument for the study of sensitivity of VV. It is scarcely possible to agree

with such opinions, at least if speaking of the determination of sensitivity as a

practical characteristic of W, since those effects that influence the results of

tests on a drop-hammer may also be manifested during work with VV in production.

However, this conclusion by no means excludes the expediency of the use

for the study of W of such simpler methods as the determination of sensitivity

to friction or to transmission of detonation at a distance. We jill dwell in a

little detail on the last test. Or the basis of experiments with a series of



secondary V, the author for a long time pointed out the parallelism in their

sensitivity under impact and the conditions of transmission of detonation at a

distance CiJ.
Recently this parallelism was confirmed anew and expanded (A. Ya. Apin),

and besides it was shown that a noticeable similarity is observed between results

of tests on a drop-hammer and on transmission of detonation, even with respect

to role of such characteristics of VV as crystal dimensions.

However, sensitivity to transmission of detonation characterizes only one,

although perhaps the most important side of triggering of explosion on impact

namely, the inflammability of the VV during momentary pressure1 and the action of

gases at high temperature and pressure. The role of the stage of heat generation

during mechanical deformation of a VV, in other words the stage of formation of
it. seats of high temperature, here is decreased and those peculiarities of the

'S substance, in particular its fluidity2 , that in the biggest measure affect just

on this stage are eraeed. The difference between sensitivity to impact and to

friction is in these test conditions, impossible to grasp. In their turn certain

peculiarities are developed, specific for a given form explosion triggering--for

example, a sharp influence of the initial density of a powder, which operates to

a a much lesser degree during impact. The one-sidedness of test on transmission

of detonation is still more graphically revealed in the case of charges of smoke-

1 We will note incidentally, that the speed of deformation during transmission
of detonation and during triggering of explosion by impact differ strongly.

2 It is scarcely possible to doubt that flegmatization of azide of lead by
paraffin decreases distance of transmission of detonation; during teats on a drop-
hammer it, as it is known, increases the freoency of explosion.



less powder, which as it is known, poorly transmits detonation at a distance,

possessing at the same time high inflammability and sensitivity to impact.

Therefore, testing of transmission of detonation is quite useful during the

appraisal of sensitivity to impact, especially if substances close in physico-

mechanical properties are compared, when distinctions in sensitivity impact are

determined not by the latter, but thermokinetic properties of the VV. However,

as is clear from the above, receptivity to transmission of detonation does not

always exhaustively characterize the sensitivity of a VV to impact.

The poor reproducibility of results of tests on a drop-hamer naturally

greatly hampers accurate appraisal of the effect of those or other characteristics

of a W on its sensitivity.

However, in a number of cases, including cases having direct practical in-

terest, such appraisal is possible.

We will recall first of all the results obtained by N. A. Kholevo Z4] and

the interpretation he gave them. This investigator showed that if a VV possesses

great fluidity, the highest frequency of explosions is observed under the cordi-

tions of impeded flow, which can be obtained in instrument No. 1. During tcsts

in this instrument relatively large stresses appear in VV, in consequence of which

the coefficient of internal friction increases and are strengthened correspondingly

the heat-ups formed in the substance during its flow. On the contrary, in tests

of VV with low fluidity the highest frequency of explosions is observed under

conditions of relieved flow, realized, for example, in instrument No. 2.

The degree of complexity of flow in instrument No. 1 depends naturally on

the magnitude of the gaps; this affects the frequency of explosion. As experience



shows, the maximum frequency of explosion is obtained at various gaps for different

VV therefore, the "optimum" gap magnitude cannot be predicted beforehand. N. A.

I Kholevo applied even more vigorous conditions of flow during tests of liquid W,

placing them in a cup of fluid metal for example lead (see pag6 8 ).

It is possible to relieve the flow of substance in instrument No. 2 by de-

creasing the diameter of the rollers (atthe same specific energy of impact) or

the diameter of the charge. Incidentally, deformation conditions corresponding to

those that take place in instrument No. 2 can be realized in instrument No. .

For this it is above to arrange the batch of W in the form of a tablet or a small

pile, with a diameter less than that of the rollers. The free circular part of the

space between the rollers and will, during impact, play the role of the groove of

instrument No. 2.

V. S. Kozlov proposed an instrument with slightly rounded transition from face

to cylindrical surface, combining the condition of instrument7Tiand 2. In this

instrument are realized in the initial stage, the conditions of instrument No. 2,

i. e., relieved flow, but later, when the free space, small in volume, is filled

VV and the latter starts to be pressed through the gaps between the rollers and

the sleeve-the conditions of instrument No. 1. Thus in V. S. Kozlov's instrument

;ly the sensitivity of a VV can be shown in known degree independently of its fluidity-
No.

this instrument, as it were, combines the tests in instruments/1 and 2. In this

consists its advantage, but simultaneously a drawback, in that the precise kind

of conditions -stress or relieved flow--the WN is the most dangerous remain un-

known. We will add that the idea V. S. Kozlov has been for a long time embodied

in reality in the form of that instrument which is applied in accordance with All-

Union Government Standard GOST 2065-43. In this instrument, thanks to the pres-

ence of faces on the rollers, there is an annular spaci, playing the role of the

groove of instrument No. 2; since the volume of this groove is small as compared

to the volme of W, then in the future it is pressed through the gaps between the



rollers and the sleeve canal, similarly as it occurs in instrument No. 1.

In the former, a caste stamping instrument applied by us, the pistcn did not

have faces; the appearance of the latter was cmbined with transition on bearing

rollers, which have these faces . The authors of GOST, allowing the use of roll-

ers with faces, scarcely considered the possibility of a strong effect of these

faces on the frequency of explosion of certain (low-fluidity) VV, or all the more

so, imagined the physical significance olZ this effect. It is possible that certain

differences, appearing in their own time in the appraisal of the sensitivity of

various VV like flegmatized hexogen with aluminum, whose sensitivity was estimated

to be lower than the sensitivity of trotyl, were stipulated specifically for the

application in one case of instruments without faces but in another, with faces,

in ignorance of the role and strong effect of the latter on test results.

In any event, a test in an instrument according to the GOST gives usually

an approximate presentation of the sensitivity of a VV; tests in instruments No. 1

and 2 defines more accurately this question: in what conditions--relieved or d

hampered flow--is an explosive, in accordance with its fluidity, most inclined to

explosion on impact.

One should to add that although the fluidity of a W can place the strongest

imprint on its behavior on impact, the kinetic and thermochemical characteristics f

of the VV in no way lose their role, which, when they are sharply distinct, can

be determining. c

The relationship of these two factors of sensitivity is very graphically a

explained by N. A. Kholevo; if we had two VV, identical in physicomechanical

properties, then sensitivity would be determined only by their chemical-kinetic c

and thermal characteristics. If, howeve-., the physicomechanical properties

actually differ then the sensitivity (frequency of explosion) of the VV depends t

also on them. The less distinction of physical properties of compared W, the r

greater is the degree to whiQh their sensitivity is 'determined by kinetic auid



thermal characteristics.

In its turn, the role of physical factors would be discovered in pure form,

Iif we had VV identical in chemical-kinetic and thermochemical characteristics but

idiffering in hysical properties. Incidentally , a case we have near to this if one
same

and the VV can be tested under identical external conditions in different aggregate

states. Such a test has been realized, for example, on nitroglycerine capable of
showed/

strong supercooling; it/ , as it is known, an essential distinction between

the frequency of explosions of liquid and solid matter.

From the above it follows that for a full and differentiated characterization

of the sensitivity VV to mechanical influences it is necessary to make a complex

of tests, establishing role of chemical-kinetic and thermal, as well as physical

factors in the process of triggering explosion. The first, in known measure, can

be integrally characterize4 by the inflammability of the explosive at increased
its/

pressures, and also by/susceptibility under the conditions of transmission of

detonation of a distance, and the second --by tests on a drop-hammer in instru-

ments 1 and 2, andalso by the determination of sensitivity to friction. In the
a

last test, the conditions of friction are fixed in/larger measure by the experi-
No.

menter, than in instruments/1 and 2, where they are determined primarily by the

fluidity of the VV.

At the present time, complex of VV for sensitivity with a series of

causes are not carried out. However, even single tests on a drop-hamner reveal

a number of regularities meriting attention.

Thus, during investigations of VV homotypic in chemical structure, a signifi-

cant effect of the melting temperature on test results was observed. If the melt-

ing temperature is relatively low, then, as was already noted, the melt formed at

the beginning of flow on the surface of particles plays the role of a unique lub-

ricant, lowering the coefficient of friction and decreasing the frequency of ex-

plosion in relieved conditions of flow, for example,' in instrument No. 2. On the



other hand, in instrument No. 1 the frequency of explosion can increase. However,
Ian

not only absolute value of the melting temperature, but also its proximity to the% I of
temperature of fast decomposition, in other words the speed of decomposition of

the melt formed. If this speed is great, then the "lubricant effect" is weakened

and the frequency of explosion is high also in conditions of relieved flow1 . 1d
Under conditions of hampered flow melting usually is absent and the frequency of

explosions is lower part. o
Pr

Interesting is the behavior of rystems including a low-melting base and re-

latively high-melting low-fluidity powder, sensitive under conditions of relieved
a

flow. The sensitivity of such systems, especially with large contents of the high- te

melting component, can be determined in the first place by the latter's own of

properties, i. e., it appears high. The properties of the fusible base are less
se

essential. This is especially evident for mixtures of azid of lead with paraffin;
ap

in fixed test condition, when the frequency of explosion of the azid9 is near to
abrut lain

zero both in instrument No. 1 and in instrument No. 2, it is/ increased in the

presence of paraffin. di

The decisive factor determining the increase in the frequency of explosion ch

in these cases, is, obviously, the increase in the fluidity of the substance and ch

possibility stipulated by this friction between particles of the hard high-
me

melting component. The p6ssibility of the propagation of explosive transforma- th

tion during the addition of the low-melting substance can stand, but in the con-

ditions of the. given example, undoubtedly becomes lower; but it does not limit in

the triggering of explosion in the given case.
ab

If, however, the low-melting component in the mixtiue is relatively great

1 One can expect that the sensitivity of eutectic alloys of low-fluidity VV will

be, in known conditions, lower than that of their component parts. Se

to



1and it is chemically relatively inert, then its flepatiuing action on the stage

of devolopment of explosion can be significant as is observed, for example, in a

50% "alloy" of hexogen with trotyl.

On the other hand, here the change of physical properties (increase or

decrease of fluidity) of the system can play an essential role.

On the Appraisal of Sensitivity of VV to Mechanical Effects in Reference to

Practical Conditions.

With variations in experimental results for one and the same substance, with

a great-and different for various VV--dependence of frequency of explosions on

test conditions (construction and dimensions of instrument, thickness and diameter

of charge, magnitude of gaps, etc.) arises the question of how, then, to estimate

sensitivity of explosives in reforence to the demands of practice. Here it is

appropriate to quote those conclusions, arrived at by American physical chemists

in summing up attempts to determine sensitivity j6).

"As a result of investigations, however it was determined, - and this is a

discovery of significant practical importance--that it is impossible to find such a

characteristic as a definite mechanical sensitivity of an explosive. Indeed, by

change in test conditions, it is possible to change even the order of mechanical

sensitivities of explosives. Thus laboratory tests are not in a state to establish

the absolute danger of industrial operations, producible upon explosives. In the

best case, the application of various tests can give only warning that a new VV is

in general more dangerous than another, already in use; maybe this test will be

able to give also certain indications relating to especially dangerous conditions.",

These conclusions are in essence analogous to those earlier arrived at independ-

ently by N. A. Kholevo, uncovering also the physical concept of the variability of

sensitivity.

It ie necessary to add however, that if for any VV, changing the corresponding

test conditions, either very high or very low frequency of explosion can be obtain-



ed. then for substances with close physical properties (for example, for many trin-

itrocompounds of the benzene series) under ordinary test conditions, for example

in an instrument conforming to All-Union Government Standa 2065--43, one can

obtain an approximate comparative characteristic of sensitivity, reflecting in such

a case their kinetic and thermochemical properties.

The question arises, however, of the extent to which results of such, or com-

plex, / can be transferred to the conditions of processing and application of

VV.

The answer to this question is very complicated, in the first place due to

insufficient knowledge of the character those influences to which a VV is subjected

in practical conditions. Thus, experimentally proven presentaticns on the mechan-

ism of the triggering of premature explosions during a shot, sudden explosions

during compression boring, etc., are not clear. It is of little help to turn to

practical processes of decreasing the sensitivity of VV. Such a position is dic-

tated first of all by the fact that broad experimenting in these questions has not

been realized, since every experiment on a full scale, if it is, ends in an ex-

plosion, is very expensive. Usually a negative conclusion on the possibility of

the application for a given VV of one or another technological process or method of

use is founded on single explosions having a place in practice, which could be

random.

To decrease the sensitivity of W to mechanical effects, the practice knows

two main processes of flegmatization; one consists in the application of alloys,

including a VV with great energy of explosion and high sensitivity and a VV with

lesser energy of explosion and low sensitivity; as examples one can cite alloys
dinitronaohthalene/

of picric acid with/ and of TEN with trotyl. In this case the

decrease in sensitivity occurs mainly at the expense of lowering the general re-

activity of the VV and its explosion energy as compared to the most sensitive col-

ponent.

However, another method of flegmatization is i4idely applied, in which parti-

4/ i



i ees of a highly sensitive VV with a high melting temperature are enveloped by a
layer of nonexplosive viscous substance; a typical flegmatizator is paraffin. As

)a flegmatizator can also be applied a low-sensitivity low-melting explosive. Tnis

role is played, for example, by trotyl in "alloys" with hexogen. It is possible

It̂  propose that low-melting viscous additions play the role of lubricants during

flow of the VV caused by impact or during friction and decrease those heat-ups, that

would appear in their absence. This action of theirs is analogous to the action of

melt formed on the surface of particles of a low-trelting VV during their fast defor-

mation.

Side by side with this, flegmatizors undoubtedly play also the role of improv-

;ing formability, in particular pressability, of the explosive. This makes less

Sdangerous and therefore technically feasible its pressing, since in the case of

application of a flegmatizor higher density will be attained with smaller pressing

#pressure; besides, those stresses and tangential forces efforts, t'hat would be in-

evitable in the achievement of high density of charge by pressing unflegmatized

!powder do not appear. A denser charge, with other conditions equal, is more diffi-

cult to deform.

We will recall in this connection that during tests on a d-op-hammer, the

presence of a flegmatizor often increases the frequency of explosion. This occurs

in those conditions, where the absence of explosion of an unflegmatized VV is stip-

ulated by him its insufficient (for given conditions of action) fluidity. Under

slow actions (pressing) the same increase in fluidity have the reverse effect. In-

creased fluidity of a VT. in particular its ability to be melted without essential

decoposition, hampers, generally speaking, the triggering of explosion under such

relatively slow actions, as the VV is subjected to in the process of boring and

pressing. Thanks to the fluidity those local stresses, which cai appear in a W

during these processes are removed. Due to this, in the first place, strong local

heat-ups do not appear; secondly, the reaction is not developed in seats of heat-up

even if they appear.



It is known that aiming of amunition by pugging of trotyl is relatively safe.

It may be possible to explain this by the relative chemical inertness of trotyl.

However such an explanation is hardly sufficient, since the significantly more re-

active amatols whose frequency of explosion during tests on a drop-haner is much

greater than that of trotyl, can also be pugged. Obviously, therefore, the essent-

ial factor of the danger of pugging is fluidity, in particular the fluidity stipu-

lated by the possibility of melting without decomposition. If a VV does not possess

such significantly expressed fluidity, then large stresses of movement, if they

appear, cannot to be softened and will call forth critical heat-ups.

However, too large a fluidity of a VV such, for example, as that possessed by

low-viscosity liquids, can with known prerequisites increase the possiblilty of

explosion. We will imagine that is realized an impact a refractory metal against

a metal covered by a layer of explosive liquid which, owing to its low viscosity

does not render essential resistance to the approach cf the impacting surfaces.

In this case especially, if the angle of collision is at least a little off the

perpendicular, the movement and deformation of the metallic surfaces, as is known,

leads to the appearance of strong local heat-ups. If a VV, for example nitroglycer-

ine, possesses great reactivity and is capable under high pressures of burning even

as a film, then it can be ignited and detonated from friction of metal against

metal. This explosion ti~en is transmitted to the remaining mass of the VV not sub-

jecte l Lu direct impact. Low viscosity can, besides, relieve the triggering of

explosion due to compression of gas bubbles.

If the viscosity of nitroglycerine is increased, for example, by dissolving

in it nitrocellulose, then both these possibility of triggering of explosion are

realized with more difficulty.

Thus too low and too high fluidity of a VV can at known conditi Thani-

cal effects favor the triggering of explosion.

//



In conclusion we will touch that somewhat scholastic aspect :1 the problem,

in which it was recently set by certain investigators. It is a question of attempts

to consider sensitivity as a certain absolute constant of a VV, stipulated only

its chemical structure. With this it was indicated that the physical properties,

1whose role of is underlined by N. A. Kholevo and associated investigators, are

;stipulated by the chemical structure of the substance.

Proponents of these opinions forget that there are in general no absolute

properties of a substance, that all properti es in greater or lesser measure depend

on conditions, in which the substance is found. Therefore only by force of habit I ,

appearing in those times when the sensitivity was a thing in itself, when its phy-

sical meaning was not known, can be explained the tendency to attach to every VV,

a label with the number of its sensitivity and on this basis to consider the

problem of the knowledge of the latter to be completed.

Further, if a chemist, knowing the composition and chemical structure of a

VV, could quantitatively characterize its physicmechanical properties, then itJ

be possible to consider these properties, which are important factors of sensi-

tivity, not directly but throigh their functional dependence on composition ant

structure. Along with this we do not calculate physicomechanical properties

accoraing to composition and structure, but establish them by means of direct

1 In realty, we know that the sensitivity of a VV to detonation depends on the
crystal size and on the density of the powder, but this no longer surprises us and
we do net look for some absolute sensitivity to detonation. Just as few are the
basis for and seeking in reference to sensitivity of a VV to impact. Dependence
on conditions of action is by no means a peculiarity of these or other character-
istics of a VV. In the resistance of materials we speak of rupture, pressure, and
shear strength, and this does not cause surprise and does not force a search for
some single absolute strength, although such a concept would be incomparably simp-
ler to connect with composition and structure. As a third example it ie necessary
to recall the concept of brittleness; its convention, the dependence of brittle-
ness for example, on the speed of deformation, is well-known.



determination. Besides this, the *hysi- mechanical properties of given chemical

compound also are not an absolute constant of it and therefore the sensitivity

of a VV cannot be constant. That it is not, it is possible to llustrate by many

examples. Thus, naturally, the sensitivity of ono and the same compound of the

gaseous liquid, and solid states differ, the sensitivity of solid matter car, depend

on dimensions of crystals. It is known that different crystallographic modifica-

tions of a certain W also differ in sensitivity. Finally, external conditions,

which it is in no way possible to include in the concept of chemical structure of

a tested substance, also have an effect on sensitivity. Sensitivity to friction

can be distinguished from sensitivity to blow impact; it depends, in particular--

and this dependence is explained by Bouden(23 -on the temperature of melting of

materials, between which friction is realized.

Thus sensitivity is variable, depending on the properties of the VV and on

external conditions, including conditions of deformation. Appears, however, the

question: is it impossible to express this dependence completely, or at least

partially by a quantitative formula? In principle this is possible. Practically,

in view of great cmplexity of the process, attempts in this direction (including

the attempt of L. V. Dubnov, Evans, and other investigators) have had no success.

Simultaneously, separate determining characteristics of phenomenon are clear; this

-- from a numbe- chemical-kinetic and thermal properties--the thermal effect of

reaction, the thermal capacity and conductivity of the VV, the specific velocity

of heat release in its dependence on temperature, the burning rate depending upon

pressure (the effect of these factors is partially united in inflammability, and

also in the magnitude of the critical diameter of the charge); from physico-

mechanical properties and conditions of deformation--coefficients of internal and

external friction in dependence on pressure and temperature, degree of homo-

geneity of the W (in particular, the presence and dimensions of gas pockets), pres-

sure and speed of its change in time, initial temperature, temperature of melting,



sbell, dimensions of holes in it and other characteristics of deformation conditions.

Conclusions

The triggering of explosion during mechanical effects on an explosive is stip-

kated by the appearance in the VV of local heat-ups. These heat-ups can be formed

Iduring nonuniform flow of the explosive, during compression of gas bubbles in it,

during friction of particles, refractory impurities, or hard surfaces, one of which

is the explosive. The 4evelopment of a chemical reaction appearing in seats of

heat-up to burning and explosion depends on their temperature and dimensions and on

prossure.

Inasmuch as the triggering of explosion is determined by many factors, the

most important of which are chemical-kinetic and thermochemical characteristics of

the explosive, its physical properties (fluidity), and the conditions of deformation,

the sensitivity (frequency of explosions) under mechanical effects can vary in

wide limits.

For an integral appraisal of sensitivity it is necessary to determine a com-

plex of properties of the explosive-the frequency of explosions on a drop-hammer
No./

in instrument 1 and 2 and during friction tests and also the ability to perceive

jnd transmit detonation at a distance, and the critical diameters of the charge

during burning and during detonation. Besides, it is impossible to forget that

the real danger of triggering of explosion under mechanical effects will in strong

measure, depend also on the conditions of these effeets determinLng the possibility

of flow of the explosive and the appearance with this of local heat-ups, and also

on the maintenance of pressure favoring the development of the initial transforma-

tion to explosion.

This article was written in 1956. Certain considerations developed in it, orig-

inated from the conversations with N. A. Kholevo, whom author in this connection

remembers with deep gratitude.
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By the term setivit7 of an eiplosive is understood the capability of

latter to react to extnal effects with the generatim of burning or explosion.

This capability can be expressed more or less by factors, determining the

sensitivity of explosive to mechanical effects. They are its properties and

the condition of the effects, that assure in the charge a creation of a seat

of heat-up of sufficient temperature and dimension, and also the propagation

and development of the transformation which had begun in it prior to the

explosion. Together, these factors determine the danger of the generation an

explosion, i. e. sensitivity of an explosive, under definite specific conditions.

They can be divided into two groups: chemical in the broad sense of the word

and mechanical.
. in time/

Inasuch as the first stage/of the phenomenon under study is determined

chiefly by mechanical factors, we proceed namely from them, At present it is

universally recognized that an explosion under mechanical effects develops

from local heat-ups. created by these effects. Ways of generating warw-ups

can be variousl, One of them is the nonuniform speed in the flow of the

explosive. The second way is associated with existence of gas bubbles in the

W and the third - with local heat-ups from friction of solid alien particles

1. tee in present collection of articles, N. A. Kholevo (page 5), F. Bouden
(page 27)and K. K. Andryev (page47.

Nlotes TV staid& for eapletwe.



or metallic surfaces of the anvil and firing pin of the device with a thin layer

of explosive between them. 4

For the geRneration of local heat-ups not only the physico-mechanical proper-

ties of VV, but also conditions of the effect on it are essential. Thus1in order

that explosive could flow during the compression, created by the impactit is nec-

essary that it is not enclosed on all sides, i. e.,it should be given the possibil-

ity of flowing into a gap. Further it is obvious that on the width and extent of

the gaps, through which flows the explosive on impact, depends the pressure devel-

oping in it; on the magnitude of the same pressure in turn, depends the coefficient

of internal friction and speed of flow, but through them also the intensity of

the heat-up. The heat-up of gas bubble also depends on maximum pressure and rate

of attaining the latter. Finally, if we are not concerned with the impact along

normals, with which theg enesis of the VV flow and.consequently, also friction is

determined by the fluidity of explosive, but by a slipping impactthen the possibil-

ity of generation heat-ups in this case can be completely otherwise.

Thus, the generation of local heat-ups during mechanical effects on an explo-

sive depends on very many factors, the combined effect of which quantibatively is

difficult to take into consideration and even to evaluate. This circ stance in-
circumstance/

troduces a large indetermination for the question on the/whether or not a given

effect results in the generation of a heat-up terminating with an explosion.

In this respecta mechanical effect as a means of triggering an explosion differs

from many others, especially from the thermal. In the latter case, the association

between the cause and effect is by far much more simple and therefore can be more

readily evaluated.

The statement above, however, refers not only to mechanical aspect of phenom-

enon. The flash and burning of an explosive on impact proceeds under more complex

conditions, in comparison with the ordinary conditions of corresponding



experiments. The chief factors here are the var pressure and soall

thickness of layer of explosive. It is known that according to theory Mikhelson -

Zeldovich, the quantity of heat, that mua' be communicated to the surface layer

of the VV charge in order to ignite it disnds on the burning rate, but through

it on the pressure. The larger the latter isthe lees is this quantity. It

depends also on heat conductivity of the explosive. Further, if burning begins

but the pressure rapidly decreases, then it may cease, because the reserve of

heat in the heated layer may not suffice for the burning to continue during

low pressure. The critical diameter (more precisely the critical dimension)

of the charge during burning under atmospheric pressure, as a rule, is much

greater than under ordinary conditions of triggering an explosion on impact,

Therefore, the burning, on impact, can spread only in cases when a

sufficiently high pressure is maintained.

Finally, as well as under ordinary conditions of a thermal explosion, the

effect of the temperature itself attained at the seat of the heat-up, and the

idimensions of the latter, is shown. Therefore, if we consider the chemical

factors of sensitivity, then it is necessary to take into consideration also

those of which determine the generation of a thermal explosion: rate of the

reaction, caused by the heating, and its heat which, determines the temperature,

being obtained in it. It is known that depth of the transformation of explosive,

as a rule, depends. on the pressure and, apparently, on the temperature. There-

I fore, it is not always easy to make certain those values of the constant of

the rate and heat of the reaction, which actually are decisive in a triggering

of an explosion on impact. In any case, it is impossible to identify them

with data, obtainable during a gradual disintegration or during detonation.

Thus, from the chemical-kinetic standpoint, the triggering of an explosion

on impact is much more complicated, than during /f-ermal excitation, for



example, under ordinary conditions of determining the temperature of fl&s/0 he

explosive.

A graphic illustration of this is the imcomparably greater constancy of

results in determining the temperature or delay of flash in comparison with

determining the characteristics of the W sensitivity to an impact. In this

respect, Judging from observations on the character of deformation of nonexplosive

substances on impact. The inconstancy of the results during triggering of an

explosion on impact basically determine the mechanical factors, examined above.

In connection with complex character of the phenomenon and multiplicity

of factors on which depends triggering of the explosiorn impact, the practical

value of characteristics of the sensitivity, obtained under specified conditions

of the test, is limited. Indeed, if the mechanical conditions vary, but in

practice they can vary very widely, then also the possibllity of triggering of

an explosion will vary. Therefore, in principle it is more normal for the

characteristic of a specific VV with respect to sensitivity to establish not

the frequency of the explosion, for example., with the impact in a drop haner,

but certain simpler properties of the explosive, determining its thermokinetic

and physico-mechanicial properties. However, approximate characteristics of

these properties can be obtained also by means of a drop hammer. A defect in

the method of determining the sensitivity of VV in & drop hamer, * essence

the qualitative character of the results, but an advantage is the fact/the

determination is made under conditions, corresponding to those under which is

triggered the explosion on impact (higher, rapidly changing pressure, movement

of substance et al.).

Above we mentioned that for the triggering of an explosion on impact, there

are both physical, as well as chemical factors. 04e should, however, emphasize

the difference between them. The chemical factorq continuously are associated



I
1with the explosive and play their owu role under all conditions; the role

of the physical factors is show only under definite, more or less specific

conditions for each W. Therefore, if we have an explosive, the sensitivity
the

of which is small, as /-rsult, of the chemical factors, i. e., such VV, for

which are characteristic, a low infl ability and a large critical diameter

of detonation, then for the triggering of its explosion a strong or dimensionally

large local heat-up is necessary. This substance will be exploded only under

those conditions of mechanical effects, which assure generation of such a heat-up.

.Conversely, an explosive, with the same physical properties, but with a high

i"chemical" sensitivity, will be exploded not only during these mechanical effects

$ but also during many others, which create weaker heat-ups from which the first
explosive did not explode.

The statement above by no means means that an explosive with a high

",,chemical, sensitivity always will give a large frequency of explosions.

jConversely, there may be such conditions of mechanical effects, with which

1frequency of explosions of "chemically" less sensitive substance will be greater.

A good example is azide of a substance with a high ,,chemical,, sensitivity,

Iwhich on impact in a drop hamer along normals owing to low fluidity is

lexploded with greater diff" Ity than, for example, tetryl, the "chemical",

,sensitivity of which is by far much lower. However, on an average, under the

various conditions of mechanical effects which possible in practice ark losive

,with high "chemical" sensitivity will be more dangerous, than a W, which has

,a low sensitivity. The latter will be dangerous only during certain conditions

of the effect, when the specific mechanical properties of the explosive create

the possibility cL generation of a sufficiently Intense seats of high temperature

and of a development of a burning which had started in them.

Thus, for example, according to the experiment by N. A. Kholevo, trotyl,



in mixture a with an aluminum powder (80:20), on impact between two steel~with/

rollers/'& diameter of 10 mm (instrument No 2) does not give explosions

even with a great impact energy(4 kgm). It is difficult to force it to

explode also from friction. If, however, the indicated mixture is placed in

instrument No 1, where owing to narrow gaps between rollers and sleeve, the

flow of substance is hampered, then the frequency of the explosions with that

same impact energy amounts to 100 %.

We now cite a second example. If on the drop hammer in instrument No 4

(see below) we produce an impact by nitroglycerine or azide of lead, after

having slightly raised the upper roller above the VV, then there can be obtained

a frequency of explosions 1C0%, supposedly owing to the capture of air. With

the roller, placed directly on explosive, it is equal to zero. If, however, we

take chemically a relatively little-sensitive explosive (for example, tetril

or hexogene) then the existence of an interval between the upper roller and the

VV does not result in a marked increase in the frequency of explosions1 .

The question concerning how it is possible according to results of the

test on the drop hammer to estimate "The chemical" and "mechanical" aspect of

the sensitivity of a VV, is examined below in specific experimental data.

Experiments were made in instrument No 4, the scheme of which is given in

Fig. 1. From the scheme of this instrument it is seen that it basically
distin ction

corresponds to Ns A. Kholevo's instrument No 2; its chief/consists in the

fact that, ir 't are used rollers of large diameter (19 mm), but the point of

their Junction along the entire perimeter does not touch the walls of the

sleeve, so that VV during expiration, caused by the impact, is ejected into

unlimited space.

1. See present collection of articles, page 99.
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Peculiarities of the deformation of the batch of VV and the generation' of the

explosion in instrument No 4, as well as its advantages and defects of its

construction, will be discussed later, but now we will dwell on results of

tests of certain W in this instrument on the drop hammer. These results are

presented in table 1.

In experiments with each VV under study the amounts of the batch and its

distribution on block-wood pavement of the roller varied. Besides frequencies

of the explosions. also the height of rebound of load after impact (in % of

height of fall) in cases of failures was fixed. The first series of experiments

were made with hexogene, in which the batch of VV in a small pile was placed

at the center of roller. With a little batch (1 milligram) the frequency of

explosions was 8%, with 5 milligram it increased to 64%. With a subsequent

increase of the batch amounts double and 10 times the orginal batch, the m

frequency of the explosions continued to increase. If, however, a large

batch of VV were placed evenly on the block-wood pavement of the roller, then

the frequency of explosions sharply falls. This points out to the fact that

hexogene flows with difficulty, and that the pressure, which will be attained

with the distribution of the impact energy over the entire area of the roller,

to the same small thickness of the layer, is insufficient to cause a flow

of the substance, and consequently, to cause an explosion. This is confirmed

also by comparing the heights of a rebound of the load. With an evenly

distributed layer of VV the height of the rebound is great and approximates the a.

height observed in experiments without loads, this indicates a lack of flow t)

in the substance; such height of rebound is observed with a central location

of small batch which points out in this case the small expenditure of energy

for the flow in W. With a central location of a large batch (50 milligram) vi

the rebound decreases markedly.

t h
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Fig. 1. Diagram of instrument No 4 in testing

explosives for sensitivity on impact.

The question, however, arises by what, then, is determined the low

frequency of explosions with very small centrally located batches of VV (I.

milligram)? It would have been possible to assume that a significant part of

energy of the impact is expended during the deformation of the charge, in the

process of which the diameter and resistance to flow of VV increases. When

such a thickness of the layer VV, is attained with which a continuatton of

flow would cause an explosion, the energy of load was exhausted so much that

flow weakens or ceases. However, opposed to this explanation is the high

frequency of explosions with batches of 10 and 50 milligrams in comparison to

1 milligram. One must therefore assume that with a small batch, by the

moment, when resistance to the flattened tablet becomes significant, we have

already entered into a region of such small thicknesses, with which the

thermal losses do not permit burning to be developed.

Thus, by combining these data it may be concluded, that hexogene is

characterized by high ."chemical" sensitivity, because it explodes even with

very small batches. In connection with the fact that this VV possessed small

fluidity, its high sensitivity can be developed only in the case, when conditions I-f

the deformation favor the generation of the flow of the charFe (large specific pres-

sure and facilitated conditions of flow - instruments No 2 or 4 with a central



placement of the batch).

Let us examine now the results of the experiments with trotyl. With a

batch of 5 and 50 milligrams we do not obtain explosions by placing the VV

either at the middle of the roller, or over the entire area of its block-wood

pavement. This, one must explain by the fact that trotyl possesses great

fluidity which is confirmed also by the magnitude of the rebound, and simul-

taneously it is chemically little-snsitive.

With small batches it does not explode, because thickness of layer

becomes less critical. Trotyl does not explode also with large batches (large

thickness of layer), because owing to the great fluidity there does not occur

(with given dimensions of the roller) a stress, sufficient for a triggering

of the explosion during the flow. Tetryl occupies an intermediate position.

Its fluidity is higher than that of hexogene with a batch of 50 milligram, evenly

distributed on the roller,7 lodes with a frequency in any case of no less,

than with a central location (of batch), while in the case hexogene the frequency

of the explosions with an even distribution, as we have seen, sharply fell.

Parallel with this a comparison between magnitudes of the rebounds shows that

tetryl in distinction from hexogene flows fairly well -- the rebound (with an

even distribution in a batch of 50 milligram) amounts to only 50% in distinction

from 64% for hexogene. On the other hand, tetryl "chemically" is less

sensitive, than hexogene: the frequency of explosions of tetryl becomes small

(16%) even with a batch of 5 milligram, with which hexogene gives even 64%

explosions.

The behavior of liquid VV under the described conditions of an impact

can be illustrated by experiments with nitroglycerine. It gives under ordinary

conditions of test a very low, or nearly zero frequency of explosions with

batches from 2 to 10 milligrams. Fluidity of nitroglycerine is high; this is

confirmed especially by the large magnitude of its rebound. In it there does



not occur on impact, such high stresses during which the coefficient of internal

friction would be increased to a degree, sufficient for the generation of

critical heat-ups. Therefore, although "chemically" nitroglycerine also is

very sensitive, this sensitivity under the indicated conditions cannot be

developed. The behavior of nitroglycerine under these conditions is analogous

to the behavior of trotyl, which although less fluid, but simnltaneously

also is much less sensitive chemically.

In this connection, however, arises the question: why is an explosion

of nitroglycerine, and also of trotyl, much more readily triggered in instru-

ment No 1 and how by not resorting to this instrument, it is possible to

characterize the sensitivity of ouch explosives?

As we have already frequently mentioned, an explosion develops on impact
there is

in a drop hammer, if possible not only a generation of a chemical transformation

of the substance, but also propagation and development of this transformation

up to the explosion.

For the generation of a transformation, a fairly stressed flow is

,necessary but for its propagation a sufficient thickness of layer of the

;substance. In instrument No 1 is realized a combination of both conditions,

a stressed flow in the gap, more precisely in that portions of it where the

roller, which after having been extended on impact. serves as a clearance of the

gap and the thicker layer of substance in that part of the gap, where the

roller was less extended, and also between the block-wood pavements, where

substance did not succeed even in being extended.

In order to reproduce such conditions, favoring the generation of an

explosion of VV with high fluidity, it is possible to in principlv to proceed

in two ways.

1. To increase dimensions (height and diameter) of the charge, but

correspondingly also of the rller*, as well as weight of the load; then the

'I,



large stresses during the flow will generate with the thickness of the charge even

exceeding the critical, and the generated heat-ups may develop into an explosion.

2. On the block-wood pavement of roller to make a hole and to place into it

more W, than corresponds to its volume; in this case the surplus of explosive on

impact will be forced between the block-wood pavements of the rollers in the form

of film analogous that, which takes place in the gpa of instrument No. 1; the gen-

erated ignition on the edge of the hole will be able to spread in the thick layer

of the explosive, located in the hole; with such a setting-up of the experiment the

role of the gaps of instrument No. 1 is fulfilled by gap the between block-wood

pavement. of ralero

The results of experiments with nitroglycerine, carried out by this scheme

are presented in table 2.

Table 2

Frequency of Explosions of Nitroglycerine in the
Instrument, Ha R" roller With A Hole (Volume of
hole of 0.01 cm3, its diameter 5 m, depth 0.8
m; load 10 kg. height of its fall 25 cm).

"-- '' I psA) 4MCIO 03PUBoB

10 1
14 9110

1) batch in milligram; 2) number of explooions; 3) number of experiments.

Another possibility "of the manifestation" of the potential sensitivity of a

flowing explosive consists in the fact that in order to artificially form in it dur-

ing the impact on the drop hammer, seats of heat-ups, which the flow of W through

itself owing to the small coeffic'ent of internal friction (viscosity) cannot create.

This can be attained, for example, by introducing into the explosive a few hard

1. If the hole is filled only partially and nitroglycerine does not fall into the
gap between block-wood pavements of the rollers then explosions are not observed;
they generate also with great difficulty, if in the space between block-wood pave-
ments during impact too much liquid is forced.



jpaticle, the friction of which along the surface of the firing pin or anvil ro-

suats in heat-ups. xei et confima the reality of this possibility (see series

6 6in table 1).

It is possible to hamper during exeietthe flow of WY by placing a readily

flwing (explosive) fa c'up made of soft metal. In the table 3 are presented re-

sults of respective experiments wit#h. trotyl. and nitrogl~ycerine.

Table 3

Frequency of Explosions of Explosives, Placed Into a Cup Made of Red Copper.
(Volim of cup 0.035 o.3, its dimter 5 ma, height 1.8 sm; load 10 kgo height

Of its fanl 25 cma).

4p~~saa~Hum= as~c3 AS %Mim am**a

TPOMa 0 7126

40 4110
130

1) Exposive; 2) Bhtak in iillirvrm; 3) Number of explosions;
4) Wtiber of e-perment; 5) Trotyl; 6) Nitroglycerine

Thus, the cited results of the eerdments agre veol with ideas concerning

the mechanism of the triggering of the explosion on impact,, advanced and developed

by N. A. Kholevo. These ideas shmu.1 serve for evaluating the sensitivity of exi-

plosives to mechanical effects. They make it possible in reference to Impact con-

ditions approximately to differentiate the role of chamical, and jpysico-mschanical

factors of the sensitivity and correspondingly provide the possibility of obtain-

ing a more ccmplete idea about the proportion of VT, than with stardard, method of

testing.

On .tbe )Isthodlo of TestiM g ilosves for SensitivitrdnI~

At present, the testing of WT for sensitivity during Impact is regulated by

the All-Union Goverruent Standard 4545-48 and 2065--43. Thas* standards specify

the placing of the explosive durix~g test in a roller device which is a simplified

variant of the Kerst stamping instrument proposed by East in 1906.

As the basi of the macha~ss "f stamping instrinmt we"e asmed the follming



co ideratiom which then seemed Jndliptable: large oscillations in the results

of tests, observed with a drop haner, are caused by the inconstancy of impact

conditimos, in particular of the area of the charge, on which the impact operates

and by the unparallelism of the surfaces being impacted. In the respect, friction

is added to the =apact effect, For the ruval. of thes presmed defects, (first)

a last desi bat later a cmt.srz7 desip of an instrinnt for testing VY an

a drophm we adopted.

In the last decade, however, it has been shown, chiefly by works of N.

A. Kholevo, that with an impact on a drop hammer the explosion in many cases

generates, apparently, not between the block-wood pavements of rollers, but

during the punching of the W under the effect of the impact into the gap

between rollers and the cirecting sleeve. In accordance with this even if

during the testing a constancy of the area of impact and direction of movement
but/

of the impacted surfaces, had been assured/conditions of the flow of W after

its exit from the space between block-wood pavements of rollers were varying,

then the frequency of explosions can vary sharply. The role of these conditions

graphically is demonstrated by results of tests in N. A. Kholevo's instrument

No 21. Tests in instruments of two types-- with hampered (No 1) and facilitated

(No 2) flow of the charge gives a more complete idea about the sensitivity of

W, than a testing in one of them. The specified All-Union Government Standard

2065 -- 43 instrument, in which rollers have bevel edges, occupies an inter-

mediate position between instruments No 1 and 2.

However, if an explosion occurs in the gap between the rollers and sleeve

and its initiation depends on the magnitude of this gap, then the design of

such an instrument eanno o be considered rational. In reality the magnitude

of gap can irregularly change from experiment to experiment owing to the

1. See article N. A. Kholevo in present collection of articles (page 5).
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displacement of axis of rollers with respect to the axis of the sleeve channel.
k

Dring the impact a pressing of W into the gap usually occurs, as it was

possible to see in experiments where the VV flowed beyond the channels, me-

sided, obviously where the gap was wider. Furthermore, the sleeve channel ideally

should fulfill only the function of directing the movement of the roller and

therefore for corresponding dimensions (internal diameter) and for manufacturing

its surfaces there are high requirements. Inasmuch as actually it serves as

place where the explosion generates, then the gases of explosion rapidly

erode the channel and make it little useful for an accurate directing of the

movement of the roller. To a known degree this refers also to instrument No

2; although the eqlosion in it occurs not in the gap, nevertheless gases

can leave only through the sleeve channel and therefore they also cause its

erosion.

In the light of these considerations it appeared expedient to change the

!design of the instrument in order that hot gases in the explosion did not

ienter into the channel of the directing sleeve and did not cause its fast wear.i

SThis also was realized in instrument No 4, in which the sleeve can serve without

Ireplacement for a long time. Besides increasing the constancy of testing

conditions "this change of construction in the instrument lowers the cost of the

test. A sleeve of required All-Union Government Standard quality (as distin-

guished from rollers) is fairly expensive, but during testings with instruments

No 1 and 2 of thick VV, the deformation and erosion of the channel proceeds

rapidly and the sleeve must frequetly be changed. Certain investigators

were limited even to only a single use of the sleeve which very much increased

cost of the test.

The use of instrument No 4 considerably reduced the cost and would allow

one instrument to obtain that characteristic of sensitivity, which up to now



could be obtained only by testing the W in two instruments - No 1 and 2.

The ain advatage of a complex test Ininstruments No 1 and 2 consists

in that it makes it possible to characterize not only thermokinetic, but also

the physico-mechanical aspect (in particular fluidity) of the sensitivity of

W. Both these characteristics, as we have seen, can be established in the

proposed instrument No 4 in following the methodology of testing hard

explosives: the W are tested with two locations of the batch on the block-wood

pavement of the lower roller.

1) in the form of slightly (from the hand) depressed tablet with a

diameter 5 mm, placed in center of the roller (such a location in the

future for brevity will be called central);

2) in the form of layer of even thickness, distributed over entire

block-wood pavement of roller (in the future will call "uniform spreading"). V
The tests are made with batches of several magnitudes 1 and besides for

every batch and every variant of its distribution on the roller, a definite j a

number (for example, 25) parallel experiments, establishing frequency of I
10

explosions, are made in the experiments, where there was no explosion, the

height of rebound of load after impact is fixed. f

With a central location are created facilitated conditions of flow of VV,

analogous to those realized in instrument No 2, where there is combined, the

small diameter of rollers (large pressure on impact) and presence of a groove,

In the case of central location of the batch (in instrument No 4) the flow is

facilitated by a concentration of the impact energy in a mall area of the

charge and by relatively large gaps between the rollers. An even distribution

of the charge creates hampered conditions for the flow of W, because the

1. Judging from the obtained experimental data, a sufficiently complete idea on
the sensitivity of ordinary Vs can be obtained with the testing of two batches, PC
10 and 50 MI Igroas



iipact effect in this case is apportioned to a large am and the pressure

k is small, but the gap between rollers in the initial stage of the impact is

smaller than with a central location of the batch.

We consider now the interpretation of possible results of expe ts

with various V.

Let us assume that with an eve distribution of a small batch a low

frequency of explosions is obtained. This can occur for two reasons:

1) substance thermokinetically is little sensitive and does not explode

in a film;

2) its fluidity is small and it does not flow under given conditions.

We repeat the experimont with a central location of the batch, which

Sassures greater pressure during impact and facilitates the flow of W. If

thne frequency of the explosions increases, then a lack of them or smaller

frequency with an even distribution were the result of a mall fluidity. As

an example of such substances (table 4) the following may serve: hexogene,
T. E.J.

octogene, trinitro resorcinate of lead et al.

If, however, for two W with a small batch there is obtained a mall

I frequency of explosions both with an even distribution as well as with a

i central location, then this still does not mean that they have an identical

low sensitivity. The smal frequency of explosions may be caused by the fact

that for both substances with mall batch of a too fine layer of W, thinner,

Ithan it is necessary for the propagation of the burning or the explosion. The

distinction between the substances then will be developed with lamge batches.

-The little-sensitive substance as before will not give explosions; substance

with the greater sensitivity will begin to give them with a greater frequency.

As an example it is possible to point to trinitroaniline and styphnate of

potassium. Both they in mall batches do not explode; however trnitroaniline



does not explode also with a change in large batches, while styphnate of potassium

(with a central location) gives 100% explosions.

A test with an increased batch (50 milligram) is useful and in this respect

it makes it possible according to amount of rebound of load durirf failures to

judpe about the fluidity of the substance.
1

If the fluidity is small, then the VV does not succeed in being greatly extrud-

ed. The expenditure of energy in extruding it is small and therefore the rebound

is large. The rebound also with a central locetion of the charge is large, although

as a rule, it is nturally smaller than with an even distribution of VV.

bn the other hand, the decrease in rebound in comparison with an unloaded

impact provides the possibility of being convinced that the flow of the substance

during impact takes place and that if in this respect failures are obtained, then

the cause of them is not in the lack of a flow.

One should, however, point out that a large rebound can be obtained not only

with the small fluidity of an evenly distributed substance, but also in the case,

if the fluidity is relatively great and expenditure of energy in extruding the sub-

stance correspondingly is small. This is observed, in particular, for certain

fusible VVs, for example, for trotyl. It is rharacteristic that in this case with

central location of the batch a larger rebound, is obtained apparently, due to the

melting of the substance during intense flow and the associated sharp increase

in its fluidity.

The comparison of the rebound and frequency of explosions with different

batches and locations of them makes it possible in most cases more fully to charac-

terize "chemical" and '"echanical" aspect of the sensitivity of the

1. ' 'th small batches, the differences in rebounds during the test of the various
VV are small, because the expenditure of energy in extruding the substance is rel-
atively small.

del



tested WV, than by means of these indices individually.

k We shall expwlin this by an analysis of the data in table 4, where there

are reduced the results of the test by the proposed methodology 28 secondary

and initiating We.

Trinitrobenzene has significant fluidity, about which it is possible to

Judge by the large decrease of rebound not only with a central, but also with

an even distribution of the charge (batch 50 milligram). Simultaneously it

is chemically little sensitive, and in order that explosions generated stressed

conditions of flow of W, which are created with a batch of 10 milligram and

its even distribution are necessary. With a central location of the charge the

flow is facilitated by the large specific pressure, and also owing to the fusion

of W during the flow, as a result the stress of the flow becomes less (in

this respect it must be taken into consideration that the temperature of

fusion of trinitrobenzene with respect to temperature of the flash is low).

Trotyl is chemically close to trinitrobenzene, but its fluidity is

significantly greater. With a central location of the trotyl charge the

rebound is contsiderably greater than in the case of trinitrobenzene. Fluidity

of trotyl is so great that a decrease in the batch to 10 milligram results in

a significantly smaller (to 24% instead of 56% for trinitrobensene) increase

in the frequency of explosions even with an even distribution of the charge.

A subsequent decrease of the batch of trotyl (to.2 milligram) does not give

an increase in the frequency of explosions. App aetljy, the thickness of

layer of V is found to be in this respect less critical for burning. The

combination of the chemical inertness and the significant fluidity also makes

trotyl one of the least sensitive explosives, being practically applied.

Picric acid will behave analogously to trinitrobenzene. Its fluidity is

markedly lese (rebound larger), but its ehemical sensitivity is greater.

'I



The xmziua of tht frequency of explosions of picric acid occurs as well as

with trinitrobenzene with a batch of 10 milligram and with its even distribution.

The distinction from trinitrobenzene consists in the fact that in picric

acid is observed a significant frequency of explosions also with a central

location of the charge.

With trinitroresorcin the fluidity is even less, and with a uniform

distribution it shows a low frequency of explosions with all batches. Chemically

it is more sensitive than picric acid and it gives high frequency with a

central location of the charge even with the smallest batch.

Physically similar to trinitroresorcin is trinitroxylene, but chemically

it is less sensitive and the max~imm of frequency of explosions with it is lower.

Nitresdw (trinitroaniline and trinitrodiaminobenzene) are characterized

by a low fluidity. With an even distribution of 50 milligram the rebound

corresponds to an unloaded impact and a frequency of explosions equal to

zero. However, frequency of explosions remains low and with a central

locatiod of the batch, when judging by the rebound the flow of VV takes

place. This attests to the fact that also the chemical sensitivity of

nitroamine is small which first was marked by F. A. Baum.

Tetryl according to fluidity is close to picric acid, it is close to it

also with respect to frequency cf explosions under various conditions.

f4
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Heterocyclic N-nitramines (hexogen and cetogen) have a low fluidity, but

are chemically sensitive and with a very high frequency explode with a central

location of the batch.

Hexyl and T. E. N. exhibit a low fluidity and correspondingly significantly

higher frequency of explosions with a central location of the charge in compar-

ison with an evenly distributed charge.

Hexanitrodiphenyl has a relatively low fluidity, therefore as distinguished

from trinitrobenzene in batches of 2 and 10 milligram with an even distribution,

explosions are not obtained. They are observed with moderate frequency with a

batch of 50 milligrams. With a central location of the charge the frequency of

the explosions of hexanitrodipheuyl as distinguished from trinitrobenzene is

significantly more. An analogous picture is given by hexanitrooxanilide, but C

it has a greater frequency of explosions with a central location of charge I

than hexanitrodiphenyl has. r

Picrates and styphnates of potassium and lithium exhibit a low fluidity

and correspondingly small frequency of explosions with an even distribution of

the charge; with a central location the frequency of explosions by them is high t

with the exception of picrate of lithium which, possibly is associated with its f

greater hygroscopicity. f

Azides (of anmonium, lead and potassium) are characterized by a low

fluidity and a c6rrespondingly small frequency with a uniform distribution of

the batch, but due to high chemical sensitivity the frequency of explosions M

with a central location of these VV charges becomes high.

To the poorly flowing explosives belong black powdar and perchlorate of

azmonium; with a central location they give a high frequency of explosions. i

The behavior of certain of the studied explosives is very unusual. As, i

tetrazene and mercury fulminate flow poorly, but nonptheless they exploded with b



peat frequency; hexantrodiphenyloxide and dyne do not differ essentially with

respect to rebounds with a central location and even distribution of the charge;

they do not exhibit a special difference also in the frequency of explosions.

In the case of testing initiating Ws with a high chemical sensitivity for the

pneration of the burning and explosion the small local displacmnts,which precede

macroflow, posibly are sufficient. The modificational transitions with a high-

er pressure, may play the role for a dyne.

On the whole, tests by the given method makes it possible by means of one

instrument to obtain much more comprehensive evaluation of the sensitivity of hard

VV to impact, than is provided by the standard method. By varying during the ex-

periment flow conditions of the VV by means of changing the location and magnitude

of the batch and by registering the frequency of explosions and the magnitude of

rebound (during failures), it is possible to give an evaluation of an explosive with

respect to the danger of the generation of an explosion under different conditions.

This evaluation is not expressed in absolute units. Such an expression has no

meaning, inasmuch as, as we have seen, the frequency of the explosions of one and

the same with a given energy of the effect may vary within wide limits. The chief

factors of this frequency of the properties of explosive are inflammability and

fluidity. As is clear from the above-mentioned statement, also conditions of the

mechanical dffect may be the decisive effect. Therefore an evaluation of the

sensitivity of VV irrespective to conditions of this effect -re devoid of practical

meaning.

In the described experiments above we used a 10 kg load and applied only one

1'eight of fall 25 cm only because these conditions are the most commonly used. It

i natural that various an d loads can be used. In exactly the same way it

is possible to determine not only frequency under given conditions of the impact,

but also the lower limit of conditions, starting from the one



explosions are obtained.

One should dwell on the question of testing liquid explosives. Their

fluidity is too great with a given diameter of rollers and rate of impact as

a result of the flow to produce heat-ups, sufficient for the generating of an

explosion. A stressed flow generates in instrument No 4 only with such a thin

layer that no longer is capable of being exploded. Therefore, even if

the capability for propagation of the explosion in the given liquid VV is

relatively great, as takes place in case of nitroglycerine the frequency of
the/

explosions in it results in being close to zero. Ascertaining / sensitivity

of nitroglycerine, and it is high, is possible only in case, the generation of

a heat-up in it during impact is assured by certain special procedures. It is

possible, for example, for this purpose to introduce into the nitroglycerine

hard particles, to make a hole on the block-wood pavement of the roller or to

place the liquid in a cup of relatively soft metal. Finally, it is possible

to assure the generation of an explosion of nitroglycerine by means of a gas

bubble , by placing a batch of VV on an anvil in the form of ring, as did Bouden,

or by realizing an impact with the upper rollers raised somewhat. The real

great danger of liquid nitroglycerine in technology is caused, apparently, by

just the two latter impact conditions.

The statement on liquid Ws "pertains also to such hard, but very fluid

and simultaneously chemically little sensitive explosives, as trotyl. For it,

even those the'most stressed flow conditions, which are created with a uniform

distribution of the charge, do not result, as a rule, in an explosion - with

small batches, because the explosion cannot be propogated n such a thin layer,
qI

with larger batches because 4t does not generate. Again also in this case in

order to obtain an explosion, it is necessary to combine conditions of requisite C

1. See present collection of ,articles, page 9. 8
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for the generation and propagation of an explosive transformation. This was

observed in instrumnt No 1 with a definite size of the gap, but in instruments

No 4 and 2 -- within the narrow interval of conditions of the experiment (see

for example, table 4), with the introduction of grains steel into trotyl, and

also with the roller with a hole. Probably the explosion of this W can be

obtained with great frequency and unde4rdinary conditions of tests on a drop

hamner, after increasing the scale of the experiment in order to realize a

stressed flow with a greater thickness of the charge. Such conditions in

technology however, are rarely encountered by which a very small sensitivity of

trotyl under practical conditions of its use is stipulated.

In conclusion, one must point out that although the described method of

the test gives the best idea on sensitivity, by which the standard is the

simpler and cheaper in execution, but still the bias in principle of the best

for sensitivity during impact as characteristics of the danger of explosive in

handling, is maintained also in it. This bias consists first of all in that the

test on the drop hammer characterizes chiefly the possibility of the generating

of seats of an explosion, but does not give a true idea on the possibility of its
the .

propagation. Besides, even /possibility of the generation of an explosion

during an ordinary impact along a normal is limited by fluidity of substance,

because, for example, azide of lead in this case may produce a lower frequency

of explosions, than trotyl. This last defect can be removed during the test by

applying a slipping impact. For removal of first defect, there is necessary a

test on the arop hammer to supplement the determination of the capability of VV

for the propagation of burning or explosion under those conditions, necessary to

determine the danger in handling with a given explosive. Only such a

supplement will make it possible to establish that for example, perchlorate of

amonium, on the basis of frequency of explosions is close to T. E. N and black

9/



powder, it is incomparably less dangerous, than T. E. N., inasmuch as the

critical diameter for the detonation of T. E. N. is only a tenth of that for

perchlorate. Perchlorate of annium also is by far much less dangerous, than

black powder, because the critical diameter for burning of black powder under

atmospheric pressure is about i m, but for perchlorate of amonium about 33 Mn.

The very low 1 s for burning even at atmospheric pressure and for detonation

characterizing the initiating explosives are the main cause of their great

danger in handling. Inview of these considerations, one must assume that in

the flature, the determination of the capability for burning and detonation in

combination with test for a slipping impact will become the chief method of

the characteristic of danger VV in handling,

Conclusion

A complex method of determining the relative sensitivity of TI to mechanical

effects is proposed. An explosive is subjected to impact between block-wood

pavements of two rollers of significant diameter, in which the space, surrounding

the joint of rollers is open; the size of the batch its location on block-wood

pavement of rollers vary. Advantages of this method in comparison with the

standard is the great possibility of differentiating the chemical and physical

factors of the sensitivity and rational design of the instrument, which

considerably increases its life and constancy of test conditions and lowering

their cost.

9,



MT-63-254 Chapter 1 Article 5

Page 72-80

K. K. Andreyev and Yu. A. Terebilina

5. Concxnli the Question of t Influence of Air u s On the
3Darance of E=cJosion Under Impact

The majority of investigators considers well-grounded that the chemical re-

action and explosion under impact appear not from mechanical action as such, but

as a result of heatup caused by the latter. In the question about in what ways

heatups actually appear in different explosives and at various conditions of

impact, however, there is no full clarity.

Two main points of view received the biggest development lately. N. A. Kholevo

C27 as the main way of excitation of the reaction at iipact considers the flow

of the explosive and its local heatups, appearing due to internal friction.

Bouden £-7 claims that a large role is played by inclusions of gases or vapors

compressible under impact, especially in the case of liquid explosives. Numerous

experiments of this investigator and his collaborators Z7g showed that the energy

of impact, necessary for excitation of explosion of liquid explosives, can very

greatly (to several orders) be decreased at introduction of gas bubbles into the

explosive.

These observations were in the works of Bouden naturally explained by the fact

that in gases during their adiabatic compression up to a certain definite pressure

a much larger temperature is developed, than in liquids; the heated bubble of gas

heats up and ignites the explosive surrounding it.

However, being correct, this explanation, apparently, does not exhaust of the

roles of the bubbles. Not only high temperature, is essential . appearing at their

compression, but also the conditions of interaction, in particular heat exchange,

and the heated-up gas with the explosive adjacent to it. Described lower are

experiments which explain what, has been sail.

'p



The initial purpose of these experiments was the comparison of sensitivity

of certain explosives in liquid and solid state. The experiments were conducted

in instrument No.4. In order to ensure identical condAtions and in particular

to prevent pressing of part of the substance at the conventional setup of the

experiment with a liquid in a roller instrument, when the upper roller by its own

weight presses the liquid, the test explosive was placed on the end of the lower

roller in the form of a drop, liquid or frozen, and the upper roller was secured

with the help of a rubber ring or weak spring at a small height (,NO 3 m) abo'ie

the lower roller. Such experiments, conducted with nitroglycerine, gave an un-

expectedly high frequency of explosions at the same load and height of fall, with

which in usual test conditions (upper roller before impacts is on the explosive)

the frequency of explosions was close to zero. Besides, it was fixed that an

increase or significant decrease of quantity of liquid explosive lowers the fre-

quency of explosions.

Thus it turned out that in a given case the results of the test are especially

sensitive to the conditions of the experiment.

The effect of a lifted roller is not observed for all liquids. Thus a super-

cooled solution of trotyl in tetryl (50:50) or liquid dyne do not show it at

least under the set conditions of the experiment.

1 See this collection, pages 56-58 (original text).
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Fig. 1. Influence of conditions of the experiment on magnitude of
energy of impact, necessary for excitation of a nitroglycerine ex-

plosion(according to Bouden ).

1) in the striker is a hole with a little gas bubble, 2) in a layer
of the explosive on the anvil are air bubbles, 3) explosive located
on anvil in parallel strips, 4) explosive located on anvil in the
form of separate drops, 5) impact is produced by flat striker on a
film of explosive, not containing gas bubbles, 6) the same on a film
of explosive, containing gas bubbles.

a) Frequency of Explosions in %; b) Energy of impact in kgm.

Analogous observations, apparently, were made also in works of Bouden with

collaborators, which explained the increase of sensitivity of an explosive to

impact by capture of air to the falling load. Inasmuch as the action of air

is more regularily and greatly developed in the presence of deepening in the

striker or with nonuniform location of the explosive liquid on the anvil, Bouden

allotted main attention to these last conditions of the experiments. He notes,

however, C.J, that with a flat striker, falling on an open layer of nitroglycer-

ine, a large value has the diameter of the striker, with the increase of which

the frequency of explosions increases; at a diameter of a brass striker 0.6 cm,

the explosion cones about very difficultly, and with a striker 2.5 cm in diameter
much

it is/eTer, which naturally explains the large probability of capture of air.

Bouden indicates also that very thick layers of liquid are less sensitive, than

thin ones, supposedly, because in the first case the bubble is more mobile and



can escape before the presaure is increased to a significant magnitude. A de-
thin

crease of frequency of explosions is observed also with too/film.

At corresponding conditions, the entry in action of "the bubble" mechanism,

the appearance of an explosion csn lead to a huge increase of sensitivity of the

explosive more accurately, to a decrease of the work of the impact, leading to

the appearance of an explosion. The presentation about this influence is taken

from the work of Bouden Fig. 1, showing the frequency of explosions of nitro-

glycerine depending upon energy of impact at different conditions of the experi-

ment.

Bouden explains the observations made by him, especially in experiments with

deepening in the striker, adiabatic heatup of air leading to ignition of the

explosive. The principal possibility of such a mechanism of explosive ignition

is indisputable. In several works, for example L7, it was shown that if the

explosive were placed in a cylinder with gas and then this gas was compressed

with the help of a piston impact, then the explosive is ignited. In this setup

of the experiment, the mechanism of ignition, offered by Bouden, is real. How-
freely

ever upon impact on the surface of the explosive by a/ falling striker, the

process of ignition, apparently, proceeds somewhat complexly. The air between

the striker and anvil, by measure of their approach is compressed and is set

into motion in a radial directidn with an ever increasing speed; during compress-

ion it heats up. Increased temperature is one of the main factors, determining

the possibility of ignition of the explosive. The second factor -increase of

pressure, which, as it is known, increases inflammability of the explosive. The

third factor -movement of gas along the surface of the charge; this movement in-

creases the heat-transfer coefficient. At last, the gas, moving along the surface

of the charge at a sufficient speed of motion, can seize a drop or particle of the

explosive. If this capture is not too small (then its influeace is small),



and not too great (then the admission of an excessively large quantity of the

cold substance can lower the temperature of the heated up air), then it can great-

ly increase the quantity of heat, emanating at compression, and lead to ignition

lof the main mass of the explosive.

In Table 1 are experimental data about the influence of elevation of the

upper roller of instrument No. 4 on the frequency of explosions of certain

explosive in drop hammer tests. For illustration of the peculiarities of location

of the explosive charge in 23-26 series of these experiments in Fig. 2 is given

the corresponding diagram.

Let us consider the data of Table 1 in light of the above-expressed consider-

ations about the mechanism of ignition of an explosive by air, heated up upon

impact.

Both for nitroglycerine, and also for nitroglycol the frequency of explosions

with an elevated roller is much greater than with a roller, placed on the liquid.

The numbers in Table 2, when they are close to zero or to 100%, naturally, incom-

pletely characterize the phenomenon, but the sharp difference between results at

various positions of the roller is indubitable. For both explosives is observes

a certain optimum magnitude of weight, the increase or decrease of which decreases

the f1requency of explosions. For gelatinized nitroglycerine (series of exper-

iments 14--18) the effect of the elevated roller is completely preserved 1

1 This circumstance was somewhat unexpected. Gelatinized nitroglycerine

contained, as usual, many aiitbubbles and was not specially processed for their
removal. Nonetheless with an elevated roller the freqaency of explosions
sharply increased. This confirms the fact that a bubble, formed on the surface,
is much more effective in the sense of excitation of an explosion, than that in
the mass of the substance. In this connection one should turn attention to the
following circumstance. If the explosive beforehand is covered by a rollsr or
foil, then adhesional contact between them is established. Upon impact by
elevated roller the explosive arrives in contact with the o0irface of the metal so
fast that adhesional contact cannot be established.



Table 1

Influonce of elevation of the upper roller above the lower one on
the frequency of explosions in tests of certain liquid and solid

explosives on a drop hamer
(instrument No 4, weight of load 10 kg, height of
fall 25 cm, number of experiments in series 25 )
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'N-TPOrAM~ttpN XeASTNHK 1
18 poMuaMai (7%) pacmeaome. 96 4 I

wwm U avi'expe poaMx=

20 - 60 Arm

PWMwA (10%), Pacromaem
21 muoqw J RCuTpe pox"" 50 - l
22 80 - 6

1) No. of seri.s of experiments; 2) Explosive and its location on
roller of instrumont; 3) Weight of explosive, milligrams; 4) Fre-
quency of explosions in % with zoller; 5) Elevated; 6) lovered;
7) Ncte; 8) Nitroglycerir" in the form of a drop; 9) Nitroglycol
in the form of a drop; 10) Nitroglycerine, gelatinized , lo-
rated as a lump in the center of the roller, 11) In explosive are
placed 2-3 grains of steel; 12) Hole in weight.



Continuation Table 1
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* In denominator-number of experiments, in numerator-number of
explosives

* * At lowering of roller on a small pile of explosive (dm5 zm) it
is crushed: pc,der is distributed on a large area (d 1 10 mm). If
asides of calciuw, and lead are applied not to a loose small pile,
but in the form of tablets pressed by hand 5 = in diameter, then
with a lowered roller 100% of the explosions occur; with that same
wsight(20 milligrams) and large dianter of the tablet (10 rm) the
frequency of explosions falls.
l)No. series of experiments; 2)Bxlosive and its location on roller
of instrument; 3)Weight of explosive in milligrams; 4)Frequency of
explosions in % with roller; 5)Ole~ated; 6)lowered; 7)Note; 8)Nitro-
glycerine, gelatinised (7%), located evenly all along the roller; be-
tween explosive and upper roller of foil; 9)The sa , but weight is
located as a lump in the center of the roller; between explosive and
upper roller of foil; 10) Dyne (crystallized drop); 11) Tetryl (cry-
stallised drop); 12)Hexogene, located in the form of a small pile in
center of roller; 13)Alloy of trotyl with tetryl 50:50 (supercooled
rop); 14)Nitroglycerine (froson drop); 15)Lead aside, located in the

form o: a smll pile in center ef roller; 16)Qalcium aside, located
in te form of a small ptle, ir, center of roller; 17)g.; I8)Explo-
sive covered by fdil.



Frequency of-explosions increases and with a lowered roller, if a small hole is

made on the surface of the charge (series of experiments 19-22). Distinction

in frequency of explosions with elevated and lowered roller wae observed for

frozen nitroglycerine, but in this case it is less.

The effect of the elevated roller is developed also in that case, if Impact

by nitroglycerine is accomplished through a circle of tin foil (thickness 0.05 mm)

Here, if the foil is secured to the upper roller (Fig. 2b and 2d), then the fre-

quency of explosions is obtained 100%, as without the foil. If however it is

placed on nitroglycerine (Fig. 2a and 2c), then the frequency of explosions is

nearly 50%.

For other studied solid secondary explosives (dyne, tetryl, hexogene) the

influence of the position of the roller does not show. It is possible that this

is connected with the relatively small diameter of the rollers, since capture

and compression of air undoubtedly depends on this diameter.

Otherwise there is the matter with a solid initiating explosive-lead azide

and calcium azide.

(I)(I,,)

Fig. 2. Diagram of location of explosive charge and foil in certain
experiments of Table 1.

a-even location of substance, covered by foil, b--foil is soldered
to upper roller, c-weight is located in center of roller and cover-

ed by foil, d-foil is soldered to upper roller.
1) Foil; Substance.

In these conditions the high sensitivity of the explosive is not lowered
and while on the surface of the striker instead of steel there is layer of tin,
the temperature of melting of which (2320) is much lower than the minimum temp-
erature, necessary according'to Bouden for explosion a impact (4000).



With an elevated roller the frequency of explosions of lead aside constitutes

100%, with a roller, standing on the explosive,--4%. This circumstance is

interesting already becaase for solid nonmelting substances, which both these

-aides/,it is difficult to present that mechanism of capture and compression of

gas bubble, that Bouden takes for liquids.

Experiments with asides allowed to make observations, casting same light on

the cause of the considered effect. When an explosion occurs with an elevated

roller, then the trace frcm the explosion to the ends of the rollers by diameter

is significantly greater than the diameter of the tablet; with a lowered roller

the diameter of the imprint is the same as the original tablet. This confirms the

fact that upon impact with an elevated roller before the appearance of an explosion

the charge was expanded in a radial direction, apparently, as a result of entrain-

ment of aside by air, displaced from the space between rollers.

Experiments with inert powder(chalk) showed that the tablet upon impact on

it by an elevated roller is scattered all along the end. When impact is produced

on a roller, lowered on the tablet, it is crushed, but is not scattered.

The fact that the effect of the elevated roller is observed not only for

liquid nitro esters, but also for azides of lead and calcium, naturally, one

should connect with the relatively high combustibility of the latter, significant-

ly greater at increased pressures, than other studied explosives. Apparently,

this is stipulated by the fact that the energy content in the compressed air,

is very low and for ignition of difficultly combustible explosives it is insuffi-

cient.

1 Tablets obtained by weak pressing of a weight from hand through glass

pipe.
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One should indicate that the effect of an elevated roller is very close to

that, which Bouden studied 7 in experiments with a striker, having a hole with

a border around it.

7(

Fig. 3. Diagram of location of parts of the instrument in exper-
•iments for explaining the influence of a hole on the appearance
of explosion at impact.

a-border of hole only touches a drop of substance, b-upper rol-
ler without hole only touches a drop of substance, c-upper roller
is lowered and border of hole stands on lower roller,
1) spring for fixation of roller on definite height, 2) upper brass
roller, 3) hole, 4) border, 5) drop of substance, 6) connecting
piece with cutout, 7) lower steel roller.

We conducted a series of experiments with such a striker. The results obtain-

ed are in Table 2. Diagrams of the location of parts of the instrument and pec-

uliarities of its design in these experiments are presented in figures 3 and 4.

The experiments confirmed the observations of Bouden about the high fre-

quency of explosions of nitroglycerine in such conditions (Table 2, series of

experiments 1-2). For obtaining of high frequency it is necessary, however so

that the upper roller is lifted to a certain height above the lower, so that the

edge of the border is above a drop of the explosive or at least within the limits

of the drop, as in Fig. 3a. If the uppei roller with hole is lowered to the

lower one (Fig. 34), then the high frequency of explosions is not observed (Table

2 series of experiments 4-6).

It is possible that the action of air in the hole in this case is not ex-

hausted by its compression and heatup. We attempted to check this, placing

nitroglycerine in a cup of plastic material (an alloy of bees wax and gun



lubricant) and subjected it to impact by a roller with a hole and without it in

instrument No. 1 with a small gap, filled with the same alloy (Table 2, series

of experiments 7-9, Fig. 4a and Lb). In these conditions there should occur

only cmpression of bubbles; flow of the explosive was hampered large resistance

to flowing of viscous material in narrow gaps between roller and connecting piece;

however in these experiments of such influence of a hole, which was noted in

experiments with a connecting piece, arranged on the type of instrument No. 4

(Fig. 4c and 4d), was not fixed and the frequency of explosions was high both

with the hole, and also without it.

Table 2

(See Table 2 On Following Page)
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Table 2

Influence of mechanism of instrument and conditions of
impact on frequency of explosion of nitroglvcerine

j 1wza PM~ rpy.3 site 4M pUSWOf MMCTr"
ONMdTGS IM W4 *ISAi
-0 _) (7) "

L flo.iwmiau vcTOC, m3p3me Mp umuNN Mi Topat nplaro P01Mm 470m
C iftpi.fi (NpXud pj pC npmMAMT Maz UUMw N AMb XaeCTCA

Om mrporaUNKpema)

1 4 20 50 9 Ia
2 4 20D 50 0/10 30
3  4 280O 25 5/5 3.

IL H ucTocnT S3pumoe upi-pome c ayNuC u 60pTaOM.

so 07 UNo5 £O XacauM C T"KU HNU rM0 pOILK

4 4 260 115 0/5 3*
5 4 2000 25 2/9 30
6 4 10000 25 1/3 30.

IM. OrcyTcraue Baum$ JI yKM C opTMMU

UP 3aTfpAMUMX yCMIQIX ?UMNS EB

7 40 260 5o 2/2 4.
2/2 49

3/3 4:

40 260 10 3/5 4,

2/5 4f

9 50 260 to 9/10
6/10 44
0/10 4,
0110 4U

i) No. of series of experiments; 2) Weight of explosive in milligrams; 3)
Toad, g; 4) Height of fall of load, cm; 5) Number of explosions; 6) Num-

ber of experiments; 7) No. of figure, illustrating the location of parts
of instrument.

I. Increased frequency of explosions with the upper roller having a hole
with a border on the end (upper roller is raised above the lower one and

only touches the drop of nitroglycerine)

II. Low frequency of explosions using a roller with a hole having a bor-
der, but lowered until it touches the end of the lower

roller

III. Absence of influence of hole with border at hampered conditions of
flow of explosives.



(I)

Fig. 4. Diagram of location of parts of a device in
experiments illustrating the absence of the influence
of a hole in hampered conditions of the flow of an ex-

plosive.

a) upper roller without hole, device No. 1, b) upper
roller with hole, device No. 2, c) upper roller with-
out hole, coupling with groove, d) upper roller with

hole, coupling with groove.

1) Substance; 2) Wax; 3) Hole.

If we exclude the fall of nitroglycerine in a gap (experiments in instrument

Fig. 4c and d), then the frequency of explosions in the absence of a hole is

sharply decreased. Consequently, the hole by itself in these conditions is less

effective than a narrow gap.

Due to the fact that nitroglycerine is very sensitive to impact, if it is

given the possibility to leak into a narrow gap, and was not checked, then the

effect of a hole in the absence of flow of thiE explosive at impact will be

developed.

In light of these observations it is pr2bable that with a roller having a

hole, as in the case of a flat roller, an essential role is played by the flowing

of compressed and heated air through the narrow gap between the border hole and

the lower roller. The fact that such a flow takes place, is shown by the experi-

ments of Bouden Z7g, which connected it with an explosion in the hole; in our

experiments flowing with a breakthrough of the border of the hole was observed

alao upon replacement of nitroglycerine to an inert liquid. The tense flow of

nitroglycerine upon crushing it through a narrow slot, which can promote the air



bubble campressed in the hollow, apparently, is the main cause of the light

appearance of an explosion in these conditions.

On the whole the described observations once again show the variety of ways,

that the energy of & mechanical action can be concentrated in an explosive to a

degree, sufficient for the appearance of explosion. The magnitude of energy,

necessary for excitation of an explosion, is very small and constitutes an in-

significant fraction of the total energy of impact. Therefore a decisive role

for the appearance of an explosion can 6e played not so much by the energy of the

action, but its distribution in the explosive. In those conditions, which

especially favor concentration of energy, an explosion can appear from very weak

influences.

Let us add that the conditions of impact, which are considered in this article,

are completely real and in production. In connection Ath the fact that these

conditions similtaneously are quite specific, it is possible that preci3ely their

accidental reproduction also was the cause of some of the sudden explosions,

occurring in the manufacture nitro esters and explosives on their base.

Conclusions

The frequency of explosions of certain highly sensitive explosives (nitro-

glycerine, lead azide et al.) at impact is sharply increased, if the roller,

transmitting the blow, is not placed on the substance, but is at a certain height

above t.

ThLs effect, apparently, is cor.ected with the capture, compression flow of

air, leading to ignition of the ex-plosive.
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6. Concerning the Question of -4echanism of App- -ance of Explosion During
Test of Sensitivity to Impact in a Roller Instrument

As was shown by the investigations of N.A. Kholevo Z7I], f2], explosion

during impact on a drop hammer under test conditions in roier instrument occurs

because of flow of the explosive compressed by the impact. Distinctions in the

speed of movement of various layers of the flowing explosive stipulate the

appearance of internal friction and local heat ups, leading to explosion.

According to Kholevo, in roller instrument Mo. 1 (Fig. 1), explosion us,,ally

appears not between the roller faces, but in the radial clearance between the

roller and sleeve. This circumstance, if it had direct experimental confirmation,

would serve as convincing proof of the decisive role of explosive flow in the

process of triggering of explosion by impact on a drop hammer. Till now, however,

the triggering of explc.elon in the radial clearance has been judged by indirect

data, narely ay the more higher frequency of explosions of flowing explosives in

instrument No. 1 as compared to those in instrument No. 2. Results of these

experiments allowed different interpretation. As it would have been possible to

allow that the presence of the groove in instrument No. 2 leads to decreased

resistance to the escape of the explosive from the space between the roller

faces in consequence of which the pressure obtainable during impact is lowered,

leading to an increase in the number of refusals. It was possible to allow also

that in instrument No. 1 at the triggering of explosion there occurs a sharp (by

900) change of direction of movement of the extruded explosive during its tranafer



fr= the sxce between the roller faces into the radia. clearance. Additional

basis in, favor of the last assumption is contained in the results of experiments

with nitroglycerine and certain other explosives in instrument No. 41, where tL

frequency of explosions is small, although thanks to the large diameter of the

rollers the length of the path of explosive flow is the same as in instrument No.

1.

The goal of the experiments described below was to prove directly that the

flow of explosive in te radial clearance of a roller instrment can lead to

explosion. Side by side with this, the experiments should determine precisely

why such flow leads to explosion. Finally, they allowed to detect that in the

usual conditions of test on a drop hamer even organic nonexplosive substances

arn decomposed; this shows that flow during impact leads to significant heat ups.

Fig. 1. Diagram z. roller instrument No. A for test of senat.i'vy of
explosives to impact.
I) F 10; 2) Roller; 3) Substance; 4) Sleeve; 5) Bottom plate.

I

Fig. 2. Diagram of assembly of instrument No. 2 for appraisal of influence
of change of direction of explosive flow on frequency of explosions:
a - groove of instrument, filled with Wx; b - instrument in inverted view;
1) Wax.

'See present olltiWa, p4e 74.
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Experiments On Ascertaining the Influence of ChE -s In Direction of Movement of
Explosive in Inttrumen No. 1

In there experiments two versions of assembly of instrument No. 2,shown in

Fig. 2, were applied. In the first, the groove was filled with wax (Fig. 2a).

It was natural to consider the' the presence of the wax would soften assumed blow

and would make less sharp trie change of direction of flow from horizontal to

vertical. In the second version (Fig. 2b) the sleeve was overturned and thus

condit'on of charge flow near to those inherent in instrument No. 1 were created.

Results of the tests are given in Table 1. With both versions of the experimental

setup the frequency of explosions appeared practically identical (series 1 and 2).

To this one should to add that the frequency of explosions of liquid and

gelatinous nitroglycerine remained significant, if instead of instrument No. 1 an

instrument prescribed by All-Union Goverr.ant Standard 2065--43, with flats on the

rollers (32% for liquid nitroglycerine with a sample of 0.0; g and 92% for 10%-

leg gelatinous nitroblycerine with a sample of 0.05 g). In this instrument the

change in the direction of movement was less sharp than with rollers without flats.

According to the series of these data one would c-n'lude that a change in

direction of explosive during test in instrument No. 1 does not render an essential

influence on the results of the experiment.

Table 1

(See Table 1 on Following Page)
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Table i
Influence of explosive flow conditions on frequency of explosion of

nitroglycerine ind tetryi diuring tests on a drop hamer
(load 10 kg, height of foll 25 c=, number of experiments per series 25)
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1) Number of series; 2) Sample mg; 3) Gap,*microns; 4) Conditions and setup of
experiment; 5) % explosions; 6j Average rebound of load at refusals, cm; 7)
Nitroglycerine. Influence of change of direction of explosive flow on frequency of
explosions; 8) Fig.; 9) Nitroglycerine. Effect of height of upper gap and of filling
of lower gap by wax on frequency of explosions; 10) Total height of gaps 18 m;
volume of gaps j wO. Fig. 3a; 1) Lower gap filled with wax; upper gap height,? 7m,
its volume 3 z . Fig 3b; 12) Lower gap filled with wax; upper gap height, 3 n,
its volume 1.3 m. Fig. 3c; 13) Total height of gaps 18 m, their volume 8 ma'
Fig. 3a; D4) Lower gap filled with wax; v:pper gap height 9 mm, ita volume, 4 ;M ;
2 series of 25 experiments. Fig. 3d; 15) Lower gap filled with wax; upper gap height,
7 mat,it volumes .13. 2 serlee of 25 eXperiments. Fig. 4j 16) Lower gap filled
with wax; upper h e~ight, 3 m, its volume, 1.3 v* 3 . Fig,.( c; 17) Lower gap filled
with wax; upper gap height, 2 mm, its volume, 1 m,;. Fig. 3c.
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1-6) same asTablel; 7) Tetryl. Effect of height of upper gap and filling of lower
gap with wax on frequency of explosions; 8) Height of gaps 18 mm. Fag. 3a; 9)
Lo er gap fil-d with wx; upper gap .eight, 7 mm, its volume, 5ami. Fig. 3b;
10) Lower gap filled with wax; upper gap height, 2 2m, its volume 1.5 mm. Fig. 3c;
Ii) Lower gap filled with wax; upper gap height, 9 mM, its volume, 6 mm3 . Fig. 3d;
12) Lower gap filled with wax; upper gap height, 7 mm, its volume, 5 =u3 . F5. 3b;

13) Lower gap is filled with wax; upper gap height, 2 mm, its volume, 1.5 . Fig.
3c; 14) Lower gap filled with wax; upper gap height, 7 m, its volume 3 Fig. 3b;
15) Lower gap filled with wax; upper gap height, 3 mm, its volume 1.3 . Fig. 3c;
16) Part of lower gap filled with wax, Fig. 4.

*Difference of Diameters of canal of sleeve and roller.
**Numerator number of explosions, denominator number of experiments.



cp!riments With Limitation of Possibility of Es ope of Liquid Explosive
For the*e experiments the instruments were ser up by the diagr4ms shown in

Fig. 3 and 4. in instrument No. 1 d.iring the asua. set up of experiments (Fig. 3a)

liquid could flow through both the upper and lower gaps; the frequency of explosions

constituted 40% (series 3). If the low6r gap is filled with wax (Fig. 3b), the

frequency of explosions is doubled (series 4); if the height of the upper gap is

decreased from 7 to 3 mm (Fig. 3c), then even in this case the frequency of

explosions, if it is decreased, it is insignificantly (series 5).

t~! I F/f
I) I)

Fig. 3. Diagram of assembly of instrument No. 1 for determination of
influence of limitation of escape of liquid explosive on frequency of explosions.
a - orinary assembly; b - lower gap filled with wax, height of upper gap
7 m; c - lower gap filled with wax, height of upper gap 3 m; d - lower
gap filled with wax, height of upper gap 9 mam.

Fig. 4. Diagram of assembly of instrument No. 2 for clarification .f
influence of extrusion of explosive into groove on frequency of explosions.

A systematic study of the effect of gap height was conducted with the

sample decreased to 2 mg. In these conditions in instrument No. 1, set up

according to the diagram 3a, explosions did not occur (in 15 parallel experiments).

Filling the lower gap with wax, at a height of the upper of 9 mm (Fig. 3d),

increased the frequency to 12-40%. After a decrease in the height of the upper

gap to 7 mm the frequency grew to 80%; repeated experiments gave the same result.

A further decrease in the height of the gap, to 3 M (series 9), lowered the

froqtimy of expl<>ien& by tice; at a gap height of 2 i it was lowered to 12%.
stop HE',



It is interesting, however, that on increase of gap height to 9 m led to a

decrease in frequency of explosions to 12--40%. It is possible that in the last

case the sample was insufficient to be extruded through the narrow part of the

gap; it is not excluded that starting combustion of the axplosive is extinguished

by the subsequent lowering of pressure caused by the ejection effect.

Experiments with tetryl showed that it is less "sensitive" to height of gap

and with a sample in 20 mg gave a frequency of over 80% both in the usual

conditions of instrument No. 1, with filling of the lower gap with wax, and also

with a decrease in the height of the upper gap to 2 mm.

An increase in the sample at a given gap led to a significant decrease in

explosion freq-11ency (series 15, 16 and 171). It is possible that in the case of

tetryl with its lesser fluidity (as compared to nitroglycerine) explosion appears

between the roller faces, and the role of gaps reduces to securing a certain

resistance to outflow. Tf It is too great, the exhaust velocity is small and

explosion does not occur (large sample or narrow gap, series 18 and 19). If it is

less, then explosions occur with great frequency. At a large gap (40 microns) and

a sample of 50 rag, the height of rebound of load is almost twice less than with a

sample of 20 mg. This shows that expenditure of energy on extrusion is great and

in tho orst Of th-:A" two noses 4 signifianL-y larger.

Egeriments in the Absence of Explosive Substance Between Roller Faces

The diagram pf assembly of instrument for these experiments is shown in Fig.
y laced

5. Between the roller faces there is/a layer of wax 0.5 mm thick, the lower gap

Lso filled with wax. In the upper gap a sample of nitroglycerine is introduced.

-1 e will note one original observation. In experiments of series 19,
cond" cted under conditions near to those of series 18, but distinguished by the

fact 4.cat explosive was extruded not into the free space, but into the groove (see

Fig. L and Fig 3c), the f-equency of explosions strongly increased. Such
influence of the groove had been shown frequently earlier; its cause is not wholly
clear.



For this droplets of it are deposited in different places Ln the upper part of

the sleeve channel; then, with slow turning, the upper roller is introduced, so

that no nitroglycerine lands on the roller faces. Results of tests are shown

in Table 2. The frequency of explosions of experiments of series 1 constituted

27.. 
. - W *27g.

In the second series, wax was forced from the space between the faces by

consecutive impacts to such i4n extent that rebound of load at impact was near to

that obtained during control experiments (17.5 cm). The frequency of explosions

in this case was even somewhat larger (4O%), than in the preceding series.

Fig. 5. Diagram of assembly of instrument No. 1 for determination of
sensitivity of explosive located in radial clearance of instrument.
1) Explosive; 2) Wax.

During fourfold repetition of experiments in slightly different versions

(with respect to thickness of wax layer, presence or absence of flats /of ample

explosions were also obtained with more or less frequency. This frequency was

clearly ".rber in those conditions in which the rebound was larger, i.e., when

higher pressures were attained.

In connection with by the fact that in the presence of wax between the

rollers explosion is difficult to distinguish from refusal, there were conducted

analogous experiments (series 3, 4 and 5) in a "gas" instrument (description

given below), allowing more reliable Judgement of the presence of explosion.

Results of experiments in "gas" instrument appeared approximately the same as

those in the first two series.



Table 2
Sensitivity of nitroglycerine when it is present onry in the gap cf

instrument No. 1
(Weight of load 10 kg, height of fall 25 cm, number of experiments in series,25)
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1) No. of series of experiments; 2) Sample of nitroglycerine, mg; 3) Gap,
microns; 4) Experimental conditions (Diagram of assembly of instrument, Fig. 5);
5) % explosions; 6) Average height of rebound of load during refusals, cm; 7)
Cake of wax, height 0.5 m: nitroglycerine only in gap; 8) Layer of wax so small
that under impact the maximum rebound is obtained; but during the experiment wax
is'not forced into gap; 9) Experiments in "gas" instrument; 10) Cake of wax
weighing 0.05 g is located or face. Upper roller is pressed to wax from hand;
11) On face of roller there is a layer of wax of such small thickness that maximum
rebound is obtained, but during experiments wax is not forced into the gap; 12)
Sample of nitroglycerine taken from calculation of complete filling of gap.

Thus, the tests showed that in a roller instrument explosion under impact

can occur in that case when there is no explosive between the roller faces but only

in the gap between the upper roller and the sleeve.

It is natural to ask, in what way these explosions are triggered, both in

general and especially in those cases when there is no substance between the

roller faces that would be extruded during impact and lead to movement of the

liquid explosive in the gap.



Most probably cause if this movement and explosion is the deformation of

rollers, which take a barre3-like form under impact. In expanding they displace

the liquid, forcing it to be pressed through the narrowed part of gap, where

'explosion occurs. This explosion can be spread into the adjacent, thicker part

of the annular layer of compressed explosive. in confirmation of this assumption

about the mechanism of triggering of explosion in the considered conditions, it is

possible to point out that with replacement of the two rollers by one of twice the

length (prepared from somewhat softer steel) during 15 experiments with a sample of

10 mg and a gap of 27 microns not one explosion occurred, also there were none in

four experiments with a gap of 45 microns.

The fact that under impact in instrument No. 1 the flowing substance is

subjected to sufficiently intense thermal influences is shown by experiments with
a

wax, which ftorm~d a)zj cloud of smoke under impact. In order to estimate

quantitatively the reaction proceeding under impact reaction, an earlier-developed

"gas" instrument, allowing to measure the volume of gases formed at impact was

applied. This instrument (Fig. 6) represents a chamber, having a mobile striker

and aperture for exhaust of gases to a U-shaped manometer filled with dibutylphthaiate;

in the chamber is placed an ordinary roller instrument (in the given experiment

instrument No. 1).

7

.Fig. 6. Ditgram of instrument for measurement of quantity Gf gases emitted

durirt explosion.
1 - Btriker; 2 - Cover; 3 -- Rubber diaphragm; 4 - Housing; 5 -- ollers;

6--Sleeve; 7 - Base; 8 - test] Substance; 9 - to manmoter.

SI'P



The experiments showed that the wax is indeed decomposed under impact,

forming about 20 =3 of gases per g. This confirms that heatups caused by

mechanical influences under impact embrace noticeable volumes of the substance

and are sufficiently strong to cause decomposition of even such a relatively

thermally stable, nonexplosive substance as wax. Nitroglycerine, in which heatup

caused by impact is a self-developed process, naturally will form much more

(about 700 cm3/g) gas.in the case of full explosion.

From the whole of the considered data one should coiclude that explosion of

liquid explosive in a rr 'ler instrument under impact occurs quite differently

than earlier investigators thought. The decisive factor of its appearance is

the pressing of the substance through a narrow gap, which leads to the appearance

of local seats of reaction. This reaction is developed to explosion, if there is

near the seat a layer of explosive whose thickness exceeds the critical for

propagation of combustion at a given pressure. It was just the failure to fulfill

these conditions which led to the absence of explosions in the experiments

experience in instrument No. 4 mentioned at the beginning of the article.

From the above it is also clear that those flow conditions that lead to the

triggering vf explosion in instrument No. 1 or in the OOST instrument, near to

it in conditions of explosive flow, are very specific and therefore results of

tests in them give only a very conditional characteristic of sensitivity of

explosive.
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7. On the BEsic Factors, Determinik. the DMer of ftloeives NLAM'
Mechanical Action, AM Ysthods of Its Estimation

In the last decade in presentations on the sensitivity of explosives to mec-

hanical action there occurs radical shifts, which led to the change of experi-

mental methods of its estimation. A main role in this was played by the work of

N. A. Kholevo C-7, E-7, which uncovered the physical meaning of those phenomena,

which lead to explosion upon impact by a drop-hammer. On this basis N. A. Kholevo

showed and explained the great conditionality of results of standard and other

methods of testing the sensitivity of explosives to mechanical action. These

results characterize the sensitivity of an explosive (frequency of explosions)

only in reference to those methods of deformation of charge, that are realized in

the given method of testing, and cannot be transferred to another. From that time

they offered many versions of the method of testiLg the sensitivity of explosives

to mechanical action -on a drop-hammer and other instruments; in their totality

they show that the frequency of explosions for one and the 8ame explosive at a

given energy of action can change in very wide limits. This circumstance very

much hampers a practical estimate of the possibility of use of different techno-

logical methods in reference to that or another explosion. One of the main causes

of this difficulty is the lack of full knowledge about the character of actions,

that an exlosion is subjected to in technological processes. This diffioulty

can be to a certain extent avoided, comparing the experience of practice, charact-

erising to a known degree the danger of different operations in reference to

separate explosives, with danger (sensitivity) of the latter in various conditionis



of laboratory testing.

Such a comparison can be uaed also for an opposite conclusion -the dangr of

those cr other new technological methods or processes for known or new explosives

on the basis of the behavior of the latter at different laboratory tests,

We know that for excitation of an explosion at impact it is necessary so that,

in the first place, as a result of mechanical action there is a focus of warm-up

and, secondly so that the reaction starting in it is developed into combustion or

even explosion. The appearance of a focus of warm-up is connected with the mech-

anical properties of the substance, the development of the reaction in it to a

large degree depends on the kinetic and thermochemical characteristics of the

explosive.

It is relatively easy to answer the question about which of these character-

istics determine the danger of the explosive. They can be reduced to two integral

indices -inflammability and sensitivity to detonations, which approximately

can be characterized by both critical diameters -for combustion, from which the

explosion usually starts at Lipact and for detonation.

One should indicate that ±nflammability depends not only on thermokinetic

properties of the substance, but also on pressure. Therefore, the sensitivity
of a given explosive also :ar be changed very much, depending upon under what
pressure in its warm-up appeared. Experimental data on inflanmability are mean-
while only for relatively low pressures. At present its study is conducted here C
at high pressures by the method of determination of critical diameters for com-
bustion. We add that at least for low pressures, both for individual explosives,
and also for mixtures a parallelism is not observed between the critical diameter
for ccmbustion and for detonation. Thus, black powder (all components of which
separately are not explosive) burns easily at small diameter of charge, but its
detonation is not described in literature; PETN easily detonates (critical dia-
meter of detonation 2 rm), but poorly burns (critical diameter of burning 30 am
at atmospheric pressure and nearly 4 mn at 25 technical atmospheres), amatols
(critical diameter of burning of about 30 zm) burn poorly and detonate badly,
dynammons burn reuch better than amatols, but detonate worse than them.

n



It is comlicated to answr the question of which indices of mechanical pro-

perties lead to increased danger, in other words, other conditions being equal,

is a more fluid or less fluid explosive more dangerous. In general form the

answer to this question cannot be given, since there are concrete conditions, in

which fluid substances are dangerous and others, in which less fluid substances

are dangerous.

But still in most cases it is possible to consider a difficulty-flowing sub-

stance more dangerous. In reality for the appearance of warm-up is required

sufficiently h* speed of movement and pressure. If the substance is stubborn and

difficultly-flowing, then the action of impact cannot be softened and there will

appear large pressure, under which will start displacement of layers of the sub-

stance relative to one another (internal friction) or rolative to the impact

(external friction); it is natural that infa bility at large pressure will be

great.

It is necessary here to bear in mind that in practical conditions, impact as

a rule, acts under a certain angle (slanting or slipping impact). As distinguish-

ed from that, which occurs at impact by normals at drop-hauer testing, for

example, in instrument No 1, in case of oblique impact the low fluidity of the

substance cannot protect it from shifting. In this case displacement of layers

of the uplosive relatively to one another or relatively to impact is forced and

it is no longer determined so much by fluidity, as much as tangential forces,

acting at oblique impact. The qualitative border between impact and friction

here is absent, but a quantitative relationship is determined by an angle, under

which the impact occurs; on it in combination with fluidity and coefficient of

external friction depends the relationship of tangentirl and normal efforts.

Tests for sensitivity to friction are distinguished from impact tests by

normals only by the fact that at friction, normal and tangential forces rely



independently from each other.

In spite of the fact that upon testing sensitivity to friction, the stresses

are usually less than the more dangerous substances in which inflammability is

great, i. e. the critical diameter even at slight pressure is small; for example,

black powder, mercuric fulminate, some pyrotechnical compounds, etc.

Substanceseasily-flowing due to the small coefficient of internal friction

or difficult-to-burn (great critical diameter), are not very sensitive to friction;

for explosion of such substances it is necessary to have a large pressure. Pre-

cisely by both of these causes trotyl belongs to a number of explosives relatively

not dangerous in processing, then as lead azide or hexogen -to a number of

relatively the most dangerous. It is natural also that the danger of the last

can be decr6ased by an increase of their fluidity which also is accomplished in

technology --.by applying a "lubricant" (flegmatizor) to particles of such

explosives.

One should add that a flegmatizor, apparently, plays a role not only on the

first stage of excitation of explosion by impact -the stage of appearance of

warm-up at flow. It also inhibits development of focus of burning, softening

thermal shock of hot products of transformation, that may cause cracking of

neighboring particles of the substance and by this increase the surface of burning.

Once again we emphasize that these considerations are not universally applied

-in a series of conditions excitation of explosion can be accomplished by other

ways -for example igniting as a result cf pressure and warm-up of a gas bubble

(this pressure can be relieved, if the explosive is fluid), as a result of fric-

tion of solid particles of outside impurities in the explosive against each other,

or friction of them against an anvil (shock object) etc. Besides, there can be

special conditions of flow, when very large or conversely very small fluidity can

acd to the large frequency of explosions -then trotyl can be more sensitive than



lead aside or amionium nitrate more sensitive than nitroglycerine.

An estimate of the danger of concrete industrial processes can be therefore

I performed only at full knowledge of the character of those actions, to which the

explosive is subjected; in the absence of such knowledge it is necessary to con-

duct a test with modeling of real influences.

On The Most Expedient Laboratory Methods of EstimatAnM The Sensitivity of
Explosive Substances To Mechanical Actions

There appears the question, which of the existing experimental methods of

determination of sensitivity in the greatest degree reflect the danger of the

substance during mechanical actions, if we proceed from the above-considered

general considerations.

Dro-ha r tests in different versions , L"/ (instruments No 1,

according to GOST 2065-43 and No 2, and also a modification of the last) have

that principal shortcoming that it charagterizes chiefly the possibility of
not

appa anc of focii of reaction, but!Propaation of the process. L- principle

the weak side of this test is also that the possibility of flow and its conditions

in a significant degree are determined by the fluidity of the substance.

I If the substance is very low-fluid like lead azide, then it is not exploded

n in one of the three instruments above-mentioned; if it is too fluid, then it is

d only with difficulty, at very narrow gaps, exploded in instrument No i. At the

fsame time in practice fluidity plays, as was noted above, a significantly smaller

role.

In testing explosives for so-called sensitivity to friction, when an impact

r, transfers plates, among which is included the explosive, friction takes place

independently of fluidity of the substance, although it also has an influence on

the character of friction, caused by dislocation of plates. This circumstance is

an essential advantage oe the given method as compared to the drop-hammer test.



If fluidity of the substance is great, then is required, apparently, a very

large pressure and ce- crain subsidiary conditions so that in testing the sensitivity

to friction an explosion w.ould occur. Therefore in Bowden' s experimentf32 in the

!)

instrument developed by him for testing the sensitivity to friction many explosives,

as for example PEN, an explosion does not occur. At the same tire these substances

are easily exploded in the version of Bow~den's instrument offered by V. S. Kozlov

[17, where the explosive is pressed between the ends of two rollers: secured and
mobile. At horizontal impact on the lateral surface of a mobile roller it, acccrd-

inp to an idea ob V. S. Kozlov should be transferred according to the normals to

its axis. In reality, since the durability of' the connection of the upper end of

the roller (steel--steel) and the lower (st el-explosive or explosive-explosive)

are not identical, then the roller accomplishes movement along the arc. Here there

appears not only friction, but also slipping impact. In fluid explosives friction

of metal against metal also occurs. In these conditions even relatively easily-

fluid explosives are exploded, including nitroglycering powder.

In combination with determination of inflammability (ability to burn~) the

results of a test on a pendulum instrument 1.f V. S. Kozlov (K-44-III), apparently

better than other methods, can characterize the practical danger of the explosive

during mechanical actions.

This cinclusion does not signify the needlessness of impact tests according

to normals on a drop-hammer. However, these tests acquire an additional character,

illustrating the behavior of the explosive at certain special conditions of mechan-

ical action. In this respect from new methods one should especially note the test

with raised rollersf2J, that allows a very graphic representation of high inflam-

mability, and this means the danger of an explosive in those conditions, in which it

is not revealed by the usual drop-hammer test.

We emphasize once again that it is impossible to be limited at determination

of sensitivity only by a test on the Bowden-Kozlov instrument withoutlUetermin-

II



Satio of the ability of the substance to burn and to detonate

Althouh to a certain extent, the ability to burn and to detonate is self-

developed in this test; but this occurs at indefinite and large pressures. At

conditions of mechanical actions usual in practice, a large pressure is created

o in a very sml part of the volume, occupied by the explosive, a greater

part of it is at relatively small pressures. Therefore determination of ability

to burn preserves it& most important value, and besides this, determination shoOLd

be made in that arec of pressures, which correspds to practical conditions,

since the ability of a substance to burning depends on pressure and besides for

various explosives in various stages.

Conclusions

The fundamental properties of an explosive, determining its danger at mech-

anical actions, are the thermokinetic characteristics, developed in critical dia-

meters for burning and for detonation.

The possibility of appearance at mechanical actions of burn-up and pressure,

suficient for excitation of burning, depends on concrete conditions of deform-

ation and fluidity of the substance. Usually it is greater for difficultly-fluid

substances and can be estimated by the" a9tion of slipping impact on V. S. Kozlov's

instrument (K-44-III).

1
As an illustration of this conclusion w indicate that emiorJum perchlorate

in the test on the Bowden-Koslov instrument provides a high frequency of explo-
sions; its ability to burn is very low (critical diameter 33 ma) which contirms
the small danger of perchlorate in circulation. Addition to perchlorate of fluid
organic substances decreases sensitivity during the test on the Bowden-Koslov
instrument, and the ability to buin greatly increases; this growth can obtain a
predaminant value which leads to the increase of danger in circulation of such
mixtures as copared to pure perchlorate.
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8. On Certain Foresi Invest tiors in the Nothodolofy of IMrinontal

Determination of Sengitiv of Inloeives to .t

Of all the characteristics of explosives, sensitivity to impact has always

been one of the least definite. This uncertainty stems from the question of what

kind of indices of impact - general energy, pulse, speed or any other - should

be considered as the factor determining the triggering of explosimi.

Typical for data on sensitivity are large variations between results

obtained by various investigators for the same explosives.

Finally, test of sensitivity to impact is only one of the tests of

explosives for which the reconmended number of parallel experiments will attain

25-100; with this, as a characteristic of sensitivity usually is taken the

frequency of explosions at a given energy of impact or that energy at which the

frequency of explosions equals J or sce other specific value.

The opinion was wide spread that variability of sensitivity is combined

only with secondary factors-hard-to-remove defects in the methodology of

determination on a drop-hammr and that if they could be avoided, then it would

be possible to establish sensitivity as a certain tbeolute constant of a given

explosive. hoes of these moods are found in particular in reflections in the

1955 conference on questions of sensitivity of xplosives. In a series of

proposals it ws repeatedly underlined (and this was reflected even in decisions

of the conference) that sensitivity is au objective property of explosives, as

if facts indicating the changeability o; sensitivity, the dependence of

U-



frequency of explosions on conditions of action and the conclusions of those

investigators also stopped to consider these facts as accidental, secondary, and

uncovered their physical meaning, are attempt at a materialistic understanding

of this physical phenomenon.

Radical change of theories on sensitivity was realized by N. A. Kholevo,

showing that danger of triggering of explosion during mechanical influences on an

explosive depends on its thermokinetic characteristics as determined by its

chemical structure, on its mechanical properties, and on conditions of impact

which one by no means exhausted by the energy of the latter. Due to this, the

danger of explosion at a given magnitude of impact energy can, for a given

explosive, change in very wide limits, and it is senseless to search for a

universal absolute characteristic of danger of a given substance detached from

conditions of impact.

We will not remain here more specifically on the theories and results of

experiments of N. A. Kholevo, inasmuch as they are illuminated in a series of
articles [2], [3].

The opinion of N. A. Kholevo, however, did not at once receive the proper

acknowledgement among investigators, from many of whom it was difficult was to

erase the old, incorrect, but habitual view on sensitivity. Later in a number

of countries (The USA, Sweden, Germany) works were published whose authors

arrive at conclusions, analogous to those of N. A. Kholevo. Consideration of

these works is the purpose of this article.

1 IncidentsAly, the strongly expressed statistical character of results of
tests on sensitivity already by itself indicates the large dependence of
results cf experiments on changes in their conditions so small that they are
outside t-e control of the experimenter.



Ideas O Sensitivity Of G. B. IKistiakowiskd and R. Connor (USA)

During the Second World War the prminent American physicists G. B.

Kistiakowski and R. Connor worked on the investigation and development of

explosives. With respect to sensitivity of explosives to mechanical influences

they naturally turned to the methods of its determination, used in civil(Bureau

of Mines)and military (Pikatin arsenal) establishments in the USA. However

Kistiakowki and Connor quickly were convinced of the unfitness of these methods

for absolute characterisation of sensitivity and, moreover, in the impossibility

of obtaining of such a characteristic. Not describing the experimental data

that led them to this conclusion, they formulate it in the following positions,

I which are given literally.

"It was shown that for triggering of explosion necessary a fast impact,

causing movement of particles and friction between them is necessary. Apparently,

the surface of particles should be locally heated to high temperatures. An

I equally important factor is also closure (confinement) of the substance. Conditions

should be such that the gasiform products of the initial reaction cannot escSne.

Otherwise for triggering of explosion a much larger mechanical effort must be

expended.... Local ignition, caused by impact on a few small sections of surface,

must be supported by means of retention of hot gasiform products by this

surface. Then, increasing local pressure accelerates the reaction and explosion

occurs. Otherwise initial ignition can easily die out." [6].

And in another place:

"As a result of investigations, however, it was determined-and this is

& discovery of significant practical importance,-that it is impossible to find

such a characteristic, as a definite mechanical sensitivity of an explosive.

Indeed, by changing test conditions it is possible to change even the order of

mechanical sensitivities of explosives."



These Dositions are in cmplete agreement with the conclusions made by N.

A. Kholevo prior to publication of the American work. Ong should to add that

conclusions of American investigators were published in their book "Science in

the Second World War", which apparently, is little known to European investigators

and in particular by those of them, whose works are considered below. This lack
and

of information refers probab relates also to works of N. A. Kholevo, published

for the first time in the News of the Kazan Chemical-Technological Institute

imeni. S. M. Kirov in 1946-1947.

Work of Lungber (Sweden)

The next country, in which were "discovered" and developed the ideas of N.

A. Kholevo, was Sweden.

1
M" W

Fig. 1. Frequency of explosions of nitrogelatin in instruments No. 1 and
2 accoiding to Ljungberg. (Load 2 kg, thickness of explosive layer 0.4 rm,
faces of rollers polished, number of experiments in series 25).
1--instrument No. 2, 2-instrument No. 1, 3--instrument No. 2 with one circle
of filter oaper, 4--instrument No. 2 with two circles of filter paper, 5--
Frequency of Explosions in %; 6--Height of fall in cm.

In the work of S. Ljungberg /74] is investigated the triggering of explosion

under impact in instruments analogous to instruments No. 1 and 2 of N. A. Kholevo,

i.e., during the absence nr presence in the guide sleeve of an annular groove,

where the explosive can flow. Results of experiments with nitrogelatin are

presented in Fig. 1. In instrument No. 2 with a two-kilogram load separate

exnlosions were observed onl4 starting from height of fall of 1.4 m. In



instrument No. 1 with a gap 0.05 = 1 and 0.5 and 1-a heights of fall of load,

the frequency of explosions wa signifloantly greater. If betwen the explosive

and the face of the roller one places a circle of dry filter paper or a sheet

of asbestos fr one or from both sides, then even at height of fall of 0.2 m

a significant frequency of explosions is observed. If the paper is moistened

by water, then explosions are not observed even with an increase in height of

fall of load to 1.5 m. All these results natural are explained by the

relatively great (for instrumnt No. 2)fluidity of nitrogelatin as a consequence

of which high pressure is not created at impact. The hampering of escape by the

application of paper or location of rollers in a sleeve withovt a groove increases

pressure at escape, which ieads to explosion.

If we apply rollers whose faces are not polished,but only ground, the

frequency of explosions strongly increases even at low heights of fall of load,

since escape of the explosive is hampered by the roughness of the face surfaces.

I .

Fig. 2. Mechanism for measurement of pressure in time under impact on
drop hammer.
1 - anvil, 2 - plexiglas insulation, 3 - protective ring, 4 - load, 5 -
explosive 6 - tensmeteric pickups.

Decrease of gap in case of nitrogelatin increases frequency of explosions.
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Fig. 3. Change of pressure in time in instruments 1 and 2 under impact
on plasticine. (Load 2 kg, fall height 0.5 m; thickness of layer of plasticine,
0.4 iim; faces of roller* polished),.
1-without plasticine: 2-with plasticine in instrument No. 2; 3-with plasticine
in instrument No. 1 hu.th diameters of sleeve channel and roller of 8.05 mm 8.00
zmm respectively; 4-with plasticine in instrument No. 1 with diameters of sleeve
channel and roller of 8.00 mm; 5-pressure in atm; 6-Time in microsec.

If we moisten ground faces with an inert liquid, then we obtain as low a

frequency of explosions as with polished rollers. PowdIery high-viscooity

explosives, which are not extruded even with polished faces, are less sensitive

to state of surface.

With the help of the mechanism depicted in Fig. 2, the change in time of

pressure under impact was determined on a cathode 0scillograph by tensometeric

oickups. Without explosive or with its layer mechanically hcwogeneous and

completelyr confined, impact has an elastic character. If the layer consists of

a Diastic substance, capable of being extruded, then during extrusion, as long

as it is incompleted, impact has a nonelastic character. Duration of extrusion

depends on dimensions of apertures through which the discharge *$Cape$, the

viscosity of the explosvie and pressure.

In Fig. 3 are shown curves obtained for an 0.4 mm layer of plasticine with

polished Laces and height of fall of load of 0.5 m. With roller and sleeve-

channel diameters of 8.00 mm the possibility of flowing of the substance was

practically removed and curves, without and with plasticine, &Sh very similar,



I with the oLU distinction being that the vmaxim pressur in th last case is

smc *iat 1e.s, and duation of blow sater (cwv I and 4).

With a sleeve channel of 8.05 me is observed a period of extrustion in

which impact is not elastic; behind it there follow a sectin of elatic Impact

t(curve 3).

In istrum nt No. 2 at first is observed a small rise in pressure, cmpleted

after 35 microsec after this time the plasticine is etruded and the subsequent

path of curve is aaoet the sm as that without plasticins (curve 1). In Fig.

3, for experiments on instrmnt No. 2 (curve 2), the begi ming of impact is not

seen, since the duration of extrusion of an 0.4in la=er inant!

experiment, at a height of fall of 1 m, w geater than 325 microsec. Thus

extrusion continued for more than 90 microsec before the inease of pressure

became sufficient for registration by its oacillograph.

Fig. 4. Change of pressure int ininstrment No. 1 during impact on
plasticine, depending upon the thickness of its layer. (Load 2 kgj; height of
its fall,] a; diameters of canal aleeve channels 8.05 m, and of roller 8.00
m; roller faces polished). Numders by the curves indicate the thickness of
layer of plsticine in m.
1-Pressure in atm; 2-Without plasticins; 3-Time in microsec.

In Fig. 4 are depicted curves of changs of pressure in ti** for plaeticine

at different layer thicknesses. With #n increase in the thickness of the layer

the time of extrusion increases, and the duration of the elastic part of the

' U



blow is loss. Maximum pressure during extrusion is approximately the same as

that at a height of fall of 0.5 m, and is, apparently, characteristic for flow

of plasticine at a given dimension of gap.

For nitrogelatin considerably distinguished fram plasticine in fluidity,

on analogous curves the period of extrusion is expressed less clearly. In Figures

5 and 6, where results are presented of experiments with nitrogelatin in

instrument No. 2 with an explosive-layer thickness of 0.4 mm and height of fall

of load of 1 m, we note only a small increase of pressure which is finished

after anproximately 40 microsec. Extrustion would have to continue for

at least 50 microsec before the oscillograph would begin to mark pressure, and

with this the thickness of layer would have to became loss than 0.1 mm. Forty

microsec later, almost all the explosive was extruded,and the subsequent change

of pressure in time had the same character as that during elastic impact without

explosive.
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Fig. 5. Change of pressure in time in instrument No. 2 during impact
on nitrogelatin. (Load 2 kg, height of its fall 1 m, thickness of explosive
layer 0.4 m, roller faces ground).
1-Pressure in atm; 2-without explosive; 3-Time in microsec.

In experiment with explosive there was no explosion.
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Fig. 6. Change of pressure in time in instrument No. 2 during impact on
nitrogelatin. (Load 2 kg, height of its fall 1 m, thickness of explosive layer
0.4mm).
1--ithout explosive, 2-with explosive, roller faces ground, 3-with
explosive between two paper circles, of roller faces polished,, 4-Pressure in
atm, 5-Time in microsec.

In experiment with explosive explosions occurred.

Curves for experiments with an 0.4 mm layer of nitrogelatin and ground

faces without explosion (Fig. 5) and with explosion (Fig. 6) are very similar.

On ascending part of last curve a transient minimum and several small

disturbances of its path are seen. Similar influence of explosion was observed

with location of the 0.4 mm layer of nitrogelatin between two paper circles

with groumd roller faces (curve 3, Fig. 6) the only distinction being that

minimum of pressure was expressed more clearly. In both cases the duration of

exolosion was small as compared to the time of impact, wUich agrees with

observations of Rideal and Robertson /-7_7.

With ground faces (as distinguished from polished) explosive remains in

I deepenings of surface, when its ridges make contact and pressure is increased.

With this large local pressure appears at points of contact and, possibly, with

this as a result of plastic flow of metal heatup will be formed, igniting the

explosive.

In experiments with nitrogelatin along pressure - time curves it is very

difficult to establish, whether explosion had a place. The latter appears in



the form of transient oscillations of pressure on ascending branch of curve,

but frequently these oscillations are no different than random ones.

In order to establish the moment of explosion, IVhe glow appearing as a

result of it is directed through a special aperture in the sleeve onto a

photocell. Such a system of recording is not perfect, since the point at which

explosion appears, registered on the presaure - time curve may not be vicible

through the aperture directed on the photocell. In Table 1 are given several

values of the time frcei beginning of increase of pressure to explosion. Delay

of explosion diminishes with an increase in height of fall. With ground roller

faces the moment of ignition approximately coincides with moment of completion

of extrusion of the explosive. During experiments on a drop-hammer of different

construction cases of appearance of explosion after termination of impact were

observed. This, apparently, was connected with the fact that a certain time was

required for development of explosion.

!4

6 qw. *
Fig. 7. Change of pressure in time in instrument No. 2 during impact

on nitrogelatin and powdered trotyl and PETNo (Load 2 kg; height of its fall
1 m; thickness of layer of nitrogelatin 0.4 mm, trotyl and PETN 0.2 mm; faces
of rollers polished).
1-without explosive; 2--2.rxogelatin between two paner circles; 3-trotyl;
4-FETN. Curves are displaced along axis of time.5-.-Pressure in atm, 6--Time in
microsec.

In experiments with explosives explosions occurred.

Analogous experiments were set up with PETN and trotyl. As Fig. 7 shows,

curves of change of pressure for these explosives were similar to each other and,

in turn, analogous to curvep observed with nitrogelatin located between paper

AP1



circles.

Thus the experimnts of LJungborg confirm the conclusion of N. A. Kholevo

that during impact on a drop hamer there/ IR~Ion of explosive from the space

between faces; the appearance or absence of explosion depends on resistance to

this extrusion, determined in particular by the magnitude of the gap between

roller and sleeve and also by the presence of groove, and, naturally on the

properties of the substance. The pressure - tim curves obtained give coicrete

quantitative idea of this important characteristic of the process.

TIM From Beginning of Presere Increase to oeioan Table 1

IM O "aem CR Cb "a I--S 9"'31

m 40 56-. "

1-Height of fall, cm; 2-Speed during Impact, cm/sec/ 3-Tims, aicrosec;

4-State of faces of rollers; 5-Polished, with two paper circles; 6-Ground.

Work of Koenen, Ide, and Haupt -57 (West Berlin)

A major experimental investigation in search of method of testing

explosives for their danger in handling wa conducted recently in the sa

laboratory (earlier the Chemical-Technical Institute, now Control of Testing of

Materials), in which Castes at the beginning of the century developed

contemporary method of determination of sensitivity of explosives to impact.

Statement of the Problem

German investigators underline the necessity of many-sided characteristics

of susceptibility of explosives to one or another form of mechanical influence.

bOnl, by the sum of results of these many-sided tests is it possible to make

conclusions on the danger of explosives. Single measure of this danger at



present cannot be given. They correctly note also that it is necessary to

distinguish the possibility of aSpearance of explosion under impact from the

possibility of its propagation, at least for secondary explosives; the chance

of; for initiating the latter is great, so that triggering of explosion, as a

rule, signifies also its propagation.

Main method in Germany of determination of sensitivity of explosives to

impact is the known method of testing them on drop hammers in caste stamping

instruments. Caste, taken to this time to according to international agreement

on railroad transportation for characteristic of explosiveness of substances.

The index of sensitivity by this method is that minimum height of fall of a load

of definite weight at which is observed at least one clear explosion in 6

attempts, though subsequent norms call for 4 experiments. Study of this method,

and also its improvement was the subject of the considered work.

Check of Methodology of Caste

The construction of the stamping instrument corresponded to the general

requirements of Lentz and Caste, namely: surface of the striker was determined

by area and was constant in state, and the possibility of lateral displacement

of the explosive and of friction, to which as was assumed by these authors,

sensitivity of explosives ccnpletely different than to impact, was absent.

Components of stamping instruments used in the given work had dimensions

and q ality of metal shown in Fig. 8.

The investigators in their experiments expected to obtain confirmation of

those results on sensitivity that were obtained by Caste his time. Taken as

one of the most sensitive explosives was nitrocellulose (13.3% N), which

according to Caste gives explosions with the fall of a 5-kg load from a height

of 5 cm. Besides, it was expected that, in accordance with general views of

Caste on the growth of number of explosions with height of fall of load, at 40 cm

all 6 experiments will give explosions.
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Fig. 8. Caste staimping instrument for determination of sensitivity of
exnlosives to impact on drop lammer.
1-upper piston, 2-directing sleeve, 3-lower piston.
Material-tool steel (Beler extra MG), heat treatment-hardening and
tempering to hardness of 60-63 Rockwell (scale C), working part of
nistons and sleeve channel ground.

Despite these expectations at 10 cm not one explosion was obtained; at

20 and 30 only one, and at 40 cm not one; i.e., no growth in frequency of

explosions with increase in height of load fall was observed. Since by tentative

exneriments the other explosives studied by Caste (collodion, tetryl, hexyl and

oicric acid) behaved analogously, the investigators moved to experiments with

relatively more sensitive substances - PETN and hexogen. In instruments of

the described type and dimensions (gap 0.03 mm) in the entire range of heights

from 10 to 40 cm with a 5-kg load not one explosion was obtained. With

renetition of experiments with a decreased quantity of explosive (20 mm instead

of 50 4 separate explosions were observed at 20 and 30 cm only with PETN -

exogen did not give explosions.

Thus, the results of Caste and corresponding data of other investigators

for PETN and haxogen could not be reproduced. This result is fully natural in



the light of the investigations and considerations of N. A. Kholevo.

In order to understand fully how explosion is triggered, Ide and his

collaborators decided to study the beha-ior of explosives during refusals and

used for this purpose the little-eensitive dinitrobenzene and dinitrotoluene,

and also trotyl. In new instruments - with permissable, according to Caste,

maximum energies of impact (i.e., 2 kg to a height of 60 cm, 5 kg to 40 cm,

10 kg to 24 cm, 20 kg to 16 cm), it was possible to observe that the substance

during impact is pressed into a tablet and only in s'mall part is forced / the

gap; this part changes somewhat, depending upon magnitude of gap, weight of load,

and height of fall. Under more intense action -- for example with a load of

10 kg and a fall of 50 cm (quantity of substance 50 mm) - the substance was

mostly forced through the gap and appeared on the lower side of the piston heads.

In experiments with dinitrobenzene, part of the extruded substance on the surface

was weakly tinted a greyish color, i.e., apparently, the substance was strongly

heated and decomposed. During experiments with trotyl, in one or two places on

the piston faces were observed flashes, which with the flow of the substance

were propagated in the gap and through it outwordly. Application of

thermosensitive substances, undergoing norxcversible changes of color at the

achievement of a definite temperature, showed that coloring did not change

between the piston faces. The substance thrown out frce the gap not only was

melted (temperature of melting 610), but also changed color.

It is especially difficult to avoid extrusion of substance into the gaps

in case of liquid and gelantinous explosives and, as a rule, the action of

explosion is developed here not on surface the piston faces; with this,

explosion appears the more easily, the less the instrument has been in use

i.e., the less the gap between piston and sleeve channel.



Preventing the possibility of extruding the substance during impact strongly

decreases the probability of explosion, so that even highly sensitive substances

s uch as chloratite 1 or ercury fulminate are not detonated with the fall of a

2-kg load from a height of 60 cm.

With less accurate manufacture of the instrument or with its wear, the

state of its working surfaces and piston edges is worsened. Influence of this

impairment on behavior of an explosive during impact was checked as follows. In

new instruments with emall gaps (0.03 m), smooth surfaces, and sharp edges,the

piston faces were roughened by mans of impact on a 20 mt carbide of silicon,

in one case and in another - their edges were rounded (r - 0.5 am) in order to

make easier the explosive flow. These factors were also studied on old stamping

instruments, whose gaps varied within the limits 0.2--0.5 m. Finally with the

help of a specially arranged sleeve which allowed the substance to leak also

downwards, the gap was increased to 1 a. As the explosive, fine-fibred

nitrocellulose (13.4% N) was used; as was shown above, in normalized instruments

this substance gives only single explosions.

Results of the tests are pnesented in Fig. 9. From these results it is

clear that the least favorable conditions for explosion are presented by the

normalized instrument, in which were observed only two single explosions. Under

the other conditions (rough surfaces, rounded edges, increased gap) the

nrobability of explosion is greater. Caste's rule that with an increase in

height of load fall the probability of explosion is increasedin many cases is

executed, however, only on the condition, that his requirement for the

instrument - small gap between piston and sleeve channel, smooth surface of

faces, and impossibility of lateral extrusion of the explosive - are not

observed.
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Fig. 9. Sensitivity of nitrocellulose (13.V,% N., length of fiber about 0.5
mm) to impact on drop hammer- in Caste instruments, depending upon state of
surface of piston faces, form of their edges, and magnitude of gap between
them and sleeve channel. (Load 5 kg, quantity Of explosive 50 m , number
of experiments in each series 6).
Conditional designations: black block-explosion; shaded block-
decomposition without sound; white block - no decomposition, no explosion.
1) State of faces; 2) smooth; 3) rough; 4) Magnitude of gap in mm;
5) Height of fall in cm; 6) Form of edges; 7) rounded; 8) sharp.

In order to clarify whether these observation have a general character,

the experiments were repeated with a crystaline substance - PETN in the form of

small particles. Results of these exper).ments, depicted in Fig. 1_0, are

distinguished from those presented in Fig. 9 in that the transition from smooth

faces to rough or an increase of the gap to 0.2--5 m=,with smooth faces does

not. lead to an increase in the frequency of explosions, at the same time when

under all remaining conditions a significant increase is observed.

These results confirm that a normalized instrument not useful for test of

powdery explosives,inasmuch as even relatively sensitive explosives, when tested

in it, do not display this sensitivity.



Fig. 10. .Sensitivity of PETN (dimensions of particles 0.1-0.2 mm) to
impact on a drop hammer in Caste instruments,, depending upon surface .
state of piston faces, form of their edges,, and the magnitude of the gap
betw them and the sleeve channel. (Load 5 kg., quantity of explosive
20 7m , number of experiments in each series 6).
Conditional designations--same as in Fig. 9; 1-8-sams as in Fig. 9.

Experiments with PETN in the form of large particles (0.1--0.5 mm) showed

its sensitivity to be high (Fig. 11); the presence of roughness gives a small

increase in frequency of explosions, and'an increase in the gap from 0.03 to

0. 5 mm leads to explosions during almost every experiment. This yet again is

different from the conclusion of Caste that with small dimensions of particles

an exnlosive is more sensitive, with big particles.

Also experiments were conducted with liquid and gelatinous explosives. One

of them was nitroglycerine, which was tested with load of 1 kg. Fig. 12 shows

that behavior of a liquid explosive is completely different. For it ti-,

normalized instrument with smooth faces, small gap&, and sharp piston edges is

eiactly suited; in such an instrument the sensitivity of the explosive agrees

with that indicated by Caste.
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity of PETX (dimensions of particles, 0.1--0.5 mm)
to impact on drop hammer in Gaste instruments under the conditions
given in Fig. 10.
1-8-same as Fig. 9.

Presence of cants or roughness on the piston surface with a small gap leads

to only on6 insignificant decrease of frequency of explosions of nitroglycerine;

increasing the gap to 0.2--l mm only with rough surfaces gives a significant

frequency of explosions of this explosive; in other studied conditions explosions

did not occur.

The investigators tested also gelatinous exolosive--ammonia gelatin 1,

having the following comosition: 37.7% nitroglycol, 4% trinitrotoluene, 1.8%

collodional cottons, 52.3% ammonium nitrate, 4% wood flour and 0.2 % prussion

red. As tests results showed the dimension of the gap in this case plays a

still larger role; its increase significantly decreases the frequency of

explosions with other conditions being equal (see Fig. 13).

All
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Fig. 12. Sensitivity of nitroglycerine to impact ona a drop hainet

in Caste instruments, depending upon state of surface of the piston
faces, the form of their edges, and the magnitude of gap between
th m and the sleeve channel. (Load 1 kg, quantity of explosive 20

, number of experiments.in each series 6).
Conditional designations the same AS in Pig. 9; 1-8-same as Fig. 9.

Oxlanation of Results Obtained and Proposed Mechanism of Excitation of

-Bllowion During B1

The own results German investigators give for their results the following

interpretation, which it is expedient to introduce pjtrtiaily even textWULy.

"Consideration of the results obtained leads to the conclusion that sensitivity

as a property of explosive in general does not exist or in any case is impossible

to establish by tests in small stamping instruments if the requirment of Caste

about preventing of lateral extrusion of the explosive afe fulfilled.,,

At good fitting of the piston to the sleeve (gap 0.03 =) powdery explosives

do not display sensitivity. For liquid and gelatinous explosives these oonditirAs

correspond to maximum sensitivity.
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Fig. 13. Sensitivity amonia gelatin 1 to-blow on a drop hainr in
Caste instruments, depending., upon state of surface of piston faces, the
form of their edges, and the magitude, of the gap botwe them and the
sleeve channel. (Load 5 kg, quantity of explosive 60 =,,nunber or
experiments in each series 6).
Conditional designations the same as in Fig. 9. 1-8-sam as Fig. 9.

Apparently, however, in this-case the explosive flows and is detonated at

being pressed through with great speed in a narrow gap, inasmuch as explosions

occur not between the piston faces but in the gap. If,however, the gap is made

larger then speed of extrusion and intensity of influence on the explosive fall

so much that explosions are observed only in isolated cases or are quite stopped;

this can lead to the false conclusions that such dangerous explosives as

nitroglycerine or dynamite are little sensitive to Mechanical influences.

Powedery explosives during impact at first are compressed into a tablet and

only with great energy of this impact or with a large gap can they be forced into

the latter. This pressing the German investigators consider without suffi.cient.

foundations, to be stipulated by the presence of air between particles of the

explosive which carries aloog with it explosive during flow after pesure.
Trr



On the basis of the fact that with smooth piston faces and the presence on them

of loads an increase in the gap from 0.03 to 0.5 = is wakly reflected on the

sensitivity of both nitrocellulose and PETN, one should consider that in these

experimental conditions the gap does not play an essential role, since for

extruded explosive the volume of the ring, formd by the rounded land is j

sufficient. One should add that with the except ianof very sensitive explosives

the main action, about which it is possible to judge by traces of explosion on

the niston faces is observed on the periphery of the charge.

Expediency of Developgent of New Methods

On the basis of the established regularities, the investigators arrived at

the correct conclusion on the unfitness of the standard Caste method of testing

exnolosives for sensitivity to impact and of the necessity of developing a new

one which would reflect the most dangerous conditions of actions possible to

meet during the production and applicati on of explosives. These last conditions,

iincidentally, do not correspond to those realised in the standard method, based

'on effort to exclude the possibility of extrusion and movements in explosives.

In the cours eeriments it was observed that the probability of

i explosion increases in worn-out instruments, leading to the idea of developing

i test scheme which would correspond to the conditions of deforiation of

explosives in such instruments. In connection with this there appeared the test

ischeme shown in Fig. 14 for test during impact on a film of explosive placed

!between the faces of two steel free rollers, without directing sleeves, that

could hamper the outflow of. the explosive.

Inasmuch as certain explosives developed especially high sensitivity to

impact between rough surfaces,it was considered expedient to conduct tests also

in these conditions. The most suitable for this purpose appeared to be steel

plate with notches as by filing.



Th diagr of testing explosives on a drop hamr with application of steel

plates with notches is shown in Fig. 15. Plates smoothed froa below have two

rove of notches, whose teeth are at an angle of about 680 to one anotherwith

the distance betwen them about 0.25 rm; thus there are about 1500 pyramidal

points per ca 2 . On the plate is placed a batch of the tested explosive, on

which a roller with lands along the margin is then set. Actual diameter of the

roller erJ equ&a 9 m. On a surface with this diameter there will be nearly

1000 points. A plate is used for 4 experiments and is then replaced.

I. °

Fig. 14. Scheme for testing explosives on a drop hammor between two
free rollers.
1-insert in load (material - unalloyed steel, containing 1% C, hardness
60 Rockwell - scale C), 2-upper roller, 3-lower roller, 4-
centering ring, 5--anvil, 6-steel block. Material for rollers -

steel 105 Cr 4. Hardness 60-63 Rockwell (scale C). Faces of the
rollers are thinly ground and slightly polished.

Usefulness of methods of testing explosives by the schemes shown in Fig. 14

and 15 was checked by investigators on Ipmicrystal MR (0.1-0.5 mm), whose

behavior in the standard instrument was earlier illustrated in Fig. ll. Results

of these tests are depicted in Fig. 16. fcidentally confirm the conclusion

that explosion appears to a result of flow of the explosive, - the formation of

hot points in Bouden's concept is by itself still insufficient for this -



Oth~erwises during impact, through a steel ball (see 2 MAd 3,9. Fig. 16) sensitivity

d be reater than thrvfh a roler, In cmlete ontradiation to that which

Ik. place in reality.

I I t
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Fig. 15. Sche for testing eplosives an a drop 1in betwen a free
roller and a plate with notchee.
-insert in load (mterial - allayed steeI,_.ontidmn I % 0, hai--

scal ON - r __ --Vval a O mR g.w(t l - steel. 'At Cr J4 huafes
60-63 Rockwell.- scae C), 3.-plate with incialm, (dams 20 z 20 z
5 m, material - unlqdsteel containirg 1.2-14%A, Cp hirdumee 60-.
63 Rocwll - scale C), 1.-anvil (material - steel 105 Cr 4, hadws
60.63 Rockwell - scale C).

In accordance with conAitions of the teete the investigators give the

following determination of sernitivity. Seitivity at given definite conditions

of experiment is that minima enrgy o impact (product of height of fall time

weight of load) at which the explosive, during a continuous srie of 6

experiments, at least oc gives an explosion, i.e., is donpoed completely

or partially with an audible, although scmstims very wk,,sound.

With this is implied that it is a question of a subtanecapable of

explosion, which should be previously fimd by appropriate methods. This

reservation is essential, inamuch as there are substanes which one detonated

on the drop hinr, but at the an tim ae oharacterised by a very smal

ability to propagate explosion. Apprntly, this is the case with ammonim

salts of dinitroorthocresol and biohrute of mmnia.
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Fig. 16. Sensitivity of PM (dimions of particles O .1-0.5 m) to
impct on eqwa a drip finr under d±lferent experimental conditions.
(Load 5 kg, quantity of explosive 20 an, number of experiments in each
series 6).
1--Cate instrument, now, gap 0.03 ms piston without lands. faces smooth;
2-4xplosie between a 15 x 15 a steel roller and a bell 10 = in
diamter; 3--explosive between plate 20 x 20 x 5 = with notches and a
steel ball 10 = in diameter; 4-often-used Caste inhtrmint with gap
of 0.2 to 0.5 = and rough surfae of piston faces; 5--explosive between
rollers acc.ording to Fig. 14; 6-explosive between plate with notches
and a steel roller, according to Fig. 15. Conditional designations the
* M a inFig. 9.
a--Height of fall of load UA ca.

Second reservation is given textually: "Sensitivity to impact is not a

constant of a substance, like density or temperature of mlting; moreover,

according to our experiments, it depends on different factors".

In the first place, sensitivity is stipulated by the method of test and

correspondingly depends on presence of shell, packing, arrangement of test,

etc. Secondly, a role is played by the state of the tested explosive, the

method of its obtaining, dimensions of particles, and possibly also by climatic

conditions during the test. Third, the energy of impact determined as the pro-

duct of the weight of load and height of fall, is not an absolute characteristic

of sensitivity. Observations show that for certain explosives this product,

i.e. energy, necessary to obtain explosion, decreases with a decrease of weight

of load; apparently, a role is play-d by sharpness of impact, which increases -

with an increase in height of fall. The influence of this factor could be

excluded by conducting tests at a constant height .of fall, but this method has



its own draw backs.

Since during ipuat on an explosive the whole Vamut of transitional

phenonena from the absence of visible changes in it to full explosion is

observed, then for certain determination they are conditional. y divided into

three categories.

Absence of reaction - signifies absence of decomposition or change of

color, burnt odor, sparks, or flm.

Decomposition (change of coloring, partial or full disappearance of

explosive without flame), someti:es with weak sparking and without sound,

sonetims with a hard metallic sound and with traces of temper coloring.

Explosion (partial or full disappearance of explosiveyound can vary froma

very weak to very strong. Besides, one can observe flam, scap.ng from the

gap between facea of rollers, and temper coloring on them with dimensions froa

pinhead size head to covering the whole surface of the face. In special

cases a few exploeives were ignited without sound. In this came the phenomenon

is desigrAted not as decomposition, but as explosion, inasmuch as it embraces

the whole test and alternates vfth explosion; such an explosion is especially

desigrated in the tables belay, for exam.ple, by an asterisk.

The investigators used the methods they had devised for testing sensitivity

of explosives to impact to istudy a series of explosives. Results of these

experiments ar l-sted below.

First Test Method, Intended for Powdery Explosives (I wt on a Chare Located
Between Two Rollers Without Sleeves)

Tests were conducted according to the scheme shown in Fig. 14. Batches

of explosives were selected by volume and changed within the limits 10--80 M.

The most expedient appeared to be a test with 40 = at a load of 5 kg.

We applied drop hamer of two types -one of the usual Canto type for loads

of 1 to 20 kg, and the other for loads of 25 to 1000 g. The results of the



expeinna are given selectively in Table 2.

For certaiin explosives, including relatively weak ones

(dinitrosopenitamthylenttraain., aside of barium, bichromate of aswiniumu, etc.),V

it is possible, by increasing the height of fall, to attain an increase in

frequency of explosions up to obtaining thaz at all 6 experimsnts;other explosives

for exmple,. donrite., tetryl, powder pulp do not give this result; sometimes

even a decrease of frequency of explosions with increase in height of fall of

load is observed (tetranitrocarbasole).

Certain explosives gave only single explosions (for exmple,

trinitronaphthalene) or explosions only with large heights (for example,, asides

of alkali earth watals, picric acid'. For certain substances decomposition

without sound was observed (azuonium nitrate),, but others in general did not

react to impact (guaniidine nitrates, nitroguanidine, dinitro-cresol,.

trinitrotoluens).

Table 2

(See Table 2 On Following Page)



Table 2
Resulti of tests of certain explosives for sensitivity to impact blow on

1 a drop hamer between 10 x 10 and 15 x 15 = steel rollers. (Load 5 kg;
quantity of explosive 40 me; nmber of decmpositions (P) and explosions (B)
per 6 experimenta; dash signifies sero)
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3Note. With tests of 20 and 60 =n of picric acid analogous results were
received.

* Ignition withoat sound.
1) Explosive; 2) Dimension of particles, uam; 3) Result; 4) Height of fall of
load in cm; 5) Sound of explosion; 6) PMT; 7) Potassium salt of
hexanitrodiphenylamine; 8) Nitrocellulose, 13.4% N; 9) Sodium salt of dinitro-
cresol; 10) Collodion, 12.2% N; 11) Hexogen; 12) Hexanitrodiphervlamine; 13)
Donarite 1; 14) Triritror.cinate of lead; 15) Perchlorate of ammonium; 16)
Pyrotechnic composition; 17) Tetryl; 18) Picric acid; 19) Fine-fibred; 20) Coarse-
grained; 21) Frcm weak to strong; 22) Weak; 23) Strong; 24) From very weak to
weak, oartial ignition without sound; 25) Frca weak to madiura-strong; 26) Very
strong; 27) Frtm weak to iediuostrong, including 1 igition without sound .

,/,4-f



Resnlts received with a load of 1 kg for the most sensitive of the

explosives given in Table 2 are given in Tars 3. Cospsrison of these tables

allows to draw the following conclusions with transition from a load of 5 kg to

one of 1 kg the height of fall .4 increased by less than 5 times; critical

energy of impact decreaesm with an increase in height of fall. A load of 1 kg

is not always sufficient for reliable triggering of explosion. Thus, in
with

xperimnts lin in spite of a decrease of quantity of explosive to 10 =3

only 50% explosione will be attained and for collodion only single unit

explosions are observed. Regular increase in frequency of explosions with

height of fall of load is shown by PETN, hexogen, potassium salts of

hexanitrodiphenylamine and thermally unstable nitrile of asoisobutyric acid.

Table 3

(See Table 3 On Following Page)
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Table 3
Results of tests of certain explosives for sensitivity under impact on a

drop haumer between 10 x 10 and 15 x 15 = steel rollers. (Load I kg; quantity
of explosive 10 Z; number of decopositions (P) and explosions (B) per 6
experiments; dash signifies sero)

.! 33KU.j=W Po -~ a -

n, WCK SY11 3p4 18
H& ucare.IaP ii I - I I ~cdo1

6 aw -R -r 3

,.0,, . .1-4 I 1 1 I .

Tom*. I 1 M - C-
Hi emo t su n . I j 2 a. cado,

13.4W'7 Men 1 1u 3 spod4

12.2% N; i 2 slo fi 1 air

5,pO00.aaa1 II1 _______MAM#

*Ignition without sound.
1) ixplosive; 2) Di nsion of particles, m; 3) Result; 4) Height of fall of
load in cm; 5) Sound of explosion; 6) PET; 7) Potassium salt of
hexanitrodiphenylamine; 8) Hexogen; c) Nitrocellulose, 13.4% N; 10)
Collodion, 12.2% N; 11) Sodium salt of dinitro-cresol; 12) Hexanitrodiphenylamine;
13) Fine-fibred; 14) From weak to strong; 15) Weak; 161 From weak to medium-
strong; 17) From yery wenk to weak - with test of 40 mm'~ strong sound; 18)
With test of 20 ma?9 reacts more frequently.

The investigators explain results of tests of different explosives on a

drop-hanuer on the basis of the following considerations.

Under action of impact of falling load, after achievement of definite

pressure, the tested powdery explosive starts to be forced between the faces

.with significant speed, which plays an essential role in triggering explosion.

If possibility of ext-usion is absent, then sensitivity is strongly decreased.

For a powdery explosive under the described test conditions influence is



sufficient for friction during flow, breaking of crystals etc. to cause

explosion; liquid and gelatinous explosives due to their high fluidity, require

more severe conditions of flow.

Fig. 17. Crown of deep notches on faces of steel rollers after
explosion of tetry3. (Load 5 kg, height of fall 60 cm, quantity
of explosive 40 mm ; test in instrument assembled according to
diagram in Fig. 14).

On the left is the face of the lower roller, on the right that of the
upper.

Such an explanation is favored, in particular, by observations made during

experiments with tetryl, which is usually more frequently decomposed without

than with explosion with smooth faces. At removal by acetone of residue of the

explosive on periphery there was detected a series of deep radial notches, which

were located on both the lower and the upper rollers and looked as if they had

been burned by a microburner (Fig. 17). Since other phenomena, including weak

temper coloring, were not detected nearby, one can consider that these notches

on the faces of the rollers appeared as a result of local explosions with high-

temperature products.

The fact that notches appear only on periphery, in narrow ring-shaped

zone about 0.5 mm in width, indicates that only here appear conditions for

explosion. Apparently, the radial direction of notches is connected with the

radial flow of particles of the explosive. The triggering of explosion on the

periphery of the faces is also supported by the location of temper coloring

which is frequently limited to the peripheral zone.



sa matter of fact, triggering of explosion impact has ay of the

general characteristics of triggering during friction; the latter, pousibly,

is a necessary condition for triggering of explosion under impact.

Second Test Mthod, Intended for 4 and Gelatinous xP£losives (Mact on
Charge Located Betwen To Rollers With Sleeves-

Liquid and gelatinous explosives are not detonated in tests by the first

method. Sufficienty high frequency of explosions, corresponding to their danger

in handling, are obtained for liquid explosives in worn-out stamping instruments

with rough piston faces or in instruments with smooth faces (with or without

lands), but with small gaps present in the sleeve. These conditions are more

definite, and therefore it is recominnded that testing of liquid explosives be

oriented on them. Diameter of rollers was taken equal to 10 m, the thickness

of sleeve to 3 m, height to 13 m and gap (difference of diameters) no more

than 15 microns. Data obtained in test of nitroglycerine and nitroglycol by

this method are given in Table 4.

Table 4
Tests of liquid explosives for sensitivity to impact on a drop hammer

between 10 x 10 mm rollers with rounded lands ;n the presence of a sleeve.
(Load 0.1 kg; volue of tested explosive 10 mW ; number of *xplosions is
given from 6 experiments)

Note. Sound of explosion very strong.
1) axploeive; 2) Height of fall in eM; 3) Nitroglycerine; 4) Nitrogl~ycol

Third Method of Test of Sensitivity of Explosive (on Plates with Notches)

Tests were conducted according to the schme shown in Fig. 15. Their

results are given in Tables 5 and 6. Data in Tables 5 and 6 show large

sensitivity of the test method used. This sensitivity appears as a fast increase



in the frequency of explosions. Advantages of method are shown not only in

tests of high-esnitivity explosives. Thus, while picric acid betwen rollers

is detonated in separate cases only with a 100-cm height of fall of load, on a

plate with notches it regularly gives wak explosions with the sam load (5 kg)

starting from a height of 20 cm. And with this method an increase in frequency

of explosions is observed in the case of a decrease in weight of load at a given

energy of impact.

An advantage of the method of testing explosives on plates with notches

is the possibility, with a load not exceeding 20 kg, to determine the sensitivity

of even such little-ensitive explosives as dinitrobensene, which cannot be

done on roller instruments.

The great ease of appearance of explosion on plate with notches to as

compared to that on rollers is explained by great restriction in this case of

the radial flow of the explosive.. Characteristics of this flow during

explosion are detected by the location and direction of the usual carbonized

residues and by the temper coloring on the surface of the upper roller face ,

which frequently start from imprints of the notch ridges and are directed along

the channels or radially.

It is natural to assume that at the points of contact of notch ridges and

the roller face heatups will appear as a result of conversion of deformation

energy into heat. These heatupa, in combination with destruction of crystals

during impact and processes of flow of explosive in the grooves, cause explosion.

The high sensitivity of the considered method of testing explosives is

stipulated by the fact that impact energy is distributed here nonuniformly.

Besides, in grooves of plate there remains more explosive, than on the face of

flat rollers.

e
L
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' gnealCharacteistic of entiiyof Differet £f1osivee Acca4r to
Various lhthods of Test

omparison of the data obtained during tests wn plates and in roller

instriinnts are Pesnted in Table 7.

By data from the tests conducted, and first of all from tests on plate

with notches, the investigators divided the studied substances into groups

by sensitivity in the following manner:

1 group : not sensitive to impet(wth a load of 5 kg in the given test

conditions neither deccposition, nor explosion is observed);

2 group: little sensitive (with a load of 5 or 1 kg only deccpoition

is observed);

3 group: sensitive to impact (with a load of 5 or 1 kg explosios are

observed which do not occur with a weight of 0.1 kg or les).

With this, in accordance with the experimental data in hand, it is

possible further to subdivide explosives of group 3 into the folloWing

subgroups:

a) conditionally sensitive to impact - single explosions;

b) sitiitive to impact, but frequency does not increase to 10C% or explosions

occur irregularly;

c) normally sensitive to impact in the sense that probability of explosion

is steady and increases more or lose fast from 0 to explosions In all 6

experiments.

4'-
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4 group: very sensitive to impact (explosions occur even at a load of

0.1 kg or less with regular increase in frequency).
a

This division is conditional, but it gives the possibility to be oriented
S

in a oracticai aporaisal of the danger of exolosives.

According to data from tests on olates with notches, exp.osives can be

classified as follows:

group 1 - guanidine nitrate, dinitro derivative benzene, dinitrocresol;

groun 2 - trinitrotoluene;

group 3 -a) trinitroaniline;

b) ammonia gelatin 3, tetranitrocarbazole, pyrotechnic composition based
on nitrate of barium, iron filings and aluminum, n-nitrophenolate of sodium.

3 c) nitric acid ester of cellulose tissue-pyroxylin and co.lodion;
hexanitrodiphenylamine and its potassium salt; perchlorate and bichromate of
ammonium; aside of alkali earth metals; trinitro compounds of phenol, resorcin,
benzoic acid, ard naphthalene; sodium and ammonium salts of dinitrocresol;
chloratite 1 and donarite 1; gas generating substances -
dinitrosonentamethylenetetramine and nitrile of azoisobutyric acid; tetryl;
ethylendiamine dinitrate, oxycyanide of mercury; oxalate of silver; hexogen.

group 4 - armstrong mixture (KCIO3 and red phosphorus, 75/25), organic

Deroxide" - hexamthylenetriperoxidediamine and peroxide of tricycloacetone;

cyanurtriaside; salts of heavy metals of hydrazoic acid (Pb, Hg), fulminic acid
0

(Hg), styphnic acid (Pb), oxalic acid (Hg) and acetylene (Ag, Hg, Cu); tetrazene

ard nitric-acid esters -- erythritetetranitrate and pentaerythrite tetranitrate. a



Table 7
Sensitivity of explosives, determined between two steel rollers and on

Ylates with notches, expressed as minimum energy of imoact at which exzlosions
are observed
(6 narallel exoeriments; arrangement of explosives in order of decrease of

sensitivity on plates with notches)

l. Mswuaamueau 9t-prNn yaapa a xr..

I aNOY CTmbI , e
no dens as so cu e #Mr. 15

~ *ui~ qCTNI. mr. 14 I ________83piBUToe MentecT9o BB 1

0 - 1 0 ,11 
1 0 '

'7
CIeCb uIopaTa KS- 0,06-- 0,003 0,003

Ann C KpaCHUN #oc- 0,075
#opou 75/25

tAueTomerntcroe ce- 0,001 1 0,5 0,003
pe6pO C npNecbm
aoneo.e-mmcoro cepe6-
pa (3 H1NO-paCTbo-

IAeTUMNuCTAN ono 0,06006
oorn

pTyTb 3epNNC-
TAN

I0UNYPTPRS3MA 0,.02-0,5 0,04 0,00

It AeraeauncToe ce- 1 0,2 0,006
p6po (u3 Ke*TpaEI.mors pacTUopa)

1) xnlosive; 2) Dimension of exnlosive oarticles, m; 3) Mi1nmum energy
of imnact in kG - m; 4j between steel rollers according to scheme of Fig.

14; 5) on olates with notches iccording to scheme of Fig. 15; 6) Weight
of load in kg; 7) Mixture of chlorate of potassium with red phosphorus,

75/25: ) Silver acetylide with imDurity of nitric-acid silver (frcm HNO3-
solution); 9) Acetylide of mercury; 10) Cyanimrtriazide; 11) Silver
acetrJide (from neutral solution); 12) Fine-grained.



Table 7 (contintud)

MmuMmMuam p. Lot m aI'.a
-8MMmS sa me

IPun* IS C26M ocm I
----- !' -woo Mumin -5in wes -- - I -* - . i

I ,- S I loll 114.ipa"i'Auswuhuu is. 00 j ,.e

IFM IP-- a IBMS
(A WM 0r- ,01, 0 ° O.Om

/tMM"M m -ps. 0,0 0,01 1M

It ,Mapi, tI5llt I sZ_ - 0,05o~
I 'a mmu'p.- 0,1 001 ,O

S51 puorp p w~IE 0,06-0,2 1,6 0,UI

'Im

f~Tp m M Uo0..-0, 1 0,6oeM

*I'p inyrn coyb- 0,06-OS 0,05 0,s6Tpa
iUs" O6-0,5 3 0,00 0,006

ps7IVU

~wviw iIpsmt wT 0,1-6,6 0.5 0.2 a, 0,A

Tm 0.1-4,6 0.6 0,2 0,e6 0,0

t q sapsom.- 0,.1-0,2 0.5 0,2 0,5 0.2

AJ upiT" too A&mo.r 0.5 0,2

L. Tom" 0,3 2,5 0,5 0.5 0.2

xaS lWMpaM1r,,U.Cm. 0,5 0,3 0.2

1340( N mom-.

OM n Tuo- 0,5 0,4 1 0,2
12.2% 11

, K ... emm. 0,1-4., 05 0,2 0.5 0,3

0su.-0 0.5 0.4

1-6) sam as pp 173; 7) Silvor acetylide (from NH3 - solution); 8) Aside of

lead; 9) Cuprous acetylide; 10) Peroxide of tricycloacetone; 11) Aside of ac

mercury HgN ; 12) Hexamethylenetriperoxidediamine; 13) Trinitroresorcinate Pi
of lead; i ) VArcury fulminate, white; 15) Tetrasene; 16) Morcury fulminate, D

gray; 17) Oxalic acid mercury; 18) Srythritetetranitrate; 19) PfM; 20) Tt

Nitrile asoisobutyric acid; 21) Chloratite 1'; 22) Tetryl; 23) Nitrocellulose, 2'

13.4% N; 24) Collodion, 12.2% N; 25) Potassium salt of hexanitrodiphenylmaine; 0b

26) Ammonia 1*'; 27) Granular; 28) Fine-grained; 29) Fine-fibred; 30) Fine.

fine-fibred; 31) Gelatinous.



Table 7 (continued)

lopmqaO;ce sa" #o r. 14 J
0.1 A ' I2 WS.

AWMWil 1 .11
ap"

fracam 0,1-0,S 1 0.3 0,A 0,1
7Tp uurpodeuaow. 0,2 1 1 0.4

/IOUPNT Mlanoo. 1 0,6 1,5 0,4

IAUNNTpOOPTOKpe3O- 0,1-4.5 0,5 0.5 0.6 0.4

IIHnTporauhepuff 0,03 0,5 0.5
/Jpaitupopeaopuwo 0,1-4,5 1 0,6 O's
if ruaupoxu..- 0.0"-02 1 0.6 0,s 0,3

I5HnWPAuxu& 0 1 0,5

16flinpuau KEClO- 0,1-2.0 5 1 0,5

IAnat nuh n~ 0,1-4,5 5 2 0,6
gAauacipoai 0,1-0,5 3 2 0.6

if Aa3RA 68PUR 0.1-4,5 1 1's 0.8
aeOBUxPOuu aUIDO... 0,1-4,5 1,5 1 0.3
Af Fopozoas Nussul 0.5 15

,AAWWJ 03uuTpooaeuae- 0,06-0,3 11

23nipu'Aoa ammo.. 0.1-0.5 1,51
; fT*da~upuapoa. 0.1-0.5 11

15bauiAaxituun- 0.1-0.5 1,5
?PAT

,tSTpUrn~h*TW&AKHa 0.1-4,5 1,5 1.5
;,4 AIIuNTPOOgnoKPCpa 012 1.5 1.5

AST Samou
.ttbupTCzauqOCXA 0.5-1,0 2 1.5

COCiai4 *$**
IJOCPUsUBAuu PTyIN 0.1-4.5 2 1.5

1-6) game as pp 173; 7) Amuonshelit 3+**; 8) Hexogen; 9) Trinitrobensoic acid;
10) Donarite *9H1-*; 11) Dinitroorthocresolate of sodium; 12) Nitroglycerine;
13) Trinitroresorcin; 14) Hexanitrodipheynl1amine; 15) Nitroglycol; 16) Picric
acid; 17) Aside of calcium; 18) Aside of strontium; 19) Aside of barium; 20)
Pichromate of ammonium; 21) Powder pul1p (75% KNO 3); 22)
Dinitrosooentamthyerettramine; 23) Perchlorate of amnium; 24)
Tetranitrocarbasole; 25) Ethylonediaminedinitratei 26) Trinitronaphthalene;
27) Dinitroorthocreaolate of amonium; 28) Pyrotechnic cmpoition**W**; 29)
CbcVcyanide of mercury; 30) Gelatinous; 31) Fine-grained.



Table 7 (continued)

ip - - a-

51 01 s I .1 *.m""oi r -- --

O*U--O.2 2 |

Mu 10 - 0.2 4

04

1-6) sam asW 1733 7) Paranitrophenolate of sodium (anhydrous); 8)
Trmnitaomnilinu; 9) Oxalic acid silver
IVales were obtained betwen 10 x 10 = steei rollers located in a sleeve.
** Chloratite 1 consists of KC103 (88.5), wood flour (8.5%), and paraffin oil
(3%).
***A~onia gelatin 1 consists of asmonium nitrate (52.3%), nitroglycol (37.7%),
trinitrotoluene (4%), collodional cotton (1.8%), wood flour (4%), and Prussian
red (0.2%).
***NAuaonim gelatin 3 contains ammonium nitrate (55%), diglycoldinitrate (22%),
trinitrotoluene (5%), dinitrotoluens (6%), and other components.
***W*Dcnarite 1 contains amonium nitrate (80%), aromatic nitro compounds (14%),
nitroglycerins (4%), and other components.
NNH**Pyotechnic composition contains nitrate of barium (52%), iron filings
(30%), dextrin (9%), Al (7%), and other components.

In conclusion the investigators underline the value as a factor of

triggering of explosion of narrow slots, through which explosives esnecially

liquid or gelatinous, are pressed. Such phenomena can take place during pressing

in pressure cast molds, during mixing in mixers, if the wings of mixer approach

too near the wells, in machines for gelatinous explosives, etc.

Another essential factor in the triggering of explosion during impact is

the possibility of extrusion of the substance, as is also the state cf the impacting

surfaces (smooth or rough).

Conclusion

The considered experimental data and considerations of foreign investigators

basically are in ageemnt with the results of the work of N. A. Kholevo, done by

him and partially published significantly earlier. Thi includes the depeadence



of sensitivity on the possibility of flow of the explosive during impact on a

drop hamr(presence and magritude of gape), on the ability of the explosive to

flow (distinction between powdery explosives on the one hand and liquid and

gelatinous on the other), the optionality of parallelism between frequency of

explosions and height of fall of load, etc. Moreover, N. A. Kholevo in his own

conclusions advanced significantly further than, for example, the German

investigators. He not only ascertained the variability of sensitivity (frequency

of extlosions) under different conditions, but also gave a well-grounded
1

explanation of the influence of these conditions.

New in the work of the German invectigators is the proposal of the third

method, (besides instruments No. 1 and 2 in German modification) i.e., to aprly

the test by impact on plates with notches, with which sensitivity of many

explosives appears much higher than with other methods. In essence thi9 io

surprising, since in the method of plates with notches, the impact, owing to

the complexity of the outflow of the explosion creates increased pressure, and

besides, contact of the notch ridges with plane of roller can lead to local

heatups. Similar heat ups were ottained by Bouden Z-I_ ty impt on a needle

nlaced on ti,a anvil; he measured the temperature appearing in this case and

showed that easily-burning explosives, like cynurtriazide, can be detonated in

this way.

To trigger burning of difficult-burning explosives one needs, besides

heatun, high nressure, which is created during experiments on plates with notches.

Besides, as distinguished from experiments with two rollers, heatup appears while

the layer of explosive between the plate and the roller still has sufficient

thickness so that burning can be propagated in it, this is not alweys assured in

tests of low-viscosity explosives between two rollers.

t3ee nresent collection, nags 5.
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Positive side of test on plates with notches consists also in the fact

that local heatup is created in known measure independently of properties

(fluidity) of the and, if it is able to burn, then this ability can be

developed. In eesenoe,Impact on an explosive on plates with notches is a test

on inflimnbility, although the latter is established in the given case under

sowhat indefinite conditions.

When w conduct tests in instruments No. 1 and 2, in order to receive

explosion w mst not only ensure the pooribility of its propagation, but also

create the conditions for triggering this explosion. Absence of the latter

leads to refusals. For example, aside of lead in instruments No. 1 and 2 do not

give explosions for this reason, or nitroglycerine or trotyl in instrument No. 2.

Bearing thes considerations in mind, one should recogrise that testing

on pl.tes with notches is useful in the sense that if it gives a negative result,

then this is proof of the low inflammability of the tested explosive.

The results of Ljungberg's experiments are interesting, inasmuch as they

show that change of stress in tim under impact, taken by N. A. Kholevo, without

direct experimental proofs, exists in reality.

The reader may ask, if these foreign authors basically repeated paths

already taken by N. A. Kholevo, whther it is necessary for us to consider these

works.

Such consideration is expedient, in particular, because the works of N.

A. Kholevo, owing to the great originality of his presentations, were not in good

time properly evaluated by many investigators and did not receive that

development and use that they merit. In connection with the circutance that

foreign investigators, in order to obtain an objective concept of the sensitivity

of explosives, cae upo s path followd by N. A. Khclevo and arrived at

certain of his conclusions which it would be useful to know to a wide circle of

persons conducting work with explosives and especially to these investigators who



till now could not in the proper measure understand and estlate the valu of the

works of N. A. Kholevo to the science of explosion and the support of safety

during work with explosives.

Side by side with this, the investigations considered contain such actual

material on the sensitivity of a large number of explosives under various test

conditions and thus offer significant value not only as confirmation of sMn

conclusions of N. A. Kholevo, but also in themselves.

Results

Investigations of American, Swedish and German investigators on the

sensitivity of explosives to impact led them to a conclusion on the strong

changeability of sensitivity, depending upon test conditions and the

nhysicsmechanical properties of the explosive. The usual teste on a drop

hammer in Caste stamping instruments, as well as any other similar test, cannot,

taken alone, give a full characterisation of the danger of explosives in handling.

Therefore in the selection of the test method it is necessary to take into

account the physical properties of the substance and the character those

influences, in reference to that fhich one is required to establish the degree

of its danger.

New variants are rec muended of tests of explosives for sensitivity to

imnact - tests between two rollers without a sleeve for pcwdery (distinctly

viscous) explosives (analogous to instrumnt No. 2 of N. A. Kholevo), between

two rollers with a sleeve with a small gap for liquid and gelatinous explosives

(analogous to instru ent No. 1 of N. A. Kholevo) and between a roller and a

olate with notches, useful for explosives of diverse phsical structure.

The results and conclusions of foreign investigators, the most part repeat

and thus confirm those data and conclusions reached much earlier ty N. A.

Kholevo in the Kazan' Climcial-Technological Institute.
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K. K. Andreyev and 0. M. Bespalov

9. Cn the Influence of Water On the Dec~g~tion of MIUUlrESA At

Increased rtie

In a number of articles C17, L2. LT J9, 59 the =iin chaerwistics of

thermal dLisintegration of nitroglycerine (NG) are established. In vepus (130-

1500) deccmpsition occurs with a speed, propotional to their presare, and diamn-

isbes in time according to a law, close to the law of reaction of the first order.

In the presence of a liquid phase, the speed of Sas formtian in that sam rae of

temperatures is less, moderately increases in time and slightly deipends on the

pressure of the productb of disintegration.

If, however, during decomposition a certain critical pressure of products of

disintegration is reached, then the speed of gas formtion begins quickly, &Ww'--

imately proportional to the square o pressure, increases and can attain very large

values, one hundred and a thousand times exceeding its initial valn. "Critical"

pressure constitutes nearly 200 :n Hg at 1000. It is not strictly constant: in

early stages of disintegration, "critical" pressure is greater; me of the possible

causes of this can be the change in composition of the products of decompoeiticm

due to its flow; 'critical" pressure is increased with the increase of tesiperature,

obviously due to the influence of the latter on the solubility of gases in a liquid.

The onset of sharp acceleration of gus foration after achievemnt of "critical"

pressure is explained, in accordaz,:e with the main thought of S. Z. Roginakiy -57,

-3,. by the fact that pressure determnes the concentration of gaseous products of

disintegration in liquid NG. Apprently, these products - acids and water - lead

to fast develc-ment of hydrolytic and subsequent axidiuing-reduction reactions, the



speed of which is much greater, than the speed of initial thermal disintagration.

If decomposition is conducted at large degrees of filling of the reaction vessel,

wh.en the gaseous products of disintegration almost wholly remain in the liquid, then

sharp acceleration of decomposition occurs at 1000 approximately after 9 hours. At

600 this time is increased to 550 hours. Thq degree of disintegration, witai which

acceleration occurs, has an order of one tenth of a percent.

All these data refer to anhydrous NG. In separate works there are indications

on the accelerating influence of water on decoposition of nitroglycerine or powders

on its base -J, LZ17. These indications, however, have either an indirect, or

qualitative character. At the same time the influence of water on decomposition

of NG presents significant and ma-sided interest. Commercial nitro esters and

different mixtures, in the composition of which it enters, always contain a certain

quantity of water. .N esters are able to be hydrolyzed. Hydrolysis will form pro-

ducts of an acid character, which can accelerate it. Side by side with this, the

products of hydrolysis, entering the oxidizing-reduction reactions, will form, in

particular, water, which also can promote acceleration of decomposition. In con-

nection w1th this, it was expedient to study the influence of water on decomposed 14G.

The results of this investigation, conducted basically by a method of measure-
1

ment of pressure of formed gasms with the help of a manometer of the Bourdon type ,

constitute the em teante of this article.

Exerimental Part

Obtainment and Purification of Nitroglycerine

NG was obtained by nitrating of dynamite glycerine with an anLhydrous mixture

of chemically pure sulphuric and acetic acids (1 : 1) at a temperature of 15'.

After mltiple washi by a 3% solution of soda and water, NG contained neither

acid, no alkali., and had a tez~erature of hardening of 12.20

Description of the method, its advantaes and weak sides is given in 7.
I I.



Fig. 1. Instrument for molecular distillation of nitroglycerine.

1-cone, 2-cover, 3-branch, 4-drain.

In order to avoid the possible !nfluence of impurities in NO, it was subjected

to purification. Multiple crystallization from a fusion, both in stable, and also

in labile form turned out no- to be very effective: after three-phase recrystalli-

zation, the temperature of hardening was raised only by 0.20. Therefore recrystall-

ization from the esters was undertaken. After octuple recrystallization, the NG,

liberated from esters ty prolonged evacuation, had a temperature of' hardening of

13.00, Further recrystallusation did not increase this magnitude.

It is possible to purify NG also by molecular distillation. The advanage of

this method includes, in particular, the fact that in NG ay solvent is not intro-

cduced, to be completely liberated from which is quite difficult. This distillation

iwas conducted in the instrument depicted in Fig. 1.

Into a cone 1 was poured a small quantity (30-40 g) of NG. The cone wa covered

1 with a polished cover 2 having a digitate branch 3, where it was flooded with liquid

nitrogen. A drain 4 was joined to the high-vacuum installation. Distillation was

conducted at residual pressure of 10-4 - 10- 5 m 11g. The NG was heated to 40-50o.

Upon settling in the digitate branch, the product was collected, and 'or investi-

igation an average fraction was applied. After the first distillation the NG became

completely colorless and had a temperature of hardening of 12.9o, and after the

:second (and third) operation 13.10. The nitroglycerine, recrystallised 8 tmes

[from the esters and then subjected to molecular distillation, had the suam temper-

ature of hardening.

40J



V. V. Gorb~nov undertook an attempt to purify NG by imans of recrystallization

of it from concentrated nitric acid (9C%), not containing oxides of nitrogen. After

double recrystallzi.tion and washing from acid a product was raceived with a temp-

erature of hardening of 13.00.

From all of these methods, molecular distillation is the safest, most reliable

and comparatively simple method of purification of nitroglyceri ne.

Preparation of the Experiment

JG was thoroughly freed from volatile impurities, which can affect ite disinteg-

ration. For that, a system of collected instruments (fig. 2) with nitroglycerine

in a reaction vessel 1 was pumped at first by a rotaz-, and then a diffusion pump

to a residual pressure of lO - -lO - 5 m Hg. It is difficult to completely remove

all volatile substances dissolved in 11G. Alternate cooling by liquid nitrogen and

heating of the reaction vessel with warm (30-400) water with continuous evacuation

facilitates their removal. Probably, as a result of convection mixing of the liquid

occurs, which accelerates separation from it of dissolved volatile substances. For

mixing of the liquid it is possible to also use a magnetic mixer. In order to en-

sure completeness of removal of volatile substances, nitroglycerine especially in

large weights usually for the duration of 24-hours was under a vacuum. In this case

an increase of pressure was not observed in the reaction vessel after submersion of

it into a thermostat and brief heating (2-3 minutes); otherwise the pressure in-

creased by several millimeters of the mercury column.

For introduction of water after evacuation of the system and freeing NG from

volatile soluble impurities cocks a and f were closed before the reaction vessel.

Fror 4he tube preliminarily filled by water 1 before cock d. a little of its

quantity was introduced in the space between cocks c nd d, whence the water vapors

upon opening cock c filled the entire system, including the sphere 2.
t

1 Water before introduction of it into the tube was boiled for removal of
air dissolved in it.



'he pressure of water vapors (measurement of it was done by a nanometer 4), in

order to avoia possible condensation, always was less than the steam pressure at

room temperature and was 10-12 na Hg at 200 (pressure of aqueous saturated vapor is

equal to 17.5 rm Hg at the same temperature). Then cock b was closed And the water

vapors in the sphere , were transferred into the reacticn vessel 1. For that cock

a was ened upon cooling the reaction vessel by liquid nitrogen. -later practically

was instantly condensed Ji the vessel which one could see by the return of the

needle of the manometer 1 to zero position.

Fig. 2. Diagram of installation for preparation of experiants.

l)reaction vessel with diaphragm manometer, 2)sphere for dosage
of water and determination of volume of reaction vessels 3)trapt
4 mercury manometer, 5 )attachment for dosage of water, 6 )cI..od

manometer, a, b. c d, as f -cocks.

Knowing the volume of the sphere, pressure and temperature of the water vapor

-in it, one can determine the quantity of water introduced into the reaction vessel.

.By measuring the pressure of H 20 vapors and the number of operations, it is possible

to introduce into the reaction vessel any necessary quAntity of water. However,

V. . Gorbunov /7-7 established that with such methodology, mxre water was intro-
duced into the reaction vessel than was assumed. This, apparently, is explird

oy the adsorption of its vapors on the wall of the sphere and condensation in the

form of a fine film. Therefore in the sphere the water was more calculated accord-

ing to the law of ideal gases. In order to avoid this, V. V. Gorbunov warmed up

tne ball with watar vapors to 60 thi2 temperature the pressure of saturated



vapor constitutes 149-760 m :g which decreases the aasorption of water vapors on

the walls of the vessel and, besides, allows to work in a range of pressures (20-

50 mm Hg), far from the pressures of saturated vapor at a given temperature, with-

out lowering and even with an increase of accuracy of measurement PH20. By this

methodology, introducing a definite quantity of water into the vessel with NG and

measuring the equilibrium pressure of its vapors above nitro esters, the investi-

gator determined the solubility of water in NG at 40, 60, 80, and 1000. These values

of solubility were used in this account for determining the total amount of water

in the reaction vessel.

,1hen large quantities of water were required, it was introduced into the reaction

vessel by a pipette. To avoid volatilization of the water, evacuation of system was

accomplished with continuous cooling of the reaction vessel by liquid nitrogen.

After introduction of water into the reaction vessel, the bank on the tube,

connecting it with the vacuum system, was resealed, and the diaphragm device was

ready for the experiment. For carrying out the experiment the device was lowered

into a thermostat in such a manner so that the whole reactionary volume was at the

temperature of the experiment. The time of heating of the reaction vessel con-

stituted 2-3 minutes. Usually the experiment was finished after the achievement of

atmospheric pressure, but in certaini cases it was led to a final pressure, equal to

- 2000 mm Hg.

After termination of the experiment, the diaphra&m device was removed from the

thermostat, and pressure Proom was measured of the products which did not condense

at room temperature. Knowing Proom and pressure at the temperature of the experi-

ment, it is possible to calculate a conditional quantity of gasrs, condensed at

room temperature, by the equations:

8-100-A;

Prroom



where A- of noncondensi-ng gases;

--- of gases condensed at roux temperature;

p - pressure in reaction vessel at temperature of the experiment

T (OK), mm Jig;

Proom-- pressure in reaction vessel at room temperature

Troom (OK), mm Hg.

This calculation is conditicunal, since in the calculation of B, the vapor pre-

ssure of condensed gases and their solubility in NG will be disregarded, and it is

assumed that the reaction is stopped imediately after extraction of tr reaction

vessel from the thermostat.

The thermostat was a glass vessel with a capacity of 10 liters, insulated on

the outside with asbestos and filled with a liquid (dibutylphthalate, glycerine or

mineral oil), the heating of which was accomplished by a Nichrome spiral dipped

in it. Homogeneity of temperature in the thermostat was attaine Iy mixing the

liquid of pro-eller mixer, set into motion by an electric motor. Constancy of

temperature was maintained by means of a contact thermometer with a magnetic head

of the TKM type, united with a relay, turning off or turning on the heater with the

increase or lowering of temperature above or below what was given. Tempature was

me2.ured by a range thermometer. Its fluctuations did not exceed 1 0.1 at 1000.

Results of Experiments

jater is poorly soluble in nitroglycerine, and therefore, its content in it

can be changed only in relatively narrow limits. TA.s is attained by the change of

pressure of water vapors above nitro esters. According to the law of Henry, the

concentration of water in NG should be proportional to this pressure. However in

the course of decomposition, apparently, under the influence of its products, aol-

ubility of water in nitroglycerine can strongly increase.

Dissolved water can be combined also chemically. Therefore, not may water

plays a role, initia1l4 dissolved in NC, but also iti complete quantity in the



reaction vessel.

An essential influence on the course of the process is rendered by the relation-

ship between volumes of NG and the reaction vessel, i.e., the degree of filling of

the latter (.6M- -) . snce it determines pressure at a given degree of disinte-

gration of a substance, and consequently, the concentration of gas products of

decomposition in the liquid. In addition, on magnitude 5 depends the distribution

of water between the liquid and gas phases. The solubility both of water, and also

the products of disintegration in NG, and also the speed of reaction is influenced

by the temperature. Thus, the flow of disintegration of nitroglycerine in the pre-

sence of water uepends on a number of partially mutually connected factors.

The quantity of water introduced into the reaction vessel was judged by the

equilibrium pressure of its vapora (PNo) . Knowing the solubility of H20 in NG, it

is possible by this pressure -,o calculate the quantity of water dissolved in nitro

esters and in the gas phase, and consequently, the total quantity Of water in the

reaction vessel.

The quantity of water in liquid phase is calculated by the formula:

kpH2Om; % by weight 2= kp,2 0  1 100,

where g-- quantity of water in NC; in g;

pH20-- equilibrium pressure of water vapors in reaction vessel in umr Hg;

k - quantity of water in g, dissolved in 1 g of NG Ath pressure of its

vapors in 1 m Hg;

m - weighed amount of NG in g.

tage of water in NG at a given temperature is determined only by the

pressure of -iater vapors.

The ar_ nt of water in the gas phase is approximate, but with sufficient accur-

ac5 L, determined ac,rding. to tiue law of ideal gases:

gg M; % by weight H20 g. p, -M-0

*T 2 MARI



Influence of small quantities of water on decomposition nitroglycerine

, .c f. , 4 .1 O 4. . (J i)m j I

0.2044 329 0 0 0,03129 220
10o 9,2410 304 $ 0,0204 0,00193 15

0.2172 271 14 0,0383 0,00166 1420

2" .05M 63 10 009 0042 1260

Conditional designation:
m--weighed amount of 14G; A -degree of filling; , 2 0 -equilibrium

pressure of water vapors in the reaction vessel; % by weight
1[ 4--totl quantity of water in reaction vessel, with respect to
::t; (AV ) - initial speed of gas formation, T>00 -time

of achievement of pressure 700 mm Hg, which corresponds to the
stage of sha.-p acceleration of gas formation.

a) grams; L) mm Hg; c) % by weight; d) 7), n cm/g
.z. ; )intes.-initial

17) ) ., p e

Fig. 5.Deconposition of NG in the Fig. 4. Decomposition of UG in the
presence of small amounts of water presence of mmll amounts of water

at 1000 and & 9 0.03. at 1200 and a 2& 0.006.

,;r-abers by curves -equilibrium Numbers by curves -- quilibriua
pressure of water vapors and P@104  pressure of water vapors and &4I0 4

(in parentheses). (in parentheses).

a) p mm Hg; b) T minutes. a) p mm Hgj b) T minutes.
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to and ", hours, cotrponxiar4'.

As in the case of a:,nyarous I3" in the preoer"e @f i o' a-*tes of water, the

the gas phase, colorless in the beginnizg, be come-,, : i. the c oarse of aec "-e-
poSition (l&), and the tensi-,y of color is gradua

-Aa a streigtfhenedi.
re:'a

Analogously proceecs disintegration and at lower temperat res. Ihus, accorJ.in
is e

to the data of M. 3. Flyasunov at 600 and 6-0,80 (pn.o- 29  mm Hg) 'L0 hours after
pre

the beginning of the experizent, sharp acceleration of gas formation sets in; dry
(aft

!G provided it in 550 hour-, (6O,$85)a

Decomposition of Nitroglycerine in the Fresen'e tnis
of Moderate Auantities of dater

eq' I

The orignial dependence of the change of pressure in time was observed in mcoi-

erate quantities of water in the reaction vessel, Mocuerate quantities of water is

a relative concept; their lower 1lmit little depends on S and temperature and
then

corresponds to the equilibrium pressure of 112C vapors approximately 3C0-50 n Hg.
acce

The upper lhtit as will be shown below greatly depends on these factors.
quir

affi) saM(ti) a

Fig. 5. Decomposition of NG in the presence of moderate
quantities of water at 10c and 6ftO.

Numbers by curves-the ordinal nLbIer ci .. curve, equi-
libriu:m pressure of water vapors and o i0

(in parentheses).

a p ru, -ig; b) - minutes.



At 1000, 8rO,3and different pressures of water vapors 4g . : an- higner;

the process pr&cjads in the following form. If there Is cczmparatively. little water,

then after submersion of the reaction vessel n the thermostat, the pressure in it

will quickly be raisea due to the evaporation .f water, ana then for a certain ti.2e

re.ains constant (fig. 5, curves 2 and 3). if however, there . -..ch water, tnen it

is evaporated faster, than it is dissolved in NG. Therefore, in the egirnndn the

pressure is above equilibrium (curves 4 ana 5), and then it more or less quickl °

(after 30-5 .mnutes) aecreases to its own equilibrium value. An increase of the

surface of :G and, consequently, a decrease of the thickness of its layer reduces

this tize. Thus, with an in:rease of surface ny 3 times, the -.3me of attainment of

equilibrium pressure was reduce to 10 minutes, i.e., was significantly less than

in the first case.

After attainment of equilibrium pressure, it remains constant for a certain time,

then quickly falls to a certain minim=m value (p...), , after which a more or less

accelerated growth begins. At the end of the fall of pressure, the gas phase ac-

quires a weak brown color, &Tadually becoming otronger in the course of further

decomposition (NO2).

Fig. 6. eco:.rosition of NG in the presence of water at 1O0
*-OAO -.nd 0*71

iuLers by cur,.us the ordinal nier of the curve, equilibrium

pressire of water vapors and & -10 (in parentheses).

a) p mu Hg; b) T minutes,



The sam character of disintegration of NG in the presence of water was observed
at ', 8and tewew-tures of 100 and 1200 and at, 640 and 80

(fig. 6, 7, d).

As can be seen frra the graphs, the time up to the approach of the fall of

preesure - the induction period - strongly fluctuates, and in general is observed

the tendency for it to grow with an increase of the quantity of water. At 1O0* and

4 110.03 with an increase of P from 54 to 570 = Hg (fig. 5) the induction per-
r-1 PH20

iod is increased from 35 to 70 minutes. It is necessary to note that in this case

due to the relative slowness of dissolution and the small-in-magnitude induction

period, the mont of achievement of equilibrium pressure and the beginning of its

fall is les clear, than at small i and lower temperatures, with which the induc-

tion period is greater.

Stronger fluctuations of the induction period were observed at low temperatures

and mia&1 2 Thus at 300 and ON. 0.03 (fig. 8) the period of constancy of

pressure with a change of pressure of water vapors from r..' 60 to r 240 m 4,g

fluctuates from 600 to 2200 mirutus. At one and the same temperature, a stronger

change of time to the begirning of lowering of pressure with an increase of PN2 0

was noted at small . An increase of pHQ0 Ppo 136 mm Hg at $a 4.0065 (fig.

6, curve 3) to 330 = (fig. 6, curve 6) leads to an increase of the induction

period from 180 to 1100 minutes, whereas at 0 ,0.003 approximately in that same

range of pressures, this magnitude, from 35 minutes (fig. 5, curve 2) increases only

to 50 Minutes (fig. 5 curve 4) and oven at pH20 f 56Q, a Hg (fig. " curve 5) it

constitutes only 70 minutes.

An increase of temperature decreaseo not only the magnitude of the induction

period, but also the range of its fluctuations depending upon the content of water.

Thus, at 120 20 - 29 mm Hg and i x O.00(63 (fig. 7, curve 3) its m-

nitude constitutes 15 minutes and changes comparatively little with an increase of

e4ailibrium pressure of water vapors: even at N 26" 1409 m H& (fg. 7, curve ?)-

the time to thi beginnin f Zowerin; of pressure 'is' increased onl by 2 times.
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Fig. 7. Decomposition of NG in the presence of water at 1200

Numbers by curves-the ordinal number of the curve, equilibrium
pressure of water vapors and a .I04 (in parentheses).

a) p nm 11g; b) V minutes.

f~m (*) (*9) (W) (POP

* .. nCpczition of NG in the pr~sence of water at c30 0

'%-e :.he eq4 1ibr-Iua pressrew of water vapors
1C*(in p.arentheses).

A) k' Hl; b) 1mnutes.



Fig. ?. Dependence of magnitude PDIln on initial pressure of
water vapors in the decmnposition of i1G in their presence.

Numbers by curves--temperature of ex~erirnent and * .i0& ( in

a) = nihg; b) PH o" = g

Fall of pressure occurs with an increasing speed, which then decreases. Time

of fall of pressure constitutes: at 1200 and S 0.006 approximately 7-10

minutes, at i000 and 8 0.O.06 , 20-50 minutes, at 1000 and $ 0.03 , 35-

45 minutes, at 800 and 8 0.03 , 160-240 minutes.

dith an increase of initial pressure of water vapor t one Rnri th' - - S

Pmnis increased (fig. 9). In fig. 10 are curves fr2-.mf _.j ).

From the graphs in fig. 9 and 10, it is clear that an increase of temperature 1lds

to an increase f Pan and con~equentL$, t a decrease of the relative magnitude

of fall of pressure.

Fig. IQ. Deicn .enco oV relative magnitude of fal of pressure on
initial pressure of water vapors in the decomposition of NO in

their presence.

Numbers by curves--temperature of experiment and 6 . I04 ( in
parentheses ).

a) P -.( mi , , U) xl , '. ig.
Ifor

A 91A



After achievement of the miniaum, a more or less accelerated &-.awt 4f pressure

begins. As can be seen from the graphs in fig. 5-8, an increase of initial pressure

of water vapors leads to an increase of the speed of growth of pressure and reduc-

!tion of time from the moment of passage of pmtn t o the beginning of sharp acceler-

ation of gas formation.

The magnitude of the weigh6d amount of NG very weakly affects the duration of

the induction period. From fig. U1 it is clear that an increase of the weighed

amount of NG by approximately 24 times at one and the same I , in the presence

ofe. 1T by weight water, practically does not change the magnitude of the induction

period, but by one third by (byri 40 minutes) reduces the time to the beginning of

sharp acceleration of gas formation after passage by pressure of its inimum.

t, M

eN -

M AV OAM S £2)

Fig. 11. Influence of magnitude of
weighed amount of NG on its deccm-
position in the presence of water.

4- 082 - Hg (1.04% by weight),

6 - 0.0305, m - 0.1841 g; 2- H20

382 mm Hg (1.04% by weight), i Fig. 12. Change of temperature of
0.0275, m - 4.4085 g. 14G during its deccaosition in the

a) p iHg- b) OC minutes. presence of water at l00.

Numbers by curves-pressure of water
vapors and A .e I04 (in parentheses).

a) pum Hg; b) t OC; c)' Tminteo.

6!



A knw= role can be played by the magnitude of the urfuase of the liquid and

the thickness of its layer, since these factors determine the ease of diffusion, n

the one hand, of water vapors in NG and, on the other hand, of gases, forming during

its decomposition.

A somehat faster acceleration of the reaction after pmin with a large weighed

amount of NG can be connected self-heating due to the heat, emanating during the

reaction. The experiments,, conducted jointly with B. S. Svetlov, on the determin-

ation of the temperature of NG decomposed under conditions approaching adiabatic,

showed that a fall of pressure is accompanied by a small, but clearly noticeable

increase of temperature of NG (fig, 12), and even greater, the higher the content

of water.

Thus, in the presence of 0.59 and 0.86% by weight water, the temperature of NG

exceeds the thermostat temperature ( 10Q+ 0.050) by 0.19 and 0.270 correspadngly.

Then the temperature falls to the thermostat temperature. At the stage of acceler-

ated growth of pressure, the temperature of NG is increased significantly greater

and becomes higher than the thermostat temperature by more than 30 upon achievement

in the reaction vessel of a pressure of 1420 mm Hg.

In order to determine how -,e quantity of gases changes, which are condensed

at low temperature, in the course of decomposition of NG in the presence of water,

the reaction vessel from time to time was removed from the thermotat, and pressure

was measured in it at 20 and 0 °. By the pressure at the temperature of the exper-

ime t1 800 (this temperature was selected, so that the induction period is sufficient-

ly great) and at 20 and 011 the content of condensing gases was determined. Results

of the experiment are in fig. 13. In the induction period, the pressure both at

high temperature (800), and also at low (20 and 00) changes little; consequently,

the quantity of condensed gases remains approximately constant. Fall of pressure

is accompanied by a decrease of the content of condensed gases; with the subsequent

growth of pressure, their quantity is increased. It is necessary to note that gases

/for



• a.,
IMP

mwd

sence of water.

a) p mm Hg; b) Inh '0"; c) Interuption; d) 'r minutes.

not condensed at the temperature of liquid nitrogen, appear ony at the stage of

sharp acceleration of gas formation.

Influence of Large Amounts of Water on becaposition of NG

The characteristic picture of decomposition of NG in the presence of a moderate

quantity of water, described in the preceding division,, with a further increase of

the content of H 20 changes again. Thus, in the experiment with %o2 - 551 mm, Hg

4 0.0061 , in the beginning we observed not a sh p, but slow and small-in-

magnitude fall of pressure: (fig. 6, curve 8 and fig. 14, curve 7) pressure after

1320 minutes fell to 36 mm Hg. After achievemaent of the mirdaum it began., but again

slowly, to grow withb a speed, approximte1y equal to the initial speed of gas for-

mation in decomposition :)f anhydr ous NG. Sharp acceleration of gas formation

significantly later, than it was observed in the decomposition of not on3.y

moist, but also =nhydrous NG. Thus, in that saw e peiiment (fig. 14, curve 7)



I

after l30 hours (^#D '11,000 minutes) the pressure in 3 hours grew too2 at.

Anhydrous NG in these conditions begins spreading rapidly already after 135 hours,

but the presence of water reduces this time even to 17 hours.

Fig. 14. Decomposition of NG in the presence of water at
1000 and 6 00.6 .

uhmbers by curves-ordinal number of curve, equilibrium
pressure of water vapors and ' *.104 (in parentheses).

a) p m Hg; b) I minutes.

Puring the period of the entire experiment up to the beginning of sharp acceler-

ation of growth of pressure, the gas phase remained colorless; after vich there

appeared a brown color, increasing in intensity with time. The same pheno, enon was

observed also at a somemhat smaller equilibrium pressure of water vapors (364 :± 1ig,

see fig. 14, curve 6). The distinction includes only the time to the beginning of

sharp acceleration of gas forrmation.

If the speed of gas £orzatibn in a given case characterizes the speed of the

reaction, then we .jist conclude that with a large content of water, its influence,

in the sense of acceleration, decreases.

It is necessary to add that in separate experiments ooth at 100° , 0.006

and also at 1 3 0 0.03 the usual picture of the influence of water was not

observed (constancy of pressure, fast fall and subsequent more or less fast growth

of it) and in that area of pressure of vapors of the 'latter, for which it is

characteristic. Thus, for example, at 1000 and 1,2 0 - 344 m Hg (fig. 14, curve 5)



for a iong time pressue slowly grew and oy after ^0 180 hours, the groth of it

began to be quickly accelerated; in addition the tise to the beizmimg of shap

accelerction of gas fomation was s4imiftcantly greater, than it was observed in the

decomposition of not only moist, but also even androus NG.

Such a picture was observed also at 800 (P%0 m 192 HS; I a 0.025 ) .

(fig. 8); there was no acceleration of gas formation for the duration of 690 hours,

ind during that time pressure grew to 100 m Hg. This indicates that sa factors

outside of the zcntrol of the experiacnter could appear to have an essential in-

fluence on the process of transforation in the proence of water and, in purticubar,

in periods of the approach of sharp acceleration of disintegration. Apparently,

the role of these factors increases with the lowering of temperature and decrease of

I , since such an effect was not obsrved at higher t (120400s 0.006),

and also with a larger degree of filling (1000 and &Z '0.03 ). ith these last

conditions, the described change of character of curve P a was not bserved

even at an increase of initial pressure of water vapors almout to 760 = H. Add-

ition of a still larger quantity of water (11%), with wich it is =nder the coni-

tions of the experiment not only in solution, but also in a liquid-drop state turbid

NG, significant extends the induction period ( to ^ 6 hours); then a ve:y 41

fall of pressure 000" passing in its growth with a ver high spad (fig. 15).

One should note that before the begir-irg of fall of pressures, the water, appar-

antly, under the influence of the formed acid i ompletely dissolved in the MO

which Asy be marked by the disappearance of turbidity.

Pig. 15. Decceposition of NG in the
S.presene of 1.04% b~ weisht, water

at 1000 and I= 0.034

a) p li g b)V adntes.

-Waa

Vol/



Influence the Size of the Surface of Contact of Nitroglycerine
With Glass on the Disintegration of This Explosive in

the Presence of Water 1

Strong variations of magnitude of the induction period and its significant in-

crease, observed in certain experiments on the decomposition of M in the presence

of' water, can be connected with the influence of the surface of the reaction vessel,

the state of which is difficult to control. In order to explain the possibility of

such an influence, experiments were performed with an increased surface of contact

of 11G with steklmk. This wi attained by filling the reaction vessel with glass

capillaries or spun glass. The capillaries (external diameter 0.4-0.5 r, length

3-4 rm) were completely coated with NG, wheruupon the surface of contact of nitro

esters with glass was increased by 3-10 times. A greater increase of surface wras

attained by the application of spun glass, on which the nitroglycerine was spread.

The experiments were conducted at 1000 and M 0.03 , i.e., such conditions, in

vich an anomalous significant increase of time to the beginning of sharp acceler-

ation of gas formation was not observed, and variations of magnitude of the induc-

tion period were insignificant.

hs can be seen in the graph (fig. 16), the increase of surface by ,3-10 times

did not change the general form of cirve f. (), but somewhat increased the time

to the beginning of the fall of pressure. Thus, in the experiment, where equili-

brium pressure of water vapors constituted 398 mm Hg (curve 1), the time of achieve-

r.tent of minimnum pressure was increased by 20 minutes as compared with the usual

experience (P20 408 mm Hg, curve 2). The same increase of this time was observed

aiso at simaller PH20 (cf. curves 3 and 4). The increase of the surface dia not

render a significant influence on the subsequent development of the process of

disintegration.

These experiments were conducted by student A. G. Kazakevich.
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Fig. 16. Influence of :f a reaction vessel with
capillaries an the decamposition of NG in the presence

of water at 100.

1- it .U~n, a-eNS. W.-41 = Hg;
2- without filling, s-ow f 0 g;
3- with fing , .--AM ,#WN- Hg;
4- without filling, = -". " m Hg

a) p Hg; b) T minutes.

A strong increase of the induction period was observed upon tMling the rwetion

vessel with spun glass, increasing the surface appraxinmtely by 30 tim . In this

case at Pi2 - 325 mm Hg the duration of the induction period from 76 minutes grew

to 160 minutes (fig. 17, curve 2).

It is interesting to note that the same retarding action is rendered by spun

1
glass, which is in direct contact with the NG 0 In this case at a preasre of

water vapor, equal to 330 ua Hg (curve 3) the magnitude of the induction period

was approximately the same, as in the case of disintegration of MG distributed on

spur. glass (T min was 156 and 159 minutes, correspondingly).

A still stronger iniaence of the surface was exhibited with a large initial

pressure of water vapor. Thus, in the experiment where PH2 - 460 m Hg (crve 4),

the duration of the induction period constituted 900 minutes, i.e., almost by 15

i The spun glass was inside the diaphar manomter, the NG-on the bottom

of the reaction vessel.



times exceeded the usual duration.
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Fig. 17. Influence of filling of reaction vessel with spun
glass on the decomposition of IG in the presence of water

at 1000.

I- without filling, 0.0367, PH20 = 293 rm Hg; 2- with

filling, , 0.0350, PH207 325 mm Hg; 3- with filling

above NG, 0.03, pH2 O= 330 m Hg; 4- with filling,

8 0.0291, p12o6- 460 m Hg.

a) p mm Hg; b) *" minutes.

Such a character of decomposition of moist NG in reaction vessels with filling

-shows that the manitude of the surface of glass, possibly due to its weakly-alka-

line character, can render an essential influence on the disintegration NG, signif-

icantly increasng the time to the beginning of sharp acceleration of gas formation,

especially with large quantities of water. Probably, this is partly possible to

explain by those variations in the magnitude of the induction period, which were

observed in the disintegration of NG in the presence of water.

Ifausaee of Spee of Fillng of Vessel ( I ) on
Desositioa of itroglyeerine in the Presence of Water



An increase of the degree of filling of the reaction vessel signifies an in-

crease of pressure of the products of deconposition of NG at one and the same degree

of its disintegration and, consequently, an increase of the contents of soluble gas

products in NG. This leads to earlier achievement of critical pressure of gas pro-

ducts, after which, pressure starts to grow sharply.

In that case, when water is present, an increase of the degree of filling at

a given initial pressure of its vapors, in addition, signifies a decrease of the

total quantity of water with respect to NG at constant initial content of it in

liquid phase.

I.4

Fig. 13. Influence of degree of filling of reaction vessel on
decomposition of NG at 1000.

1- 0o.0065, pH20o  136 = Hg; 2- 4 - 0.0126, p,20W9

zm 11g; 3- d - 0.0214, P12 0 - 117 mm Hg; 4- I- 0-.0547,

p{20 o '96 mn 11g; 5- 1 0.0927, P1120  101 r M Hg; 6- 1 0.112;

117 m,{g, 7- =0.248, PH2 00-104 mm Hg.

a) Volume of gas production of disintegration, Vn cm3/g;
b) Time OC minutes.



The influence of the dee of filling of a reaction vessel was studied at

1000 and initial pressure of water vapor ^, 100 mm Hg, whereupon i changed in a

range from 0.0065 to 0.25 (fig. 13). For the possibility of comparison of results

of the experiments at different 4 on the graph along the axis of ordinates is

the volume (taking into account water) of gases, emana ing during decomposition,

referred to 1 g HG, brought to normal conditions. Initial and certain other data

of these experiments are in table 2.

For all these 6 , the form of curve P,,,() is the same (see fig. l)): period

of constancy of pressure, its fall and i.,ibsequently mort" or less fast growth. In-

crease of 6 leads to a decrease of the relative quantity of water and corresponding-

ly to a reduction of the magnitude of the induction period. According to the data,

of 3. B. Gorbunov at the most possible 4 , the induction period consitiutes %. 30

minutes M1 min at 4 - 0.857 - 43 minutes). After passage by pressure of the

Uini the accelerated development of the process proceeds faster, the greater

the .

Table 2

Influence of degree of filling of reaction vessel on deccmposition
of HG in the presence of water at 1000.

II .3 II • IO-uft ft %en. "10 IM____I~ Pr Cto A0LL ~.i

ooms *1 01 8,V74 1,14 to 9I

$o to 0,784 0,43 a s
0.3m i? O,4 0.31 4 On

OA1M 31 to 1.O 0,15 44 M!5
'Ooin U lo I.n O.15 4 4%.

til 10 1 1,10 0,16 o a8s

a)NG, g; b) p20 m z H&; c) %2 0 ,mg; d) % bywe$ihtH 2 0;

e)'Cmin, minutes; f)% 7 0 0 P minutes.



The above refers to comaativs3y large degrees of filling (0.006-0.2). At

U0=3. I (order of 0.001) a significant part of the w.ter (aore tam 95%) is in the

gas phase. In those conditions we did nat observe the charteristic pictie of

Idecomposition of NG in the presence of water (period of contancy of pressue, fall

W its accelerated growth) in a range of initial pressurs of its steam from 10

to 300 m Hg.

The data from these experiments are given in table 3.

Table 3

Decoaposition of NG in the presence of water at 1000 and mll $

ME11 AV A o9 1 0P D " I - V -
(;.-4AI Lw /. r

0,0112 12 0 0 O0 ,off17
0.016 19 ii,1 O AUe OI 'M 3
0,012 17 40 1,12 0,GM 0.00 Si
0.141 20 31$ CR oCoam oo oo

Conditional designations:

V initial - initial speed of gas formation in n cm3/g min;

(kAV M - speed of gas formation on maximum in *n I/g mi/nn;

r.ax - time .f achievement of maximum speed in minutes.

a) "NG, &; b) , mm2 Hg; ,) % by woh H20 i) tia)

m)4frax-, Ot 2n , minut esA inta

In the decomposition of anhy=zous NG at 1000 and 0.0012, pressure at first

quickly grows, and then, after the speed attained maximum, changes on a curve of

the saturating type (fig. 19, curve 1). Such a dependence of change of pressure

on time was observed in decomposition of M in the, presence of small quantities of



water ( Pq2o) 13-40 ima Hg, 0. 3-1p 1 by weight). However, as can be seen ir.m

fig. 20, the magni-ude of maxim=m speed of gas formation and time of its achieve-

,:nt are excellent, 1Iatei in a quantity of 0.28% by weight =~H U g

creasec maximiur speed as compared to anhclrmus nitro esters by more than 3.5 times,

and in a quai2-ity of 1.l211, by weight (pH2 40 mm 11g) decreases it by approximately

three rimaes (cf. fij. 20, curves 1, 2, 3).

'7

Fig. 19. Change of presbu,, i.~ ~cp it Io.L N4G in the
presence of water at 1000 and small S

Numbers by curves- ordinal number of curve,, equilibrium
pressure of water vapor and & #104' (in parentheses).

a,~ p m fig; b)(minutes.

In the first case, maximum speed of gas formation almost by 40 times exceeds the

initial speed, while in the second -by 5 times.

An increase of the quantity of water to 8% by weight (PH2O - 318 =w Hg) changes

the form of curve P V '): in the beginning, pressure for certain time is insignif-

icantly lowered, after which it increases at first with slight acceleration,, and

then by a saturating t6urve (see fig. 19, curve 4). In fig. 20 (curve 4) it is clear

that the imaxiu speed of gas formation by 40% exceeds the initial speed and is

aLmost by _"times les than the maximumi disintejation rate of anhydrous NC. It

is characteristic that in this case during the entire experiment a brown color was

not observed in the gas phase. In the preceding experiments the gas phase, in the
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beginning ise colorless, 'vraduai3y tuuits4 bromN and then, af ter* a@hiwin2J

of am a speed of Sa formtimon the color disqpeawed.

ft= this eris of e~txpmit* it is clea that there mdaste tUS ant effetdej quatity of water, causing earlier and stronger acceleration of pa formation; with

a greater content of it, the delaying influence should be msntioned, and a tiM-

cienty large quantity of H20 delays disintegration so nuch that the even chr ater

of dependence P.f(T) changes.

Fig. 20. Change of speed of Sas foamtim in decaostion of JIG
in tae p0esence of water at 1000 and mall. .1

N~nmbrs by curves--ordinal nmber of curve, P iltbwiu ressmre
of water vapor an& 4 (in parentheses).

a) Opeed ;f gas fomtion S a C3/g • min; b) Timus mintes.

Ir-f luence, o Prer zie" i of NitrglycerLine an its
66 .n 13*0 J% i t&*IL **e*c of Water

It was ible to asie t 4b umaatio4 oX aod In a detrsdnd cmaEe tIa-

tion leads to tfbsi, probaeh, hydroly#C, dev oXnt of a rWtion, Wiiih i

developed in the for.1 of' a fall oc, Mre606we. In te 4eccaomitica of AnbWd"'W MG

on the initial states w ll be fXoad oi, products, 1yat hyd&zo'lyui Ocs Pot w ar

due to the shortage of water .  f ,howveo to e't., pr*elxinmrq docoee 4 wa,

one adds water, then there sbLj i- , dieiat-i. .tA f&s+. k;rolytis roact!=,

since both conditions were f.Ueu, rknee1 7 fi'r 'Itj fast flow- the pres ee of

40



acid, formd by thermal disategati , .nd -. ter. If this idea was correct, then,

upon adding water to partially decomposed anhydrous NG, it was possible to expect

an immediate fall of pressure and subsequent accelerated gas formation.

Anhydrous MG at first was heated at 800 980 minutes i.e., for a duration of

time corresponding to the duration of the induction period, observed in the presence

of water. Then in the reaction vessel water was introduced (pH20 = 130 mm Hg ),

and NG was again heated at that same temperature.

Data of this and analogous experiments are shown in table 4.

Table 4

Influence of preliminary heating on decomposition of nitro-
glycerine in the presence of water at 80 and 10010

PCjs I W DUMP j ia'
0,3148 354 IO,6 goo 1735
o.2003 38 M11 0,S goo IMO'=0O 310 W -.200 .-.0,05 200

2M 33" 1.7 0 3 1 O0

0l3970 32 1 0 135 0,33 4 270

- Time of preliminary heating of NG.

Heating was conducted in the presence of a small
4 4 mm Hg) quantity of water.

a) raNG, grams; b)Trin; c) m Hg; d) % by weight.

3o that there a fall of pressure and further development of the reaction,

350 minutes was demanded (fig. 21, curve 2), while for preliminary not decomposed

nitrc esters - 750 minutes (curve 1).
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Fig. 21. Influence of preliminary heating of NG on its
decomposition in the presence of water at 80'.

1- without preliminary heating, N20 f 188 u Hg, -

0.0354; 2- heating at 80' 980 minutes, PHO 181 = H,

8- 0.0338; 3- heating at 800 960 minutes in the pre-
sence of water (p Pj4 mm Hg), p20 - 200.m Hg,

H20
8: 0.0389.

a) p, nm Hg; b) Time, minutes.

Thus, prelimiiary decomposition of anhydrous NG did not render an essential

influence on the rates of development of the reaction in the presence of Water.

This indicates that either in anhydrous disintegraticn the formtion of products,

stimulating hdrolysis, proceeds much more slowly than in the presence of water, or

that in it will be formed other products, or both factors play a role. in order to

explain this, experiments were conducted with longer preliminary heating of adiyd-

rous NG, and also experiments with portion introduction of water. Anhydrous NG

was heated at 1000 for the duration of 180 minutes. Upon continuation of the ex-

periment with added water,-rmln was reduced by 20 minutes, i.e., apprcuimately by

301o". Thus, the acid products stimulatingly hydrolysis, will also be foraed in theMn/

decomposition of anhydrous ut significantly slower than in the presence of water.

In another series of experiments, preliminary heating was conducted in the pre-

sence of minute (equilibrium pressure approximately 4 m Hg) quantities of water.



BUD T -14-lr o -u latter, there imed=
Jith the subsequeno introduction of large U ities f t#&A te &

iately began a fall of pressure; after 200 minutes it stopped, and fast acceleration

of gas frr.-tion was developed (fig. 21, curve 1). This indicates that sufficiently

very small quantities of somf products formed in the decomposition of NG in the

presence of water, in order to initiate a reaction of combining water and thL sub-

sequent sharp acceleration of decomposition of nitro esters. Thus preliminary

heating in the presence of water especially with its portion introduction, much

stronger stimulates decomposition of NG, than "waterless" heating.

Change of Acid Content in a Reaction Vessel in the Decomposition

of 3troglycerine in the Presence of Water 1

If in the presence of water there occurs hydrolytic decomposition of 11G, then

acid must be formed. These acis can render catalytical action oil the process.

Therefore it was expedient to determine the change of acidity in the course of

decomposition and the acid, by which it was stipulated.

The most probable is formtion of nitric and nitrous acids in the decomposition

of NG in the presence of wmter. '11itric acid can be formed first, in hydrolysis of

MG in the usual way, and, secondly, as a result of the interaction of nitrogen

peroxide with water formed during thermal disintegration of ING. In the last case

nitrous acid will be formed also. Another source of nitrous acid can be the hyd-

rolytic reaction of nitro esters, analogous to the reaction of Lco, observed by

Baker [-67, 2 in alkaline hydrolysis of certain alkylmononitrates, in which there

will be formed a carbonyl compound and ion NOz . Nitrous acid can be formed also

in the reduction of nitric acid.

In order to establish which reaction predominates on the initial (up to Pmin )

stage of decomposition, experiments were conducted on detection and quantitative

determination of ions 11O and NO

1 This series of experLaents was conducted by student N. V. U'ul'tsev.



For determination ion N0 in products of decomposition, mw decomposed in the

presence of water at 1000 - 0.08998 105 34 H after

50 minutes in a reaction vessel, fastened to a diaphrap wancmter through a tube

with a thin intake. Upon achievement of pmin the diaphragma device was removed from

the thermostat, the reaction vessel was cooled by liquid nitrogen in order to pro-

serve in it all gases condensed at the boiling point of liquid nitrogen 1, after

which the intake was resealed. An ampoule with NG and with the condensed products

of decomposition was uncovered under a solution of 0.1 n. alkali, and the whole

volume of the ampoule was filled with this solution, which indicated the dissolution

in it of all gas products. The solution was quickly separated f'o he NG. It

bleached potassium permanganate in an acid medium, yielded a weakly colored brown

ring with ferrous sulfate in the presence of diluted sulpharic acid and separated

iodine from a solution of potassium iodine in an acid medium. Nitro esters of such

reactions were not yielded. This served as proof of the presence of ions NO- in
2

the obtained alkaline solution; judging by the small intensity of the shown reactions,

it may be concluded, that the quantity of NO2- -ions was small.

The presence of nitric acid was judged by the formation of a deposit which

appears in pouring a nitron reagot into the investigated solution acidified by

sulfhuric acid (10% solution of dihydro-diphenyl-phenylimino-triasol in 5% acetic

acid) J-17, and nitrous acid before determination was decomposed by a solid hydra-

zine sulfate.

The relationship between nitric and nitrous acid was determined both in gas

products of decomposition and also in products of decomposition, dissolved in an

aqueous alkali solution. In both caseb the sample for analysis was removed in th-

moment corresponding to pmin, which is a sharp boundary between two macroscopic

stages of t1.j process of decomposition of moist NG. In the first case the gas

It turned out that all gas formed on this stage of disintegration are

completely condensed at the teAnerature of boiling of liquid nitrogen.



products of decomposition of nitroglycerine were collected in a U-tube cooled by

liquid nitrogen -, which then was uncovered under a determined (15 or 25 ml) quan-

tity of 0.1 n solution of NaOH. The solution obtained in this :anner was analyzed

on nitric and nitrous acid. In the second case, the gas products gathered in the

reaction vessel upon its cooling with liquid nitrogen. This vessel then was un-

sealed from the diaphragm manometer and uncovered under a deterkined quontity of

0.1 n solution of NaOH; then division of NG was accomplished. Further operations

were the same in both cases.

Analysis was conducted with the help of a reagent of nitron by the method des-

cribed by Busch Cf7. By this method, in a separate test the nitrite was oxidized

by hydrogen peroxide to a nitrate which Jointly with the nitrate already existing

in the solution was precipitated in the form of a nitrate-nitron; in another sep-

arate test the nitrite was destryod by hydrazine sulfate, and the remaining nit-

rate was precipitated by the nitron.

The following example is typical for the determination of the relationship of

nitric and nitrous acids, formed at the moment of passage of pressure through min-

imum. Nitroglycerine in a quantity of 3.436 g was decomposed in a reaction vessel

with a diaphragm manometer 23.0 cm in volume in the presence of water vapors

(p120 = 367 mm Hg). After 55 minutes at Pmn - 70 mm Hgall gas products were

transferred to the lower part of the reaction vessel, cooled by liquid nitrogen,

after which the vessel was unsealed from the diaphrag~m manometer and was uncovered

under 25 ml of a 0.1 n solution of ita(il. 5 n-' was removed from the solution obtain-

ed in this manner in such a way as not to seize the undecomposed ,'G. After acidifi-

cation by sulphuric acid into it was poured 2 cm of 3,° solution of hydrogen peroxide.

The solution was heated to 700; though a pipette, 2 cm3 of a 3' of H2i 0 was intro-

duced into it and heated to ?00. Into the solution prepared in this manner, 1.2 cm

1 Iethodology of sampling of gas products is described below.



lof the reagent nitron was added. The solution with falling deposit was cooled by

lice water, the deposit was filtered and washed on a filter with a s=l quantity

of ice water. The weight of the obtained deposit was 0.0605 g.

1.45% by weight with respect to NO.

The second 5 ml of the solution, neutralized by 2n sulfuric acid, was evaporated

to 1 ml and was added by drops to 0.05 g dry hydrasine sulfate, after which the

nitrate existing in the test was precipitated as it was described above. The weight

of the obtained precipitate was 0.053 g.

S(HN0-- S.O.O..0,IM7. 109
$.4 =-- 1.39% by weight with respect to NG.

Initial data and results of this experiment and three others are given in table 5.

Table 5

DetermInation of nitric and nitrous acid in the decompositio
of nitroglycerine at 1000 in a moaent corresponding to pin.

I - -- IM ..

.AN p . C1. HM AN P. CI. K . I 'U

SAWm Ms W A 5 1.45 1,3

2,125 7141 3K 5 70 2.0 2,ia
2.141 815 414 47 111 1.11 1.7

2,084, I 8 40 55 t 1N 1,12

a) raNG, grams; b) mm Hg; c)fminnutes; d) % by weight with respect
to NG.

In the first two experiments, nitric and nitrous acid were determined by the

,ove-described methodology. In the last two, the gas products of disintegration

first were collected in a U-tube, and then were ana:lyed.

In spite of the comparatively small accuracy of determination (since in the
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wq pewints a sU quantity of NG was used, the solubility of products of disin-

tegratiom in nitro esters In determination by the first method was not considered

and comlete extraction of gas products during the analytic work by the second met-

hod was not guaranteed, it is plainly evident that the quantity of nitrous acid

constitutes an insignificant part of total acidity (not more than 4t).

Thus, the main product of acid character, formed at the moment corresponding to

is nitric acid. Its formation can be naturally explained by hydrolysis of NG

of the normal type, as a result of which will be formed ions NO- and a hydroxyl
3

group for an atom of carbon. This is in accordance with the data of Farmer Z 7,

who detected, in hydrolysis of NG with diluted nitric acid, glycerine dlinitrate.

The detected small quantities of nitrous acid, as it was shown above, can be formed,

first, in decomposition and reduction of the yielding nitric acid, and, secondly,

in the dissolution of nitrogen peroxide in water, split from NG as a result of

thermal disintegration 1, and finally, due to the passage of a hydrolytic reaction

of the type 'co, yielding ion NO- and a carbonyl compound. However, if all these
2

reactions occur, then it will be in a very small degrse.

The predominant presence of nitric acid in the reaction vessel on the stage of

disintegration of NG up to P.,n allowed later to determine the quantity of acid by

titrating v4th alkali a solution obtained by processing the gar products of dis-

integration by water, taking all the acid formed to be nitric. For that, decompos-

ition of NG in the presence of inter was conducted in a reaction vessel Joined to

a diaphram manometer through a tube with intake. In a determined stage of de-

compocition the diaphragm device was removed from the thermostat; after the gas

products by cooling with liquid nitrogen were transferred to the lower part of the

I According to the data of N. V. Gul'tsev in the decomposition of anhydrous

ITC at 1000 towards 130 -inutes in the reaction vessel was foUnU by titrating 0.13'
(in recount on HNC03 acic, or -- 0.04% to the mmcent of time, corresponding to D
This is in satisfactory agreement with the data on the analysis of nitrous aci,
formed during decomposition of NG in the presence of water (see table 5).



reaction vesel, the intake was re led. An apoule wth N and poducts f

decomposition was uncovered under water 1 The solution obtained me titrated

by a 0.01 n solution of NaW (indicator-aenolphtalein). In the calculation it

was assumed that all acidity is conditioned by nitric acid.

Determination of acidity was conducted in two stages of decomposition of NG

in the presence of different quantities of water at 1000 and | - 0.03-0.04:

in the beginning of the fall oZ pressure (in th, end of the induction period) and

at Pmin" Initial data and results of these experiments are in tables 6, 7 and G.

For removal of carbon dioxide, the water was preliminaril. boiled.



Table 6
Acidity in the end of the induction period of decomposition of nitro-
glycerine in the presence of different quatities of water at 1000

OW M 'P6 so O"WhOWO A_, t0'
8~f jPPTT 4, C * Hru l

: 67

0,3250 315 71 0,18 67 37 O, i 42
0.2716 319 88 0,22 78 5s 0,17 35

0.3314 318 195 0,48 182 60 0,28 24
0,3666 324 222 0,54 214 43 0,22 23
0.2960 311 238 0,60 223 130 0,60 19,5
0,3041 313 267 0,64 254 90 0,48 20

0,3884 382 294 0,6s 286 41,5 0,21 17,2

0,3276 314 363 0,91 360 48 0,20 11,5

0,3161 212 406 1,09 389,5 62 0,22 8,7
0,3091 333 406 0,98 387 61 0,22 8.9

r -Time in mint t os of achievement of pressure p, with which acidity was
determined.

(a) 'G, grqin; (b) u= Hg; (c) % by weight;(d) Minutes; (e) % by weight-
with respect to NG.

Table 7
Acidity in a moment, corresponding to Pmin, in the decomposition of nitro-

glycerine in the presence of different quantities of water at 1000

it)OM % ec. PainIn eC. 11N034110 PH0 CT nDOTXmDCHH I0

JIM PT. H 0 AN pT. Ct UNIt. x HK U

0,=2 375 52 0,11 29 64 0,58
0,3604 146 0.31 49 60 1,41
0,3215 333 172 0,41 57 58 1,62
0,2837 330 2V2,5 0,54 62 72 2,21
0,3153 346 262,5 0,62 83 121 2,32
0,3110 370 316 0,72 82 5 78 2.74

0,4055 396 375 0,82 go 69 2,93

0,3346 364 375 0,86 89 87 2,94
0,2896 279 396 1,07 los 5 106 4,37

0,3070 333 510 1.23 136 103 4,74
0,3988 496 520 1,02 116 84 3,70

(a) IG, grais; (b) mm Hg; (c) % by weight; (d) miutes; (e) % by weight-
with respect to NC.



Treble a

Depmie on I of a&Ciity in & mint of tivr oowespamIln to pi,
in the decmpositim of nitro3oerift in the pNOMo of an

awrcitj oaut"t qautty of water at 1

i .. n.. fF ul WU..

&N Li P,~T. LC 4

0,071 82;2 M352102 1. s SA21
0,1733 1 30 1,44 0.8 x to' 2,W
o.025 0 26 2.04 0,X X 7 2.57
0,3155 345 W 1,25 0, a 121 2.0

1M 0 M 4,52 0,45 02 35 1,36
2,0. 1714 Z2 6,46 0.311 W a Im

(a) 'Wk grwo; (b) am Hg; (c) mg; (d) % by weiht; (e) =n ,; W
% by wenight - with respect to NG.

Fru a comparison of tables 6, 7 and 8 it is clear that the fall of presmure

is accompaied by a sharp increase of acidity. Acidity in the begirzag of the

fall of pressure little depends on the initial quantity of Wter in the reaction

vessel and constitut" -0.2%. Only in those t, ihere the induotion

period is more than usialm , this agnitude is smwmat Increased. The qu antity

of acid, determined in a masnt, corre pWin to peru, depeus on the IntUl

quantity of water in the reaction vessel; the larger it is, the bigger the contents

of acid.

As it w sham above, an Increase of i at constant initial wemur. of

wter vapors sigmios a decrease of the qoatity of H20 in the reaction vessel.

Detezmination of acidity in n t pmin at varions i and p1 = 230 - 290 M

i showed that an increase of I also dereases the antity o t forind acid (se

table 8). In fig. 22 are the results of experitets in dete ining aidiw In a

mmwt, corresponding to Pain, i the decauposition of MG in Lbe "rsmoe of

different quantitioo of water and at differet & . The dep.mn4e of the obwugr

of contents of acid on the quantity of water i die ieted by & straight line with

tangont of the angle of inalinatimn, ap~wxiat*l4 oval to 3.6, uich 1, n'afr



NH03the ratio of molecular scales of nitric acid and mater 2 3.5. EVuwlecular

ratio of water, existing in the beginning, and nitric acid, forma at a moment,

corresponding to p , and also the absence of any other acids in significant

quantities, provides enough weighty proof that in the decomposition of NG in the

presence of water there occurs hydrolysis of the usual type with t1e formaticr of

nitric acid.

If me were to allow that as a result of the interaction with water, one

nitate group in NG is converted into alcohol with the formation of nitric acid and

glycerine dinitrate1 , then it turns out that in the presence of 1% water (PH20 =

400 m Hg) at A P 0.03, 3.5% by weight nitric acid will b. formed. This means that
of

at the momeri, corresponding to pmin, approximatoly 13% by weight the initial

quantity of NG was decomposed. Decompiton of such a quantity of nitro esters

occurs in a very short ringe of tim: the ti-m of the fall of p~etrs . itutes

at 1000 and 0 03. 35-45 minutes. This fall, occurring at first with

N 1

rig. 22. A .1o mo/ mo,,ent corre-soo
poding tu --)Mil -.rne demposition Fig. 23. Decomposition of NG in the
of NG %Ot p-wence of different presence of nitric acid mid glycerine
initial Tiant ies of water at 1000.  dinitrate at i00*.

(a Qantiy % 0O in % by weight in 1) NG + 8.6% by weight DNG + 4.9% by
reforenc b to MG; (b) Initial contints weight H0O, 0 .0448;
of Hnr, in % by weight in reference to NG. 2) NG + 1.04% by weight H20. t 0.0,305.

al p mm Hg; b) time, minutes
swall,. but increasing speed, after its passage through the =azin=m, is slowed

down; then, the greater the initial pressure of water vapors, the greater the

1Sinutanouly with this reaction hydrolysis of the formed dinitrato glycerin*

can occur; however due to its exaor concentration as compared with the concen-
tration of NG,, the first reaction, probably is predominant,

I)



MxU= speed of fall of presmre.

The fat increase of speed (f fall of Xweue indmtates anutoatayde

pwess: the nitric acid being yielded speeds up the ractimo of the intemotan

of G and water. W msasure of expendin the wter, the nal of pesu Us

delayed. Possibly, the autoctalytic reaction occurs also for the duration of the

induction period. Hoinver, for proof of this it is necessary to study the kidtics

of the change of acidity in this section of decomoitin.

Nitric acid, formed as a result of the autocaalytic reaction of drolysis

of N and water, apparently, causes further dey.opmnt of the proces of tsw-

forntion, developed in accelerated Sas formation.

If this conclusion is correct, then after addition to NO of glycerine dinitrate

and nitric acid, accelerated growth of pressure mst i iatel tart, aloous

to that which is observed after the puse of pris through the minia in the

decomposition of N in the Preence of water. Indeed, XG (& = n..,L) in the

presence of (above 100) 4.9% by wight nitric acid au 8.6% by weight symtric

glycerine dinitrate imdiately starts to be rap:dly decompsed (fig. 23, curve 1).

In this figure for comparison is depicted a curve 2 of the change of presure

in time in the decomposition of 3) in the presence of 1% by weight wter, In

this case during hydrolysis of NG 3.5% by weight 4tric acid and -10% wight

glycerine dinitrate should be formed. To more graphically coapare both experi-

ments, after the beginning of reading of time a moent wa selected, correspnding

to Pnin"

The Role of Volatile And Nonvolatile products

In the decomposition of NG in the presence of moderate quantities of water,

after the induction period and the fall of pressure following it, occure a m

or less accelerated gas formation. The fall of pressure is accmpanied by a

significant increase of the contents of volatile acid in the reaction vessel,

formed as a result of the inteoractio of 11G with water. It turned out that

this basioally is nitric acid. Possiblyt, it also it a OXMs of



'ccelersted decomposition, accompanied by strmg ps formation. Probably,

Slltaneously with the separation of acid nonvolatile products of reactions will

also be formed, containing group OH (in particular, glycerine dinitrate), which

can part icipate in the future developunt of the proess. In order to explain

what role is played by the gas and condensed products in the decompositicn of

moist NG after passage of pressure through the mini=zm, the following experiments

were set up. !

First, from NG decompoeing in the presence of water, in a mment, corresponding

to pmin, the volatile products were evacuated, after which it ma heated again.

Secondly, the NG, fran which the volatile products of desintegration formed

at the moment corresponding to pmin, after preliminary decomposition were removed,

and were decamposed again in the presence of the introduced water vapors.

Third, anhydrous NG was decomposed in the presence of volatile products of

disintegration.

For the execution of these experiments NG at first was decomposed in the

presence of water in a reaction vessel, united through a tube (with an intake for

facilitating unsealing) with a vacuum cock of special design2 (fig. 24). The

cock was smeared with a thermoresistant 1c-reactive lubricant, prepared from

perfluorinated hydrocarbons; for the best hermetic sealing the top of the

stopper of the cock was flooded by mercury (mtrcury sealing). Due to this, the

instrument could be submerged into a thermostat liquid in such a manner, that the

entire reaction container was at the temperature of the experimet. DurL-&g the

experiment the cock was closed. In that mmnent, when it was necessary to pnp

the gases, the instrument was removed from the thermostat and joined +.o a

vacuum installation. For fasterand more complete removal of gases, NG periodically

1 These experiments were conducted by N. V. Ol'tsev, a student.

2 The sam cock wae used in the introductins of leads to decomposing NO and in
pamping the volatile products of decomposition from it (see p. 213).
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Fig. 25. Dia f i._e1tal.,at, -am A'y
rwvn of vol3atile pio orfe~.

Fig. 24. laction vesl with cook posita.t fm rm t4io vessel Witk i0.
of special desip for ramoal of vqla- 1 and 4 reetim y4eWl, 2 -

tile products of decomposi ion cook, 3 - .teo,. *

(a) To Vam qsa gj

was heated to - 400, mnd the trap om the vams irst&Uaticm VW filled i

liquid nitrogen. To coapletely reme the volatile rodt. of d&AemPeitiem

fr NG is difficult: it is neoesary, so that the nitro estes at lest for

twenty-four hours are der a vwau. UsuallY under a amms G mm t

for two days. After removal of volatile products of cisinterations, the latake,

ccnecting the reaction vessel with the cocks, me rosee. If it us neseesary,

before this opsratim water vaors wre introduced into the rean*ion vessel b the

usual mthod.

In the pearatica of the wcperimt on decomposition of uhydrous NG In the

presence of priducts of disintegration the follcmig ethad s applied (fig. 25).

Moist MG wi decomposed in a r"ction vessel 1, u±ted with cock 2, decribed

above. After inteormtim of decomosition, this put of the desip of the

Iustr~nt me tesld throm& the U-tube 3 to the reactim vessel 4 with a tdUi *

mancmeter aM a veighed a Vnt of a N os" 4, in tuf, v" jobed

to the vacuu inaflUltim. Aftr suation of this part *f the o ,p ck 2

mas opened and the vol~tfl p ots of deo0I pition r oe Iv alo



in U-tube 3, cooled by liquid nitrogn. The volatile products collected in it

were transferred to resction vessel 4 by wmns of cooling it with liquid nitroge;

then the U-tube 3 we heated to roam teaperature.

The results of the experiments are such.

MG at first was decomposed in the presence

of water (PH20 - 198 mm Hg) at 100' and

6 - 0.0277. After the fall of pressure

usual in these conditions and the achieve-

merit after 68 minutes of its minimum value

(71 mm. Hg) all volatile products were

thoroughly pumpod, as described above.
nitro

The/esters obtained in this manner, possibly

Fig. 26. Disintegatimn of MG preimi- containing law-volatile products of
nar decomposed in the presence of
wter and liberated from volatile pro- disintegration formed as a result of its
ducts of decomposition.

1- NG preliminary decomposed in the preliminary decomposition in the presence
presence of wter, d- 0.0328; 2 -
NG not subjected to preliminary decoi- of water, were subjected to further decom-
position, 6 = 0.0329.
(a) p m Hg- (b) time, minutes. poeition at i0 and 6-0.0328,

It turned out that in this case the general character of the dependence p,

ie h~a .*~ s ~in the decomposition of anhydrt m NG, not subjected to preliminary

decomposion (fig. 26). Their initial speeds of gas formation are approximately

equzal, however, acceleration of disintegration in NG, preliminary subjected to

decomposition in the presence of water, began 7 houri earlier, which constitutes

nearly 15% of the time to the beginning of sharp acceleration of gas formation in

the decomposition of anhydrous NG.

If after removal of volatile products from NG, formed in it as a result of

preliminary decomposition in the presence of water, H2 0 vapors are 4dded to it and

secoviarily subjected it to heating, a picture will be observed uhich is ordinary

under these conditions: th- induction period, fall of pressure anA its a&celsratee



growth (fg. 27, curves 1 d 3). ?he tuntion of the indutic period rmba

Sapgwadoto4 -r the sse (ouo 1) or Is sumVA increased (cumv .3).. mi'ar the

s ubsequent accelerated growth of preeuz occurs in these peqrints a little

earlier in cejarison with MG not subjected to pveintry decomposition (cure 2).

From thee axpriennts it follows that the 1w-volatils products of intoraction

I N MG and water forming at thi aomt, corrsp ding to p,,n. do not cghibit almet

any actin an the initial stage of subsequent decomposition both of moist ad also

androus NG. but, as it me shu abov, sharp acceleration of gas formiticn in

prelimIrarily decomposed ID ocous a little earlier.

What has been menticned is correct ony with the cmdition of complete remval

of volatile products of disintegration after preliminary decompsitim, If however.,

they are not completely remved (preliminarily decoapod G we m uder vacue for 12

hours, instead of 48, as usual), then the induction period for such NG we practically

.h a pr.-w u, r havug hehod it# mxim (due to evaporation of wter vapors

during warm-.up), isimdiatoly began to fall and after 27 dinutes crossed the ainiam

(fig. 2, cur 5). V

Fig. 27. eue of noavolatile products of dWAtogration of mist MG an
repeated decomposition of it in the p eemee of water at 100 . ) g -
&Arly decompoed, p 1420 w 78 xx H I~g Jw 0.0354; 2) 30, not pammn e

aca~e, p 11, M9 M of P Urs 0.0367; 3) No, pro arly ecmad
P~ ~~g H4 = 8'0 - 0.03551 4 W9 not pvm iaiydepsj 6 3

HI0r*I-0. a 0=1 - 5) IG, pvlzm l ~ depwo %= ncspA h lo
poduts of decompacitimn bfao raeted hutInav R H20 = 355 M c 0.0459.



Subseqet gas formation ws cmtinued with great speed and at the 80th minute

wa sharply accelerated.

If the development of the process, occurring after the fall of pressure, was

influenced only by the gas products of decomposition, and the formed nonvolatile

substances did not render any influence on it, then the course of disintegration of

p NG in the presence of volatile products of decompceitionr, formed at a moment,

correpwming to pmin, and the course of decompoeition of moist nitroglycerine after

passage of its mini==m by pressure should have been identical.

Hcwever the experiments show that this is not so. In fig. 28 (curves 3 and 4)

is represented the change of pressure in time in the experiment, in which to jiore,

preliminrily pmped NG, we aded volatile products of decomp-isition of moist

nitroglycerine, formed at a moment, corresponding to Prin" For comparison, on

that graph, curves of decomposition of NG in the presence of water are shown, and

after begi=ning of reading of time, the mament of passage of its minimum value by

pressure (curves 1 and 2)is received.

V WN Pret

Fig. 28. Influence of volatile products of disintegration of moist NG on
it-s deocpoiticm at 1001D. 1) NG +f12Oi p H 0 -408 mm Hg, S 0.0305; 2)
N + H 0, p H2 0 = 293 mm Hg, 6 -0.0367; 3) + volatile products of decom-
poeiti. 5 0.0301; 4) NG + volatile products of decomposition, & 0.0356.

(a) pressure, m~ Hg;-(b) time,, minutes.

From the experiints it folilms that the gas products of disintegratin have

a waaker influence an the decompoition of pwre G, than on the decomposition of

nitro asters, containing nonvolatile products of decomposition; in the last cae,



the time up to sharp accelntiwo of ps fwzmtica is roeed a d~xmate* twice. ar
This is in accorancoe with the praosding serie of e"priUemt.. In all th oe

cases, when in XG there are uevolatile o-aduce of its de copoeition, formed at a

zmamnt, correepcnding to pin, acooeni4cs of gas formation occurs earlier, than in h

their abecm , i.e. glcerin. dinitrte, formed as a rev1t of hrolysis, is either

aore subject to wdisivg action, or potes disintegmton of NO.

Decompositimn of glycerin. dinitrate in the pja.nce of water

In connection with the ftct that in the decampositim of moist MG as a result

of hydrdIjyia, possibly the famtim SlycerIus 4initrte, which th n *ter in

reaction with water and with acid, was interesting to stu4 the kinetics of its

decompositico in the pae ne. of Wter. In this part of the work we did not go into

detailed and nifold investigation of the disintagratlin of the dinitrate, and

only attempted to establish its min ralaritise.

The rimots wre c ated at I '0.03 and 00 in the m of aitial

(equilibrium) pmsum of water vapor 60 - 4W) = g, i.e. in such co itis 1 , in

which in tho decomposition of mist G wa observed the characteristic tric

picture of disintegration: induction psriod, fall of prossure and Its growth.

The e"perimwts on the decomposition of asymistric glycerine dinitrate shmed

the sam de.ndence of the change of pvesuv in tixo (fig. 29), as moist IV* How-

ever, distinctimns *re also observed. With an increse of p 120 the mapnitude of

the induction period did not increase, as in the case of NC, but w s reduced. Thus,

at PH20 57 = Hg, tle time of achievament of p cmntitated 150 million, at

P0 - 220 = Rg, 68 minut a at p0 - 4 = H, 40 adt. In the saw

range of prssures., " em be "a frm the graph, in the decomposition of NG in the

presence of wter, the tim of &chi vt fluctuates between 60 and 75 minutes.

Another easqntial distinction of disiatogratics of Slyzerino diuitmt frm

disintegrtion of glcorin trinitratt is the fact that after achiev- t of FW.,

i oluoility of wator in lycrino dinitrte is greator than in trinitratG; thin

maanz tbAt at a giem eomilibriui pmwr of mter vapore, its cemcentrtiom in
the d-initmte is grut4r th in tiitmi-te.



pressure grows with a high speed. Essential differences between disintegration of

symetric and asyomtrc isomers of dinitmte in the presence of water were not

observed. A -%9I

10) 1 mu

Fig. 29. Decompoeitica of asymmtric glycerine dinitrate in the presence of
water at 100. 1)' + H0, pH 0 413 ram Hg, = 0.0307; 2) MO + HO, p HO4 08 = HS, 6 x- 0.103059, 3 rN +2 O 0P H 0 = mm Hg, a = 0.0251; 4) + H2 #

p H2 a3 ,mxg. =o~o39; ) D + 2 , p H20-57 mm Hg, 6 0.03;) NG
H90, p H20 - 54 am Hg, S - 0.0259

(a) pressure, = Hg; (b) tin, minutes.

The idemtical character of decomposition of trinitrate and dinitrate of glycerine

indicates that in both cases basically occur the same processes. However the dis-

tnction in the structure of a molecule (presence of group OH) has a certain influ

once on the course of decomposition. In particular probably by the presence of the

OH group, capable of relatively light oxidation, the high speed of gas formation on

the stage of accelerated growth of pressure should be explained.

Discussion of lResults

The mmin causes of acceleration of disintegration of NG, brought about by the

gas products of its decompositicn, is their oxidising and hydrolyzing action on the

intermediate organic products of disintegration and on nitroglycerine itself.

Admixtures such as water, usually contained nitro esters, and acids, if NG is

suficiently cleansed Qf the processed acid, can have an analogous influence.

Water causes hydrolysis of NG, leading, as the experiment indicated, to the form-

ation of nitric acid; the speed of hydrolysis naturally is greater, the larger the

content of water. However, this speed greatly depends also on the contents of acids

in NG, in particu2Ar nitric, and this influence can cover the influence of" concen-

tration of water in the sense that with a sall contents or water, but significant

acidity, hydrolysis can proceed much faster, than with a large contents of



of water in NO, but in the absenc of acid. Diluted nitric acid hud4 accelerates

hydrolysis; cmmtrted 1603 also. The oxidising action of nitric acid also

depends on its concentration; a minims conentration, starting from which, the

I dvelopmat of oxddation is greatly accelerated, is higher than that, with which

strn acceleration of hyrolois ocars.

This leads to an original and different character of the influence of water

with various contents of it in the vessel and, in prticular, in MG, exhibited in

mnometric curves in the laboratory expsriments.

With small quaatities of water, the course of decomposition is similar to that,

which is observed for arhydrous K, but more compressed in time. In coordinates

p= f (T) it can be r prsented b the curves in fig. 3 and 4. In the beginning

the growth of speed of as fomation prooeeds slowly; after achievement of a

certain "critical" pressure, the speed grov approximately proportional to the

square of total pressure of gas products of disintegration and water.

With average quantities of water the vicissitude of the process is more

sharply expressed. Three main stages are clearly distinguished (fig. 21. curve 1):

1) induction period, when pressure (water vapors above MG) remains practically

constant (AB);

2) period of fast fall of presmre (BC);

3) period of accelerated growth of pressure (CD).

In the induction period there occurs accuulation of nitric acid in MG as a

result of ",aterless" disintegration and interaction of its products with water,

and also as a result of hydrolisis, slow in the begkzinrg and accelerated by

accUMlatio of acid.

In the second period, starting, when the content of acid reaches several

tenths of a percent, water vapors cros into liquid MG and sim1taneously a a

result of hyro yi vieW . form nitric acid. Its solubility in nitro estern is

much greater tban water. This is also determined basically by the relAtienship

of presures befort and after tho fall. The conoatradton of nitric ac-W in NG at



moment of completion of the fall of ressure is several tims (depending upon the

quantity of water, in the vessel) greater,, than it was in the beginning of the

period of fall of pressure. Correspondingly, concentration of the organic products

of hydrolysis also increases.

-.n the third period, due to the high concentration of nitric acid, and also the

lighter, than NG~, oxidised products of hydrolyiis, the main role is taken by the

oxidizing-reduction processes, accompanied by abundant formation gase5s, both broyw

and condensed, anid also noncodnsing (at room temperature). The process is developed

faster, the greater the nitric acid is on the minimum of pressure. The speed of gas

formation in this period is appwaximatoly proportional to the square of pressure.

With large quantities of water (fig. 6, curve 8) the pressure above NG changes

relatively little, and after a long time, which can even exceed the time up to

sharp acceleration in disintegration of anhyd2rous nitro esters, insignificant lo%,r-

ing of pressure occurs, afteor which usuafly follows its fast growth. With vrAT

large relative quantities of water, the maximum of the disintegration rates can be

even loe than in a "dry"' process in the same conditions. The main cause of the

decrease of acceleration in the last case is, evidently, the excessive dilution by

water of nitric acid and othir oxidisers,9 inhibiting the, developnmnt of idation.

Let us consider now in more detail, three types of 'aueaus' decomposition.

We will start from the second as the "ot typic-P.I.

If NG contains water, then in it procrid two processes - "waterless" decomposi-

tion, not connected with the presence of water, and hydrolysis. The speed of both

procesies in the beginning is small. However, the speed the first of then almost

does not grow, and the speed of hydrolysis is increased under the influence of

nirtric acid, at first formed chiefly as a result of '%wterless" disintegration. In

the beginning, this growth procoods slowly, therefore, the duration of the induction

periodi is basically determined by the speed of the 144ttrless" reaction. In

corresnondence with this, according to B. S. Syetlov, in the temperature dependence

1;7 1



of Uwe induction period. Whu *he q4antit.r c: &trie acid reaches 0.2-0.% by

weight of the quantity of W, hydrolysis Ze ..- ,epy accelerated. The cow of the

sharpnes of this increae of speed is n. established; possibly, a role is played

here., in partiular, by thi increase of solubility of water in NG, leading to its

trensition froa the 8 phase -s-,o liquid, which in the experimnt in the closed

container is ,-ifOst9d i- a sharp fall of pressue. Daring UU fall p tically

all water by ms o! .qdrolysis is turned into nitric acid, and the correeprcing

quantity of WN . LI form, appasently, a dinitrate.

The rt.aig increase of concentration of nitric acid in a liquid causes xdation

of the orgaric products of hydrolysis, and also the actual N ; inasach as oxidation

y1elds water, to it hydrolysis is joined, supplying in turn "food" for the cxidsing

reduction processes.

The products of hydrolysis art, ozidlsed easier than M itself, as this we

confirmed by a nwbsr of experiments. Thus in "aqueous" decomposition of glycerine

dinitrate the growth of pressure in the third period proceeded, other conditions

being equal, significantly faster, than for MG, although nitric acid in this case

can be formed less than in "aqueous" disintegration of glycerine trinitrate.

Precisely the same experiments with partially hydrolysed NO, liberated by therough

evacuation from volatile acids, showed that its period of acceleration of sm

foriatin occurs both in the presence of wter, and also in its absence, faster,

than for fresh nitro esters. Finall, the volatile products of disintegration,

being added to fresh NG, more weakly accelerated gas foration, then this is observed

in the third period of disintegration of moist nitroglycerine.

Thus, in the beginning the successive, and then the joint flow of hydrolysis

and oxidation leads to the fact that in the presence of wter a large and gr0Gag

disintegration rate of NO is attain*d faster, than in its &beene.- Thus at C 2s

0.03 and 100* at "aterless" disinteogration, this happened after 40 hours, and in

the presence of 1. 5% by weight vter - after 2 hours.



If there is very little water (for example p H120 < 30-50 u= at 100* AMdI

0.03), then the speed of hydrolysis in the beginning is COrr*spondingly SMS11, but

since the acid products of waterless disintegration (and also the acid, formed in

the develomnt of hydrolysis) are not diluted considerably by water,, and such a

concentration of acid is quickly attained, with which hydrolysis proceeds with

great (relative to the quantity of water) speed. Formation in these conditions of

concentrated (inamch as there is little water in the vessel, in order to dilute

it) nitric acid,, and also the ormnic product* of hydrolysis leads to the develop-

menit of oxidation, slower, however, than with average quantities water, -since there

is little nitric acid.

Thus, the general movement of this process is obtained similar to the deco*-

position of anhydrous MG with that only distinction that in the last case the

absence of water in the beginning, which will be formed only later as a result of

oxidation, delays the developeent, of hydrolysis: in the presence of even a small

quantity of water, it starts immdiately and soon, due to the significant acidity,

proceeds with a coparatively great speed in spite of the fact that there is little

utter. As a result, the movemnt of the "prassure-time"l curve, Inherent NG~ ia

maintained, but the process of acceleration of disintegration,. connected with

accumilation of nitric acid and oxidation caused by it, is developed significantly

faster. Thus at p 2 14 mm, the pressure, equal to 700 mms, was attained in the

presence of a small quantity of water twice as fast as for anhydrous NG.

If there is very much water, then it dilutes the acids,. formed in the "water-

less" reaction, and then also in hydrolysis, and the latter therefore proceeds

very slowly in the beginning. As result of this,, the timew to the approach of the

third period can increase. Here we obtain an original picture; hydrolysis lAgs,

and the subsequent acceleration of disintegration, on the contrary, is accelerated,

since mo nitric acid and organic products of hydrolysis will be formed.

Depening upon the conditions, both the first,, and also the second influence can



predminate, i.e. the total tim from the beginning of the primemt to the amteb

of strong ael tio of pe fomtion can both decrease, and also increase.

A good illustration of these relationshipe is given in table 6; at limtioal

5 the ptesnr of water vapors we increased, i.e. its guntity and contents in

i 1G; the induction period of Smsral changed little and the average speed of for-

mation of acid, referred to the concentration of water

with an increase of the latter, decreased. The cause of this ms obdonsly taw

smallr time-average conoentration of acid, fonmid by flmatelemes disintegration,

due to which the speed of hydrolyis ws lowered. Let us add that a few uqueamnts,

conducted with glycerine dinitrate, showed that for it the induction period was

reduced with an increase of water prsure. It is possible that in this ase the

concentration of water plays a large role, and the accelerating action of acid, a

smaller m e, than in the case of 3G.

At large S, usually a predminant role is played by the reduction of the

duration of the third period and total time of developuet of the process is

reduced with an increase of the q tity of wter in VG; at mal , for taple

-0.006, it is possible to observe also an increased total time with an increase

of the contents of water in X0, and it can become even greater, than for anhydrous

nitro esters.

These considerations also explain the increased effectiveness of "portion"

introduction of water. If a little water is introduced, then the concentration of

acid quickly reaches, due to the "waterless" disintegration, such values, with

which hydrolysis occurs quickly and form much acid. With the repeated addition

of wter, the process of hydrolysis should not start fron the neutral begirnng and

the total time of both heating. to the fall of pressure is reduced as campared with

that whick, is observed if the entire quantity of water is added ia~diately.

The mwl influence of preliminary "dry" heating an subsequent decompoition

in the presence of water requires additional explanation. It is noceseary to



allow that in these condlitions side by side with the formtion of the highest

oxides of nitrogen procemis their redueticnl, probably to W0, and the st

addition of water does not lead to the formation of acids. If. however, the

highest axides of nitrogen ae formd in the presence of water, then it, interacting

with the., yitel yelds acid and dilutes thm so mach that hydrolysis (forming

nitric acid) proceeds with significant speed, and oaddation (destroying the highest

oxides of nitrogen) is spressed (w rcall. that the concentration of nitric acid,

strongly aeletng ydrolysis, is ch less than the cos responding concentration

for addation).

Conclusions

1. The preesnce of water an render a strong influence on the developmnt of

disintegration of 1k at increased tempeatures.

2. With sall quantities of water the type of disintegration is mintaine

inhersnt to arhydros NG, but it proceeds Nster.

3. With average quantities of water we observe three periods of disintegration:

constancy of pressure (induction period), fall of pressure and growth of pressure.

The last period proceeds faster., the more water there is, and this determines the

decrease of the total time of disintegration with the increase of the quantity of

water.

4. With large quantities of water, disintegration can be strongly delayed,

and the mxi=n of its speed can be les than even for anhydrous NO.

5. AUl thes regularities are explained proceeding fros the assumption that the

initial stage of disintegration in the presence of water is hydrolysis, in a neutral

m m proedingslowly, but accelerated by the acid products of the "anhydrous"

In favor of this assumption, as our attention was tuxned to this by B. S.

SvetLov, is also the reduction of the time to the approach of sharp acceleratior in
the disintegration anhydrous NG in the presence of oxgen; apparently, oxygen, quickly
oxidising NO, decreases the role of the reduction proceses, ieading to the decrease
of concentrtion of the highest oxiAes of nitrogen. In exactly the sae way, in the
case of thermal disintegration of diglycoldinitrate, where the highest oxides
of nitrogen are reduced and cannot form acid, the presence of water does not lead to

acceleration of disintegration.



reatica and the actusl hO"rysis. Wrolyuis 1aWs to the lti of c e.-

tmted nitric acid and orgnic prodcts, which cau oxidaticm, soclted with

hidroymt x mA accanmnied by libnrtim of a lre quantity of am pei ,
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10. On the Influence of Acids and Soda on the Disintegration of Nitroglycer-
ine in the Presence of Water

Investigation of the decomposition of nitroglycerine (NG) in Lhe presence

of water, the results of which are considered in the preceding article, led to

the conclusion that an essential stage of disintegration is represented by hydroly-

sis of MG. This hydrolysis, in the case of neutral nitroether proceeding very

slowly, can very greatly be accelerated, if there is created significant concen-

tration of nitric acid as a result of the interaction of water and nitric oxide,

formed at "waterless' disintegration of NG. The fast flow of hydrolysis leads

to the formation of very large quantities of nitric acid, and also glycerine

dinitrate which are developed more or less abruptly by oxia.Lzing-reduction react-

ions between them, acccmpanied by strong gas formation.

From this conclusion ensued two experimental ways of checking it, acconplish-

ed in this work.

I. Having added acid to MG together with water, we should imnediately or

in any case more quickly obtain that picture of flow of disintegration, which

yields a neutral product an the expiration of the induction period.

2. Neutralization by any method of a forming acid must remove or at least

delay the approach of that change of pressure (constancy, fast fall and acceler-

ated growth) which is claracteristic for disintegration of NG and certain other

nitroesters in the presence of water.

The Influence of Acids on Disintegration of Nitroglycerine In the Presence of
Water.

The influence of three acids was studied: nitric, trichloroacetic and



II

oalic. Nitric acid will be forued at hydrolysis and supposedly is the cause

of its acceeration. However nitric acid possesses not only an acid, but also

an oxidizing function, and its action could be oonnected also with this last

one. Therefore in addition to nitric acid, we studied trichloroacetic acid,

which is a strong acid, but does not have an oxidizing action, and also oxalic

acid, combining the properties of acid and reducing agent.

Methodology of EReriment

Nitric acid was introduced into NO in the following way. Nitroglycerine,

liberated by long evacuation in a thin layer from volatile impurities, was

mixed in a determined relationship with 98.5% nitric acid. In those cases,

when we investigated the influence of large quantities of nitric acid (0.15 -

1% in reference to NG), this acid NG was directly introduced into the reaction

vessel. If however we studied the decomposition of NG at a smaller content of

HN03, then into the reaction vessel we introduced prepared, as has been shown

above, acid and preliminarily evacuated neutral nitroglycerine in such pro-

portion, in order to obtain the necessary relationship between nitric acid and

NG. To avoid volatilization of nitric acid, evacuation for the removal of air

from the reaction vessel was done during continuous cooling of the latter by

liquid nitrogen. Dosage of water was done by the usual method.

Oxalic and trichloroacetic acid were introduced into the reaction vessel

in the form of aqueous solutions of determined concentration, from which the

water was removed by evacuation at room temperature. The remaining operations

in the preparation of the experiment remained as before.

Results of riments. Decomposition of nitroglycerine in the presence of

small amounts of nitric acid and small quantities of water.

At decomposition of NG in the presence of a small quantity of nitric acid

(initial pressure of its vapors in reaction vesfel btnstituted 13 =m Hg which



corresponds to the contents of acid approximately 0.3% by weight in reference
occurred

to NG) without the introduction of water, gas formation/ ) fig. 1, curve 1)

on the initial stage three times faster, than with pure nitroester and the time

before the approach of sharp acceleration of increase of pressure was reduced

approximately twice.

P/

Fig. 1. Influence of 0small quantities of water and nitric acid on decce-
position uf NG at 100 . 1) NG + HNO3, PHNO = 13 mm Hg, 68= 0.0346;
2) NG4H20+HNO 'H20+HNo3 = 14 mm Hg, S.- 0281;3)WG+H 20 PH20;: m
0.0271; 4) Ni pure, 6= 0.0329. a)p mm Hg; b)rMin.

The experiment, with which into NG were introduced water and acid approxi-

mately in equal quantity (curve 2), also provided faster development of the

process, than it was observed in the case of pure NG. It is interesting, how-

ever that at equal equilibrium initial pressure, water (curve 3) somewhat great-

er accelerated decomposition of NG, than water in combination with acid.

DecoMpositio. of Nitroglycerine in the Presence of Small Amounts of Nitric Acid
and Significant kuantities of Water.

Experiments with - 0.02% nitric acid (in reference to NG) (fig. 2) and with

different equilibrium initial pressures of water and acid vapors showed that

the presence of such a quantity of HNO3 does not change the general picture cf

disintegration: gas formation qualitatively and even quantitatively is near to

that, which yields one water: the magn-11ude of the induction period and time

before sharp acceleration of gas formation are approximately identical. Thus,



at all cantents of nitric acid relatively weakly affects thoe pe ciarities

of the process of disintegration of NG, which are conditioned bpreseace of

water. '4)

e- 2¢3W4W3UUV£

Fig. 2. Influence of small quantities of nitric acid on deccmposition
of NG in the presence of significant quantities of water at 100., 1) NG
+H20+0 .023% by weight, HNO , PH2 0+HNO - 92 mm Hg, &= 0.0363, 2) NG3H 2&+
0.817% by weight HNo 3 , H o 3 = 1R m Hg, i - 0.0287; 3) NG+H 2 0O.019%
by weight HNO PH 0+ MO =385 am Hg, 4 = 0.03170; 4) M+Hr, 0P H20 - 220 m
Hg, 0 .02Q; 55 NGIP0, PH20 = 408 nm Hg, = 0.0305.2) , ns ; b.'min.

Decamposition of Nitroglycerine in the - 1.5%

by Weight) of Mitrc Acid and Significant Quantitien of Water.

Increase of contents of nitric acid to 0.13% by weight significantly reduces

the time before the beginning of fall of pressure as compared to the experiment

in the presence of water, but without acid: the time, corresponding to Pain,

is reduced fram 65 to 23 minutes. In the ulterior development of acceleration

of gas formation this quantity of acid however almost is not reflected (fig. 3).

Only a large increase of its contents (- 1.5% by weight) greatly reduces the time

up to the beginning of fall of pressure at decomposition of wet N, but also

sharply increases acceleration of gas formation.



4) puv

a) o iv Hp; b)ymin.

Fig. 3. Influence of 0.13% by weight nitric acid on decomposition of
NG in the presence of water at 100 . Numb prs by curves - equilibrium
pressure of water and acid vapors and 6.10(in parentheses).

In this case we can no longer speak of the induction period as a period of con-

stancy of pressure. Having reached a maximum as the result of warm-up, pressure

imediately starts to fall, after which at first is comparatively slow, but then

quickly increases. 4) p mprcT

jaw#)

170 ((iJit

a) o rrlw Hg; b)min.

Fig. 4. Influence of 1.5% by weight nitric acid on decomposition of
NG in the presence of water at 1000. Numbe s by curves - equilibrium
pressure of water and acid vapors and *l0 (in parentheses).

occurred
With this, the more water was added, the later the minimum of pressure/

but the more rapidly started sharp acceleration of gas formation (fig. 4).

DecM sition of Nitrogkcerine in the Presence of Trichloroacetic Acid and
Water.

The experiments showed that addition of trichloroacetic acid in a quantity

of-, 0.5% by weight in reference to NG greatly reduced the induction period



(I'dn 48 instead of 70 minutes in the experiment with utral K;; fi. 5,
curves I and 2).

The presence of 2.66% by weight trichloroacetic acid completely detroys

the induction period - pressure quickly falls and after 19 minutes (curve 3
passes through its m4niima. ) 5

Fig. 5. Influence of trichloroacetic acid on decomposition of NO, in
the presence of water at 1000. 1) NG neutral, PH2 0 = 230 mm Hg,
d= 0.0339- 2) WG+0.48% by weight. TCA acia PH 0 = 253 = Hg, 6 =
0,0299; 35 G +2.66% by weight. TCA acid, PH20 - 30 ma Hg,&= 0.0319.
a) p mm Hg; b~rmin.

This shows that the character of deccmposition, observed on the initial

stage of disintegration of moist NG, is conditioned by acid, and not oxidizing

properties of intermediate products, formed at interaction of NG with water.

Decomposition of Nitroglycerine in the Presence of .;alic Acid and Water.

The contents in NG of comparatively small quantities (0.08 - 0.17% by weight)

of oxalic acid (fig. 6) leads to some increase of the induction period (at 0.17%

from 60 to 90 minutes). In addition, in distinction from disintegration in the

absence of this acid the pressure during the induction period does not remain

constant, but. increases, and with this all the more, acid adced. Minimum press-

ure (after its fall) is increased, and the relative magnitude of the fall of

pressure correspondingly decreases. Subsequent acceleration of gas formation is

developed somewhat faster.

Lengthening of the induction period, apparently is connected with the re-

duction of nitrogen peroxide or nitric acid, preventing the increase of acidity

a#,/



of NG; the reductiva taking place with the formation of gases is shawn by a

certain increase of pressure in the induction period; the acidity created by 0.2%

by weight oxalic acid, turns out to be too small. to replace nitric acid. The

faster approach of acceleration of disintegration supposedly also should be

connected with the reduction action of oxalic acid; oxides of nitrogen in ccm-

bination with water oxidize greater, than pure nitric acid.

At an increase of the quantity of oxalic acid to 0.71 -. 0.77% by weight,

(fig. 7). The increase of pressure in the induction period becnes even more

expressed and corresponds to the formation of 2.7 - 3.0 moles of gas per mole

of oxalic acid; fall of pressure approaches a little more earlier, but occurs

much less abruptly and less in magnitude.

Fig. 6. Influence of smi quantities of oxalic acid on decmposition
of WG in the presence of water at 10 ° . 1) NG neutral,-* H20 = 2.10 m
Hg, S= 0.0339; 2) WG+0.078% by weight 12C20 , H 0 = 256 mm Hg, if =
0.0326.; 3) NG4O.16% by weight H2C204, r H2 9 "4 m Hg., 4= 0.0313;
4) NG+O.17% by weight H20,204, - 20 = 262 m Hgf- 0.0318. a) p w. Hp;
b )Irmin. 

H
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Fig. 7. Influence of significant quantities of oxalic acid on deccm-
position of JI in the presence of water at 1000. 1) M407.$ by

weigt H 0 H0 =175 unHg. 6 - 0.0404; 2) M40.77% by wight,
H429419 2C4 0. 0326; 3) N+.62% by weight 1120204,
206 rHg, 6in00358. a) pnm HE,; b~inin.

At even larger contents of oxalic acid (1.6%) there is still no fall. of pressure

and only a certain brief delay of its increase is observed. Obviowaly, with this

concentration is developed already the accelerating action of oxalic acid an

hydrolysis, and its reduction action, increasing the concentrai4on of nitno~m

oxides, accelerates and1 strengthens oxidation an4'3irease of pressure determined

by thuum. As a result both stages - hydrolysis and oxidizing reduction routions -

are not divided clearly in time, as this is observed only in the presence of mster,,

and are placed by one another andi even converge (fig. 7, curve 3).

Influence of Soda, aM-tL On~ (isinteration of Nitroalcerine in the reMSenc of

Neutrali3ation of acid products of disintegration of MG by means of soda, was

produced by two methods: introduction of slight quantities of it in a reaction

vesel 1 or solidering an apoule to the latter, containing a significant quatity

of X&2 C03 . The advantage, of the first method includled the fact that due to the

close contact of NG with soda, fast neutralisation of the acids formed occurred.

1. Soda was introduced in a reaction vessel in the form of an aqueous solution of
determined concentration, frcs which water was renovsd by evacuation at room tm--
peraturs.
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Fig. 8. Lifluence of slight qcintities of *ode on decomposition of
Anhydrous XG at 1000. 1) W40.068% by weight Na20 3 , A = 0.0318;
2) NG neutral, 6 ' 0.0329. a) p mm Hr; b)tnin.

To the shortcomings of this method one should relate the possibility of saponify-

ing action of soda on nitroglycerine. Only volatile acids can be neutralized by

t ,, *-.and method and, in addition, their speed of entrance into the ampoule

with soda is limited by diffusion through a layer of water vapors in the connect-

ing tube.

Before conducting decomposition of NO at the joint presence of water and

soda an experiment. was set up with anhydrous NG with a mall quantity of soda in-

troduced into it. Fig. 8 shows that soda, at least in small quantities, does not

have noticeable influence on disintegration of anhydrous NG.

Otherwise there is the matter in the case of wet NG. The presence of soda

significantly increases the time to te beginning of fall of pressure. Thus, in

the presence of 0.044% by weight Na 2 C0 (fig. 9, curve 4) the duration of the

induction period was approximately 120 minute3, at the ti-ae when in the case of



neutral NG with such an Initial preseure of water vapors the fall of prossure

began after 40 min. BssiLdF%., in the presence of soda the pressure for the Aur%-

Ition of the induction period does not remain constant, but some.Aat increases

(om 5-7 = Mg). Mini== pressure in increased sinewttat aad/iFti lowering

correspondingly decreases (0.62 instead of 0.71). 49ww

AN

Fig. 9. InflUence of small quantities of soda on decompoition of
NG in the presence of water at 1000. 1) W, neutral, PH 0 29n3
pnm Hg, it 0.0367; 2) W+t0-053% by weight N 2 CO 2 P u3.1 Hgj,

~00i; 3) MG neutra1,POH2 0 230u =Hit. . 39 4) W
0.044% by weight -Na2C03, PH2 0 236 am Hg, 6 0.0377. a) p =n Hj; b)Tain.

Fig. 10. Reaction vessel for' decomposition of NG In the presence
of large quantities of soda and chalk. a) Ng b) No2CO3

Apparently, the fosd acid is neutralized by sodas and when the latter

reacts completely, usually eater in the presence of water a tall of pressure

ax4 its subsequent accelerated increase. The lesaer solubility of CO2 in nitro-

glycerine, formed at neutralization of soda, as compared with nitric acid should

be explained by a certain increase of pressure in the induction period and1 incroe

of fluin. Further increase ovcure somewhat slower, than in the absence of soda.

An even longer retardation of disintegration of NG in the presence of water

can be obtained, if one wertt to ensue neutralization of acid volatile products



of disintegration. For that, a coparatively large quantity of soda or chalk

(5-9 times more than NG) was introduced into a lateral ampoule, soldered to the

reaction vessel (fig. 10). Pressure of water vapors in the beginning of the

experiment constituted 135 u Hg. In this case gas formation began with signi-

ficant s.eed1 (fig. U1, curve 2), which later began to decrease and after 125
its

hours was lowered to /-own constant value, near in magnitude to the initial

speed of gas formation of anhydrous NG. The increase of pressure with sudh con-
An

stant speed in the future was continued for the duration of 30 days2 . [inhydrous

form of the curve p xl C:Q was observed at decomposition of anhydrous NG in the

pr .3ence of a large quantity of soda (curve 3), but the initial speed of gas

formation in this case was somewhat more higher. On a section of constancy its

values in both cases were near in magnitude (cf. curves 2 and 3 fig. 11).

Both at disintegration of anhydrous NG, and also in the presence of water

was not observed any acceleration of gas formation in spite of the fact that

pressure toward the end of tne experiment exceeded two atmospheres.

In both cases the gas phase during the entire experiment remained colorless.

Soda in the movement of the decomposition took on a brown color, probably due to

polymerization and resinification on it of intermediate products of disintegra-

tion; the walls of the reaction vessel were coated with a white deposit.

Acceleration of gas formation was absent however, in those experiments in

which soda was replaced by chalk (fig. 1, curve 4). It is characteristic that

in this case .a section was not observed with great initial speed of gas forma-

tion: decomposition for the duration 20 days went with constant ,peed, approximatf

1. Supposed as a result of interaction of NG vapors with soda on the surface of
its particles.

2. In the course of the expea.ments several times breaks were taken (every 30 hours),
marked on the graph. After interruption, the pressre always was several milli-
meters less than before it.



ly eqal to the initial speed of ds atq tim of abbydros neutra J.

C) interrupt - ,

Fig. 1 dec ome o dz ant M o in the p--nce - la

Wz

quantities of esia ad chalk 1W0 1) MG with 7  water sad soda,

speed and products of disintegration succeeded to be diffused thou a layer'.

of liquid and gas to soda. Converely, there is a fall of pressure and its teub*6-

quent accelerated increase which was observed at deccmposition of AG in the
presence of water at 1200 and (1 0.0051 (fig. 12, curve 2). If after intetmup-

sion at the stage of aharp acceleratirn of increuse of p rne tte r of

the experiment is lowered to 10 , then stron acceleration of gas fomtion

does not occur for the duration of the suepuent 130 h of heatino (f. 2,|

curve 2 after interruption).

Discussion of Results.

Results of experiments confirm and mice certain those assaptions for

checking of which they were set up. .

Introduction of nitric acid into wet NG can significantly reduce aM "09 49.

eliminate the indiuction. pelod. In the case of anhydrous nitroglyverine ,bmm,



a) pm Hg
b) -r min.
c) interruption

-I

Fig. 12. Deccmpositicn of NG in the presence of large quantities of
soda at 120° and 100° . 1) NG without soda, P H2 0 = 505 am Hg,5 =

0.0066: 2) No+Na2CO3,fH2 = 466 m Hg, O= 0.0051.

influence of nitric acid is expressed much more weaker, and even a significant

content of it (0.3% by weight in reference to NG) only twice reduces the time

to the onset of sharp acceleration of disintegration of nitro ester.

One should note that small quantities of nitric acid, even in the presence

of water, hardly accelerate disintegration. This refer& both to small, and also

to significant contents of water.

If the quantity of added nitric acid exceeds 0.1% by weight NG, significant

reduction of induction period is observed. On subsequent acceleration of gas

formation this is not reflected, since to the moment of its onset as a result

of hydrolysis will be formed much more acid and an additional increase of its

quantity to 0.1% is relatively very little and cannot noticeably affect develop--

ment of the process of decomposition of nitro ester.

Addition of 1.5% by weight nitric acid to wet NG not only eliminate., the

induction period, but also leads to significantly faster developnent of sub-

sequent gas formation.

Unforti nately, accurate quantitative estimate of the influence of actual

concentration of nitric acid and water in NG in reference to these experiments

is hampered by several causes. First, it is unknown, how at the joint presence

in the reaction vessel of water and nitric acid with NG they are distributed



betwee the gas adx liPMi phases; this distribution can be all the mor'e so

essential that the axeiet ma conducted at relatively mall 8 and hJ*

(100p) t-ne~ue when the relative contents of acid and water vapors In the

gas #mas can be sighificant. Secosntly, the method of water dosage is need#

based on maumntof volume its vapors at relatively lowromtpatr,

could be connected with noticeable inaccuracy due to adsorption of rthe on the

walls of the measuring ball. ftird, solubility of water in R~, containng those

or other additionally introduced substances (for euple, triiroctic a,

oda), can be distinguished from its solubility in purs nitro ester.

More reliable are the quntities of nitric acid introduced into G and

equlibriua total pressure of water and acid vapor*, measured at thete erue

of the experiment. In exactly the same mra the basic fixed regularities of d.

compoition of wet NG in the psesece of HMOs do not evoke doubts: reduction

of duration of induction period, significant amount necessary f or that concen-

tration of HN0 3 and smaller sensitivity of the period of acceleration to it.

Experiments with trichioroacetic acid confirm that the primary factor of

the influence of acids,. inciling nitric, on the decomposition of wet In is

their accelerating action on hydrolysis, and not the oxidizing function and

that this last action becomes strong only at significant contents of nitric

acid in NG.

This is confirmed also by experiments wi~h oxalic acid * Its mll contents

in NG (up to - 0.24 by weight) extends the induction period,. since acceleration

of hydrolysis with these quantities of H2C204 is mal, but inhibition of the

formation of nitric acid as a result of reduction of higher oxides of nitrogen

'.a great. At large (0.7 - 1.6%) contents of oxalic acid, acid action predomin-

ates and relatively fast reduction of nitric acid and partial transition of it

due to this in oxides of nitrogen leads to the more early developmnt of gas-

foradng oxidizing- reduction reactions,. which ame not 'separated in this case from



hydrolyis by a certain interval of time.

Still more convincing for confirmation of the main conclusion - about the

decisive role of hydrolysis as the "release" mechanism for the development of

transformation of MG are the results of experiments with soda aad especially

with chalk. They show, first that a necessary condition for the beginning of

the fall of pressure of water vapors and subsequent acceleration of gas forma-

tion is the accumulation of acids, and secondly, that these acids are volatile.

Speed of hydrolysis in the absence of acid is low. Therefore hydrolysis then

starts to play its decisive role, when will be formed sufficient concentration

of acid. Quantity of the latter has to correspond to the quantity of water in

MG if there is little water, then a sufficiently small quantity of acid, so that

its concentration, and consequently, the magnitude of constant of speed of cata-

lyzed hydrolysis is great. Since, the speed of hydrolysis is proportional to

the product of the constant and the concentration of water, then the influence

of acid on the constant of speed can predominate above the influence of the

concentration of water, and on the whole process of hydrolysis (but not gas

formation) will be developed faster, than in the presence of large quantities

of water.

If there is much water, then it is required to add more acid and by this

to create a condition for fast development of hydrolysis. In this case also,

the subseqcfent acceleration of the process of disintegration of NG goes faster,

since will be formed, more acid as a result of "transformation" of water into

it, and besides, acid is added to it, introduced into nitro ester in the begin-

ing of the experiment.

Thus, the most dangerous under the conditions of long stay at increased

(lOOc) temperatures1 is slightly moistened NG, if it is insufficiently thoroughly

1. At lower (600) temperatures, as show the experiments of Gorounov and Svetlov,
the stage of acceleration of disintegration of NG is attained the faster, the
more water dissolved in the nitro esters.



washed fras acid. Greatly moistne od especially coataining lM-4mp

water product is lose dangerous. Less dangeuas would be also on absolubo3y

J anhydrous product, but in such a state nitroglycalne, in practically not ree3.

inasmuch as even very m&U concentrtions of water in 3W, corsin of its

partial pressure in the surrowting atmosphere of 8 - 15 m Hg are effective.

Presence in nitro esters of imwtenot possessing considerably expressed
alkalinity, but able to neutralize acid (for eample, chalk), prevent the

development of hydrolysis and subsequent acceleration of decomposition of

nitroglycerine.

CONCW8IOL5

1. Nitric acid in small concentrations slightly accelerates decomposition

of nitroglycerine in the presence of water. Increase of concentration of acid

to ten fractions of a percent leads to fast developuet of hydrolysis of NO; at

even larger increase of quantity of acid the developmnt after hyrolysis of

oxidizing-reduction reactions is also, accelerated.

2. Hydrolysis of MG is accelerated also by trichloroacetic arid oxalic acids.

In the last case howuver, at smll concentrations of acid, hydrol.ysis lags due

to the reduction action of H2C204 on the products of "anhydrous" disintegration.

3. Substances, neutralizing acids (soda, chalk), prevent (at disintepw..

tion of NG in the presence of water) fast development of hydrolysis and subsequ-

ent acceleration of gas fozuation as a result of the oxidizing-reduction

reactions between the products of hydrolysis.



the hJ2 tic &h .1 d-(, tovo -oCtr e

e-ti-caf oil nractical initerest. "iver the'vw ep#Anat. f -the ieclhanisv ,of thrr

lin i~intat4.on is .to yhnprel bbmt.ci1 l~t~ si h'* by netir

-~nE~~the, iecobposition e4e -of' a ky hroniti'ates inther eAseWss ptarvse £

a e.ple of a~llel and -sequential reactions-. Nib pstono oy'it~e,

,tu-iieI in loj Atai1, e~ ilyiii the liqui Phaxse, uinder conditions, Ieditinr

to~~hap ~~f-cceei~~io',represent*i az u Ioubtpedly Jf still more, cozpplidp'ttd

In this'- work Is diecribed -aseAiniterya! o'- temeratures C_/fittr.

tion of thermal rF6,mposition. in- liquid phas'e of one of the tist iportaxit nitro

ete -.'4nitroglyvcerih6 M and, in, particulakr, its ~if.i-accelerated, Ais in'tetra tion..

*tud:oI the-o mpsto 'of ' io rd n4cted by hemaoletri neth 1r _utl'.

apvpliestimi' o6f 4, elAISS mar'dometear' typea of 'Bourion [CT'. atio, of the volutqe

-xi ndtro' ester to, that of 'the reactidn Ve.3#1, IesiThatea h 'irft#r as t or

;tit utv 10) to 107

Dr~oi~post~ o niryoie rersnts at 1eastj 'a: two-pOhaie process

E J.thtig cah be sefin- especially cle0arly in ekxiin the, dependence of the

S'epl of. p.&s-fdrmation,-from pressure in 'logaikthic coordinates (F0i'a ) where

th6 pourse of 1iit r it: i described by twoStraight lines rPat'roceedirit undier

various SeJ~s. ESach of these: tmo macroscopic-sta~ges of decoposition pseSes,

its own dharacteristic features.

On first stage no 'siharp self-acceleration is observed even durin. -the acm

u) ation- of sighificanit quantities -of gasif'orm'products. Hence it das at this



'tl"~ condluctid,. despite cenerally-held earlier presentations, Vta gasiforM- p-

ducts in these conditions do not -displayr a catalytic 'action On- the th-lditin4 5-- {
I tegrktion of nitoglycerifte [iJ.

Disintogration. of, nitro~g.cerina in first stage- can, be .chaiacterised. by-thej

mean agnitude of the initial speed of gas, formation, calculated- for-the intterval{

of pressure of _products-of disittegration from its begngto0-0mHg

Such acalculation. is- -not fully- accurate, -since in, certain cases65 ini the initia

setction of the first. stag -there occurs a small growth in sped cerydvloped

at'higher temperatures-and significant degrees of' filig of terato esl

Us, -formation 'with -this can be, accelerated, in. the licai~ted. interval -of -reading o

sedby 1.5-4 times.

The- value. of - shows, significant infl~uence qq the, initial- speofw, 6;7wma-_

tion. In all studied: interw~ls of tomeaue (10-0) _-initial speed, of g

formation falls with an increase inl.

AnI

Fig. 1.. Influence ,of pressure- of gasiform product,*-,of Adcomosition
of nitroglycerine, on it; isintgration at different, 'Ieturs ind
4 6 0.03 1l.ogtp/v mu cfinJ 2--,.p 77J..



Pte- inxnnentia1 multip liedr 13 in Arreriius- -equation corresponuds to- l0~ anr]

I 20, 5Pc 4 fTor sm Yall and larpe J ,- respecti~Veir,,i

The first of the- values obtained, for .8, And _B #6 near to those, calcuilatd

aPccord1ing -to the data of Roeto.Fromd the §peed. of -spitt inqg-off odf nitroren

lurinp tho decompositioni of tnitrorglycerine "In a str'eak of cdarbon dioxde~ g[as [a1j.
Caldulatin adcordihe to Robertson gives EBo 13.-7 kca;l/Mol an B i . 64 ,

antuco ,baied- -foi large 'A is near to- the energy -of' breakAwayZ -of NO2

~urnpth dsinegatonof al, ninonitrats; 395.5 kcAl/mol for- methylitrate;

6]and b,1,2Z kcal-/mol for 6thylnitrate-[9If

In -conrioction with, -this Oo- *, ould~ rdte' that the -decomnposition, of nitrogly -

carine is -chardaterized i'J. the -first stagj -by presence or nhitiogen perox*ide in the

gasiformh prbducts of disinteg'ration which can,,be judged by the change of color of

the fphase,(browniing)., noticeable. to the, eye, and ,also by special colorimetric
Sthet

experiments, the -results of which showed that the fraction',of N02. in gases reaches

The second stage of decoMposition ot nitroglYcerine, the, stag4. of sh,.arp

accelieAtion of' gas formation,. 3.ets, in only under the, condition, that, thb,,prqcsuxi6

of -the foried*gases attains a definite critical value,. whic~h ini a significant

interval, of JU(10O3"-lO) is a magnitude approximately constant for a g,,iven te*mpe"r

ature and, consequt~ntly, does-n6t. depend on'the degree of decomposition.

Flowi of tecomposition abruptly changes during transition to the second stage.,

If in: the 'first, stage' (in the section of the induction, period) the speed, of Cgas

form ation increased- only by 2-3 -times and was, propor tional to pressure in 'a deg0.r ee6

nignificptntly less t ,han unity,,then in the second stage it becoMes proportional

apptroiiately to the square of the pressure of the gasifori products of decqnrapos-

ition (i,1) and can exceed the initial speed~ by a hundred times. An analogous

picture of disihtegrat4-on wams obtained for nitroglycol, anid also, according to the

ti- -- - - -- - --ll - -
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Yig-.-? Influence of degree, of fillingof re&tho ivs~l ha initial
s3peed of gas formation ~during-the~d ~4segration of-nitrogl.ycerine., w *.

ratio of initial speed at given §t6 it S value, at I 103j. (lO 3

Infg. srepeeseito the-dependenc ofii-lsedof gas formation, on

the-magnitude-of 1. For-consideration of this depeznend at d prnttemperaturis

teeare given not absolute values of speed, but the ratio of initial speeds at-

corresponding values of i to, -initial spned at* 1 l1-3, As can be seen from the K

graph, the influence of Ion-initial speed of gas formatioti is developed iore,

abruptly with growth in temperature-, Ini the region of: saall. 6, intals 4 trong,

ezr depends more strongly on the degree of filling of the -vessel thaiiin region of,

high,$ and at & 3-10-2' it practicallY no longer changes.

It is, necessar~y to not~e in connection with this that, the lowering of initiil

ps seed with 9,rowth 'of 0, is a general regularityr for the disintegrat*9on of. man sotud

ied liquid nitro esters: for melting pentAryithi-itetetranitrate according to thi"

data of t. I. Kayd~mov, and also, for -nitogj col, digiy~oidr~nitziate and dinitratis

of glycerine by our data. At the same time B. S.Samsonov E-27, C32 establiph'9d*

that the degree of filling of the vessel does not affect the initial speed- of :~

formation during the disintegration of nitrocellulose.->

The explanation of this phenomenon is hi'ipred by the absence of data on the,

details of the mechanism of nitro estir decompositioni. However, it ii possible-,~
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(-nier t'a-' e causes st 5isating the influence of J-Ton he initial zpe- f Of

ras formation lie not 'so much in the solubility of ',ases or in the h speed f

"-i-inteiration of nitro esters in the gaseous phase [57, as in the flow of second-

ary brocesses of oxidation of organic substances by. nitrogen peroxide, the speed

of which is connected with the degree ,of disintegration, possibly in combination

with the reversibility of the reaction of Primary 'reakaway of NQ2 from the molecule

of 1the nitro ester.

in view of the significant and quantitatively different influence of 6 bn

the magnitude of the initial spee, at various temperatures, evaluation of the

tenerature dependence of -the speed of gas formation was done somewhat formally;

it was letermined separately for I =io-3, i. e. , for that degree of filling of

the reaction Vessel, in wrihose region it -trongly affects initial speed, and for

4 =lO , at which the initial speed of gas formation becomes practically constant.

iI -

Fir. 3'. Irfiluence of temperature on initial speed of gas formation
durinp disintegration ofnitroglycerine. 1- (lO 'to 30)10-",
2-A =(300 to 150)'l 1-. 1) Initial seed of gas formation; 2) Tem-
perature, 1O3/TK; 3) Log (A v T ).?n cm3/g.min]

In 'both cases the dependence of speed of gas formation on temperature is sub-

or-.inated' to the equation of Arrenius. Activation energy Z, calculate&l y the

aenp.ent/anple of inclination of the line in coordinates log (AP/A v ) init.-(I/T),

for' imall j constitutes 13,6 kcal/=ol and for large 6 , 39.3 kcal/mol (Fig. 3).



data of B. I. .yv ,. for solutions, of pent ythrite tetranitrate i,

at 1200.k
The magnitude of the critical pressure depends on temperature, incrAsing

witli an increase: in the latter. Thus at 800 ( S =6-6o-03) it constitutes 60- ,

80 mm Pg; at 1009 -1. 5-60. 10-3 )180-210 )m kq, and at 1200 ( V,|.3-60.103)

1, 0 in, 5oo A ri te at 140 ° with, I :1510-3 and 29103 gave 1000 and ' K
800 m Ng, respectively; at- a smaller, degree of filling--of, the.-reaction 'vssel, °

the decompositidn of nitroglycerine at this tem+perature did not pass i!nto the

second stage, in spite of the fact that, the pressure of the gasifori products

attained 350m Hg during disintegration.

The presence of critical pressure, not depending'directly on the degree of

disintegration, and also the original. character of the decomposition of nitrogly-

cerne in the second stages are cornected, apparently,,, with reactions, in which

there is partic.pation of' gasiform products dissolved in the condensed phase.

It is pcssible to allow that the decomposition of nitroglycerine in the, liq4d

phase- proceeds in two-ways. To- -the first way correspo)d reactions :which ar not °.

accelerated by the gasiform products of disintegration. The speed of this process

does not grow with pressure. The alternate way is the disintegration of nitro-

glycerine duringI its interaction with products of decomposition; the speed of this

process is proportional to the square of the pressure of gaseous products of

disintegration. It is natural to assume that the initial speed of gas f6z*tion

characterizes flow of disintegration by the first way, and that the acceleration

observed in experiments is the result of the development of disintegration reactions

'f nitroglycerine by the alternate path. Hence for the initial -stage, when the

decrease in the concentration of parent substances can be neglected, the total

speed of gas formation is dt ! w+kp2, Where w-speed of the process not accelerated

by pressure, i. e.7the initial speed-of gas formation, p-pressure-of gasifctm

•All



factor!

nrodurts, and k-proportionality/. If shown considerations are correct then curves

of44 f)in logarithmic coordinates must be expressed by straight lines With

tanrents of the anle of irclination of nearly two. Processing of results of ex-

perim-nts shovn in Fig. 1, indeed shows that in these coordinates a stvaight line

is obtainett if for w/ take a value, close to the initial -speed of gas formation,
(Fig. It, line' 1). For graphic eonparison, the curve of dependence of speed, of

total gas generation on pressure for experiments at 100' is .iven (curve 2),.

MSir

-t t

Fig. 4. Influence of pressure of .gasiform products of decomposition
of nitroglycerine on the increase of speed of gas formation above its
initial value at different .temperatures. 1-at 80, lO0 and 1200; 2-
i _luence of prepsure on general speed of gas formation at l00'; 3log

2 : -rit n~mcr'/gMinj-logPfZmm HgJ.
that the beginning

Proceeding from the presented, f-material j it followes to- assume/of the
.4to/

second stage, 6L disintegration is conditional and corresponds/that moment, when the

concentration in the liquid phase of products of disintegration which accelerate

th4 re1action beo ~es -significant and the speed of their interaction with the parent

qubstance starts to -pedominate over the speed of reactions whose course is not

accelerated by the ' r ducts of disintegration.

In favor of the assumption of the leading role of gaseous products of dis-



integration durkng the :self-accelerated, decomposition of nitroglycerine," there

are experiments with pure nitroglycerine in the presence of gasiform products

obtained in other experiiments during t!'ie decomposition of this nitro ester at

the stage, of sharp acceleration. With addition of these Products the speed from

the very beginning of the experiment exceeds by tins and hundreds of times the

I initial speed of gas formation during disintegration 6f pure nitroglycerine.

With this,, the greater the addition of products, the-higher is the speed of die-

integration.

The -process of the decomposition of nitroglycerine in the second stag.:ap- 

pears, evidently, principally as the hydrolysis of the nitro ester with the for-

mation of acid in conjunction with oxidation reaction generating wat"r.

The established influence of temperature on.magnitude of Critical pressure

can be conditioned on the one hard by a change of solubility of gases- with tern.

perature and on other by the fact that the speed of the reaction which, is' not

,accelerated by products of disintegr#tion (primary reaction) grxvs faster with

temperature than that of reactions which. depend on pressure. As a result of

this, in order for the speed of reactions, which depend opvprassure to exceed

noticeably the speed of the reaction which does not depend onl it, at higher tem-

peratures a large concentration of gasiform products of disintegration in liquid

phase is necessary.

The sedond stage of decomposition of nitroglycerine is characterized by

an extremely weak influence of temperature on the speed of ;gas 'formation. As

can be seen from the graph (Fig. 1) at ,pressures' above the, critcal,jin

#I



of s.harp r.cceloration, the points of dependence / at C'0, lOl) jnA ]'.4'

Iir on 'practically one line, i. e. , the speed of [as foriation depends only on

th'i pressure of the products of decomposition and not on temperature. The depen-
lence characterizin, the course of reactions of disinteyration of nitroplycerine by

the secorA path at these sa.e temperatures (Fig. 1i) also constitutes a sinrle line.

The absence of an influence of te-p~rature on the speed of gas formation durinp the

I-integrtion of nitroplycerine, conditioned by the interaction of products of

ester decompostion, may be 'c.nnected with the fact that with an increase in tem-
oerature, the increase in the speed of the reaction is compensated by a decrease

in the concentration of 'reacting 'substances due to the lowering of solubility of

pasifor prbducts in nitroglycerine. Therefore, in the given case the temperature

-Ion~ence of speed of process should be estimated with the influence of tempera-

ture on the solubility ,of products of disintegration in condensed phase taken into

rcount. if one were to betin from the assumption of compensation of increase of

'I -integration rate with temperp.ture by a decrease in the solubility of gases,

then it is possible to consider that the activation energy of the reaction of

-decomposition of nitroglycerine with participation of gasiform products will be

near to their heat of dissolution in this nitro ester. Thus, since the heat of

Jissolution of gases in liquids is as a rule, small as compared with the activation

energy of the primary reaction of disintegration of nitroglycerine 00 kcal/mol),

the activation energy of leading reactions on second stae is also small.

This circumstance, important for evaluating the stability of nitro esters,

should be considered in studying the behavior of these substances during storage

-n1 processing. In real eiwitions, when the removal of products.of disintegration

from th mass of the substance is hampered (large volume and low temperature),

the lecomposition of a nitro ester is determined basically by its interaction with

tPsP Productsi this interaction possesses a sharply self-accelerated -haracter and



4i

IsMall temperature, coefficient of speed. Therefore a. characteristic of the dis-

N3int-vration of hitroglycerine, determining its stability during storage and pro-

cessing, is the magnitude and temperature dependence of the induction period,

during which the conditions of developent of subsequent reactions are formed.

Conclusions

, Thermal disintegration of nitroglycerine in liquid phase during 80-14O0

in presence of products of decomposition was investigated.

2. The presence during the disintegration of nitroglycerine of two macro-

scopic stages, whose course depends only on the contents of producqs of disinte-

gration, but not on its depth, was established.

3. On first stage of decomposition gasiform products of disintegration show

practically no accelerating effect on the speed of gas formation. The iniiti

speed of the latter depends on the degree of filling of the reaction Vessel and is

characterized by the normal temperature coefficient of this speed for nitro esters..

'A. In the second stage of decomposition the speed of gas. formation dipends on

the pressure of gasiform products of disintegration approximate64 to the second

degree and can exceed the initial speed by at least a hundred times.

5. The results obtained are considered in the light of the asswzption of

a simultaneous flow of two processes of decomposition of nitroglycerine. 'The first

of them represents spontaneous decomposition, not accelerated by gasiforin products

of disintegration. During the second process there occurs interaction of nitro-

glycerine, with products of its disintegration, as was assumed by S. Z. Roginskiy

[7], ith the speed depending on contonts of these products.

Author expresses great gratitude to K. K. Andriye4 for his constant interest

in the work.
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*V.- .Gorvuriv and B.- 4. -Svotlov

Thermal dislntegraicn, of_ nitroglyceine~w and other, niUtr. eater in, liuid I
phaseis investigated basican-. y at a cca'atiVi3,y -itg teeauebt also,

rslitiwl-es3) dpeemoffilling of apileintheca' ofpJcLioaq of

nanatric, method [),£7 77ad(*.The, results obtainod with this,

interesting from the. point of- *iew of Wzlinn the- m*Wwbim a:f decomipoition,

cannot be., however, -dfrictT..* used for' description- of 'beaior of zitkt* esters *
under the conditions- jbst interestin& from the point of view 'of 'Practicej, I- e.

during, low tempe'tur mnd inkimum concetration of products Qf disneato

in substance.

In order to reproduce -the indicated dxnditionsi of disintegration. , eappied

the method described earlier [17, imoifting -it. for -adum filling p peim

inari 1y evacuated -ampule and glass memerter unitedwith ,it, ith liquid nitro

ester.

Fi9. 1. Diagram, of instrument for stuidy -of thermal decomposition of
liquid nitro ester during ms~uha filling Of ampae.,

1) manoter with pointer$ 2) intake 3) Vessel for evsc'tionof -nitro
ester during preparation of eperiment, 4) reaon vessel, 5-6) drainsI
-f=..-.=riecting instruzwrt ,vit vacuum instaltion,. 7) branch f or ent-'
rance of niteo ester,



For preparaetion and effec tuation of such experimennb we used the instru ent,

depicted in fig. 1. Glass manm~ater 1 with the thin intakq 2 united with vessel

3, are intended for preliminary evacuation of nitro estier in a thin layer. The

experiment was prepared in the following manner. At first we measured thi inter-

nalvolume, of reaction vessel 4 and, glass manometer to the place of Subsequent

resoldering of intake 2, by means of weighing the instrument with water. After

determiniing the voiume the instrument was JoiLned to the vacuum installation with

the help-of connecting rubber tubes) put on crimped branches 5 and 6 of the glass

marmter and vessel. Through branch 7 in vessel 3 -we placed the exact weighed

amomnt of nitro ester (nearly 1 g), after which this branch was soldered. Nitro

ester, ina thih layer, was pumped not less than 6 hours at a pressure of i0 -4- -

107 5n of -merCurY to full removal of volatile impurities, which was judged by

the absence of pressure increase 'in the instrument aftei- disconnecting the pumps.

Then nitro ester was transfused into the internal cavity of the glass manometer.

Surplus of nitroester)under light heating by a stream of water vapor, was driven

frm intake back into vessel 3. The intake, after being completely purified of

traces of nitroglycerihe, was :quickly resoldered and the instrument disconnected

from the vacuum installation. The' quantity of nitro ester in the instrument was

judged by the difference between the initial weighed amount and the weighed

ambunt, remaining after resoldering of intake 2 in vessel 3. The prepared in-

struiant was connected by drain 5 with the mercury manometer, placed in liquia

thermostat and the increase of pressure of gasiform products of disintegration

in time was measured. Before measurements it was necessary to mix contents of

instrument by repeatedly driving the gas bubble from manometer 1 to the lower part

of reaction vessel anI back again; since otherwiseypressure, especially in the

beginning of the experiment, either barely grows or grows nonuniformly, which is

due, apparently, to the great thickness of the layer of nitro ester in which

diffusion of gases proceeds slowly.



-Dccosto of -nitroglycerine at t degree of tilling (4), cloo#, to ow,

was investigated at 40-1000.

Disintegrationini these conditions is characterized by the-presence ~o two

macroscopic stages, .similar to thati -which was observed at higher temperituire and

significantly smaller degrees of filling of reaction vessel.

4

Fig. 2. Change of gas formation in time durin eopsto~f
nitroglycerine at * 3 and different teiperaturq"S.

1) VolumeofgsfrPrdcsof dsterto---c /, Ti,

Fig. 2 presents curves of change -of volume of gasifora produacts of disinte-

gt'ation in time for parallel experiments -at j- 1/- t~mperature, b,0 n 00

As can be seen fromn graphs presenited, in the beginning Of disintegration gas

formation, especially during low temperature.. proceeds slowly for a ln ie

After induction period gas formation starts abruptly grqingattaining viagnitudesq'

exceeding its initial rate hundreds of times.

Under detailed consideration -.9o-rbjults received it turns out -that analogy

with exeriments at s=3l 3 . is limited in mary respects only by the quxaitati~4

side.

In experiments at 4O0, the duration of whio% reached 8 months, sharp
acceleration was not attained.,



Fig. 3. giveein coordinates. I| h.- . dependence of initial rate of

gas foricn -0n tev~perature, characterizing disintegration of nitroglycerine in

the first stage. This dependence is expressed by the straight line, however, the

tanent of its angle of inclinatioi is significantly less than in experiments

under increased temperature with small. t', correspondingly activation- energy

in, or experiments constitutes only 29, instead of .40 kilocalori /gram-molecule.

for ,thei -case of small degrees of fillingz of reaction vessel. In other words, the

temperature coefficient of initial rate of gas formation during disintegration of

nitr.Oglycerine- undej the conditions of our experiments is significantly less than

that, which can be obtai ed, extropOlatink, for example, the results of Robertson

/7 , and also our data for small S at low temperatures. Ratio of rates at 60

and.,40,. obtained by-extrapolati6n, constitutes nearly 50-60, during the exper-

iment it showed a- magnitude of nearly, 16.

i "-

Z. .7 1 4 1 J..-

Fig. 3. Influence of temperature on initial rate of as foration -

during disi~ntegration of nitroglycering at 40-100~ l log rzEn cTm/p mn/

1. ReSults of investigations of disintegration of nitroglycerine in liquid
phase at small degrees of filling and the higher temperatures are presented in
the preceding article of the present collection.



-gives-- indepe*t& Indenice of initial rite offPig. +3 voi its .  fAv 7 ...

gas, f.o Ati:an-.n te .peraiure' characterizing disintegration of nitroglycerine in

the first stage. This- depedencenis cadrissed b the straight line. howeve rte

tangent -of its angle of, ihbcihtion is significantly less than in experiments

under increased temperature -with small. * , correspondingy activation energy

in, or experiments, constitutes -only 29, instead of- 40 kilocalori gram-molecule-

f .the t +case of Small degrees of filling, of reaction vessel. In other words, the

temperature coefficient of initial rate of gas formation during disintegration of
I

nitrogly cri, •under tho conditions of our experiments is, significantly less than
that"* which can be obtained, xtropolat4n, for example, the results of Robertson

,-g, and also our data for -igll4 at lcw temperatures. Ratio of rates at 60

and, 4o0, obtained+by- extrapolatin, constitutes nearly 50-60, during- the -exper-

iment it showed a, magnitude of nearly 16.

-7
?5 .7 2.0 41 V.

Fig. 3. Influence of temperature on initial rate of as fo ation 3
during disi'negration of nitroglycrn at4-1000. 15 log ni cln/p mn/

1. Results of investigations of disintegration of nitroglycerine in liquid
phase at small degrees of filling and the higher temperatures are presented in
the preceding article of the present collection.



-Fig. 4. 'Influence of' pressure of disitegration poduts -on :kite,
obf -gas, foration dUr 4'ng deca Mosf ni0olnel (!E) "at
different temperatures. 1 o ~t m/ iJ

The I c~paritivoly mall temperature ceoefficient of rate of, gas fom a"ini

the first -stage of deccaposition of -NG can be duo to the-6 chneseifcgai

Po V.parate reactions in gas, formation and, in particUir, 'to the increase of theq

role of hydrolytic and oxidiin eci ontert fwih appaenly dpe

lesow temperature, than, the rateof tthermal disihtegratin isptoesao

large stortge- of pobducts of disintegration ,in. nitro, ester due ,to high dege o4f

filling reaction v.eseol.

After achievement of'definiite- critical 'presure of products bf d cpoiti-

there begins a, stage of sharp Acceleration,, analogous; to diiitigratiofi 1t Jhir

temperature. Fig. 4 rersnstedpnec.of rite of, cdhange of preSsx- -oft

the pressure of products of disintegration at,60, 80 and 100a. Fraat grajhs.pre-

sented it is clear that the rate of gas formtion in- a seion ,imof shajrp accel1ra-

tion depends on teimperature, significantly- ."s. than in, the ,first stage. if acti-

vation energy, calculated by initial rates of gas formation, constitutes 29 kilo-

calorie/gran-znocule, then activation energy, corresponding to the -secbh stage

aid calculated by rates at identical pressure of gasiform products is considerably

less and coattitutes 15 kilocalori/p. .-olcule.



A~te of -gas 'forrAtion- in the ,second 'stage is prqpbrtidmiJ apprOOxI*nate to I

the-second- degree .of preasur.'of, products of det6* psition. The presence of this

dependence both at uaill -and. increased temperatures, and at U&rge j And'

~relAtiVeiR l6W temperaturesallows uis to m Ake asptions,-cncernizig te similar-

ity -of Processes, p*rocesihg:k ath stage -of sharp- accelerbiiori in a, wide range of

tnPritixres (6'0!-140).*

11agnituds -of -the critical pressure deperds on, tempirature, being increased

wih t4ltter._ 'Thu at *60, 00,:and, 1000' critical p-ressulre constitutes respect-

ively nearly 250, 5 00--,and100 niiutf-mercury. Comiparison of thesde magnitudes

with critteal prebsiures, opbtainted during siiall degrees of filling qhows that, with

increase- jS frm. -0.1 to,4~ critical prsueis increased 5-7 tiMes

(drn sm;ll. it constitutes, for- 800 nearly 70 and for 1000 nearly 200 nmm of C

Sinficant groWth, of critical pressure during iiierease of degree of filling n

to, it s wx =u m magitud6 'can be explained by the fact that in the ,earlier stagesa

of disintegration, wifl be forined chiefly* less ~activ6 products of decompoition,

&i- a res6ult of which- their pressure over hitiro ester, necessary to 'transfer q

deOMposition into, second stage, should be higher. However it is possible, -to t

sh;-,j that with certain assupption6 the degree of filling of the reaction Volume

has to affect the- magnitude of critical pressure duiring constant compooition- of

the products of decoqmposition. If wve assume that the products of disintegration

are composed of gas accelerating disintegration and comparatively well soluble in

nifro ester, and gases, not participating in disintegration and which are poor~ly

soluble, then the critical pressure turns out to be the more conion pressure of

the products of disintegration, with wihich the pressure of the accelerating gas

reaches definite and constint values for a given temperature (not depending on



IfWeacep tee ss$9i0s then the dependoe of -e#4041.sue

nitudes jIwwill be- -expx'ssd by* eqoioon

where A and -B, arel cosatt -coefficients, de~endin onlyon te.WMpeaue uig

which, -A> B.

Considerationi of this e~qession 4h~ko that- it smA&Ul dereso illing

with, ihcrease -of the- latt~r it, is noticealy- inrae chi eea grees

with- the- experiment.

The data obtained about disintegrition -of -itioglyciiie. tiertted. -Uisto-

estimate inflUence of,-temperatur-e on, magnid o'nuti erod, drn hc

time a. def inite quantity of gaseswere liberated- "correspo-ndigtapesueo

nearly ,1000 run of mercury. With, this pressiW6 -the -disinteratio o N i car

acterised, independenit of, the temperature of rhe e perimenAtbaveyhi rt

of gas fortioin and 'a large prouct ofaci sustaces

quantity of which through titration by alkali of' 4qeu xrc coirespondsto

their, concentration in nitroglycerine, (in conversion,'to nitric acid) in, thi_. orde

of percent.

Fig. 5, ilustrates, influence of 'temperature mo~ duration of Vrdti4*, perio

for experiments with different dekriis of filling,.of reaction 'v*-sel(bpth with

maximum, and with lesser values :of a)in a wide- rang. f temperatues(-

1400).



ifon tannti of nrgl:o nlinino hsstagtlncntt~e

Magnitud ycrciedfo erints iet dere of 0 f3ilalrnge ftm

eTs dO-1400efo (stuhdie 2) coitts debdb kilao regA leu and ~

orites is 0.00sse at str2 2 ioaloi/ght lnmoec, traight line 3).ow

dependec durin uto eidoneprtr o disintegration of nitroglycerinei h rsneo eopsto

pruts aismi-fun tedegre of filling of reaction vessel ge f1060 agn lso

appntbye eperaed rexerinatus with An00 inrae of teapd

lwrofeperature J-10 (tah die2)crstirot3tos 263 kilocalorie/gram-molecule.

the drinsults oinedralow st sinetebhvo of nitroglycerine i h rsneo eopsto

under the conditions of its storage,



Extapaion show -that, duration of inUctionpp o of-,AdiiteAC t of7r nitro

glycerine at 200' under the conitimns, when produhcts- of dooa" tc a"ea~s

-nto ,ester, codnstitutes- X7 year ,qvver,, if pVroduct fdsnerto

hivf the opprtunity, to this or that degree,,to leave th odne hsthen

the inducticn period ,becoass ccorespon ingl s. At. j . 0.03 -the-Indudtibh

period- for 20' constitutes neaLy 100 years. Further decrease of dogre. of fill-

ing or reaction, vessel to, 0.006 increases induction perio -tol 2200yeas Wijt

'Coamsison of- these magnitudes- one-:should .consider that durig '.the-tizi of 'induc-

tinperiod a differ~ent degree of' disintegratio is-attie depending, u#po --mg-

nituide 8 * If 'one -were tot take, in all case quantity of 'gasifn poducts
during- full, disintegrto o nirgycerine v, 600 c/gthen inga

;the degree of disintegrationi will cohititute- nearly, 0."2%' 1;urig r .043Inearly 3%, and -during z0.006 nearlq. 11%. It is -necessary toindicate that.

such- estimation -of degree! of, disiptegration, at leasqt fo experimenswth,

imum Iis very-,conditional,'in-,view- of sipnificaot condtent of-'acid: prod4* in

nitroglycerine at the stage of ahorp acceleration,,,*iqh;4as- alzead tioned

above.

With magnitudes of inductio'n period, obtained for -206" in presen0ce- of products,

of disintegratiqvj it is possible -to ccmpare resvults of extrapolation, of' Robet-

son 's' dataf t~ o±' decomposition ot nitrogyerine under the ,conditionii, of

cumilsory removal of gasiform.pout of, disintegzation by a#flW-of CO~ t'i

turns out that in these conditions the degree, of disintegration0.% corresponding

to an induction period at f*wl, mist be attained-within 3000 years;, degree, of

disintegration 3%, corresponding to induction period at i e1943o -within,

S50.,000 years and., finally degrse of disintegration 17%,, corresponding to-

induction period at 4 1- 0.006, -within 300,,000 years. Shown nuanitudes are.-

incomparably larger than those, which ensue fromu f'sults of expriments an



disintetration of rdtroglycerine in presence of products of decomposition.

Conclusions

1. The decomposition of nitroglycerine at low. temperatures (40-1000) is

stUdied.

-2i It wa&,shown that decomposition of nitroglycerine with these temperatures

prdceeds- qaaitativel; similarly with disintegration of nitroglycerine at higher

teiperatures(!0-49O). This siAmilaity lies in the presence of two macroscopic
stages, critical pressuro and approximate proprtionality of rate of gas formation

n _second stage to square of pressure of products of disintegration.

3, it is also shown that along with knqwn similarity is quantitative distinc-

tion in disintegration, of nitroglycerine during low and during high temperatures.

'Temperature dependence Of initial rate of gas formation during low temperatures

is expressed more weakly. In the second stage of decomposition critical incre-

ment of rate, ;f gas formation constitutes nearly 15 kilocaloie/gram-molecule

differing from high temperatures, where the rate of gas formation in second stage

viftually does not depend on temperature.

i. Afn estimation is ade of the magnitude of induction period of disintegra-

t16n d nitroglycerine at 200. The results obtained are comparec with the in-

fluence of the degree of filling of reaction vessel on the possibility of removal

of gasiform products of decomposition from nitro ester.

5. Peculiarities of decomposition of nitroglycerine at low temperatures are

considered in an asstmption about the increase in the first stage of disintegra-

tion of "specific gravity" of reactions of hydrolytic and oxidizing character with

a relatively small temperature coefficient of rate, predominant in the secona

stage.



6. Developed-is a methodology of study of thermal disintegration of explosive

substances at a maximm degree of filling of reaction vessel, allowing us to 

widen the investigated range of temperature in the area of lower temperatures.

The authors express gratitude to K. K. Andreev for his considerable instruc-

tion during discussions of the work and the formulation of its results. , .
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13. Influence Of 'ater And Acid On Self-Accelerated Disintegration Of
Kitr ir ycerir.e.

Thermal decomposition of nitroglycerine in liquid phase in the presence of

products of disintegration is a diphasic process, [-3_J; [5.]. The first stage

the induction period, is characterized by a comparatively small and slowly in-

creasing rate of decomposition; the second stage proceeds with great self-

acceleration. The duration of the induction period is influenced by the condi-

tions uner which the experiment was conducted. Different impurities, in parti-

cular water, acid, nitrogen peroxide, accelerate decomposition, reducing this

period.

later has an especially strong influence and to an even greater degree

water with acid or with nitrogen peroxide, forming acid during interaction with

water [lJ. This allowed us to make assumption about the leading role of hydro-

lytic processes, taking place during decomposition of nitroglycerine both in the

presence of watt- and acid, and during self-accelerated disintegration of nitro

ester without additions 5-7.

xaperiments, conducted at their own time to study the influence of water

and acid on decomposition of nitroglycerine, do not give quantita,1ive presenta-

tions on the role of concentration of impurities and temperature of experiment,

since results of these experiments were received by manometric method or by meth-

od of flash in ampules [L] during a small ratio of volume of nitro ester to

volume of ampule. Therefore a significant and sometimes indefinite part of

the impurities and products of disintegration was in the gas phase and a



quantitative estimate of their cgiposition and role in the process of dec*Ppas-
tion of nitro ester could be performed only by taking into accouit pr0cesses of

diffusion and dissolution, which was not possible-under the Conditions of the I

experimeftts. -Bsides these experAim . were conducted during relatively high

temperature (mainly at 100 0ard- above), in- a nan'v range which by itself hamper-

ed extrapolation of results at the lower t emperatures, of interest to the

practicians,

In connection -with this- experiments were set up wth application of

manometric method at practically full filling of volume of ampule ,of -nitro

ester which allowed us to trace decomposition of nitroglycerine in the preisence

of water and nitric acid (both separately and together), at a range of 40.- loop.

Dosage of water and acid was realized by freezing out definite quantites

of their vapor in reaction vessel with nitro ester, preliminarily liberated

from volatile substances by means of exhaust. Accuracy of dosage, chdcked by

"empty" experiment. (without nitroglycerine), constituted, + 3%.

Experiments on decomposition of nitroglycerine at 100&and maximum degree

of filling of vesselg showed (fig. 1) that in the presence of 0.2% weight of

water the acceleration of disintegration sets in' significantly faster (approxi-

mately 1.5 times), than in the pressnce of the same quantity of nitric acid,

and 2.5 times faster, than individual nitro ester.

An analogous result is received at lesser 1 (0.03) in the presence of

0.5% weight of water. In this case acceleration sets in 3 times faster, than

in experiment with the same quantity of nitric acid. It is necessary to note

that the pressure - time curve in case of deccmposition of nitroglycerine in

the presence of water at1ll has the same character as.at small 8, namely: the

period of constancy of pressure, its temporary decrease (small) and subsequent

sharp acceleration of gas formation. The time to the beginning of pressure

decrease is somewhat less than that, which is observed -at small A and equal



Fressure Jf the vaper of the added water.

The zharacter of the pressure - time curve in the experiment with nitric

acid, attracts attentlon because it is saturable in the beginning. Apparently,

"he deco.pcsit " o a< ltric acid itself 4i sp~eriposed on the dis'integration of

:,trcglycerine in this period.

Fig. 2 and 3 present !urves < f decomposition of nitroglycerine in the

:ejence f waiter Ln. 1iti2 acid at 6C ar1 4 ().

a.42 'A RI

'0 1

F , . Influence of water and nitric acid on decanpcsition of
:..tr &glycerine at 1000. (For IN without additions curves cf two
parallel cXPer- ents are presented.) 1) Pressure =. of :zercury;

W,hout aiditions; 3) Volume of ganiform products of disin-
tewrationVcmJ/,; 4) Time Cminute.

*3 -a. te seen fror- graps, at 6CO and definite contents of -water disintegration

.f itroglycerinne is azcompanied Ly characteristic drop in curve c)
[.csi.ntegraticn in the presence of 100% nitric acid proceeds on the curve usual

-:r r itrzglycerine. At first pressure increases slowly, then at the expiration

31" tnc irbducticn perioa gas formation is accelerated abruptly.

Experiments nowed that adding water or nitric acid to nitroglycerine

jigr.I f-cant!y rcxuces .uuctlion period as compared with disintegration of dry

pt-re nitroglycerir~e not only at increased, but also at low temperatures. How-

ever in t,'.e latter case, nitric acid by its own accelerating action, significant-

-y exceecs water. At 600 the induction period for pure nitroglycerine consti-

*-,-es nearly "30O hours, with addition of 0.2 and 0.4% weight of water it
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Figi 2. Influence of water nitric acidon decomposition of initro-
glycerine at 60 . ,) 0.14% weight of- 100% HN0 3, )O.45%weight of

-(1) Pressure mm. of mercr; (2) Time~'Cho. r..

constitutes 230 and 160 hours respectively. In presence of, 0.14% weight of

nitric acid a sharp acceleration starts in 150 hours, and in, experiment with,

UO45% weight of acid, in 120 hours.

a.J

bI "

$U I-

i 3|

(I)

Fig. 3. Influence of water and nitric acid on decomposition of nitro-
glycerine at 400. 1) 0.16% weight of H0, 2) 0.34% of H20, 3) 04%
weight of 100% HNTO. (1) Pressure of mercury; (2) Tir@Mbhour.

Thus, at 600 water (0.2% weight) reduces time of induction period of disintegra-

tion of nitroglycerine approximately 2.5 times whereas nitric acid even in

smaller quantity (0.14% weight) decreases this time 4 times. The ratio of the

duration of the induction period with disintegration of the given nitro ester

in the presence of water to, the duration of this priod for a product, contain-



ing acid, constitutes nearly 145.

At 400 nitric acid has an even- stronger influence that at 600. In connec-

tion xith the fact that experiments with waterless nitroglycerine at 40 were

not -brought to sharp acceeration of disintegration due, to their great durations,

straight data on the influence of water on the induction period in these condi-

tions are absent. An indirect method, based on extrapoiation of temperature

dependence of- duration of induction period of a -waterless product with 100, 80,

-600 gives a magnitide of about 1 year at 40o. The ratio of this- magnitude to

time of induction period of disintegration of humid nitroglycerine constitutes

about 2, which is nearly the ratio at 600.

Experiments show that the induction period-at 400 in the presence of 0.17%

weight of acid constitutes 1300 hcurs, but at 0.16% weight of water it equals

4600 'hours, i. e. acid reduces the time to the beginning of sharp acceleration

of disintegration of nitroglycerine as compared with water 3.5 times, whereas

at 600 this- period was reduced -only 1.5 times.

Thus, with lowering of temperature the accelerating influence of nitric

acid on disintegration of nitroglycerine grows, the influence of water remains,

apparently, constant. Accelerating action of acid is developed from the very

beginning of the experiment. Initial rates of gas formation1  in the case of

addition in nitroglycerine of nitric acid are increased at 40 and 600 5-10 times

depending upon quantity of added acid. In experiments with water the pressure

in a significant section of disintegration virtu&Uy does not grow. In experi-

ments with moderately diluted acid initial disintegration rate is lower, than in

the case of concentrated, but still higher than for individual nitroglycerine.

1. This rate was calculated as average on a section of disintegration from its
beginning to separation of a quantity of gases, corresponding to 50 mm of mercury
above equilibrium pressure of addition.



In the preSence of .lutOA acid, '(to 20% HN3) reeure in the .beginning- or-a

long time either doeso not :grow at all. as in the. case of exper ients with water),

-or grows with ,a ate, less for nitrogiycerineAone., j
Increase. of ihitial rate of gas formation in the presence ff strong nitric

'acid, accompanied by sharp reduction of -induction period, is conditioned, appar-

.ently- by the development of oxidizing :irocesses, %he greater the specific value

of which, the 'lower the temperature and the stronger the acid. (b.dizing re-

actions lead -to the formation of poorly condensed products,-and also: water,

participating in hydrolytic decomposition, of nitroglycerine. In case of diluted

acid-, whose- oxidizing action is not so great, hydroly.iis: proceeds 'm with

the formation of .nitric acid easily, soluble in nitro ester. In, this casee,

-pressure either grows weakly (when specific gravity of oxidizing reactions are

still significant) or does not grow at all.

In the presence of water alone pressure for a prolonged time reains -con-

stant due to the ,same causes- which also -exist at high temperature and smal

degrees of filling of reaction vessel. Hydrolysis of 'nitrglycerine is developed-

very slowly due to the neutrality of the mdium, When as a result .of disiritegra-

tion and hydrolysis of nitro ester a certain quantity of .acid; is stored.,

hydrolysis is otrongly accelerated due to abruptly expressed autocatalyis 6f

this process. In known conditions is observed even a lowering :of ,pressUre,

characteristic for experiments with water.

Thus, experiments showed that general rules of disintegration of nitrogly-

cerine at increased temperatures in presence of water and acid are kept also at

low temperature. However in these conditions the influence of the indicated

shbstances is developed quantitatively otherwise.

The above described rules were fixed by results of experiments, in which

to nitroglycerine was added water or nitric acid mainly in quantity about 0.2%

weight. ..



For the purpose of exosing. the influence of a quantity, of water on dis-

integration Of nitroglycerine correspoing experiments were conducted, at 600 1

Fig. 4. Influence of a quantit o Water on decaposition of nitro-
glycerine at 60o . NRmers by curves - contents of water- in nitro-
glycerine at % weight. 1) pressure = of mercury; 2) time-Chour.

Fig. 4, gives pressure - time curves for disintegration of nitroglycerine

in the presence of different quantities of water. Addition-to nitroglycerine

-of even 0.05% weight of water reiarkably (approximately by 30%-) shortens the

induction period. Increase of water content leads to further reduction of this

period. Thus, addition of 0.10% weight of water reduces time to beginning of

sharp acceleration of disintegration of nitro ester by 40%, 0.18% weight of

water - by 60% and 0.42% weight of water - by 70%. These data show that with

increase of water content, its relative influence on the magnitude of the in-

duction period, .apparently, decreases. Pressure differing from experiments

with waterless nitroglycerine in the beginning either grows veryslowly (small

water content), or remains constant throughout all the induction period. With

an addition of 0.42% water the curve obtains the form with the characteristic.

drop usual for disintegration of humid nitroglycerine.

1. These experiments were carried out by M. S. Plyasunov.
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At 400 (see fig. 3)also is observed, 4 relative decrease of influence

of the quantity of water. Thus, increase of water content twice (-frdm 0.16 to

0.34%) leads to a reduction of the iniduction ppriod from 4600 to -4000 hours, i.e.

approimately by 10%. -This is due to the fact that water along with adtive

function (hydrolysis) also plays the role of diluent of the resulting acid that,

can lead to inhibition of both hydrolytic, and oxidizing reactions.

Influence of quantity -of acid on disintegration of nitoglycerine is studied

with application of HNO3 of different conceitrations. At 60F an increase in.

content of 100% nitric acid in nitroglycerine three times from.O.l,4 to 0.45% weight),

shortened the induction period from 150 to 120 hour., i. e. by 25%.

Influence of quantity ,.of 70-90% nitric acid on,,disintegration of liltro-

glycerine is shown in fig. 5. Here an increase in content of aCid of the in-

dicated concentration approximately 4 times. reduces, induction period by 70%.

M

Fig. 5. Influence of quantity of 70-80% nitric acid on decomposition
of nitroglycerine at 600. Numbers by ciirves-- content of acid of given
concentration in nitroglycein% n % weight. 1) Volume of gasifort
products of disintegration V ; 2) Time*Chour.

A similar influence is made by the change of acid content also at 400 .

Increase of quantity of 70-80% nitric acid from 0.18 to 0.67% weight reduced-

the time of induction period from 1200 to 400 hours. (fig. 6). Further

increase of quantity of acid to 2.5% weight reduced this time only to 300 hours.

In this it is possible to see a certain similarity of influence of quantity of

substances added to nitroglycerine, such as water or acid; relative reduction

of induction period occurs with small quantities more sharply, than with large.



Especialy we must note the fact that in the case of., diluted acid, whose

accelerating influence, as will be seen below, is. most stroriy developed, it

is possible to observe its inhibiting influence if it is taken in a quantity,

exceeding that necessary for saturation of nitro ester.

Fig. 6.. Influence of qWuanti 08%nti ci ne~pstd
otnirogj~eine at409 Umersby curves - acid, content of given-

Concentration in nitroglycerine in % weight. 1) Pressure -m of mercury;
2) Tiiet-hour.

Fig. 7 represents results of experiments on decomposition of nitroglycerine

in the presence of 22-28% nitric acid. In one of them this acid was 0.19% weight~dissolved/

S(lY/ ) , in another 1.9% weight bo that part of it was not dissolved

in nitro ester and was at a temperature of experiment in the form of suspension.

In the first case the induction period constituted 80 hours; during the second,

in the presence- of a ten times greater quantity of acid, the -time- to -sharp

accelbration of disintegration constituted 280 hours and there was a signifi-

cantly greater induction period in the experiment with 0.18% weight of water.

-Sharp acceleration of decomposition set in this case only after all acid was

dissolved in nitro ester, which -was Judged by the disappearance of suspension.

Before accelerp ion of disintegration there was observed a certain decrease of

pressure. The inhibiting action established here is connected, apparantly,

with the fact that undissolved water, while extracting part of the acid, lowered

thereby its contents in nitroglycerine, until it entered in reaction of hydroly-

ais or was dissolved because of increase of the general acidity.
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Fig., 7. Decompositibn of nitro l jeine at Ointhe 'presence

of 22;28% nitric acid, dissolved -and partialy undissolved i -it,
and dissolved water. 'l) 1.9% weight partia2ly-undiss61ved HNO
2 1) 0.18% weight dissolved W~ater, 3) 0.9"eih&isovM
4) Pure nitroglycerine. (1)Pressure r of mercur; (2) Time

5 
I

Fig. 8. Influence of temperature on durationy of induction period-.i

during decomposition of nitroglycerine. I)- e nitroglYderine,.
2) 0.2% weight of water, 30. 2%weight of l60 N %o20% HNx 3 .  (2) Temperature ,

Results of experiments with addition of nitric acid and, water, condluctedl

in wide temperature range (100 - 40P), allowed, us by extrapolation to estimate 1

linfluence of these substances on induction period during storage of nitrogly- !

1 
9

cerine in nonal conditions (200), when practically all products, both added

tnitro ester, and formed during its disintegration,, are in condensed phase.

Influence of temperature on duration of the induction period can be depicted

duringatec pos i t-- by straight lines. In fig. 8 this dependence is pre-

sented for experiments with 0.2% of 100% nitric acid (straight ane 3), for



"expriants with 0.2%-of water (stright line-2), for pure.,ni trglcerine (straight

ll e6 1) and fokr experkitt with 0.2% of diluted-,N: - -srgtline 4). )Ex-
trapolation shn tha the .induction- Period-of disintegration of humid

nitroglycerine constitutes 10 years, acid - 1.4 year, with addition of diluted

nitric, acid - 3 mnmths, waterles wIa neutral nitro- Oter - 17 years.

Thus, experiments shoW that water and nitric acid 'strongly affect the

course of disintegratin."of nitroglycerine in, the induction- period stage signi-

ficantly reducing it. In connection with this, it is interesting to explki.,

whether-these substances influence the rules, of decomposition of nitroglycerine

'in the, stage- of sharp acceleratioi .

It was aethe Z5, that the rate of gas. formatimn during iiisintegration of

'waterless pIre nitroglycerine after the beginning of sharp acceleration, not

dependent on the degree of filling of vessel, Is proportional approximately to

the square of the pessure of the products of decomposition. This rule is

observed also in the case of disintegration in the presence of water and nitric

acid of different concentrations at 40 and 600. Fig. 9 and 10 present graphs

of dependence of rate of gas formation on pressure of disintegration of products

in logarithmic coordinates for experiments with water and nitric acid of differ-

ent concentrations. A can be seen from fig. 9, at 600 points obtained can be

described in general by a straight line, lying above the straight line for in-

dividual nitroglyrerine. This points out the fact that at one anm the same

pressure of disintegration products in experiment in the presence of water or

nitric acid the rate of gas formation is higher than in experiment with individ-

ual nitro ester. Tangent of angle of inclination for both straight lines consti-

tutes
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l) Rate of gas formation.
2). Pressure'of products 41 -
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Fig. 10. Influence of pressure of disintegration products on rate
of gas formation dur' ig decompositicn of nitroglycerine in the
presence of water or nitric acid of different concentratiqns at 400.

nearly 1.9. Inasmuch as at 400 experiments with a waterless substance were not

brought to sharp accelera ! -n, it is impossible to conduct suc/parison in

this case. It is possible only to indicate the fact. that data of experiments,

broken down into two groups, are depicted (see fig. 10) also by straight lines

with tangent of their angle of inclination nearly 1.7. The upper straight

line corresponds to experiments with water and with diluted nitric acid, and the

lower corresponds to experiments with 100% HNO3 . Consequently in experiments

with water and diluted acid rate of gas formation was higher than in experiments

with concentrated acid at one and the same pressure of products of decomposi-

tion. Observing the results of investigation at 600 one may also see, true,

not so clearly that points, corresponding to experiments with water and diluted

acid lie above points of experiments with concentrated HN03.

Thus, this data allows us to conclude that the role of water and nitric

acid of different concentrations with their addition to nitroglycerine is

limited mainly by the acceleration of those processes, which are prepared by the

onset of the stage of sharp acceleration of disintegration of nitro ester. In

this very stage they do not change the dependence of rate of gas foraation on

pressure of decomposition products, while increasing only somewhat the absolute

rate of gas generation.



The hypothesis about the ,hydro!ityc nature of the interaction of nitrogly-

cerine with water during catalysis forming ndtric acid :[lj naturally assumes

the -presence of a certain optimum relationship of acid and water, with which the

hydrolytic function of the latter is developed most abruptly. On the other hand,

oxidizing action of nitric acid in tht total process of disintegration of nitro-

glycerine also has to, dpend on its concentration.

Ecperiments conducted earlier- -shced that when adding water and acid t !

gether disintegration ofnitroglycerine proceeds significantly faster, thah in

the presence of them separately. It was ihteresting to estimate the optimimi

relationship between water and acid in certain conditions, Muraour's experimenf6j7

points to the reality of suc relationship, according to the data of' which

nitrocellulose most quickly decomposes in the presence of22% nitric acid, ar

Salso Samsonov!s experiment 729, conducted at 1000 in somewhat indefinite

conditions and giving optimum ooncentration of nitric acid for disintegration of

nitrocellulose 10%.

In our experiment disintegration of nitroglycetine was..studied in the

presence of about 0.2% weight of HNO3 of a different concentration with a change

of the latter in a range of 100-0%. As a characteristic of the actioh of substances

added to nitro ester we took a ratio of the duration of the induction period,

:oorresponding to the time of formation 0.8-1 cm 3/g gasiform products to the

duration of the induction period in the experiment with 0.2% weight of water.

Fig. 11 presents results of corresponding experiments, conducted. at 60 and 400.

As can be seen from this graph, insignificant dilution by water of nitric acid

to contents of the latter nearly 80% virtually does not affect duration of in-

duction period at 600. Further dilution abruptly reduces induction period nd

with the introduction into nitroglycerine of about 0.2% weight of 25-40% nitric

acid it is lowered to a magnitude, two times less, than with concentrated acid

and three times less, than in the case of water.. Still more dilution entails



an increase in the duration of the induction .period,

It?t m'I 7"

Fig. I11. Influence of concentrations of HNCo on duration of induction
period of disintegration of nitroglycerine a 40 and 600. 1) Duration
of the induction period in %; 2) Concentration of HNWY in % weight.

A similar picture is observed also at 400. Optimum concentration of nitric.

,acid in this case is 25%. With this concentration of HN the induction period

of disintegration of nitroglycerine is 3 times less than in the case of 100%

nitric acids and 10 times less than in the case of water, added to nitro ester I.

in a quantity nearly 0.2% weight. Eramining these facts one should consider

that nitric acid not only plays the role of catalyst of hydrolysis, but also is

the oxidizer. Therefore optimum concentration of HN03, introduced into nitro-

glycerine, is a certain magnitude, totaly reflecting its composition, optimum

for each of the separate, processes, taking place in nitro ester.

Thus, the experiments conducted show that water and nitric acid develop

their own accelerating action on disintegration of nitroglycerine, leading

to a shortening'of the induction period in all the studied range of temperatures

(40-000). However, if water affects disintegration at all temperatures to

an approximately identical degree, the influence of nitric acid is hbruptly

increased with a lowering of temperature.

During disintegration of nitroglycerine complicated reactions take place

of thermal and hydrolytic decomposition with participation of water added and

formed with these processes. Hydrolysis is catalyzed by acid. Products of
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disintegration -are oxidized by nit.ic acid ari oxides of nitrogen formed during

hydrolysis, or added nitric acid. aue to the comple y -of the totality of these
reactions it is difficult to definitely explain the rules obtained. The posi-

J tion is complicated still further by the fact that water fulfills not only the

/ :Jfunction of participant of hydrolysis, bit by diluting acid, it- thereby changes
its oxidizing properties. the other hand, -nitric acid is not only -a catalyst

of hydrolysis and participant in the oxidizing reaction as a result of which

water is formed, hydrolyzing nitro ester, but it is able to sPontaneously de-

composa with the formation of water and -oxides of nitrogen.

Examining results obtained in this work one should consider the change

of"specific gravity" in the separate reactions in the general course of disin-

tegration of nitroglycerine, and also temperature- dependence of each reaction.

Conclusions

1. We have studied thermal decomposition of nitroglycerine in the -presence

of water, and also nitric acid of different concentrations at 40 - 1000 under

the conditions, where the substances added to nitro ester and the products of

disintegration are practically completely dissolved in it.

2. It was shown that water reduces the induction period of disintegration

of nitroglycerine at an approximately equal degree in all the studied tempera-

ture range, whereas nitric acid more weakly than water affects disintegration

at high temperature and is significantly stronger than water t, low tempe~rature.

3. With the help of extrapolation we estimated the time of induction per -
iod at 200 for humid and acid nitroglycerine.

4. It was shown that at 40 and 600 the one most strongly reducing the

induction period of decomposition of nitroglycerine was 25 - 40% nitric acid.

5. It was shown that water and nitric acid of different concentrations,

introduced into nitroglycerine, influence mainly the processes, reduc-ing the

induction period. The stage of sharp acceleration of disintegration in



experimentis with addition of- water axki N shcms the. same -reglarities -that

exist with pure -nitroi1ycetinw.
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14. On The Role of Nitrogn Dioxide In The Self-Accelerated, Decomposition
of Nitroglycerine .

Nitrogen dioxide is one of the primary products of the thermal disiftteation

of nitro easters [-67, Zi0. In further stages of this disintegration it

falfills the function of oxidizer of the organic part of the molecule - this was

established for example, on alkylimnoitrates [9J -and,, Jointly with water

(forming acid), the function of a catalyst of the hydrolytic disinteration of

nitrate [-1].

The role of nitrogen dioxide is especially essential in decomposition at

relatively low temperatures, when its solubility in liquid nitro esters is great.

The magnitude of solubility already was marked earlier [5 7, [-11]7; howver,

no quantitative evaluation of it was performed. I

This work is devoted to the determination of the solubility of nitrogen

dioxide in one of the most practically important nitro esters - nitroglycerine.

For investigation nitroglycerine purified by double distillation n high

vacuum, with em = 12.90, was applied. Nitrogen diox.de was prepared by the

decomposition of nitrate of lead with subsequent distillation of oxygen aW, drying

by P205.

Two methods were used to determine solubility: weight and manometric. By

the first method 100 - 150 mg of nitroglycerine were placed in the cup of quartz

spring scales, suspended in a cylinderic vessel located in a thermostat. After

.Student Yu. B. Dodonov took part in conducting the exp riments.



evacuation nitrogen dioxide was admitted into the vessel; its pressure was

maintained constant and controlled by a glass compensation manomter of the

Bourdon type (see ["2.7) with an accuracy of ± 0.5 m Hg. Dissolution was

completed after approximately 20 min. The quantity of dissolved oxides of

nitrogen was established with an accuracy t 0.15 mg by the increase in weight of

nitroglycerine. Vblatilization of the nitro ester frm the cup during the

experiment did not occur; this was determined at the end of the experiment after

exhausting of oxides of nitrogen.

By the second method about i g of nitroglycerine was placed &fl .as pU1-

connected with a glass manometer, and, after thorough evacuation, a known quantity

of nitrogen dioxide was introduced, with cooling by liquid nitrogen. Then the

ampule was unsoldered fram the installation and placed in a thermostat. Dissolution

of nitrogen dioxide during energetic shaking of the ampule occurred after 5 min.

The quantity of nitrogen dioxide dissolved in nitroglycerine was judged by the

change of pressure, taking into account the equilibrium NO2 I N20according to

Bowdenistein [-71.

The weight method was used to determine the dependence of the solubility of

nitrogen dioxide in nitroglycerine on its equilibrium pressure. The determination

was made during a change in the pressure of oxides of nitrogen from 100 to 900 mm

Hg in the temperature interval of-20 to 800.

Results of experiments show that the solubility of nitrgoen dioxide in

nitroglycerine.is proportional to its pressure in a degree of 1.5 - 2.3 (Fig. 1).

With this there is observed a growth of this index with temperature.

Partial pressure of tetroxide of nitrogen in the equilibrium system NO2 -

N204 is approximately proportional to the general pressure of the mixture in a

S2Rversibility of dissolution was checked during subsequent heating and
cooling of the ampule. Equilibrium pressures with this were reproduced with
sufficient accuracy (1- - 2 n Hg).



degree of 1.4 - 1.9. This allows to assume that under the experimental conditions

is dissolved in nitroglycerine basically the tetroxide of nitrogen. In case of

correctness of this assumption, the quantity of dissolved oxides of nitrogen,

if their solubility corresponds to the law of Henry, should have been proportional

to the partial pressure of N 0 in an equilibrium gaseous mixture of oxides of
2 4

nitrogen. In Fig. 2 is shown the dependence of solubility of N, expressed in

molar fractions of tetroxide of nitrogen in nitroglycerine, frcw on the partial

pressure of N2 04 calculated according to Bowdenistein ['7J

,ion eOVA

0V

n

Fig. 1. Influence of general pressure of oxides of nitrogen on their
solubility in nitroglycerine at different temperatures.
1) Concentration of oxides of nitrogen; 2) log Pgen [mm HgJ.

The linearity of the connection of solubility with the calculated partial

pressure of the tetroxide confirms the assumption that it is chiefly this

tetroxide of nitrogen that is dissolved in nitroglycerine. At the same time, as

can be seen from the graph, the influence of the pressure of N2 04 on its solubility

corresponds to the law of Henry:

N =K - N24

where N - concentration N204 in nitroglycerine in molar fractions; K - constant of

solubility in rml; PN2 04 - partial pressure of tetroxide of nitrogen in =m Hg.



Experimnts were also conducted on the determination of the influence of

temperature on solubility of nitrogen tetroxide in nitroglycerine, for which,

at constant pressure of oxides of nitrogen, the experimental temperature was

varied from 30 to 800. Constants of solubility for each experiment in this case

were calculated by the division of the general concentration of oxides of nitrogen

in the solution in molax fractions of the tetroxide. by its partial pressure in an

equilibrium mixture.

The values of solubility constants determined by the weight and .manometric

methods are shown in the table.

As can be seen from the table, the results obtained by the weight and

manometric methods are in quantitative agreement.

Table
Dependence of solub$1ity constant of nitrogen tetroxide in nitroglycerine

(in md-n 10A) on temperature

I Mc~2 tVeusePa,pa"C
,Ipe~~~e~~w~~A 0"000 0 0 pT. CT.

M.cuoai 17.3 11.5 7.52 5,06 4,53 3,02 I,V 1O0-l*
W0.S 7,57 5.0l 4,73 3,24 2.54 00.
10,7 7.,0 5,23 4.18 2,47 1,90 700**

.Uuustp*s. 16.3 10.8 7.U2 5,27 4,01 2,53 J1,W .611 (ovpo bo
"Cud 17.3 11,7 8,03 5.37 4,t 3.04 2.,10 so',p.i.1

(*,en 3omw 17,0 11,1 7,7 5.5 4,4 2,9 2,1"-C,

1) Method of determination; 2) Temperature, °C; 3) Pressure of oxides of
nitrogen, m Hg; .4) Weight; 5) Manometric; 6) Mean value; 7) (at 800).

*Solubility determined at constant temperature and change of pressure.
Constants are calculated by the method of least squares.

**Solubility determined at constant pressure and change of temperature.
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Fig. 2. Influence of partial pressure of N204 on its -solubility in
nitroglycerine at different temperatures.
1) Concentrati,n of nitrogen tetroxide, N molar fractions; 2) Pressure
PN2 04 m Hg

The dependenue of the solubility constant of nitrogen tetroxide- in

nitroglycerine on temperature according to the data shown in the table to is

expressed by the equation 3

log K RT - 8,032.

On the basis of results the experiments conducted it can be concluded that

in presence of an equilibrium mixture of N 2 -N 2 04 nitroglycerine, under

conditions of correctness for the given case of the law of Henry, dissolves

chiefly the tetroxide of nitrogen. In other words, the equilibrium determining

the relationship N02 and X2 04 in solution is displaced in the direction of the

formation N2 04 , which is in agreement with the determination of constants of the

shown i n a large number of organic solvents [-8]. Thus, the contents

of nitrogen tetroxide in nitroglycerine are proportional to its partial pressure

or the general pressure of oxides of nitrogen to a degree of 1.5-2.

This conclusion can be cumpared with certain kinetic regularities established

by us during investigation by the ranmetric method of the self-accelerated



decomposition of nitroglycerine at 80-1400 and of nitroglycol at 100c in the liquid

phase. In the given conditions the speed of gas formation, growing slowly in the

beginning of the experiment, starts to grow much faster after achievement of

definite conditional critical pressure of gaseous products of disintegrations,

proportional approximately to the second degree of pressure of gasiform products

of decomposition. The value of the critical pressure, as can be seen from data

to be mentioned later, is significantly increased with tempeeature.

Change of critical pressure during disintegration of
nitroglycerine with temperature

01.-O86 10-210
13 *O-"OB 400-M0t140 0.,015 4()00

140 elmQ 800

1) Pcr, m Hg.

It is natural to assume, proceeding from the presence of critical pressure,

that a sharp acceleratibn of the decomposition of a nitro ester sets in only at

the achievemnt, in the liquid phase, of a definite concentration of dissolved

gasiform products of disintegration.

In a ccmparison of the indicated regularities of the self-accelerated

decomposition of nitro esters with the influence of the pressure of oxides of

nitrogen on the solubility of N204 in nitroglycerine, it is possible to consider

that sharp acceleration of disintegration is caused by the reaction in the liquid

phase, with the perticipation of tetroxide of nitrogen. The speed of this

reaction is proportional to the concentration or partial pressure of nitrogen

tetroxide, and consequently to the pressure of an equilibrium mixture of oxides of

nitrogen to a degree near to two.

*Degree of filling of reaction vessel corresponds to the ratio of the
volume of nitro ester to that of the ampule.



id Inasmuch as the fraction of nitrogen dioxide in gasiform products of the

decomposition of nitroglycerine at the achievement of critical pressure is

approximately constant and constitutes about 40 - 60% f76J, then the proportionality

of disintegration rate to the square of the general pressure of gasiform products

becomes clear.

If one were to allow that the established temperature dependence of

solubility is correct in the region of elevated temperatures, then by extrapolation

it is possible to estimate the concentration of nitrogen tetroxide in nitroglycerine

which corresponds to critical pressure. This concentration in weight percent

constitutes:
-2 -2

at 800,il OA. 10-%; at I 0 ,3 -0,8 10%;

at 2200 0,3 - 0,8 10-2%; at 1400 O,4- 1,2 . 10-2%.

In examing these values, it is necessary to considar the relatively limited

amount of data about the contents of nitrogen dioxide in gasiform products of

disintegration at the attainment of critical pressure, and also the possible

influence on the solubility of N2 04 of other products of decompositioai, which

was not determined.

Presence of critical pressure, apparently, is stipulated by the fact that in

beginning of disintegration the concentration of tetroxide of nitrogen in

nitroglycerine is small, and, consequently, the speed of the reaction in which it

takes part is also small as compared with the primary reaction. The concentration

of N204 in the liquid phase grows by the measure of decomposition of

nitroglycerine and at attainment of critical pressure it reaches a value at which

the reaction in which it participates starts to predominate over the primary one.

Therefore at a known moment the disintegration rate becomes approximately

proportional to the second degree of the pressure of products of disintegration.

In the given work we will not touch in detail the question of the mechanism

of self-accelerated decomposition of nitroglycerine; however, the assumption about



the leading role of nitrogen tetroxide does not contradict the hypothesis of the

hydrolytic character of disintegration with subsequent interaction of intermediate

products Z73]. Indeed, according to the data of G. N. Bespalov /74], hydrolytic

inteiaction of water With nitroglycerine in the presence of the acid formed with

this proceeds very fast. If one were to proceed from this, then it is possible to

consider that during the self-accelerated decomposition of nitroglycerine, when

the quantity of NO2 in products of disintegration is great and, consequently, the

speed of formation of nitric acid is great, the speed of the hydrolytic reactions

catalyzed by the acid is also great. Certainly, therefore, in the sequence of

two processes one of which evokes the disappearance of water because of hydrolysis

and the other its formation as a result of oxidation of organic products, the

reaction controlling the speed of decomposition is the slower, i.e., oxidation.

Assuming that during the decomposition of nitroglycerine oxidation proceeds

basically with the participation of nitrogen dioxide, it is possible to expect

that at the stage of sharp acceleration the speed of decomposition should be

proportional to the concentration of N204, since the dioxide is joined in the

tetroxide in solution. In such a case the disintegration rate should be

proportional to the square of the general pressure of gasiform products of

decomposition, which is confirmed by experiment.

Study of the thermal decomposition of nitroglycol showed that after

achievement of a definite critical pressure of products of disintegration the

speed of gas fprmation, as in case of nitroglycerine, becomes proportional to the

square of pressure. Therefore it is possible to consider that the described

scheme of self-accelerated decomposition of nitroglycerine applies also to the

disintegration of nitroglycol.
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15. On the Role of Condensation Products in the Disintegration of Nitro-
glcerine.

Thermal decomposition of nitroglycerine (NG) in certain conditions proceeds

in two phases: after a relatively prolonged induction period there is a stage

of sharp acceleration, characterized by fast growth of speed, which with this

becomes proportional to approximately one square of pressure of gas products

Z-2,] Z66]. Reduction of the induction period with increase of degree of filling

of ampoule, the necessity of the presence of a certain "critical" pressure for

transition of the first stage to the second, directs experiments on the action

of gas products of disintegration on the decomposition of NG - all these observa-

tions confirmed the ear1ler expressed assumption L-5] /7] about the fact that

in the indicated acceleration a large, if not decisive role, is played by the

products of disintegration, possessing high volatility. These products, apparent-

Iv, are water, oxides of nitrogen and nitrogen containing acids. If the contents

of them in NO attains a definite level, then as Z1] C2-7Z 7 Z76] consider,

this evokes sharply accelerated decomposition, conditioned by the hydrolytic and

oxidizing-reduction interaction of the indicated substances with nitro esters or

with products of its disintegration. However side by side with volatile sub-

stances in the course of decomposition of NG, apparently, will be formed also

nonvolatile intermediate products [-3_, the possible influence of which on dis-

integration of nitroglyceriae still has not been considered.

In this work an attempt was undertaken to show the presence of and to

estimate the role of condensation products in the disintegration of NG. By the

SO



manometric method 3_J we conducted decomposition of NG, after which the-gaseous

and easily-volatile products were removed and the decomposition of the remaining

substance was studied. It turned out that removal of volatile substances from

partially decomposed nitro esters occurs with very much difficulty and for its

full completion it is necessary to apply a vacuum (residual pressure i0 - - 1075

mm Hg) in combination with a trap cooled by liquid nitrogen for the duration of

several days. The completeness of removal of volatile products was controlled

by the change of pressure in the disconnected pumps and trap. As the experiment

showed, gas formation at decomposition of the substance received in this manner

is characterized, first, by a very large initial speed, secondly, notby accelera-

ation, but delay in time and, third, by the absence of the brown color of gas

products with small contents of gases in them, condensed at room temperature

(near 20%). Only significantly later, when sharp acceleration occurs, the gas

phase was the color of nitrogen peroxide.

In first series of experiments NG initially was decomposed at a degree of

filling of the vessel 0.20 and temperature 1000 to a pressure of gas pro-

ducts 2800 mm Hg which corresponds to approximately 10% disintegration. After

continuous evacuation of volatile substances1 for the duration of three days,

with this product the experiments were continued at 70 - 1000 and8 w 0.03 - 0.04.

As can be seen from the results obtained (fig. 1), gas formAtion in time occurs

on a saturable curve, which then changes into a straight line with a speed, many

times exceeding the speed of gas formation at disintegration of fresh nitro-

glycerine on the first stage. If one were to conduct an experiment to large

pressures (over 600 - 700 mm Hg at 1000), then the approach of sharp acceleration

1. In preparation of each experiment, an ampoule containing a product was prG-
liminarily evacuated for not less than 24 hours.

Sal
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of disintegration is observed.

On the speed of gas formation of partially decomposed NG the temperature

influences significantly less, than at disintegration of fresh nitroglycerine,

and the temperature coefficient leads to magnitude E in Arrhenius equation of

nearly 20 kilocalories/mole.

In the second series of experiments NG was used, obtained by deccmposition

at S = 0.24 and temperature 1000 with a degree of disintegration of about 7%.

The insufficiently evacuated product, having at 900 an initial pressure of about

30 mm Hg, was decomposed on the saturable curve only the first 40 minutes after

which a sharp acceleration of disintegration occured. A well-evacuated product

(initial pressure approximately &n Hg) under analogous conditions (900 and

i = 0.04) gave a curve of gas-formation identical to the one which was obtained

in the first series of experiments.

1?

2 0

VS nO 300 M00 00
"" lil (l" u,,

Fig. 1. Thermal decomposition of nitroglycerine with a 10% degree
of disintegration after removal of gaseous and easily-volatile
products from it in comparison with fresh NG (temperature qf experi-
ment 70 - 1000, = 0.03 - 0.04). 1) Volume of gaseous products of
disintegration V cm 3/g; 2) TimeCminutes; 3) Fresh NG 1000.



An experim4nt was udertaken to separate the condiesation productsl, for

which partially decomposed NG after thorough evacuation was poured in a super-

cooled state into a test tube, on the bottom of which were crystals of nitro-

glycerine and kept for one month at a temperature of approximately 0 .0 As a

result of this the product was divided into two fractions; liquid and solid

(in these conditions), which were used for further study of disintegration of NG.

If thermal decomposition of the product before crystalliation had a quantita-

tive similarity with decomposition of the substance of the first series (see

fig. 1), then the separated liquid fraction was decomposed significantly faster

(approximately by 5 times). The substance of the solid fraction was decomposed

at 1100 with speed of gas formation and induction period, approximately correspond-

ing to fresh nitroglycerine in these conditions (fig. 2).

Here are the results of exlments on disintegration at 9-0li0o of the

liquid fraction of the substance, obtained after crystallization. At 100 and 1100

pressure-time curves in the decomposition of this productthroughout the

entire experiment have a saturable character. However this dependence doe not

conform to equations of reactions of the first or the second order. Initial

speed of gas formatin of partially decomposed nitroglycerine is very great and

approximately a thousand times more than the initial speed of gas formation in

the disintegration of fresh nitroglycerine. At 900 decomposition in the beginning

has the same character as at a higher temperature, but upon achievement of a

certain pressure (near 1000 = Hg) is accelerated. Addition of water to the

liquid fraction of the substance in this case does not change the initial stage,

but evokes sharp acceleration of disintegration significantly earlier. Besides

these two series of experiments, separate experiments were

1. The presence of nonvolatile interxediate products in the disintegration of NG
was confirmed by M. S. Plyasunov by epressi-n of temperature of melting, which
in the case of disintegration of this nitro ester 0.02 and 1200 to 3%
constituted 40
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Fig. 2. Thermal decompsition of ni troglycerine with 7% degree of
disintegration after removal frm it of gaseous and easily-voltile

products and crystallization," in comparison with fresh NG (temperature
of experiments 90 - llO °,s = 0.006). 1) 2) 3) Liquid fraction after
crystallization; 4) The same, but with 1.7% by weight water' 5) Solid
fraction after crystallization,. 6) Fresh NG. (1) Volume of gaseous
products of disintegration; (2) Time'- minutes; (3) Pr6msure P M H9.

conducted, which showed that the picture of disintegration of partially decom-

I posed nitroglycerine, liberated at the stage of sharp acceleration from volatile',

~products, does not depend on what nitro ester was initially applied: dry, wet or

I• acid. Titrating by an alkali with phenolphtalein of the aqueous extract of

partially decomposed NG after its thorough evacuation from volatiles showed that

in the product there is nearly 1% acid in conversion to oxalic.

The totality of facts obtained can be explained if one were to proceed from

the following positions. In the disintegration of NG intermediate difficultly-

volatile products wi- be formed,, significantly less stable at heating, than nitro

ster itself. The content of these products is small1 and, apparently, does not

emceed 10%, in accordance with the smull degree of disintegration of NG under the

conditions of our experiments. Decmposition of intermediate products leads to

formation of substances of comparatively weakly accelerating disintegration of

NGT. Thereforegupon heating of partially deccmposed NG gasyformation in the be-

ginning occurs basically as a rdault of disintegration of intermediate products.
B
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specific gravity of gas forpation is increased due to dec4*position of WG.

Fig. 3. Thermal disintegration of partially decomposed nitroglycer-
ine, after removal from it of gaseous and volatile prducts in Cc=-
parison with fresh NQ in the presence of 0.7% by weight oxalic acid.
(temperature of experiment 1000; S = 0.03). 1) Partially decomposed
NG (from the first series of experiments); 2) NG with 0.7% by weight
oxalic acid. (I) Volume of gaseous products of disintegration :V-7 3 g;
(2) TimesC minutes.

Further disintegration can lead to a self-accelerated process, determined basic-

ally by decomposition of nitroglycerine.

It is necessary also to note that the change of gas formation in time upon

disintegration of partially decomposed NG takes place qualitatively similar with

disintegration of fresh NG in the presence of oxalic acid (fig. 3), which, ac-

cording to the data of 'G. N. Bespalov 4], on the initial stage proceeds with

a great, but decreasing in time, speed, ten times exceeding the speed of gas

formation in the disintegration of pure NG1 . On the subsequent stage there is

sharp accelerat on of disintegration, and then the gas phase on a section to the

beginning of this stage remains colorless. Addition of water to NG with a large

1. An analogous curve is obtained in the decomposition of diglycoldinitrate in
the presence of oxalic acid.



I
quantity of oxalic acid leads to a picture of gas formation, qualitatively

similar to that, which is obtained for disintegration of partially deconposed

nitroglycerine in the presence of water. Thu5 as under the conditions of thermal

decomposition of NGformation of nonvolatile acid is not excluded as a result of

oxidizing-reduction reactionsl , such a similarity can not be limited only to the

formal side.

Conclusions

1. Liberation of nitroglycerine decomposing at the stage of sharp accelera-

tion from gaseous and easily-volatile products does not vindicate the initial

picture of disintegration of nitro esters.

2. Gas formation in the disintegration of partially decomposed nitrogly-

cerine after liberating it from volatile products proceeds with a very great

speed which dimishes in time, the temperature coefficient of which is less than

in the decomposition of pure nitroglycerine.

3. Disintegration of partially decomposed nitroglycerine is qualitatively

similar with disintegration of this nitro ester in the presence of oxalic acid.

4. Thermal disintegration of partially decomposed nitroglycerine proceeds

as if in it there were difficultly-volatile products, the constant of speed of

decomposition of which significantly exceeds the constant of disintegration rate

of the nitroglycerine itself.

5. In self-accelerated decomposition of nitroglycerine in the presence of

products of disintegration the speed of the process is determined not only by the

easily-volatile products, but also, apparently, by the formation of nonvolatile

intermediate products of decomposition.

1. Analysis of partially decomposed NG after removal of volatile products
maintains the presence of nonvolatile acid in it.
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16. On the Solubility of Water in Nitroglcerine

flater shows a strong accelerating action on the thermal decomposition of many

nitro esters. This action, it is considered, is conditioned by its hydrolytic

interaction with nitrates Ea7 C-7 E,7. Naturally it is quantitatively con-

nected with the contents of water in the nitro ester. Therefore for its detailed

consideration and, in particular, for a more precise definition of the mechanism

of the indicated interaction, it is necessary to know the solubility of water in

nitro esters. This work is basically devoted to the determination of the solubili

-of water in nitroglycerine (NG), by whose example the role of water in the deco-.

position nitro esters was studied in the most detail.

For the investigation we used NG purified by double distillation in high

vacuum, with a melting temperature of 12.90. Experiments were conducted by the

manometric methodology [27 in the following form: in the ampule of a glass man-
mneter of the Bourdon type with a volume of 10-12 cm3 we placed about 0.5 g NV;

after evacuation to full removal of volatiles a definite quantity water vapor was

introduced into the ampule. For that we filled a glass sphere of known volume

with water vapor and measured its pressure and temperature. The quantity of water

in the sphere was calculated by data for superheated steam [ . It was establish

ed that if into an evacuated ampule not containing NG we introduce water vapor

with a ratio of pressure in the dosing sphere to the vapor tension of saturated

steam at the same temperature of p/ps - 0.52 - 0.84, then after holding in a

thermostat at 1000 a pressure was established in the ampule some 26 - 40% higher

than the calculations would indicate. This, apparently, was stipulated by the

adsorption of water on walls of dosing sphere, not taken into account under the



experimental conditions. The magritude of this adsorption, according to the

data Yak-Ben L67, starts to increase abruptly at p/ps larger than 0.6. In order

to decrease the role of adsorption, the dosing sphere with water vapor is heated

to a temperature of 60 - 100o. In connection with this the accuracy of measure-

ment of water vapor pressure is increased simultaneously, cwing to the growth of

its absolute magnitude. As a result, the pressure of water vapor in the ampule

without NG at the experimental temperature did not exceed the calculaited by more

than 1.0 - 1.5%. After the introduction of water the ampule was unsoldered from

the installation and placed in a liquid thermostat. With energetic shaking of

the ampule the dissolution of water in NG was completed after 10 - 15 ii, which

was determined by the establishment of a constant pressure. Proceeding from the

tY equilibrium pressure of water vapor over NG and the general quantity of intro-

duced water, we calculated its content in the condensed phase. The determination

of solubility was made at temperatures of 30 - 900 in the interval of pressures

from 16 to 120 mm Hg 1.

Inasmuch as the molar concentration of water in solution did not exceed 2%, and

pressure of water vapor was significantly less than its valu7e for the saturated

state, it was assumed that the solubility of water in NG under the experimental

conditions obeys the regularities of the solubility of gases in liquids. The

solubility constant was calculated, in agreement with the law of Henry, by the

division of the concentration of water in NG in the equilibrium pressure of its

vapor.

1

Reversibility of dissolution was checked by subsequent heating and cooling
of the ampule. The difference between equilibrium pressures robtained with this
was no more than 2 im Hg.



The biggest deviations in the results of parallel experiments from the mean values

were at low and at high temperatures attained 10; this, apparently was stipulated

by the small absolute values of pressures in first case and by the flow of dis -

integration of NG in the second . This, in a significant degree, was determined

by the interval of temperatures selected for study. Dependence, of constant of

solubility on temperature is depicted in Fig. 1.

IL

Cay ?ewwipampa a *C

Fig. 1. Dependence of solubility of water vapor in nitroglycerine
on temperature.

1) Solubility constant K (1/m Hg) 106; 2) Temperature in OC.

1 Patio of the equilibrium pressure of water vapor over NG to the vapor
tension of saturated steam at the experimental temperature did not exceed 0.5,
in consequence of which the influence of adsorption under the experimental
conditions was insignificant.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of solubility of water vapor in nitrogycerine

on temperature in coordinates log K - 1/T.

1) Log K gi/= Hg) . 10" 2) Temperature, (!/T)'. 103

This dependence can be expressed by a straight line in coordinates log K-1/T

(Fig. 2) and by the equation log K - -9.114+1550/T* corresponding to it. In the

table (see below) are given the average experimental values of solubility con-

steatsand the eesults of extrapolating them at higher and lower temperatures.

If we assume that the solubility of water in NG is subordirAted-to established

regularities in the interval of pressures up to the vapor tension of saturated

steam, then it is possible to estimate also the concentration of a saturated

solution.

In connection with the fact that we also studied the influence of wter on

the thermal disintegration of diglycoldinitrate (DGDN) and dinitroglycerine (DNG),

it turned out to be interestimg to cctpare the solubility of H2 0 in these nitro

esters with its solubility in NG. In the interval of pressures from 23 to 240 mm

Hg, the content of water in DGDN at 1200 increases proportionalLy to the increase

of the pressure of its vapor (Fig. 3), which indicates, in particular, the con-

foruity of this dependence to the law of Henry.

* Constants of this equation are calculated by the method of least squares.



The solubility constant of water for this nitro ester is domewhat less than for

NG. and equal 5.2* 107 M "I.

Table
Influence of temperature on solubility of water in NG

to TuMWPpo a C IM1314HIHI70IwI8 1 Th1 1N
I- CpMUS P m el pm-auuM" 95 68 49 36 2 IS 13

NUM.,U5 eC13O OCTU X a

3 Pumoc ma v-'IPC 1501616 147 4 12 119 114 111 I

AX 1- 06 I
us.PA~ep W.W a H&CLw ,260,310 11 41.1.1 1,48 0.97

I) Temperaure in 11C; 2) Mean experimental constants K of solubil4ty
in nm-l . 10; 3). Calculated constants K of solubility in W-1 .100;
4) Content of water in a saturated solution of it in NG, in % weight.

DGN has -t significantly greater dissolving ability; the solubility constant of

water in it at 1200 equal 36 O6 m-1.

(a) ANN

aAM i~y zO POWeP-

Fig. 3. Solubility of water in nltr'oglycerine, diglycoldinitrate,
and dinitroglycerine at 1200, depending upon the pressure of its

steam.
1) Solubilitypf water in nitro ester, in % weight; 2) pressure of
water vapor, H20, mm fig; 3) DNG,; 4) NG (by calculation); 5) DGDN.



The latter circumstance should be considered in examining the experiments on the

study of the disintegration of moist NG, since one of the products of reaction of

hydrolysis, apparently, is DNG, whose presence can additionally increase the

solubility of water in nitroglycerine.

Another product of the hydrolysis of NG, as G. N. Bespalov 8howed, is nitric

acid, which can show an influence on the solubility of water in a nitro ester.

Therefore in this work we estimated the solubility of H 20 in acid NG. The add-

ition in the system NG - H20 of one volatile component led to the necessity of

analysis the gaseous and liquid phases for contents of nitric acid. The

instrument for determination of solubility of water in acid NG (Fig. 4) was a

combination of two glass manometers (1) of the Bourdon type, united by a vertical

cock (2). In ampule (3) we introduced a sample of NG and evacuated the instruaent

to the removal of volatiles. After that we closed the vertical cock (2) and in

vessel (4) measured out the water and nitric acid. Anhydrous nitric acid, con-

taining no oxides of nitrogen, was obtained directly prior to the experiment by

distillation from a mixture of nitric-acid potassium and concentrated sulphuric

acid; we measured it out in the form of vapor 1 analogously as with water.

1
Accuracy of dosage was checked by titration and also by means of cal-

culation according to law of state of ideal gases. Usually the error did not
exceed 5%.
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Fig. 4. Diagram of instrument for study of solubility of
water vapor in acid nitroglycerine.

1) Manometers of Bourdon rype; 2) Vertical cock; 3) Ampule
for NG; 4) Vessel for wter.and *N103; 5) Ampule.

t"

( . .

Fig. 5. Solubility of water in acid and neutral nitroglycerine
at 50 and 1000, depending upon the pressive of its vapor.

(Contents of HNO3 in acid NG, 0.3 - 0.6% weight.).

1) Acid NG at 500; 2) Acid NG at 1000; 3) Neutral NG at 500;
4) Neutral NG at 1000; 5) Solubility of water in nitroglycerine,

in % weight; 6) Pressure of vapor P H20, mm Hg.

s/€(



After the introduction of the additions the instrument was placed in a theriostat

and the vertical cock was opened. As a result of the increase in the volume. 'of

the system and the solubility of water and nitric acid in 'NG a decrease in pros-

sure occurred which continued usually, for 15 - 20 min. After the pressure drop

ceased, we closed the vertical cock and extracted the instrument from the ther-

mostat. Ampule ( 5) was cooled by liquid nitrogen and, after water vapor and

HIM03 were condensed in it, was unsoldered from the instrument. The content of

HN03 in ampule (5) was determined by reverse titration and the pressure of its

vapor over the solution at the experimental temperature was calculated according

to the law of state of ideal gases. The pressure of water vapor over the solution

was found by the difference between general and calculated pressures of HNO3 vapor
i3

Thus we established the equilibrium composition of the gaseous phase over NG.

The contents of water and acid in the NG were determined by the difference be-

tween the introduced quantity of the corresponding substance and the quantity of

it in the gaseous phase. This methodology was applied in that case when, after

determination of solubility, experiments were conducted on the thermal decom-

position of acid NG in the presence of water, for which we used the glass mano-

meter of ampule (3). If thermal decomposition did not occur, then we separated

the liquid phase from the gaseous with the help of a system of cocks.

Solubility of water in acid nitroglycerine was determined at temperatures of

50 and 1000 and contents of nitric acid in NG of 0.3 - 0.6% by weight. The

dependence of solubility of water in acid NG on the pressure of its vapor is

given in Fig. 5. Here for comparison are given lines 3 and 4, characterising the

solubility of water in a neutral product at the same temperatures. The content

1 For correctness of such a calculation it is necessary that the general

pressure of the mixture of vapors of water and HNO equal the sum of their
pressures taken separately in the same conditions.3 As was shown by control ex-
periments, this condition is fulfilled with an accuracy corresponding to that

I of the dosing.
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of water in acid NG also increases proportionally to the increase in the pressure

of its vapor. Comparison shows that the addition of HUO3 to NG under the exper-

imental conditions increases the solubility of water in the nitro ester by 5 - 7

times. Thus, nitric acid formed during the hydrolysis of NG fulfills the function

of catalyst and oxidizer, and also promotes an increase in the content of water

in the liquid phase and, consequently, hydrolysis.

Conclusions

1. The solubility of water in nitroglycerine at temperatures of 30 - 900 and

in diglycoldinitrate and dinitroglycerine at 1200 was determined.

2. The solubility constant of water in nitroglycerine varies in the given

limits of temperature from 95 . 10- 6 nme- to 13. l(0 6 mi-l; the solubility con-

stant of water in diglycoldinitrate is somewhat less (5.2 * 10 - 6 m-l at 1200),

but in dinitroglycerine is much larger (36@10 - 6 mm-I at 1200) than in nitrogly--I

cerine (6.6" 10- 6 mm at 120o).

3. The solubility of water in nitroglycerine containing 0.3 - 0.6% by weight,

of nitric acid is 5 - 7 times more than its solubility in a neutral product at the

same temperatures.

The author expresses deep gratitude to Professor K. S. Svetlov for constant

help in the work.
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17. On the Thermal Disintegration of Nitroglycerine and the Possibilit
of Its Transition to Explosion

Nitroglycerine (NG) is the oldest and, till now, the most widely applied

liquid nitro ester. Certain properties distinguishing nitro esters from substances

of other chemical structure, for example nitro compounds and nitramines of the

aromatic series, are expressed especially clear for NG. These peculiarities

include slow chemical transformation, burning, flash and sensitivity to impact.

Connected with each other ,in a known degree, they lead to the fact that the

production of NG is the most dangerous of all secondary explosives.

The slow disintegration of NG, in certain conditions of its flow, can be

extraordinarily strongly self-accelerated. This can cause a situation where,

even at the low temperatures at which usually is conducted the industrial

process, such high speeds of disintegration and heat emission are attained that

strong local self-heatup sets in leading to thermal triggering Df burning -- flash

of NG. The burning of NG is unstable and is very inclined to transition to

explosion; under the conditions of flash this inclination is expressed still more

strongly.

We will consider in the present article the regularities of the thermal

disintegration NG and those conditions which determine the possibility of

triggering of flash as a result of the strong self-acceleration of this

disintegration.

The speed of any chemical reaction depends on the temperature and, if the

reaction proceeds in the gaseous phase or in solution, also on the concentration



of reagents. In the case of the -disintegration -of liquid -M, if its pructs.are

Igases, the concentration of the parent substance doe. not change and it 1w

sufficient to consider only the dependence of reaction speed on temperature..

However, in real conditions the speed of the slow disintegration of NG

depends also on time. This dependence is atipilated by two causes. First, the

slow disintegration of NG is self-accelerated under the influence of products of

the reaction. Therefore, if these products are not removed by one or another

method, then their content in the NG increases and the speed of transformation
es

grows correspondingly. Secondly, the disintegration of NG proceeds with the

liberation of heat and, if this heat is not to diverted or is only partially

diverted, then the temperature of substance grows and the speed of reaction grows

correspondingly. Both factors of the self-acceleration of the process are

interconnected: the greater the increase in the disintegration rate due to

accumulation of disintegration products, the greater will be the speed of heat

emission and, consequently, of thermal acceleration. The reverse dependence of

chemical self-acceleration on thermal is somewhat more complicated, since at-

increased temperatures the products, which accelerate decomposition represent

vapors and their solubility decreases with temperature; therefore, if thesoe

products have the possibility and time to depart, then the total acceleration

turns out to be less than in the case when they remain completely in liquid.

It is necessary to consider also that a significant and complicated influence

is shown on the development of chemical self-acceleration of the transformation

of NG by those impurities which are either practically always(as water) in it or

(as acid) can be contained in it with insufficiently thorough washing of the NG

of spent acid.

Let us consider the more in detail both possibilities of the acceleration

of NG disintegration - thermal and chemical.



Thermal Acceleration of the Exothermal Chemical Reaction to Explosion

During the course of exothermal chemica] reaction, as a result Df the

liberation of heat; the temperature of the substance becomes higher than the

ambient temperature. Therefore there occurs heat radiation from the substance

to the environment. In Fig. 1 is represented the dependence of the heat income

ql and heat outgo q2 on temperature T.

-7"eT TO TZ

Fig. 1. Dependence of income (q1) and heat outgo (q , q2, qO) on temperature

T.

If heat radiation is equal to heat income, then they are in equilibrium.

Equilibrium is stable (point A) if the derivative of heat drain by temperature

is larger than the derivative of heat income by temperature. This condition, as

can be seen from the graph, is fulfilled if the temperature of the environment

% is relatively low. If it Is higher (T" or To), then the heat drain to the0 0

outside will. beoze less and equilibrium between heat-income and heat outgo will

not exist or it will be unstable, as for example, at point of contact B. A

sufficiently small increase of temperature, so that heat-income becomes larger

than heat outgo and self-accelerated growth of temperature sets in, will lead the

transformation to speeds so high that we call it explosion.

The main factors of this process are the speed of the chemical

transformation, its thermal effect, and the dimensions of the charge. The speed

of heat emission is obviously proportional to the volume of the substance, and

heat outgo - to its surface, Inasmuch as the volunte increases with the cube of



the linear dimension, but the surface with its square, then it is clear that an

increase in the dimensions of the charge will encourage the acceleration of the

transformation and its transition to the region of instability.

D. A. Frank-Kamenetskiy -5_ gave a mathematical analysis of the phenomeron

for that case when heat transfer is accomplished by thermal conduction, and

showed that the disruption of stability sets in if the dimensionless parameter

becomes longer than a certain determined value dependent upon the form of the

change and equal to 3.32 for a sphere, 2 for a cylinder, and 0.88 for a plane

infinitely extended layer.

In formula (1):

Q-- thermal effect of reaction in cal/c 3 ;

A -- coefficient of thermal conductivity in cal/cm . sec . deg;

r -- radius of cylinder (sphere) or half-thickness of the layer, in cm;

B -- pre-exponential multiplies in Arrhenius' equation in sec-1.

E -- Activation energy, in cal/mole;

To -- temperature of wall of vessel, in OK.

If the conditions lying at the base of this conclusion are fulfilled, i.e.,

if the speed of the reaction varies with Arrhenius' law and heat transfer occurs

only through heat conduction, then by means of formula (1)it would be possible to

calculate, for a given dimension of the charge, that temperature from which the

slow transformation of decomposition to explosion will proceed, or to solve the

reverse problem - to calculate for a given temperature, the minimum dimension of

the charge which is the starting point for the transition of slow decomposition

to explosion.

We shall carry out both computations. We will determine first, that



mbinmum temperature of flash for a cyLindrical column of NG 1 mm in radius. We

will take the thermal capacity of nitroglycerine to be equal. to 4.lO-  cal/cm'sec.

deg. The thermal effect of transformation is taken equal to 800 cal/g, i.e.

approximately half of heat of explosion. It is known that during slow thermal

transformation the main part of the nitrogen is obtained in the form of

endothermic NO; correspondingly, a part of the combustible elements remain

incompletely oxidized and the thermal effect obtained is less than that during

reaction to nitrogen, water and carbon dioxide. However, the magnitude of the

thermal effect has a relatively weak effect on the result of the calcul-tion,

A decrease in Q of two times increases the calculated temperature of flash at

E = 40,000 cal/mole by 5% in all. The Kinetic characteristic, taken according to

R. Robertson [-6], are E = 43,700 cal/mole, B =i186 sec10.
the

Inserting in formula (1)/taken values of the uaramsters, we obtain

From this t0 = 1630.

For a charge with a radius of 0.5 m an analogous calculation will find the

critical temperature equal to 1760.

We see that the temperatures obtained are somewhat lower than the flash

temperature of NG, determined usually by experimental methods (near 2000). The

divergence is small and its physical meaning is clear. The viscosity of NG strongly

decreases at inoreased temperatures, and heat outgo occurs in it not only by

thermal conductivity, but also by convection, in particular as a result of

mixing of the liquid by bubbles of emitted gases. This leads to an increase in

heat radiation and, consequently, to an increase in flash temperature.

We will determine now, the dimension of a charge of NG required for its

flash to occur at 200.



Using formula (1), we write

OO1. m°'l._5* 4 37oo =2.

Solving this equation, we obtain r = 1.5 10 4 cm. Consequently for the

decomposition of NG to be accelerated by means of self-heating to flash at room

temperature, the radius of the charge should be more than 150m% i.e., many times

more than the dimensions those apparatuses, in which NG is obtained or stored

in industrial conditions.

There is yet another side of the phanomen, whose calculation tuderlines the

unreality of triggering of flash of NG under the considered conditions and

prerequisites.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the mutual location of the curve of heat income

and the line of heat radiation is such that the difference between heat-income

and heat outgo, which determines the speed of self-heatup decreases by the

measure of temperature increase to the point of contact and only begins to

increase rapidly at high temperatures. Calculation shows that the pre-explosion

increase of temperature for a cylinderical charge constitutes 1.37 degrees

1,986.2932 £
or for NG 1.37 1 - 5.350, In order to estinate approximately the

43,700

minimum time necessary for self-heatup of NG to 5.350, let us assume that process

proceeds adiabatically, i.e. without passing of heat to the outside. Warm-up to

5.35' with a heat capacity of NG of 0.35 cal/g • deg will demand 1.87 cal/g.

During 100 decomposition of NG 800 cal/g will be emitted by our assumption; then

for emission of 1.87 cal/g 0.234% must be decomposed of the NG. Constant of

disintegration rate of NG at 200 is 1.1 . l10 sec-1 ; therefore the time necessary

for isothermal transformation of 0.234% of the NG will constitute 2.14 - 10 sec

or 7000 years. We see that even if there is a sufficiently large charge NG, in

which flash can appear by means of thermal self-acceleration, in practice explosion



will not occur, owing to ita extremely large delay time.

Does, however, this conclusion signify that in real conditions triggering

of flash of NG at low temperatures is impossible?

To this question one should give a negative answer. What form of slow

decomposition can be developed to flash?

Above we noted that the slow chemical transformation of NG, if its gasiform

products are not removed from the liquid, is developed with self-acceleration.

This chemical self-acceleration in the case of NG, and in known conditions also

during the decomposition of other nitro esters, can become very large. It is

that cause, which can bring speed of transformation of NG directly to a magnitude

exceeding by a million times the initial speed of the reaction (in absence of

products of disintegration), and cause in this way fast thermal self-acceleration

of process.

At the same time, we saw that at 200 the critical charge dimension for NG

equals 150 M. If, however, the speed of reaction becomes a million times greater,

then, repeating the same calculation, we will obtain a critical dimension 1000

times less, i.e., 15 cm. M1oreover, it is necessary to consider that chemical

self-.acceleration also is an exothermic process and if it gives even a relatively

small increase in temperature -- let us say, to 1000 -- then the critical

dimension will be lowered again to 6 cm.

Thus, the decisive factor in the triggering of explosion as a result of

slow disintegration is the development of chemical self-acceleration of the

process (due to accumulation of products of reaction).

Slow Disintegration of NG At Constant Temperature

Let us consider more specifically the main experimental regularities of the

slow isothermal disintegration of NG and especially the self-acceleration of this

process.



R. Robertson [6_7, studying the decomposition of liquid NG in a flow of

inert gas which removes volatile products, showed that the speed of separation of

oxides of nitrogen is constant, i.e., that decomposition in these conditions

proceeds withoat acceleration. According to the value of the disintegration rate

obtained by R. Robertson at various temperatures those kinetic characteristics

were calculated (activation energy and pre-exponential multiplier) which we used

in calculations by formula (1).

Investigations in the laboratory of the Moscow Chemico-Technological

Institute (G. N. Bespalov, A. P. Glazkov, V. V. Gorbunov, N. D. lVaurin, H. S.

Plyasunov, B. S. Svetlov, V. P. Shelaputina [1], [72], [3]7, Z-7), conducted

by the manometric method, showed that in the initial stage the decomposition of

FG proceeds without essential acceleration even if one does not divert the

gasiform products of disintegration (Fig. 2). YNoreover, in the initial stage the

1,5
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Fig. 2. Change in speed of gas formation in time in initial stages of

disintegration pf liquid NG at 1400 and moderate degreeg of filling of vessel.

1-5= 6.1. 10 ; 2- = 12. 10-; 3-5 29 - 10 - . Speed of gas formation
is expressed by the number of cm3of gases (at Oand 760 mm Hg) emitted in 1
minute in t e conversion on 1 g of the substance; 4 - Speed of gas forniation
/ArT n cm/g min; 5 - Time -C, in min.

latter not only do not accelerate, but even delay the process; the greater the

degree of filling of the vessel1 with NG the lower the initial speed of decomposition

(Fig. 3).

,'-The degree 6' of filling here and in the future is called the ritio of the
volume of explosive to the volume of the vessel in which the experiment is
conducted.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of initial disintegration rate w of NG on degree of
filling of vessel (6) at experimental temperatures of 80 - 4ti.
Along the axis of the ordinates there isiplaced the ratio of the disintegration
rate at a given 6 to the rate at pr0u in %.
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However so the atter remains thus only as long as a certain critical

pressure of the gasiform products of disintegration is not attained. After that

a sharp 
acceleration 

of transformation 

begins 
(Fig. 

4). 
Prior 

to achievement 

of

the 
critical 

pressure, 

the 
di 

i egration 
rate 

grows 
proportionally 

to

Then this speed grows proportionally to the square of pressure (Fig. 5) which,

according 

to the 
assumption 

of B. S. Svetlov, 
is connected 

with 
the 

influence 

of

pressure 
on the 

concentration 

of the 
imer 

(N2 0
4

) in the 
gases 

and 
consequently,

Thus, 
one of the 

peculiarities 

of a self-accelerated 

reaction 
is its 

strong

dependence 

on the 
concentration 

of gasiform 
products 

of disintegration, 

dissolved

in liquid 
NG, which 

leads 
to 

a 
very 

fast 
growth 

in the 
speed 

of the 
process.

Another peculiaril.y of this reaction consists in the fact when self-

acceleratCoi, of disintegration under the action of gasiform products was developed,

the influere of temperature on its speed appeared to be very weak (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 4. Acceleration of disintegration of NG at 1000 under the influence
of gasiform products.
Numbers above curves - degree of filling of vessel, 104lO. Along the axis

of the ordinates there is placed the quantity of emitted gases, expressed in
conditional units (pressure in mm Hg, multiplied by the volume of vessel in m

and divided by the sample og explosive in g and by 000).
1) p Vlm (ram - cm Ig) • 10-'; 2) V , in meIn - 10- -".

The combination of both these peculiarities leads to the fact that the

manometric methodology, in its usual fulfillment (small 6), turns out to be

unsuitable for investigation of the kinetics of the thermal disintegration of NG.

Thus, since the substance in this case occupies only a very small part of the

volume of the vessel, a large part of the gasiform products depart into the free

volume of the latter and do not act on the transformation in the liquid phase.

In practice, when we are concerned with a large volume of substance, i.e., with

great thickness of its layer, the produc'ts of disintegration do not succeed,

diffusing, to leave the explosive and are progressive accumulated in it.

The usual methodology creates difficulty also during determination of the

dependence of reaction speed on temperature: an increase in the latter decreases

the solubility of the gasiform disintegration products in the liquid phase and

this can lower the growth in speed and even prevent acceleration of the process,

as was observed by D. S. Svetlov in the known condition of experiment. On the

other hand, in industrial volumes lowering of the solubility with temperature is

[ $159



not certain to succeed, by the above-mentioned causes, to decrease the

concentration of gasiform products in liquid NG.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of specific speed of gas formation (w) on pressure of
gasiform products of NG disintegration at 1000 at various degrees of filling of
the vessel &.
Speed is expressed in conditional units. 1) Conditional designations; 2)
Intermediate values of 5 : 3) log p E-mm Hg]/; 4) log w.

Fig. 6. Dependence of specific speed of gas formation (w) on pressure of
products of NG disintegration at various temperatures. 1) log w; 2) log p [-mm Hg]
Disintegration rate is expressed in conditional units.

I In order to approach real conditions, we modified the methodology of

laboratory experiments filling of vessel by nitroglycerine almost oompletely; this

assured practically full preservation in the liquid phase of the gasiform products

of transformation. In these conditions sharp acceleration of disintegration at

1000 sets in already after 9 - 10 hr., at 800 after 73 - 93 hr., and at 600 after



550 nr. These data make it possible to calculate by extrapolati.on the corresponding

values of the time of inset of acceleration at lower temperatures. For 30 we

will obtain 3.2 yr., for 20 - 17 yr. The values obtained for the time of

beginning of sharp acceleration of NG disintegration although great, but they are

incomparably less than in case of decomposition with removal of products of

disintegration, when this time even for certain smal.1 fractions of the explosive,

say 2%, constitutes 4800 and 56,500 years at 301 and 200, respectively.

Influence of Certain Impurities on the Slow Disintegration of NG

Above we spoke about the disintegration of pure NG, free from impurities.

Of the biggest practical interest impurities which usually can be found in NG

water and acid present.

Water is soluble in NGo. By our determination (V. V. Gorbynov; see p. 219

in this collection) water is dissolved in NG at 20- by 0.25%, at 300 - 0.31%,

and at 600 - 0.49%.

However, contents of 1120 can be larger, sinc4 it can be in NG, not only in

the dissolved, but also the suspended form. For this reason technical NG is usually

cloudy.

Water shows a significant and specific influence on the slow transformation

of NG. According to the experiment of G. N Bespalov (see p. 131 in this collection),

at elevated temperatures (80 - 1000) and small contents of H20, the curve pzf(r)

has the same character as in the absence of water (Fig. 7), but the time to

beginning of acceleration of disintegration is less in the first.

At large contents of water the character of the curve changes considerably:

for a long time pressure remains constant and practically equal to the vapor

tension of water over NG; then a sharp fall sets ir caused by the transition of

water to the liquid phase. After this fall there begins a starts more or less

fast growth of pressure. The general time to the onset of sharp acceleration of

Iisintegration in presence of water is strongly reduced as compared with time



for the annydrous product, Thus, at 1000 and S = 0.03 the time to sharp

acceleration of decomposition of anhydrous NG constituted nearly 2400 mrin, but

at a water-vapor pressure equal to 400 - 500 mm, it was reduced to 150 min. At

maximum J (near 1) at 100 and 600 in the presence of 0.2% H20 the indicated time

was 2j times less than for anhydrous NG.

If one were to add to NG still more water, the character of the curve p-f

(t') changes anew. For a long time a very slow and weak fall of pressure is

observed and only on the expiration of . significant larg-r time than for even

anhydrous NG sharp acceleration of the process is observed.

Thus, water in small quantities accelerates the transformation of NG, the

more strongly the bigger its addition. In great quantities it delays the

beginning of acceleration of disintegration of nitroglycerine.

, 0 . 00 V60

Fig. 7. Influence of watpr on disintegration of NG at 1000 and different
degrees of filling of vessel 0 .
Numbers by the cuves - pressure of water vapor over NG in mm of mercury and
(in parentheses) 0 O 1 .
1) Pressure of gasiorm products of disintegration (p), mm Hg; 2) Timer, min.

Accelerating influence on the disintegration of NC is shown also by acids,

in particular by nitric acid. Starting corresponding investigations, we, proceeding

from grnerally accepted assumptions, expected that very smal- contents of acid

would ire-y ,strongly accelerate the decomposition of nitroglycerine,. Experiments

did not confirm this expectation. Thus, in case of addition to N) of HN03 in a

quantity of 0.3% by weight, the tlim. to onset of acceleration of tts reaction was

reduced in all by twice as compared with neutral product (see curve 4, Fig. 8).



Moreover, a comparison of equal(by pressure of their vapor over NG)*quantities

of nitric acid and water (curves 2 and 3, Fig. 8) showed that at 1000 the acid

accelerates the disintegration of NG approximately the same as water; however,
a

their joint presence at7giver pressure did not reduce the time to beginning of

acceleration of the process. Finally, experiments in the presence of large

quantities of water (Fig. 9) showed that 0.02% nitric acid by weight of N has

little effect on the course of disintegration. Thus, for example, at near contents

of water the induction period in presence of acid was lowered only from 70 (in the

absence of acid) to 68 min. A strong influence of nitric acid in the presence of
at

water is developed only/rlatively large (--1.5%) contents of acid in NG (Fig. 10).

All these observations are explained by the assumption that fast transformation,

setting in at the stage of acceleration, is caused by hydrolysis of NG, which is

strongly accelerated by acids in a definite interval of concentration, and the

oxidation-reduction reactions accompanying hydrolysis, occurring between its

products with the possible participation of the initial nitro ester. If one

' ~ ' 7
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Fig. 8. Influence of moderate (0.3%) quantities HN02 on disintegration NG
at 1000.
l--NG, neutral anhyd ous,0 = 0.0329; 2-NO + H20 + HN 3 , p = 14, S = 0.0281;

ing 3--NG + H20, p = 14, 5 = 0.0271; 4-NO + HNO ,p = 13, = 0.0346 p eneral
equilibrium pressure at the beginning of the riment in Hg L defined
above~; 5-Pressure of gasiform products of disintegration (p), Hg 6-
Time o, min.
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Fig. 9. Influence of small (0.02%) qiaantities H1 3 on disintegration of
NG at 100r in presence of water.
1--NG + H 0+0.023% (by wt) HNO, p = 92, 0.0363; 2-NG + H 0 + 0.017%
(by wt) H? ,;p= 196, 6 .. 028, 3--NG + H2 0 + 0.01% (by wt) NO p = 385,

S0.03M; p = same as Fig. 8; -- defined above/;5,6-same ai Fig. 8.

were to eliminate the effect of acids -- for example, with the help of soda

located in the vessel joined to the ampule with NG -- then as a result of the

neutralization of the acid vapors, the acceleration of transformation does not

set in either in presence of water or in its absence.

Water introduced in neutral NG acts relatively slowly as long as acid is not

accumulated in the product as a result of "anhydrous" reaction or hydrolysis; if

water is not introduc6d, the accumulation of acids and water (as a result of

oxidizing reactions) proceeds still slower. Nitric acid in itself acts slowly,

in particular because time is required for the formation of water. The most

active is water in the presence of acid; this acid need not be nitric.



Fig. 10. Influence of significant (1.5%) quantities of nitric acid on
disintegration NG at 100, in presence of 'water.
1--NO, neutral arihydrous; iS - 0.0061; 2-NG + H20, p = t05,& 0.0060;/G
HNO , p =82.5,(S = 0.0062; 4-NG + H120 + HN0O p =222, . 0.0070; 5-.4G +
H263+ HNO3 , p = 560, & = 0. 0068; p =same as ?ig. 8; A _ [defined'abovej7;
6-Pressure of gasiform products of disintegration (p), mm Hg; 7-Time i, an.

It is necessary to add that we studied chiefly the influence of mixtures of

water with nitric acid. It should not, however, be considered that this

combination is the most effective stimulator of acceleration of transformation of

NG.

Experiments of V. P. Shelaputina showed that water combined in definite

relationships with oxide and nitrogen peroxide serves as a very energetic

accelerator. Thus in one experiment at 800 (Fig. 1i), in which the equilibrium

pressure of water vapor constituted about 100 mm Hg, acceleration of the

disintegration of NG set in only after 2000 min; with the simultaneous presence

of water, NO, and NO2 a sharp growth of speed of gas formation was observed

already after 50 mnn after the beginning of the experiment (see curve 2, Fig. Ui).

Apparently , in experiments with water the direct product of hydrolysis is

nitric acid. Interacting with dinitrate and trinitrate formed during hydrolysis,

it will form nitrogen dioxide and nitrogen peroxide, whose oxidizing action in

the presence of water is significant greater, than that of nitric acid. The
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reacti o.s of interaction of nitric acid and nitrates proced relatively slowly,

" which is determined the significant interval of time bet-wen the moment of

pressure drop in experiments with water and the onset of its sharp growth.

Fi. 1. .nfluence of oxides of nitrogen on disintegration of NG at 80-
7 resenco of water.

0, - 234, 16 0,0304; 2--NG + H 0 -4 NO + 1:410 246, pN
2' 2 2' 2'

3 P,. . 3,0312; 3--NG H0 -, NO-s NO2 PH0 I-X), PNO 130, P.. ' - ,3; ,( 2 ' o , PH20,

p.4u 3 0p' " ,O

C,-309; r, - calculated pressuare of vapors ar.d gases introduced into th, vessel
at the beginning of the experiment (wittjut calculation of their possible
interaction and dissolution) in mm Hg; 0 - degree of fiUifg of vessel With
nitroglycerine; 5--Pressure of gasiform products of disir.tegratIon (p), mm Hg;
6--Time 'U, min.
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Fig. 12. Influence of oxides of nitrogen on disintegration NG at 800 in
presence of water.

l-G+4H20o, PH. ='-4 = 0,0o3o; 2-MG + H2o + No, Ho 272, pNO 24, =

0,0328; 3-NG + H20 + NO, pH20 = 238, PNo ' 50, 6 = 0,0329; 4-N + H1,o + NO,

PH20 ' 230, pNO = 50, S = 0,C294; p, I , 5, 6--sam as Fig. U.

If one introduces the oxides of nitrogen immediately then oxidation of nitrates

starts quickly.

Additional evidence in favor of the described sequence of reaction is

contained in the results of experiments on the decomposition of NG in the presence

of water and oxides of nitrogen (Fig. 12). Induction period in these

experiments preserved its character (constancy of pressure) and duration.

However, on the one hand, that pressure drop upon completion of the induction

period, which is observed in the presence of water, but the absence of oxides of

nitrogen, is absent in this case, and on the other hand - acceleration of gas

formation after induction period is developed much more sharply and faster. The

absence of the pressure drop may be connected with the fact that nitric acid with

oxide of nitrogen will form nitrous acid, whose solubility in NG is supposedly

less than that of nitric, but whose oxidizing action is greater. Corresporningly,
.1.



against the background of fast growth of pressure as a result of oxidation, it is

possible that a small pressure drop at the expense of dissolution remains unnoticed.

Slow Disinteagration of NG At Low Temperatures

The experiments described above were conducted at relatively high (800 and

higher )temperatures.

Experiments at lower (40 - 800) temperatures (B. S. Svetlov and V. V.

Gorbunov) take a very long time and therefore were few. They sno.wed that

regularities determined at elevated temperatures are qualitatively correct also

for significantly lower temperatures, but have certain quantitative distinctions.

Thus at 1000 and a high degree of filling of vessel, in the presence of 0.2%

by weight of nitric acid sharp acceleration sets in 1.7 times faster than for

anhydrous neutral NG; water acts more strongly than nitric acid and at the same

content lowers the indicated time by 2.5 times (Fig. 13).

At still lower temparatures (60 and 400) acid and water also reduce the

induction period, but acid acts more strongly than waterl; also, this distinction

increases during the transition from 60 to 400. Besides, at low temperatures the

influence of additions to NO is greater in the sense of the relative decrease of

the induction period. This not surprising. With a lowering of the temperature,

'he speed of reactions of decomposition, forming acid and water, decreases;

correspondingly the influence of this source of accelerating impurities is lov;ered

and the role of accelerators introduced from without is relatively increased.

It is necessary to indicate also that in all these experiments we have

spoken of contents of additions on acid character which although small, are still

incomparably larger than those insignificant quantities which are registered by

'It is necessary however to keep in mind that for water, in contrast to
nitric acid, there is a certain optimum content at which the induction period ic
smallest. The optimum content was established only for 1000; at low temperatures
no corresponding experiments were conducted.



the standard method of determination of NG stability - the iodised starch tost.
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Fig. 13. Influence of %tar and nitric acid on disintegration of NG at

1000 and high degree of filling of vessel (Sc*).
3 ) Pressure of p~siform products of disintegration (p), mm Hg; 4) Without
additions; 5) Specific volume of gasiforma products of disintegration (V), cm/g;
6 ) Tim T., min,,

'Peculiarities of Developeont of MG Decomposition To Flash

From the considered experimental data it follows that ZG is Susceptible to

two processes of transformation; one is realized at relative.y high temperatures

and is characterized by strong dependence of speed of tr&nsformation on

temperature. The speed of the second process strongly depends on the concentration

of products of NG disintegration, (oxides of nitrogen and water) and weakly on

temperature. Therefore, at low temperatures, when the constant of the speed of

the first process insignificant, the actual dimintegration rate of NG can be

determined onl y by the second process. This speed, however, in the beginning of

the process is very small.. provided that a sufficient amount of acid and a little

water are not introduced into the NG. During the decomposition of initially

neutrall.y and anhydrous NO there will be formed nitrogen dioxide and as a product

of the oxidation of water; if the MG contains water, the formation of nitric acid

and then of oxides of nitrogen ib significantly accelerated.

One would think that at ow initial temparaturei Just the second process



and should bring NG to thermal triggering of flash. However this, apparently, is

not so, because the speed of reactions of the second process grow only very

weakly with temperature. Correspondingly, the speed of the transformation

determined by them can attain values at which the expression of Frank-Kamenetskiy

(1) becomes equal to the critical only at relatively high temperature. Calculations

carried out according to the kinetic parameters (E and B) of the second process,

eqtablished for the stage of sharp acceleration, give at r = 1 mm a critical

value of temperature of '600 (580"). As we have seen, analogous calculations

for the first process--a reaction proceeding in the absence of products of

disintegration-gave a significantly smaller temperature (1630). Therefore

during development of acceleration of disintegration by reaction products and

during the heat up accompanying earlier, there will be attained the critical

speed for that process; it will proceed ever faster and faster and, at last, will

attain the critical speed of transformation, independent of the products of

nitro ester decomposition.

Here, however, it is necessary to make one reservation: the speed of

reactions in the presence of gasiform products of disintegration strongly depends

on their concentration: the above-cited calculation data refer to that case when

the pressure of these products over NG is small(2 technical atmospheres), since

during the develornent of the process in ordinary conditions it is difficult to

imagine the possibility of achievement of higher pressures. However, if such

conditions exist then the critical temperature is approached for both reactions.

If we allow that the dependonce on pressure of the speed of the self-accelerated

process fixed by experiment for the interval of temperatures of 80 - 1200 and

also its independence from temperature are secured at more higher values of the

latter, then at 1630 the speed of the prvc e:s, proceeding under the influence of

products of disintegration, will be at 9 technical atmospheres equal to its

speed in their absence.



If a strong increase in pressure cannot occur, then the development of

reaction to flash takes a unique three-stage character. In the first stap,

either as a result of the first process (iV the te rature is not very low), or

owing to hydrolysis of neutral or acid NG, there will be formed products of

disintegration. This stipulates the development of the second process. On

following stage this process as a result of accumulation of products of

disintegration, is self-accelerated to such a degree that a significant increase

in temperature occurs. In the third stage the first process has predcainant

signifigance; its thermal acceleration brings the NG to flash. The time to

onset of flash is determined by the second process, and its critical conditions

by the first. Of course, both processes proceed not autonmously but jointly,

and they are interconnected, so that what has been said represents the naturally

known schematization of the phenomenon. The higher the initial temperature and

the more favorably the conditions for removal of gasiform. products from liquid or

binding tnem, the greater is the expressed role of first process and vice versa.

The above refers to anhydrous NG. In the presence of moisture gs a

hydrolytic process proceeds parallel with the first one; its speed greater than

that of the first. The remaining kinetic characteristics of this process have

been little studied. In other respects decomposition to flash in this case is

developed avalogously to that of anhydrous NG.

Conclusions

The "isintegration of NG, proceeding very slowly and without acceleration

with removal or binding of its products (at low temperatures) and without

acceleration, can be strongly accelerated if the products of this disintegration

are retained. The onset of acceleration of decomposition occurs much faster if

the NG contains impurities - water (in definite limits) and acid* or oxides of

nitrogen. A peculiarity of reactions self-accoleration is their strong dependence



speed on concentration of products of disintegration or of impurities and weak

dependence on temperature. Due to this, if a high concentration of accelerating

substances is attained, disintegration can lead to thermal triggering of flash

even at very low temperatures and relatively small dimensions of charge.
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18. Thermal Disintegration of PETN

The introduction into technology of pentaerythrite tetranitrate (PETN) demand-

ed a thorough study of its properties, in particular chemical stability, the more

so, as PETN belongs to the number of esters of nitric acids, which, as was known,

in general, are greatly inferior in this respect to nitro uct!pounds of the aromatic

series and even nitramines.

Chemical stability of PETN and mixtures in its base, the method of its deter-

mination and the effect on it of certain impurities were studied in a number of

works. Already the first investigations had shown that the chemical stability of

PETN was considerably more, than other nitro esters close to it according to the

number of nitrate groups in the carbon atom, and consequently, also according to the

energy of the explosive nitroglycerine, nitroglycol and even nitrocellulose signifi-

cantly exceeding their stability. Thus, by Abel's test at 750, which dynamite nitro-

glycerine sustains usually for 15 minutes, PETN does not react at 800 even for 50

minutes. This circumstance is usually connected with the high symmetry of the PETN

molecule by comparison with nitroglycerine, having linear structure 716J_,C-17j.

Thus, Stettbacher, and later other investigators, have :onsidered that location of a

4-x mathoxynitro group around the central carbon atom in PETN determines its high

chemical stability. The same opinion is expressed by L. Avogadro, who considers

that PETN thanks to its symmetric structure to be the stablest of nitro esters.

One of the most thorough investigations into this question was published by

Picardo Z14_. He exposed 2 samples of PETN to 100 and 1050 for 450 dajs and after

definw.te time intervals establehed the change of their properties. Alter each 15



days a test was made at 1200 with methylviolet paper and a loss in weight

was deterzined. With an interval of 60 days the investigator made several tests;

Taliani1s test at 1250, Bergman - Young's at 132& and Anjeli's and also deter-

mined the contents of nitrogen according to Iunge and the melting point.

2)

Pxr. 4"

Fig. 1. Change of pH during deccm- Fig. 2. Change of pressure during
position of PETN in the presence of decomposition of PETN presence of
different quantities of trotyl (ac- different quwuitities of trotyl (ac-
cording to Urbanski and others) at cording to Uhinski and others).
1209. Numbers by curves-contents cf Numbers by curves-contents of trotyl
trotyl in mixture in % weight, in mixture in % weight.

1) Time r hour. l) Mnutes; 2) p =u of mercuiry.

The last determination was conducted also with crystals, condensed as a result

of sublimation on the walls of the vessel.

Results of tests showed that stability not only does not decrease time, but

is noticeably increased. At 1050 this process goes faster, than at 1000. Loss

in weight increases approximately proportional to time. Contents of nitrogen

somewhat increase, Just as melting point (140.3 - 141.20 in beginning of experi-

ment and 141.3 - 142.00 after 450-day heating at 1050). The subliate has a

higher melting point, that the initial PETN and the narrowest range of melting

(142.0 - 142.20).

From these data it follows that long heating leads to 'he sublimation not

only of PETN, but also of impurities, contained in the original product, and

they either are sublimated without being decomposed, or being decomposed, they

will form highly volatile and fully removed products. In general, those experi-



ments show that even very long heating of PETN in an opened vessal at 105 doom

not lead to noticeable decompoaition of explosive, but, on the contrary, increase

its cleanness and stability.

Urbanski, Kwiatowski an" Miladowski Z19J studied the effect of nitro de-

rivatives of armatic series on the chemical stability of certain nitro esters,

in particular, PETN. Investigation was carried out by means of determining pH

mixtures, heated at 100 - 1200 and by Taliani's method at 134.50, modified by

Guzhon. Graphs in Fig. 1 and 2 illustrate the results of the experiments. Nitro

compounds lower the stability of PETN, and in this way act more strongly at given

percentage (by weight) of mononitro compound, then diand trinitro ccmpound. This

effect becomes stronger in the first hours of heating. Derivative benzenes act

sonewhat more strongly, than derivative toluene. It is interesting that nitro

derivatives do not accelerate the decposition of nitromannite.

Analogous results were received by Tonegutti E18J, who determined the

stability of PETN and its mixtures with trotyl by Teliani's test at 120, 125

and 1350. Sme of his results are presented in table 1.

Table 1

Stability of PETN and Its Mixtures With
Certain Explosives by Teliuani's Test

() I ) Bpexu AOCTUXenN XseimW 300 W p. cT. a ,

o , Ot ,TOO I ,o YN,,Oc  Tsm c 3D% c 50% nup NOmA I  t rM aT____T j C30O4 f _ _
120 20,50 5,08 j5,16, 2,33 2,75 5.06
125 11,25 2,06 - - - 3,46
130 7,00 1,0 0,92 - - 1,70

1) Time to achieve pressure of j00 mm of mercury in hours; 2) Temwperature
of mxperiments Oc; 3) PET7NY* 4) PETN with 30% TNT; 5) EM iwith 50% TNT;
6) PETN with 10% pioric acid; 7) PETN with 20% nitroglycerine; 6) Nitro-
cellulose.

From other observations of Toagutti one should note that stability of

tetryl at 120 - 1250 is 3 - 4 times more than PETN, while at 130o it is less by



a factor of 2 than for PETN. In the opinion of this investigator, this conmected

with the fact that in the latter cage temperature of the experiment is too close

to critical temperature of decomposition.

Conclusions of Urbanski and Tonegutti are confirmed also by BourJ ol 's experi-

ment f9J (Table. 2), which determined by the Bergman-Young test the effect on

stability of PETN additions of different aromatic and aliphatic nitro compounds.

All the aromatic nitro compounds, to the greatest degree dinitronaphthalene,

lover the stability of PETN. The action of aliphatic nitro compounds is incom-

parably less. BourJol concludes: "Aromatic nitro compounds act on PETN, decc-

posing it with the formation of oxides of nitrogen. The mechanism of this action

is apparently not known".

Urbanski and Miladowski Z-20J in the later work studied by the pH method

the effect on stability of PETN at 1320 of different nonexplosive substances in

a quantity of 3 - 5% weight (ethyl and propyl alcohol, ethyl ether, ethyl acetate,

isoamyl acetate, acetone, acetophenone, water) and in a quantity of 0.1 - 1.0%

weight (diphenylamine and centralite) and showed that all of them to a greater

or lesser degree lower its stability.
Table 2

Stability of PETN and its Mixtures with Certain Explosives by Bergman-Young Test
) fousaiw. seprMaM-Oux Ann 5 S

(31 .,,pomo 0,06 0,0 0,45 0,85
(1) J=rpq, +ua&M 0,03 0,06 0,51 1,20
VS) TPmMt oToayoJ 0,06 0,09 0,30 0,70
() TeTpu 0.02 0,06 0,20 0,to
(7) Hupooam 0.01 0,01 0,01 0,04
() 1t"poAYTau 0,01 0,01 0,02 0,03
( )npo3",,mm. 0,02 0,02 0,03 0,035
(Jo) raw".s 0,02 0,03 0,05 0.07
Qt) H"pOWMTptaTU 0,01 0,02 0,03 0.03

1) Bergman-Young Index for 5 g of PTN nitro compound in quantity; 2) Nitro com-
pounds; 3) Dinitrotoluene; 4) Dinitronaphthalene; 5) Trinitrotoluene; 6) Tetryl;
7) Nitropropane; 8) Nitrobutane; 9) Nitroguanidine; 10) Hbxogen; 1) Nitrocellu-
lose; 12) Mg.



These -substances have a reverse effect on nitrocellulose: they noticeabil in-

creae its stability. Wn the basis of this, different authors have ctaon ced

that an "essential difference" exists between chemical properties of nitroellu-

lose and PETN, a difference, uhich, they consider, is caused by the ccletely

different structure of both nitro eters, and namely, by the high-molecular

chainannulsr structure of nitrate of cellulose and the brached structure of

PETN with its central atom of carbon.

To siilar conclusions have arrived other investigators, stiidying the effect

on nitro compounds os decomposition of PETN. Thus, Deeigne El"0J by heating

mixtures of PM with trotyl in closed test-tubes at 900 established that with

significant contents of trotyl the rate and acceleration of gas formation strorg-

ly increase (fig. 3). This acceleration the author connects with the formation

of oxides of nitrogen - gas phase takes clear color.

A similar picture is also observed during decaposition in loosely closed

vessels at 1200, when the pressure cold not be increased, but gasifora product.

of disintegration did not escape so Nsil, a3 during experiment in opened ves-

sels. At 1100 the effect of trotyl is developed even more abruptl and with less

of its content. -In analogous conditions the presence of trotyl appeared to have

an incomparably =Iler influence on the decoaposition of hexagon.

Investigations on the stability of PETN wer published also by Aubeektd*.

He deterained the rate of gas formation during deccpoiti of Pas in -a vacuum

at 14 0 C5J, by the method, applied in England for the determination of the

stability of PET, according to instruction of the stan4ard. Rate of gas form&-

tion does not depend on dimensions of crystals. All samples showed oe and the

same rate of deccampoeition before and after thorough crushing in an agate ortar,

both the case of PETN, obtained by re,rystallisation froa the usual pwified ace-

tone, and also for PETN, precipitated from acetonic solution by water.
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Fig. 3. Change of pressure during Fig. 4. Change in rate of hydrolysis
decompositioni of PETN in presence of PETN, characterized by 10ss in weight
of trotyl at 900 (by Desseigne). at different temperatures (by Aubertein).
1- pre PETN, 2 -mixture PETN -
trotyl (75 : 25), 3 - mixture PETN 1) Loss in weight in g; 2) Temperature
- trotyl (50 : 50), 4 - mixture in 0C.
PETN - trotyl (25 :'75).

a)'C24 hour periods; b) P =i of
mercury.

Such PETN, especially if precipitation is produced from acetonechioroform solu-

tion, shows a significantly lowered stability that is connected iith the chemnical

effect of radicals of solvent (hydrol./tic action of water, fonmation oi hydro-

chloric acid, impurity of acetone). Nitric acid accelerates disintegration,

although its action in the absence of water is weaker than hydrolytic action of

water. This last action in many cases turns out to be more 3saential.. than the

effect of other impurities, if their quantity does not exceed a certain limit.

The other work of Aubertein [r6] considers the effect of including solvents

or precipitators, which can strohgly lower indices of stability by Bergman-Young

(test, applied for PETN in France) as a result of transition of disintegration

of the tested explosive substah~ces from thermal to hydrolytic. Thorough crush-

ing of crystals, ensuring during subsequent drying the removal of volatile



impurities (water, acetone) leads to a sharp increase of stability index.

Separate experiments f7J indicated that the rate of hydrolysis of PETN is

great and it grows especially fast with temperatures above 1200 (fig. 4). In

one experiment at 1j0 ° hydrolysis lead to explosion.

The weak side of Aubertein's works is the conduct of experiments just below

the melting point of PETN. The effect of impurities can be twofold; chemical

or physical. Conducting comparative experiments with liquid substance, it would

have been possible to exclude the effect of .the physical factor. Inasmuch as

this was not done, it is difficult to determine, what part of the accelerating

effect of radicals of acetone, water and chloroform one should relate to trans-

ference by them of part of the solid PETN into liquid state.

One of the last works based on the explanation of the effect of impurities

on the stability of PETN is the investigation of L. Avogadiro Z-8,J. He ex-

panded the studied range of temperature downward, determined the effect of not

only trotyl, but also certain substances (diethyleneglycoldinitrate, pentaery-

thritolacetate), which were not studied by his predecessors, and also attempted

to understand the cause of the observed lowering of stakility of PETN. By

Anjeli's tests at 1200 and Telieni's at 1250 and several lower temperatures(be-

low 900) mixtures of PETN with all three substances added to it gave a more or

less strong decrease of stability. These results are confirmed also by potentio-

metric puncture. If, however, this test is coulucted at low temperature (750)

below eutectic point, then stability alter 60 day heating turns out to be for

mixture with trotyl (50 : 50) even somewhat more, than for PETN (change pH from

6.76 to 5.99 in first case and from 6.80 to 5.80 in second). The results obtain-

ed by L. Avogadro compares with the solubility of PTN in mixed substances; it

constitutes at 90 and 1000 respectively for trotyl 25 and 66 parts in 100 parts

of solvent, for pentaerythritolacetate 30 and 100 parts and for diethylene-

glycoldinitrate 22 and 66 parts. The weak effect of impurities of these sub-



stances on the stability of hexogen Avogadro connects with its relatively low

solubility in them. This also explains the decrease in the case of PETN of

the effect of impurities with a lowering of temperature and the sharp increase

of stability of mixtures below 750 . Hence L. Avogadro correctly concludes that

if the mixtures do not contain a liquid phase, then lowering of stability is

absent.

From the survey of works presented published on this question it i clear

that investigators are gradually approaching the correct understanding of the

mechanism and significance of the effect of nitro compounds and other impuri-

ties on the stability of PETN. The slowness of this approach has a singular

cause. All the above mentioned investigators forgot two works [11], [13],

published in 1920 and 1921, in which in an example of tetryl it was shown that

the decomposition rate in melt or solution is much greater than in solid state.
the/

This observation is fully applicable to/case of PETN, as was shown in 1939 -

1940 in an unpublished work of K. P. Maslov (Moscow Chemico-Technological Insti-

tute in the name of Mendeleyev). In this work, delivered to explain the results

of the investigation of Urbanski, Kwiatkowski and Miladowski, the stability of

PETN was compared by Taliani's method with the stability of its mixtures with

trotyl 1 . It was established that at temperatures below 1400 the stability of

mixtures is significantly lower than the stability of PETN, while above this

temperature (experiments were conducted at 1450) difference in stability is

absent. It was 6stablished also that at least in the initial stage the disin-

1. In this work were experiments based on the study of the stabilizing effect
of nitro compounds on decomposition of nitrocellulose established by Urbanski
and collaborators. The initial position was the assumption that disintegration
of nitrocellulose starts by surface reaction; by covering the surface of pyroxy-
lin with liquid it is retarded just as for example, the disintegration of aside
of calcium is retarded by paraffin. The experiment shooed that paraffin notice-
ably delays decomposition of nitrocellulose; however, considering the detected
effect of many factors during disintegration, the authors do not consider their
assumption definitely confirmed by these experiments.



tegration rate of PEMN in trotyl solution does not depend on concentration, i. e.

that disintegration is a reaction of the first order. From the indepeadece of

disintegration rate from impurity of nitro compounds at a twperature above the

melting point of PETN (1410) the conclusion was mads that "decomposition rate

of pure PETN does not change during the addition of nitro compounds, which do

not form chemical compounds with it". and further "Literary indications an

this question (works of Urbanski, Kwiatkowski, Miladowski) do not correspond to

reality, due to the mission of a way of distinguishing states of aggregations

during the conduct o comparative experiments".

The work considered in the present article had as a goal a plan if general

investigation of thermal deccmposition of nitro ester to study thermal disin-

tegration of PETN during the different conditionn of its course, and also the

effect of certain impurities on it in order to try to give an explanation to

earlier established peculiariti. of given explosive substances'.

Experimental Part

Method of Work

In this work the manometric method was applied in its version ZlJ, which

has a number of essential advantages over methods, applied earlier: expulsion

of distillation products to the cold parts of the instrument, and also the effect

on the disintegration process of air, vapors of sealing and manometric liquids.

Besides, the substance and the products of its deccmposition are in contact only

with glass. Decomposition of the tested substance started in a vacuum or in &a

atmosphere of those gases or vapors, whose effect was studied.

For a more detailed description of method and results of work, see Z-4J



The investigated ?ETN was thoroughly freed frm volatile iapurities, which

could affect its disintegration. For this the system was pumped to jressure no

higher than 10- 3 = of mercury durint simultaneous heating of reaction vessel by

water with a temperature of 80 - 1000. During the preparati.n of the experi-

ment on decomposition bf mixtures of PETN4TNT the evacuation of volatile impuri-

ties was produced in two stages. Initially into the reaction vessel was intro-

duced only TNT, lateral branch of the vessel was closed by rubber with clamp, and

trotyl was pumped in melted state at a temperature of So - 90 0. Periodic cool-

ing and heating of trotyl to a significant degree facilitates its elimination of

volatile impurities, since the latter very violently are liberated in the moment

of crystallization. After full separation of volatile impurities trotyl was

cooled and a weighed amount of PETN was introduced, after which the lateral

branch of the reaction vessel was soldered and evacuation was carried out just

as with TNT alone.

During the investigation was used PETN of factory production, twice recry-

stallized from pure acetone by cooling, with a melting point of 141.30 and with

dimensions of crystals less than 1 am.

For experiments on decomposition of PETN in trotyl solution TNT was used

with a melting point of 80.60.

Results

Disintegration of PETN in Melt

In order to make it possible to compare PETN with respect to character and

disintegration rate with other studied nitro esters, whose melting point is much

lower, it was expedient to conduct experiments at temperatures above the melting

point of PETN, i. e. with its melt. By the usual unautcmatized method this is

possiblt to realize in a temperature range from ll to approximately 1700. At

higher tempiratures decomposition on the one hand goes too faet, and on the

other hand half-life becomes caiensurable with the heating time of the vessel.



Experiments were conducted with moderate filling of reaction Vessel 6,
in order to make it possible to observe the course of disintegration not only

at ^its beginning stages. Curves of gas formation - time and rate of gas forma-

tion - time in range of temperatures 145 - 1710 (fig. 5) *hOW that the general

progress of disintegration is similar to that, which in obsered for other nitro

esters (nitroglycerine, nitroglycol, nitroceliulose). Gas formation starts

immediately after location of reaction vessel in thermostat and continues

with increasing speed, and after passing through a maxxiwm it decreases. The

gas phase acquires a yellow color, intensity of which pamsso through maxim=

and disappears towacd the end of disintegration.

As was observed for nitroglycerine and nitroglycol with an increase of

the initial rate of gas formation somewhat decreases. In a region of small

this phenomenon develops more strongly. Thus at 1450 initial gas formation

rate withS = 3 • 10-4 constituted 0.62 n cm3/g • min, and with 6 =

45 . 10-4 it equiled 0.45 n. cM3/g min(see table 3 and fig. 6). Curves

of gas formation, rate time with various 6, shown in fig. 6, indicate that

maximum of rate also decreases with increase of i . It is necessary to mention

however, that this is correct only for small S , when the pressure of disin-

tegration products is not great and their accelerating action is not developed,

and when deceleration begins rapidly because of decrease of substance.

Similarity of melted PETN with nitroglycerine end nitroglycol is observed

also with respect to the effect of 6 on the stage of ecceleration of disinte-

gration. The greater the S , the more sharply expressed this acceleration.

For this reason during large 6 acceleration manages to quickly compensate lag

of speed in initial stages until disintegration begins to be delayed due to

decrease of substance and the rate gradually becomes greater than during small

C5. This shows that acceleration in decomposition of nitro ester depends on

pressure of gasiform disint gration products or, more accurately, on their con-



centration in condensed phase, since according to Henry's law this concentration

is proportional to pressure.

( 0 79

, cmj/z
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Fig. 5. Change of gas formation and its rate in time during disintegra-

tion of PETN in melt in a temperature range of 145 - 1710 and ll.lO-.

inutes;cm 3 /g in; 3) V n cm3 /g

The reason for the effect of 6 on initial disintegration rate is less clear.

Fig. 6 for comparison presents the decomposition curve of nitroglycerine.

As can be seen from graphs and table 3, PETN in liquid phase is decomposed at a

temperature of 1450 approximately 2 times slower than nitroglycerine.



Table 3

Initial disintegration rate of PM and certain other nitro
esters at 14 50 and 1400 and different degrees of fill-

j, g of vessel (6)

Ba I-

(X) T" 145 0,0112 22.12 2.9 0,62 -

(,*I T" 0 0,0442 22.13 1,8 0,53 -
(2) 'TSa .- I 0,1419 22.65 ,5,4 0.49 0,49
(a) T 0,1796 22,06 46,4 0.45 0,4
(3)1 tru 0,1414 20,12 43,6 1,00 -

0.7173 151.30 27.1 0.45 -

0,0269 5,74 26,7 0.55 0,48
(3) WU 0,029 4,78 29,8 1,15 -

(2.) 'Tom 140 0,0487 9,21 30,2 0,26 04,18
(4)

C3~) m11u . 0,0372 5.9g 38,7 0,58 -

($') 9r 0,0644 18,38 30,5 o,,S 1,48
(i) WAr 0,023D 6,04 27, 3 0,00S 2,92

m - weighed amount of explosive substance; V^ - volume of

reaction vessel; W- rate of gas formation.

1) explosives substance; 2) PETN; 3) nitroglycerine (NG);
4W0%! ' solution inXT.5) NGL- 6) DGDN; 7)g: 8) Vp*
c 9) w in c /g rmi n ;  I) wP EN nitial /(w explosive

initial);l ! lxh!osive substance inisial.

In order to compare the decomposition of PETN with other nitro eaters (ethylene-

glycoldinitrate- NGL and diethyleneglycoldinitrate - DGDN) we selected as the

temperature 1400 (fig. 7). It is true, at a temperature of 1400, PETN in the

beginning of the experiment has to be in solid state, but, as the experiments

conducted, showed, PETN undergoes fast progressive melting. Thus, in the ex-

periment with5 = 55"i0 - 4 12 minutes after submersion in thermostat, it was

observed that condensed phase was partially melted, and after 28 minutes it was

already completely liquid. The progressive melting of PETN can be seen also on

graphs, where the noticeable acceleration in initial sections of disintegration



can be easily seen. (3) (4)
AV M

Fig. 6. Effect of 6 on gas formation rate during disintegration
of melted PETN at 450. Numbers by curves are values of - 104.

1) Gas formation rate; 2) time r minutes; 3 n cZ 3/g.min;
4) NG; 5) PETN.

From fig. 7 and table 3 it is clear that the disintegration rate of PETN

at 1400 occupies an intermediate position between decomposition rates of nitro-

glycerine and nitroglycol. In the beginning of decomposition it is less by a

factor of 2 than for nitroglycerine, one and a half times more than for nitro-

glycol. and approximately three times more than for diethyleneglycoldinitrate.

For a reliable comparison of disintegration of PETN at 1400 with the above

mentioned nitro ester, it is necessary that from the very beginning of the experi-

ment PETN be in liquid state. This condition we ensure by dissolving PETN in a

solvent inert at this tenperature - trotyl.

In the initial stages of disintegration in the case of pure PETN the rate

is approximately 0.10 n cm3/g, while in the case of solution it is notice-

ably higher - 0.28 n cm3/g min. Later with progressive melting the rate

in the first case increases, attaining the value of the decomposition rate of

solution, which at large values of 6 becomes higher, thus it also must be due

to the effect of the degree of filling on the stage of disintegration accelera-

tion.

The course of disintegration of PETN during various temperatures, as graphs

in Fig. 5 show, has in general a similar character'. One may see this more graphic-



ally frum fig. 8, where curves V 4-4 f(t) are rprmeented in cmbined vie.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of thermal disintegration of PLTN, nitroglycerine,
ethyleneglycoldinitrate and diethyleneglycoldinitrate at 1400.

ori- (Numbers by curves -6 *104).

7)0A n c(/g' rin.

In a fconsiderable part of the disintegration a change of time scale leads,'to a'

good combination of curves in all the temperature range from 145 to 1710 .

Absolute rate gas formation grows until it attains approximtely 30% Vegid; +ts

magitude at maximum 2.5 times exceeds initial value, after which deceliratiph,

By the dependence of the transformation coefficient on temperature it it-

possible to calculate magnitude of activation energy. Correspering data,

drawn in fig. 9 and presented in table 4., fall wall on straight line and give

E = 39.,000 cai/mole. If in the intial stage we consider disintegration mono-
hic-



molecular, then the constant of disint6gration rate, 6alculatd from initial rate

of gas formation at 1600 constitutes 6.86.1o-5 sec- I . Pre-exponential multiplier

in Arrhenius equation is equal to 1015"6 sec -e.

(A) Va 1/

too

Fig. 8. Camb:'.nation of curves of thermal decomp sition of PETN in
a temperature range of 145 - 1710 and& - 11i 0 - ".

1) Minute; 2) V n cm3/g.

Fig. 9. Dependence of logarithm of coefficient of combination K
curves V = F (r) on reverse temperature.

1) lg K combined.

.I

be
'.

230 290



Table 4

Dependence of disintegration rate of PETN on temperature.

i 1 osj I J
.IO4 t'C - .16 Ko~* I ,-

10o8 171 225,2 3,14 0,497
11,4 171 225,2 3,32 0,521
11,3 171 225,2 3,19 0,52
11,1 165 218,3 1,60 0,228
10,8 160 230,9 1,05 0,0a!
10,5 160 230,9 1,00 0,000
11,6 155 233,6 0,572 -0,243
10.8 150 236,5 0.373 -- 0,427

10,8 150 236,5 0,368 -. 0,434
13,8 145 230,2 0,203 --0,83
11,8 145 230.2 0,200 -0,09

* K combined = " 16O0 ftto.

Disintegration of PETN in Trotyl Solutions

The investigation of the disintegration of PETN in solutions pursued three

main goals. By comparing the disintegration rate of melt of PETN and its solu-

tion in trotyl, it would have been possible to establish, whether trotyl affects

the disintegration of PETN and what is the character of this effect. Changing

the concentration of PETN in solution, could explain, how it affects the disin-

tegration rate and, thus, establish sequence of leading reactions during the

disintegration of PETN. At last, study of decomposition of iolutions would

allow us to significantly expand the temperature range in the investigation of

thermal disintegration of PETN in liquid state in region of temperatures lower

than the melting point of PETN.

Comparative data on disintegration of melt of PETN and its solutions in

trotyl at 1450 are presented in table 5 and represented in fig. l0. It is clear

1. For experiments on disintegration of PETN in trotyl aolutions S was calculated
as ratio of volume of weighed'amount of PETN to sum of volumes of free space and
weighed amount.



that trotyl not only does not increase the disintegration rate of PETN, but on

the contrary scmwhat lowers it. Thus, during transition frcm melt to 40%

solution the rate decreases by 10-15%; for 5% solution it constitutes nearly

2/3 deccmposition rate of melt. However this decrease in rate with concentraion

is too small to make it possible to draw conclusions concerning the bimolecular-

ity of the leading reaction, and is connected, apparently, with delay of sub-

sequent reactions or with interaction of gasiform products of disintegration of

PETN with trotyl, proceeding with decrease of volume. It is very possible alao

that gasiform products of disintegration are soluble -n trotyl, which causes the

apparent decrease in their quantity.

Table 5

Dependence of disintegration rate of solutions
of PEhTN in trotyl at 1450 on concentration

I.. CD I I ,I(fI 1 /oe0x(A) 1 (09 (49
""--! imm aC- 0% WY,+THT uWi

3,4 100 0,49 - 1,20 -

31,8 39 0,42 0,86 1,11 0,92

30,7 5 0,30 0,61 0,82 0,68

11,9 100 - - 1,26 -

16,4 13 - 0,89 0,71

1) Concentrations f PFTN , solution % weight;
2) w inig.lmin, 3) (W PETN+ TNT initial)l

(w FETN initial); 4) w 100 min.; 5) (w PETN + TNT)!
W PETN;

Fig. 11 presents results of experiments on disintegration of 50% solutions

of PETN in trotyl at 1200 and various d .

As at 1450 an increase in the degree of filling of vesselcS leads to some

decrease in the gas formation rate in the initial stage of disintegration. Thus,

for instance, the initial gas formation rate at = 70"10-4 is 0.0218 n

cm31'min, Iwhile at 6 273.10-4 it is 0.01,5 n cm3/g.min.
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Fig. 10. Effect of concentration on gas formation and its rate during
disintegration of PETN in trotyl~solutions at 1450. Numbers by curves
- % of PETN in trotyl and S" 1O2.

1)'minute; 2) V n cm3 /g. 3)4dV/' ,n cm3 /g. min:

The general picture of the developnent of gas liberation is similar to

that, which was observed during disintegration of nitroglycerine. On the graph

two stages of decomposition are clearly noticeable: the initial stage with

slowly growing gas formation rate and the stage of its rapid growth, the earlier

the onset, the bigger the 6 , i. e. pressure of gasifonm disintegration products.

The course of the disintegration of 5% solutions of PETN in trotyl at 1000

has a similar character, as may be seen from graphs in fig. 12 and 13.

Transition from first stage to second is even more graphically seen in fig.

14 and 15, depicting in logarithmic coordinates the dependence of gas formation

rate on pressure at 100 and 1200. The curve of each experiment can be represent-

ed, as consisting two straight lines, proceeding under various angles of inclina-

tion and correspondingly reflecting two stages of the decomposition process;

initial, when disintegration rate slightly depends on pressure, and second stage,

when rate depends on it considerably more sharply.

Sf
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Fig. 1-. Change of gas"formation rate 0in time during disintegration
of FETN it, 50% trptyl. solutions at 12O0 and different d .Numbers

by curves -0..

1)trminute; 2),dVI'n cm3/gMin.

Table 6 presents coefficients of the equatiot, expressing linear relationship

between logarithms of rate and pressure: Ig uii Ig A+B lg p in the second stage

of disintegration. At 1000 just as in the case of nitroglycerine,. the gas forma-

tion rate in the second stage grows proportionally to the pressure, approximately

in the second degree.(

VVL4TH Z 1 THY
S .35% % %

61~
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Fig. 12. Decomposition of PETN and nitroglycerine in 5% trotyl

solutions at 1000. Numbers by curves -NS 14.

1) NG+TNT; 2) PETNi' ; 3)Tmnute; 4) V n cm3 /g .
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p ~Fig. 13. Change of gas formation rate in 5% solutions of PETN and
~ t nitroglycerine in trotyl w*th time at 100' and different 45

Numbers by curves-6

1) NG4TNT,, 2) PLTVhT; 3)rxinute; 4)4Z AV/'n cm3/g rai.

AIIf

OLA 2,0 gIya.pcJ 5

Fig. 14. Dependence of lgWon 1g p during disintegration of 5%
solutions of RUN and nitroglycerine in trotyl at 1000 and differ-
ent S . Numbers by curves - 6 *i04.

1) N (TNT; 2) PETN+TNT; 3) ig p L of mercury]; 4)4V/ 4 Z .1 3

n m% - mi.
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Table 6

Dependence of disintegration rate of PETR, nitroglycerine
and their solutions in trotyl on pressure at 100 and I20

(1) Coiepmu.e"aI
•e ,IWuTp Npa . 104 Ig A B

BB a tacisope

* (-YT 5 30,0 -- 5,39 1,40

T3H 5 60,7 -6,84 1,94

100 TsH 5 114,0 -7,27 190
(5) Hri 5 51,0 -6,78 1,99

Hru, (v)crug 29,0 - 2,4
HFr a 655,0 - 2,2

(4)T.n 50 70,0 -5,10 1066
Tsul so " 273,0 -5,30 1,04

120 ($)rU (4f qmcTirb 75,5 -2,0
Hri a 1 216,0 2, l

1) t 0C; 2) Explosive substances; 3) Contents of nitro
ester in solution % weight; 4) PETN; 5) NG; 6) Pure

At 1200, however, the disintegration rate of PETN in trotyl solution in the

second stage grows proportionally to the first degree of pressure, while in the

case of pjuce nitroglycerine with the same temperature it grows proportionally to

the square of pressure. (i) )

Fig. 16. Dependence of lgW nit i on l/T during decomposition of PETN
in trotyl solutions in a temperature range of 100 - 1450

1) 1g(vinitial.103 ) _/n cn/g Min_7



By the extrapolation of curvesw-rfor time, equal to zero, initial gas forma-

tion rates were determined in a range of 100 - 1450 for disintegration of 5% solu-

tions of PETN i trotyl (see table 7). Magnitude of activation energy, determined

1.
by angle of inclination of straight line lgwinitia1 - -(fig. 16), equals 40,100

cal/mole, i. e. practically the same as for melt at 145 - 1710. If one were to con-

sider disintegration monomolecular in the initial stage, then the constant of rate

at 1100 constitutes 8.57.10-8 sec-1, and the pre-exponential multiplier in Arrhenius

equation is equal to 1015.8 sec-1.

Table 7

Dependence of disintegration rate of solutions of PETN in trotyl on Temperature

I jCwepwaie --w,,103 ,,. C - .106 104o 13a V '-.13
_______X k SC YOPC X_ _ __ _ _________U

100 268,1 60,7 5,5 0,93 -0O, O2
110 261,1 303,0 20,0 3,75 0,574
120 254,4 46,7 4,5 15,50 1,193
13D 248,1 59,0 5,8 68,00 1,764
145 239,2 30,7 5,0 300,00 2,477

1) t 0C; 2) Contents o PETN solution %
weight; 3) w J iial ±O , n cm /g. min; 4 )
log (w initial.M)

Disintegration of PETN in Solid State

If PETN in melt or in trotyl solution is decomposed with a rate of the same

order as nitroglycerine, then the disintegration of solid FETN proceeds both in the

beginning, and after onset of acceleration much more slowly. A presentation of the

difference in the rates of solid and liquid PETN at 1200 is given by the graphs in

Fig. 17 and Table 8.



Table 8

Characteristics of the course of disintegration
in solid PErN and its trotyl solutions at differ-10 W*l I s I S 03 u

* I0

CTOINNe 9 C*3/.,,,U Wz Ri105 12

01)I) (38 1 __0 __ fit) "t)____

120 75 0,230 65 17,60 76 254,4 -0,638

130 279 " 1,45 40 34,50 24 248.1 0,161
135 52 4,50 - 90,00 20 245,1 0,653
140 55% 100,00 2,8 318,00 3,2 242,2 2,000
110 a %3-RU.,A 3,75 - 7,90 2,1 -

120 2706 %-iwR 15,00 - 24,50 1,6 -

130 59 %'6 -MMA 58,00 - 73,00 1,3

140 25 )4.j-fA 280,00 - 342,00 1,2

* WS- C OPOCTb R N otIHT 3bU4eJteIIR 5 nH eJI' ra3a.

* w 5 - rate at monent of liberation 5 n cr/g oi gas.

1) t 10C; 2) Aggregation state of explosive substances; 3)
Solid; 4) 20% solution; 5) 50 solut;on; 6) 6% solution
7) 60% solution; 8) w initial 10 ), n cm/g ri; 3%)
(Wliq ntial)/(w solid initial);I0) w5..i , n cm /g, min;
11) w5)/Winitial; 12) 109 (w initial' -03)

Initial disintegration rate of solid PETN at 1200 is 65 times less for PETN

in solution and approximately 130 times less than for pure nitroglycerine.

As in the case of liquid PETN on the curves of gas formation for solid matter

it is possible to distinguish 2 stages: initial, with comparatively slow

growth of gas formation rate and the stage of its fast growth in time.
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Fig. 17. Change of gas fowration and its rate in time during disintegra-
tion of solid PETN and PETN in 'trotyl solution at 1200 . Number by curves
-6-104.

1) PETN+TNT; 2) NG; 3) PETN-solid; 4) minutes; 5) V cm,3/g.

Characteristic for decomposition of solid PETN is the strong acceleration

of gas formation depending upon the degree of disintegration. Thus, for example,

before liberation of 5 cm3 /g of gas the gas formation rate in the case

of disintegration of solid PETN increases approximately 40 times, while during

decomposition of PETN in trotyl solution it increases only 1.6 times. A similar

case was observed by Farmer Z11] during the study of disintegration of tetryl.

For explanation of this fact he assumed that there occurs progressive melting of

solid substance in the course of its disintegration.

It must be noted that in all disintegration of solid PETN at 1200, and also

in experiments at 110 and 1300 the appearance of melt was not detected upon fast

removal o, the instrument from the thermostat and examining .f crystals by the

naked eye or magnifier, apparently because of its insignificant quantity, although

y4,lfv
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decompoition was brought up to liberation of 25 and 55 nr cU3/g of gases.

However a temperatures, near the melting point, for example, 1350, we =at qualita-

tively observe progressive melting of PEN.

0e)

Fig. 'M8 Change of gas, formio e during disintegration of solidPETN at 110P, arid S 10 = 875.,,-

Thus, upon attaining2.7 deopsition of iren substaace 2 C n mg

o4 gases) po a liquid phase was

preenc 'ho noie Mh vesse

I | 4'

"during 3.7% decompsition (N27 rrs a/g gases) all these phenomena were

observed even mote sharply, the outlines 6f the old crystalst were hardly noticeable

and the substance formed a solid mass. Full melting set in approximately during

6% decomposition of,'substance libqratiozi of. (-4 5 n cm3/g of gases). At 1400

full melting was observed mu'ch earlier, namely, during decomposition pf only 1% of

substance iberation of ( 6- 7 n m:/g of gases).

Results of the study of disintegration of solid PETN in a temperature range of

110 140T (see fig. 18 19, 20 and table 8), point out the fact that in the growth

of disintegration rate action appears to be not only a gradual transition of solid
mattr into liquid phaseu, but also a factor, determining -he cceleration of the

disintegratio n of liquid nitro ester, i. e. dissolving of gaiform products of dis-

integration in condensed phase.

obseved mok shaply th outine ofthe ld rysals ereharly nticabl



If disintegration were accelerated only because of progressive melting,

then at the moment of conplete melting of substance the gas formation rate

during disintegration of PETN lower than its melting point could not exceed

initial disintegration rate of its solution.

0'

-. Ar

Fig. 19. Change of gas formation in time during disintegration of
solid PETN at 120 - 1350. Numbers by curves - temperature of ex-
periment in C and & .104 (in parenth!ses).

1) minute; 2) V n cm3/g.
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Fig. 20. Change of gas formation rate in time during disintegrationof soli PET in tempertureang of 120- 1350. Numer by curve
- temperature of experiment in oc and 8 --i04 (in parentheses).

i) minute; 2) dV/ 103 n g n

But as fig. 17 shows, disintegration rate of solid PET attains values at 120°

two and more times exceeding initial disintegration rate of its solution with t b

same temperature, in spite of the fact that not only does full melting not s

but also formation of melt is so insignificant that it ae not noticed when

aminig the crystals with the help of a magnifier.

FrBt graphs of Fig. 17 - 2 and table 8 it is claar that with an incra

of temperature the differenge in initial disintegration rates of solid PETN nd )

its solution decreases and when approaching the melting point the ratio mo4 s .
toward one.

The temperature coefficient of gas formation rate during disintegration,.

of solid PETN is rapidly increased with increase of temperature and, therofor#

if one were to construct graph lg initial - (see fig. 21), then a lines with 2

a clear curvature is obtained. All this points out the fact that using tY ujual q
method to calculate activation energy and B is in this case incorrect. If Pne

were to calculate R by two points, corresponding to the lowest temperatures, *

then 51,500 ca3/mole is obtained, but with two higher temperatures (130 - 1350)1i

- 72,800 ca3mole.

Ito9
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Fig. 21, Dependence of -g itn on 1/T
during disintegration of PET-t -temperature
range of 110 - 1710,

1) Liquid; 2) M.ting point 141CC; 3) Solid;
4) Log WinitiljlO

3/e2



These peculiarities of disintegration of solid PEMI lod to the thought

that there is, possibly/iu i hase, already in the very beginning of disintegra-

tion before the formatiou of noticeable quantities of the cocdensad product

which transfers part of the substance into liquid state. It is possible to

assue that in the appearance of liquid pbase imapurities coctained by PETN

small quantities are at fault 1 . In such ease the initial decompoition rate

of PETN will grow with temperature faster, than accoiding to Arrhenius law,

because of an increase of solubility of substance with the rise of temperature

the quantity of liquid phase will also be increasled in Impuities. If this is

so, then the initial disintegration rates of PMTN we obtained in solid state are

total rates, composed of decomposition rate of solid substance (aig) and decom-

position rate of liquid PETN2 (w lq)

where a is the portion of liquid PETN.
This equation has two unknomns ( a and -D ). For its solution it is necess-

ary to determine one of these magnitudes.

However, disrogarding in this equation term (1 - a )b ' i. e. taking

conditionally that decmposition goes on only because of liquid pheas, we can

obtain the folloing limiting values of the quantity of the latter at variods

temperatures:

1. Hinshelwood 13,J during the investigation of the disintegration of solid
tetryl also concludes that even after thorough purification tetryl, probably,
still contains a small quantity of iaprities, which, while causing the appar-
ance of traces liquid phase, increase the initial rate of its decomposition.

2. It is assumed that the decmposition rate of impurities equals sero.

,1



S)1 L_--OOIOor IO%;

) --- 0,015 or 1,5%;16,0

(a)s==! =0,025 or 2,5%,;
58
1s 0035 or 35%.

It is clear without explanation that real values will be lower.

From table 8 it is also clear that the magnitude of acceleration of dis-

integration of solid PETN, i. e. the ratio of the rate at a definite degree of

disintegration to its initial value with an increase of temperature passes

through maximum. Here, apparently, is developed simultaneous action of two

factors.

On the one hand, as we have seen above, with an increase of tomperature the

difference in initial disintegration rates of solid and liquid PETN decreases

and the stronger the decrease, the nearer the melting point. Therefore, when

approaching the latter, acceleration of the p.'ocess of gas formation (*/20 iit.)

decreases and becomes near to acceleration during disintegration of liquid PETN.

On the other hand at low temperatures progressive melting of PETN, because

of a significant decrease of its solubility in the condensed intermediate product

of decomposition is expressed weakly. Therefore, in spite of the fact that the

difference in disintegration rates of solid and liquid PETN at low temperatures

is larger, the acceleration of gas formation still turns out to be insignificant.

At a certain optimum temperature (between llO - 1300) the effect* of these two

factors is the most favorable for maximum increase of acceleration of disintegra-

tion.



Disintegration of PrTN in Vpor

The decamposition rate of nitroglycerine and nitroglycol in vapor is signi-

ficantly more, thawr for liquid, ar for nitroglycerine in this case there is not

oboerved that acceleration of gas formation, which is characteristic for disin-'

tegration of liquid. It was of interest to stiy FETN in this respect. Won

calculating ' mxia degre of filling, with which the liquid phase is still

abeont, we used the data of A. F. Belyaev [ZJ concerning vapor tension of PETN.

For 172° vapor tension of FTh obtained was 6.75 m of mercury and limit value.

2 336.6.76...
7W.444.YJ4O0.1,75 ' .

(43)

I

Fig. 22. Disintegration of PETN at 1710 &rA different
Numbers by curves - 8 • 104.

1) With an increase of surface 8 times; 2) minute; 3) V n c&3/g

On graphs of Fig. 22 and 23 are given curves of gas formation at 1710 0j

various ' . Initial rates for three different S are, respectively:



for = U.41 o- 4 17.9 n cm3/g -min;

for = 0.83o - t' 48.6 n cM3/g -mill;

for =o.43 1 4 88.4 a cO/g. min;

Our attention is drawn to the fact that the gas formation rate considerably

depends on , increasing with its decrease. This, apparently, basically is

caused by the fact that the reaction rate in gas phase, a portion of which is

increased with decrease of S , is significantly more, than in liuqid. A

second peculiarity of transformation during small & is the fact that part of the

acceleration is reduced, and with 1S = 0.403. -4 is practically absent, similar

to that which is observed for nitroglycerine.

If one were to accept, in accordance with the above, that at 6 = 0.43"i0- 4

all PTEN is in vapor, and to ccmpLre the initial disintegration rate during

different 6 , then calculation leads to the conclusion that PETN in vapor is

decomposed 6 - 8 times faster, than in liquid state.

0hr. (A~)

20

0 10 20- X0 41 SO'C*u. (
Fig. 23. Change of gas formation rate in time during disintegra-
tion of PETN at 1710 and different N . Numbers by curves & .O4.

1) minute; 2) 4y/AT n c*3/g ami

Excperiments were also conducted with filling of the /'aNy glass capillar-

ies; this was not reflected on the magnitude of the rate which indicates
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I (differing from nitrorg2cerine) an absence of noticeable heterogeneous reaction

M walls of vessel.

Influence of Water and Oxygen an MLsintegration of
PETI

The strong and unique effect of water on disintegration of nitroglycerine

f31, nitroglycol and other nitro esters is known.

Corresponding experiments were set up at 110 - 1200 also for PETN in the

form of its solution in trotyl (fig. 24 and 25). As in the case of nitroglycerine,

in the beginning of the experiment a lowering of pressure is observed, but the

character of this decrease in both cases is somewhat different. While in experi-

ments with nitroglycerine on a section of the pressure - time curve there is an

area of practically constant pressure, after which its fast drop begins, in the

case of PETN the area is inconspicuous, and pressure decreases more smoothly.

Increase of initial vapor pressure of water increases depth of drop on graph and

more strongly accelerates process o gas foration, reducing the time to the

beginning of sharp acceleration of disintegration. To explain the naturae of this

drop experiments were conducted on the dissolution of vaporous water in melted

trotyl at 110 - 1200. As can be seea from fig. 24 and 25, the curve of pressure

decrease almost exactly follows the path of the curve for disintegration of a

solution of PETN in trotyl in the presence of water. This indicates that,

the main cause of the appearance of the drop is dissolution of water vapor in

liquid phase.
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Fig. 24. Deczposition of PETN in trotyl solution in presence of
water at l2O. Nuber-s by curves - _104.w

1) p thof mercuxy; 2) ThNT+ 20; 3) Without water; 4)inute

160C003"

N 100 L W , t

Fig. 25. eccipoition of PETN in trotyl olution in presence of W
water at 11OO. humbers by curves lO.

1) Pressure p mm of mercury; 2) In the presence of water; 3)
TNT with water; 4) Without water; 5Y/hinute-

0:
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Fig. 26. Decomponition of solid PEMN in the presence of water and
oxygen at 120° .

1 - pure PETN; 2 - in presence of oxygen (PO2 v 402 mm of mercury)
3 - in presence of water (PH, = 50 mm of mercury); - L pre-
sence of water and oxygen (P = 402 m of merctu; pi =45 
of mercury. Numbers by curve- .  •

a) p mm of mercury; b)Tminute

Results of the investigation on the effect of water on disintegration of

solid PBTN at I 0 are shown in fig. 26. For nearly four hours pressure remains

constant, while during disintegration of the substance without water during that

time the pressure greW to 15 =m of mercury. From the graph it is clear that

water two and more times reduces the induction period before onset of sharp

acceleration of disintegration and leads to a more vigorous increase of the rate

in this stage.

Experiments on disintegration of liquid PETN in the presence of oxygen

(fig. 27) showed that oxygen does not affect rate of gas formation in initial

stage of disintegration, but reduces time to Onset, of sharp acceleration.

Oxygen exerts a similar influence also during disintVegration of solid PETN (fi.g et).



The time to onset of sharp acceleration is especially strongly reduced

during the joit presence of water and oxygen (curve 4).
Vii CM"'C

Fig. 27. Decomposition of melt of PETN in the presence of oxygen
at 1450 .

1 - pure PET; 2 - in the presence of oxygen at po = 1930 mm of
mercury; 3 - the same at P02 

= 324 mm of mercury. -NuMbers by
curves -6 .:.O4.

a) V n cm.3/g;, b) tminute

Discussion of Results

The data obtained on the disintegration rate of PETN at different tempera-

tures, both abo~ve and below melting point, show the groundlessness of ideas that

the increased stability of PETN is determined by peculiarities of its chemical

structure. If one were to exclude the effect of the state of aggregation, i. e.

to compare liquid PETN with other liquid nitro esters, then their disintegration

rates turn out to be very close just as the main kietic characteristics. This

circumstance is not surprising, since the primary stage during disintegration of

nitro ester is considered a breakaway of the N02 .. group, but to expect essential

distinctions in activation energy of this process for such substances, as for

example, methylnitrate, PETN and nitroglycerine, has no fourdions.

Liquid PETN has much in ccmon with nitroglycerine and other nitro esters

also with respect to development of disintegration in time. This refers both to



the fact that it is a two-phase process, and also to the effect of the degree

of filling of reaction vessel by explosive, an increase of which decreases gas

formation rate in the first stage and increase it in the second. If this last

effect is definitely connected with the achievement of a certain pressure of

gasiform products of disintegration and corresponding to a certain critical

concentration of them in liquid, then the nature of acceleration in the initial

stage is not fixed. Apparently, this acceleration is the result of the course of

successive reactions, during which in their first stages- less' gases will be liber-

ated than/subsequent stages.

Experiments on decomposition of solution of PETN in trotyl show, first, the

inaccuracy of the conclusion of a number of preceding investigators concerning

the fact that trotyl accelerates the disintegration of PETN. In reality the

presence of trotyl even leads to some delay of gas formation, but this effect is

small and trotyl can be considered as almost an inert solvent. The absence of a

substantial dependence of disintegration rate on concentration shows that main

reactions are reactions of first order. This indicates that the kinetic character-

istics (E and B) of decomposition of PEfN in troty2 solutions are practically the

same for its melt, during which B has normal value. In this respect our results

differ with the data of A. Robertson Z15J, who obtained for melt a value of acti-

vation energy of 47,000 cal/mole instead of 39,500 ca)/mole for solution. This

circumstance, possibly, is connected with the fact that Robertson conducted ex-

periments at higher temperatures (160 - 2250), when a noticeable part of the.

substance increasing with temperature changed into vapors, which, as was shxsn

in this work, are decomposed considerably faster.

Disintegration of PETN at temperatures lower than its melting point differs

considerably fron disintegration of liquid in the first place, according to the

magnitude of the rate of initial stage, which is 40 - 100 times (depending upon

p - ture) less than for melt or solution. This circu=stance is not surprising.



Still Hinshelwood Z13,7 and Farmer Z"j in the example of tetryl established

that melt is deaomposed significantly faster than solid matter. This phenomenon

was observed later for a number of explosive and nonexplosive substances /712].

Its causes, however, were not established and that explanation, which Hinshelwood

gave, is difficult to bring into quantitative agreement with experimental data.

Thus, the difference in disintegration rates of solid and liquid PETN represents

a particular case of general phenomenon, as was shown as far back as 1939 - 1940

by K. K. Andreyev and V. P. Maslov, by establishing that the disintegration rate

of liquid PETN (at 1450) is not affected by trotyl. This case is more complicated

than the one examined by Hinshelwood for tetryl. There decomposition leads to

formation of a stable intermediate product (acording to Hinshelwood - picric

acid), the accumulation of which causes progressive liquefaction of tetryl. The

same product catalyzes transformation. During disintegration of PETN liquefact-

ion can occur because of formation of an unstable intermediate product, the

concentration of which is small and transition into liquid state of PETN can be

only partial. Besides, in the case of PETN gasiform products of disintegration

rend-,r, strong accelerating influence and thus acceleration of the latter has

a dual nature. In any case the accelerating influence of liquefaction completely

explains the observation of former investigators relative to the ef.fect of im-

purities on the stability of PETN. Thus, the difference in molecular weights

naturally explains the observation of Urbanski and collaborators Z19] concern-

ing the fact that at equal weight the contents of trinitro compounds have a

weaker effect than dinitro, and finally, thanmononitro. In principle L. Avogadro

Z78] correctly explains the difference in effect of trotyl, pentaerythriteacetate

and nitrodiglycol with different solubility of PETN in them. Well-grounded also

are his conclusions that with a lowering of temperature of the experiment, de.

crease in disintegration rate will become lAss because cf a decrease in solubility

and that below the eutectic point it is absent. The conclusion corresponds



fully to the conclusion of K, K. Andreyev and V. P. Maslov (1940), made by them

because of the absence of an effect of trotyl on the disintegration rate of

liquid PETN.

From the difference in decomposition rates in liquid and solid states of

aggregation it follows, particularly that to guarantee maximum stability of PETN

and analogous substances one should seek full purification of products fron

impurities soluble in them. Just so we must consider possibility of liquefaction

also during the use of alloys of PETN. It is true, in this case one should con-

sider that lowering of stability for this reason can be observed only if part of

the product changes into liquid state, i. e. during relatively increased tempera-

tures. There are no foundations for expecting, for example, that trotyl will

have an effect on the disintegration rate of PETN at room and near room tempera-

tures.

The considerable difference in disintegration rates of solid and liquid sub-

stances can serve as a source of error when determining kinetic characteristics

of decomposition at temperatures lower than melting point. Let us assume that a

product, which we consider pure, contains a small quantity of soluble impurities.

If we determine the disintegration rate at relatively low temperature, then all

'he substance will be in solid state and be decomposed consequently with little

speed. Determining the rate near (but below) melting point we will have part

of the products in liquid state and the disintegration rate will be greater not

only because the temperature is higher, but also because of partial liquefaction

of substance. Not considering this last circumstance and calculating activation

energy by the usual formula E-,R. In - 71. we will obtain an oversized
kj- T1-T

Value of E, and as a result, B also. We must however, add that if this explana-

tion is correct, then the disintegration rate of solid PETN, free from imprities,

at all temperatures is many times less than liquid, and the actual relationship

of rates is less than the experiment gave for temperatures, near belting point.



Regardless of the explanation concerning the strong temperature dependence 1

of the rate, from this fact itself, it follows that the disintegration rate of

solid PETN at low temperatures is indeed small and much less than for liquid nitro 0

ester, including also solution of PETN. .4

Everything said about solid PETN refers to the initial stage of disintegration;

later, when partial liquefaction of PETN sets in and the accelerating action of

gasiform products is developed, the rate increases. This increase is larger than

for liquid PETN, where one factor of acceleration acts, and the difference in -

rates becomes smaller, but still the rate for solid PETN, other conditions being

equal, always remains less.

Results of the study of decomposition of PETN in vapor are interesting in

the respect that similar to other nitro esters, PETN in this state is charac-

terized by a high disintegration rate, although the difference between liquid and

vapor is less than during transition from solid state to liquid; acceleration is

absent; there is, apparently, no heterogeneous reaction on the surface of the

glass

Analogy with other nitro esters is observed also with respect to the action a

of water and oxygen, which, while not appearing to have noticeable effect on ini-

tial stage of decmposition, shorten the time period to the onset of accelera-

tion.

All these observations during thermal decomposition of PETN fall in the

general diagram of the disintegration of nitro esters, according to which the

initial reaction of disintegration is the aetachment of NO2 group. Nitrogen

dioxide then oxidizes the radical organically-reducing itself to NO. With this

water accumilates and hydrolytic reaction develops. The rate of this reaction

abruptly increases after achievement of a definite concewtration of acid, formed

with hydrolysis and by means of the interaction of NO2 with water. The concen-

tration of acid and water in liquid phase depends also .on 
their pressure over



liquid, which in turn is determined by degree of filling of reaction vessel by the

substance. In the presence of acid the rate of hydrolytic reaction is so great,

.0 compared with the rate of the reaction of the first stage, that its onset

!sgnifies a strong and sharp rise in rate, which constitutes one of the main pecu-

liarities of disintegration of nitro ester and during suitable conditions can lead

' to thermal triggering of explosion.

The addition of water to PETN makes possible from the very beginning the

course of hydrolytic reaction. Besides, with this reaction will be formed not oxide

of nitrogen, but, judging by data for nitroglycerine, - directly nitric acid.

The accelerating action of oxygen one should attribute to the conversion of

Oxide of nitrogen into dioxide which, on the one hand, accelerates oxidizing re-

actions, and on the other, promotes an increase in the concentration of acid. The

r strong effect of oxygen is developed during thermal decomposition of

nitro esters like nitrocellulose and diglycoldinitrate, whose products of initial

. stages of disintegration strongly reduce NO2 . As a result of this reduction in

the absence of oxygen, disintegration becomes self stabilized, that is its sharp

acceleration does not set in at all, at least at increased temperatures (above 1000).

Conclusions

Disintegration of PETN in melt, 5olution, vapor and solid state was studied

*.by the manometric method. Disintegration rate was the biggest in vapor and small-

est in solid state. Melt and solution (in trotyl) are identical in rate of decom-

position and occupy an intermediate position, near to other nitro esters (nitro-

glycerine, nitroglycol). Disintegration in vapor proceeds at a rate, diminishing

in time. In liquid and solid states are observed two macrostages of disintegration:

a) with a small slightly increasing rate, not accelerated by gasiform products of

disintegration and b) characterized by a strong increase of rate in connection

with hydrolytic action of formed water, strengthened by acid products of disinte-

gration.



The deccmposition rate of solid PEN increases also as a result of its partial

liquefaction by products of disintegration. The comparatively high stability of

PETN at normal temperatures is caused by the fact that it is in solid state.

Trotyl somewhat lowers the decomposition rate of liquid PETN and can accelerate

disintegration of solid PETN only in so far, as part of the latter changes into

liquid state.
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19. Thermal Disintegration of Diethylene Glycol Nitrate in the Liquid Phase

From a number of liquid nitro esters the most fully studied with respect to

thermal disintegration is nitroglycerine E22], 72 -4J, [5]. For it,

besides the basic kinetic characteristics, were established the following pecu-

liarities of disintegration: 1) The presence of two kinds of disintegration,

one of which is distinguished by a very strong degree of self-acceleration, as

a result of which the speed of decomposition can be increased one hundred and

more times; 2) The ability to easily and with self-acceleration to interact

with added water.

These peculiarities are conditioned by the fact that during disintegration

of nitroglycerine in it side by side with other products nitrogen dioxide is

accumulated [6], and also nitric and nitrous acids, formed as a result of

hydrolysis of nitro esters and interaction of water with oxides of nitrogen.

The indicated products also lead to self-accelerating decomposition, developed

due to hydrolysis of nitro esters by water, formed as a result of oxidizing

reactions. Accumulation of nitrogen peroxide and acids is conditioned, appar-

ently, by the relatively low speeds of their reduction.

Nitroglycol, and also according to the data of B. I. Kaydymov and penta-

crytrite-tetranitrate in a fusion or in solution generally exhibit the same

regularity of disintegration as that of nitroglycerine.

Thermal disintegration of practically important nitro esters of diethylene

glycoldinitrate to the present time has not been studied much. In distinction



from nitro esters of the nitroglycerine type diothylene glycoldinitrate is

characterized by the presence of an ethereal grouping, and also a relatively

small number of nitrate groups, on an atom of carbon in its molecule. It was

possible to expect that the indicated circumstance will be reflected on the regu-

larities of decomposition of this nitro ester.

For study of thermal decomposition of diethylene glycoldinitrate manometric

methodolo&y was used with a glass manometer of Bourdon, the type allowing to

change the degree of filling of the reaction vessel with a substance in wide

limits.

Diethylene glycoldinitrate was prepared by the usual method and after thor-

ough washing from acid was preserved in an exsiccator. Temperature of hardening

of the obtained nitrate in stable modification constituted 3.10.

The experiments were conducted1 in a temperature range of 60 - 1500. In

figures 1, 2, 3 are curves of gas formation in time for experiments at 100 - 1500

with small and moderate degrees of filling of ampoules ( S = 0.0013 - 0.33) 2 .

All curves of change of gas formation in time have a comparitively simple form.

The increase of pressure of gaseous products of decomposition takes place mono-

tonously with very small and practically constant acceleration. Speed of gas

formation in the process of decomposition increases only by 3 - 4 times as com-

pared with initial speed. In this respect diethylene glycoldinitrate consider-

ably is distinguished from nitroglycerine, the disintegration of which in these

conditions is accompanied by very sharp acceleration.

Initial speed of gas formation at thermal decomposition of diethylene

glycoldinitrate depends on 6 , decreasing with the increase of the latter, simi-

1. Students 0. I. Sergiyenko and M. P. Koshkin took part in the experiments.
2. Magnitude J corresponds to the relation of the volume of nitro esters to

the volume of the ampoule in which the experiment was conducted.



lar to how this is observed for nitroglycerinand other liquid nitro esters.

1!11

Fig. i. Thermal decamposition of diethylene glycoldinitrate at 140-50 ° .

Numbers by curves - degree of filling of am.poule 6'. lO 9. 1) Volume
of gaseous products of disintegration V cm3/g; 2) Time 't minutes.
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Arrhenius equation and is represented in fig. 4. Slope of the straight i/nes on

this figure in coordinates lg a, ? is approximately identical for different

series of experiments, distinguished by degree of filling of reaction vessel with

nitro esters, at the time when the absolute values of initial speeds of gas

formation change with magnitude 41 . Activation energy, calculated for the des-

cribed experiments, constitutes nearly 42 kilocalories mole, and the logarithm

of the pre-exponential multiplier is 16.5. These magnitudes are near to those

obtained for disintegration of nitroglycerine in the same conditions. The ab-

solute values of initial speeds of gas formation at disintegration of diethylene

glycoldinitrate are approximately 5 times less, than for nitroglycerine and close/

to speeds of gas formation at disintegration of nitroglycol and nitrocellulose

1_j. For comparison of these data among themselves in the table are the values

of constants of disintegration rate, calculated by an equation for monamolecular

reaction on the initial aection of gas formation at 6= 0.01 (ate page 277).
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Fig. 2. Thermal decomposition of diethylene glycoldiniti'ate at 1200.

Numbera by curves - degree of filling of ampoule 6 .I0f . 1) Volume
gaseous products of disintegration V cm3/g; 2) Time -C minutes,
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Fig. 3. Thermal decomposition of diethylene glycoldinitrate at 1000 .

Numbers by curves - degree of filling of ampoule &. 104 . 1) volume
of gaseous products of disintegration V cm7g; 2) Time Tminutes.
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Fig. 4. Influence of temperature on initial speed of gas formation

during thermal decomposition of diethylene glycoldinitrate.

Numbers by straight lines - degree of filling of ampoule 6. 1) Initial

Constants of speeds of gas formation during disintegration of certain nitro esters

in Sec - 1.

Tepa- '-A3T imeHI r pozeat !A 7+T~~oxH. Kupox -(19
TyP3 9 *C IA O.AMMapaT A JMA Aepit W3Db pAcT8ope

120 2.10- 7 2.10 - 7  8.04.10 -

100 1,2.1 0- 8 1.3, 10-  510 4  I,1 .10-  2.10 - 4

1) Temperature in °C; 2) Diethylene glycoldinitrate; 3) Nitrocellulose;

4) Nitroglyqrine; 5) Nitroglycol; 6) TEN in soluticn.

Thus, diethylene glycoldinitrate, in spite of the proximity of initial speeds

? of its disintegration to the disintegration rates of other liquid nitro esters,

is distinguished from them by the absence of a stage of sharp acceleration of

disintegration.
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Fig. 5. Thermal decomposition of dieth-lene glycoldinitrate at a
great degree of filling of ampoule.
Degree of filling of ampoule 6: 1-0.95; 2-0.83; 3-0.90; 4-0.60;
5-0.90; 6-0.663; 7-0.90; 8-0477; 9-0.45. a) Pressure p mm Hg;
b) Time'tminutes.

It is known that an increase of degree of filling of the ampoule promotes develop-

eient of self-accelerated decomposition of such nitro esters, as nitroglycerine,

nitroglycol and others, since the approach of the stage of sharp acceleration of

disintegration is connected with the active participation in this process of

gaseous products of decomposition [-2], [CJ] 74]. Cnieigtii a

possible to expect that an increase of A will allow to receive sharper accelera-

tion also du'ring disintegration of diethylene glycoldinitrate.

The experiments were conducted at 60 - 1400 and 6 from 0.45 to 0.95. Their

results are shown in fig. 5. At 1400 gas formation was so fast that a kinetic

curve could not be taken.

As can be seen from the graphs, decomposition in these conditions proceeds

approximately the same way. As at small 6 . In beginning of disintegration

there is observed eertain acceleration by 2 - 3 times, after which a growth of

pressure occurs almost in a straight line. Dependence of initial speed of gas

formation on temperature also is subordinated by Arrhenius equation. (see fig. 4),

and besides the activation energy E constitutes 41 kilocalories mole, i. e. the

magnitude, practically equal to that observed for smaller



Fig. 6. Thermal decomposition of diethylene glycoldinitrate in the
S presence of water at 1200 and degree of filling of mpqule 6 = 000

~- 0.033."

Content~s of water in % by weight: 1 - 0.0; 2 0 .13; 3 - 0.24;
4" 0.60. a) Pressure p mm Hq; b) Time-T minute.

In this respect diethylene g]-coldinitrate/greatly distinlguished from nitrogly-

cerine, for which magnitude E at low temperatures (40 - 1000 ) and large 6 is com-

700

paratively small (29 kilocalories mole). In accordance with this, if at 1O00

decomposition of nitroglycerine proceeds 3 times faster, diethylene glycoldi-

nitrate, then at 600 the difference becomes significantly larger and reaches 20

30 times.

Thus, one of the distinctive peculiarities of disintegration of diethylene

1glycoldinitrate is the absence in the described conditions of the experiment of

that sharp self-acceleration, whi~ch chaiacterizes decomposition of other studied

liquid nitro eaters (nitroglycerine, nitroglycol, TEN fusion).

The experiments conducted, on demposition of dithylene glycoldinitrate

in the presence of wate e a lo tndiat ( f )ed another distinctive feature of

this nitro ester.

At the time when disintegration of nitroglycerine, nitroglycol, and aleo in

known conditions pentacrthrite tetranitrate in the presence of water is charac-

terized by a section of constant pressures afte i cih lows a clear depress-

ion on curve p) with subsequent which cpacterion dcppoihing signifcantL



earlier and more sharply, than during disintegration of a dry substance, gas

formation during decomposition of moist diethylene glycoldinitrate proceeds in

exactly the same way, as dry. Water does not affect decomposition of this

nitro ester both in the beginning, and also on subsequent stages of disintegra-

tion. In this respect diethylene glycoldinitrate is similar with nitrocellulose

1-7.

The third distinctive peculiarity, apparently, stiplating the first two,

consiots of the fact that in gaseous products of decomposition of diethylene

glycoldinitrate nitrogen peroxide is not detected. Visual observation showed the

absence of brown color of the gas phase for the duration of all disintegration

at its different conditions. For a more reliable estimate special photoelectro-

colorim etric experiments1 were conducted, confirming the results of these ob-

servations. Diethylane glycoldinitrate decomposed in the vessel, equipped with,

besides a glass manoeter, a container of plane-parallel glass. Throuh the

container passed a beam of light, falling on a photocell, which fixed the change

of optical density of gaseous products of disintegration. At disintegration of

diethylene glycoldlnitrate a change of optical density was not observed for the

gas phase, which indicates the absence in it of NO in sensitivity frames of a
2

method, which consisted in preliminary calibration of 1 m Hg of nitrogen

perxd•de,

In noting the marked peculiarities, it is possible to schematically present

decomposition of diethylene glycoldinitrate in the following way.

The primary act of decomposition, as is proposed for nitro esters, is the

breakawa of NO2 , which is coordinated with the proximity of initial speeds of

1. This methodology was developed by V. P. Shelaputina, to whom the author ex-
presses his gratitude.



gas formation and kinetic disintegration constan;'s of diethylene glycoldinitrate

and other nitro esters. The forming nitrogen peroxide is very Laickly reduced,

apparently. to NO, not being accumulated in any significant quantities, in dis-

tinction from that, as this occurs at disintegration of other nitro esters.

Reduction occurs not only at interaction of nitrogen peroxide with other products

of disintegration of diethylene glycoldinitrate, but, apparently, also at inter-

action of it with the nitro esters themselves2 .

The leading reaction, determining the kinetic disintegration constants, is

the reaction of breakaway of NO2 , as the slower one.

Inasmuch as nitrogen peroxide is not accumulated, then nitric and nitrous

acids will not be formed, able to accelerate hydrolytic decomposition of nitro

esters. Interaction of nitro esters with water, the presence of large quantities

of which in products of disintegration was detected by M. S. Plyasunov, in a

neutral medium, as the experiments showed, proceeds with very low speed. There-

fore decomposition of diethylene glycqldinitrate is not accelerated in such a

degree, as nitroglycerine, although oxidizing reactions occur with comparatively

great speed.

What has been said does not mean that decomposition of diethylene glycoldi-

nitrate at all conditions will preserve the described character. The experiments

of B. A. Lurlye on the study of disintegration of this nitro ester in the presence

of a number of impurities show that in determined conditions it is possible to

observe significant acceleration of deccmpoiticn of diethylene glycoldinitrate.

The results of these experiments are considered in the following article.

Weak acceleration of gas formation, observed in the experiment, is connected,

2. The experiments, conducted by B. A. Lur'ye, show that nitrogen peroxide, added
in a quantity of about 1% to diethylene glycoldinitrate, disappears many times
faster, than decomposition of the nitrate itself occurs.



apparently, with the passage of sequence reactions, including both the primary

breakaway of NO2 with its reduction, and also deeper disintc:gration of the com-

pounds forming with this. With this is coordinated, in particular, that fact tha

even at comparatively large 6 (to 0.13), where is attained by corditions of the

experiment only a small degree of disintegration, the composition of gaseous

products succeeds to endure definite change. Thus on initial stages the condi-

tional portion of gases condensed at room temperature is 50%, at the time as a

measure of development of decomposition it falls noticeably and at a sufficie6tly

great degree of disintegration is lowered to 20 - 30%.

Conclusions

1. The disintegration of diethylene glycoldinitrate in liquid phase in the

presence of products of disintegz tion at 60 - 1500 and degree of filling of

ampoule with nitro esters 0.001 - 0.9 was studied.

2. Dependence of initial spj,;d of gas formation is subordinated by Arrhenit

equation, where E = 1 - 42 kilocalories mole and ig B = 16.5 which is very clos

to the corresponding constants of decomposition of other ritro esters in liquid

phase.

3. In applied conditiorq of the ecxperiment disintegration of diethylene

glycoldinitrate occurs without sharp acceleration, but also is not accelerated

by the addition of water.

4. The absence in products of decomposition of diethylene glycoldinitrate

of noticeable quantities of nitrogen peroxide can be explained by the fact that

oxidizing pr.ce,*ses at disintegration occur significantly faster, than primary

separation of ititrcgen peroxide. This stipulates those peculiarities of dis-

integration of cvithylena glycoldinitrate, which distinguish it frem disintegra-

tion of nitroglycerzne, nitroglycol and TEN.

5. At relativr-isl low temperature (600 and lower) decomposition of diethyle:

glycoldinitrate oceu, L ten times slower than nitroglycerine, which in combinatio



with small inclination to self-acceleration stiraoates its comparatively high

thi stability.
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20. On the Influence of Certain Impurities on Thermal Disintegration of
Diethyleneglycol, Dinitrate

The thermal decomposition diethyleneglycol dinitrate (DEGDN) without removal

of the disintegration products proceeds in known relationship similar to the

decomposition of many other polynitro esters. As the initial speeds of gas forma-

tion are close, so also is their dependence on temperature, i. e. activation energy.

In connection with the fact that the initial stage of disintegration of a nitro

ester is, probably the rupture of the 0 - NO2 bond, -this similarity is not

surprising.

Development of disintegration of DBGDN occurs, however, without the sharp

acceleration of gas formation characteristic for the decomposition of such nitro

esters as nitroglycerine (NG), nitroglycol (NGL), PETN, and certain others Z-3].

This acceleration, as considered in 71], Z3], is determined by the hydrolytic

decomposition of the nitro ester, self-accelerated because of the formation of

acids as a result of the interaction of water with the highest oxide of nitrogen

accumulated during the disintegration of these nitro esters [6,7, [-8-7.

During the thermal decomposition of DEGDN no browning is observed of the

gasifcrm phase, which would attest to the formation of significant quantities of

NO2. This peculiarity hypothetically determines the reducing nature of the nitro

ester and products of its disintegration. Therefore we studied the decomposition

of DEGDN in the presence of different oxidizers (02, N0, NO2, HN03 ), and also

reducing agents (H2C204Y.

Another aspect of the investigation consisted in the clarification of those

conditions, with which the development of disintegration of DBGDN with sharp



self-acceleration is possible.

The decomposition of DEGDN in the presence of the enumerated impurities was

sti-died by the :manometric method described earlier [-3_7. The degree of filling

I of volume of reactionary vessel with nitro ester (I ) at 1200 in the majority of

experiments constituted 0.014-0.04 and at 100 and 80., 0.10-0.13.

The investigated impurity was introduced into the ampule of the glass manometer

containing the nitro ester, preliminarily freed from volatile substances by
were

evacuation. Gasiform of highly volatile substances introduced into the

instrument from a vessel intended for their quantitative measurement, with cooling

of the ampule of nitro ester by liquid nitrogen.

The oxygen applied was technical, dried in a trap with liquid nitrogen; the

oxide of nitrogen was prepared in a Lunge nitrometer, and the dioxide by mixing

a known quantity of the oxide nitrogen with a surplus of oxygen with exhaust

of the latter with cooling by liquid nitrogen after 1-1.5 hr of interaction; nitric

acid was introduced in the form of 98% HNO3 or its 20% solution in DEGDN, after

which, with cooling of the ampule by liquid nitrogen, the air was evacuated from

it; oxalic acid was added in the form of a powder and also, depending upon

whether the disintegration of the nitro ester was studied in the presence of

dilute or concentrated acid, its crystal hydrate or anhydrous crystals were

applied.

Dilution of acids by water, if this was required by the conditions of the

experiment, was done by transfering its vapor into a cooled ampule.

For determination in the course of the experiment of the content of nitrogen

peroxide in the gasiform phase we applied the colorimetric methodology developed

in reference to disintegration of nitro esters in the liquid phase by V. P.

Shelaputina, whom the authors thank for courteously making possible the setting up

of these experiments, and also for help during their completion.

The diagram of the corresponding instrument is bhown in Fig. 1. Vessel 1 with



plane-parallel optical glasses 2 soldered: in it, is connected 'with glass manometer

3 of the usual type applied for measurezent of general pressure. Manometer has

ampule 4, for the investigated nitro ester..

After evacuation of air and- introduction of the impurity the vessel was

placed, in thermostat 5, and its ends were tightly secured in seats 6. 'Then the

thermostat was filled by liquid preheated to a determined temperature, after which

the mixing and regulated heating Were switched on.

B

Fig. 1. Diagram bf instrument for quantitative determination of nitrogen
peroxide in the course of disintegration of nitro ester, 1) Vessel; 2),
Plane-paralel optical glasses;. 3) Glass manometer;, 4) Ampule for nitro
ester; 5,) Liquid thermostat; 6)' Seats for vessel; 7) Source of light; 8)
Photoresistance; 9) Control light guide; '10) Miror; 11) Milliammeter;
12) Microammeter.

Presence of the vessel allowed measurement in the process of the experiment not

only of pressure, but also of changes in the optical density of the gaseous phase,

which was colored a more or less intense brown color, depending upon the content

of nitrogen dioxide. For this, the beam from light source 7 passed through the

vessel and is focussed on photoresistance 8. The intensity of light the lamp,

working from batteries, was controlled by milliammeter 1U. The optical density

of the gaseous phase was determined at each given moment by the current intensity

in the photoresistance circuit, measured by micrometer 12. For this the vessel



was precalibrated with nitrogen peroxide. For the purpose of control of the

operational stability of the whole system parallel with removal of results of / '

experiment conducted "control" measurements with help of control light guide 9. I '

'With rotation of mirror 10 addass of light to photoresistance 8 through the

vessel is stopped. In this case light from the *ource itself falls on the photo-

resistance through control light guide 9, by passing the vessel. For the

" Vficulty of possible sweating of optical glasses 2 as a result of their cooling

,by air through the end apertures of the vessel, the ends of the latter were heated-

yan electrospiral at-the suggestion of V. P. Shelaputina.

The accuracy of quantitative measurement of nitrogen peroxide by this method

can be judged if one will compare the pressure of NO2 introduced before the

experiment with its quantity measured calorimetrically. The difference between A'

them did not exceed 10%.

t Thermal Disintegration of DEGDN in the Presence of Oxygen

Cxygen can change considerably the picture of gas fomation during the

Lhermal disintegration of DEGDN. The decomposition of this nitro ester at 1200

and sufficiently great pressure of oxygen becomes a two-stage process; this follows

from the character of the curves depicted in Fig. 2. The first stage is character-

ized by small deceleration of gas formation, and also its initial value is higher

than during the disintegration of the pure niteo ester. In the beginning of the

second stage the speed of gas formation abruptly increases and at large contents

of oxygen exceeds by tens of times the maximum speed of gas formation during the

disintegration of pture DMQDN.

The influence of oxygen on the decomposition of DEGDN is still more sharply

developed at lower temperatures. In Fig. 3 are shown resultd of experiments at

A.0



With a sufficiently great quantity of oxygen (P02 = 300 - 400 mm Hg) decomposition

is once more accompanied by a fast drop in pres&sure, exceeding by 7 times the

rate of gas formation in the disintegration of pure DEGI.

so Aq11
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Fig. 2. Influence of oxygen on thermal disintegration of DEGDN at 1200.

Numbers y the curves -- degree of filling of the ampule with nitro ester
S -I0; P02 -- Initial pressure of oxygen, mm Hg, at experimental tempera-

ture; 1--Volume of gasiform products of disintegration (v), cm3/g; 2--
Time-t min, (Volume of products here and below includes volume of impurties).

Pressure falls by 20-30% from its initial value. After that it starts to grow,

at first fast, but then slower, but by 7-8 times faster than for the pure nitro

ester. Further disintegration of the nitro ester in the presence of oxygen proceeds

also very fast. At 800 the influence of oxygen is in general the same as that

at 1000, but the pressure drop proceeds relatively more abruptly. At a content

of oxygen corresponding to an initial pressure p02 = 200 mm Hg, the pressure fell

approximately by half after 50 hr.

Thus at a definite stage oxygen accelerates the decomposition DEGDN, and the

more so, the lower the temperature. The greatest a"celeration is observed either

in the beginning of the second stage (1200) or after the pressure drop (100-800);

later there occurs a significant drop in the speed of growth of pressure.



It is necessary to note that the disintegration of DEGDN in the presence

k of oxygen is accompanied by accumulation of nitrogen peroxide in the gaseous

phase. The gaseous phase for a certain time, after the beginning of the experiment

has a light-brown color whose intensity increases, passes through a maximum, and

then decreases. At somewhat laters stages of decomposition the gaseous phase

becomes again colorless.

4"

I

Fig. 3. Influence of oxygen on thermal disintegration of DEGDN at 1000.

Numbers by curves - degree of filling of ampule with nitro ester (&).
p0- initial pressure of oxygen, mm Hg, at experimental temperature;
1)Volume of gasiform. products of disintegration (V), cn /g; 2) Time
V, rain.

A quantitative evaluation, conducted passed by colorimetric methodology, showed

that at an initial oxygen pressure of 200 mm Hg (1200 and 0.03), the maximum,

content of N02 in the gases (7 vol.%) is attained with a growth in pressure by 1.5

times. In connection with this it was possible to assume that the influence of

oxygen on the acceleration of decomposition of the nitro dster is caused by the

formation of nitrogen peroxide during the interaction of 02 with the oxide of

nitrogen. However, it is possible that the formation of NO2 is not the only

cause of acceleration of DEGDN decomposition.

#10/
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Experiments on the heating of initial alchol -- diethyleneglycol -- in the

presence of oxygen showed that with this there occurs absorption of oxygen with

a significant speed (Fig. Q., and besides there will be formed products possessing

properties of peroxides and acids. It is possible that analogous compounds will

be formed during the interaction of oxygen and DEGDN and will show a corresponding

influence on the docomposition of the latter.

Oxygen affects decomposition of not only DEG. According to the data of

Samsonov -2] it accelerates the disintegration of nitrocellulose, which in the

pres+ence of large quantities of oxygen is decomposed Just as nitroglycerine. De-

composition of the latter can proceed faster in the presence of oxygen, especially

at the stage of sharp acceleration of this process. Thus, for example, at 1000

and, 1 0.003, sharp acceleration of decomposition is attained faster (approximately

by 2 times) at an intital pressure of oxygen p02 200 - 600 m Hg.

* fT
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Fig. 4. Interaction of hyleneglycol with oxygen at 100. i

a - dependence of speed of change of pressure on the magnitude of the latter;
b - chnge of pressure in time. 1) Pressure, p, = Hg; 2) Time , mn.

At .increased temperature oxygen is able even qualitatively to change the picture
of

of disintegration NG.
ti.
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Fig. 5. Influence of oxygen on thermal disintegration of NG at 1400 and
degree of filling of ampule with nitro ester & 0.0023.

p02 - initial pressure of oxygen in mm Hg at temperature of experiment. 1)

Speed of growth in pressure; 2) Time -C, min.

This at 1400 and 5 =0.0023, NG is decomposed with an i nsignificant and

pract-,ally constant speed, to the time when in presence of oxygen through a

certain time, sharp acceleration of decomposition of this nitro ester sets in.

(see Fig. 5).

Thermal Disintegration of DEGDN in the Presence of Nitrogen Peroxide

In Fig. 6 are shown curves of change of pressure in time for experiments

at 1200. These experiments show that gas formation during the thermal decomposition

of DBGDN proceeds the faster the more nitrogen peroxide is introduced. At

initial PNO2 = 120 =n Hg, gas formation occurs practically wit. the same speed as

in the case of pure nitro ester. Increase of initial PNo2 to 220-250 nu Hg or,

in other words, an increase of the content of nitrogen peroxide, leads to growth

of the speed of gas formation by 1.5 - 2 times, and at PNO2 410 mm N- by 3

times, in comparison with experiments without addition of NO2 .
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Fig. 6. Influence of nitrogen peroxide on thermal disintegration DEGDN at
1200.

Numbers by curves - degree filling of ampule with nitro ester, S . PNO2 -
initial pressure of nitrogen peroxide in m Hg at experimental temperature;
1)i Pressure, mm of Hlg; 2) Time -V, mini.

At 1000 (Fig. 7) the influence of nitrogen peroxide on the decomposition

of DEGDN is in general similar with that which is observed at 1200 . The

difference consists only in the fact that in the beginning of an experiment with a

large content of NO2 there appears small section of pressure drop (in Fig. 7 it is

not covered; see Fig. 9, where this section is shown); further growth in pressure

occurs for the duration of a certain time almost linearly, and besides the speed

,of gas formation at large contents of NO2 is higher than the speed of decomposition

of pure DEGDN by 3 - 10 times. A relatively small quantity of nitrogen peroxide

(initial PNO2 = 60 m Hg) significantly (by 3 times) lowers the speed of gas

formation in the first stages of decomposition of the nitro ester in comparison

w4th experiments at large initial pN02; further decomposition proceeds with

the me speed as for the pure product.

Nitrogen peroxide accelerates disintegration DEGDN especially strongly in



the initial stage at 800 (Fig. 8). At pO2 75 K Hg the speeld of gas formation,

calculated as the average for the duration of the first five hours of the

experiment, exceeds the speed in experiments with pure DEGflD by 20 times, and

190 mm Hg, by 200 times. Curves of pressure vo. time in a certain stage

of disintegration have a saturable character.

1 '1

Fig. 7. Influence of nitrogen peroxide on ther4al disintegration of DEDN

at 1000.  ' "

Numbers by curves - degree of filling of ampule with nitro ester, .6
,p:' '2 - initial pressure bf nitrogen peroxide in mm Hg at experimental
temperature. 1) Pressure p, mm Hg; 2) Time Ir,, rain.

Visual observation of the color of the.gaseous pha4e shows that during the

decomposition of DEGDN in the presence of nitrogen peroxide, the content of the ..

latter does not remain constant,, but noticeably decreases, and besides, if the '

Sexperiment is conducted for a sufficiently long time, then it is possible to

!reach full bleaching of the gaseous phase. '

Considering that N02, bein, supposedly the primary productlof disintegration

of nitro esters, is absent in g-seous products of the decomposition of DEGDN, it "

appeartd interesting to trace qualitatively the speed .of disappearance of nitrogen



peroxide in experiments with addition of it.

In Fig. 9 are shown curves of change of pressure of nitrogen dioxide in time

in comarison with curves characterizing general pressure. With examination of

these curves it is clear that pressure of nitrogen dioxide during practically

the period of the whole experiment decreases with a speed, which is greatest in

the beginning and is monotonically variable by a complicated law, which on

separate sections can be approximated by the equation dP

where n is larger than unity but less than two.

The decrease in the pressure NO2 for the duration of certain time occurs

considerably faster than the increase in general pressure.

Pilo 1K

Fig. 8. Influence of nitrogen peroxide on thermal disintegration of DEGDN
at 800.

Numbers by curves - degree of filling of ampule with nitro ester, .
initial pressure of nitrogen peroxide in nm Hg at experimental

M0iperature. 1) Pressure, p, mm Hg; 2) Time'Z, hr.

On the initial section at 1400 the speed of the decrease in pressure of NO2 or,

in other words, itsdisappearance, exceeds the speed of increase in general pressure

by more than 2 times, and at 1200 - by 5 times. At 1000, and especially

at 800, the speed of disappearance of N02 already so much exceeds the speed of

general gas formation that onthe pressure - time cut-ve a depression is observed



-whose depth and duration at 800 are larger than at 1000. If with this wo compare

oect4ions after the pressure drop, then the speed of decrease of N(>2 content

exceeds that of general gas formation by 2-5 times, *1 ,

S1o
M !W

min

Tu Fig. 9. Change in NO2 .~tent during decomposition of DEit pDnf in its
, presence. ,

S 0 - general pressure; * - NO2 pressure. 1) Pressure p. mwi Hg; 2) Time
ti, rains

S Thus, the decomposition of D1XGDN in the presence of nitrogen peroxide is

i" characterized by the disappearance of the latter from the gaseous phase with a

speed exceeding speed of general gas formation.

Thermal Disintegration of DIDDN in Presence of Acids ,'z

A basic peculiarity of the decomposition of acidified DEGDN is a sharp growthl

of gas formation after a small induction period. After passage of a maximum

there occurs a fast lowering of the speed of gas formation (Figs. 10, 11, 12, and

23). With this the gaseous phase, coalorless in the beginning, is colored the a]

brown color of nitrogen peroxide, vanishing then by the measure of the declerat

of gas formation.
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Fig. 10. Thermal disintegration of DEGDN in the presence of concentrated i
nitric acid at 120.

or
Numbers by curves - degree ol' filling of ampule with nitro ester, 6 , and

contents of acid in nitro ester in % weight. 1) Pressure p, am, Hg; 2) cc
Time ', min.

4C

b;

I

isis
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Fig. 11. Thermal disintegration of DEGDN in the presence of concentrated 14)
nitric acid at 80 and degree of filling of ampule with nitro ester, 6 , a-

of 0.11. (Contens of acid in nitro ester 1.4% weight). 1) Pressure mm
Hg; 2) Time 1T, -An.



The fraction of NO2 in gaseous products of decomposition is great and attains

with an addition of 1.2% oxalic acid. The largest content of nitrogen peroxide :

is observed near the maximum of speed of gas formation.

In Fig. 10 are shown curves of change of general pressure in time- during th4; *-v

decomposition of DEGDN .in presence of nitric acid at 1200. The acid shows it's .,

-own influence on the acceleration of decomposition of nitro ester from the. >.-a

very beginning of the experiment, increasing the initial speed of gas formation

as compared with pure DEGD by 50 to 100 times, depending upon the acid content,,.'
Up to the achievemenf of maximum this speed is increased still by 3 times, ak , ,

:.which it falls abruptly.

With lowering of the temperature of the experiment the relative 
magnitude.'t.

,the maximum of speed is increased; at the same time the influence of the acid,r. A,

on the initial speed of gap formation changes but little. Thus at 1001 (

content of HNO3 = 1 to '1.5%) the speed in the beginning of the experiment is. 'j,

40 times higher than for the pure nitro ester; at the maximum it increases stiii A

iby 15 to 30 times. At 800 (Fig. 11) speed after the achievement of the maximu,

'is already 60 times higher than the initial. With this decomposition proceeds
e~ressed/

'with a clearly/induction period.

Dilution of the nitric acid added to the nitro ester by water leads to the

ifact that in the initial stage of decomposition after the achievement of the

1equilibrium state corresponding to the quantity of added HN03 the general press.

I(Fig. 12) not only does not grow, but noticeably decreases, attains a minimu :

iand"only then begins to increase with significant acceleration. The magnitue

Ot _ he maximum of the gas formation rate increases with' dilution of acid b .

,1
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Fig. 12. Thermal disintegration of DEGDN in the presence of nitric acid at
different concentrations at 1200.

Numbers by curves -- degree filling of ampule with nitro ester, (a) and
concentration of nitric acid in weight %. (Content of acid in nitro ester
3% by weight); 1) Piessure mm Hg; 2) Time X, , min.

In order to exclude the oxidiiing action of nitric acid on the nitro ester

or on the produc s of its disintegration, we applied oxalic acid, which possessis

reducing properties. However, this did not change the general picture of the de-

composition of acid DEDN. n Fig. 13 are shown pressure-time curves for

experiments in presence of oxalic acid at different concentrations. These

experiments showed that anhydrous acid possesses the greatest ability to

accelerate gas formation. It increases the initial speed by more than one

hundred times. At the madmun, approaching very fast, speed increases by still

two more timesI,

1 The presence of maximum of speed is possibly connected with the fact that oxalic

acid to the beginning of the experiment is not completely dissolved in the
nitro ester. Its dissolution sets in only later, certain small time after the
submersion of the instrument in the thermustat.
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Application of a solution of oxalic acid containing about 20% water leads to

a decrease of the initial and also of the maximum speed of gas formation by 1.5

to 2 times as compared with experiments with anhydrous additions. With the

use in experiments of' 36% oxalic acid there is observed in the inidial stage a

section of decrease in pressure, similar to that in experiments with dilute

nitric acid. However, in distinction from these experiments, in the case of

dilute oxalic acid gas formation after passage of the pressure minimum proceeds

significantly slower than with less dilute or dry acid.

% %

Fig. 13. Thermal disintegration of DEGDN in the presence of oxalic acid at
different concentrations at 1200.

Numbers by curves -- degree of filling of ampule with nitro ester, (I)
and concentration of oxalic acid in % weight. (Content of acid in nitro
ester 3% by weight); l)Pressure p, nm Hg; 2) Time (, min.

Thus the decomposition of DEGDN in the presence of the investigated acids '

,proceeds significantly faster and with greater acceleration than in their

'absence. The nain distinction between the action of nitric and oxalic acids is,

1the quantitatively different influence of water on the decomposition of the I

acid nitro ester. In the case of nitric acid, dilution by water leads to a 4

,sharper acceleration of the 4ecomposition of DEGN than with the concentrated
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acid; dilute oxalic acid accelerates this process more weakly than does the

concentrated acid.

It is necessary to note that nitric acid accelerates the disintegration of

DEGDN significant more strongly that it does the decomposition of NG.

Thermal Disintegration of DBGDI in the Presence of Nitric Oxide

As was shown by experiments, nitric oxide can bonsiderably change the character

of gas formation especially in the beginning of decomposition of the nitro ester.

Thus at 1000 (Fig. 14) the addition of nitric oxide in a quantity corresponding

to an initial pressure pNO of 108 mm Hg at the experimental temperature leads to a

decrease in the general pressure p for a period of approximately 10 hr; the magnitude

of this lowering constitutes 20% of the initial pressure. Then the general pressure

starts to increase with approximately the same speed as in experiments with pure

DEGDN, An increase in the quantity of nitric oxide increases the absolute value

of the loweirgof general pressure without changing its relative value. The speed

of gas formation after passage of the pressure minimum grows somewhat faster at

large contents of nitric oxide. An analogous general picture is observed at 120

and 800. At 1200 the lowering of.pressure occurs only with contents of nitric

oxide corresponding to an initial pressure of 575 mm Hg and more at the experimental

temperature. In these conditions the lowering of pressure is small and constitutes

only 3% of initial pressure, With a smaller quantity of NO pressure does not fall;

its growth in the beginning of decomposition occurs more slowly than in experiments

with the pure nitro ester.

At 800 lowering of pressure is observed over a period of 100 hr; it occurs

more abruptly and in magnitude constitutes about 30% of the initial pressure of

nitric oxide.
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Fig. i4. Influence of nitric oxide on the a desintegration of DEGD at
1000.

Numbers by curves -- degree of filling of ampule with. nitro ester ( I ), and

I0-initial pressure of nitric oxide in mmi H{g at experimental temperature;

Time 1, min. (Axis of ordnates- p in ox Hc

!Discussion of Results

The results obtained in the experiments show that substances applied, as

impurities to DEGDN change in this or that degree the picture of gas formation

during decomposition of this nitro ester, not only quantitatively but also

qualitatively.

The disintegration of DEGDN in the presence of oxygen, the dioxide and oxide

of nitrogen, and also strongly diluted acids in cert&in conditions is characterized

first of all by the interaction of the gaseous phase with the liquid, .leading

to a drop in pressure as a result of binding of gaseous products. If the decrease

in pressure with subsequent sharp acceleration during decomposition of DEG34 in

the presence of dilute acids can be explained by the course of a hydrolytic reaction

with formation of nitric acid bighly soluble in the nitro ester, as is assumed



I
for the analogous case in NG [12, -4_7, then the interaction of oxygen, NO2

and even of NO with the nitro easter proceeding with a decrease in volume, was not

obsrved earlier and is, apparently, a result of other processes.

"Let us consider pbssible modes of flow of the reaction of DEDN with the

indicated substances.

Coapring the-results of experiments on the disintegration of DEGDN in the

presence of oxygen with those of experiments on the interaction of the latter with

dit .eneglycol, and also, considering the ability of the simple ester to form

low-volatile peroxide compounds, it is possible to assume that analogous reactions

ccur also in the case of DEGDN. The products formed apparently have limited

stability during heating, inasmuch as the magnitude of lowering of pressure,

chareterizing the formation of the indicated compounds strongly depends on

temprature. With this is coordinated also the fact that during the analysis of

products of interaction bf diethyleneglycol with oxygen in a quantity of the latter

sufficient to displace the iodine from iodide potassium, constitutes less than

10% of the gas entering in the reaction; the remainder is, apparently, in the form

of products of disintegration of peroxides and, in particular, in the form of acid.

The high rate of gas formation during further decomposition DEGDN, observed

after Waa&ge of the pressure minimum, is probably caused by the whole of the

processes, including disintegration of the formed products, and also their

participation -- in particular, that of acids -- in the decomposition of the

actual nitro ester. Besides this, oxygen can promote the decomposition of DEGDN

by oxidizing nitric oxide to the peroxide, which, reacting with water to form

the acid, can accelerate the development of hydrolysis of the main product.

The decrease in pressure in the initial period of heating of DEGDN in the

presence of N02 may be the result of an increase in the solubility of the latter in

the decomposed nitro ester or the formation of a comparatively low-volatile

compound, analogous to that which is obtained during the interaction of NO2 with a



dethyl ester -OTI Last asitnption is indirectly supported y the high speed

of interaction of diethyleneglycol with nitrogen peroxide withthefoxmtiOr of

low-volatile products.

Inasmuch as nitric oxide is considerably less soluble in DIDN than NO2, the

decrease in pressure during the disintegration of this nitro eSter in the presence

NO apparently occurs as a result of the formation of condensed compounds. However,

nitric oxide, in distinction from oxygen and NO 2 , does not interact with diethylene-

glycol. Therefore it is possible to assume that N02 detached during the dis-

integration of molecules of the nitro ester is replaced by nitric oxide, foirming

the nitrite, as is assumed for ethyl nitrate /77, and NO2 is bouhd in a lOW-

volatile compound.

Absence of cases of decrease in pressure in the initial period of the de--

composition of DEGDN with addition of nitrogen peroxide and high temparature and

also the significant increase in this case in the rate of gas formation in

comparison with that in the disintegration of the pure nitro ester show that side
aboveJ

by side vith the processes assumed/he proceed reactions leading to the forma-

tion of products poorly condensed at the experimental temperature. All this, and

also the relatively fast disappearance of nitrogen peroxide allows to assume that

iNO2 can react directly with DEGDN. Therefore during the decomposition of the pure

nitro ester the primary product of the reaction -- nitrogen peroxide is not

I accumulated; it is formed and immediately enters into further reactions, in con-

Itrast to the case of NG, whose disintegration is characterized by accumulation

!of significant quantities of NO2 .

Nitric acid, apparently, is also capable of the direct oxidation of DEGN,

since gas formation during disintegration of the latter in the presence of this

acid proceeds very fast. The acceleration which is observed in this case is

probably caused by the sum total of several reactions, which include hydrolysis,



accelerated by the measure of dilution of the acid by water formed as a result of

the oxidation of the nitro ester.

Curves of gas formation during the disintegration of DEGDN in the presence f(

of nitric and oxalic acids are qualitatively similar; however, the causes of the

observed acceleration of this disintegration are different, inasmuch as oxalic

acid does not possess oxidizing ability. The accelerating action of oxalic acid

on the decomposition of DEGDN! can be considered in the light of data on the

disintegration of other nitro esters in the presence of acids.

According to the data of B. S. Samsonov, anhydrous sulfuric acid strongly

accelerates the disintegration of nitrocellulose from the very beginning of the

experiment. According to the data of V. V. Gorbunov the same occurs with NG.

This can be explained by the direct interaction of the acid ester with detach- a3

ment from the latter of nitric acid by an ester exchange reaction. At the same ni

time, G. N. Bespalov showed that dry oxalic acid also very strongly by (tens of
ar,

times) accelerates the initial stage of decomposition of NG. It is possible ti

that the influence of anhydrous oxalic acid on the disintegration of nitro esters +

is analogous in nature to the action on them of H2SO4 . If during the decomposition ee

of DEGDN in presence of oxalic acid there occurs ester exchange the nitric acid

formed departs from sphere of reaction, due to its volatility and as a result

of oxidation of DEGDN, oxalic acid, and products of reaction. For this reason ca

there occurs fast gas liberation. ~pu

Dilution of nitric acid by water leads in the beginning of the experiment Th

to a decrease in pressure after which an increase sets in which is sharper than in es

the case of anhydrous acid as a result of accelerated gas formation. The dilution do

of oxalic acid by water, on the other hand, entails delay of disintegration of the

nitro ester. Such a distinction can be explained by the fact that water, strongly

suppressing the reaction of direct interaction of the nitro ester with oxalie
pr

acid, relatively slowly hydrolyzes DEGDM in the presence of this acid.



All the investigated substances, with the exception -of nitric oxide, can in

certain conditions strongly (by tens and even hundreds of times) accelerate gas

formation during the disintegration of DEGDK. However, in distinction from the

disintegration of NG, this acceleration is limited by a certain, not very large

maximum of speed, approached at comparatively early stages of decomposition and
nitro

determined therefore not by the expended/ester, but by some other causes. The

presence of maximum can be compared with the change in color of the gaseous phase,

indicating the presence in it of NO2 in the nase of high rates of decomposition.

The content of NO2 in the gaseous phase passes also through a maximum, which is
I'

located in time near the maximum of the gas formation rate. Then the content of

N02 in the gaseous phase decreases by the measure of this drop in rate. All this

allows to assume that the subsequent retarding action of substances added to the

nitro ester occurs due to the disappearance of these substances. Their disappear-

ance is caused by their interaction with DEGZK and the products of its disintera-

tion. Decomposition of the DEGDN itself, although it generates accelerating sub-

stances, does so with a rate less than that of their interaction with the nitro

ester. Thus, although the thermal decomposition of DEGDK in the presence of

different substances can be strongly accelerated in a definite stage, but in

the final analysis there sets in a braking of disintegration, caused by the

capability of self-retardation, which is, developed in particular in the case of

pure nitro ester in the absence of a stage of sharp acosleration of decomposition.

This property considerably distinguishes DEGDN from 1,1G, NGL and certain other nitro

esters whose characteristic peculiarity of disintegration is self-accelerated

decomposition, developed as a result of the action of products of decomposition.

Conclusion

1. We studied the thermal disintegration of diethyleneglycol dinitrate in the

presence of oxygen, NO2, NO, and nitric and oxalic acids at 80-1200.



2. It was found that liquid GDW is able at increased temperatures, to 6

interact with oxygen, NO2 , and NO of the reaction proceeds with a decrease in the 7

volume of these gases. .

Binding of oxygen and nitrogen peroxide was established also for DIEDN itself.

3. It was shown that concentrated nitric and oxalic acid accelerate the

decomposition of DEGDN by tens and even hundreds of.times. Dilution of nitric

acid strengthens the acceleration of gas generation, while in case of oxalic

acid dilution retards decomposition.

4. The sharp acceleration observed during the disintegration of DEGDN in the

presence of certain substances is accompanied by accumulation of NO2, and is changed °

after passage of the disintegration rate through a maximum by retardation of gas

formation and gradual disappearance of nitrogen peroxide.

5. The data obtained are considered in the light of the assumption of the

capacity of DEGDN for self-retardation of decomposition.

6. An assumption was made about the direct interaction of diethylenglycol

dinitrate with oxalic acid.

In conclusion authors consider it their pleasant duty to express deep gratitude

to K. K. Andreyev for his valuable remarks made during his examination of the

manuscript of the article.
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21. Thermal Decomposition of Dinitrate of Ethylene Glycol and Trinitri
of Glyceirine(

Explanation of the mechanism of thermal decompositon of nitro esters is t

essentially hampered by the complexity of this process, stipulated, in particular,

by the fact that one of the primary products of disintegration - nitrogen dioxide -C

is an energy oxidizer, easily interacting with other products of decomposition,

and often with the nitro esters themselves. The role of processes of oxidation

can be significantly decreased, if during the study of high-temperature

transformations we cross from esters of nitric to esters of nitrous acid, the C

mechanism of disintegration of which, in view of the likeness of chemical 0

structure of these compounds,is similar with the mechanism of disintegration of

nitro eaters, but as a rule, includes detachment not of dioxide, but ide of

nitrogen - an oxidizer incomparable more weaker. Therefore for the duration here

already for more than two decades the investigation of the mechanism of thermal

disintegration of nitro esters is inseparably connected with the study of

disintegration of organic nitrites. However until very recently investigations

of thermal disintegration of esters of nitrous acid were limited basically to a

mononitrites of monatomic alcohols; polynitrites - the most

interesting compounds, in view of their large kinship with widely applied

polynitrates - were almost not investigated, This work represents one of the

first attempts of a study of thermal decomposition of polynitrites of pol]yatomic

alcohols.

Thermal Disintegvation of Esters of Nitrous Acid (sRrve T

The first systematic investigations of thermal decomposition of esters of q
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nitrous acids were undertaken by Steacie with-collaborators in Canada [-46- 7

L55_7. The kinetics of decomposition of methyl - [46_7, 5o7, f52]7, ethyl-

477_, D47, n - propyl - [48-7, [D4], isopropyl - [49_7 and n - butylinitrites

[-517 was studied by namometric method at 170 - 2400 and pressure 0.O05 -5acm Hg,

(for methylnitrite - up to 3000 cm Hg). It turned out that disintegration of these

compounds basically is homogeneous, and the growth of pressure is subordinated to

the law of reaction of first order. The relation of pressure of final gaseous

products of disintegation to initial pressure of nitrite vapors depends little on

concentration and temperature and changes from 1.6 for n-butylnitrite to 2.0 for

n - propyl - and isopropylnitrites.

Gaseous products at room temperature contain 80 - 98% NO, 1-10% CO and

small quantities of other gases, the nature of which was not explained. In products,

condensed at room temperature, aldehydes and alcohols were detected. Activation

energy of disintegration for all members of the series turned out to be almost

identical and close to 37 kilocalories mole.

On the basis of results of the inveatigation, Steacie concluded that thermal

disintegration of alkylmononitrites represents a simple monomolecular reaction

RCH2ONO -4+- RCHOH CHO+NO (1)
2 .+2

the speed of which is deterrined by the speed of breaking the bond of RCG20--NO

RCH2O-NO -o RCH:O.-NO (2)

and activation energy corresponds to the energy of breaking of this bond. The

mechanism of reactions, following the break of the bond 0 - NO, was offered by

R,ce [-44] on the basis of certain indirect data, 4btainod by him during the

"study of thermal disintegration of ethylnitrite at 400 - 5000. This mechanism

included the following main reactions:
1

1. It was assumed that at small pressures these reactions are also possible:
CHGO.- - CH. + CH0

Cls. +CHaCHONO - CHM+CHsCHONO
The first of them - the main way of disintegration of etvyl - at present is
quite reliably well-grounded experimentally. The second recently was rejected



CHCH,0. "-CHaCHiONO-*CCHhOH+CHCHONO (3)
CHCHONO-o.CHsCHO+NO W'

In spite of the fact that any direct proofs of the existence of reactions (3) and

(4) Rice was unable to obtain, this mechanism for nearly two decades was

considered to be conventional and was wide-spread not only for disintegration of

all remaining esters of nitrous acid both in gas, so also in liquid phase n1_7
but also for disintegration of alkylnitrates-41J_.

It is important to note that inasmuch as disintegration of nitrites - this

is a reaction of first order, the speed of reverse stage of reaction (2)

RCH 20. +NO- RCH 2ONO

(i.e. ordinary interaction of nitrogen oxide with radical) with such a

mechanism should be significantly less than the speed of riaction (3).2

FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PROCEDING PAGEJ
as the result of study of the interaction of methylnitrite with products of
decomposition of tert-butylperoxide /3-01. In work /30J was offered another
reaction of the interaction of methyl with nitrite

CHs,- +CH3ONO-- CH3NO +CHO,

used also by P. Gray for Anterpretation of data on disintegration tert-butylnitrite
f29]7.

2. Actually, ha'ing designated the cmetant speeds of reaction by the letter
k with an index, corresponding to the number of the equation of the reaction, we
obtain (in a usual assumption on the stability of etoxyl concentration)

JLT2&NOh + hk 1rHACNoj

At LlOi + kAONOI
up"i k INoJ < ka ICHONOI C

this is an equation of reaction of the first order. e

q



Direct experimental check of the validity of this conhliiov" w uertaken

by Levy [34_', studying with the help of an infrared spsctromete? the reaction

of ethyl peroxide in the presence of nitroen- oxide and ethyiitrite. at ll6 and

pressu- o n the omer seve 1l cm Hg. With- this temperature the diaintegration
rate of peroxide is very great, And ethylnitrite for the duz-ation of several

minutes should have been decomposed by reaction (3). However not the smallest

traces of decomposition were detected. At the same time the speed of reaction

(5) was very significant: after 1 -- 2 minutes approximtely 20%, and after 4 -

6 minutes - nearly 60% peroxide in the presence of NO chaned to ethylnitrite.1

The Rice mechanism, thus, turned out to be unsound at least for that area

of conditions, for which the main part of experimental data is obtained on

disintegration of nitrites and nitrates.

Another mechanism *,As offered by Levy. The experimental !*se of this

mechanism was the investigation of thermal disintegration of ethylnitrite,

conducted by him with help of an infrared spectrometer [3737. In products of

disintegration at 160 - 2000 were detected acetaldehyde (with yield of 60 - 90%

in reference to ethylnitrite), nitrous oxide (20 - 25%), and also small quantities

I of ethyl alcohol and prussic acids. The speed of disappearance of ethylnitrite

was subordinated to the law of reaction of the first order. With the. addition of

NO the disintegration rate almost did not change, the yield of acetaldehyde was

increased to 100%, and N20 - to 50%. Addition of acetaldehyde led to an increase

of the disintegration rate, a decrease of yield of N20 and certain growth of the

quantity of HN in products of decomposition. The mechanism, offered for

explanation of these results, included the following main reactions:

CHJHONO Z. CHCHO. - (NO

1. An analogous phenomenon was observed later by HinahelworA with collaborators
[47, detecting that tert-butyl peroxide at 1600 in the presence of NO almost
quantitatively transforms into tert-butylnitrite.

1.t



CHH O.+NOv CH&CHO+NOH (7)

, 2NOH4-- NjO+ 3O. (9)

CH3CHO.iRiCHO --* CHaCHOH+CHSCO.,+'€O (o)

Considerationof reactions (6) and (7), determining disintegration rate in

usual conditions and expecially -,ith the addition of NO, Isafd to a kinetic

equation of reaction of the first order

&= K

from which, .in particular, it follows that activation energy of breaking the

bond 0 - NO in ethylinitrite is a less experimentally determined magnitude (see

Table 3 on page 326) on the activation energy of the reaction (7) apparently,

by several kilocalories mole.

Later this mechanism was wide-spread in other alkylmononitrites Z£38-7, and

also with success was used for interprotation of the results obtained by Pollard

and his collaborators Z42_', [43_, of the investigation of t1prmal decomposition

of ethylnitrate Z10].
In distinction from decomp')sition of alkylmononitritg.s, thermal disintegration

of polynitrites - this is an area almost completely not investigated. Only quite

recently in literature appeared lata about thermal d,,copoition of dinitrites of

several glycols at temperatures of approximately 3000 [32], [33].

_711-171 O for constaro .w of speaed of reactions (7), (8) and reverse

stage; of reaction (6) followine Vplutionshipe are fulfilled: ki "'' *.'. AS
the rosults of certain works ?33_] show at an increase of temperature to' 3Q0
the speed of reaction (8) considerably ip increased ams approach** the peed of
reaction (7). "1" 5
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,1it is interesting that also for £4 investiatd dlnittes the first stage

of disintegration, ailently, is the bisaking of the bAnd 0 - NO with the form-

ction of a hydroxyradical and NO. The further fate of.the hydroxyradica! dopends

on its structure. Id decouposition of e dinitrites (propene - 1.2 -, butane

- 2.3 - and 1.4 -, hezans - 2.5 - arA certain others) the radical is disintegrated

or is regroupded, Rpatin '0. adicals of other dinitramtes (propane - 1.3 -,

butane - 1.3 -, pentane - 2.4 - and 1.5 ,- and 2.5 - diUtb73hexane - 2.5 - ) yield

upon disintegration notnitrogen oxide, .but nitrogen .psrade, significant

quantities of wdich (together with products of oxidlation by nitrogen peroxide of

organic substances) were detected in products of the reaction.

It was established that at decomposition 9f d1itrites close to 3000 reactions

of type (7), (10) and others do not pim" any role so clearly developed in

disintegration of nononitrites close to 2000 . Inamch as in a given case there

were other conditions of eonducting the experiens ad trhe chemical structure

of the investigated substances to answer the question about the causes of

distinctions in the mechanism of disintgration the authors, naturally, were not

able.

Results of thes works were used fqr interpretation at data, obtained during

the study of disintegration of nitrocellulove upon burning it in a vacuu [-57].

In spite of the fact that in these works, corducted alwaet simultaneously

with our works, w carried out a signitioant volwo of research or disintegration

of dinitrites of polyatcmic alcohols, a whole sories of qvestions remained

untouched. First of all we not caeplet ly studied the disintegration of

polynitrites at 1~ (100 - 200) topatures, with %beh wo ob d in time

a great deal of data r ir intrpe*tion on fepmition of polyrtrates.

Kinetic investigations of the diaintegreion of poNlyitritas practically non-

existant. There no inform tion abot d eo ition of c et interesting

of thm - dinitri t of the sizilat pol~Atomio alooh -@ylane glycol (aA

SrOP HE r MWP HERr



strange as it may seem, American investigators having obtained and studies

disintegration of more than ten dinitrites do not mention one work about it)

and an analog of nitroglycerine - glycerintrinitrite.

In this article are presented the main results of investigations conducted

by us of the kinetics and mechanism of thermal disintegration of dinitrite of

ethylene glycol and trinitrite of glycerine [9]7, [iO_, [-5]7.

Thermal Deccmpositkn of Dinitrite of Ethylene Glycol

Obtaining Dinitrite of Ethylene Glycol

Dinitrite of ethylene glycol was obtained by two methods. Bj the first of

them [21] a solution of glycerintrinitrite in ethylene glycol was heated in a

distillation bulb to 100 - 1050 and distilled the glycoldinitrite formed by the

usual exchange reaction. Trinitrite of glycerine was preliminary prepared [39]

I- prolon.ged pafatage of N20 3 through glycerine, dried and sublimated in a

current of air at 60 - 1000.

This awkward, inconvenient method later was replaced by obtaining dinitrite

of ethylene glycol, analogous to nitrites of other monatomic and diatomic alcohols

[6], [32] esterifications of glycol by an aqueous solution of nitrous acid.

To an aqueous solution f two equivalents of ethylene glycol and nearly three

of sodium nitrite cooled by a mixture of ice and salt during intense mixing was

added in drops two equivalents of diluted hydrochloric acid.

The temperature of the mass was not raiaed above minus 20. Immediately

after termination of pouring the dinitrite was separated and processed by anhydrous

soda. Then it was dried by sodium sulfate and sublimated under atmospheric (at

a temperature of nearly 960) and under lowered pressure. The mobile yellow

liquid obtained in this manner with characteristic odor was liberated from

gases and in a vacuum was transferred to soldered ampoules. Elementary alalysis

of it gave the following results.



IVI>
Found %: C 19.78; 19.97; H 3.60; 3#50; ! 21.15; 23,20.

Calculated for Cq4 qON,% C 20.00; H 3.36; N 23.33.

Index of refracdn nj =5 .93884.

The golecular weight, determined by mancemtric method is 120 + O%6. Heat

of evaporation, calculated from the dependence of vapor presaure on temperature

in the ,.ange 16 - 1000 on the slope of the straight lizie in coordinates Ig p -

l/T (see Fig. 1), is equal to 8.8 Iclocalories mole.

Methodology of' Expeimerit

The kinetics of disintegration in gas phase was studied by measurement of

pressure in a static system by a glass manoter' of the Bourdon type at 20 - 1900

and initial pressure 50 - 1000 n Hg.
..... ,T. ..

I0 ON F 5 N Wt 2

Fig. 1. Dependence of elasticity of vapors of dinitrite of ethylep gycol
on temperature.
a - in coordinates p - t%, b - in coordinates log p - .
l) p mHg; 2) logp.

For introduction of dinitrite and additions into the reactiohary vessel was
OU5

used a vacuum installation of the usual type. An ampoule with dinitrits was

placed in a sealed ampoule opener (Fig. 2), the latter was joined to the

installation and, upon pumping the system to residual pressure 16- 2 - 10-4 M Hg;

the tip of ampoule was broken by a turn (f the cock of the opener.

With storage even in sealed ampoules and in cold dinitrite noticeable is

decomposed, therefore after opening the ampoule easi/y-volatile products of



disintegration are removed by prolonged evacuation, then part of the nitrite is

transferred into a vacuum in a reaction vessel, cooling the latter with liquid

nitrogen, the vessel was heated to room temperature and again the dinitrite was

evacuated for removal of remainders of easilyvolatile impurities.

The reaction vessel prepared for carrying out the experiment was unsealed

and, having determined on the pressure of vapors at 1000 the quantity of nitrite

in the vessel, it was placed in a liquid thermostat, the temperature of which

was maintained constant within the limits + 0.20. Time of heating of the

substance to the temperature of the thermostat usually did not exceed 0.5 minutes.

I The final gaseous products of disintegration in

the beginning were analyzed by a method, which includes

separation from the mixture by means of deep cooli;ig of
U-,

tika fractions: NO, Co and N, - in the first (cooling

to minus 1650) and N20 and C02 - in the second (minus

'lY0o). NO was absorbed by an acidified solution of

FeSOA, CO2 - 60% solution of KOH, and the contents N2

and N20 in separate fractions were determined by the

difference.

A method was also used, by which carbon dioxide,
Fig. 2. Ampo opener.

and after it, nitrogen oxide with a surplus of oxygen

was absorbed by a 60% solution of KOH, nitrous oxide was burned with hydrogen

(and besides a little CO was oxidized by the oxide to C02), and carbon monoxide -

with oxygen on a heated platinum spiral. The formed carbon dioxide was absorbed

by the alkali.

Both methcds were checked in artificial mixtures; the error did not exceed

1 - 1.5% abs.

Results of Experiments



Influence of Initial Concentration

Manoetric curves, obtained at 1700 and different initial pressures of

blycoldinitrite vapors, are shown in Fig. 3 - 5. The main peculiarity of

decomposition of blycoldinitrite, characterized by these curves, consists of the

fact that at sufficient high (above 150 mmI ) initial pressure it has a clearly

expressed diphase character, and besides on the first stage the disintegration

rate is lowered at first sharply, and then more slowly, on the second - increases,

passes through the maximum and quickly decreases to zero.

At small initial pressures the speed of gas formation continuously decreases

in time, the kinetic curves have the usual form (at 1800 and initial pressure of

approximate].? 70 mm deceleration of disintegration in time occurs according to

the law, close to moncmolecular - see Fig. 8, b).
f

f,01

Fig. 3. Kinetics of gas formation at disintegration of glycoldinitrite
at 1700.
pv- 0- 28, A- 28, +- 251 mm Hg 1 - in coordinates P/pv -
2 - in coordinates W -- (vr- spoed of increase of pressurel. a) minutes.

IAll concentrations of gaseous products here and further are expressed in
mm Hg at the temperature of the experiment.



1
Initial speed of gas formation does not depend on concentration of dinitrite.

3T.

0 to0 IgoNO0

Fig. 4. Influence of initial concentration on decomposition of
glycoldinitrite at 1700.
p 1 - 76; 2 - 221; 3 - 320; 4 - 405; 5 - 659 mm Hg
a3minutes.

However on subsequent stages of the first stage of disintegration such a

dependence is detected, and namely: in the same moment of time (or at the

same relative increase of pressure) in various experiments the speed is lower,

the higher the initial concentration of dinitrito (Fig. 5).

UN

Fig. 5. Influence of initial concentration on speed of gas formation in
decomposition of glycoldinitrite at 1700.
p :1-76; 2 - 115; 3 - 221; 4 - 276; 5 - 320; 6 - 659; 7 - 920 mm
a3: minutes.

. Here and in the future it is a question on speed if growth of presure,
referred to initial concentration of dinitrite d. 1 o7 ,* minute s -.refered o , f miute



Fig. 6. Dependence of 6peed on maximum (w ) tim6 of its. ic hieverart,
(z') and pressure, with which it is attainW(), on initial' dhaifto
of* glycodinitrite vapors (p.).
In coordinates;~iw-. .- ~

a) minutes; b) (amax in- ) le; c) POmm Hg.

This influence of concentration is ful]7 defined, but small: At increase of

initial pressure from 100 to 400 nn speed of gas formation on Average steps of
first stage of disintegration decreases 1.2 - 1.4 times, incre of 0  bv

400 mm does not evoke further lowering of speed.

Maximum sDped of gas formation at an increase of initial pressure to 600 -

800 mm increases, and then is somewhat lowered. Time of achievement of maximum

and pressure, with which it is attained, decrease (see Fig. 6).

Concentration of dinitrite in a determined way influences also the

composition of' final prodicts of disintegration that is developed, in particular,

in the change at increase of initial pressure oX~ the quantity of products, not

condensed at various temperatures (see Fig. 7).

m Hg



j%
ewe

!Fig. 7. 1 Dependence of quantity of final products of disintegration
not condensed at different temperatures, on initialpressure .

1)-Peon ; 2)- P0 mm Hg; 3) TRoom.

0

Time of decomiposition at an increase of initial pressure is considerably

reduced. At 70 - 100 Mu it constitutes, at least, 450 - 500, at :140 - 150 m~f -

250 - 300, at 200 mu and the higher pressure - 150 - 200 minutes.

Influence of TeMrature

At an increase of temperature the influence of concentration on speed of'

both the first, and also the second stages of disintegration considerably

dec~reases. Froma Fig. 9 it is clear that at 1900 an incr'ease of initial pressure

from 140 to 300 mm does not change the speed and does not allow to detect a

diphase character of decomposition. The role of the stage of disintegration at

an increase of temperature significantly is lownred, and the relation of initial

speed to speed on the maximum increases: at 1700 and initial pressure 276 am (Fig.

5) it equals 1.8 and at 1800 and 299 imm (Fig. 8) - 3.1.

The initial speed of gas formation at increase of temperature grows. At

- -4 4 -

1700 it constitutes 5.8 *107 , at 1800 - 15 0 1074) at 1900 - 33* 10 -4sec -

Activation energy of disintegration of dinitrite, calculated by these speeds, is

equal to 35.6 kilocalories mole.

Noticeably increased at increase of temperature is the volume of gaseous

final products of disintegration (at P0 300 - 400 m and 1700 it equals 2.9



moles per mole of nitrite, at 1900 - 3.2 moles per mole).

2

P ; 1 -ad3-29 n -56m g ncodntspp

Ir

Fig. 8. Kinetics of disintegration of glSycoldinitrite at 1800 .

Poandv - _ ; b -nd in coordinates log (Pcon -P) - (. 
"

1) minutes; 2) log (Pcon - )

Fig. 9. Kinetics of disintegration of glycoldinitrite at 190
°.

Po: 1 and 2-143; 3-305 mm Hg 1) minutes.

Eat

ial Influence of Nitric Oxide

(Fig. Addition of nitric oxide (see Fig. 10, 11 and Table 1) considerably decreases

2
initial speed, of growth of pressure , and besides the effect of addition of each

new NO is less than the preceding, and upon achievement of certain

-ic maximum concentration of nitric oxide disappears entirel- . At an increase of

is temperature this maximum concentration scmeirhat is increased, and the effect of

rIn carrying out experiments with the addition of NO student B. I.

Komkov took part.
21nitial speed of gas formtion decreases also .tpon addition of NO2 to

dinitrite.



4ddition of -NO d ore s (Fi. fl).

Fig. 10. Influence. of nitric oxide on disintegration of glycoldinitrite

at 1700 and po 250 - 260 mm Hg
PNO: i-0; 2 - 25; 3 - 62 m Hg ( J'-,-, ). a) minutes.

It is necessary to note that lowering of initial speed depends not on the

relationship between c6ncentrations of dinitrite and nitric oxide, but only on

the concentration of NO (see Table 1).

Fig. 11. Dependence of initial speed
of gas formation at disintegration of
glycoldinitrite at 170 and 1900 on
pressure of nitric oxide. On the
axis of ordinates - the relation of

initial speed of gas formation in the
presence of NO to initial speed with
that same temperature without 170
addition of NO.
a) p mnmHg. 0

It is essential also that, in significantly decreasing initial speed, nitric

oxide, added in moderate(to-.200 mm) quantities, practically does not affect

the speed of the following stages of disintegration (see Fig. 10).
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C2~ation of sosou ctf~s o tpAtion

The results of analysis of gaseous final products of disintegration of

ethylene glycol dinitrite at 1700 are given in Table 2. A very significant fact

is the presence of significant quantities of carbon dioxide in gases. With a

very large initial concentrati on of dinitrite vapors on the second stage of

disintegration a temporary yellowing the gas phase is observed, indicating the

formation of nitrogen peroxide. If the temperature on the second state is

quickly lower from 170 to 1000, then formation of ever increasing quantities of

NO2 can be noted also at usual concentrations of glycoldinitrite. N02 is

detected in intermediate products at decreased concentrations of dinitrite also

if disintegration from the very beginning takes place at low (1200) temperature.

One should note that a change in initial pressure, addition of nitric oxide

and water hardly influences the composition of final gaseous products of

disintegration
Table 2

Composition of gaseous final products of disintegration of dinitrite of
ethylene glycol at 1700

Haush4oCe Beatecirso, lifla ice ie~nepaTypa I 18a U02b ' Y HpTa

AMM3TPH4Ta.see 17V JOG- I NO IN201CO0I N,
NM PT. CT. MJlUITHY JWX CT.

276 ,89244 2101 L550,13):150 .19 .08

26D NO62 2,922,431 2,1 f1,52 012 0,180.2I 0,07
281 s '$8 12,401 2,5 11,50 .1 0 2 0.106

291 W 1 e 2t

1) Initial pressure of dinitrite, mm Hg; 2) Substance added to dinitrite;
3) Initial pressure of added substance, mm Hg; 4) Pcon/Po at temperatures;
5) Moles of gas per mole of dinitrite; 6) Room.



Condi#ns~z Products of' Disintegration

Condensing at roma temperature after termination of experiments with quite

high (more than ,~200 m at 1700) initial pressure., the colorless viscous liquid,

turning brown with continued heating, dissolves well in water and has an acid

reaction on litmus paper. It contains glycol acid (test with solution of F*CI 3

and phenol in water [-8] and test with 2.7 - dioynaphthalene) and, apparently,

glycol aldehyde (yellowing of aqueous solution of products upon addition of

several drops of concentrates alkali [-23]7). Oxalic acid (test with CaSO4 and

test with diphenylamin [-26]) and ethylene glycol (reaction borax and test with

CuSO in alkaline medium /-4]) in it are not detected.

4A

.. M

Fig. 12. Kinetics of formation at disintegration of glycoldinitrite of
products, not condensed at 1700 and condensed at 1000. Temperature of
experiment 1700.
Products, not condensed at 170 and 100 - upper and middle curves,
condensed at 1000 - lower curve (axis of ordinates on the right).
P : 1 - 332, 2 - 302, 3 - 332 mm Hg (experiment vessel at 1700 and
pdessure at 1000. All pressures are expressed in mm Hg at 1700.
a) minutes.

In the products there is also water and formaldehyde, and the quantity of the

latter, apparently, is greater, the higher the temperatue of the experiment.



Experiments were also conducted in determining the kinetics of formation at

disintegration of dinitrite of ethylene glycol of products, condensed at loring

of temperature. In these experiments the reaction vessel, heated at 1700, from

time to time was quickly cooled to 1000, pressure was measured with this

temperature and again was quickly heated to the temperature of the experiment.

Curves, obtained in these experiments are shown in Fig. 12 - 13. It is clearly

evident that difficulty-volatile products will be formed exclusively on the

second stage of decomposition, and an increase of pressure affects their

formation only in that measure, in which it affects the course of the second

stage (approximating the moment of its approach and increasing the speed of the

reaction).

Fig. 13. Kinetics of formation of products of disintegration of
glycoldinitrite, condensed at 1000, in experiments at 1700.
Po: 1 - 184, 2 - 322, 3 - 535 mm Hg, p'- concentration of
products, condensed at 1000, expressed in am Hg at 1700.
a) minutes.

Addi+inr to, _ cl.1cdinitrite of Condensed Products of Disintegration aid Increase
of Surface

Addition of products of disintegration condensing at room temperature to

1 coldinitrite and increasing the relationship of the surface of the reaction



vessel to its volume originally affects gas formation. Addition of one of the

condensed products - water (Fig. 14) and increase of surface by filling the

i vessel with glass tubes (Fig. 15) do not render an influence on the speed of

initial stages of disintegration, however on the middle stages curves in these

experiments are noticeably higher than usually, which indicates an increase of

"specific gravity" of reactions of the second stage. Addition of final products

of disintegration condensing at room temperature, which are very hygroscopic and,

in spite of prolonged evacuation, apparently, contain little water, even more

strongly influences the second stage and somewhat accelerates the first (Fig.

16). The most effective of all on disintegration influences the joint presence

of significant quantities of water and condensing products: initial speed

increases several times and the reaction usually is twice as fast as in

experiments with pure dinitrite (Fig. 17).

Se

Fig. 14. Influence of water on disintegration of glycodinitrite at 170
and o 260 - 290 mm Hg.

PH2 0. 1 - 78, 2 - 67, 3 - 0 mm Hg, (p p - N 20) a) minutes



Fig. 15. Influence of magitude of surface on decomposition of
glycoldinitrite at 1700_and p0  500 mm Hg.
S/v:1- 10, 2- 2 . a)minutes.

.1

a too

Fig. 16. Influence of final products of disintegration condensed at
room temperature on decomposition of glycoldinitrite at 1700.
1 - p 220 mm Hg, with addition of products of disintegration, 2 - po
248 ;R Hg, pure glycoldinitrite.

Fig. 17. Influence of final
products of disintegration condensed
at room temperature and water on
decomposition of glycolW nitrite at
1700.
1 - with addition of products of
disintegation and water (Po = 280;

PH 0- 100 mm Hg); 2 - pure
glicoldinitrite (po = 276 mm Hg).
a) minutes. U Wv

^n the walls of the vessel in these experiments appears a white deposit, replaced

uipon cooling by a thin layer of colorless transparent liquid. Thq/phase in the

beginring of the experiments turns yellow or brown and is then slowly bleached.

.1 ,I



Mochanism of Therml Decomposition Ethylene Glycol Dinitrite

Diphase Character of Disintegration

The data obtained during the study of thermal deccaposition of dinitrite

of ethylene glycol show that disintegration even of this simplest polynyitrite

is very complicated.

As vas already noted above, the character of kinetic disintegration curves

at not very high temperature and sufficiently great initial concentration

indicates that decmposition includes at least two macroscopic stages [-16-7

divided .in time, each of which, obviously, consists of several elementary

reactions. This assumption is confirmed by a number of other experimental

data: significant influence of initial concentration, and also filling of the

reaction vessel with glass tubes on the second stage of disintegration and very

weak - on the first; essential influence of nitric oxide on the first stage and

practical absence of such an influence on the second; appearance on the second

stage of difficultly-volatile products of disintegration and nitrogen peroxide

and their absence on the first etc.

First stae of disintegration. The proximity of activation energy of the
1 coldinitrite

reaction, determining the initial disintegration rate of (36

kilocalories mole) to magnitudes, received for mononitrites (34 - 38 kilocalories

mole - see Table 3 on page 459), the formation of NO and N20, the similarity of

the character of influence of NO on the initial disintegration rate of glycol-

dinitrite with those mentioned by Levy for isopropy-nitrite /-38_] and several

other facts permit the assumption that the mechanism of initial stage of

decomposition of dinitrite is similar to the mechanism of disintegration of

mononitrites, adopted by Levy L37_], [-38] and includes the following main

reactions:



(U)

CHONO k CHONO +NO

&H3ONO f 4 ho.

CqHONO CH40NO (12),
+NO -! &!0 + NOHcH,o + ° oo+o

&,o. 2CHO+ NO (13)

2NOH -. NO + H$O (14)

In presence of NO2 this reaction is possible also

C ONO CHON0
L 0.+ NO2. &sONOt15

Kinetic processing of equations (U1) - (13) on the assumption that

concentration of radical CH2 • ONO * CH20 is stationary, gives the followi

expression for speed of change of pressure on the first stage

A - k- (NO] + [CH:ONO
I CI.N

for initial speed of gas formation during disintegration we have

-9-. =~ =3k, k I
dc + d+)* , or

This is coordinated with its independence on concentration and allows to

determine the constants of speed by the initial speeds of gas formation, anc

constants B and E of Arrhenius equation for k. Using the data, shown on pat

305, we obtain

113.8 3 /R lk 10 exp (-35.6 10 /T) sec .



The magnitude of 35.6 kilocalories mole, apparently, equals the energy of

breaking the bond 0 - NO in dinitrite of ethylene glycol. The exponent in this

case is the sawe as alylmononitrites (see Table 3), and in distinction from

many nitrates -1] has a normal value.

For experiments with addition of nitric oxide initial speed of gas

formation is determined by the expression

Ps (.d:9 0 + 4)INOk+ (16)

Hence, in particular, it follows that in accordance with the experiment the

initial speed depends not on the relationship between concentrations of NO

and dinitrite, but only on the concentration of NO and that with an increase

owing of this concentration it decreases, approaching to a limited value, equal

to

Subtracting from equation (16) the relationship wo = 3k, after conversions

we obtain (17)

Considering expression (17), we see that in case of applicability of the

postulated mechanism to the first stage of disintegration of glycoldinitrite we

should for experiments with addition of a different quantity of nitric oxide

obtain a straight line x = A+BZN07 o in coordinates:
p

Fig. 18. Influence of nitric oxide -rv
on initial speed of gas formation

and also at disintegration of glycoldinitrite (2)1
at 1700.

page 1 - internal scale, 2 - external
scale. a) mm Hg.

In Fig. 18 the dependence between l(t)

concentrations of NO and initial speed is em Pt.'.

represented in coordinatea Z-NO o, x. As can be see. in the whole range of



concentrations of NO the points are well packed on the 3traight line. Coef

of the equation of this straight line, calculated by the method of smallest
2

quadrants, are equal: A = 6.6" 10 2mm -min, B = 39.3 minutes. Knowing the
-i

and also considering that k = 1.9- 10- 4 sec , and limiting value W oN
-4 -1

1.7 10 ec , it is possible to calculate the ratio of constants of spe

of secondary reactions of the first stage. We obtain: k2/kl1  6, k3 /klc2

i.e. k3k 2)'k I (concentration in mm Hg),

We recall that at disintegration of ethylnitrite close to 2000 §37]

observed a reverse relationship between the speeds of corresponding reacti(

(see footnote on page 424).

This mechanism exDlains also the formation of formaldehyde, nitric an(

nitrous oxide at disintegration of glycoldinitrite, the influence of NO2 o

initial speed and several other facts. If one were to consider detachment

nitric oxide oppressing its action and the existence of maximum concentrat

NO, then it is easy to explain the observed self-braking of the reaction o

first stage and dependence of its degree on initial conrentration of dinit

Second ste of disintegration. However, the main peculiarity of the

disintegration of glycolrdinitrite -- its clearly expressed diphase charac

upon increasing concentration -- that mecnanism offered fnr interpretatior

one of the classic monomolecular reactions, naturally, cannot be ex-plained

The way to explanation of the peculiarities of the second stage of disinte

is indicated by experiments in determining the kinetics of formation of Ai

volatile products and the addition of these products to fresh dinitrite.

if one were to compare the accelerating action of difficulty-volatile prod

-- analogy wit, disintegratior, of albylmononitrites it may be concl
that the sequence of reactions (11)- (14) bv far does not exhaust an entii
variety of transformations, occurring on the first stage of disintegratior
glycoldinitrite and including, possibly, Qisintegratlr, of mononitrites,
interaction --f hydrxyradical with carbonyl compounds, nitroxr1 etc. How
experimental data, requiring postulating of these steps, Is toc small mea,,



;oefficients with the fact that they will be formed at the stage of self-acceleration of

test disintegration faster, as the speed of gas formation on this stage is higher,

them, then it will be natural to assume that self-acceleration of decompositions of

glycaldinitrite is explained by the catalytical action of these products.

.speeds Comparing these observations with the formation of nitrogen peroxide in

2
.,1.210 intermediate, and carbon dioxide and organic acids - in the final products of

disintegration, and also with influence on disintegration of water (itself and

7] was in combination with other products)and the easy hydrolyzability of dinitrite

ctions in liquid state, we assumed that the reaction of catalyzed difficulty-volatile

products, is the interaction of glycoldinitrite and can be the intermediate

and products of its disintegration with water, initially formed, for example, by

2 on reaction (14).

oent of This interaction, similar to low-temperature hydrolisis of nitrites, leads

ration of to replacement of the nitrite group by a hydroxy group and formation of

m on the nitrous acid. The latter is decomposed into nitric oxide and nitrogen peroxide

,nitriteI. and water. Nitrogen peroxide oxidizes the large excess of o-ganic products and

the yields C4 C02 and a certain additional quantity of water, and also other

tracter substances, including organic acids.

-ion of

;ned.

Lntegrat ion_______I-The absence in Droducts of disintegration of significant quanitites of
r 'ifficulty- ethylene glycol can he explained by the fact that at high temperature it is

very quicky oxidized by nitrogen peroxide. Experiments on oxidation of
. Indeed, glycol b, NO2 at 150; confirmed this assumption and showed, in addition, that

ir tY e gaseous products of oxidation the concentration of CO2 is significantly
Droducts greater, than GO (cf. Table 2). recall that at oxidation by nitrogen

peroxide of formaldehyde and glyoxal (main organic products of disinteratior
ncluded, of dinitrite in the case when it wholly followed the mechanism of Le'vy) a
ntire reverse relationship between concentrations of VC and CO2 is observed
tion of
S,
However,
mea :wh i.le



It is difficult to assumo, so that the reaction of hydrolytic character is

accomplished in volume. Reactions of interaction of nitrites with water are

ionic processes, the speed of passage of which in gas phase in usual conditions

is insignificantly small.

The influence of surface on self-acceleration and catalysis of decomposition

namely with difficulty-volatile products indicate that these reactions take

place on the wall of the vessel in a fine film of liquid covering.

Difficultly-volatile products. settling on the surface of the glass and

absorbing molecules of dinitrite and water, facilitate and accelerate their

interaction. Probably, the acid character of certain products also plays a

1
part

It is interesting to note that the appearance in products of disintegratioi.

of nitric oxide, substantially decreasing the speed of gas formation, very little

affects the disintegration rate of nitrite (at 1700 k - 1.9 107 sec - 1 , and

the limiting value of the constant of speed in the presence of NO: k-2 -=- 17-
-4 -1

10 sec ). In connection with this, the influence of initial concentration

of dinitrite on the speed of the first stage of disintegration is very small.

On the base of the second stage are the polymolecular reactions, therefore at an

increase of concentration of dinitrite the speed and role of reactions of this

stage in the process of decomposition considerably increase.

Tnermal Decomposition cf Trinitrite of Glycerine

(A work, the .9sult of which are g!,-en in this divibion, were carried out jointly
with Ye. V. Vasil'ev)

Obtainment and Certain Proertiea of Glycerine Trinitrite

IThe interaction of dinitrite witn produ,ts of disintegrttion, besides direct
experiments of addition of products is indicated also by the fact that at
sufflcientlk great concentration of dinitrite the time of decomposition is
s-gniflcantly (2 - 3 times)less than tnat, which Is required for completion of
a monomoleculer roaction of dsintegration. c



Trinitrite of glycerine was obtained by 0. Masson's method f-39J, by

passing through dynamite glycerine, poured into a water coolsd glass cylinder,

a strong current of a mixture of nitric oxide and nitrogen peroxide. A mixture

of oxides in turn was obtained, adding air to gas, emanating under the action

of sulphuric acid on sodium nitrite. The product was dried by sodium sulfate

and three times was sublimated in a current of nitrogen at 60 - 1000, removing

every time on the average 0.6 - 0.8 distillate. Then the nitrite was evacuated

for removal of gases dissolved in it and in a vacuum was transferred into ampoules,

which were then kept in a dark cold place. Pure nitrite is a light-yellow mobile

liquid with a characteristic odor. Upon storage in air for the duration of 2 -

3 days it is decomposed, is colored dark-green, and is kept in sealed ampoules

for the duration of 2 - 3 months.

Results of elementary analysis of a freshly-distilled product:

Found %: C - 20.20; 20.29; H - 2.90; 3.00 1 . Calculated % for C3 H506 N3 :

C - 20.11; H - 2.79.

Determination of molecular weight, done by manometric method, gave in two

experiments the value 181.5 and 178 (calculated molecular weight - 179).

The dependence of vapor tension on temperature in the range 0 - 1300 is

represented in Fig. 19. Heat of evaporation, determined by the slope of the
1

straight line in coordinates ig p - - constitutes 10.1 kilocalories mole,

the boiling point, obtained by extrapolation of the curve of pressure - temperature

on 760 mm Hg is equal to 1540 according to Masson /739_] approximately 1500).

Temperature of hardening from - 60 to - 580C.

"'---Reliable determinations of nitrogen in trinitrite were not able to be
conducted.
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Fig. 19. Dependence of vapor tension of glycerine trinitrite on
temperature. 1
a - in coordinates p-t; b - in coordinates 1g p - -.

T

1) p Mm Hg; 2) log p.

The methodology of preparation and carrying out of experiments on thermal

decomposition of glyuerine trinitrite basically is analogous to what is above

described for glycolditrite.

Results of E~xperiments

I nfluence of. Initial Concentration

Experiments on -thermal decomposition of glycerine trinitrite were

conducted at 1O0 - 160o . The influence of initial concentration on disintegration

was especially in detail investigated at 1500. Kinetic curves, obtained with

this temperature, are shown in Fig. 20,
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Fig. 20. The kinetics of gas formation in disintegration of glycerine
trinitrite at 1500 .

P : 1 - 545; 2 - 30; 3 - 215; 4 - 142; 5 - 69 mm Hg.
in coordinates p/po -r; b - in coordinates w- .

A) minutes.

Their similarity with the curves, obtained for dinitrite of ethylene glycol,

for example, at 1701 is completely obvious: the clear diphase character of

decomposition with fall of speed or, the first stage and growth - on the second,

independence of initial speed from concentration, increase at increase of

concentration of maximum speed and decrease of the time of its achievement

allow us to talk about this with sufficient definiteness. Certain distinctions

are also clearly evident. At near times of full decomposition the role of

reactions of the second stage at disintegration of trinitrite is significantly

b



larger than at disintegration of dinitrite: the relation of maximum speed to

initial at po 200 mm, for example, in the first case is approximately 3 (1500),

in the second - nearly 0.4 (1700). Speed on the first stage of decomposition

falls less sharply, than in the case of glycoldinitrite, and the oppressing

influence of initial concentration on speed of the first stages of disintegration

is not developed.

The gas phase on the second stage of decomoosition in usual concentrations

of trinitrite is colored light-yellow(in the case of dinitrite with these

concentrations it is not colored e' en at 1400). The quantity of final products,

not condensed at the temperature 4f the experiment, is somewhat (nearly one mole

per mole of parent substance) larger, than in disintegration of dinitrite. The

quantity of final products, condensed upon lowering of temperature to room,

constitutes -0.4 moles per mole.

Influence of Temerature

A change of temperature affects disintegration of glycerine trinitrite the

same as disir egration of dinitrite of ethylene glycol: upon lowering the

temperature the role of reactions of tht second stage is increased, the

relationship between speed on maximum and initial increases (at Po -300 mm

(W max/W) 4 3  = 5.4; ("6x/uo)1 6 0 o = 2.2). Upon lowering the temperature the

content of nitrogen peroxide is also increased Ln products of the second stage

of disintegration. Cnly slightly yellow at 150 - 1600, the gas phase at 1000

near to the maximum of speed becomes brick-red.

Upon significant (to 100 - 120 ° ) lowering of emperature, the character of

decomposition somewhat changes: speed on the initial stage does not decrease,

but slowly increases, and the curve is transformed into a kinetic curve of

usual autocatalytic reaction (Fig. 21).

In considering the similarity between disintegrations of dinitrite of

ethylene glycol and trinitrite of glycerine, we corductad an experimont on



deomposition of dinitrite at low temperature in hope of also obtaining for it

the usual autoptalytic curve with one extreme value of speed. These

expectations were justified: at 120D (Fig. 22) dinitrite was decomposed with a

constantly increasing speed, on the maximum exceeding the itial speed by 17

times. The gas phase near to maximum was colored bright-yellow.

Initial speed of gas formation at 143 - 1600 grows with a temperature

somewhat faster, than in the case of glycoldinitrite (at 170 - 190c), activation

energy upon calculation according to initial speeds in this range of temperatures
1

constitutes 41.4 kilocalories mole (Fig. 23). The exponent is also high: 1017.8

-1
sec

At 1201 initial speed is considerably higher than this is required 1y

Arrhenius equation; apparently, with this temperature the second stage starts to

be placed on the first.

(See Fig. 21 On Following Page)

!It is necessary to note that in this respect the investigated polynitrites
are completely analogous to corresponding polynitrates: dinitrite and dinitrate
[-2] of glycol have activation energy of disintegration of approximately 36
kilocalories mole, trinitrite and trinitrate [2Jof glycerine - 41 - 43
kilocalories mole. The cause of this distinction between di- and trinitrates
and nitrites are still insufficiently clear.
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Fig. 22. Disintegration of dinitrite of ethylene glycol at 1200 and
Po 780 mm Hg. 1) minutes.

,)

-4 \

Fig. 23. Dependence of initial speed of gas formation in disintegration
of glycerine trinitrite on temperature in the range 120 - 1600.
1) log V.

Influence of Nitric Oxide

Addition of nitric oxide to trinitrite of glycerine just as to dinitrite

of glycol, decreases the speed of gas formation on the first btdge and almost

does not affect the second. The character of decrease of initial speed upon

addition of increasing quantitites of NO (Fig. 24) is similar to that, which is

observed for dlnitrite.
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Fig. 24. Influence of NO on initial speed of gas formation during

disintegration of glycerine trinitrite at 150. 1) minutes. 2. mm Hg.

Addition to trinitrite of large quantities of NO decreases the initial

disintegration rate in a limit approximately 4 times versus 3 in the case of

glycoldinitrite at 170 - 1900. It is true that this limited suppression of gas

formation is attained upon addition of not less than 500 mm of NO, just as for

decreasing the speed to the limit in the case of dinitrite at 1700, 20 mm of

this gas is sufficient (see Fig. U1).

Final Products of Disintegration and their Influsnce on the Process of
Deccaposition

Condensed at rom temperature, the final products of disintegration - a

dark brown liquid, scmewhat less viscous, than in the case of dinitrite, are

well dissolved in water and have an acid reaction on congo red. Titrating an

aqueous solution of these products with an alkali showed that on carboxyl

groups is replaced nearly 0.1 of all - ONO groups, contained in trinitrite.

Addition of final condensed products to fresh nitriteas Fig. 25 shows,

considerably increases speed and changes the character of disintegration,

turning the sell-accelerated reaction into a quickly delayed one.

L ous products of disintegration were not analyzed. We only know that
nitric oxide constitutes a significant share of them, yielding a strong brown
color in the gas phase upon taking in air into the vessel.
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Fig. 25. Influence of condensed products of disintegration on
decomposition of glycerine trinitrite at 1500.
1 - and 2 - trinitrite with addition of condensed products, 3 - fresh
nitrite, a) minutes; b) p Sm Hg.

gas

or A

zWO1

a

100

Fig. 26. Influence of wtter on disintegration of trinitrite of
glycerine at 1500.
1 - p H20 = 45 mm Hg, 2 - without addition of.water. a) minutes;
b) p mm Hg.

These experiments were conducted in the following way. Condensed products

from the preceding experiment dissolved in a small quantity of water, were

placed in a pure reac.tion vessel and evacuated for a long time, heating it to

80 - 1000 for removal of water, After that trinitrite was introduced into a

special outlet sealed to the vessel, then the latter was unsealed and placed

t t.n a thermostat.

It is necessary to note that in spite of prolonged preliminary evacuation,



the condensed very hydrophilic products, apparently, still retain a little

water. In one of two experiments (curve 2), shown in Fig. 25, water was

removed more thoroughly, than in the other. The speed of decomposition in this

experiment correspondingly was lower.

it is necessary to say that in spite of specially taken measures of

preventing the interaction of added substances with liquid (not r.."naging yet

to be turned into vapor) nitrite in the process of heating the reaction vessel

to the temperature of the thermostat, the reaction in liquid phase all the

same,apparently, proceeded and could influence the course of the experiment.

p

II

Fig. 27. Influence of the relation of the surface of the vessel to its
volume on disintegratio~lof' glycerine trinitrite at 1500.
s/v: 1- 10; 2 -2 cm . a) minutes; b) Po =120 mm g, c) mm Hg.

Increase of the relation of the surface of the reaction vessel to its

volume (Fig. 27) Just as during disintegration of dinitrite noticeably approached

the second stage and almost did not affect initial speed of gas formation.

Discussion of Results

It is hardlyr possible to doubt, coaparing results of experiments,

conducted with glyvcerine trinitrite and glycoldinitrite, in deep similarity of

mechanisms of their disintegration. First, what oanv one say with sufficient



definitiveness - this i the diphase character of disintegration of these

compounds.

Reactions of the first stage of decomposition of trinitrite, apparently,

are analogous to reactions of disintegration of alkyljononitrites and

glycoldinitrite on this stage, and the main ones include splitting of middle or

extremely grcups of NO, disintegration of hydroxy radicals and reactions of

them with nitric oxide, disintegration of nitrites of hydroxyaldehydes and others

formed with this.

Based on the results obtained recently -327 in the study of disintegration

of 1, 3 - butylene glycol dinitrite, the middle NO - group of which splits 14

times faster than the extreme and also in the old experiments of Farmer [25]

and Delpy [20]7, which discovered that upon saponification of nitroglycerine

a basically symmetrical glycerine dinitrate is formed, one can expect that the

speed of splitting of the middle NO - group in glycerine trinitrite is greater
1

than the extreme groups ; there are not direct indications of this, however.

Experiments with additon of NO at 150" show that the disintegration rate

of hydroxyradicals in the case of glycerine trinitrite,apparently, is higher

than for glycoldinitrite (even at 1901). For maximum oppression of gas

formation during decompositioc of trinitrite it is necessary to add significart7-"

more NO. This is confirmed by a less sharp fall of speed on the first stage of

disintegration of trinitrite and the absence of oppression of gas formation

upon increase of initial pressure. "Specific gravity" of reactions of radicals

with NO, yielding nitroxyl, is correspondingly less than in the case of

disintegration of dinitrite, apparently, even less than the role of reverse stag

iThis assumption contradicts the experiments with glycerine dinitrate
conducted by Jelinek [7]. In these experiments it was shown that at 140-160'
the speeds of disintegration of vapors of symmetric and nonsymmetric dinitrates
differ little.



of the reaction of disintegration of a molecule of nitrite. Experimental data

for a more detailed discussion of the mechanism of the firs- stage does not exist.

The second stage of decomposition of trinitrite, apparently, just as the

second stage of disintegration of dinitrite, includes hydrclisis of the nitrite

on the wall in a thin layer of condensed products covering it and oxidation of

organic substances by nitrogen peroxide, formed during disintegration of nitrous

acid.

The role of reactions of hydrolisis and oxidation during disintegration of

glycerine trinitrite obviously is significantly greater, than in the case of

decomposition of glycoldinitrite. This is indicated more greatly, than fur

glycoldinitrite, the growth of speed in the process of decomposition, formation

of significant quantities of nitrogen peroxide under those conditions, with

which there is not the slightest trace of it noticeably in the case of glycol-

dinitrite, significantly greater influence of water and condensed products of

disintegration and so forth.

On the Mechanism of Thermal Decomposition of Esters of Nitrous
and Nitric Acids

Esters of Nitrous Acid

Gasphase thermal disintegration of alkylmononitrites near 2000 - one of

the simple and studied in detail pyrolithic reactions. The most probable main

stages of it - breaking the bond 0 - NO, interaction of the formed nitric oxide

with a hydroxy radical and disintegration of the latter:

RCIiHONO . RCHIO. +NO 4 RCHO+NOH

RCHO. R +CH,0
Total speed of the process is determined by the speed of its first stage

and. changes according to the liw of monomolecular reaction. Activation energy

of this reaction is within the range 34 - 38 kilocalories mole, the pro-

exponential factor in Arrhenius equation has normal value (10 .1. 10 sec').

Increase and complication of a molecule in a series of alkylzononitrites

$Ixrot



leads to an increase of the disintegration rate. In Table 3 are the constants
Let.

of Arrhenius equation and constants of disintegration rate of a series of

mononitrites at 1900. It is clear that upon transition from one hcmologue to the

next the speed of the reaction is increased approxmateily twice.

Table 3
Speed of thermal disintegration of akyhntrites

Rx"s I.(cL- N pacaaaa i' ,i

MWUM'.Vw IW-241* i6,4 -3; Or ,04 ~

aig,,,,, -190-241 37,7 14,14 1,89; 0,94 (471
n . ISI-201 3t.5 13.79 - 371

4V-4a=. 34.3+*3 - 1441
) n puT 170-21q 37,65 "444 3.95; 1,98 148]

200-230 34.7" 13:20 - (131
Job par 170-210 37,6 14,10 3,7k; 1,85 1491

Byarn 170-212 37 14,48 $,St; 4.44 [561
X 22-239 36,2 13,6 [1~31

09&,Aw.nm irw 170-19D 36-6 13.8 33; 11

.'TpuTpwT rmt~e- 143-160 41,6 17,8 140, 47

1b, pacqery.

kdal1) Substance; 91 Range of temperatures 00; 3) Activation energy E, 57ca; 44) log B, (sec.-); 5) Initpial disintegration rate and k at 190 .-ec, 10;
6) References in literature; ^7) Methylnitrite; 8) Ethylnitrite; 9) n -

Propyl nitrite; 10) Isopropy^ nitrite; 11) n - Butylnitrite; 12) Dinitrite of
ethylene glycol; 13) Trinitrlte of glycerine.
*By calculation.

The disintegration rate of the hydroxy radical is also increased during

complication of a molecule. During disintegration of ethylniritj this

reaction does not play almost any role and in any case the speed of it is

imeasurably less than the speed of formation of nitrite from etoxyl and NO J

Z37J, during disintegration of n - propyl nitrite it is already very significant

Z-38_, and in the case of tert-butylnitrite at 2010, as shows a simple

calculation according to the data of Lavy E38j7, the constant of the disintegration



rate of tert-butoxyl (k3 ) is several hundreds times more, than the constant of

speed of formation of nitrite- from tert-buto.Vl and NO (kl) (concentrations in

EM Hg).

If a molecule of ethylnitrite is complicated, replacing hydrogen of -

carbonic atom not with CH3 , but with ONO, i.e. to turn et.hvlnitrite into

dinitrite of ethylene glycol, then on the initial stage of disintegration this

will lead to an increase of speed of breaking the bond 0 - NO 5 - 6 times more,

than upon introduction of a CH3-group (see Table 3), ani also to a certain

increase of the disintegration rate of the hydroxyradical, without principal

change of the mechanism of this stage.

The very same will occur upon transition from propyl nitrite to trinitrite

of glycerine: the main reactions of the initial stage of disintegration will be

maintained, but the speed of breaking the bond 0 - NO and the disintegration

rate of the hydroxyradicals considerably will be increased.

If for ethylnitrite the relationships between speeds of main reactions it

is possible to present in the form

then for glycoldinitrite <*<

and for glycerine trinitrite, apparently:

Upon increase of temperature the relationships between separate speeds of

the process obviously charge. Disintegration rate of the hydroxyradical is

probably triturated faster, than the speed of reactions of its interaction with

nitric oxide. This, besides certain indirect data, is indicated by the results

of works of American investigators [33], not detecting in the products of

disintegration of vicinal dinitrites at 260 - 2800 of any organic compounds,

besides aldehydes, formed as a result of the breaking the bond between atoms of

carbon, and also the results of Pollard's investigations with collaborator;



AD3], establishing the presence in products of disintegrati-n of ethylnitrate

of significant quantities of formaldehyde at -3000 and not finding it at

-2000.

This assumption' is confirmed by an experiment with dinitrite of ethylene

glycol, conducted by us at 2900. Pressure in this case grew not 2.8 - 3.1 times

as in the experiment at 170 °, but -3.8 times, closely approaching to that

pressure, which should be created- if the dinitrite is decomposed by the

equation

CHONOI ' -.2 ,O+2N0
CHIONO

The speed of the reaction of disintegration of nitroxyl with an incr6ase of

temperature, apparently, also grows somewhat faster, than the recombination rate

of the hydroxyradical and NO.

Thus, if one were to consider only initial stages of disintegration, the

transition from mononitrites to polynitrites, principal changes in the mechanism

of decomposition do not occur. In spite of the fact that this process obviously

becomes more complicated, its main regularities remain the same. Naturally,

only the speeds of separate main reactions and the relationship between constants

of these speeds change, first of all during disintegration of the hydroyradical

and in its reactions with nitric oxide (not in the use of the latter).

However, if we from the initial stages of disintegration turn to con-

sideration of the entire process on the whole, we immediately wifl oncounter an

essential, principal distinction of the mechanism of gasphase pyrolysis of

polynitrites from mononitrites. It is in the presence of polynitrites in certain

conditions of the second self-accelerated and essentially polymoleaular stage of

disintegration, and also in the appearance in intermediate products of nitrogen

peroxide, as it wa shown above, closely connected with the degree of



development of the self-accelerated reaction.

By analogy with the assumption of American investigators [-32], who

detected NO2 in products of disintegration of certain nonvicinal dinitrites near

3000 it would have been possible to imagine that nitrogen peroxide appears

during disintegration of the hydroxyradical, formed as a result of splitting of

one NO-group from a molecule of nitrite. However, apparently, under the

conditions of our experiments this reaction plays no part. The main

experimental contradiction of the proposal about formation of NO during2

disintegration of hydroxyradicals is included in the results of experiments

with lowering of temperature to the second stage of decomposition of dinitrite• the/
of ethylene glycol from 1, to 1000: in spite of the fact that at 1000/speed of

thermal disintegration of dinitrite (k) is practically equal to zero, the

concentration of NO2 for a prolonged zime (nearly half an hour and more) is

increased, and besides the gas phase in the reaction vessel from completely

colorless turns into dark-red. Of course any hydroxyradicals, disintegrated

with the formation of N02, such a picture of the process was not able to be

given. Apparently, at the present only with the well-grounded proposal,

logically explaining both this fact, and also the totality of remaining
referring/

experimental data,/ to the second stage of disintegration of polynitrites,

is the assumption about the fact that the latter is hydrolyzed on the wall of

the vessel in a film covering it with difficulty-volatile products of

decompositi.-n. The nitrous acid formed with this Is quickly disintegrated with

the formation -f -itrogen peroxide, which also ensures passage of the reactions

of oxidation, yielung organic acids and carbon dioxide detected in the final

pro' ucts.

The ac ,ption concerninig the reac.1on on the second stage of decomposition

of polynitrites is wall coordinated with the easy hydrolyzing ability of esters

of nitrous acid; a well-knonn phenomenon and long ago described in literature



Z-247. The reaction of nitrite hydrolisis can be represented in the form

RONO+HO ROH + "ONO

and besides the molecule, Just as during thermal disintegration, breaks the

bond 0 - NO -18_, /-19_]. This reaction is catalyzed by acid, and the speed

of acid hydrolisis, as well as the initial speed of thermal disintegration, upon
is

transition from the lowest members of the series to the highest/1-creased ZT8_,

Z-45-7.

It is possible to consider that in an even larger degree it is increased at

transition from mononitrites to polyntrites. This is indicated, for example,

by the extremely low stability of the latter at usual temperatures, incompatible

v±ith the comparatively small speed of their thermal disintegration at increased

temperatures. Indeed, glycoldinitrite almost completely is decomposed upon

accumulation in air, being colored dark-green (HNO 2 ), for the duration of three

:to six days, glycerine~trintrite - for the duration of two to three days,

whereas ethyinitrita and other mononitrites, inasmuch as it is possible to Judge

,by literary data, can be kept in darkness for a very prolonged time

An analogous picture is observed during the action of water, which

!decomposes dinitrite of ethylene glycol before the eyes and especially trinitrite

!of glycerine, but relatively slowly reacts with ethyl - or propyl nitrites.

lHydrolytic reactions obviously play significant a role also at high-
temperature liquid-phase disintegration of esters of nitrous acid. The
results of certain, unfortunately not *any verified, works on decomposition
of nitrites in liquid phase 131]_ , 733J can be easily explained with this
ansumption.

$qs
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Fig. 28. Disintegration of dinitrite of 1.4 - butyleneglycol.
a - at 1700 and p = 370 m Hg, bi -at 1500 and po = 06 mm Hg.
1 - in coordinate6 P - V; 2 - in coordinates V - r.
(a) minutes. ethlene

Obviously, the transition from alkylmononitrites to dinitrite Of glycol

and trinitrite of glycerine increases not only and not so much the speed of

1
thermal disintegration, as much the speed of hydrolysis of nitrite. It is

possible to consider than an oszential role with this is played not only by the

increase of quantity of nitrite groups in a molecule, but also by the fact that

these groups are located in series with each other. If this last assumption is

correct, then the disconnection of nitrite groups in a molecule of polynitrite,

for example, by CH2-groups, has to decrease the role of reactions of the second

stage during thermal decomposition of the ester.

With this, the introduction of a second nitrite group in a molecule in
which there already is one such group, apparently, is more effective, then
introduction of a third - ONO group with the two already available.



In order to check the validity of this conclusion, we conducted

experimente on disintegration of dinitrite of 1.4-butylone glycol .It turned

out that deacmposition of this formation at 150 - 1900 basically occurs

a~nalogous to disintegration of dinitrite of ethylene glycol dinitrite and

trinitrite of glycerine with only that difference that at its zecond stage with

the usual initial concentrations of the tested subatance in the reaction vessel

becomes clearly expressed not at 1800, as in the case of ethylene glycoldinitrite ,

and only at 1500 (see Fig. 28', i.e. its "specific weight" in the process of

decomposition is considerably lese than during disintegration of ethylene glycol?

dinitrite 2. It is necessary especially to emphasize with this that the speed

of strictly thermal disintegration of a molecule upon transition fi-? 1.2-

ethylene glycol dinitrite to 1.4-butylone glycoldinitrite almost does not

change. Let us note also that at 280 - 3000 l.I+-butylene glycoldinitrite (in

contrast, for example, to J.13-butylene glycoldinitrite) is decomposed without

theforatin o NO2 Z32],) and, consequently, the ponsibility of appearanca -)f

a second 3tage due to accumulation of nitrogen peroxidoe, formed as a result of

disintegration of the hydro.rradical, is absent in it.

Esters of Nitric Acid

j The results of the above described investigations allow to make certain
t

assumptions concerning the mechanism of thermal disintegration of nitro esteri..
s

The mechanism of thermal disintegration of alkylmononittrates near 200-,

based on numerous investigations of pyrol~ysis of nitro asters th main ones,
dof

-- irT-es experiments were conducted by V. G. Khotin,
21t in possible that mathylena groups decrease apecific gravity of

reactions of the second stage of disintegration not only in th~at case, when tt~e
are introduced between ONO groups. Clarity in this question could be introducedl
by studying the thermal disintegration$ for example, of 2, 3-butylene glyeol
dinitrite.



and oxidation of aldehydes by nitrogen peroxide [28], f40] at the present can

be represented in the form of the following main reactions [-10]:

RCHONO, " RCH 2O. +NO,
RC61,O -- R" - CHO

RCHo. + NO -. RCHO?.O
RdH:O +NO -* RCHO+NOH
RCHo, CHO+NO, -j SO, co. COs, Oo

and other products.

2NOH -* NO+HO.

It is possible to assume that, inasmuch as the transition from mononitrites to

polynitrites is not accompanied by an essentiai change of the mechanism of the

first stage of disintegration, the main reactions of the initial stages of

decomposition of polynitrates also will be analogous to the above mentioned for

mononitrate. In the case nitroglycol there could be the following reactions:

CHONO, CHO.

4C ,O+NO,

CH:0
1 LNO,O

CH30 + NO, -* NO, CO, COs, HO

CHO. C+ONO

&' +N °

2NOH - NO+H ,O

and so forth.

Based on the results, obtained during the study of disintegration of

dinitrite of ethylene glycol, it may be concluded, that the disintegration rate

of the hydroyradical (k3 ) in the case of nitroglycol obviously will be fargr



than in the case of ethyl nitrate, but the relationship of constants of speeds

of reactions k and k2, apparently, will change" not in favor of formation of the

nitrite-nitrate.

Investigations of thermal disintegration of nitroglycol vapors, conducted in

th6 laboratory of the Moscow Chemical-Technological Institute named after D. I.

Mendeleyev Z722, Z-10], /7127, Z-142 and others confirm this mechanism.

'The disintegration rate, just as in the cese of mononitrates, does not depend

on initial concentration- of nitrate, the activation energy of disintegration (35

- 36 kilocalories mole)is near to the value of it for mononitrates, the gaseous

products of disintegration contain NO2, N, O02, 00, N2 ; upon addition of nitric

oxide in the prod"cts is detected N2 0 Z-1O]. During decomposition water

formaldehyde and oxalic acid will be formed also. Upon addition of nitric oxide

the initial speed of gas formation at 1700 decreases (Fig. 29), and besides the

character of its dependence on concentration of NO is the same, as during

disintegration glycokdinitrite. On subsequent stages of disintegration the

addition of 10 does not have any influence,. At a lowar temperature (150O0) /7_4]

the addition of NO, just as in the Case of decomposition of ethylnitrate in a
area/

determined f conditions /l7 , [_42 does not affect the initial speed of

gas formation, but significantly decreases the disintegration r'ate on th. middle

stages (Fig. 30).

It is interesting to note that at temperatures below 1700 the dependence of

speed of gas formation during disintegration of nitroglycol on time has a

maximum, the position and-magnitude of which do not depend on concentration of

nitroglycol [2]. This phenomenon could have been possible to explain by the

Idevelopment of oxidizing reactions, the role of which has to increase by

measure of accumulation in products of disintegration of nitrogen peroxide and

organic substances.



Fig. 29. Influence of NO on disintegration of nitroglycol at 1700
a - change of speed of gas formation in time at p0 (initial concentration
of nitroglycol) and p NO: 0 - 157 and 0; + - 196 and 14;*- 160 and 50 mm
Hg.: b - change of initial disintegration rate upon addition of NO.
I) minutes; 2) =n Hg.

However in this case the magnitude and position of the maximum obviously had to

depend or initial concentration of nitrate. Inasmuch as such a dependence is

not observed, it is possible to assume that acceleration of gas formation is

connected with accumulation and subsequent decomposition of intermediate products
alaeh de

of disintegration of nitroglycol, for example, nitrate of glyaol/ or

nitrite-ritrate of glycol. In this case the independence of speed of the

reaction on concentration of nitrate is more explicable. A decrease of this

effect with an increase of temperature and complete disappearance of it at 1700

would have been possible to connect with the fact that the role of reactions of

formation of saturated mononitrates at a temperature increase decreases and even

a greater part of the hydroxyradicals breaks up into fo.rmaldehyde and NOo.
2reciel/

Maybe/therefore in the case of nitroglycerine, the disintegration rate of

the hydroxyradicals df which undoubtedly is significantly higher than nitrate of

glyoxyl (CH2 ONc2CH 20.), the maximum on curvev = f (r) during disintegration of

NG in vapors is not observed, and the dependence of speed on time for it at all

temperatures in the range 140 - 1600 is described by curves of the form,



depicted in Fig. 29, a

Apparently, in the case of nitroglycerine of reactions, !eading to the

formation of nitrites, just as other reactions of hydroxyradicals with NO, play

s "l a smaller role, than during disintegration of nitroglycol. Fortion tf

significant quantities of nitrites during disintegration of nitroglycerine and,

nitroglycol is prevented also by the circumstance that these nitrites ire

easily decomposed by water, which always will be formed during disintegration of

polnitrates.

I2 M I U-V (4 .)

Fig. 30. Influence of nitric oxide on disintegration of ethylnitrate at
1810" and nitroglycol at 150- (according to the data of M. S. Plyasunov
Z-14-7).

* a -ethylnitrate at p0 (concentration of nitrate) and PN0 : I - 333 ari
0; 2 - 342 and 480; 3 - 247 and 435 mm g1b - nitrogycol at p0 and

1 - 120 and O; 2 - 116 and 214; 3 -23and 634,; 4- 75 afid 433 mi
Hg. p p -p Nn (a) min; (b) Break in experiment.

The absence of a maximum of speed in the case of mononitrates is possible
also to explain by the excessively small disintegration rate of alkylmoninitrites
-the main intermediate products of decomposition of mononitro esters.



I

The above-stated considerations are coordinated with results of a recently

published paper by Waring, investigating disintegration of nitroglycerine at

140 - 1600 with the help of an infrared spectrometer [-56 . It Was detected

that the disintegration rate of vapors of nitroglycerine is subordinated by an

equation of a reaction of the first order and decreases in the presence of

nitrogen peroxide. No bands of absorption of nitrites in the spectrum of

products of disintegration are detected. The displacement of frequencies of

the ON0 2 -group in the process of disintegration also is not observed; in Waring's

opinion, this confirms the great disintegration rate containing a nitrate group

of intermediate products. The mechanism of disintegration, offered by this

investigator, is analogous to that described above for nitroglycol taking into

account the already mentioned changes in speeds of separate reactions.

It is necessary to note that Waring considers the reaction of disintegration

of nitroglycerine vapors to be homogenous. This contradicts the results,

obtained by other investigators [-2], [11], [12]. Some of these results

are depicted in Fig. 31 (see [-!2_). In spite of the fact that the curves,

shown in Fig. 31, are obtained by the manometric method, the distinction in

speeds of the reactions in vesselz without capillaries and with them is so great

that to doubt in significant heterogeneity of disintegration of nitroglycerine

is hardly possible. Incidentally, disintegration of nitroglycol, as follows

for example from Fig. 32, taken from the same work [12], is a considerably

homogeneous reaction.
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Fig. 31. Influence of filling of the reaction vessei with glass
capillaries on disintegration of nitroglycerine vapors at 1400
(according to N. A. Yszhlvykh [-122).
(m/v g/cm3)'l04 and s em :l --O.4 and 2000; 2 - 0.5 and 100 ;
3 - 0.5 and 1000; 4 - 0.7 and 1000; 5 - 0.5 and 100; 6 -,0.8
and 100. a) With filling; b) Without filling; c) minutes;

3
d) V n cmg •

Fig. 32.. Influence of surface on disintegration of nitroglycol
apors at 1600 (accordin to N. A. Mezhevykh L12]).

(rn/v g/cm 3) 104 and is cm :1 - 6.3 and 100 (without filling);
2 - 5.5 and 700 (glass capillaries); 3 - 5.6 and 7000C (glass
cotton); 4 - 9.2 and jO 000 (quartz sand).

n cm
a)rminutes; b) V- - v

It is known that during disintegration of polynitrates in liquid phase is

great and upon lowring of temperature an ever increasingrole is played by

hydrolytic reactions. Hydrolysis of polynitrat83, just as hydrolysis of nitrites,



in the presence of acid is Considerably accelerated. It is possible to

assUme that the speed of hydrolytic reactions and- possibly the catalytical

action on t.hem of acids'is increased upon accumulation in a molecule only of OO,

but also of ON0 2 -groupo. Their neighboring location may also be especially

effective-

It is probable, in a significant degree namely, these circumstances, and not

-an increase, as this still is sometimes considered, the "lability" of the

molec-ue or docrease of activation energy' of its disintegration is explained by

the essential loiering of chemical stability upon accumulation in a series of

nitro esters with an increased number of nitrate groups (upon transition from

alkylmononitrates to nitroglycol, nitroglycerine, erythrite tetranitrate and
2

so forth).

Conclusions

Thermal disintegration of alkylmononitrites in the gas phase alear 2000 was

studied by many investigators and represents a relatively simple reaction, the

main stages of which are the reversible breaking of the bond 0 - NO, the

interaction of nitric oxide with a hydroxyradical with the formation of a

nitroxyl and carbonyl derivative and disintegration cT the hydroxradical.

Gasphase thermal disintegration of dinitrite of ethylene glycol, studied by

us at 120 - 1900 and initial concentration of 50 - 1000 m1 Hg, is more complicated

and includes at least two macroscopic stages. The proximity of activation

energy of disintegration of this compound to magnitudes, obtained for

!It is necsssary to note that the speed of hydrolytic reactions in a
number of cases, apparently, can be considerably increased with the accumulation
in a olecule of not only nitrites or nitrates, but also nitro groups.

Another important factor, leading to a decrease of chemical stability
with an increase of the quantity of ONO -groups in a molecule of nitrate, is
accumulation during disintegration of nitro esters rich in oxygen of significant
quantities of higher oxides and acids of nitrogen, leading to a significant
increase of the speed c the reactions of oxidation, the products of which in
turn participate in hydrolytic reactions Z-152.



.x mitrites, the -irfluence of nitria oxide on speed, the hopne

-formation of 'NO, 1 20 arAd CH 0 and several, 1other, facts allow tto assume. -that -the

mechnismof the first stage- of disintegration of -this, diitrit. i& analogous, .to

th chanism-of disintegration mononitrites.

Reactions-of-the seconid'stage have, -a. sef-accelerated inighifiant

degree, -hterogenedo character "and- -their- "specific gravity" -considerably,

increases with an increase of concentration of. dinitrite-,and l-owrkiz* of'

temperature, of the axperimsnt. The. influence of water, containing. acid of

dif,'iculty--volatile, products, the tormatqn ~of nitrogen perxide and 'car.bon

dioxide and several other facts can- be explained'. assuming that at the basi of

the second stage of4disintegration are reactions of hydrolytc character ,

occurring on the wali of the reaction Vessel in a fine filzm of producets, condenised

on it.

Thus , an increase of the number of ONO-groups in a isolvaule of nitrite Irc'm

one to 'two, comparatively little increasing the speed o hra i±ierto

of the molecule, considerably increases the speed of hydrolytic reactions_,$

making them possible even during disintegration of nitrite in vabors at very

high temperature.

Trinitrite of glycerine in gas phase at 100 - 1600 is-decomposed anaiogous

to glycojdinitrite. Disintegration of it is also distage,, and the influence of~

temperature, concentration of nitric oxide, water and condensed-products ~of

disintegration, the increase Of surface and other factors throughout these

stages is satisfactorily described by a diagrami, analogous to that, which is

offered for glycol7dinitrate.

The speed of breaking the bond 0-NO in glycerine trinitrite is several

times greater than in ethylene glycol dinitrite,. and the difference in speeds of

resetions of the second stage is even greater.

Ce~rtain results of experime~nts with dinitrite of 1.4 - butylene glycol



JndiCated that the splitting of ONO-groups in polynitrates with CH2 - groups

hardly influences the speed of disintegration, but noticeably decreases the

tendency of the process towards self-acceleration, evidently, lowering the

speed of reactions of polynitrite with water.

On the basis of results obtained in the study of disintegration of

polynitrites, certain conclusions were made with respect to the mechanism of

thermal disintegration of nitro esters.
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22. Thermal Disintegration of Vapors of Nitro Derivativ6s of Benzene

The stability of polynitro compounds of the arcmatic series in comparison with

explosives of other classes, for example, nitro esters is very great. In connection

with this the study of thermal disintegration of nitr'd compounds until recently was

given little attention; any detailed investigations of thermal disintegration, how-

ever, are not very numerous, and are in literature only for trinitrotoluene.

Lately in connection with the arising necessity of the petroleum industry for

explosives, able for a long time to sustain relatively nigh temperature, questions

of thermal disintegration of nitro compounds took on practical interest.

So that the search of such explosives is conducted more well-grounded, than

this was done to this time, it is expedient to establish certain regularities, con-

necting the peculiarities of thermal disintegration of nitro compounds with their

chemical structure and state of aggregation of the substance. As one of the first

investigations in this direction there was also a study of thermal disintegration

of vapors of -itro derivatives of the simplest aromatic compound of benzene. The

results of this invest_.;ation are presented in this article.

Experimental Part

Subst&nces and Methodology

Mononitrobenzene. The fraction, liberated from a technical product by means

of double distillation in a vacuum. TemperatAire of hardening is 5.4 - 5.50, boil-

ing point at 760 mm Hg is 210.50.

l.3-dinitroben.,ene. Techpical product was subjected to doable recrystalJiza-



tion from acetone andi single fromu inthan~ol. U4mprature of melting is- 89.5 - 90.00,

boiling point at 760 = Hg is 3000.

13. 5-trinitrobaismne. Transparet laminar crystals of greenish shide, obtain-

ed with double recryatallisation of laboratory product from ethanol. Teprature, of

melting is 122.0 - 122.50.

Thermal decomposition of those nitro coumpound was otudied by the mnaxetric

mthod in a gbsvessel of cylidriaform 20 -25 oin ol witha gass mano-

meter of the Bourdon type Z-11. ReeiduaI air pressure in the vessel before the wc-

pe'izent was 10-3-z- 106 4 Hg. Docompoxition was corducted in a thermostat,9 filled

with liquid tin. Temperature in the thermostat was aintained constant with fluctua-

tions within the limits of +0.50. In the process of disintegration the prossure in

the vessel was measured. According to these data curves p w ; ( r) were constructed

then by graphic differentiation of which the change of the diuintepti±on rate in

times wis obtained.

Results of Uporimts

Monoitrobonsone

The speed of growth of pressure during thermal dooition of vapors of nitro-

benzene decreases in time (fig. 1). The total increase of prossire at the and of

disintegration in the range of temperatures 395 - 44500 in which was the most

convenient to study deectuposition, is 170 - 200% in refwrenc to Initial pressure

of vapors.* Almost from the very beginning of the e"Aimets, on the walls of

the reaction vessel a brown deposit will be fonvid, The intensity of color ot

which is increased by measure of the course of d±ibtesatono In Wd4±Von to

thia, on the lAter stages of decomposition in observed also priopitation cc the

bottom of the vessl of a finoly-4±spersed poWer of dark-pq coors,

Yr-m~ the data, ahowt iA fig. 1, it is clear thAt the initi apeed of pe

foruetion depend* on concentr'ation of the subaitno~ (i ia yroacur)o The spee

of the reaction at smAll initial prossures quitckly p'm with the ixitia ocn.

tration of the substance, "n then this growth is 4edyed. An wlgfl iauno



is rendered by initial pressure of vapors on the character of speed-time curves.

At small initial pressures the rate of fall of speed of gas formation diminishes by

measure of the course of disintegration. Frem the beginning and to the end of de-

composition the speed in this case decreases according to law of a reaction of the

first order. 1 ~ *Aw

9

Fig. I. Thermal disintegration of mononitrobenzene in vapors at 4150 .

a) Change of relAtive velocity of gas formation in time at different
initial pressure of nitrobenzene vapors

N curve 1 2 3 4 5

Po mm 80 204 575 150 1000.

s/v cm-1  2 2 2 2 20

Here and further in fig. 2 and 3 s/v - the ratio of total surface of
glass to free volume of vessel; p0 - initial pressure of vapors of
nitro compound in mm, Hg.

b) Dependence of constant of speed on initial pressure of vapors.

1) Relative speed of gas formation; 2) min; 3) Constant of speed
of reaction; 4) Initial pressure; 5) Time r minutes; 6) po m Hg.

With an initial pressure of vapors more than 500 mm Hg, the speed of gas formation

on the initial stage falls more slowly than on the succeeding one, and on a curve

an inflexion point is observed (curves 3 and 4 fig. 1, a).

Proceeding from the assumption that the peculiarities of disintegration of

nitrobenzene can be connected with the process of a heterogenous roaction on glas,

we conducted experiments, in which the surface of the glass was enlargod by filling



Ithe vrsel with capillary tubes (curve 5 fig. 1,a).

If, accordbig to the tmpeiature depenience of initial speed of disintq tion

(angle of incline of initial section of curves p F()) at a presure-of oni-

trobensene vapors of 400 - 500 =, E is determined (fig. 4), then the contt of

speed, calculated for a reaction of the first order, is Oxpresed by the equation

not)

Dinitrobensene

Thermal decMposition of 1.3-dinitrobensene, studied in the vnge of t era- 

tures 345 -4100 ar with a pressure of vapors of 200 - 00 mH, as an be seen

from the curves in fig. 2, occurs with the acceleration of -s foastion.

The appearance on a glass surface of bro=/a dar-gr& poder on the botton

of the vessel as a result of disintegration of dinitrobeesene, is qualitatively

similar to obsermations during thermal decomposition of mocnitrobenseow. In

addition during disintegration of dinitrobensene, as also of two other nitro cam-

pounds of benzene, a certain quantity of products condensed at rom teapersture will

be formed. In all experiments with dinitrobensene, upon opening the reaction vessel

a strong odor of bitter almonds was detected. The total quantity of gas"*, formed

during disintegration, constitutes nearly 3 soles per mole of substance.

Curves p r (r), depicted in fig. 2, show that an increase of initial con-

centration of vapors in two ways affects disinteogtion. On the one hand, the

growth of initial pressure of vapors to a certain limit (at 3950 nQ4rI7 300 m Hg)
increases the initial speed of gas formation, analogmae to the mononitro derivative

observed during deccposition. However, the magnitude of mxiax preesure in the

case of dinitrbenzene is significantly less. On the other hand, an increase of

concentration in the entire studied range of pressur leads to a growth of the

maximum of speed. The deperience of the maximm speed of gas formation on initial

pressure at 3950 is well described by the equation



where the speed of growth of essure is expressed in no/min. and initial pressure

-in .mHg. d

18 r 7

2C

14,

C $0290 Soo
opti e * It mum

Fig. 2. Change of relative velocity of gas formation in time in the
process of decomposition of 1.3-dinitrobenzene in vapors at 3950 and
different initial pressure.

a) min; b) Relative velocity of gas formation; c) Time minutes.

N curve 1 2 3 4 5

Po mm 185 307 450 740 665

s/V cm- 2 2 2 2 20

Increase of the glass surface by 10 times leads in distinction from mononitro-

benzene to the growth of speed in the first half of disintegration (curve 5 fig. 2).

The maximum of speed in this case is greater, and the stage of its fall occurs

earlier, than in experiments without filling the vessel with glass tubes. The

pressure of gaseous products in the end of decumposition just as in the case of



anmonitrobantene, with an increase of the glass surface beccues noticeably lots.

The constant of speed of the reaction of the first order in calculated an the

initial stage of disintegration of dinitrobensene in a studied area of tumperatures

at a pressure of vapors 550 - 750 mm Hg by the same method as in the case of mononi-

trobenzene (see fig. 4). The dependence of the constant of speed on tawerature is

expressed by equation

(aw)

Decrease of the ratio of maxim= speed of growth of p'ee6ure to initial

with an increase of temperature (see table) can be explained by the fact that the

speed of secondary reactions depends on temporature in a lesser degree, thfn the

speed of reaction in the beginning of the proce". The 'axd. speed of gas for-

mation is attained independent of the tmperature of the experiment .at a pressure,

constituting 55 - 60% of its final value.

Table

Acceleration of Gas Formation During Decomposition of 1.3-Dinitrob~aeqe
~ n-- and 1.3.5-Trinitrobensqai_.Yacs

370 548 4,67 312 92 2.24
38D 5M 3,62 312 137 3,74
T95 M 1,62 312 2" 6,2
370 "450 2,12 312 247 11,4

305 740 2,64 329 16 2,84
410 700 2,33 353 141 1,42

1) 1.3-dinitrobenzene; 2) 1.3.5-trinitrobenzene; 3) Tmiperature, 00;
4) Initial pressure of vapors =N Hg; 5) Magnitude of acceleration

, initrobensene

Decomposition of 1.3.5-trinitrobenseme in vapors was studiea in the range of

toperatures 270 - 3550 . It is characterized by sharply exressed acceleration of



gas formation in time (fig. 3). Judging by the intensity of coloring of the walls

of the vessel, the total quantity of a substance of brown color, emanating in the

form of a deposit on the glass, is small and the dark-gray powder, always existing

in products of disintegration of mono- and dinitro-benzene derivatives, in this

case was not detected. The quantity of gases in the end of decomposition consti-

tutes 4 - 4.5 moles per mole of trinitrobenzene.

In a wide range of pressures the influence of initial pressure of trinitrobenz-

ene vapors on initial speed of gas formation is not detected.

dP
1307

120

Fig. 3. Change of relative velocity of gas formation in time for
decomposition of trinitrobenzene in vapors at 3120 and different ini-
tial pressure.

a) Relative velocity of gas formation; b) min; c) time r minutes.

N curve 1 2 3 4 5

p0 mm. 92 137 230 247 135

'9/V cm71  115 1,5 1,5 1,5 15

However on the stage of acceleration of the latter, an increase of initial concen-

tration of trinitrobenzene leads to the significant growth of the disintegration

rate. At a pressure, not too near to the elasticity of saturated trinitrobenzene

vapor, at various temperatures is observed a direct ratio between the maxd~mm of



of relative velocity of gas formation and initial pressure of vapors of the s Sudied

substance. However upon approach to the pressure of the saturated vapor, the mAXi-

mum disintegration rate of trinitrobenzene abruptly is increased1 .

In a general vase the maximum speed of gas formation is attained in the studied

range of temperatures at pressures, constituting 49 - 55% of the final pressures of

products of disintegration.

With an increase of the glass surface occurs a sharp increase of the disinte-

gration rate in the initial stage arA the character of the curve p ,% (r) con-

siderably changes. Thus at 3120 (fig. 3) an increase of the glass surface by ten

tmes leads to proportional growth of the initial disintegration rate. Further

progress of the latter is characterized by a fast monotonous fall of speed up to

the end of decomposition.

if~ tk(Cex.

cio

Fig. 4. Dependence of initial disintegration rate on teperature
for decomposition of vapors of nitro derivatives of benzene.

1 - Yiononitrobenzene, 2 - dinitrobenzene, 3 - tr'initrobenzene.

a) Constant of initial disintegration rate; b) log k -sec- J .

The total quantity of gaseous products in this case is 10 - 15% less as compared

with experiments without filling the vessel with glass. Applicat$.n of quartz

capillaries and broken glass instead of capillaries did not change the general

1. Experiments on decomposition of liquid trinitrobenzene, the results of which
will be published separately, show that the disintegration rate of this aubstance
in liquid state is a few times greater, than in vapors.



picture of the phenomenon. Decomp .sition in a vessel, the walls of which are cover-

ed with a deposit of rhe condensed products of disintegration of trinitrobenzene,

did not lead to a change of the initial speed of gas formation.

Determination of the temperature dependence of initial speed of decomposition

of trinitrobenzene at s/v - 1 - 2 cm-1 (fig. 4) gave speed constants expressed by

equation

k----3- l °e-"W cex.-I

(4)

A decrease with the growth of temperature of the magnitude thaxIW, , e

values of which are in the table (see page 342), indicates, as in the case of

dinitrobenzene, a weaker, than for the initial reaction, temperature dependence of

the speed of secondary reactions, determining disintegration on the stage of accel-

eration.

Discussion of Results

Thermal decomposition of vapors of mono-, di- and trinitrobenzene side by side

with distinctions, stipulated by the peculiarities of chemical structure (number of

N02-groups in a molecule), has a number of common traits, inherent to the disinte-

gration of compounds, which contain in a molecule the hand C - N. For all three

substances the activation energy, determined on the initial stage of decomposition,

is practically identical (diffe-ence does not exceed the accuracy of determination)

and lies within the lim s of 51.9 - 53.5 kilocalores mole (fig. 4). The close

conformity of the obtained magnitude and measured earlier activation energy of

disintegration of nitromethane (53.6 kilocalories mole) Z2_], Z74], indicates

the identity of the primary reactions of decmposition of these substances. In

tuni the activation energy of disintegration of nitrcmethane is close in magnitude

X to the energy of the bond C - N, which according to Cottrell /-2], /74] con-

stitutes 52 - 57 kilocalories. This provides a basis to consider that disintegra-



tion of nitro compounds occurs namely by the bond C - )l.

44 V

3

Fig. 5. Check of submission of disintegration of aromatic nitro ccm-t
pounds to autocatalytic law.
1) Condition of experiments; 2) Temperature 0G; 3) Initial pres-

sure of vapors mm Hg; 4) Mononitrobenzene (MNB); 5) Dinitrobuisene
(DNB); 6) Trinitrobenzene (TNB).

a) mi; b) ;c) DB; d) TNB; ) Pco"

Another characteristic peculiarity of decompoition of nitro derivatives of

benzene is the dependence of the constant of speed of initial reaction of decom-

position on the concentration of substance in volume. Significant at low pres-

sure of vapors, this dependence gradually decreases with an increase of pressure.

The magnitude of limiiting pressure (at which an influence of initial concentration

on beginning speed of disintegration already is absent), is sharply decreased with

an increase of number of N02 -groups per molecule. Thus, lmiting pressure for

disintegration of mononitrobenzene at 42.50 is approximately 300m Hg. In deccmposi-

tion of trinitrobenzene vapors, minimum initial pressure of vapors in the experi,

ments (92 mm Hg) were even higher than the limiting pressure. ixplanation of this

phenomenon by a change of the mechanism of the monowlecular reaction, as this

occurs in an area of small concentrations, when the speed of the process is deter-

1. However, later investigation of disintegration of nitroethane and nitropropane
indicated that pyrolysis of these nitro compounds occurs not only by breaking the
C-N bond. The American investigators, Hillenbrand and Kilpatrick condider that in
the disintegration of nitromethane, at least partially, iitermolecular regrcuping
also occurs

* '/17



mined by the number of collisions between molecules, and the transformation is

formally subordinated to bimolecular law, scarcely corresponds to reality. For

example, for ,liphatic hydrocarbons with a number of carbon atoms in a molecule

1, 2 and 3 pressure of vapors of the substance, with which occurs such a change of

the mechanism is significantly less than what was measured for nitro derivatives

of benzene and correspondingly equal to 100, 10 and 1 mm Hg. A contradiction

of this explanation is given also by the fact that decomposition of monnitro-

benzene with small concentration is subozdinated to an equation of the first, and

not the second order, as could have been expected, if the explanation under con-

sideration was correct.

On the whole, thermal decomposition of nitro compounds is undoubtedly an ex-

tremely complex ' cess, including, probably, a large number of elementary re-

actionslo Therefore on the basis of results of only one kinetic investigation,

conducted by manometric method, it is impossible to judge the concrete mechanism

of disintegration, although they in a known degree also allow to determine the type

of complicated reaction. Thus, disintegration of all three studied substances on

a significant section (to liberation of gases in a quantity of 50%) follows the

autocatalytic law
dx

k, (a - x) + kx(a - x),
(5)

where a - initial quantity of substance, x - quantity of decomposed substance, ki-

constant of speed of monmole Llar reaction and k.-constant of speed of autocataly-

tic reaction. Fig. 5, in which the results of experiments are represented in coor-
dp.

dinates d p , shows .that the experimental points are well arranged in a

pA -P Pe

1. It is sufficient to say that on the basis of kinetic data and results of analy-
6is of products of disintegration of the simplest nitro compound - nitromethane-
Cottrell with collaborators f4], [5] allow during decomposition of this sub-
stance at least 5 reactions.



straight line, as should be according to equation (5). The obtained results are

coordinated with the indications available in literature about the ,autocatalytic

nature of decomposition of trinitrotoluen, in liquid state [3_7, [6]. The

kinetic law of autocatalysis is observed, as follows from our data, for'the duration

of a significant share of the period of aecmposition and during disintegration of

nitro compounds of benzene in gaseous state.

For decomposition of nitro derivatives of benzene in vapors the influence of

surface is characteristic. Increase of surface, as shcw the obtained results, can

appear in two ways to influence disintegiattion. On the one hand, it, in the case of

decomposition of di- and trinitro derivatives leads to an increase of the speed of

gas formation on the initial stage and, on the other hand, to a decrease of it

almost on the entire extent of disintegration.

The accelerating action of a well-developed glass surface on decomposition

is developed for various nitro compounds differently. If in the case of mononi-

trobenzene such an influence practically is absent, then for dinit.obenzene it is

already well noticeable, and in the case of trinitrobenzene the initial speed is

increased proportional to the increase of the surface of glass. One of the possi-

ble causes of the different influence of a glass surface on disintegration of three

nitro compounds can be the fact that, due to the distinction in them of boiling

temperatures the relative pressure of vapors pps I1 (ratio of vapor pressure in

the oxperiment to pressure of saturated vapor) for various substances was different.

In experiments with mononitrobenzene the relative pressure did not excaed 0.05, fcr

,Anitrobenzene it was nearly 0.1, and in the case of trinitrobenzene 0.5 and more.

1. The ratio p./ps can serve as a characteristic of the qu ntity of a substance,
adsorbed on the surface of a solid body.



t
In this connection one should note the absence of the influence of the chemical

t
nature of the wall on the picture of disintegration of trinitrobenzene. These

facts, and also the fact that in liquid state the speed of decomposition of trini-

trogenzene is greater, than in vapors I , indicate that the cause of the accelerating

action of the developed surface of glass on decomposition of nitro compounds of
C

benzene in vapors can be the formation on the glass of a liquid film (consisting

of a parent substance and the products of its disintegration), in which decomposi-

tion occurs significantly faster, than in vapors,

Deceleration of gas formation on subsequent stages of disintegration under the

influence of an increase of the surface is conditioned, apparently, by the decrease

of total quantity of gaseous products and is connected with the formation on the

wall of a deposit rich in carbon. Such an influence of the wall is more sharply

expressed in the casc of mononitrobenzene an, on-ewhat more weakly during decompo-

sition of trinitrobenzene. An analogous influence of the surface of glass was

observed also during decomposition of nitromethane [5]. Explanation of this

phenomenon by polymer' zation on the wall of unsaturated hydrocarbons formed during

disintegration, given by Cottrell, is probable and all the more real for compounds

of benzene structure, in which there already are unsaturated bonds.
t

For the duration of thermal decomposition of the three studied nitro deriva-
a

tives of benzene there is a number of distinctions, conditioned by the peculiari-
a

ties of their chemical structure. Io them refer distinctions in the initial disin-
c

1. An analogous conclusion ensues also from the results of work by A. Robertson,
who studied decomposition of trotyl [6]. £his phenomenon, probably, inherent to
decomposition only of nitro compounds, inasmuch as, for example, in the case of s
disintegration of alkyl nitrates is observed a reverse influence of the aggregated
state 1 72. As one of the causes of such an influence of the aggregated state on c
the 'speed of decomposition of nitro compounds it is possible to consider the form&-
tion of nitrite upon association of an organic radical with NO2. The formation of t
a nitrite, distinguished from a nitro compound of significantly lesser stability,
takes place most successfully in liquid state, and besides lowering of tmpraturet
and increase of pressure promote the progress of the reaction of association in th2.s
way LJ.



tegration rate, which is increased during transition from mono-to trinltro deriva-

tives. The constant of speed of the reaction is equal to 3.2.10"5 sec. for mono-

nitrobenzene at a temperature of 4070 , dinitrobenzene - at 3970 and trinitrobesene

at 3520- Upon transition frcm dinitro-to trinitrobensene the disintegration rate

is increased more, than upon transition from a mono- to a dinitro derivative. In

connection with the fact that activation energy of the initial reaction of disin-

tegration for all three substances is identical, the change of speed upon transi-

from a mono- to a trinitro ccmpound occurs only due to an increase of the pre-

exponential multiplier.

In addition, the quantity of nitro groups in a molecule, there is an essential

influence on the character of disintegration. If decomposition of mononitrobenzene

takes place with deceleration in time, then in the case of a di- and trinitro

derivative acceleration is observed, which in the case of trinitrobenzene is ex-

pressed greater. The magnitude of acceleration of disintegration, characterized

by the relation WmASWo during decomposition of both substances is greater, the

lower temperature and greater the initial concentration of vapors of the substance.

Influence. of these factors on the magnitude of acceleration is expressed stronger

for trinitrobenzene, than for dinitrobenzene. For the first, lowering of tempera-

ture by 400 (from 3500 to 3100) leads to an increase of wma/wo from 1.5 to 4.5,

and an increase of initial pressure leads to the proportional growth of msximuw

speed; for the second, the same temperature gradient (from 4100 to 3700) evokes a

change in wa/wo from 2.3 to 47, and maximum speed increases proportional to the

pressure of vapors by 1/3 degree.

Thus, the initial stages of disintegration of the three substances being

studied possess identical kinetic characteristics, which indicates, probably,

community of the mechanism of reactions on this stage. At the same time, upon

transition from mono- to trinitrobenzene is observed an essent&L change of charac-

ter of subsequent stages of decomposition. Depending upon the number of nitro

7ff
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groupe in a molecule can not only change essentially the relationship of speeds of

separate stages of disintegration, but also the very mechanism of the latter. With

an increase of the number of nitro groups in a molecule, the reaction ability of the

parent substance and intermediate products of the first stage of disintegration

(such products can be phenyl, nitrophenyl and dinitrophenyl radicals) is able,

apparently, to change unequally. Correspondingly, the introduction of a routine

nitro group change the speed of primary and subsequent reactions in different ways.

In addition, during decomposition of nitro derivatives of benzene determined and

different for mono-, di- and trinitrobenzene, a role, probably, is played also by

the oxidizing reactions which are, apparently, one of the main ways of gas forma-

tion during disintegration. In favor of that is the fact that upon transition from

mono- to trinitrobenzene the total quantity of gases is increased from 1.7 - 2 to

4 - 5 moles per mole of substance.
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Thermal disintegration of picric and styphnic acids is of interest in two

aspects.

In certain conditions of industrial application (explosion* in deep boreholes)

the need appeared for explosives able to sustain for long periods the action of

relatively high temperatures. In connection with the fact that nitro compounds of

aromatic series are characterized in general by a much lower disintegration rates

than explosives of many other classes, the search for heat-resistant substances was

begun among them. In order that the search be well-grounded and directed, it was

expedient to establish the influence various substitutes in arotic polynitro

compounds on character and speed of thermal disintegration. The study of the

disintegration of oxyderivatives of trinitrobenzene-trinitrophenol (TNF) and

trinitroresorcin (TNR) was part of thd investigations in this art..

Besides this the thermal disintegration of picric and styphnic acids is inter-

esting in comparison with the disintegration of their salts for understanding of

the sharp distinction between these salts and acids with respect to speed and

1 On the disintegration of salts of picric and styphnic acids--see present
collection, page 511.



burning ability.

For salts of a series of metals burning ability is much greater and burning

rate is considerably higher than for acids, although the heat of formation of the

salts is larger than that of the acids and there is correspondingly less thermal

effect of their full transformation during burning or explosion.

Besides, as was shown by recent investigations f-27,[-J7, the dependence of

burning rate on pressure for certain picrates and styphnates is unique and is

distinguished from the dependence established for the acids.

Inasmuch as during burning one of the stages of the process is decomposition

under the influence of heating, it was possible to trust that the comparative study

of thermal disintegration of acids and salts would help to explain the cause of

the distinction of the characteristics of their burning. This question is con-

sidered in the following article, devoted to the thermal disintegration of

picrates and styphnates.

Experimental Part

The investigation was conducted by the manometric method in its contemporary

variant 1 . A general presentation about the course of the disintegration of

both acids is given in Fig. 1. Curves1 of' ) or, which is the same,

p = f (7J) in Fig. 1 and below have a complicated, on the whole S-shaped character.

The peculiarities of which will be considered below.

1 In order to ease the comparison of results of experiments under various
co ditions these curves are constructed in coordinates of "volume of gases V n
cm- at ) and 760 mm Hg, formed during decomposition of 1 g substance - in the
future n cm3/g" - "1timele in m"n. Degree of filling of reaction vessel here
and in the future is characterized by the ratio of t e sample of explosive (m)
to the volume of vessel (v) and is expressed in g/cm'.
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Fig. 1. Co rison of curves of Fig. 2. Compwison of chag of
change of specific gas formation rate of as formation in time
in tim during decomposition of during decom ition of pi ric
picric anid stypiu~c apis at 2300. acid and trinitrobemnsesL
(,/v . 10 45 *,10*.l-./ for TN? at 2O. (/v is 12.15 1 10
and 10.50-10 4 ca for TR , for Ti and 29. •10
1) V n c3 /g; 2 )(,min; 3) TNR;, g/=3 for %m).
4) TNF'. ") log (dY/di); 2)

T; 3) TO.

In Fig. 2 for ca-prison are sham. data for trnitrobenme (TNB)p the slowst to

decompose of all studied earlier the trinitro compounds. Va se, that picric acid

is decomposed much faster than trinitrobensene. The tim for achiovemnt of a

pressure of gsiform products of disintegration equal to hal the msxia (in tke

future called - "time semi disintegration") constitutes for it at 230' so 470

min, while for trinitrobenzene it equals 218,000 min. General volin of Pas

formd constitutes for TNF 410 to 450 n ca3/g or 4.2 - 4.6 soles of gases per

mole of explosive.

Styphmic acid is decomposed with the formation of a rather large quantitr of

gases (440 - 490 n cm,3/g or 4.8 - 5.4 soles per mole of parent substance) and

significantly faster (approximately by 10 times)than picric acid. The time of

semidisintegration of TWR at 2300 constitutes 45 min. At the sam tim its

disintegration rate is many times less than that of the slmost decoaposed aitro

ester - nitrocellulose. (Tim of semdiaintegration of the latter at a givem

temperature, calculated by m of extrapolation is 0.3 minutes, i.e. 150

t imes less than that for ThR anA 1600 times less than that for TKO).



Let uas consider now in more detail the conditions under which the experimnts

were conducted aid the results-for each of the acids.

Picric Acid

The main experints were conducted at smail rn/v (10 -l10- gfca3 ), alcling

to trace the entire course of disintegration, since the final pressure with this

does not exceed 760 mm Hg. Results of certain experiments are depicted graphically

in Figs. 3 and 4 in coordir~tes of "tiue" -"volume" and 'Iti"el-presure" of

gasiform products of disintegration.

A o

Fig. 3. Change of specific gas formation in time during decom-
position of picric acid at various tempratgs.

1) V n cm3/g; 2) % min. M gc3

The path of the curves is unique and indicates the complicated course of decom-

position, in whitich it is possible to distinguish at least 5 stages, differing

in the character of the dependence of the rate of gas formation on time.

The first stage, clearly observed at low temperatures and large rn/v, is the



induction period, during which practically no gas generation is observed. As an

example the initil sections of several curves of p 33 tobtained at 1830

and various M/v, are shown in Fig. 4. In these conditions induction period can

constitute ten of minutes (section 08 in Fig. 4).

40 

0

of piricai t1c

Fig.ig 4. Cnieck fcio compliueeo

diiogrtf ofri aicii aci 1on0

If one were to raise the temperature of the third stage to the law of re-
action of the first order. .1-the experiment by 500 or more, no in- btperiuental conditions a/vmoll O
gfcma, VD - 100. V fin f nl

duction period is detected (Fig. 3). volume of Psous prdcsof de-
composition; V,, = their volume

Apparently it decreases so much that it at momnt of time i (Initial
curve shown in Fig. 6).

approaches the time of heating of the 1) log EVfin/(Yfin7V )J; 2)

instrument.

The following stage is the acceleration of pa forwtion (section BC in Fig.

4), which at 1830 lasts about 50 min. On the second stage, apparently, there occurs

the development that reaction which proceeds in the induction period, being dis-

tinguished from it by the fact that the magnitude of pressure and sped of its

buildup increase so much that they became accessible to measurent by the

applied method.

Third stage (section CD in Fig. 4) is a fast reaction (average spoed of pa

generation, for exmmple, at 1830 contitutes 0.03 ni cz3/S per min. The epe of



of this reaction falls continuously in time according to a law near to that of

the course of reactions of the first order (Fig. 5).

The third stage is clearly visible at higher temperatures - up to 250'.

Apparently, the temperature dependence of the disintegration rate on this stage

is relatively weak. The formed gases, in the main (near 80%), are not condensed

at room temperature; the melting temperature of picric acid toward the end of

the third stage is lowered only a little (by experimental data, by 0.20 at 1830).

At 1830 and small m/v, the rate of gas formation and the quantity of gases

formed on the third stage are greater than at large m/v (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Influence of m/v on specific gas formation
during disintegration of picric cid a 183.
(Numbers b curves -m/v in g/cm .i0-).1)V n 1m5/g; 2) mn

Such a dependence on m/v allowed to assume that gaseous products of disint-

egration (or pressure) retard the development of the given stage of the process.

This assumption contradicts however, the results of experiments with a break,

when after passage of the third stage the gases were pumped out and the exper-

iment continued. Repetition of the process did not follow, and the following

stage began immediately, but proceeded with more than t)e usual speed (Fig. 7).



Another possible assumption was the consideration of the first three stages

of process as sequential stages of development of qualitatively identical re-

actions with quantitative distinctions in their speed on various stages.

The development of the reaction starts #..€I

immediately, as soon as substance is

heated, but proceeds at first so slowly AV

that it is not detected by the mercury 3

manometer (first stage); then follow

periods of registered acceleration of 0 " 20 SOCOU-

gas formation (second stage) and fall of Fig. 7. Influence of evacuation
of products of disintegration

the rate (third stage). after initial rise of pressure on
subsequent ga formation at

Such a picture was natural in the m/v l 10 lO-4 g/cm3 and 2500.
1- before evacuation, 2- after

case of development of autocatalytic or evacuation, and 3- parallel
experiment without evacuation.

consecutive reactions. It would have a) V n c=3/g; b) Y,, min.

been possible to assume also that on the first three stages we are dealing with

the decomposition of an unstable impurity contained in the picric acid; however,

this assumption would have to be supplemented by the assumption that the imprwity

is decomposed with self-acceleration. Further, in this case the specific

quantity of gases formed would not have to depend on m/v, and in fact, gas

formation, as we have seen, considerably decreases during an increase in m/v.

Finally, additional purification of TNF did not change the character of the

curves, on which, as before, we observed the initial stages of disintegration.

The fourth stage is characterized by a rate of gs formation significantly

(3 - 9 times) less than the maxiaw rate on the third stage, and also on the

fourth stage the rate does not fall, as on the third, but grows weakly in time.

This growth is expressed the stronger the lower the temperature. Thus at 2300
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Fig. 8. Influence of m/v on spec- Fig. 9. Influence of evacuation
ific gas formation during disin- of products of disintegration at
tegration of picric acid at 2500. the fourth stage on specific gas
(Numbers by curves - m/v in formation durng de omposition of
g/cm3 *o'4). 1) v r, cm3/g; TNF (m/vl0-'/cr', t = 2300).
2) i , rn. 1- Prior to evacuation; 2- After

evacuation (for convenience of
the maximum rate of gas formation exceeds comparison curve is constructed

.Just as a continuation of curve 1);
the initial rate for the fourth stage by 3- Parallel experiment without

evacuation.
1.9 times, but at 2600 by only 6% (in a) V m cm3 /g; b)06 , min.

both cases m/v 10 " 1O-4 g/cm3)1

The rate on the fourth stage also considerably depends on m/v, increasing

with it or, which is the same, with a growth in the pressure of gasiform prod-

ucts of disintegration, both at 1830 and at 2500 (Figs. 6 and 8). At 1830 an

increase in m/v of 10 times led to an increase in the rate of gas formation of

2 times on the fourth stage.

In order to check the natural assumption that the high rate and large accel-

eration on fourth stage at increased m/v is caused by the high pressure (con-

centration) of gasiform products of disintegration, we set up (at 2300)

experiments with evacuation of these producti on fourth stage, near the maximum

of the rate. This -evacuation7, however, was virtually not reflected in the

magnitude of the rate during continuation of the experiment (Fig. 9), but the

1 Comparison is made for rates of specific gas formation, referred to the
initial quantity of substance. If one were to refer them to the quantity of
undecomposed substance at a given moment, then tha will change, naturally,
more strongly.



further growth in the rate observed in the usual coaditions practically did not

occur and on the whole during the period of 400 mi the average rate of pa

formation after exhausting of aes was 1 1/4 times once less than with ex-

hausting. The sam influence is shown by the repaceent of psiform products

of disintegration by nitrogen. This speaks of the fact that the process of

disintegration is influenced not by pressure as such, but by the chemical nature

of the gas producing this pressure.

In order to explain the mechanism of the influence of condensed products of

disintegration during its course, we added to picric acid 25% decomposed

(volume of gasiform products), fresh acid in the same quantity as was taken for
r

first experiment, and decomposition was continued.

1); The initial rise in pressure (third stage) was expressed m=ch more weakly;

in other respects decomposition proceeded very much like the disintegration of

fresh acid at the same m/v. This does not favor the hypothesis of the catalysis

of the process by condensed products of disintegration as cause of its acceler-

ation; one should, however, note that acceleration on the whole is expressed

relatively of different factors, and in particular of the role of condensed

products in the process of disintegration, is hampered.

We will add that the large acceleration of the reaction at low temperatures,

usual for autocatalytic processes, speaks for the fact that an the fourth stage

we are dealing with reactions having a different temperature dependence - with

this the speed of the accelerated reaction depends to a lesser degree on temp-

erature than does a reaction proceeding without acceleration.

Thus as the character of the curve "pressure - time" changs with temperature,

the full combination f curves of p - f ( ' ) by means of chaging the time scale

is not obtained. Therefore the deterzmtion of the temperature coefficient of

the rate ws performed by comparison of mean ro.es at various temperatures on



sections of a similar type (fourth stage). In Arrheanius coordinates these

speeds give a straight ig. 10).

Finally, it is possible to consider as the fifth stage the period of drop

of the absolute rate of Eas formation, similar to that which is observed for any

reaction as a result of a decrease in the concentration of reagents. This inter-

pretation is supported by an attempt to present the last section of the curve

in the usual coordinates of a reaction of the first order (Fig. 11). We see

that on a certain, generally small, section the 3quation of a reaction of the

first order is fulfilled with smaller times the rate constant falls, as one

should expect. Thus, in essence it may be that one ought to unite the fourth

and fifth stages and consider them as two periods of one and the same process,

encompassing a reaction whose rate of gas formation is proportional to the

available quantity of parent substance, and an autocatalytic reaction whose

rate is proportional to the concentration of products of disintegration in

simplest case in first degree. Fig. 12 shows that with construction of a graph

in coordinates corresponding to the law of autocatalytic reactions, on section

where a. changes from 17 to 46%, the line of the rate represents a straight

line.

Above the course of disintegration of TF was illustrated mainly by graphs

of the chang in time of the specific volume of gases formed. The complicated

character of the disintegration is still more vividly seen on graphs in the

coordinates: "rate of gas formation" - "time" (Fig. 13). In paricular, on the

curve one can see the presehce of two maxima of rate - one corresponding to the

and of the second stage and the other being observed on the fourth stage; with

this the first maxJimm is significantly larger than the second; at

m/v 1 10.45 • 10-4 &/cm3 and 2300 the ratio of the rates on the maxima equals

6.85.



Fig. 10. Teuarature dependence of Fig. 11. Check of tompianc of
the kyerage rate of gas for tion disintegratice of pleric acid on
during disintegration of picric fial stags to law of r.a4io, of
acid (fourth st,,u.). tPe first order (a/yizv rg/m,
1) log w L-n c . min7; 2) t- 2300). £ - degree of di m-
i6/T, .K. tegratioa- /Vgj. _

1) log Lfi,/(vfsi - V. )J; 2)
Besides the above described experi- c, in

wnts on the disintegration of liquid picric acid, we conducted experiments an the

decomposition of its vapor. The disintegration rate of TWF vapor at 2900 is

many times less than that in the liquid state. It depends on the initial

pressure of the vapor, innrpasing with at first weakly and then much more strong-

ly (Fig. 14). Simultaneously changes and character of the curvm P 'i@=404 do*.

oribirz rate of Sw formation with time (Fig. 15). At all pressuro

of the vapor (30 mx) the curv has a weakly expressed maxima and reaches it

lAte. With an increase in pressure the asxima becomes larger ad arrives

earlier. With an initial TNF ressure of flO ma the rate is greatest at the

initial mceent and drops quickly in time according to a a1w near to the law of

reactAons of the first order.

An essential coplicatiag factor is the strong infIluence of the surt"ae of

&lasn on the reAction of disinteration in the vapor stato. 1  An increase of

surface by 10 times by maw of the introduction into the reaction vessel of

I An analogoas phmmnon is observd for other studiod nitro co
(see present colloction, p A ),



Fig. 12. Check of compliance of Fig. 3. Change in rate of gas
disintegration of picric acid to formation in time during disint-
autogatalytic law (m/l 10-3 egration of p cric acid (m/v

/ ). a - .dogree of d1sinte- ; 10-3 g/cx3,te = 2300, Romn
gration V /Vfin. numerals by curves = stages of
1) L OV/d, )/ M Vf -V ) disintegration)."

mn -1 -U 2) f - Vo) 1 log cdV/d n ) -min_7;
n ct/g. 2) log - ,min.

glass capillaries increases the initial rate of the reaction by more than 100

tims (Fig. 16).

P* A"PT.T

AV - . - . 3 1

5W0

I Jo

W0 100 -WC

Fig. 14. Growth of pressure in Fig. 15. Change of relative rate
time during disintegration of of gas formtion in time during
vapor of picric acid at 2900. disintegration of vapor of picric
(Numbers by curves - initial acid at 2900.
pressure of vapor of TNF in n Hg). (Numbers by curves - initial pres-
1) t min. sure steam TNF in omi Hg).

1) (dp/dC ) (l/P.) mini -1 . 02
2) tmini.

It is obvious that the influence of the

heterogeneous reaction nust be show considerably also in experiments on the

decomposition of the vapor without an artificial increase in the surface,

especially, if their pressure is not far from saturation; this in particular can

be the cause of strong acceleration of the reaction at p, 110 mmn in comparison



with p= 87 =m(Fig. 15); 444-0ration for this reason is pesuibl. also in

exPsriinnts on the disintegration of the liquid at sunl a/Y. Indeed expsrimnt

at 230* and x/v 10- 10-4 g/caP showed that in A N~ierica2. reaCtionar vessel

6 = in dJ aseter ( s/v - 6. 1 carl) the rate at the usxiM USi %i~ifiCant1-Y

1(1.3 time) greater than with a w've1e diameter of 40 me /Y 1.5 cm4 ).

Fig. 16. Influence of filling of It is interesting that during
vessel writh glass capillaries on
disintegration of picric acid in decomposition in the vapor state in a
the vapor state at 2900.
(rn/v 2.10-4 g/cm3 , po m 30 =m Hg, vessel with increased surface there
numbers by curvos, - me~iitude of
ratio in cm 41 of the total surface will be formed somewhat more gas than
of glass (a) to volume of voilel
Wv. without the addition of glass capill-
1) V ni cm3/g; 2) 1,min.

aries, but then their Pressuxe slowl.y

falls, obviOU8lY as a result of a subsequent reaction proceeding with the form-

ation of conidensed products.

Styphnic Acid

A known difficulty in the study of the disintegration of stypbnic aid

%elum177.5 - 1780) is the fact that it relatively strny retains water.

£vacuatioc at room temprature and at 10D0 for two hr is apparently insuffic-

ient to remve it. Only ev&cuation at 180*, wihen styphnic acid i. l" in

a liquid state, for 5 mini exluded fast rise in pressure observed with the

regime given above. This evacuation chanes also. tm chamacter of the initial



rise in pressure - from saturable it become accelerated. Apparently, the

presence of water accelerates primary reactions, which without it are developed

more slowly. We speak here of a very small quantity of water, because after

10 min the general quantity of gases in experiments with exhaust at 1000 and

at 1800 beccums almost idetical. Fig. 17 illustrates this. A certain influence

on the path of the curves is exerted by heating (time of fast growth of pressure

constitutes in all about 8 min).

The general picture of the disint-

gration of styphnic acid, depicted in A-

Fig. 18, is clear enough and is analog-

Oue to that observed for picric acid.

It includes a small initial acceleration V

of gas formation (first stags), decca- 21

positijon with a significant, but quickly V

decreasing rate (second stage), section 0 t X i W s i AMNO

of almost constant, weakly growing rate,
Fig. 17. Influence of conditions

(third stags) and finally, its fall of evacuation on disintegration
of styphnic acid at variotemp-

(fourth stage). eratures (m/v -O1 0o g/ ).
Temperature at which evacuation of

The first stage is detected only in reaction vessel was conducted:
1- 1801, 2- 1000 with liquid

experiments conducted at the lowest of nitrogen, 3- 180, 4- 1000,
5- I000 with liquid nitrogen,

the studied temperatures: 1800, 1900 6- 180 .
a) V n c 3 /g; 6) mrin..

and 2000. In a certain measure this

includes also the second stage, ..hose duration conestituted with these timperatures
1

about 10 minute, with a quantity of gases formed of 20 - 35 n cm3/g or 0.22 -

0.35 moles per mole of styphmic acid.

1 K--imx quantity of geas which cam be formed by styphnic acid constitutes
by the hypothetical equation
9 1/4 moles per mole or 846 c0/g.



With this there will be for basically ses, not o at 0. WeaUs

conducted an w xpe t on the decomposition of solid stypyli acjA at 150" ;

the pressure fat mw Lifted rpidly to 46 M, after hilch it _ ar-

stant for 72 hr.

AV0&-V

Fig. 19. Inflawmce of a/V o
disintepation of stypnic acid
at 2209. (O3bors by cers
mp9 i d t of B/v in &, ,u .1i).
1) T am /S; 2) -, *mn.

This circuvotance indicates that
Fig. 18. Disintegration of styphnic
acid at various tviper&tures the decomposition rate of solid typhic
(m/v o-3 g/c23). 1) V n c&3/g;
2) i, mi. acid is sigificant les than that of

its uit.

The second st#e, i. a., section of rapidly falling rate, is show on grphs

of experiments at 220 ad 2301 (Fig. 18). At 240 and 250 pressure will be

raised too fast, so that the section of rate drop could be detected and separated

from heating.

Two experiments at 22O1 were conducted at a/v, differing by 4 times (Fig. 19).

At large m/vY, gas formation on the second stage we a little greater. Appaently,

it grows somehat also with an increase in temperature, as we shown by com-

parison of experiments at 1900 and 200 (Fig. 17).

The third stage - wakly accelerated ps formation - exirbces the ain part

of disintegration. The rate of gs formation here is much less ( 6 - 8 time)

than on the prec stage. Smal also is the grmth of the rate; at 200



the ratio of axlm1 a miniam rates constitutes 1.56, at 2300 - 1.4,

at 2400 - 1.42, and at 2500 - 120.

The rate of ps formation on this stags N-

does not depend on m/v (Fig. 19); the

experiments are sufficiently reproducible.

If the course of the reaction on

third stags is expressed by an auto-

catalytic equation, the relationship

for styphnic acid turns out to be twice
Fig. 20. Temperature depend-

that of the reaction rate during the ence of mean rate of gas formation
during disintegration of styphnic

disintegration of THR was determined by acid (third stagst .•1) log., W fn g-m-7
comparison of mean rates on the section, 2 1O /T', K.

where the degree of transformation

cnanges from 22 to 45% (Fig. 20). In Arrhenius coordinates a straight line is

obtained. The disintegration rate of styphnic acid at 230 and 250* is approx-

imately 10 times greater than that for picric acid and this difference changes

little with temperature.

Discussion of Results

Picric acid is decomposed much faster trinitrobenzene - at 2700, for

example, by almost 200 times. However, this circumstance is not its exclusive

peculiarity. AU substitutes increase the disintegration rate trinitrobenzene.

In particular, the disintegration rate of methyltrinitrobenzene -- trotyl is

of the same order as that of oxytrinitrobenzene - picric acid. The main

distinction of the disintegration of picric acid from tbat of trinitrobsnzene

and other of its substitutes and the majority of explosives in general, is its



very weak ( as compared with them ) acceleration of disintegration Od fmm

Ssectioni, and even a delay in its course in the begidMn of disintegratics.

IThe own peculiarity is inhront in styp~nic acids for which it is still Wrt

expressed. According to the investigations of Yu. Ta. YAksimor, it in

characteristic also for hemanitrodiphonylanine and hexaxitroomanilides i.,.

for all the 3tWlied nitro compounds of the aromatic series which contin

mobile atom of hydrogen, giving to the compound acid properties.

Another peculiarity of the disintegration of both acids is its clearly

expressed phasic character. With this the first stage, ecassing the induct-

ion period, the growth of the rate and its fall, proceeds relatively fast and

therefore is very noticeable.

The infl~uence of the degree of filling of the vesisel, or in other words,

the pressure of the gasiform products of disintegration, is developed relatively

concerning weakly, especially for styphnic acid. This is confirmed in part-

icular by the opinion expressed earlier that the characteristic which will

distinguish nitro compounds of the aromatic series from nitro esters consisted

in the fact that for them the accelerition of decomposition is relatively all,

iand also that it sets-~in comparatively late. As the vapor, picric acid in

1decomposed significant more slowly than in the liquid state. This, incidentally,

promotes a sharper mnifestation of the upper tenpeature limt of 2*s~ho which

was established for that substance.

Rtiaction in the vapor state, as was observed for wma other nitro ccpvd,

iis strongly accelerated by the surface of glass. This circiumtance praoA2

compicaes te qantitative interpretation of results obtie in glass vessl

of other materials.

The dependence of the disintegration rate of picric acid on temperature is

small; the avarage temeature coefficient in the interval 183 - 2500



constitutes (for the main (third) stage of disintegration) 1.12; this

coarOOPM4 to An activation energy 2 of 38.6 k-cW/mole and log B of 31.6.

For styPhnic aid the correspon g value's are £ 34.6 k-cal/sole aid log

B = U.2. The values we found for 8 and B for picric acid differ strongly

from those listed in the literature [3J (E 58,000 cal/ole and log B

22.5). A possible cause of this is the fact that during the calculation of

constants the complexity of the kinetic curves was not priviously considered,

in consequence of which they compared the reaction rates on section, corres-

ponding to various stages of disintegration -- for euample, the induction

period at low tmperature and the period of fast growth of pressure during

increased disintagration. This assumption is favored by the fact that the

rate constants calculated by literary data C5_ and obtained by us differ
1

much less than their dependence on temperature. One may see also that the

pre-eponential multiplier not only does not exceed the usual magnitude !or

monmolecular reactions, 2but even more is somwhat lower.

1 For the fourth stage, according to Fa~mer9 the rate of &s formation is
0.0070 cn3/g -min, and by our data 0.0048 c/g.min. Analogously, for the
third stags Farmer gives 0.033 c!/g.min and our experiments - 0.041 cm /g.in.
If one considers that m/v may be different (Farmer does not indicate a value
for this characteristic). The agreement may be taken to be satisfactory.

2 We conducted no direct experiments to support the fact that the initial
stage of liquid - phase disintegration is a reaction of the first order;
there is no basis, however, to expect that picric and styphnic acids are
exception in this relation.



Cupeison with data obtald by Tu. Ta. Maksimy for trizitrob !

show that the distinction noted of disintgration rates of this explosive

from that of the acids we studied is basically deterained by the siiftcant

difference in energios of activation. For trinitrobnzene, according to Naxua,

S- 44.0 k-cal/sole and log B - 11.2. If, as is probable, the initial stage of

the disintegration a trinitro cond in the benzene ring essentially relieves

this breakaw1y, similar to the way that nitrating.

Conclusions

We studied, with the help of a glass manometer, the disintegrtion of picric

and styphnic acids in the interval of temperatures from 1830 to 2704.

This dimintegration proceeds in a complicated fora and includes a aeries of

stages, distinguished by the character of the dependence of rate on tim; on the

whole it proceeds without significant acceleration and in tkiis respect is

distinguished from the disintegration of trinitrobensene, trinitrotoluene, and

many other nitro compounds of aromatic hydrocarbons.

We determined these kinetic characteristics for the main stage of disinte-

gration; for picric acid E = 38.6 k-cal/mole, B fl0 6, "half-life" at

2300 - 470 min; for styphnic acid E 34.6 k-cal/ole, B 1011.2 "half-

life" at 2300 - 45 min. In the vapor state picric acid is decom sed signifi-

cantly slower than in the liquid phase, aud besides side by side with the

homogeneous reaction there occurs, with significant speed a heterogeneous

reaction on the surface of the glass.
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24. Thermal Disintegration of Ammonium, Potassium, and Lead
Salts of Picric and Styphnic Acids

In distinction from the acids, ammonium, potassium and lead salts of

trinitrophenol and trinitroresorcin are not melted and therefore are decomposed

at an elevated temperature, remaining in the solid state. Besides, they are

nonvolatile and therefore the chemical reaction of decomposition at least in

its first stages, proceeds in the solid phase. The known exceptions are the

picrate and styphnate of ammonium, wtich, similarly to other ammonium salts,

noticeably dissociate at increased temperatures, as a result of which the de-

composition of the vapors of the acids and their interaction with ammonia in the

gaseous phase becomes possible.

As is known, salts of picric and styphnic acids (again with the exception

almmorium salts) are sharply distinguished in speed and regularities of burning

from the acids themselves. One of the problems of the investigation of the

thermal disintegration of the salts was to try to detect such of its peculiarities,

which would allow to explain the indicated distinctions with respect to burning.

Investigation of the thermal disintegration was conducted by the manometric

method with application of a glass manometer of the Bourdon type Z-1].

In the article we take the following conditional designations:

- time in minute s;

V - volume of gases, formed during the decomposition of 1 g of substance,

brought to normal conditions I ;

w - speed of gas formation in _

m/v- degree of filling ,of reaction vessel in g/cm (m -- sample of substance



I

in g, v - volume of vessel in cm);

p - pressuro of gasiform products of disintegration of substance in mm Hg.

Experimental Part

1. Decomposition of Ammonium Salts of'Picric and Styphnic Acids

Picrate of Ammonium

Picrate of ammonium was purified by single recrystallization from hot water.

It is not melted during heating, at least, in the interval of temperatures from

200 to 2700, in which we conducted the experiments.

Walls of the reaction vessel at the end of the experiment were covered with

a brown deposit, whose intensity increased in the direction toward the bottom

of the vessel. Besides this, on the bottom of vessel there remained a loose

black powder.

The final volume of gasiform products constitutes 5.6-5.8 moles per mole of

picrate (510-530 cm3/g), i. e., somewhat more than for picric acid (see ,page

495 of this collection).

The general character of the curves of V = (7) or, which is the same,

p f () at various temperatures (200-2700) is represented in Fig. 1. We see

that, a. for picric acid, these curves have an S-shaped character; in the case

of the picrate, however, this S-form is more strongly expressed: acceleration of

gas formation on first section of the curve-to the inflection point-is significant

greater. This can be judged by the data in Table , where the ratio of maxir.um

speed of gas formation to its initial value is given for both substances.

A still more graphic distinction can be seen on Figures 2 and 3, where curves

of V ( r) for the salt and the acid are compared for two temperatures (2300

and 2700).



Table 1

Ratio of maximu sped of gas formation to the initial during the
decomposition of picrate of amnoni'am and picric acid at various

temperatures._4gc3
(mv=(10 to 12)- 10~gc 5

i) ~ ~ ~ Z Tamspayp INVLOW.I

230 17.5 .
250 11117 1,2

2010,4 1.1
270 5,.5 1.0

(1) Temperature, oc;(2)Picrate of anmonium; ()Picric acid; (4)
w maxA qinit -

4W

Ivo u

Fig. 1. Disintegration of picrate o arunonium, at various tempera-
tures (m/v~a10(r3 g/cm. (1) Vi- ; (2) 1 mini.

g



In the initial stages of disintegration the decomposition rate of

picrate of ammonium is less than that of picric acid, but it grows in time

significantly faster. At low temperatures (2300) the curve of V =4 (r) of the

picrate proceeds on almost all its extent lower than the curve for the acid and

crosses the latter only when V is close to 4+00 n cm /g. Within increase in temp-

erature the initial disintegration rate of the picrate grows more strongly than

that of the acid, and, although its acceleration of disintegration in time

decreases with a growth in temperature, the intersection of curves of V 4 C )

occurs earlie-; at 2500, when p = Pfin , and at 270, when p n

Another peculiarity of the manometric curve of the decomposition of picrate

of anmonium is its clearly expressed diphasic character, expresesed in the given

case by the fact that after achievement of degree of decomposition of about

5'", the rate of gas formation immediately strongly by 2-5 times decreases and its

growth abruptly changes to a slow drop.

Ji CM;lin~ uw~

Fig. 2. Comparison of curves of gas formation during the dis-
integration of p)cric acid (TNF) and picrate of amnonium at
230 (m/vn l - g/cim) (1) TNF; (2) Picrate of ammonium;(3) , mmn; (/)V cm

g



#Nw,

*A*

Fig. 3. Comparison of curves of gas formation during the
disintegration of picric acid (TNF) and picrate of ammonium
at 2700 (m/v2 10-3 g/cm3). (1) Picrate of ammonium; (2)
TNF; (3) ,rin; (4) Vn cm3 .

g

N ise

Fig. 4. Change of relative rate of gas formation in time
during the disintegration of picrati of ammonium (m/vmlO03
g/=3). (1)(dVldr)/(Vfin - V) min 103; (2) r , mi.

This change of the law of variation of the rate of gas formation is clearly

visible eveh on integral graphs, especially at 2300-2600; it is still more

graphically revealed on differential curves, if on the axis of the otdinates we

plot not the absolute, but the relative rate, i. e., the ratio of reaction zrte



to the quantity of unreacted substance (Fig. 4); Jn this case it is clear that

there occurs not only a drop in the rate, but also a subsoquent growth of its

relative value, i. e., that curve Wrgl =( v) has two maxima, and besides the

first of them is significantly larger.

The dependence of disintegration rate on temperature was determined by the

construction of an arrhenius graph for the initial speed in the interval from

200 to 2700. Points are satisfactorily plotted on a straight line (Fig. 5, line

1), along the tangent of the angle of inclination which gives an activation

energy E of 57.2 kcal/mole; since the absolute value of the rate of gas formation

is relatively great (k 200 = 2.9.10- 8 sec-1), then a correspondingly large pre-

exponential multiplier B (~1O19) is obtained.

I I

I I

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of rate of gas formation during
disintegration of picrate of ammonium. (1) by initial rates of
gas formation; (2) by average relative rate of gas formation; (3)
by rate of gas formation in beginning of second stage; (4) by the
value of the constant decomposition rate; (a) 2.1 log k; (b) 1.3
log W .

The strong dependence of the initial disintegration rate of picrate of

ammonium on temperature, significantly larger than for picric acid, leads to the

fact that at high temperatures it is decomposed, on the average, faster than

picric acid, and at low temperatures, slower.

The growth in the initial rate in the given case tunis out to be more

essential than the decrease of acceleration with An 'increase in temperature. In



agreement with this are the results of the determination of the temperature

dependence of the average rate of gas form tion (on section of change of the de-

gree of disintegration from 3 to U to 45%), giving E = 43 kcawmole (Fig. 5,

line 2). The fact that the temperature dependence of the average rate turns

out to be less than that for the initial naturally is explained by the high

acceleration of disintegration at low temperatures.

As it was shown, the decomposition of picrate of ammonium proceeds in two

phases. The rate in the second stage naturally also increases with temperature,

although more weakly than in the first. Therefore the ratio of the maximum dis-

integration rate in the first stage to the initial rate in the second increases

with an increase in temperature (see Table 2).

Table 2

Rate of gas formation in different stages of the disintegration of
picrate of ammonium (m/v 10 to 12)' 10-4 g/cm3 ).

-U _TeemspaLOIS 5.ANX 4 e S "M WE.

280 0,8 0,4 1.8
26 4,2 1,7 2.5

0o 9.1 3,1 2,
270 21,7 4,8 4is

(1) Temperature, oC; (2) (w ), n m3/g.min; (3) (w init)2 n c /g.
min; (4) (w max) (w initn

If the initial rates of the second stage at various temperatures are plotted

on a graph in arrhenius coordinates, we also obtain a straight line which gives

E = 32.2 kcal/mole (Fig. 5, line 3).

Change of disintegration rate in time. The growth of the rate of gas

o--.4



formation in time is significantly stronger at low temperatures than at high;

therefore a change in the time scale does not succeed in combining curves of

V%

Fig. 6. Check of the compliance of the first stage of the
disintegration of picrate of amnonium at 2000 to the auto-
catalytic law. (1) (dV/dr)/ Vfin - V) min- 1 . 1O.

During the construction of the dependence w = r ( ) in logarithmic

coordinates, a straight line is not obtained.

Construction of a graph on the basis of the equation of the autocatalytic

react ion -= k,(a-x)+kxe(a--x)

allows us to describe a significant part of first stage disintegration at 200-

2500, but for n >l and other values for various temperatures (n = 5 for 2000,

2300, 2500 and n = 3 for 2700). In Fig. 6 is presented a corresponding graph,

characterizing the first stage of disintegration of picrate of ammonium at 2000.

A good approximation to a straight line is given by the construction of

experimental data in the coordinates log (V -V ) = (Z ), where Vo is near to

that volume which corresponds to the initial pressure, appearing during heating

cf picrate of ammonium to the temperature of the experiment. In the interval,

where from 3-13 to 40 gasifo,-. products will be formed (i. e. from 14-70 to



210 n cm3/g) we obtain a straight line (Fig. 7). Calculation of the dependence

of the tangent of the angle of inclination of the line on temperature gives

E = 40.5 kcal/mole (Fig. 5, line 4), not far from the value obtained for average

rates.

The influence of the degree of filling of vessel (w/v) on flow of disinte-

grtion. At 2500 and 2700 the magnitude of m/v relatively weakly affects the

course of disintegration; an increase in m/v decreases the initial rate of gas

formation, but the growth of the rate goes f.ster and its maximum is greater.

An increase in m/v increases the rate of gas formation also on the second stage

of disintegration (see Fig. 8).

MI

* °V

Fig. 7. Straightening of curve of V Fig. 8. Influence of m/v on gas
+ ( r ) of the decomposition of pigrate formation during the disintegration
of ammonium at 2500 (m/vWl0-3 g/cm', of picrate of ammonium at 270".
Vo taken equal to 21 n cm3/g). (i) (Numbers by the curves - n/v in g/
log (V- Vo); (2), min. . -). (1) (V - Ve) n

5typhnate of Ammonium

Styphnate of ammonium was obtained from a hot (80,0) saturated solution of

styphnic acid (m.p. - 1780) by neutralization b 5%surplus solution of



amonia. During cooling failed orange crystals of styphnate of ammonium vere

precipitated. The product was purified by recrystallization from hot water.

The final volume of gasiform products of disintegration constitutes 6.2

- 6.7 moles per mole of styphnate (500 -540 n cm3/g).

The external picture and general character of the decomposition of styphnate

of ammonium is similar with that of picrate (Fig, 9).

In the first stage of disintegration we observed acceleration of gas

formation (secton AB in Fig. 9); after achievement of a pressure constituting-

about 4Q% of the final, the speed of gas formation drops sharply (by 5-6

timej, and then starts anew to grow (secton BC). Thus, in distinction from

picrate of amnonium, the growth in the disintegration rate in the second stage

is expressed more strongly -- not only relative but also absolute velocity is

increased. This general character of the curve of V = 4 (7) or, which is

the same, p =4,( 7), "is observed in all the studied intervals of temperatures,

but at the lowest of them (1900) there is no growth of absolute velocity in the

second stage - it remains constant for a long time.

At 190 and 2000 the curve of p = (r) for styphnate of ammonium in its

entire extent lies below the corresponding curve for styphnic acid (Fig. 10).

With an increase in temperature the distinction in the disintegration rates

of styphnate of ammonium and styphnic acid decreases and at 2300 their average

rates of decomposition already becomes close (Fig. 11).

The presence of two maxima of disintegration rate can be more clearly

seen on a differential curve (Fig. 12); with a lowering of temperature the

relative magnitude of the second maximum becomes less and at 1900 it disappears.



Fig. 9. Disintegration, of stphto of ammonium at various
temperatures (m/v=:,iO 3 g/cm' ),(1) Va~ 603 (2) r ,min.

g

Fig. 10. Comparison of curves of gas formation during the
disintegration of styphnic acid (TNR ) anfd styphnate of ainiu*I
(TNRA) at 1900 (rn/v 10l-3 g/cm3 ). (1), TN'R; (2) TNRA; '(3)

r min; (4) nflcOD

De.n~co~iinorto aeo temnprature. Combination of the

curves of V 4( () at the stage of the first &coeleration does not give

satisfactory results; as for picrate of ai~onium tt4-ata of gas formation grow*-,
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in time more strongly at low temperature, than at high. Construction )f the

initial speeds in arrhenius coordinates gives a straight line, along the tangent

of whose angle of inclination E = 56 kcal/mole (Fig. 13, line 1). If for a base

for that construction we take the average rate of the section, where from 2-9

to 45% of the final volume of gases will emanate, the activation energy obtained

is somewhat less: 45.5 kcal/mole (Fig. 13, line.2):. Almost the same value is

given by construction of tbe dependence on temperature of the coefficient with

a r of the model equation for the rate. With this the construction, the

experimental values of the rate were corrected by substracti )n of the initial

value of wo, obtained by extrapolation of the curve w - r for a time, equal to

zero.

400 TA

30 Ttll' T#1P, k

Fig. 11. Comparison of curves of gas formation during the dis-
integration of styphnic acid (TR) and styphnate of ammonium
(TNRA) at 2300 (mi/vflO3 g/cm3). (1) TM; (2) TNA; (3)r, main; (4) v n cm3.

In Table 3 are given the ratios of the maximum rate bo the initial for

both stages of the disintegration of the styphnate at various temperatures; for

comparison the corresponding data on the disintegration of styphnic acid are

given also. The data of the table show that, as t6r picrate of ammonium, in



4the first stage the growth of the disintegration rate of the styphnate is the

i greater the iower is the temperature, ad for thz -econd stage the acceleration

is the less, the lower is the temperature; at 15O' (if one were to compare

absolute velocity) it is practically absent.

I'0
1,0 .

4L

0 - Z . ...0-

Fig. 12. Change in the rate of gas Fig. 13. Temperature-dependence of the-
formation in time during the disin- rate of gas- formation during the disin-

" tegration of styphnate of ammonium tegration of styphnate of ammonium.
at various temperatures. (1) log (1) by initial rate of gas formation;
(dV/d r; (2) log ( (2) by average relative rate of gas

formation on the first -stage.
(a) log w inlt.

The depenaence of the rate of reaction on temperature for the second

stage was determined by the combination of the curves p F Ct) at 210230*'.
Construction of the dependence of the coefficient of combination on temperature

in arrhenius coordinates gave E = 48.1 kcal/mole. In connection with the fact

that the curve of p =r ( v) for 1900 no longer can be combined with the curves

of gas formation at higher temperatures, the temperature dependence of the dis-

lintegration rate of styphnate of ammonium was also calculated proceeding ;rqu

!the initial rates of the second stage; in this case E i obtained equal to

40.2 kcal/mole.



Table 3

Patio of the maximum rate of gas formation to the initial for two stages
of the disintegration of styphnate of ammonium (m/v = (9.-4 to 10.7) S

UI 
d-

, -J _ ,! ,: - ,i I III -

190 38 1,0 1.6
200 34 2,0 1,6 0
210 21 2,3 -

237 3,7 r,5

wh(

('10 Temperature, LC; (2) Styphnate of' ammonium; (3~Styphnic acid; 5
W °w mitx

diThus, as for picrate of ammonium, the rate of the second stage of the disin-

.r,

tegtation of the styphnate depends significantly more weakly on temperature than r

tit

does the rate of the first stage. ot

S~e

PAI:i"u

Fig. 14. Check of compliance to the exponential law of the disin--
tegration of styphnate of ammonium at the ltagre of primary accelera-
tion at various temperatures (r/v=z lrg/0) (1) log (dV/d r)
M+ , min.



Change of disintegration rate in time. Constructiqn of this dependence

in logarithmic coordinates, just as for picrate of ammonium, does not giv a

straight line. Such a line is obtained in the semilogarithmic coordinates log

(dV/dr) -Tfor temperatures of 190 and 2000 (Fig. 14). AL 2100 and 230c a

straight line is obtained at construction in coordinates log (w -w ) -

where No - certain initial values of the disintegration rate, differing for

different temperatures.

A significant section of the first stage of the disintegration of styphnate

of ammonium is adequately described also by the equation of the autocatalytic

reaction dx

1where n lies within the limits 3.5-4 for temperatures of 190-2100 and equals

5 at 230.

Effect of the degree of filling of the vessel (m/v) on the duration of

disintegration. As for picrate of ammonium, an increase in m/v (although

relatively weakly) the initial rate of gas formation at 2100, bct accelerates

its growth in time; in exactly the same way, the rate is increased on the

second stage (Fig. 15).

PLvL!"I
$

I'

' so A IV MWP

Fig. 15. Influence of m/v on the disintegration rate of styphnate of
ammonium at 2100. (Numbers by curves -- Zvin g/cm3 . 104). (1)
(dV/d") (ncm3); (2)' , min.

g.Min



Absolute values characterizing this dependence are given in Table 4.

Table 4

Influence of m/v on the disauitration of styphnate of a=monium at
2100

9, 0,11 23 0,3 . 21, Sd
43,4 0,06 O J,4 . 100 3,6

(1) gl m; (2) (wni$ )l. g.n (1 , n cm3/g.min;

(4) (winit) 2 , n cm 3/g.min; (5) (t /Winit)l; (6) (wma) 1 / (winit)2

Main dintinctions of regularities of the lsnteZration of picrate and styphnate

of ammonium from regularities of the disintegration of picric and styphnic acids.

The complicated picture of the multistage development of the decomposition

reaction of picric acid' in the initial stage, iuluding the induction period,.

then acceleration of gas formation, its fast growth, drop- in rate, and sub-

sequent slow acceleration is replaced in the case of picrate and styphnate of

wmnonium by a two stage course of decomposition. The first stage is strontly

accelerated gas formation, proceeding to the achievemeit of approximately half

the final pressure, after which the rate abruptly drops and the second, also

self-accelerated, stage of the process begins.

The initial rate -.n t-he case of the salts is less than in the disintjpgrati4

of the anids, but it grows vith time significantly, faster, especially at b'"

temperatures. Carreepondinly, tha pretsure of gasiform products of

1 Data on the disintegratjon -f picric and stoftic acids -- see this co.l
493. ;;-



disintegration of the salts at increased temperatures comparatively early

becomes larger than in the disintegration of the aoids (Fig. 3). At lower

temperatures the disintegralion rate salts and acids are levelled later (Fig. 2).

In other words, in the studied interval of temparatures the average rate

of disintegration of the saltg is somewhat lower than that of the acids at

moderate temperatures; 'at high temperatures it approaches that of the acids.

The disintegration rate of the salts dipends more strongly on temperature.

This distinction is developed especially clearly if one compares the initial

rates, and more weakly with comparison, of average rates.

An increase in m/v in the case of the salts somewhat decreases the initial

rates of gas formation, but increases analogously that which was observed for

picric acid--growth of the rate In time, and also the magnitude and growth

of the rate on the second stage.

_ 2. Decomposition of. Potassium Salts of Picric and StYqhnic Acids

As. Picrate of Potassium

Picrate of potassium was obtained by pouring a solution of potassium

carbonate (7%).into a hot saturated aqueous solution of picric acid (m.p. 122.-4).

The small-crystal powder obtained was sifted through a aieve with a mesh di-

mension of 0.155 =m, and for the experiments we took the part that passed through

this sieve. Purity of the picrate was controlled by the determination of the

content of potassium (obtained .4.45%, theoretical 14.60%).

The final volume of gosiform products of disintegration constitutes 3.8

moles per mole of picrate of potassium (320 n cm3/g), i. e., less than for picric

.* acid (410-460 n cm3/g) and pirate of anmonium (510-530 n cz/g). At the end

of the experiment a black powder rumains on the bottom of the reaction vesel.

The composite results of investigation of the disintegration of picr~t bf'

potassium in the temperatures interval 250-300, ,in which the picr~to is 4n the



solid state, are shown in Fig. 16.

For picrate of potassium the curve of V = 4 (i) or, which is the gare,

p . (r ), has an S-shaped form both for acid and the picrate of ammonium.

However3 the induction period in case of picrate of potassium is much larger

(at 2500, for example, nearly 1000 min), and the subsequent growth of the rat

of gas formation and its drop proceed significantly more sharply. This chara

of the change in the rate in time at various temperatures is especially clear

seen on differential curves (Fig. 17). Curves of V = ( r) are well reprodt

and are combined (for various temperataures) by a changen the time scale (FiE

18). The disintegration rate of picrate of potassium is a few times less the

that of .picric acid or picrate of ammonium (Fig. 19); the difference between

them is especially great in the beginning, when decomposition of picrate of

potassium is still in the stage of the induction period.

3W0

too 7

0om

Fig. 16. Disintegration of pcrate of potasium at various
temperatures (m/v-l0- 3 g/cmz). (1) V cm1; (2) r , min.
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zen Fig. 17. Changes in the rate of gas formation in time during the
disintegra ion ok picrate of potassium at various temperatures
(mv=lo- g/cm-). (1) (dV/di") (n cm. ; (2) r, min.
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Fig..18. Combination of curves of V =f (v) of the disintegraion
of picrate of potassium at various temperatures (m/v lO - g/cmrr).

Values of the coefficient of transformation of the time scale: at
2500 - 0-17, 2700 - 0.439, 2810 - 1.0, 2850 - 1.32, 2900

1.76, 2960 - 2.63, 3000 - 3.43.

(1) Vn c "3 . (2) !, in.
g
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Fig. 1.9. Comparison of curves of V r ( ( during the disintegration
of icric acid [17, picrate of azonium 2 and picrate of potassium
r. at 2500 (W/v- i-3 g/cm3). (a) V nC; (b) ,v, i.

Dependence of disintegration rate on temperature. By the dependence of

coefficient of combination (kcom) on temperature in the interval 250-300o, de-

picted in arrhenius coordinates by a straight line (Fig. 20), E equals 41.2 kcal/

mole. The activation energy was calculated also by the temperature dependence

of the induction period ' ind , after which was taken the time of emi&sion of

10 n cm:3/g of gases, which corresponded appro.crately to 3% disintegration (Fig.

20). In this case E = 42 kcal/nole.

Change in disintegration rate in ti-e. This dependence was determined

,)y the construction of curves in coordinaten iL (dV/d r) T And log (dV/dt )

-log T (Fig. 21). In both cases certain sectiorsof the curve is rectilinear.

With this, in logarithmic coordinates this section Js larger than in semi-.

logarithmic. However, during an increase in temperature the exponent changes



fro 5.3 ,(at 256c ) to 4.-5 (a 42900),
We determined also the influence-of m/v on the cours of-the disintegration

of' picrate ;of potass.um. A change "in ih/v from- 1G 0 * cm ge to 100'

g/cm3 at 280-3000 was not reflected in the induction' perid,'biut s 6m0hat

accelerated the subsequent development of the reaction. This last influence of

n/v is- similar to that, which 'was -observed- during the decomposition . of othe"

majority of the ,substances studied in this work.

Monopotassium StYphnate

Monopotassiitii styphnate was obtained by the addition of a cal ulated j.

quantity of K2C03 to a suspension of styhnic acid (a. p. 178.4) in- boiling

water with mixing. The potassium styitnateprecipitates out. after cool)ng in the

form. small yellow crystals. The content of potassium in the product wais &fund

to equal 13.7%; by theory in the atyphnate monoderivative it equal

13.8%. For the investigatin' we used. crystals which, -assed through a sieve with

a mesh dimension of 0.22 m and were retained on a sieve with a mesh of 0.19m m.

According to- -the general character of the curve of V =f( ) (see for

example Fig. 22) the disintegration monopotassium stypnate in the studied in-

terval of relatively low temperatures, 170-2000i, is very similar to the disin-

tegration of the acids, especially picric. The first stage of disintegration of

the styphnate' is the induction period '(Fig. 23), very ,short at temperatures above

1900, but clearly noticeable' ,at 1700, when its duration constitutes about 20

min., The second stage representa a brief acceleration of gas forzatidn. On

tfie third stage gas formation, proceed fat, but with a rate diminishing in, time.

Maximum pressure, obtainable on the third stagteincreases with timpermtur* at .

1700 it corresponds to 10 n eit/g and at 2000 about 75 n cm3/g. On the fourth I

1 Above 2000 flash occurred. --

. * ' 0
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Fig. 20. Temperature dependence of Fig. 21. Dependence of the disin- o
rate of gas iormatidn during the tegration rate of picrate ofC9
disintegration of -picrate of potassium. potassium or- time. (1) log (dV/d t);
(1), by the value of the coefficieht (2) log" T .l
of transformation; (2) by values of
the induction period; '(A) lopg- av
(b) ioj- V

24f4

Fi-3. 22. fDisinte,,,ration of gionopo assium Fig, 23. Initial section of urves dc
styphnate at 19,00 (nVvzl0-' g/cnr) o (1) during the disinte-
lV n cm 3 ;(2) r in gration of monopotassium styphnatq

g at various temperatures (mlv%*10Q- ac



st&e the rate (absolute) Is 8lmost constan, but 'more accurately, gros very

weakly in time: thus at 1900 the msxiwm of the rate is in: all 20% higher'than
its value in the beginnng. of the fourth stage; after -chievmnt of a pressure

-ontituting sewtat more than half the final one, the gas formation i*te -

clearly decreases and the- -fifth stage, is begun, proceeding anew with Oa certain,

more significant growth in the rate (Fig. 24). On, the last (sixth),stage, a

natural 'drop in the rate is observed-.

All these peculiarities of disintegration are still. more clearly visible

on differential curves for absolute and, ,especially,, for relative velocity

(Fig. 24).

With a similarity of the general character of decay cur-ves -of the mono-

derivative ,of stypbnate and styphnic acid they differ q uanitatively very

significantly. This distinction, little noticeable in the initial stages, be-

comes great oh the fourth stage, on which for example, at 200 Uthe disintegration

rate of the monodrivative of the' styphnate is 6 times lessthan that for
styphnio acid (Fig. 25).

Fig. 24. Change in the relative rate of gas foruation in time during.
the disintegration of monopotassium strphnate (u/v 10-3 /ca3). (1)
(dV/dTC) / Vfin - V); (2) log r. *

The temperature dependence of the disintegration rate of the stypate was

determined for the initial rates of the fourth stage by arrhenius lines; ha

activation energy obtained was equal tQ 47.6 keal/mole. .

TO I0
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Fig. 25. Comparison of curves of Fig. 26. Influence of m/v on the de-
decomposition of styphnic acid (TNR), composition monopotasium styphnate at
its derivative (TNRK1), and disub- 19 . (Numbers by curves - m/v in g/cm3 .
stitution products (TNRK 2 ) of pot- _ 104). (1) V Z n (2) , mn.

asslum salts at Z00 (m l!- g/c 3 ), g
-(1) TNR; (2) TN e l (3) TNMK2); (4)

f, min; (5) Vn cm3
g

A change in m/v weakly affects the initial stages of disintegration, but

noticeably increases its speed on the fourth stage (Fig. 26).

Dipotassium Styphnate

Dipotassium styphnate was obtained by the interaction of potassium carbon-

ate with a saturated aqueous solution of styphnic acid, yielding small orange

crystals. The obtained product was sifted through a sieve with a mesh dimension

of 0.11 mm. The content of potassium in diderivative of the styphnate con-

stituted 24.2% (theoretical content equals 24.3%).

The study of the thermal disintegration dipotassium styphnate was



conducted in the interval 200;-240'0;. at 2500 under the exerena conditions-

flash occurred.

In connection with the fact that the sty phnate dideriV'ative is, cryatallised

from one molecule of water, for its removal the reictiqn. vessel was pupedO for

an hour at room temperature and then for an hour at 120c. H6wever,, the preseince

of water vapor Is weakly reflected in the course of disinitegration, -ai ilab shown

by comparative experiments on the decomposition of the styphnate diderivative

with removal of water end without it.

i CO

Fig. 27. Disintegration dipota~sium styphnate at various temperatua'es
(m/v~ z 1-3 g/c 3). (1) 'V n cmw ; (2) 1 , mai.

In Fig. 27 are shown the results of experiments at various tanperatures,

showing the general character of the dependence of V '4(-) or, which is theJsame, p =f (, i). On the graphics of Fig. 27 and, especially, on differential

curves (Fig. 28) it is possible to distinguish three stages: an induction

Speriod, a period of acceleration and a period of drop in rate, starting &:fter

the achievement of Vr,80 n cm3/g, which corresponds to 35% of Vfin. Wt

4n.l. increase in the temperature of the experlimmt there is, an increase,aseaI

3..~So v F1-t) _



be seen from Fig. 28, in the maximum of the absolute rate; however, in contrast

for example, to styphnate of anmonium there is a growth also in the relative

increase of rate (ratio of maximum rate to its initial value). Thus, with a

transition from 210 to 2300 the ratio w mx 1w nit increases from 2.3 to 5

(Fig. 29).

By the character -of disintegration, its acceleration, and the magnitude

of the rates dipotassium styphnate is sharply distinguished from the mono-

derivative, and consequently also from styphnic acid (Fig. 25). At 2000 di-

substituted styphnate is decomposed 6 times slower than the monoderivative and

23 times slower than the monoderivative and 23 times slower than the acid

(comparison was made according to the average rate of gas generation on the

section from the beginning of the experiment to the emission of 150 n cm 3/g

of gases). At 2200 the difference in decomposition rates becomes less.

The dependence 6f disintegration rate on temperature was determined,

first, for the induction period, after which we obtained the time of emission

of 10-n cm3/g of gases. In arrhenius coordinates this dependence is expressed

by a straight line and, by the tangent of the angle of inclination of the

latter, activation energy equal to 4.8 kcal/mole (Fig. 30, line 1), is obtained.

Secondly, we determined it by the time of achievement of the rate maximum

--irn other words, by the average rate in the stage of acceleration. This method

(Fig. 30, line 2) gives E = 52-.9 kcal/mole.

Third, the temperature coefficient of the rate was determined on the

section of deceleration of disintegration by the expression for the constants

or the reaction rate of the first order (Fig. 30, line 3); in this case the

activation energy turned out to be equal to 50.7 kcal/mole.
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Fig. 28. Cha n the rate of gas formation in time during the
disintegratin potassium styphnate at various temperatures/gfcn 3 ). (1) (dV/d ,) (nc ), (2)n, _in.

g* dn.
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Fig. 29. Change in the relative rate of gas t.gtjgg in time

during the disintegranton of dipotasuium. styphnoAt-atures (V/v,l- 1 /m) (1Wm w -init; $  'mn

Fourth, the temperature dependence was determined by the 6hange in the

tangent of the angle of inclination of the rectilinear section of the curve

of log V - f, although, unfortunately, this section was small (degree of

disintegration was from 5 to 15% at 200-2100 and from 5 to 27% at 220-24QO) ]

the given method also gives a straight line in arrheniuA coordinates and - --

51.7 kcal/mole.
L ---
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Change of disintegration rate in time. Attempts to combine the curves of

V = C r) for experiments at various temperatures by changing the time scale

did not give positive results. Acceleration at high temperatures is greater,

than at low ones, in contrast to that which would be expected, for example,

during the joint flow of monomolecular and autocatalNtic reactions.

li

Fig. 30. Temperature dependence of rate of gas formation during
the disintegration of dipotassium styphnate (m/v 10-3 .g/cm3 ).

1 - by values of the induction period; 2 - at times achievement
of maximum of rate; 3 - by values 9f the constant of the rate of
gas formation in the stage of deceleration of disintegration.

(a) log k; (b) log ,.

Construction in coordinates (log V - log r) the degree of dependence gives

a straight line in a significant interval of decomposition, but the exponent

changes, increasing with an increase in temperature from 2.4 at 2000 to 5.9

at 2400.

With construction of the curve of log V --r a straight line is obtained

only on a small part of its section. Thu, the dependence of the rate of gas

formation on time is not plotted for dipotassium styjh:4te in simple relation-

ships of topochemical and chain disintegration.

Influence of the degree of filling of the vessel mIv on the course of



. As was observed also during the disintegration of picrate-

of potassium, in the (ase of disubstituted styphnate a chant in m/V from 10

3. "  g/c 3 to 115 'i0 "  g/c 3 at 230-2400 we not reflected in the induction

period, but soswhat accelerated the subsequent development of the reaction.

General Regularities Distinguishin4 the Disintegration of Potassium
Salts of Picrie and Styphnic Acids

One of the three salts - monopotassiui styphnate - is sharply dis-

tinguished with respect to the character of its disintegration from the other

two. The disintegration of monopotassium styphrnte is qualitatively very

similar to that of picric and styphnic acids, but in comparison with the

latter it proceeds much more slowly, especially at low temperatures.

The picrate and disubstituted styphnate of potassium are near in type pf

disintegration: an induction period, acceleration stage, and drop in rate

are observed. The styphrnte is decomposed significantly (by 40 times) faster

than the picrate. Both salts are disintegrated much slower than the correspon-

ing acids. Curves of V = f (r) for experiments on the disintegration of

picrate of potassium at various temperatures on section of acceleration are

combined well with each other by means of a change in the scale of the time

axis. In the case of disubotituted styphnate such a combination we are not

able to obtain, since at high temperatures acceleration is expressed more

strongly than at low ones.

The section of acceleration for the di'substituted styphnate is not plotted

completely in the simplest expressions of topochemical and chain reactiov.;

on the section of disintegration rate drop this styphnate obeys the law of

reactions of the first order. Known similarity of iurves of V f (v) Qf the.

average styphnate and picrate is detected with durves of ammonium salts, 'wi-"--I

though without such ckearly expressed change as for these last.

-a __J
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S3. Decomposition of Lead Salts of Picric and Styphnic Acids

Picrate of Lead

To obtain picrate of lead we added to a saturated solution of picric

acid in water, by small portions, crushed lead carbonate lead. The obtained

solution was filtered in the hot state and the filtrate was cooled. Picrate

of lead precipitated in the form of small yellow crystals, was filtered, washed

with benzene, and dried for several hours at 800 .

The content of lead in the obtained product was 30.3%; the theoretical

content in the monohydrate of picrate of lead constitutes 30.4%. The picrate

of lead was sifted through a sieve with a mesh dimension of 0.15 irm.

After the decomposition of picrate of lead a black powder remained on the

bottom of the vessel. A deposit on the walls of the vessel, similar to that

which is formed during the disintegratioC of picric acid and picrate of

ammonium, was not observed.

The disintegration of picrate of lead was studied in the temperature

interval of 230-2600. At 2600 and a.sample of 20 mg decomposition in two

experiments was completed by flash after 20 min. With a decrease of the

sample to 5 mg disintegration passed to completion without flash.

Disintegration starts from a fast growth in pressure ( in the process of

heating), corresponding to the emission of 35 n cm3/g of gases at 240-2600.

These gases represent, obviously, waterI bound by the picrate and not escaping

during the usual preparation of the experiment (evacuation by a diffusion pump

for 2 hr at rocm temperature).

Curves of V =; (r ) at low temperatures show a smooth rise without a clearly

expressed induction period; the rate of gas formation increases by 9-18 times

as compared with its initial value (Fig. 31). The biggest growth (Table 5)

1 Emission of 1 taole of water corresponding to 33.0 n cm3/g of the monohydrate.



Is observed at the low temperature of the experiment (2300); with an increase

in temperature acceleration decreases, but at 2600 again increases somewhat -

this, however, can be connected with heating.

After achiwvetaent of a pressure constituting about half the final one the

rate passes through a maximum and starts to drop. However, this holds true

only near the lower boundary of the studied interval of temperatures (230-2400).

At increased temperatures (250 and .2600) the curve already shows a clearly

diphasic nature of the process, similar to that observed for styphnate

ammonium.

Table 5

Influence of temperature on the course of the disinte-
gration of picrate of lead 'Wy = (8.9 to 10,5) .

- - 4 -- -_A..:,,., i

230- 0,023 0,41-- 17
240 'o,0 , - - i3 -
250. 0,23 2.2 2,2 3,1 10 1,0 ..

250 0,26 2,4 2,4 3,0 8,6 1,0
260 Q.89 11.0 3,6 7,5 12,5 3,1

(1) t °C; (2) (Wini.) n czP/g - min; (3) (w iax)l n = 3/g. min. (4) (w init)
2, n cmr3/g min. (5) Nmax)2, n cra3/g.min; (6) (wmax/winit)l; (7) (Wmax)lwinit)2

The diphasic nature is especially clearly visible on differential curves (Fig.

32), showing the presence of two maxima of the rate.

Comparison of curves of V =4('r) at 2300 (Fig. 33) shows that the average

rate of disintegration of picrate of lead is significantly less than that of

picric acid; however, this distinction is connected mainly with the fact that

decomposition of the picrate does not attain the maximum rate at once; this

rate is near to the maximum disintegration rate of the acid (Fig. 34).

At 2500 and 2600 (Fig. 35) the curve of V =  (r ) for picrate of lead,

already starting from half of the disintegration, crosses the curve for the acid.
IIn other wor-ds, the disintesration rate of this pidrate grows faster with



temperature- than the disintegration rate of acid; this It analogous to the

situation observed tor picrate of amonium.

Fig. 31. Disintegration of picrgte of lead, at various temperatures
(m/v, 10-i3 g/cO3).2 (I) _ n ,. (2) r, min.

Dependence of the ,disintegration rate of temterature was determined

by the coefficients of straight lines, in coordinates log w -1.
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Fig. 32. Influence of temperature on the character of curves of
dV/d'r v ) d uring the disintegration of picrate of lead

icr- lO' g/cm3). (I) (dy/dyi) (. n cm3 ; (2)T, rai.
g .rain
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Fig. 33. -Comparison of curves of'-V =*(1during thWd-*poit~kon
i.of -pic6ric cd(TF Picrate of atonium, anhdp piteof lead at 230?
-(n/vr 09-16 3 /c 3)., (1), TNFi, (2), Pic'rate of 3.64; (3)Pictrate, -of -
ammionium.*. (14) mink -(5) V n cm3,

Fig. 34. Comparison of change of rate of gas i-to i rtimi diiring,
the disintegratidn o~f Picric acid'(1) mdpirte o6f 14ead'(2) at 2309

m/ 10-3 /m 3 ,(1) '(dV/d ?)Vm)m 4 . .3 (2)?" j,mih..

) Vlfid
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Fig. 35 . Comparison of curves of gas, Fig 36. influence of m/v on the

formation during tha disintegration- character of the change in the rate
of picric-acid (TNF) an4 its ammonium of-gas formation in time during-this
;Lnd lead salts at 2500 (~v 1- disintegrat-ion -o'f picra.te of lead at
g/cm3) (i)N; (2), Pic 'rate of 25 06- (Numbers by curves -m/v in

ammonium; (3) "Picrate of-lead; (4 ) g/cmj 164). M1 (AV/d ) n cm3/
'' ai;(5) V n-:cm.3/g,..ran;(),ri.

the obtained values are plotted on an' arrhenius line, by the tangent of whose

angle of inclination E = 60.2 kcal/mole. -Activation energy was calculated also

by the values of the average rates in the interval, wrere from 30-50 to 140 n

cm3/g of gpases will be formedj in this case E = $8.7 kcal/mole. Calculation

by the initial disintegration rates gives an acitvation energy of 65.1'kcal!

mole. Thus, by all three methods of evaluation, the reaction rate of the

disintegration of picrate of lead depends more strongly on temperature than

a..

does the disintegration rate of the earlier salts considered.

Change of disintegration rate with tuime. At 230 to 2600 in semilogarithmic

coordinates (log dV/dr - r ) a straight line is obtained on a significant section.

With construction of the experimental data in logarithmic coordinates we

obtain curves turned by convexity to the axis of the abscissa. If, however,



--tl0n th6 axi&, -o t h-ordnte w -1o 9 .Zj *w-Wo>, . =,==
interval of disintegration, corisponding .ti,*' 2

t h'e ko thiriaei lt o w-w) hn nacranma

ito 43%, We obtain a straight line, but exponent n in the iquationw - = kqfl

oscillates from 2. to 2.5.

Influence of the degee of filling of, vessel m/w on the courseivof die-

integrafion. Deternnations-,were made at a 'r.ilatively high teperatue (50

see Fig. 36). In distinction from other salts, the course of dsintegrati0n.

picrate -Of lead is :strongiy affected by m/v 'in, the entire extent of the proCeS;s;

with an. increase in m/v there is an increase in the speed, of buildup of pressure

on the acceleration section, and a strong, increase -in the maxims of the rate,.

especially that -first (Table :6). The initial rate increases relatively -weakly
with ah increaie in m/v, 'but acceleration and, aorresondiy, te msxiwm of

the rate increase strongly.

Table, 6

Influence -of m/v on the disintegration of picrate of lead
at 2502

A. h

(1) g/cm ; (2) (winit) n cm3 /g. min; (3) (w.L) n i 3/g.onin;(4) (w g. rn; (5)(W r)2 n.o 13/g ra;

From Table 6 it is clear that the ratio of the mcima disintegratio* 'rtA

to the initial increases on first stage by 2j times With an increase in .1/-vof

5 times; at increased m/v the first maximum is larger thaq the second.

SO HEE 0 J



Styphrnate of Lead'

Styphnate of lead was obtained by its precipitation from an aqueous solution

of styphnate of sodium by an aqueous, solution of nitrate of lead. To a saturated

solution of styphiic acid (m.t. 17844') we added bicarbonate of sodium in small

portions. With this there occurs stormy emission of carbon dioxide and the

formation of styphnate of sodium. The solution obtained is filtered from

mechanical impurities and 0.5 ml. 98-99% acetic acid is added to it. Then the

solution is heated to 7G-80" and a 7% filtered solution of nitrate of lead is

poured into it quickly. With subsequent cooling styphnate of lead is pre-

cipitated in the form of small crystals orange in color. The quality of the

product was checked by determination of the content of lead, which was found to

be 44.21 (the theoretical lead content in the monohydrate styphnate is 44.3%).

The styphnate of lead was sifted between sieves with mesh dimensions of 0.19 and

0.16 mm.

In the first experiment water of crystallization w.s removed by means of

evacuation, with heating of the substance to 120-125P, for two hr. With this,

on the wall of reactionary vessel there was formed a yellowish deposit. To

remove this impurity the styphnate of lead was subjected to preliminary evacuation

at 1200 for three hr, after which it was poured into another vessel and in the

air was again turned into the monohydrate. Further experiments were conducted

with just this rehydrated styphnate.

The thermal disintegration of styphnate of lead (Fig. 37) was studied in

the temperature interval 200-2300; at 2400 (20 mg sample) explosion occurred after

25 sec. No induction period was observed. A fast but small initial increase

in its pressure, apparently, connected with the separation of the remainders of

water of crystallization. The character of disintegration is clearly two-phase

both stages proceed with weak acceleration (Table 7),. noticeable even on an



integral curve, but clearer on & differential one. The transition from the wirst

to the second stage proceeds after the emiesion of approximately 40 n cm3/g of

i gases, i. e., about of thetotal amount of gases emitted during disintegration.

Comparison of fhe disintegration rates of styphnate of lead, the acid, and

other of its ,alts (Fig. 38) shows that at 200 styphnate of lead decomposes

significantly slower (by 3-4 times on the first stage and 8-10 times in the

second) than the acid and also then the styphnate of Uonium and monopotasuium

styphnate, but more quickly than the disubstituted styphnate of potassium.

Fig. 37. Disintegration of stypjtate Fig. 38. Comparison of curves of gas
of lead at yarious temperatures generation diuring the disintegration of
(m/v o n -3 g/cm-). (1) V n cm3 ; stypbnic acid (TNR) and its sias;
(2) , min. g ammonium (TNRA), monosubstituted (TNRKI)

and disubstituted (TNRK) potassium and
lead (TNRs) at 2000 (m/ l- 3  m)(1) TNR; (2) TNRK1l; (3 11t"R;() N
() TNRK2; (6),, min; (7) V nc.

g

At 2300 (Fig. 39) an analogous picture is observed with the only distinction

bein that the curve of V =F (r) of the disubatituted styphnate of potassium,

whose disintegration rate 'grows faster with temperature, crosses the curve of"

styphnate of lead.



Table 7

Influence of temperature of the thermal disintefration of
styphnate of lead fm/v = (9.8 to 11.9) . 10- g/cm37.

200 o 0,08 0,6. 1,8 1,6 3,3
210 0:10 0,21 0078 0,1; -2,1 1,5 2,8o ,21 0;42 o,1o 0.0 2,4 I'1s 3,2

.4 1,25 0,31 o,56 2,6 I's 4,0

(I) t ,0; (2) (w~nit)l, n cm3 /g.min; (3) (W )l, n cmn3 /g.min; (4) (w 1t)2,
n cm;/g. in; (5) (wmax)2, n cm3/g.min; (6 -w winit)l; (7) (wmax/Winit)2 ,

0 X

Fig. 39. Comparison of curves of gas generation during the disin-
tegration of styphnic acid (TNR) and its salts; ammonium (TNRA),
disubs ituted by potassium (TNRK2 ) and lead (TNRS), at 2300 (m./v
==10-1 g/cm3 ). (1) TNR; (2) TNRA; (3) TNRS; (4) TIRK2 ; (5) ,
rmin; (6) Vnc.

g

The dependence of disintegration rate on temperature was determined in

different ways. By the average rate on the section, where from 10 to 35 n cm3/g

of gases will be separated, .i. e. on the first stage of disintegration, we



constructed an arrhenius-straight line, which gave an activation energy equal to

37.8 kcal/mole.

A near value of activation energy (36.4 kcal/mole) was obtained by conv

struction of an arrhenius line by the values of the constants of the exponential

eqviation for the second stage, and also 'by the initial rates of the latter (34.8

kcal/mole).

Change of disintegration rate with-time. For first stage of disintegration

in all studied temperatures intervals the change of gas formation can be expressed

by the relationship.

where Vo = 2 cm3/g (Fig. 40). However the values of n is not constait and in-

creases with temperature from 1.14 at 2000 to 1.42 at 2306.

For the second stage at all four temperatures (200-2300) we obtain a sat-

isfactory line in the semilogarithmic coordinates log V -: (Fig.. :4l).

As was already noted, the growth in the rate during the course of disinte-

gration is relatively small in both stages; acceleration is increased with

temperature in the first stage from 1.8 (at.2000) to 2.6 times (at 2300); in

the second stage the increase in acceleration is still less (1.6-1.8 times).

Influence of dekree of filling of vessel on course of disintegration. With

an increase in m/v the disintegration rate and its maximum grow (Fig. 42), .al-

though not very strongly. Thus an increase in m/v of 10 times (from 12 to 120

10-4 g/cm3 ) led to an increase of the maximum rate of only two times.

General Regularities Distinguishing the Disintegration of Lead
Salts of Picric and Styphnic Acids

Characteristic peculV-rities of disintegration of both lead salts are their

two-stage nature (for styphnate of lead clearly expressed at all temperatx res of'

experiments, for picrate of lead more noticeably at high temperatures) and •

the absence of induction periods. --

Irn
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Fig O4. Rectification of curves of Fig. 41. Rectification of curves of the

the dependence of quantity ofgases dependence of the quantity of emitted

formed on time in the first stage f gases on time in the secohd stage of
the disintegration of styphnate of the disintegration of styphnate of leadlead( 1/0lO3 glom3). (1) log (m/v~ jO-3 g/,) . (1) log v; 2)

(V - VO) 2) log . mns.

Fig. 42. Influence of M/v on the dependence of the

disintegration rate of styphnate of lead ontime in
the second stage at 200 . (Numbers by curve - m/v
ln g/cm3 . 104). ( ) (dV/d) n ciA3 ) 12; (2)

( ', in. min



The main distinctions in the disintegration of the lead salts are the

strong dependence of its rate on temperature -for picrate of lead (E 60 kcal/

ole), significantly larger than for acid (E 37 kcal/aole); in the case of

styphnate of lead, on the contrary, the activation -energy is relatively small

(P-35 kcal/zole) and near to that for the acid .(E 34.6 kcal/mole). The disinte-

gration rate of picrate of lead grows relatively Strongly with time and with an
increase in /v. For the styphnate these dependences are expressed significantly

more weaker.

At low temperatures the rate -of gas formation during the period of a large

part of disintegration of picrate of lead is less than in the case of picric

acid; -however, the temperature dependence of the disintegration rate of the salt

is greater, than that of -the acid, as is the acceleration of disintegration in

time; therefore with an increase in temperature the picrate is decompused slower

than the acid only in first half of disintegration; in the second half the re-

lationship of the speeds is reverse4.

In case of the styphnate the dilsintegration rate both as low and at in-

creased temperatures remains on its entire extent significantly less than that

of the acid.

4 -
L
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Discussion of Reoults

General Regularities of the Thermal Disintegration of Picric- and Styohnic Acids
and Their oanuilu-m, Potassium-and Lead Salts

In the decomposition of the enumerated acids and their salts are observed

both certain common features and also significant distinctions. For ease of

examination the main features of disintegration aie represented schematically

in Table 8; the values of the activation energy for the substances studied are

given in Table 9.

Table 8

• m DeT'y- CROAS
DeuIATB , n arpe- XapaSXrp P PlaO a n 230

'raTIOS co- fill23

*r|T~law Cle

-- 27 MIll

nnan mmaai IK -- 9'0470 1
Cw dx VNm '111

SDW 45OTA X-A1 4

I atMO;200-270 720 1.5

l) Substance; 2) Temperature interval and state of aggregation;
3) Character of disintegration; 4) Time of half disintegration at
2300 'Gj in min.; 5) Picric acid; 6) Styhnic acid; 7) Picrate of
ammonium; 8) Liquid; 9) Solid; 10) Vncm/g; 11)'r , min.
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Cotinuation Table 8

, ratos I a,
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ISubstance; 2) Inter~tal of temperature and state of aggregation;

3) Character of disintegration; 4) Time of haJZ disintegration at

2300, in nm0n; 5) Styphate of animonium; 6) Picrate of potassium;
7Monopotassium ityptrite; 8) Disubstituted *typhate of potassium;

7OP

13) Explosion. '

* K - Ratio of periods of half disintegration of picrates and picric* acid;

*~ K2 - Ratio of periods of half disintegration of st~pt, tes and sty1~ie -

acid; 
...

• - Determiined by calculation.
.I



Table 9

Activation Energy E of the Thermal Disintegration of Picric
and Styphnic Acids and Their Salts

lMC

____ ___ "ruaczo spoct ups.5--oI pcnaza

41,2 ) uxIN A1 V"

8 onpeteaena no epeaneR copocTu
40.5 we 3mateme) x no TrureHcaM yrsa

_aumoa np,.hx ig (V- V)=A--

nXIPAT C&IMIa 230 -26 602 [axxoma npaux Ig w=A-t- (nepsoe
'%7 3HaqeHxe) K nw cpeA~eA cxopocum np.

I 10.5O~4pacnana

(;T#Hw&'we'1&3-2 .3.6onpiewiema no 3nWeititiu cpeA-I ~!-/ xMm°slcAtx I8.,-, J 4,6 inHx cxopocrzeA npn 22--45S pacna. a

Cauosa "me a 1 170.-200 47,6 £ onpeAVeCA no 3uai Nernt cxopoc-

TH eip, 5--3% pacna

B o, ene no TreIca yrna
CTN#UT? KUH 51,7 Kitlola npsmiux Ig V=A4-k npH 5-

K#ee5 200-240 27% pacnaaa (nepsoe 3aHaeHie) m no52:9 cpeatteA cxopocu Ha tsane ycxope-

E 'onpceae94a no cpetPeA cXopocrTi
Ct~T amoa190-230 455 np. pacnaAe oT 2-9 ao 4 % (nepwe

45G Uamem.e) H no yrey H npauxIg w:-A+k

B oUpea eAe. no 314aleHmx cmopoc-
CTAmaA c3auma 20--DX 34,8 im npH --30 pacnaaa (nepame 3aa-

36,4 4em.e) x no yrsy vaoma nptxux

1) Substance; 2) Temperature interval, 0C; 3) E, Kcal/mole; 4) Notes;
5) Picric acid; 6) E determined by the mean valves of the rate at 5-50%
disintegration; 7) Picrate of potassium; 8) E determined by ccmbining of
curves of V = f (1); 9) Picrate of ammonium; 10) E determined by the mean
rate during disintegration from 3-11 to 45% (first valve) and by the tan-
gent of the angle of inclination of lines of log (V-Vo) = A + k';
11) Picrate of lead; 12) E determined by the tangent of the angle of in-
clination of lines of log w = A +- kt (first valve) and by the mean rate
during 10-50% disintegration; 13) Styphnic acid; 14) E determined by the
valves of the average rate during 22-45% disintegration; 15) Monopotassium
styphnate; 16) E determined by the valve of the rate during 5-35% dis-
integration; 17) Disubstituted styphnate of potassium; 18) E determined by
(see following page for continuation of Table 9)



Continuation Table 9

the tangent of the angle of inclination of lines of log V = A.+ k%
during 5-27% disintegration (first valve) and by the mead rate on
the accelerntion stage; 19) Styphnate of ammonium; 20) E determined
by the meant rate during disintegration from 2-9 to 45% (first valve)
and by the angle of inclination of lines of log w = A + k% ;
21) Styphnate of lead; 22) E determined by the valve of the rate
during 30% disintegratioi, (first valve) and by the angle of
inclination of lines of log V = A + k%4

One of the peculiarities of disintegration, inherent in all the compounds

studied, is a growth in rate, even the absolute rate, in time on a significant

portion of the disintegration. Fall of this rate, caused by a decrease in the

concentration (and in the given case, of the quantity) of reagents, which for

reactions of the usual type is observed from the very beginning of disintegration,

in the case considered set in relatively late.

Those brief sections of drop in rates which were observed for certain of the

studied substances are connected not with a decrease in the quantity of reagents,

but with a temporary decrease in the role of the factor of acceleration.

Another peculiarity is the deceleration of disintegration during the transi-

tion from acid to salt. This circumstance presents definite interest also in the

plan of the possibility of using the salts of the acids as thermoresistant sub-

stances; if one considers the great induction period of the disintegration of

picrate of potassium, the initial speed of its decomposition turns out to be

considerably less than for other substances; it is also possible to combine

picrate of potassium with oxygen containing salt to increase the ozygen balance

nl and heat of explosion of the misture obtained.

If one were to characterize the deceleration of gas formation by the ratio

of the "half-life" of the salts and the corresponding acids, then it constitutes,

um at 2300, for picrate from 1.5 (for picrate of ammonium) and 2 (for picrate of

by lead) to 18 (for picrate of potassium). For the styphates the corresponding



numbers constitute 1.4 (ammonium), 5 and 6 (di- and monsubstituted potassium salt)

and 3 (lead). It is necessary, however, to state that the indicated ration are

conditional, since the law of the change in rate is considerably different - in

particular, for picrate of potassium the great half-life is in significant measure,

detemined by the large induction period preceding the growth in the rate speed.

Besides, in view of distinctions in the temperature dependence of the rate, the

ratio of the "half-life" is different at various temperatures.

From the regularities, common not to all, but only to part of the compounds

studied, it is possible to indicate the phasic nature of disintegration.

As a matter of fact, any reaction, proceeding with acceleration car be

considered to be phasic, inasmuch as it includes a stage of acceleration and a

stage of drop in rate. However, such phasic nature is unavoidable and in this

-meaning trivial.

The phasic nature of disintegration observed for the studied acids and

certain of their salts, has a different and unequal character.

In general the basic type of this phasic nature can be considered a com-

bination of two stages of acceleration, similar to that observed in case of

styphnate of ammonium (see Fig. 12), but with large variations both in magnitude

of acceleration and in the fraction of gas formation on each of these stages and

also in the relative time of their flow. In certain cases at the beginning of

decomposition there is observed an induction period, were (picrate and disubstituted

styphnate of a reverse picture is observed.

The absolute magnitude of the initial disintegration rate of salts, as was

already noted is usually less, although in various degrees, than that of the

corresponding acids. Since, however, the acceleration for the salts is larger,

at a definite stage of disintegration the salt and acid can change places,

especially if one were to consider not some one temperature, but the whole



interval studied.

The temperature dependence for acids on the main stage of disintegration is

samll and is characterized by an activation energy within the limits of 35 - 39
re,

kcal/mole. The comparatively small constant of disintegration rate (for picric

acid, for example, at 2000 k = 6.3 . 10 - 7 sec- 1 , if this constant is calculated

as for a monomolecular Teaction) is caused by the small valves of the pre-expon-

ential multiplier.

For salts the dependence of the rate on temperature is greater. The dif-

ference in the activation energies of disintegration of salts and the corres-

ponding acids small for styphnates of ammonium and lead and picrates of amonium

and potassium, but more significant for mono- and disubstituted styphnates of

potassium and espicially for picrate of lead.

The increase in the rate in time in many cases and on a more or less

significant section can be described by a power or exponential formula. Some-

times, in order to obtain a straight line in these coordinates, one must subtract

the initial value of the rate or volume of gasiform products.

An increase in m/v, as a rule, increases the disintegration rate, usually

more strongly on the second stage than on the first, obviously as a result of the

increase in the pressure of gasiform products of disintegration. This accelera-

uted tion, however, differs for various substances.

Dependence Between the Kinetic Peculiarities of Visinte ation of Picric and
Stphnic Acids and Their Salts and the Characteristics of Flash and

One of the promising problems of the investigation was the explanation of

1 For picric acid and the picrate and styphnate of anmonium an increaa in
m/v leads to a certain deceleration of gas formation on its initial stage.

1..J



the presence of a possible conformity between the properties of the investigated

substances with respect to their flash, inflammability, and burning on the one

hand, and slow thermal disintegration on the other.

Consideration of the question, however, is hampered by the circumstance that

up till now the flash of picric cad styphnic acids, and espically of their salts,

has been studied insufficiently; in known measure this applies also to burning -

in this respect there are no systematic data for the picrate and styphnate of

ammonium, nor for styphnic acid, itself.

Due to this the comparison of characteristics of different forms of chemical

transformation of the studied substances has the character of a preliminary to

obtaining fuller data on flash and burning.

Conformity between kinetic characteristics and flash could be expected in

two aspects - temperature of flash should be the lower, the bigger is the constant

of the disintegration ratel; delay time should be larger for substances with

strongly expressed induction periods or periods of acceleration of decomposition,

and besides for such substances the interval between the temperature at which

flash does not occur, and the temperature of flash with a certain small delay

should be relatively great.

Further, one could compare kinetic characteristics and intensity of flash,

although this last depends in larger measure on regularities of burning (burning

rate at increased temperatures and its dependence on pressure) than directly on

the kinetics of slow disintegration.

A certain conformity between disintegration rate and minimum temperature of

flash is, indeed, outlined. Thus styphnic acid, even with a lesser sample (40 mg,)

1 More precisely, the speed of heat emission. It is assumed, however, that
the speed of heat emission is emission is proportional to the disintegration rate
or speed of gas formation, which directly characterized the disintegration rate
in the present investigation.



starts to give flash at a lower temperature than picric acid (100 mg). The

minimum temperature of flash of picrate of potassium (20 mg) lies higher than that

of styphnate of potassium or picrate of lead.

There are still less data on the inflammability of the studied substances.

It is possible only to turn attention to the high inflammability of styphnate of

lead, possibly connected with the great speed of its combustion and the corres-

pondingly small thickness of the heated layer. There is a doubt that it is

possible to characterize it, in the given case, as for a secondary explosive, by

the critical diameter for burning.

The minimum speed, starting from which the burning of many quick-burning

explosives is possible, is very great as compared with that observed for secondary

explosives. Besides, the experiments of Fogel'zang showed that an increase in

the diameter of the charge for the hydrate of picrate of lead from 4 to 7 m does

not lower the critical pressure for burning. Finally,the direct determination of

inflammability was hampered by the fact that some of the erplosives studied do

not burn at atmospheric pressure.

With a comparison of the kinetics and characteristics of burning one could,

in the first place, explain whether there is conformity between burning rate and

disintegration rate. With an identical type of burning, the bigger the disinteg-

ration rate the bigger should be the burning rate. With this one ought to consider

also the temperature dependence of the disintegration rate: if for two substances

the speed of their decomposition at a certain temperature the courses of a slomr

process are identical, but depend differently on temperature, than with the

stronger dependence the disintegration rate at high temperature, and conseqently,

the burning rate, should be greater.

Further, it was possible to compare the kinetics and susceptibility of hub-

stances to burning, as characterized by the minimum pressure or some other critical

.... /



parameter of burning. Finally, one could seek a relationship between the kinetics

and the dependence of the burning rate on pressure and on initial temperature.

We will start from magnitude of burning rate. It is known that in this

respect there exists, at least at low pressures, a sharp distinction between the

slowly burning picric acid and its ammonium salt and the fast-burning picrate of

potassium and, espeically, picrate of lead. No conformity to this distinction is

detected during comparison of the d.'sintegration rates of these compounds. Picrate

of potassium is decomposed significantly slower than picric acid, and besides the

temperature dependences of their rates are close. Picrate of lead is decomposed

slower than picric acid; it is true that the temperature coefficient of its

decomposition rate is great and correspondingly one could expect faster disinteg-

ration of the picrate at high temperatures. Howe, - as can be seen by the example

of the styphnates, this approach is not jr 4fien

One cannot make a comparison with styphnic acid with respect to kinetics and

burning rate, since the characteristics of burning of the acid are not determined

with sufficient reliability. However, styphnate of ammonium burns very slowly, and

styphnate of lead very fast. At the same time both the disintegration rate of

styphnate of lead and also its temperature dependence are noticeably less than

those for styphnate of ammonium.

The absence of conformity between the disintegration rate and burning rate of

the acids and their salts could be connected with differences in volatility, more

accurately in relative capability for exothermal reaction in the condensed phase.

However, no such distinction is detected during comparison of the nonvolatile

salts with each other. Thus styphnate of lead is decomposed slower than both the

styphnates of potassium, but burns significantly faster than they do. Picrate of

potassium burns (at 20 atm) even somewhat faster than picrate of lead but it is

decomposed (at atmospheric pressure) significantly slower.



No conformity is detected between the characteristics of burning of substances

and their slow disintegration in the case when the latter is evaluated by the

temperature dependence of the rate or by the character of the kinetic curve. Thus,

if the disintegration rate of picrate of lead depends significantly more strongly

on temperature (in comparison with picric acid), then to say this about the

styphnates of lead and hmmonium is impossible. If fast-burning picrate of

potassium is decomposed with a significant induction period, just as disubstituted

styphnate of potassium, then for the still-faster burning styphnate and picrate of

lead no iiduction period is observed. The same can be said in comparing the degree

of self-acceleration of disintegration and the influence of m/v on its course.

If as a characteristic of burning we use not the rate, but the ability of

substance to burn, then also no clear dependence is detected between this ability

and the characteristics of slow disintegration. Of the studied substances (with

respect to their ability to burn) styphnate of lead burns easiest of all at the

smallest pressure (0.02 atm) and the most difficult of all - picrate of lead

(1.8 atm). Picrate of lead is decomposed (at 2300) 6 times slower than the

styphnatel; this could be connected with its smaller ability to burn. However,

disubstituted styphnate of potassium burns with more difficulty (from 3 atm) than

monosubstituted, although the disintegration rate of the first is larger than that

of the second.

No conformity is revealed between burning rate and ability. At 20 atm it is

true, styphnate of lead and monosubstituted styphnate of potassium burn faster

than the other; for them the minimum pressure is low. However, picrate of

potassium and picrate of lead burn with almost identical speeds but are strongly

distinguished in ability to burn. We will add further that the monohydrate of

1 It is necessary, however, to mention that the data on burning refer to
the monohydrale styphnate of lead, and those on deccmpoeition - to the dehydrate
substance.



picrate of lead burns no worse than the dehydrate, and besides its burning rate is

even greater.

Till now we have attempted to compare the characteristics of different forms

of chemical transformation of the studied substances somewhat formally in order,

if successful in detecting such a conformity, to pass to consideration of its

physical meaning.

if one were to approach the matter somewhat differently and to imagine what

connections it was possible to expect, then besides the natural parallelism be-

tween disintegration rate and burning rate one could assume the following

regularities:

a) The greater the temperature dependence of the disintegration rate, the

easier and faster must the explosive burn, since during burning heating goes

undoubtedly to higher temperatures than during the experiments conducted on

decomposition. This, however, is not observed (picrate of lead, disubstituted

styphnate of potassium; on the contrary, styphnate of lead, with a small tempera-

ture dependence of the rate of thermal disintegration, burns easiest of all;

b) If the initial stage of disintegration, leading very probably to dis-

persion of substance, is only weakly exothermic, then an excessive of speed it,

not reinfcrced by an exothermic processes proceeding near at hand, can hamper

propagation of the process; however, if the smaller burning ability of picrate of

lead and disubstituted styphnate of potassium could be explained thus, then this

explanation is difficult to extend to the remaining studied salts;

c) With a large induction period substance can be heated and, being heated,

reacts faster; in this concept a large induction period must relieve propagation

of burning; this, however, is not observed, and styrphnate of lead, decomposed

without a noticeable induction period, burns easier than picrate of potassium,

which has the biggest induction period.



In general to find such line of thermal disintegration, which would explain

ithe peculiarity of their burning, is not found for all the studied compounds.

It may be that this is connected with the fact that during burning the speed

of heat emission is sign.ficant but it should not necessarily be identical to the

speed of gas generation, which characterizes thermal disintegration.

It is possible, however, that conformity is absent for a deeper cause,

consisting in the fact that the reactions determining propagation of burning are

not those or not only those on which the course of slow disintegration depends.

In particular, in reference to burning with dispersion it is possible

to suppose that particles will be formed as a result of a little-exothermic

reaction and then continue to react in form of burning from the surfact in the

gases surrounding them. The main heat input provoking dispersion of a new layer

is determined by precisely the reactions of burning of particles; dispersion is

not a leading, but a dependant stage of the process and in this meaning relatively

little affects the possibility of burning and the speed of its propagation. How-

ever, dispersion also can show an influence on the rate of the process: if the

particles obtained are large then time of their combustion becomes larger and

there is equivalent deceleration of heat emission and consequently of burning.

The conformity between burning rate of suspension and speed of disperision

should be known; if the latter is too great, then particles do not burn or burn

too far from the surface of the explosive transmit too little heat to it, and

therefore burning is not propagated. An increase in pressure, accelerating the

burning of particles, strongly increases the speed of displacement of the front of

burning and transfers the zone of heat emission more and more into the condensed

phase. When this transition is accomplished, a further increase in pressure dww

not accelerate burning; if, however, the gaiform products are capable of e16ther-

mal reactions, then pressure shows the sawe effect on these reactions and on

-.0S O



burning rate which it produces in care of secondary explosives.

Conclusions

1. The kinetics of slow thermal disintegration of ammonium, potassium and

lead salts of picric and styphnic acids are studied.

2. The disintegration of all the studied substances has a self-accelerated

multistage character, different for various substances, schematically depicted in

column 3 of Table 8.

3. The disintegration rate of all salts of a given acid in the studied region

of temperatures is on the whole lower than the disintegration rate of the acid it-

self.

4. Potassium salts are disintegrated slower than lead salts, which in turn

are decomposed slower than ammonium salts.

5. The temperature coefficients of disintegration rate for salts are in

general greater than those for the corresponding acids; picrate of lead has an

es~2cially great temperature coefficient of disintegration rate.

6. The disintegration rates of styphnic acid and its salts are significant

larger than those of picric acid and its corresponding salts; the "half-life" at

2300 for styphnic acid, styphnate of ammonium, monosubstituted styphnate of

potassium, disubetituted styphnate of potassium, and styphnate of lead constitute

correspondingly 45, 65, 260, 210 and 143 min.; for picric acid and its ammonium,

potassium, and lead salts they are 470, 720, 8600 and 920 min. The strongly

increased "half-life" of picrate of potassium is partially connected with the

large induction period observed during its decomposition.

7. No clear conformity is detected between the kinetic characteristics of

disintegration of the studied explosives and their ability to burn or their rate of

burning.



8. HLYPotheses are expressed about the mechmaim of burning of quick-burning

substances, explaining the possibility of absence of a decisive influence of the

rate of thermal disintegration on burning rate and burning ability.
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25. Thermal Decomposition of Amonium Nitrate

We Imow a number of substances which accelerate L3]7, T J, [5], or

delay Z1], [2j thermal decomposition of azraonium nitrate. * We Iow also that

the speed of thermal decomposition of armioniun nitrate significantly increases

after destruction of its crystal lattice (t'1 NH4N3 1690) and, consequently,

the m.ost energetic process of decomposition proceeds in a liquid - a fusion of

a~monium nitrate.

Earlier, we indicated F4] that the iost active catalysts for acceleration

of therial decomposition of a fusion of awronium nitrate are coripounds of hexa-

valent chrone: chrore trioxide (CrC3 ) and bichromates or chromates of potassium

or sodium. However, the experiments we conducted showed that at t' = 20U0 for

full decomposition for the duration of 3 - 6 minutes of a small quantity (1 g) of

amnonium nitrate a significant catalyst content is required (2 -3,: of the weight

of decomposable substance).

ith a smaller catalyst quantity (1Z) intense decomposition of amonium

nitrate did not occur, and losses in weight after the same time with that sa.e

temperature did not exceed 2 - 3%.

It was interesting for us to establish how catalysts behave with a sign-

ificantly increased weighed ar.ount of a fusion of amonium nitrate, and precisely

10 and 50 g, In all experiments, anmonium nitrate was heated in an air bath to

200 * 30 (external shell of the air bath was heated.in a sand bath).



As a reservoir for the fusion N 3 during the experiments with I g serv4d.

la test-tube 15 =m in diameter, with 10 s -/test-tube 35 m in diamter avd withi
'50 g - a &Uase 60 mm in diameter.

After bringing the temperature of the fusion N NO3 to 2000 on its surface

was poured a weighed amount of powder CrO3 or K2 Cr2 )7 in a quantity from 0.01 to

0.3 g. After 1 - 2 minutes there occurred dissolution of the catalyst, and then

with a sufficient quantity of it, there started vigorous decomposition of the

nitrate, accompanied by strong gas formation and significant foaming of the

liquid. The temperature of the fusion was then increased (in experiments from

50 g - to 290 - 3200) and in connection with this, the composition of the products

of decomposition chav:ed: instead of the colorless nitrous oxide emanating in the

beginnin there appeared brown nitrogen peroxide; the whole procese Nf eom-

position was finished in 6 - 8 minutes and on the bottom and the walls of the

vessel remained only a thin brange-brown deposit of chrome compounds.

With an insufficient catalyst quantity it succeeded in being distributed

evenly on the entire mass of the fusion, the fusion was colored *i even light-

orange, and more phenomena were not observed.

Besides visual monitoring, the loss in weight of ammonium nitrate, occurring

after its decomposition was determined. The results of the experiments are in the

table.

As can be seen from the table, the quantity of the catalyst, necesar7 for

'fuil decomposition of the ftsion NH4NO3 , does not grow proportional to the weight

of the latter, but significantly slower. Thus for decomposition of 1 g 0{J1O

it is necessary to introduce 0.02 g of Cr03, i.. 2%, and for decomposition of

50 g, the entire 0.05 g or 0.1% of the weight of the nitrate. In a somewhat les

sharp form, the same is observed also for pbtausiu*-ichrc.te.

0 ]



Thermal decomposition of azmonium nitrate with catalytical
addition-compounds Cr(VI) - at a temperature of 200 + 30.

I Niha 3Ke I 4N03 x €6 3 UaNN. 3-. DKO PiCUI
(m') l c Oz xaul Nraooa07IR3alopa

co, 0,01 3(1,0) 5(0,1)
CQO 0,02 100(2,0) 0(,2) -

o%- 00-) 3(006)
C*0 0-06 -(,o10)

KPA,0,o1 5(1,0) - -

K9-rAo ,02 9S(2,0) 2(0,2)
KXPA 0,03 - 5(0,3) -

KPA o,2 - - 3(0.4)
KXjQ 7 ao - - M(0.6)

a) Weighed amount of catalyst, grams; b) Loss in weight of NH4 O in %
after 6 minutes at the weight of the fusion (in parentheses the %of the
catalyst is shown; c) grams.

In experiments with a 50 g fusion, intense decomposition of the nitrate

started even up to even distribution of the catalyst on the entire mass of the

substance. Consequently, with a large mass of the fusion, the action of the

catalyst (, of which is less, but the absolute quantity is more) in a significant

measure is local; obviously, the main moment for excitation of violent decomposition

of NH NO3 is thu creation in the fusion of a zone, in which there would be a

sufficiently large concentration of catalyst.

It is possible to assume, although for technical reasons we could not conduct

corresponding experiments, that for full decomposition of tens and even hundreds

of kg of NH41N03 heated to 2000,, it will be sufficient to introduce into it, con-

centrated in one place, 2 - 3 g of the above mentioned catalysts for triggering

in the fusion a focus of intense decomposition, which then will extend on the

entire mass of the nitrate. We will indicate also that upon introduction in

ammonium nitrate of certain substances (for example NO 3 or others), lowering



fits malting temperature, the fusion obtained, probably, can become sensitive to

the influence of catalysts of deccmpositim in a range of lower temperature,

namely- 160 - l400.
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III. BUMING AND FLASH OF EXPLOSIVES

K. K. Andreyev

26. Concerning the Question of the Factors Determining the Dependence of
the Burning Rate of Explosives on the Initial Temperature And P-ssure

General considerations

It is known that for solid fuel, applied in a semiclosed volume, the small-

est dependence of burning rate on initial temperature and pressure is desirable.

If burning rate grows proportionally with pressure or faster, then such fuel can-

not be used in the noted conditions. The value of the dependence of burning rate

on pressure and on temperature is seen graphically fr;,m the equation of balance of

intake of gas during burning and its discharge

aS--. kp, ( 1)

where u. - mass burning rate;

S - surface of burning charge;

,. - plane of critical section of nozzle;

A -- coefficient of expenditure;

p - pressure in chamber.

If we express, as is frequently done, the dependence of burning rate on

initial temperature and pressure by the empirical relationship

a (2)

where B, A1 and B1 are constants, then putting (2) in (1), we obtain

.eLs (2a)
A - Di7



!Determining from (2a) equilibrium pressure, we have

Va(Al 1F

From equation (3) it is clear that the dependence of equilibrium pressure on
rameters/

charge and chamberfs eeminsd by the dependence of burning rate on pressure

(through qhntity v).

The dependence of equilibrium pressure on initial temperature is stipulated

not only by the dependence of burning rate on temperature, but also simultaneously

by its dependence on pressure. Indeed, from (3)

AL.' I 5,(4)
T*' 7 I-w AI-T-

In other words, the relative change of equilibrium pressure during a change of

e initial temperature of the fuel is determined both by its influence on burning

rate (through the second multiplier), and also by the dependence of burning rate

on pressure (through the first multiplier).

We will imagine two fuels whose burning rate depends equally on temperature,

increasing twice with its increase by 1000, if their v one different, pressure

during burning in a semiclosed volume with this change of temperature will grow

by a various number of times. If, for example, v1 = 0.5, and v2 - 0.75, then

pressure will be increased by 4 and 16 tVaes respectively. Therefore the

search for a fuel with a small dependence of burning rate on temperature is of

practical interest only in that case when this will not lead to an increased

dependence of burning rate on pressure. In supplement to the above one should

make precise that meaning which is contained in the concept "dependence of

burning rate on pressure". If we consider this dependence, as was done above,

in the usual form

(5)



then of the two magnitudes, determining magnitude of velocity at a given pressure,

only one is essential for equilibrium during burning in a seniclosed volume. In

reality the baric coefficient of burning rate

dlL. _ jt '1 (6)
dp a,~ W

at a given pressure depends only on magnitude v, and not on .

We will defixe now the temperature coefficient of burning rate. This can be

done in two ways. If we take, according to Belyayev and Zeldovich Cg, that

exothermal reactions will go only or chiefly in the gaseous phase end that burning

rate correspondingly is determined by a reaction proceeding at a temperature

practically equal to the temperature of burning, then the dependence of rate on

the temperature of burning, and through it on the initial temperature, can be

expressed by the relationship

(7)

where Tb -temperature of burning, connected with the initial temperature T0 by

the relationship

in which Q is the thermal effect of burning, cp is the average heat capacity

of products of burning from T to Tb, and k is a constant whose value depends on

the order of the reaction and for a moncmolecular reaction equals 3/2.

From (7) we have dam I I +L
-'---"n i - 2R 'rb/

(9)

From (9) is clear that temperature coefficient of burning rate should decrease

1
with growth of initial temperature, although insignificantly . With this it is

the less, the higher is the temperature of burning and the less the activation

of/ Change of initial temperature cannot be large as compared to temperature
burning.



energy of the leading reaction. This means that for zubstances with a high burn-

ing rate the coefficient shown should be less than for substances with a low rate,

since a high rate of burning signifies high temperature of the course of the

leading reaction or a low energy of its activation, or both together.

An alternate method of appraisal of dependence of burning rate on temperature
that one

is based on this, also following Zeldovich / 7,rvakes the burning rate to be

determined by speed of propagation of the thermal wave created by the reaction in

the condensed phase; then its dependence on temperattwe will be expressed by the

relationship

I (0) •

where u - buring rate, equal speed of thermal wave;

p - density condensed phase;

c' - its heat capacityP

Tk - maximm temperature, to which there can be a condensed phase;
in case of volatile substances - boiling point;

- coefficient of thermal capacity of condensed phase;

Q' - thermal effect of reaction;

A' - pre-exponential factor in the expression for reaction rate in
the condensed phase;

- activation energy of reaction in condensed phase.

Designating

re E, thruough T'

we will obtain the dependence of burning rate on initial temperature in the

form 2

- (10a)

This expression is similar with that, which flows from the hypothesis of

wre Mikhelson and Mallyar-Le Chattelle E7; they, as it is known, considered



propagation of burning to be a result of heatup by gaseous products of burning of

unreacted substance to a certain critical temperature, analogous to the tomper-

ature of flash. Well-grounded and constructive criticism of this hypothesis as

the universal mechanism of burning is given in the works of Ya. B. Zeldovich and

D. A. Frank-Kamenetskiy Z47.

Reality of first or second mechanism of Zeldovich in the concrete case is

determined by the properties of the substance and the conditions under which

burning occurs. If the substance is low-volatile, then this favors flow of

reaction Ln the condensed phase. Reaction rate in the gaseous phase depends on

the pressure, under which burning occurs, since it is proportional to pressure

in the first (monomolecular reactions) or higher degree. By this cause it is

possible to imagine such a case, when at low pressures processes in the condensed

phase have the predominant significance, but at higher ones - in the gaseous

phase.

Apparently the burning of unitary fuel on the based on nitrocellulQse and

liquid nitro esters represents just such a case. At very low pressures the

burning rate does not depend on pressure /-67. This shows that the gaseous phase

reaction is not leading in these conditions.

In the area of moderate pressures (atmospheres) the burning rate depends so

strongly on temperature that calculation by formula (7) leads t(, unreally high

values of activation energy. Side by side with this the temperature coefficient

of burning rate increases with an increase of initial temperature, which is in

contradiction with dependence (7) and agrees with expression (lOa). Finally, the
increase

temperature coefficient of speed depends on pressure, decreasing in the latter,

which is again impossible to coordinate with dependence(7). All this forces us

tc assume that at low pressures, especially if the initial temperature of the

fuel is high, the burning rate is determined by reaction in condensed phase,



but at high pressures -basicaLLy in the gaseous phase.

in the intermediate region propagation of burning is determined by the total-

ity of the processes occurring in both phases: the lower the pressure, the great-

er the role played by transformation in the condensed phase, and vice-versa.

For those conditions, relationship (10a) is correct, the temperature coefficient

of burning rate is determined by the expression

(11)
dx I I

Analysis of Experimental Data

'We will try to compare experimental data with the general considerations

considered in the preceding section.

In connection with by the fact that the existing theory of Zeldovich and

Belyayev considers burning of individual chemical compounds, we will take as a

basis for comparison data obtained for a series of explosives belonging to lose

classes of chemical substances (nitro esters and nitro compounds), to which the

main components of contemporary unitary fuels belong. Further, at atmospheric

and moderately increased pressures the process of burning ordinarily can be

complicated by secondary, unconsidered influences(outward thermal losses, vari-

able incompleteness of reaction, remoteness of zone of maximum temperature from

burning surface, etc). Therefore the main determinations for the establishment

of dependence of burning rate on pressure were conducted at pressures higher than

50 and, in many cases up to 1000 atm.

The main problem in the comparison of experimental results with conclusions

of theory was checking the accuracy of the latter. If one can confirm this

accuracy, even in certain simplest conditions -for example, at high pressures

and for individual compounds-- then the very s me theory would receive mMOre

durable support, than it has.toduy, and this would lloaw to make the follcwing



step to the description of the burning of nralticomponent systems and to the

calculation of those disturbances that are stipulated by lowering of pressure.
ir

Results of investigation of the dependence of burning rate on pressure for

a series of studied substances one given in Table 1 and are graphically presented
eE

in Fig. 1.
S1

Table 1
a

Dependence of burning rate of certain explosives on pressure

A 3maqeNI xo94+1axeMwox Cxopocm
• HRept uTepw, pe uxpA i-Bip * 'ropex

A j B j , # -.tOJp g

S'TpoA 20-95Q 0,04 o,&716 1 0,7

£xa JcaoTa 25--0 0,14 0,00805 1 0,95
? Tevp"ia 10-250 0,0 0,0630 0,495 1,55

u Facem 100-1000 0,90 0,0216 1 3,06
Am 20-100 0,12 O0,0912 1 1,02

1096. 15-7m 0,0 0,0193 1 1,93
If HnzprzuWa.b MUTKu.w- l1-150 0,075 0,0315 1 3,22
Poalma (W:3)

IA HUrportnepu ZeATamw- 10320 0,8 0,0592 1 6,72
po 9u (5: 5)

Um expressed in g/cm 2see , and p in kg/ cm 2

1) Explosive; 2) Pressure range atm; 3) Value of coefficients in
the formnula ur = A + BpV *; 4) Burning rate u at 100 atm, g/cm2sec;
5) Trotyl- 6 Picric acid; 7) Tetryl; 8) HeRogen; 9) Dyne; 10) PETN;

ll) Nitroglycol, gelatinous (97:3); 12) Nitroglycerin,
gelatinous (95:5).



I
Je see that for almost all substances dependence of burnir rate on pressure

in the stu'ied interval of the latter is near to linear; with this, in many cases

especially for volatile and slowly decomposed substances, member A in the expr-

ession um = A + B.Fis near to zero, but Yis near to 1, so that the dependence

shown is turned into a direct ratio. From the point of view of the theory, such

a result means that a bimolecular reaction is leading during burning. The same

shows that at least in the studied interval of pressures the majority of these

explosive are themselves little useful for stable burning in a semiclosed volume,

At a pressure of 100 atm the burning rate of the substances shown in Table

I liffer at most by 9 times. The trotyl has the lowest speed (0.76 g/cm2 sec),

an gelatinous nitroglycerine, characterized by a high heat of burning, the high-

est (.7 g/cm 2 sec).

In connection with this there appears the question, of whether one can

zonsier as the main parameter, determining the magnitude of an explosives burn-

ing rate the heat (or temperature) of its burning. It is known that in powder

practice such a connection for ballistite powder is taken both by us and abroad.

Fip. 1. Dependence of burning rate of certain explosives on pressure.

1-trotyl, 2--picric acid, 3-tetryl, 4--PETN, 5-hexogen, 6-gelatin-
ous nitroglycerin; 7-Mass burning rate u/cm 2 sec; e--Pressure p,



We usually express it by the formula of the Special Technical Bureau (OT) C27

M,- (0.10, -42). 10".

2

where ul -'calculated burning rate at 1 atm in g/cm sec, but

QL -heat of burning with liquid water in kilocalories for 1 kg powder.

If the calculated speed is referred to a pressure equal to 100 kg/cm , then

the formula takes the form
- u1 - (0,16Q-32) • 10-2.

Muraour L-2, on the basis of his own numerous investigations, which led him

to the formula expressing dependence of burning rate on pressure

Uma2+b12p,

established that coefficient b (burning rate is expressed in mm/sec) is connected

with temperature of burning by relationship

Ig(IOO1b) - 1,214+0,3087V1000

Ig b/2--2,087+0,3T!OOO. or

Thus in both cases it is assumed that burning rate depends only on the heat

emanating during burning, or on the temperature at which it is obtainable, but

not on the kinetics of the chemical transformation.

This assumption can be interpreted differently. Thus it can be said that

intermediate reactions differ, but the leading reactions are one and the same-

for example, the interaction between oxide of nitrogen and oxide of carbon.

Fi&. 2. Dependence of burnmng rate of certain explo'sives on its
caltulated heat.
l)Um, g/cm~sec;- 2)T~r;* 3)Tetryl; J,,,)Picri(. acid; 5)Hexogen;, 6)Dyna;
7)Nitroglycerin,- 8)PzTN; 9)Nitroglycol;- iO)Q.,p.1. (KCal!':').

4'm



Fig. 3. Dependence of burning rate of certain explosives on its
calculated tempwature.
1-9) Same as Fig. 2; 10) Tb, OK.

In such .a case speed of propagation of transformation indeed would depend only

on the temperature which will be attained during it. It would have been possible

ed to a12low also that the transformation of an one of the main components is load-

i.ng, while diluents play other roles and are reflected in the speed of the pro-

cess only in that measure, in which their presence changes the temperature of

burning. It was excluded finally that the formulas of the OTB and Muraour have

an approximate character and reflect only that fact that the speed of reactions

during burning increases with temperature. By a comparison of heat, temperatures,

and burning rates of explosives, referring to different classes of chemical for-

mations, it was possible to explain which of the given assumpticns is correct.

In Table 2 and on the graph of Fig. 2 the values of heat and / burning of at

100 atm are given for certain explosives.

We see that for five substances -nitroglycol hexogen, tetryl,. picric acid,

and trotyl -,the relationship between burning rate and heat is near linear and

can be expressei by the relationship UlO0 =(0.285Q - 124) . 10 2 . The points

for PETN and dyna lie significantly below the line. In Fig.3 and 4 are shown

the dopendences um  f(Tb) and log -. = f(Tb). The first of them is naturally

analogous to the dependence of um on Q p. 1. Points expessing the second

dependence can be placed on two parallel lines. l:log ulO0  --1.115 + O.470T.

1000 and 2:log u100 1--495+ 0.470Tb/000"



Thus from comparison of experimental data with both forms of the empirical

dependence of burning rate on its thermal effect, it follows that these depen-

dences are not universal, have an apprxiemate character, and reflect only the fact

that the burning rate, generally speaking, grows with an increase in burning

temperature.

Table 2

Heat, temperature, and burning rate of certain explosives

Twwota TPar S
rojeNA f09SMit 7-1. MaccoOsS TeMneparypa

% yr -.W OPMOCTO. CKOPOCTA r ., 'f"
BpuTOc BeSECCTDo rpK 100 an XdROM ope10s a. t4

no pacqeiy za'er rp/ 1cd an c yieou4PX j 90 W p&iCey 81CA12CM AWR~ n~uaa

(- TpoT" 63 190 0,76 1960
1- flupiMwuoa RcSom3 O6 2475 0.95 2475
V- Tpua 9o 2775 1,55 2775
I- recoreu 1352 3510 3,06 3325
0- Atus 1270 3090 1,02 3080
ii- T. 1525 380 1,93 3358

12- HMnporwixoab xessTni. 1750 4250 3,2 330
Puarwkg (97:3)

:$d- TPr:'SMePrn3 geTaa?1H- 1610 4115 6,7 3330

1) Eplosive; 2) Heat of burning Q p.1. at 100 atm by calculation/
dring water of liquid kcal/kg; 3) Temperature of burning Tb at
constant prespure by calculation, OK; 4) Mass burning rate u. at
100 atm, g/cm .sec; 5) Temperature of burning Tbd, taking into
accoant dissociation, OK; 6) Trotyl; 7) Picric acid; 8) Tetryl;
9) Hexogen; 10) Dyna; 11) PETN; 12) Nitroglycol, gelatinous (97:3);
13) Nitroglycerin, gelatinous (95:5).

Dependence of burning rate on temperature is described by the theory of

burning of Belyayev and Zeldovich. It was of interest to clarify whether this

dependence is in better agreement with the facts. .Graph of Fig.5 give in



coordinates log

We see that geneial character of this dependence is analogous to the one

ot
considered earlier. The substances studied can be placed on two lines, and

besides for nitro esters the tangent of the angle of inclination of the lines is

greater than that for nitro compounds. Consequently, and this comparison co-

firms conclusions made above about the approimate character of connection be-

tween heat and burning rate even for explosives homotypic in character of burn-

ing and also illustrates the similarity of all considered dependences.

Thus, not only the temperature of burning, but also kinetics of chemical

transformation is an essential factor, determining the magnitude of the burning

rate. This conclusion becomes even more convincing, if the temperature of burn-

ing is calculated for a series of substances with dissociation taken into account.

In internal ballistics of artillery barrels this is usually not done, since we

have the matter of large pressures, where dissociation can be disregarded. For

conditions of the ballistics of a semiclosed volume, in particular, for those

pressures to which are connected the results we considered, calculation of

dissociation leads to an essential change of temperature of burning; this change

is the greater, the higher the tem.perature of burning and the greater the o~gen

balance of the explosive.

in Table 2 one given the values of the temperature of burning for eight

explosives without calculation and taking into account of dissociation. We see

that in the last case the temperatures for hexogen, PETN, nitroglycol and nitro-

glycerin are very close and are within the limits 3340 +L 200 K, the tn/he burning

rates of certain of them differ by 2-3 times.

a loes. . ... . . . . . . .. . .



Fig. 4. Dependence of burning rate certain expolosives from its
calculating temperature in coordinateo log um -T b .

1) Log v.; 2) Tlr, 3)Picric acid; 4) Tetryl; 5) Dyna; 6) Hexogen;,,
7) PETN; 8) Nitroglycerin; 9) Nitroglycol; 10) Tb, OK.
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Fig. 5 Dependence of burning rate certain explosives from itscalculating temperature in coordinates log plT3) - 1/T.

1) Log yim2/Tb3; 2-9) Same as Fig. ; 0) (TTb ).Da4o

7)PTN8)Ntolcr;9)Ntolol 10Tb K



The conclusion that the burning rate of a volatile explosive depends not only

on the temperature of burning does not contradict the Be*yav - Zeldovich

theory which considers the activation energy of chemical transformation during

burning to be a second essential factor on the given dependence. However, if

the difference in speed of this process for explosives close in terms of temp-

erature of burning is determined by the differences in activation energy, then

this should be reflected in the difference in dependence of burning rate on

temperature. In order to check this conclusion, we conducted experiments on the

determination of dependence of burning rate of two explosives (tetryl and PETN)

on the temperature of burning. A change of the latter can be realized in two

ways -by a change of the initial temperature of the explosive (Tb - T + 0)

or by diluting it with an inert impurity. The last method allows a change of

temperature of burning in wider limits, but the selection of an impurity which

would be indeed inert is difficult and can be confirmed only by comparison of

data obtained in both ways. In frames of this work was realised only the second

method with the application for the thermal dilution of the explosive of water,

which is one of the products of burning and is a sufficiently chemcally inert
1

substance.

Results of experiments are given in Table 3, and results of calculation

conducted on the basis of these data are presented in Fig. 6.

1 These experiments were conducted by student V. A. Poyasov (tetryl)

and Engineer P. P. Popova (PETN).



Table 3

Influence of water on burning rate of tetryl and PETN
at a pressure of 100 atm

In 30s my j,"T 4e opc~

S, Tap" (8 w osoy)
0.. 1,5 25o 1,6?9

2,36 1,32 2675 1,son21- o6 MoS

2,6 1,35 240 1u a "le.1

4.38 1,2D M
, 1,12 %--&5

o 1,3 38 |
1,63 1,75 3775 /1rMVM o6palm
2,43 1,60" 3735 ___0qAUCb 3 UPeAeaaz
3,62 1,3 3M5 1,2-1,3 tc.AA

5,40 1,18 335

2

1) Contents of water in wt%; 2) um, g/cm .sec; 3) Tb, OK by
calculation; 4) Notes; 5) Tetryl (per Poyasov); 6) Density
of samples was within the limits 1.21-1.35 g/cm3; 7) PETN
(per Popova); 8) Density of samples fell within the limits

1.2 - 1.3 g/cm'.

We see that, in the first place, the change of the burning rate from its

calculated temperature in coordinates log u2/Tb - 1/Tb is depicted by a

straight line. Thus this requirement of theory is fulfilled. Secondly, it is

possible to calculate the energy of activation for the given process by the

slope of this line. For tetryl it constitutes about 7 kcal/mol, if the reaction

is considered bimolecular and its speed is taken as proportional to the square

of concentration. For PETE the value, obt-Ained analogously is about 47 kcal/mol.

,e saw higher that if we judge by the temperature scale, PETN belongs to the

class of slow-burning substances. Rc-lts of the determination of the dependence

of burning rate on burning temperature are in agreement with this conclusion.

Other conditions being equal, high energy of activation signifies a lower



burning rate. We will add also that the relative3y low burning rate of PEM (and

dyna) shcws that burning rate does not change parallel with the speed of slow

thermal disintegration, since PETN as well as dna, is deccvposed significantly

faster than nitro compounds or nitramines of the aromatic series, with this nitro

esters have higher calculated temperatures of burning.

Mi

Fig. 6. Dependence of burning rate of tetryl and PETN on their
calculated temperatures, regulated by the contents of water.

1) Tetryl; 2) PMT; 3) Log U2 /Tb 3 ; 4) (l/Tb). l .

On the Theoretical Connection Between Temerature (Heat of Burnn) And

Dependence of Burning Rate on Initial Terature And on Pressure

In connection with the fact that in the frames of investigations conducted,

although they were limited, the observed regularities of burning do not contra-

dict thtoretical, we have a basis to consider another interesting technology of

the dependence, issuing from the existing theory. From these positions let us

consider the question of the temperature coefficient of the buzzing rate and its

dependence on the heat of burning. It is usually considered that high-calorie

solic unitary fuels display a larger dependence of lurning rate on temperature,



than fuels of lesser caloricity. This conclusion is made on the basis of pract-

ical exporience obtained with fuels whose caloricity is changed by changing of

the contents of nitroglycerin. Above, we saw that temperature coefficient is

connected with the temperature by dependence (9)

from which it follows that it is the lower, the higher is the temperature of

burning.

In the light of these data it is natural to assume that an increase in the

temperature dependence of burning rate of fuels based on nitroglycerin with an

increase in the contents of the latter is stipulated not by the increase in the

caloricity of the mixture, but by the kinetic peculiarities (high energy of

activation E) nitroglycerin. If this single contradiction with theory can be

thus removed, then we assume, as a conclusion from the theory, the position that

"hot" fuels should develop smaller dependences of burning rate on initial temp-

erature than "cool" ones. An experimental check of this conclusion presents

indubitable interest. If it is confirmed, it will be possible to concentrate on

the search for substances which combine high heat of burning with small activa-

tion energy. We will add that such substances simultaneously would be relatively

quick-burning, since according to the theory the combination of high burning

temperature and small activation energy should(other conditions being equal)lead

to a high burning rate.

de will touch now on the question of the dependence of burning rate on pres-

sure. Me theory connects it with the order "n" of the leading reaction, estab-

lishing the proportionality of burning rate to pressure in the degree n/2.

The proportionality of burning rate to the first degree of pressure, determined

by experiments at elevated pressures, can be interpreted as the result of the

bLaolcularity of the leading reaction. However the same experiments show that

XJ?1



at pressures lower than IM0 atm, the burning rate depends on pressure sometimes

more and sometimes less. The first may be connected with a change in the

completeness of the reaction at low pressures near that at which burning becomes

possible; the second -near the beginning of the linear section of the change of

burning rate -,with the possibility of partial flow of reaction in the condensed

phase.

Ahen an exothermal reaction in a significant interval of pressure occurs in

a noticeable degree in the condensed phase as, for example, occurs duri.g the

burning of nitrocellulose, the burning rate grows with pressure more slowly than

according to the law of direct proportionality.

Finally, reaction of first order may present itself as leading as, judging

by data of English investigations [_7, occurs during the burning of hydrazine.

A radical means of lowering the dependence of burning rate on pressure is the use

of substances like picrate of potassium, whose burning rate is independent of

pressure, apparently because the leading reaction in this case occurs in the

condensed phase. With known prerequisites with such character of burning the

dependence of burning rate on initial temperature is small.
whose

The experiments/results were used in the present article were conducted by

A. P. Glazkova, I. A. Tereshkin /37, and P. P. Popova, and the largest part of

the calculations by I. A. Tereshkin. The author expresses his gratitude to them.

Conclusions

1. The dependence of burning rate on pressure for a beries of secondary

explosives belonging to the class of nitro esters and nitro compounds is near to

direct proportionality. It follows from this, according to the Zeldovich -

Belyayev theory, that the leading reaction during the burning of substances of

this class is bimolecular.



2. Burning rate of a series of explosives can be approxinately connected with

the heat and temperature of burning by a linear dependence. A similar dependence

is obtained in the coordinated log U2 /T b3 - l/Tb .

3. Quantitative analysis of the latter cependence shows that it, as well as

the first tv dependences, has an empirical and approximate character.

4. It was shown by the method of dilution by inert impurity of two substances

(PETN and tetryl) that the dependence of their burr-Ang rates on its calculated

temperature are identical in character and are in agreement w..th the theoretical,

but differ quantitatively: stronger for PETN than for tetryl.
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27. The Burning of Nitrates of Certain Alcohols

Combustion of explosives is usualy caused ;by their ignition. It can appear

aiso during local decomposition, if the latter leads- to a warm-up sufficiently

strong that it terminates in local self-ignition. ,.The character of the emrghg com

bustion and its degree of stability depend on the properties of the substance and

conditions of burning.

For nitrates of alcohols the typical peculiarities of the burning. process were

determined basically during investigation of nitroglycol (NGL) and nitroglycerine,

(NG). The results of this investigation and their explanation are considered in.

the present article.

Limiting Conditions of Normal :(Undisturbed) Burning

Experiments set up. by the usual method (burning of a liquid poured Jnto a'

narrow glass test-tube in an instrument of constant pressure with windows, photo-

graphic registration of the character ajid -speed of propagation of the process),

showed that burning is possible only if the diameter of the charge, the pressure and

ithe temperature are not too smalli-, The effect of these parameters is determined

by the fact that at too low, a pressure and temperature the speed of chemical re-

actions and, consequently, also heat liberation are insufficient to,corenaate with

!a small diameter for heat loss of combustion products and the heated layer of sub-

stance to the outside. Increasing the speed of reactions by means of in creasing

pressure or temperature, and also decreasing relative heat los by means of increas-

ing diameter and increasing initial temperature of the substance remove the pro"

dominance of heat loss over heat gain and burning becomes possible. Thus, limiting

ourselves to pressure, NGL in test-tubes with a diameter of 4 m at room temperature



burns, starting from a pressure-of 300 min Hg, and .NG, under analogous conditions,

at a pressure of 24Mm and higher, '

Transition of Normal BurTing of. Nitroglycol to
a Turbulent Regime

lith an increase of pressure the burning rate of 14GL grows approximately propor-

tional to the pressure, similarly to that observed for marny solid substances, for

example, for trinitrotoluene, trinitrophenol, etc. However while :f or trinitrotoluene

and picric acid this dependence is observed throughout the large range of pressure

studied (to 1000 af), Lor NGL the burning rate grows proportionally to the pressure

only approximately up to 20 atm f-. With this pressure the character of burning

changes; the surface of the liquid ceases to 'be even and horizontal and periodically

is distorted; the process takes on a pulsating dharacter and becomes a sequence of

alternated flashes, divided by periods of delayed burning.

Fig. 1. Dependence of burning rate of nitroglycol on pressure.

1-liquid, 2--nitroglycol, gelatinized by collodion (97:3).
a ) Burning rate ucm/sec; b ) Pressure p, kg/cm2 .

Transition into a pulsating regime is accompanied by a strong (approximately

ten times) increase of average speed of burning; in transitional region values of

speed varj greatly. At further increase of pressure speed grows linearly and much

faster than in the normal regime (Fig. 1), and irregularity of burning is not de-

tected.

One should point out one more peculiarity of burning which develops wit in-

crease of pressure. At low prepsures, burning takes place with a slight glow
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adjacent to the surface of the liquid, and during this the flame has the usual form

--a cone, pointed upward . At - pressure of about 10 atm (the magnitude of this

pressure decreases with an increase in tube diameter) at a significant (about 2 cm)

distance from surface c' liquid there appears a bright 'bluish flame in the form of

a cone, pointed downward- . The appearance- of the secondary flame is accompanied by

a sha p cha ge of composition of gases w-nitric oxide is completely reduced to

nitrogen. This -will lead to a strong -(apprQximatey- double); increase in heat and,

correspordingly, temperature of burning. The appearance of .secondary flame is not

reflected, however, either in the speed or in the character of burning. With

further incre se of-pressure the distance between primary and secondary flame is

decreased and at 60 and- more atmospheres becomes indiscernible.

The peculiarities described iare. iliustrated by the photographs in Fig. 2. An
epecially Cle&i pulsation is noticeable on them thanks to the presence of p bright

secondary flame (Fig. 2, photo 3a). When distortion of the surface occurs, the

heated layer of substance is cooled and evaporation is delayed. As a result of

this the secondaryr flame approaches the surface of the liquid, and then is rejected

from it, when violent decomposition occurs in the heated layer formed, which is

thicker than noal .-

An increase of initial temperatgrs, increasing the speed of normal burning,

decreases the pressure at which the turbulent regime appears and strengthens the

dependence of the burning rate on pressure in this regime (Fig. 3).

Methylnitrate and diethyleneglycoldinitrate will behave similarly to NGL. For

the first of them, burning with relatively great speed (0.14 g/cm2 sec at 1 atm)

transition to the turbulent regime occurs at a pressure of about 2 atm; for slowly

burning diglycoldinitrate this is observed approximately at 55 atm. With this samb

pressure the burning of liquid dyna supercooled to room temperature also changes

into a pulsating regime. The burning rate of dyna is also relatively small.

491
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igniting something like a local flash is observed', alcocupanied by a splash of liquid,,

and burning in this case dose not appear. Moreover,if NO is5 ignited in a tub* with

a diameter of about 4 mr at low pressure and burning takes place in closedvolurie

so that pressure grows, then after attaihing, about 300 nu .Hg buffing spontaneously

dies out. Pressure of attenuation strongly depends,0 as was showh in experimeants of

G. N. Despalov ,on diameter of tube, With a diamter of 2,6 am 1yurning dies o4t

at 150 mmn Hg. With a tube diameter of 10 nui burning occurs up tot a prssure of

1050 nun Hg. Thus it is possible to observe the burning of NO also at atmoiqkerio

1See present collection (page 432 6f original tact).
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pressure. However this was attained only with one of the various studied methods of

igniting -igniting at lowered pressure with a subsequent slow increase of pressure

to atmospheric. Application of other methods caused turbulization and, as a result,

attenuation of burning. Burning rate of NG at atmospheric pressure constitutes

0.146 cmisec or 0.23 g/cm2 sec. t

N 1

t .1
.. . I

Fig. 4. Dependence of burning rate of nitroglycerine on pressure.
'A.) u, cm/sec; 2 pk l.

From this it follows that in the case of NG an increase of pressure, while in-

creasi.ng the burning rate, not only does not promote the latter, but renders a

reverse effect. This effect however is limited to a certain pressure range: above

11 atm burning is observed anew E 67, but it proceeds,, similarly to burning of NGL,

in a turbulent regime with a constant rate, but one that is much greater than would a

correspond to normal burning (Fig. 4). An unusual phenomenon was observed during

certain experiments with NG at increased temperature (near 1000): the flame penetra- 0

ted, as it were, along one side of the wall of the tube to a great depth and the

surface of the buning liquid became almost vertical. It is possible that this

phenomenon represente .'sation of a very large period.

Thus, the main distin 'tions of NG from NGL are, first, the high burning rate,

secondly, the turbulence of the latter which appears in NG at smaller pressure C

(Q atm), with wh_.. there is not S-t a secon&.ry flame, and, third, this turbulence t

leads not to accelerated pulsating burning, but to attenuation. The direct cause t

of attenuation is, apparently, wi abrupt increase in heat loss during transition of



burning to the turbulent regime, which leads to a strong increase of critical dia-

meter. Experiments of G. N. Bespalov showed that with a turbulent regime, in spite

of high speed of burning the critical diameter is nuch greater than during nozzal

burning and grows quickly during lowering of pressure. If we extrapolate the ob-

tained dependence d f (P) to one atmosphere, then the value of the critical dia-

meter is equal to r-.J15 cm. If we decrease turbulization by increasing viscosity

of nitroglycerine by means of dissolving nitroceilulose in it, then critical dia-

meter is greatly lowered, for example, at 15 atm from 4 to 0.5 mm.

Turbulization can be prevented also by decreasing tube diameter. It turned out

that at atmospheric pressure the possibility of burning nitroglycerine can be en-

sured not only by increasing tube diameter, but also by using small diameters for

it (from 0.5 to 1.5 mm), in spite of the fact that with small diameters the specific

surface of heat drain is increased. This again shows that the main factor in the

increase of heat loss during attenuation of burning NG in the area of low pressures

is the appearance of turbulization.

By using a tube, sufficiently large diameter, for example, 20 cm, it would have

been possible, apparently, for NG, as was observed for NGL, to achieve combustion

at all pressures, starting from a low limit, equal to several m imeters of mercury,

at first normal, and then turbulent. A check of this conclusion was not accomplish-

ed since it would have required using quantities of NG too largo and dangerous un-

der laboratory conditions.

Disturbance of Normal Regime of Burning of

Pentaerythritetetranitrate (PETN)

The appearance of turbulence before burning is natural to imagine in the caae

of burning of liquids. However, if a solid melting substance burns, then part of

the front heated layer is in liquid state. Experiments conducted with PETN showed

that at low pressures, when thickness of heated layer and its melted part was

relatively great, the effect of turbulisation could develop. In determined
I.



conditions of the experiment (d = 7 nm, to = 1000) PEW is capable of burning at

atmospheric pressure. However with an increase of pressure to 1.5 atm b-rring is

stopped. The ability of this explosive to burn appears again only at significantly

larger pressures -from 16 atm.

Attenuation of burning in pressure range 1.5--16 atm can be connected with the

onset of turbulization in the melted part of the heated layer. With a relatively 1

small burning rate of solid substance (0.031 g/cm2 sec at atmospheric pressure )

thickness of the heated layer is comparatively great. In these conditions PZTN

will conduct itself similarly to liquid 1G. The distinction lies in the fact that,

at increased pressures, when NG bur's in turbulent regime with great speed, for

solid PZ7N increased speed, corresponding to turbulent regime, is not observed.

This is not surprising, since at great pressures, more accurately with correspond- 4

ing high speeds of burning, the thickness of the heated, melted layer of PzTN be-

comes so small that turbulence cannot be developed in it.

Lxperiments with liquid PhTN at 1400 showed that at pressure of about 8 atm

its burning changes into a turbulent regime with a corresponding strong increase

in speed.

One should add that both in the case of NG and in the case of PETN attenuation

is observed at relatively low speeds of burning. It is possible that turbulization

within the limits of the heated layer starts earlier that it is propagated in cold c

layers of liquid and is manifested in the macro-irregularity of the process of

burning.

Effect of Mobility of Liquid On Disturbance of t
Normal Regime of Burning

A decrease in the mobility of a liquid, in particular an increase in its vis-

cosity by means of dissolution in it of a small quantity of high-polymer substance

(for example, nitrocellulose or polymethylmethacrylate) hampers the appearance of
c

turbulence and also more or lesq significantly increaseds the pressure range, in e

A/f



which normal burning is observed. For NC-L, gelatinized by collodion (97:3), -see

Fig. 1 - normal burning was observed in all the studied pressure range (to 150 atm),

while burning of liquid NGL changed into a turbulent regime at 20 .atm.

In the same way gelatinization of NG affects its ability to burn. The greater

the viscosity the higher the pressure at which this explosive loses its ability to

burn; wth a significant increase, a pressure range in which the substance is nct

capable of burning is not observed.

It is interesting that an increase in viscosity of the liquid leads to some

deceleration of burning, the more significant, the stronger the viscosity is in-

creased and, apparently, the greater the burning rate of liquid. This lowering of

speed is also observed if the polymer (nitrocellulose) has a high speed of burning

than the liquid in which it is dissolved.

Not excluded is the fact that in the case of low-viscosity liquid because of

boiling, the surface of the front of burning obtains a certain microrelief, express-

ed to a higher degree than in the case of viscous gelatin. It is also possible,

however, that in the studied conditions of burning an essential role is played by

diffusion in condensed phase 1, the speed of which is decreased with an increase in

viscosity.

Disturbance of the normal regime of burning and its stabiliUzation by an in-

crease of viscosity were observed for other individual liquid substances, in part-

icular nitrates of alcohol. Whittaker J0 et al. have described this phenmenon

for many two- and polycomponent solutions of fuels (2-nitropropane, nitrile of

sebacic acid) in oxidizers (nitric acid nitrogen tetrxide) and associated it with

the fact that during evaporation of burning liquid its drops are carried away by

outflowing vapor. These investigators studied the effect of viscosity, vapor

1 Due to preeminent detachment by nitro ester of nitric mcades and their tran-

sition to the gaseous phase the burnirg m4rface of liquid is impoverished by the
cxgen which' occufs because of diffusiom44 Uh. nitric cxides released in the deep-
er layers of the substance.

r



tension of the fuel, and the diameter and form of the tube. Qn increase in vis-

cosity, attained by dissolution of polymethylmethacrylate, decreased the burning

rate, which moved toward a certain limit, and increased pressure of transition to

the turbulent regime. This pressure somewhat decreased with an increase of tube

diameter. At 14.6 atm a mixture of 2-nitropropane with 97% nitric acid burned with

speed of 0.114 cm/sec; with 0.1,0.5 and 0.75% polymethylmethacrylate in this mix-

ture the burning rate was 0.079, 0.076 and 0.074 cm/see, and critical pressure of

transition of burning to turbulent regime of liquid and gelatinized mixtures of

nitropropane and nitric acid constituted 76, 83, 117 and 130 atm respectively.

i&periments with gelatinized liquids al'.owed us to explain also the question

as to whether the appearance of pulsation of burning is caused by secondary flame.

In the case of gelatin this flame appears with pressure and is located even some-

what nearer to the surface than during burning of liquid; pulsating burning is ob-

served in the first case and is absent in the second even while the secondary flame

is located quite near the surface of the burning substance. The absence of a

straight connection between appearance of secondary flame and transition of burning

to turbulent regime is confirmed also by the fact that for certain liquids, for

example for NG, this transition occurs at pressures so low that there is no second-

ary flame as yet.

Theory of the Phenomenon

Independently of experimental investigations, L. D. Landau C7 considered

theoretically the burning of liquid, occurring by means of its transition into vap-

or and chemical reaction in vapor. He showed that the front of burning is stable

only in a case where the burning rate does not exceed a certain critical value,

which is determined by the formula

lop



where -critical value of mass burning rate;

8 -surface tension at the boundary between liquid and its saturated vapr.

-- grAvitations acceleration;

fr -density of gaseous products of burning;

-liquid density.

The conclusion of L. D. Landau is that during burning the horis6nta4ltuifae of

liquid becomes unstable, and its distortion tends to grow in amplitude. This, grow-

th however, i hindered by gravity and the force of surface tension. Up to a value

of speed corresponding to expression (1), these forces are able to hinder the

development of turbulence; at large values of speed it sets in.

Formula (1) can be presented /"7 in the form

NI*T-& F (2)

where P -parachor; M -molecular weight of liquid;,--constant, equal in CGS system

to 7.91.

Magnitude P/M for organic liquids changes within narrow limits, just as the,

density of the liquid; also density of gases at constant pressure 6Ly relatively

slightly changes. Therefore formula (2) approximately can be presented in 64 form

Turbulization of the front of burning can be prevented also by means of increaso

of riscosity of liquid. V. G. Levich E87 showed that critical value of burning

rate is connected with viscosity by the formula

where I -viscosity of liquid.

Thus, if surface tension and gravity are not able to prevent disturbance of

front of burning, turbulisation still cannot appear, if viscosity of liquid is

sufficiently great. However the necessary magnitude of viscosity is sufficiently

high and, for example, for the burning rate inherent in N at atmospheric pressure,

constitutes about 1 poise, i.oe, three times more than its viacosity at'room
STP



temperature. Therefore in order that the stabilizing effect of viscosity be

developed during the burning of nitrates of alcohols it is required to increase

artificially, for example, the dissolution of high-polymer substances.

The formulas of L. D. Landau and V. G. Levich explain the regularities deter-

mined by experiment. Since the main factor determining the onset of turbulent

regime is the magnitude of rate of burning at a given pressure, then it is natural

that first of all (i.e., at the least pressure) turb"lization is developed on

burning NG, the most readily combustible, and then methylnitrate NGL, and diglycol-

dinitrate. It is apparent that the effect of pressure and initial temperature

promotes the appearance of turbulence. With an increase of pressure the critical

value of the burning rate grows (Fig. 5), but relatively slowly, proportionally

to the square root of the pressure; the speed of burning, as experiment shows, is

increased approximately proportionally to the pressure and naturally at a certain

pressure becomes more than critical.

One should indicate that transition of burning to turbulent regime should also

occur because as he pressure at which burning proceeds approaches the critical

value (.rn the usual physicochemical meaning of this term), the surface tension is

decreased to zero and in conformity with formula (1) the critical value of speed

also falls to zero. Critical pressure, as experiment shows, for many organic liq-

uids lies near 50 atm.

From the formulas and from the graph of Fig. 5 it is clear that transition of

burning to turbulent regime promotes also, as we saw in the example with NGL, an

increase of initial temperature of substance, since it increases the burning rate;

critical value of speed virtually does not depend on initial temprature.

In agreement with theoretical conclusions and the observations concerning the

effect of viscosity on the considered phenomenon in the sense that the burning of

slow-burning NGL is easily stabilized, but quick-burning NG requires large contents,

of dissolved nitrocellulose to support the normal regime of burning.
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col-+ Fig. 5. Dependence of burning rate. and- its critical
(according to Landau) value on- pressure and initial

temperature.

i) Burning rate u; 2) Pressure p.

The striking influence of the decrease of mobility of a liquid on its stability

s of burning is illustrated in the experiments of B. N. Kondrkov (see page 443) with

n 11G, in which mobility of liquid was decreased by adding to it lead aride. A tizture

of equal (by Weight) quantities of NG and lead azide at pressures from 6 to 40 atm

so burns, as a rule, without exploding while NG itself when ignited in a range from

6 to 11 atm dies out or gives an explosion, and lead azide detonates at all pros-
rjures. Moreover, at those increased pressures, with which NG starts to burn anew,

but now in turbulent regime, i.e., with great speed, the addition of !ee*

q- azide, bbviously hampering turbulizatioc, sharply (approximately twice) Iwmoa the

burning rate. This is observed during burning of liquid NGL with lead aside in the

f area of turbulent regime, i.e., at pressures higher than 20 atm.

The Connection Between Turbulent Burning And Transition
e; of Burning Into an Explosion

Decrease of mobility of liquid, in partieular, by means of increasing its

e viscosity is an effective method of preventing the transition of burning frCe nor-

of mal into turbulent regime. This method iq used in the contemporary powder iastry,

nts ensuring stability of burning of smokeless powders in low-volatile solvent. Pro- '

venting the appearance of turbulent burMg is also an irqx&want factei in ._

ill STOP
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p rsantivng its transition into explosion. Eeriments set up in due time Z-17 cn

* burrmng of liquid nitrates (NG and NGL) in an iron pipe with a closed disk, explod-

Inzg at a certain pressure, showed that the burning of these liquids, with a n e

durability of disk, easily changes into explosion. At the same time gelatinized Ian
- NO containing only 7% nitrocellulose burned steadily throughout the studied range

of disk durabilities (to 1200 kg/cm2 , charge 200 g).

It is known, however that when igniting strongly heated, aitrogelatin (9) it
in

explodes; a Asimilar explosion occurs also when determining its flash point.
er

N 1

/S
by.

Lca

thi

Fig. 6. Dependence of flash intensity of 50% nitrogly-
cerine gelatin on temperature of thermnostat. t

1) Height of bounce of ball H cm; 2) Temperature of tlier- of
mostat too.

of
Besides that, experiments showed that it is possible to gratly increase the iten-

sity of flash even in the case of gelatin, containing mch more (to 50%) nitrocell-
fa

ulose. These experiments of B. N. Kondrikov and I. V. Babaytsev were set up in

the following-manner (see page 515). A small weighed amount of gelatin (0.02 g)
cot

was introduced :Into the tet-tube. located in the thermostat. The intensity of the

flash was determined depending upon the temperature of the thermostat. The measure
wh

of this intensity was judged by the height of the bounce of the ball, freely cover-
eaf

ing the mouth of the test-tube. The character of the established dependence is
se-,

unusual (Fig. 6) and is explained in the following manner. At low temperatures



owly slow decaemoition occurs, -with which the ap~ of -gas fiation,1 is o ,Al

that the ball does not bounce; -at high teqperatures , before -go, tin, h"- ti06 td

heat, igniton quiekd2' occurs; burning proceds on the mcromfce, of the pOi~ce

and speed of gas formation is again insufficient to bounce 'the ball. Atinhter-

mediate temperatures of golatin it can be heated to. ignition, *Hows, ot on!

this heating alone increases the burning rate. As a result ,of chemical processes,

in particular depolymrization of nitrocellu.ose, the viscosity~ -of gIAtinisl-

ered so much that its burning occurs8 with intense turbulization, #6Oddiprsion ?af-

substance by escaping gases. All this leads to such a strang d*elowot of thi

burning surface that the flash takes the character ofaneluo, pitn te

test-tube and stronglyv bouncing the! ball, similar to that, 'which 'happens/risz'

conditions with ungelatinixedp NG.

Thus, transition of burning of liquid to a turbulent rogiui. considejrably fvos's

the possibility of explosion. This is not surprising. The iAin distinctioh, of

detonation from normal burning is that with it the reaction takes. place, xoer juch,

greater pressure and in the form of burning suspended mattor of particles of ~sub-

stance which also establishes a much higher speed of process. Thus for-realisationv

of transition of bu~rning into explosion pressure should grow and susporende iatter

of the explosive subotance should be formed. However, it . sit~iient -ony -to'

form suspended matter: if total surface of its burning particles, L.,, the *u_

face of burning, is sufficiently great, then pressure ill be inicreased uantaly

This refers, in particular,. to the burning of NG. Even in the usul labqratory

conditions of a test at flash point it gives,as is known,, an intense explosion.

2ven more we expect explosion at appearance of flash of NG in 'industrial -conditions,

where zdmension of the warm-up zone can be imuch larger. Theref ore because of the,

ease of developing turbulence or burning and the low pressures, with which it starts,,

self-ignition of NG in industrial conditions practically alxays leads to excploei"n.

0T~ I.' ",
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The Double Influence of Pressure On Transition

of Burnrr Into Explosion bur

The essential factor of transition of burning into explosion is considered to Wit

be, and not unfounded, an increase of pressure. If powdery substance burns, then 'mod

an increase of pressure to a definite magnitude leads to penetration of hot pro-

ducts of burning into the depth of the charge and if relatively quickly there is

formed a sufficiently thick layer of burning suspensions, then this car, lead to

transition of burning into explosion. In the case of liquids an increase of pres-

sure, as we have seen, leads to the appearance of turbulence, which in its turn

promotes transition of burning into explosion. Apparently, for such transition

onset of turbulization is more favorable at low pressures, when speed of formation

is great, and linear speed of its combustion is small and there occurs, therefore,

an accumulation of particles or drops of the substance.

An'lother phenomenon is possible. With excessively intense turbulization cool-

ing of flame by liquid proceeding into it becomes too great and burning is stopped. Thus

However, if during attenuation a large quantity of liquid was heated also to a gave

sufficiently high temperature, then in it can be developed self-accelerated decom- and

position, which can lead to a surpassing of heat gain over heat losses and to flash, into

and consequently, in the case of NG, also to explosion. Attenuation and explosion tini

in these conditions are neighbors and turbulization can lead to explosion not by burn

itself, nor from increase of burning rate, but through formation of a sufficiently sure

large volume of heated substance, in which thermal explosion can be developed. pher

Local explosion of NG after being heated during attenuation leads to explosion of

all the remaining "cold" part of the substance. Explosion of such a type is easy JtA

to realize, by creating artificial local warm-up of surface layer of liquid, with a

heated spiral, introduced into the NG to a certain depth (1.5--M). When the

spiral is on the surface, then igniting causes only a weak flash, accompanied by

spraying of liquid and leading neither to burning, nor to explosion. aiti;

Under the conditions of the described experiments on igniting by spiral, an 1aye3



increase of pressure, preventing attenuation, can render a stablising effect on

burning. This effect is graphically iflustrated by the experiments B. N. KondrIkov

to with mixtures of liquid nitrates with azide of lead and burning them in the area of

hen I1moderatelyr increased pressures.

0-(Ib W

is5

0

res-

a*

tion Fig. 7. Dependence of burning rate of mixture of nitro-

ore, glycerine and azide of lead (50:50) on pressure.

1) mixture with nongelatinized NG, 2) mixture with gela-
tinized NG.

ool- 1)u, cm/see; 2) kg/cm2 .

pped. Thus, a mixture of equal (in weight) quantities of NG and aside of lead at 3.7 atm

gave an incompl.ete explosion, at 4.9 atm there occurred attenuation, and at 5.4

__M_ and higher pressures (to 40 atm) burning was observed, as a rule, without transition

into explosion (Fig. 7). An analogous picture. is observed also for weakly gela-lash,

tinized NG; it, by itself, thanks to increased viscosity, is capable of stable

burning; addition of azide of lead (50%) deprives it of this ability at low pres-

sures -ignting leads to attenuation; an increase of pressure to 3 and more atmos-'Itly

pheres returns its ability to burn.

This refers also to mixes on the basis of NGL (Fig. 8) and diglycoldinitrate;

&SY Atn this the less the burning rate of nitrate, the bigger the pressure, starting

Lth a fro.A which its ability to burn is restored.

These observations are explained naturally based on the idea that trans:it

Dy ' 'rning into explosion is connected with the scope of chemical reaction whun 4. -

iiting a layer of substance of a certain critical thickness. Explosion of this

.n Layer, more accuratsly the suspensions of particles of the substance, which form



during development of reaction in it. if it leads to the appearance of a drop in

pressure of sufficient magnitude, causes explosion of the remaining part of the

charge. If this drop is insufficient, then attenuation occurs or at small ampli-

tude pulsating burning appears. Increase of pressure under the ponditions of the t)

described experiments hampered thickening of reacting layer to a thickness necessary o

for appearance of explosion.

A%
P

Xq

VAt a

'--- t

i I°

(i 10I 1 5 1 aJ I 13
24oem ?I+? # J5iff

() 411CNE ,%Pz shftv__ys

Fig. 8. Effect of composition, pressure and method of
igniting on behavior of mixtures of weakly gelatinized

nitroglycol and azide of lead.

a--igniting directly by spiral, b--igniting by-means of
a layer of weakly gelatinized NGL. Every square on the
graph corresponds to one experiment. Numbers, located a- C
long axis of abscissas, signify pressure (or pressure
range), with which experiments were produced. Numbers by
brackets -contents of azide of lead in its mixture with

gelatinized nitroglycol.

1) Number of experiments; 2) Pressure f," R in atm; 3)
Condition designations: Wburningt £attenuation; m ex-

plosion.



Conclusions

Dependencies of burning rate on pressure and initial temperature for liquid

substances, in particular nitrates of alcohol, differ because of turbulization of

the front, setting in under definite conditions of burning, from those, which are

observed for solid substances. The main factors, determining transition of burning

into a turbulent regime, are the mi'gnitude of the burning rate and the pressure.

Turbulization leads to a sharp increase in the quantity of liquid, proceedinz into

the zone of burning which can at low pressures cause attenuation of it, but at high

pressures -strong3ly increases the quant.i.q zf the burning subetance. The apear-

ance of turbulent burning during an increase in pressure can lead to transition of

the latter into an explosion, especially at low pressures. In known conditions an

increase of pressure can stabilize burning.
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28. On the Burning of Nitroglycerine

ith respect to burning ability nitroglycerine is distinguished from

other nitro esters studied from this point of view by certain peculiarities

Z-1. In ordinary conditions of laboratory experiment (igniting of an

incandescent spiral at room temperature and atmospheric pressure in a glass tube

several millimeters in diameter) nitroglycerine does not burn. In order to

obtain burning it is necessary to conduct the experiment at lowered pressure

( at). Burning, but already in turbulent conditions, is observed also at

pressures (p) greatir thanwll at E2-7, and besides, i's speed (u) is an order

greater than it was possible to expect, extrapolating the dependence u on p,

obtained in the area of lowered pressures.

Loss by nitroglycerine of burning ability at pressure above j at was

explained by the transition of burning to turbulent conditions. In the area of

low pressures, when chemical transformation during burning takes place with

incomplete heat liberation, constituting only nearly half of the possible

maximum, taking place as a result of the turbulence of a large quantity of

liquid in the relatively cold and hardly-closed zone of burning stops the
chemic.l reaction, since thermal loss becomes too large. From this explanation

it follows that by decreasing relative thermal loss, for example by increasing

the diameter of the tube, it would have been possible to hamper attenuation, r

and in the limit with a safficiently large diameter, in general to prevent it.

Burning of nitroglycerine would be then similar to burning, for example, of



nitroglycol. As it is known Z-_-, in the last case are observed two pressure

areas - normal (too%# 20 at) and turbulent (above 20 at) burning - without a

range of pressure, in which burning is not spread.

If this is so, then attenuation of burning of nitroglycerine with an

increase of pressure can be considered as the result of a significant increase of

the critical diameter of burning upon transition to turbulent conditions. By

increasing the diameter of the tube in this case, it would havy been possible to

increase pressure of attenuation and, finally, to raise it 11-15 at, when burning

in turbulent conditions is spread stably with a diameter of the tube of 5 mm.

Probably, it wou:d be even sufficient to increase pressure of attenuation of

normal burning to a lesser, than shown, magnitude, since it, during burning in

turbulent conditions, is lowered with an increase of diameter. Thus, enlarge-

ment of the diameter of the tube would approach both -- the lower and upper

limits of the range of absence of burning by pressure and should load to their

blending, i.e. to the disappearance of this interval.

Side by side with the shown version, that it was possible to conditionally

designate as the transformation of nitroglycerine into nitroglycol; another is

also possible - transformation of nitroglycol into nitroglycerine. Having

created the conditions of reinforced heat supply, it is possible to expect also

for nitroglycol ceasing of burning upon transition of the latter to turbulent

co'ditions. These conditions can be the small diameter of the tube or, better,

finding it instead of air in water or other liquid.

A check of these considerationis also was one of the problems of this work.

The solution of it appeared, however, hampered by the circumstance that the

diameter, starting from which nitroglycerine is capable of burning in the whole

range of pressures$ apparently, is so great, that it makes the experiments ixr

laboratory conditions unsafe.

In order to avoid application of large charges; we went in the direction of

an increase of viscosity of nitroglycerine by means of dissolution in it of



nitrocelulose (gelatination). The increase of iscosity hampers turbulence and

subdues its results El].

Critical Diameter of Burning of Liquid Nitrog.ycerine At Various Pressures

For determination of critical diameter of burning, nitroglycerine was

poured into a conical glass tube with angle at the peak not more than 1O. In

order to ensure constant conditions of heat supply, the tube wvs placed in a

glass with water. Experiments were conducted in a cylinder of constant pressure

in an atmosphere of nitrogen. Igniting was realized from the wide side of the

conical tube by an incandescent Nichrome wire. The critical diameter of burning

(dc) was considered as the diameter, below which burning was not spread.

As the experiments showed, the critical diameter of burning of nitroglycerine

in the area of increased pressures does not depend on whether the tube with

nitroglycerine is in water or in gas, that apparently, can be explained by the

great burning rate in these conditions, in consequence of which the relative

magnitude of thermal loss from the quickly moving zone of reaction does not

change due to a change of the coefficient of heat radiation of the external

surface of the glass tube.

The results of experiments at increased pressures (100-13 at), when

nitroglycerine burns in turbulent conditions, show that the critical diameter

of attenuation is gretly increased upon lowering of pressure. The curve,

describing this growth (Fig. 1, curve 1), can be presented by the equation

dc 14 where dc - critical diameter in mm, and p - pressure in kg/cm2 .

Upon transition from 100 to 13 at, dc increases from 0.35 to 3.5-5 mm. If the

obtained dependence is fulfilled also at a further decrease of p, then the

critical diameter at atmospheric pressure should constitute 24.5 cm.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of critical diameter of burning,(d c) ,of
nitroglycerine and its gelatin on pressure (p) in the range

above atmospheric pressure.
1 - nitrog~yceriae (+ - in air envirorment; - in water
environment), 2 -3.2% gelatin, 3 - 5% gelatin, 4 - 8.5%
gelatin. (a) do rm:; (b) p kg/cm:2 .
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Fig. 2. Dependence of critical diameter of burning of nitro-
glycerine on pressure in the rg 150-1000 a HS.
(ga)P n H; (b) d .
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In a rang of pressures below atmospher'ic, where. burning takes place

1
without visible pulsation, upon increasing p the critical diameter increases

(Fig. 2). -At p= 150 mm Hg the critical diameter constitutes 2.5 um., at 390 mm

- 7 mm and at 1050 - 0 .

This circumstance is somewhat unexpected, since usually with an increase of

pressure, i.e. an increase of the burning rate, the thermal losses, and with

them the critical diameter, are decreased. Apparently, established by the data

of the experiments, the original dependence is stipulated by the fact that with

the caused growth of pressure by increase of the burning rate is reinforced by

turbulence of its front, which also increases thermal loss. This reinforcement

thermal loss due to the appearance of turbulence is greater than their decrease

due to an increase of the burning rate. Thus an increase of critical diameter is

a more sensitive index of the beginning of turbulence of burning, than an

increase of its speed and appearance of pulsation. The possibility of

observation of the latter, for example, in photographic registration of the

process depends on the resolving power of the apparatus. Usually pulsation is

fixed only in developed turbulence. In favor of these considerations is the

circumstance that" the critical diameter of gelatinized nitroglycerine, during

the burning of which turbulence is basically suppressed in the same area of

pressures in comparison to an ungelatinized substance is much less and is

decreased with the increase of pressure: the critical diameter of 3% nitro-

glycerine gelatin constitutes at atmospheric pressure approximately 2 rm, and

fihically these experiments were set up not as the determination of
diameter of attenuation during burning in conical tubes, but as determination
of pressure of attenuation during burning in cylindrical tubes of different
diameter under slowly increasing pressure. In these experiments on
determination of critical diameter at pressures below atmospheric, the tube
with nitroglycerine was not placed in water, since this led to too large d.
(more than 12 mm). In all remaining cases, described below, the tube was
placed in water.
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nitroglvycerin. was obtained even at atmospheric, however, only with one of the

different texedmethods of ignition, and nam.y igniting at lowered pressure

wth its subsequent growth to I at. Apparently, the usual methods of igniting

promots the appearance of. weU.devloped turbulent conditions of burning, with C

which the critical diameter is such-greater than during normal burrdng.

Subsequent expriments showed that the dependenice of the possibility of

burning of liquid nitroglycerine on the diater of the tubs (di) is more

complicated (fig. 3). If it lowi pressure (140-,-150 zuHg) is-observed only-

the usual lower limit of the dia"ter, obviously stipulated by heat losses of

nrlburningk, then -t lage pesrs for 4=pe at I at, burning, stably

taking place at small diameters, stops being- spread a. swhat larger values

and again acquires this3 ability upon further increase of diameter * With this,

the burning rates in tubes. of smal~l and large diameters are aperatoly

Identical end equal to 0. ]Jr-O .18I cm/soc. Correspondingly thqxpeanl

*tjo of establisuint of both critical values, of diasmter (41 and d2 ) ws

different. For deterxmtion of the first of then nitroglycirine. ** ignited

how usual in a tube tapering downwards; burning was stopped after achieverwnt

of d1 ; for determinstion of the second limit nitroglycerin. won ignitepd in a

tubsexpxz dowmrds; burning w stopped upon reaching d. Anothr possible

Trinof determirAtiofl of the dependence di f ()and d2 ilde detet'mnation

of pressure of 4ttenuation dueing burning -of, the, GubetAnce in eyln&Ici1tbs

iiaisses of experim.nts nitroglycorlae ms pplied with~ tWaperetj.e
qf'1rdaning 11.86. The results obtained with this nitrogV*erime, qwAtitatively

* whocmAt distinguiied frau that 4escribel Abve, but the general pi9ture.



By this method curves were also obtained, shown in Fig. 3.

The described dependence ofdc on p could be explained by the fact that at

pressure of approximately 1 at the burning rate is already sufficiently great

in order to cause significant turbulence.

Fig. 3. Area of burning of nitroglycerine at small pressures

(cross-hatched) . a) p ma Hg; b) d mam.

At small diameters, however, this turbulence cannot be developed and burning

does not die out; increase of diameter decreases the stabilizing effect of the

tube, turbulences causes amplification thermal loss, and burning dies out. At

further increase of diameter of tubes, relative thermal losses are decreased,

and burning at a certain diameter of d3 again becomes possible. As confirmation

of the described -explanation serves again the fact that at pressure of 1 at for

gelatinized nitroglycerine a range of diameters, in which burning is not spread,

is not observed.

Upon lowering pressure, dI naturally is increased; d2 also increases, since

at a lower burning rate its inclination towards autoturbulence is lowered, and

stabilization of the process is realized even at a relatively large diameter;

d3 is decreased due to the fact that because of lower turbulence (loss than the

burning rate) the thermal losses stipulated it are decreased. At a certain

.-At pressures below-- 20 m Hg dc was not determined.



sufficiently low pressure p', d2 and d3 becces identical", and the range of

diameter, in which burning is not observed, disippears. From these data,

incidentally, follows a paradoxical conclusion: in order to interrupt burning

of nitroglycerine by means of passing it through a multichannel barrier it is

not expedient to make the channels too thin, since in this case turbulence can

be suppressed.

Critical Diameter of Burni of Gelatinizod Nitro lycerine At Various Pressures

Gelatination of nitroglycerine by dissolution in it of nitrocellulose leads

to a certain deceleration of burning, and mainly greatly hampers the appearance

of turbulence due to a sharp increase of viscosity of the solution. In accordance

with this, the area of turbulence during burning of gelatin (- 3.2% by weight of

nitrocellulose) is displaced in the direction of large pressures, and the curve

d f(p) takes on an original form (Fig. 1, curve 2). In the area of low
C

pressures (1-10 at) the critical diameter is decreased with the increase of

pressure - obviously due to an decrease of relative thermal loss because of the

increase of burning rate. However in the range from 10 to 30 at the critical

diameter grows and, for example, at 30 at is significantly greater than at 5 at.

This growth should add to the increase of thermal loss due to the appearance of

turbulence I , the influence of which in this case is stronger, than the influence

of the growth of the burning rate. At a further increase of pressure from 30 to

100 at the critical diameter is decreased, apparent3,, because in this region of

pressures the influence of growth of burning rate, and possibly also the increase

of its temperature (due to the transition to combustion up to N2 instoad of NO),

. The originality of this turbulence is the fact that in causing tle
increase of critical diameter, it is not accompanied by anx increase of the
burning rate. Such an increase for 3% gelatin appears, apparently, only ft
much greater pressures(approximately 300 at)W, when in a series of photographs
sometimes a sudden strong increase Qf burning rate w observed (sto Table 2,
photo 10)

STOP "
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obtains a predominant value.

It is interesting to compare the curve for gelatin with the curve for

nongeatinized nitroglycerine (Fig. 1, curve 1). From 10 to 25 at the critical

diameter of liquid ftitroglycerine is much greater than gelatin, in spite of

the fact that the speed of its burning is approximately 10 times more. This

undoubtedly is the result of more intense turbulence in the case of a liquid

nongelatinized explosive, stipulating greater thermal loss, and graphically

illustrates the influence of this factor on critical diameter. From 25 to 50

at, conversely, d of nitroglycerine is already somewhat less than gelatin -
c

this, apparently, is the result of the high speed of burning of the liquid.

Experiments with more viscous (5% nitrocellulose) gelatin (Fig. 2, curve 3)

showed, in general, a similar (with 3% gelatin) picture. In order to suppress

turbulence by increasing viscosity (burning rate upon change of contents of

nitrocellulose from 3 to 8.5% practically does not change - Fig. W), it was

necessary to increase the contents of nitrocellulose in nitroglcerine to 8.5%.

In this case (Fig. 1, curve 4) a maximum on the curve dc = f(p) is not observed,

however, on the graph is seen in the corresponding area of pressures a section

of constancy of 6ritical diameter.

.$

I

Fig. 4. Dependence of burning rate of nitroglycerine gelatin
on pressure. 1-.2%, 2-5%2 3--8.5%
(a) u cm/sec. (b) p kg/cm



In Table 1 are equations, describing the dependence of d. on pressure for

nitroglycerine, and also for nitroglycerine gelatin and certain other studied

Snitro esters and their mixtures.
Table 1

Dependence on pressure of critical diaeter of burning of liquid
and gelatin nitro esters and their solutions

7. I

'6,. \ I 13to 4-"_____________ 25-100 du$:an~.
1-2 2.21

•.-

o5n 2Mpa _________

3,5-21NI 'Our

1,-1ds 19.3

21-41 862

3~65~ f1-21 7.413%-B " nutl "mein[ 4K .--1

Ouer ePM (0O; 10) ... '...'" p

1) Subatance; 2) Rane of pressures, at; 3) Nitroglycerine; 4) 3.2% nitro-
glycerine gelatin; 5) 5% nitroglycerin gelatin; 6) 8.5% nitroglycerine
gelatin; 7) Nitroglycol; 8) 3% nitroglycol gelatin; 9) Mixture of nitroglycol
with nitroglycerine (90:10); 10) Diglycol dinitrate.

*NOTE: The English equivalent of the Russian dk is dc.

.. . . . .. ... ... .. . .. . ... ... . . . ... .. .. .. ,



Table 2
Character of burning of different liquid and gelatin nitro esters and

their solutions. Photographs obtained with the help of a photoregister.

Nitro esters: the pressure at which their burning
occurred and results of observation

1. 5% nitroglycerine gelatin, 2. 3% nitroglycerine gelatin,
p = 6 at. Clearly noticeable frontal p = 26 at. A certain distortion of
primary illumination the burning front and periodic

approximation to it of a secondary
flame is observed

3. 5' nitroglycerine gelatin, 4. 10% solution of nitroglycerine
p = 42 at. Frontal primary illumination in nitroglycol, p = 24 at, Starting
and much more bright secondary flame, in normal conditions, burnine chanfx.
separated from the first dark zone to turbulent conditions

5. 10% solution of nitroglycerine 6. 10% solution of nitroglycerine
in nitroglycol, p = 16 at. Irregular i nitroglycol, p = 26 at. periodic
distortion of the burning front -- turbulence with a frequency of 80
pulsating burning sec--



Table 2 (COrtinued)

71 8. J-,. .

7. Diglycol dinitrate, p 81 at. 8. 10% solution of nitroglycerine
Burning with great speed; at transition in nitroglycol, p = 9 at. Multi-

of burning from a tube of large zone structure of primary flame

diameter (4.8 m) to a thick-walled
capillary (1 mm) decrease of the
burning rate and disappearance of
secondary flame is observed

9. 5% nitroglycerine gelatin, p = 10. 3% nitroglycerine gelatin,
213 at. Gradual increase of speed by p - 361 at. Double sharp increase
measure of burning of charge of burning rate

For illustration of the character of burning of the investigated substances

and their mixtures in Table 2 are photographs of burning, obtained with the

help of a photoregister.



Critical Diamter of Burn o col Mixtures of It With Nitro&-cerine
And Diglycol dinitrate At Various Pressures

In Fig. 5 (curve 1) is shown the change of dc with pressure for nitroglycol.

In the entire arxea of pressure from 1 to 80 at the critical diameter is decreased

from 13 mm at 1 at to 0.4 mm at 80 at. However in the range pressures 10--20

at in those cases, when burning occurred with pulsation, attenuation occurred at

a noticeably large diameter, in spite of the fact that the burning rate in these

conditions w*3 much larger.

In order to more clearly reveal the change of dc upon transition of

burning to pulsating conditions, experiments were continued with the

application of solutions of nitroglycerine in nitroglycol (Fig. 5, curve 2).

A 10% solution of nitroglycerine in nitroglycol burns somewhat faster than pure

nitroglycol, and correspondingly a transition to turbulent conditions is

observed at a somewhat smaller pressure *- 15 at. Curve d. a f(p) has a

maximum near this pressure; it is true that due to scattering of the points it

is not very clearly expressed.
4.W

0 

! SW - A

Fig. 5. Dependence of critical diameter of burning of nitroglycol, its
mixtures with nitroglycerine (90:10) and 3% of nitrogycol gelatin on
pressure. 1-nitroglycol, 2-10% solution of nitrogycerine in nitroglycol,
3-3% nitroglycol gelatin. (a) do mM; (b) p kg/cm

'Ihe- tube is surrounded not by water, but air, then the critical
diameter is significantly lese ("- 1 mm).



An attempt ims- sade -alto toa 'obtain- attehuation- of buzninx of nitroglybl

Iduring- tiransition to- turbulent conditions. in; sa oniin of the-

laboratory experiment for nittogjlycol a range of pressure is not 6bserved,

dividing the area 'of, normal and- turbulent -burning,. in'ch burning, cld nOt

be spiread.. The probable cause of this distinction of nitrd-g3.yd6I fr i

nitroglycerine- is the circumstance- that- for the 'first transitioni to turbulent

conditions is obserVe4 at aL high pressure' (,. 20 at), wheii -bvtring ocdcurs -alreaidy

with full heat liberation and- with significant "speed, and, thepredcpiination -of

thermal loss above heat arrival is- not zealized.

Thermal losses may be increased by decregaing the diiiteir of the -tubep..

This, holtever,did not lead to attenuation of burning, apparently , because-the

decrease of diameter hamnpered, the iappearance of turbulence stimilar -to, what was

observed for nitroglycerine. Another possibility included the increasie of

temperature of the experiment, lowetring, 6.s it it-known, tse pruro of

transition of burning to turbulent conditions. In addition, the tube with,

Iburning liquid~pladed for amplification of heat supply in water akt a

corresponding temperature. In these conditions at 400 the transition of burning

to turbulent conditions occurred at a pressure of approkizately,8 at. In a

significant part of the experiments conducted both in conical,.and also in

cylindrical tubes, attenuation was observed of burning-at dian*ters of 4-10 z10

(Fig. 6), and it was also observed in those cases-, when burning started

immediately in turbulent conditions.

Thus, attenuation of burning during transition to turbulent conditions mtay

be observed also for nitroglycol, although for this explosive it is not so

clearly expresaed as for nitroglycerine.



Fig. 6. Dependence of critical diamater of -burning of fitroglycol
on pressure at 40, and. 200. a)do M; (b)pkgc

Fig. 7. Dependence of critical diameter 2 of burning of digltycoldinitrate

on pressure.l (a) d. mmi; (b) p kg/cm' .

The critical diameter of gelatin nitroglycol (Fig. 5, curve 3) is

significantly less than for liquid at all pressures, possiblyv due to a

decrease of the role of convection heat radiation; the distinction is speciAlly

great in the area of those pressures, where burning of the liquid changes to

turbulent conditions.

The diameter of attenuation vas determined also for burning of diglycol-

dinitrate. At atmospheric pressure the critical diameter is great (,..i14 mm)

obviously in connection with the small burning rate *At an increase of

-IN a tube, surrounded by air, the critical diameter at atmospheric
pressure constituted-w'' mm..



I pressre, it- is -dcroased (Fig.i _7,1 -At- a s1eaoe55 -At, irig

di~lcoldinitrate- lchangasi -totrben o tonwchin etousca

be- confri~d: -by -the groat. -burning rate itube 'of 'significat iamt (i.

8).. Howver thi- #peed, ii geTy dereq e V#h adecreas-of 'the diamiitir "f

the tube, obviousl, 4due- ztUo its -stAbilizingifune In connetion with the

1fact that determination' of dlimeter- of attenuatidn. Ws accomlied ihu

simnultaiieous diterinntion -of'thw buirnihg Irte it reiains vague, wh ther

refe6r -the value d t~c prsuesaoe55-'at- to turbulent .or, normal bu ning.

,1- -

Fig. 8 ep nne of burningrtofdgcoiita.(. ipcreased

prsures') onresue intbp.of d ffe16nt t , '

Concluisionst

1. Burning -of nitroglycerine 'in liquid a~nd- geXtin 'nitrbcellulose fOr

and certaift other nitro esters in thq ran'e of pressu~res,, 0.01-100 at -14s

investigated.

2. Critical diameter and burning rate at atmospheric pressure, for,

investigated nitro esters are~ 0 i uu nc/e

Nitroglycerine ............ 0.50.4

Diglycoldinitrate. b0*** ,**O 5 0.02



3In, the rang of pressiv-sa 20-100 -at the- criticl -iztrof buxrning

of irdicatid nitro-esters is- doremaa -at an increase of- presureS according--to TA

the3*w d0  r we n -is. inc1W*dedbetwe0 1.15'n 4 Chi

4. transiti6n ~of-burning of liquid (nitroglyceirine, nitroglycol)- to -Pa

turbultt cdniwtions, leads to- a large Iiinre, of critical 'diameter.

5.S&&3ll diamstar3- of the tube stabilize, burning- of nitroglcertine,

hakmpering transition fron, normal to turbulent conditions-, therefore in known

conditions it, is -possible to observe three critical values of diamter: dA~

thez 10 - o'th outide nd d- onst wiutecrresndgingl be0.5' 2.6

16 d4 t6 the vidc sit of iterlcein ea up:c

priu- .critical vaso diameter (uocrastonstibunin to rbultondi tions), 2. VO

suffeicint viscosity of elmntit.3vern byian fOXsltoni t

(nitrcall lit) herure

1.a K.g K. nrev Colgio fa ticles lone, therae o he exp osives
ofiteyK crt .a Adreyer aun Yu ariton. Defnsuhing Huen otouns)4,p 3

K. K.uficin visey ity JoreliminaPhysit.hmsr,196 0 6;i

1.K. K. Andx'eyev, ThrllDecopostilon nd Burning of explosives,Ste
64io dbyr . Knginering Pulihng Huse. 1957~. DeaePbihnHoe. 9 p3

2. A. F. Belyeoyev, L. D. Kcokova. Collection. "tPhysics of Explosion"1 i 0
Academy of Sciences, USSR, 1953, No. 2., page 175. b

~gI
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STape No !6 3.5

Chapter 3, Aticle, 29,

B. N. Kondrikov-

29. On -The -Burning of Mixtures- of Initiatirit _6iY"evsAxSI.4
Nitro. Esteirs

The-imain pecuflarity of initiating e3plOsives consit ,in, the, -fact, that-,

,burning them, changes' into detonation- under such ctonditions (s"af opena

located charge, usual pressure..an& teopeature), in. which, e#xloivs o9f other

classes burn stably and: smoothly. The ca sof -this: distinctin are not

completely clear One of them, ob-iiously, isthe -high- speedof ,buring of

initiating--explosives,, attainngL at atmospheric pressure, tens of, centite0rs
Lt per second. Howfir this cause, apparently. isntteo"yoe tis,

known that certain explosives, -for exaa)le_,picrates of mas, lsioses

Ivery high burning rate and nonetheless do not, roftr to the, class of initiating7

explosives. On, the other hand, such typical initiating.epoies uha

lead axide, in general do not burn and upon. igniting, Usdiatoly, iwithout -which-

there would be no period of burning, they detonate..

p 3 Due to the significant coumbustion instability-of initiating, exploeives,, it

is quite difficult to study this process and. the causes of its transition into

Ian explosion. Mesanwhile, it is known, that cert*#i mixture!s of inititting

explosives with inert substances, and also secondary ecplosives- ar* capable ,of

burning cc*opltely stably. Thus, mixtures of lead aside with gelatin nitro-

glycerine and nitrocellulose [-2]7, C3_J, f's]burn stably at ataospheric

1pressure even with contents in them of'up to 30-.40% aside.

i It is interesting to explain t~o intluence gkf pressure on the character
and burning rktq of similar %ixtur'es wthj dfferento snAn~ atd nd e

A _t_.'I~ Ao nbna
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t he areaof'c'onditiohs, leasding-t trnsition- of burA-ni into, explosion. -As

secodary -explqsives *rj -applied liquid, nitro eters, (nitroglydol, nitro- r

glycerine a&M diglycoldinitrate), usually gelatinized -by a -small quantity of

:-collodion-. -Of the, initiating explosiVes, besides lead aside) lead styphiis t

and Ootisium tpicrate ware 'also partially studied. t

IMethodoloP& ;of. ,0onductirA -th6 Experimentt

.44#- ntroeste6, wer geltinzed b~ra sallquanity(3% of olldio

,1% N) ,and c arefully raixed -with an initiating explosive, sifted through a silk

sieve with, 39, apertures _per centimeter. Mi-xing was done with a wooden stick in

a well glazed, porce lain cup. 'The obtained mixture- was sucked or stuffed into

'tubes of molybdenu glass with fused ends. The diameter of the tube-usually,

'constituted#-.'5-*, the height of the charge 1--2 cm. Determination of the

den*'ty of char ges of -one- -of -the -mixtur*s- -prepa~redl in- thiis- -manner 'showed that-

this-density is neiar to the theoretical one.

At increased (to 70' at) pressures the experiments were conducted in

cylinders to Study the burning, of explosive- -at. constant pressure.- -&periments

in this,ocylinder were conducted in an-atmosphere of nitrogen, rarer -- carbon

dioxide. Igniting was done with an incandescent-current of Nichrome wire

through a layer of gelatinized nitroglycol or directly. Speed and character of

burning was fixed with the help of photoregister,,and in a number of cases -

AK-16 a movie camera.

Results of Experiments w

Mixtures of Lead Aside With Nitroglycol

Upon igniting a mixture of slightly gelatinized nitroglycol with 10% load W

* aside in air in tubes 5 nn in diameter after combustioni of a layer approximately

2 mm thick attenuation occurs. In tubes 7 Mm in diameter a layer 3-4 mm thick

burns, and at a diameter ot 10.5 rn-a layer 4-5 m.Burning is aeccompanied by



strong, frequent crackl,,ingan scitime frcm thei tube pise ofthe lkidl

near2.y a mdilimater in si26 fly out.

Increase of -pressuire ttabilisei burning easier, the l rrthe-diamster--of,

the tube. At a diaimter of 5 ;ath. itr died out-a 4and aWzsT.i

to burn only at 6 at. At a- dJ nter of-the tube-of T u burning. ocdurred a' t.

4 at; At -higher',pressures tIhe' mixture burns-stabl with a ipe."40ciallyoV

equal to the burning, rate of'-pure gelatin,(Fig. 1-) , 'the,, seonrry ziam ofth

mixture,, olean%7 noticeable- -in -the -photograps strt4 fxapressurefr St,.

is not dull red, as in burning-of one gelatinized njtrogljyc6l bu biht white.

The -width of the dark zone between it and. the surface, of, t1he condensed ,phase is

near to the width of this zone. in the, case of burning gel~atinised. nitoglycoi

(Fig. 2). At. a, pressure of approxitely 20. at in certaini photograps(i.3

4 wave zones -of burning are, visible.

'With large concentrations of aside' in -the- miXture,. igitint/"i not oinly

to attenuation, but also to explosion of the charge. Frm:Fig., 8, locaited' in,

article 27 (see Page 608 of the collection) and depicting, the. influwince ,of

composition, pressure and method- of ignition on the behavior *If mixturs: of lead

Iazide with gelatinized nitroglycol, it is clear that, by increasing the

Ipressure, it is possible to prevent attenuation or explosion a-md to o6btain stable

Iburning of -the mixture. The appearance- of an explosion is facilitated' b.*

igniting the mixture directly with a heated wire , especially if it Is ifi-

troduced to the substance at a certain depth. It is completely natipral that

with large contents of azide an explosion occurs easier. than with- siall., With

contents in the mixtures of 75% PbN6 stable burning of It is not stimulatedieven

with an increase of pressure to 54 at.

The pressure, beginning from which the mixture becomss capable of'stable

029



burnngwit an inreae ofconent ofasi- i iti,dcosiderb. grows. 'this,

_soth iepesa -by 'the relatidnship I
For ,i- 4.lCv -k"2'c (s*eFig., 4),

where m. is-U th cntenits of' load, aide in mixtures with gelatinised nitroglyecol

0 A

Fig. 1. Influence of pressur. on burning rate of mixtures of lead
aside with gelatinized Atroglycol.
6rc entage ofPN 'in the mixtures: 1. -- 0 - 0; 0 - 10; 2 - 30;g
3 --'"50,, 4 - 6;dotted line A separates the area of stable burning
-from, -the- are& -in. -which the, mixtures die ouI or explode.. du
A) Mess burning rate; B) Pressure p kg/cm ; C) Conditionaldesignation5: ~~Points o on straight line3 exrmntina
aitmospherl.-of CC02; All remaining - in an atmosphere of nitrogen;
D) u g/cm 0s0C. (F

The burning rate Of similar mixtures (see Fig. 1) is approximately

proportional to- pressure * The dependence of the proportionality factor (B)

on camposition of the mixture can be presented in the form of

B3 0.035s 1 3  g/cM sec: kg/cm2 (see Fig. 4).

ml:

ML-

of:
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FitX. 2. Influence of pressure, on vidth. of dark zone Iduping 'bu'rnin
oI1 mixtures of lead azide and chloride with gelatinited: niroglycol.,,
l-"-mixturds with PbCI , 2, 3, 4mx ure lth IPbN6" (3Co mi±eOf
ljad- aiide is insiufficiently, uniform andburns nionuni'form'L#*q) I
A) .'idth of darI: zone; D) Pressure -p kg/nS C)" C-idi~nl
designations: -on curve-1 lu :k - contets- of lead chloride' in
MIXtures of 10 an ;on. curve- 2:. o u + - ddontefnts f2dsd
of 0 and 10%~ correspondingly; on curtve 3: * U_ 6 the saihe 5O94nd,

on curve 4: A~ - the same- 30%.

'[h Fig. 5ares bhotographs- of -biiirning -6'r mixtures, of lead asid e.and

[,elatinized nitroglycol with a content of- 30 50 ;%nd 6q,% 'PbN6 . The flsm

iduring burning of these- mixtures usually -consist - of -threO -oes and, theI

width of the dark zone is less than during burninig of gelatinizsd ,nitr-oglycol

(Fir'. 2).

Fig. 3. flurning of a mixture of lead azide with gelatinized,

nitroglycrol 10:90 at a pressure of, 22 at (negative).

For preparation of a mixture with 3(% Mb6, as distinguished fran othr

mixtures azide was used, not passed through a sieve and containing together

with the thinly-dispersed substance small lumps of adhering pwd. This

mixture GspecLSally easy exploded at loll pressures, and at increased - burning

ofr it, although it was fully stable, occurred extremely nonuniform~ (Fig. 5, d).



Fig . 4. Dependence of urigrate and critical pressure on
comosiionfor mixtures oflead! aside with gelatinized nitroglycol.
1--citial pressure , 2--proportionality factor B in the equation
um=Tm.A) Critical pressure Pcr kg/cm ; B) Cnet fla

*g mkg 10aFide in mixtures; C) Proportionality factor, B :-

Miixtures of Lead Aside Wih_ Nitroglycerine and Diglycoldinitrate

Ilixtures of lead aside with other liquid n'r sesbhaeaaoost

mixtures of it with gelatinized nitroglycol.

Thus, a mixture of equal quantities of aside and slightly gelatinized

nitroglycerine at 2 at died out, but already starting with 3 at and higher

stable burned with a speed, approximately linear increasing with pressure (Fig.

6).
A mixture of 50:50 lead aside with nongelatinized nitroglycerine behaved

analogously Upon igniting it at 3.7 at an incomplete explosion occurred at

4.9 at the mixture died out, at 5.4 at - it ignited and smoothly burned. At

a distance of nearly one centimeter above the surface of the condensed phase a

yellowish secondary flame was observed. At higher pressures the mixture is well On

ignited and stably burns with a speed, somewhat greater (Fig. 6), than the sw

burning rate of a gelatinized mixture, but signifinantly (approximately twice) wet

19
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,as less., tha!- the burning rate of nitrogjrceriine without -lad 'aside,[]-,!.z

"'L one, -experiment (,at 3~3 at). at the -end, of 'burning a mwak exploiioh- - obser _ved.

-A hixture on the-basis -of gelatiniized diglycoldinitrate "-a.50 at,:modrately

.. ,creased pressures (3Wand 47 at) did not -burn o5r, burned a. litl and' died out.

(51 at): at 53, 55 and 60 at stable burning was observed 'with a- spee~d, -. ~

see.

A I

Fig. 5. Burni ng of mixture of lead azide with gelatinized hitroglypol.,
Percentage of PbNA in mixtures and pressure. a-50% and 21 at
(positive), b--6 '! and 32 at (negative, at the end of burning is an,
explosion, well seen is the transition from burning of a layer of
gelatinized nitroglycol to burning of the mixture), a-60%Z and 65 at
(negative), d--30', and 25 at (negative, burning is'stable but non-
uniform).

On the photographs, a bright narrow strip of flame is noticeable near the

surface of the condensed phase (Fig. 7); burning is accompanied by a set of

weal, flashes, adding a characteristic striped form to the photograph.



Fig. 6. Dependence of burning [Ut4,Ct
rate of mixtures of lead azide
-with nitroglycerine 50:50 on ,
pressure.. 1-nitroglycerine,
nongelatinized, 2--nitro-
glycerine, gelatinized. 2 a,-
u cm/sec.; b- p kg/cm.

Pig. 7. Burning. of a mixture of lead azide with gelatinized
diglycoldinitrate 50:50 at a pressure of 60 at (negative).

Mixtures of Lead Stvphnate With Nitroglyc]ol

mixture of 30 lead trinitroresorcinate (TNRL) with gelatinized

nitroglycol at atmospheric pressure in tubes 5 and 7.5 mm in diameter dies out.
At

At a diameter of 10.5 the mm mixture slowly burned with frequent strong

crackling. At increased pressure the mixture burns evenly and stably with a
mea

speed, near to the burning rate of a mixture of nitroglycol with 30% lead azide

I is
(Fig. 8 and 9).

At an increase of contents of TNRL to 50%, the burning rate and pressure, Mb

starting from which the mixture burns stably, are increased, and distribution of

the flame becomes nonuniform (see Fig. 10 and 13). wii

A mixture, containing 60% TNRL, at atmospheric pressure gives an explosion

(upon igniting both directly by a heated wire, and also through a layer of

gelatinized nitrogl]ycol).



Fig. 8. Burning of a mixture of 3Q TNRL with gelatinied-
itroglycol at a- pressure of 20 at (negative).

(a..) I~ce

Z 4

S a

•4 4

0 20 ,~40p~h

Fig. 9. Influence of pressure on burning rate of mixtures of
lead styphnate and azide with gelatinized nitroglycol. 1 and
4--mixtures with TNRL 50 and 30%. 2 and 3-mixtures with PbN6
-50 and 3C% (correspondingly). a) u cm/sec; b) p kg/cma4 .

At increased pressures the mixture burns, although extremely nonuniform, but

wdthout transition to explosion, and besides the burn-up time of the charge by

measure of increase of pressure is Increased, i.e. the average speed of burning

is decreased (see Fig. 11).

Mixtures of Potassium Picrate With Diglycoldinitrate and NitrogJycol

The influence of composition on burning of a mixture of potassium picrate

with gelatinized diglycoldinitrate at atmospheric pressure in tube 11 m in
1

diameter is illustrated in Fig. 12 . A mixture, containing nearly 5% picrate,

burns with sonorous crackling and with a speed, near to the burning rate of pure

gelatin.

. These experiments were cond4cted by the student vi., b Kozlov.
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Fig. 10. Burning of a mixture of ~2 cg
50!) TNRL with gelatinized nitro-
glycol under pressure: a-7) b-
51, c--37 at (sive.Fig. U. Burning of a mixture- of

0,11 TN'RL with gelatinized' nitro-
glycol under pressure-: a-37,
b-51) c-62 at (negative).

*43- ) 1M sec.
.4,

f* olePAa~ue numpamad
jmanut ei.set A

Fig. 32. Dependence of burning rate of a mixture of potassium picrate.
with gelatinized diglycoldinitrate at atmospheric pressure on composition.
1.) Burning rate, u cm/sec; 2) Contents of potassium picrate in % by
weight.



Mixtures -with '8.9 anid 1'pcaedo, ndt bradstrigwt 24, 4a4

,becqiie cap~able -of -burning, _and thi- spud of the- ktte ii severAl tl*Oseh tg

than -pure( di-g3,yrldinitrate. At -an incre'a6e of' donritsqficrteit

mixture, the crackinhg, accompanying the burning, pi.4pnreaied and at 5-0%

changes into even strong, hising. Mixtures, -of posi piratith,

gelatinized nitxroglycol behaV6e &Aalogouslyi but burned, f atiser ind -at.arn increase,

of the contenits' of picrate burningz of them was, stopped ',1ter _thani the,

digl~rcoldinitrAte mixtures.

#AA)

Fig. 13. Influence of pressure on burning, rate, (u), anid at o
dar'~ zone (h)- durihfg burning Of a m ixtA ure o'f equa qu4Att of
potassium picrate and gelatinized nitrog2',*dol. + wdt*o
dark" zone during burning of mlixture, 0 - wih-of dafk mona
during burning of gelatinized nitrog 1o without, Aditor*z,.of
picrate. 1) u cm/see.; 2') p kg/cm'.

Fig. 14. Burning of a mixture -of potissium picrate withI

gelatinized nitroglycol during igniting through* 'a 2yr of

gelatinized nitroglyvcol, pressur6. 31 ,at -(positive)'.



The dependence of the burning rate of a mixture of equal quantities of

potassium bicrate and gelatinized nitroglvcol on pressure is presented in Fig.

13. Upon igniting through a layer of gelatinized nitroglycol this mixture in

the range of 1-75 it burns stably and evenly. In a wave of burninp it three

zones are noticeable (Pig. 14.), and b-oth the primary and secondary flames are

Ammer, than in the case of mixtures, containing lead salt.

Fig. 15. Nonuniform burning of a mixture of potassium picrate with
gelatinized nitrogycol during igniting directly by a heated wire,

pressure 20 at (positive).

The dependence of the width of the dark zone on pressure is quite original (Fig.

13): at moderate]l-r increased pressures this zone is already significant,

than during burning of pure gelatin, and at higher pressures this distinction

disappears.

In the case, when the mixture was ignited directly by wire, burning was

nonuniform, unstable and its speed according to photographs, obtained on a

photoregister (Fig. 15) was not able to be determined.

M ues Contann L Chloride

An increase of the burning rate, change of critical diameter, decrease of

thick.mess of the dark zone and other effects, observed with the addition to

nitro esters of lead azide and TNRL, would have been possible to add to the

catalytical influence of the lead contained in them. In order to establish the

possible role of this factor, we conducted experiments on burning of mixtures

of gelatinized nitroglycol with chloride of bivalent lead. It turned out that



an addition of 10 and 30% PbC12 almost does not have an inf1inci-on-the

burning rate of nitroglycol (Fig. 16) and, consequent-V, samwhat increaess

the mass speed. It is obviously, however, that this .'ffect does not. co ear

with the action of lead azide and TNRL on the burning rate and, c6fsiquent Y

the role 6f catalysis in the increase of the burhing rate of nitr6 esters upon

addition to them of quick-burning compounds of lead is small. The flem, dtring

burning of mixtures containing lead chloride, has & coplicated polysonal I
structure, and in certain photographs it is possible to distinguish up t0 five

zones (Fig. 17). The width of the first dark zone s~iwehat -ecds the width of

it during burning of gelatinized nitroglycol and all the more so - high-

percentage mixtures of it with lead azide (see Fig. 2) which also indicates, the

distinction in mechanisms of action of these substances.

Fig. 16. Influence of pressure on burning rate
of mixtures of gelatinized nitroglycol with lead
chloride. 1) Conditional designations: Contents
of lead chloride in mixtures: Q- 3C ; + - 10%;
o - 0%. a) u e m/sec.;, b) p kg/cm.

*-! ;-% ,---/,

Fig. 17. Burning of a mixture of 30% Pb012 with gelatinized nitroglycol $
at a pressure of 50 at (negative).

Discussion of Results

The main result of the above described experiments consists in revealing

the original influence of pressure on the possibility of burning of mixtures of

(3



initiating explosives with liquid nitro esters. Unstable at atmospheric or

moderatel-, increased pressure, the burning of these mixtures, as a rule, is

ccepetely stable at high pressures. This effect is exhibited for mixtures of

nitro esters both with lead azide, and also with lead styphnate. The para-

doxicaLness of it is specially graphic in those cases, when an increase of

pressure prevents not only attenuation, but also explosioh of mixtures (see for

example the data for a mixture of gelatinized nitroglycol with 30% PbN6 in Fig.

8, Article 27, page 6M ). The originality of such an influence of pressure is

exhibited even in the fact that a mixture of 50:50 lead azide with nitro-

glycerine, the capability of which for normal (undisturbed) burning is much less

than nitroglycol, burns, starting from lower pressures, than a nitrogycol

mixture. In the first case burning starts with 3 at, in the second - only with

20 at.

It is completely obvious that to explain these phenomena, proceeding from

usual presentations about the mechanism of disturbance of burning and its

transition into an explosion [i] would be difficult. Indeed, the usual pre-

sentations are based on numerous facts of the directly opposite influence of

pressure on stability of burning of explosives and logically explain them by the

fact that upon increase of pressure the burning rate and dynamic increase of

pressure are increased. Upon achievement of a certain critical pressure, the

heated gaseous products start to penetrate into the depth of the charge, the

surface of burning is incraased, its speed and dynamic increase of pressure

progressively increase, burning becomes nonuniform, pulsating or changes into an

explosion.

The original influence of pressure on the stability of burning of explosives

observed in our experiments can be, however, naturally explained, if we proceed

from the presentation E2_, [3_2 about the fact that transition of burning into

explosion is combined with the coverage of the chemical reaction of a layer of

the explosive of a certain dritical thickness. Explosion of this layer, more

accurately, suspensions of explosive particles, formed during the reaction in it,
54#6



if it leads to formation of a sufficiently '1rg p in pressure, causes 4n,

explosion of the remaining part of the chare. If the JmW- in pOss ure is

inufficient, then attenuation occura, due to disturbance of the hea l- l r 'er

or at small amplitude of this jump the burning acquires a pulsating Character.

The appearance of an explosion of the suspension depends also on the tit "of

stay of the initiating explosive in the heated state. If this t1is is less than

the period of induction, th~n a layer of the -mixture burns earlier, than the

initiating explosive flashes.

The fact that pressure is not directly iportant, and namly the thickness

of thi heated and reacting layer and duration of its existence, is indicated by

the dependence of the phenomenon on the burning rate of nitro esters. Mixtures

on a base of nitrogycerine, burning faster than nitroglycol, acqir the

ability to burn stably, starting from smaller pressures, slovly burhing mixtures

on a base of diglycoldinitrate, conversely, provide stable :bujrning only at

significantl.y larger pressures, than ritrogl- ol i*ixtures. The burning rate at

pressures, starting, from 'which mixtures of 50:50 on a base of nitroglycol and

diglycoldinitrate burn stably (20 in the first and~50 at in the second case)

are approximately equal and constitute nearly 1 ca/sec. r

It is easy to explain also from this point of view the cpsletely unusual

phenomenon, observed upon addition of the least capable of burning initiating

explosive - lead azide to one of the most easily explode and difficulty

burning secondary explosives - nongelatinised nitrog.ycerine. In that region

of pressures, in which nitroglycerine due to turbulence og the liquid surface

does not burn, and azide, as is peculiar to it, detonates, and a mixture of

equal quantities of th6se substances is capable of stable burning. Above it

S5 already noted that at those increase3d pressures, with which nitroglycerine

again starts to burn, but even in turbulent conditions, i.e. with great speed,

the addition to it of lead azide, obviously hia ing turbulence, sharply



(approximately twice) lowers the burning rate. The latter is observed also

during burning of liquid nitroglycol with lead azide at pressures higher than

20 at,

If upon igniting, a thicker layer of mixture is heated, the probability of

the appearance of an explosion in it, obviously, increases. This case is

illustrated by experiments with a 3C% mixture of lead azide with nitroglycol

upon igniting with incandesced current through a 'wire (Fig. 8 Article 27., page

606). In that case, if the ability of the system to explode is less significant,

than mixtures with lead azide, igniting by wire can lead not to explosion, but

to nonuniform disturbed burning in those conditions, in which upon "softer" t

igniting the system burns evenly and smoothly. Thus behaves, for example, a C

mixture with potassium picrate (cf. Fig. 14 and 15).

A thermal explosion, leading to attenuation of a mixture, certainly should t

not envelope the whole heated layer. It was noted above that burning of the

investigated mixtures at atmospheric pressure is accompanied by frequent

crackling - obviously micro-flashes of particles of a quick-burning explosive

or their aggregates. These micro-flashes, mixing the heated layer and

reinforcing the heat supply, mix the distribution of burning and at a sufficient

contents in the mixture of a quick-burning substance lead to attenuation. In

that case, if a quick-burning explosive is capable of independent burning, at a

significant contents of it in the mixture, the latter can begin to burn again,

but already in conditions, peculiar to a pure quick-burning substance (at small

contents of a quick-burning explosive, this, obviously, agitates the nitro esters,

in particular by the fact that it absorbs heat in its own evaporation). Precisely t

in this manner, mixtures with potassium picrate behave and a mixture with d

nitroglycol dies out with a larger content of picrate, than with slowly

burning diglycoldinitrate. The picture, apparently, similar to that described

above, was observed by A. Z. Belyayev L57 for mixtures of lead styphnate with



trinitrotriazide benzene.

The obtained data allow also to estibate the burning-rat of lead aside

!with larger approximation, than this it was Possible to do on th basis of

preceeding works. 'Substituting into the equation u.m  0.35 p (1/c 2aec)

the value m =.71 g/m (specific gravity of lead a-ide), we will obtain a

burning rate of pure lead azide at atmospheric reSure equal to e13, 5 czsec.

Let us remember that according to Belyaev 5 the burning rate of lead

azide is at least an order larger and constitutes 50-I-40 cm/sc. One should

note, however that this magnitude is obtained by extrapolation on pure aside of

the burning rates of mixtures of it with mercury fulminate at the temperature

of liquid nitrogen. The contents of aside in the mixture did not exceed 15%

(with this concentration, burning changed into detonation). It is obvious that

the reliability of the magnitude, obtained so far by extrapolation, with such

exotic fuel as mercury fulminate, the same as in a completely unknown area of

low temperatures is very small.

Apparently, the speed, with which lead aside would burn, if it could burn

at atmospheric pressure, is significantly lower. This is indicated, in addition,

,by the results of experiments on burning of mixtures of lead aside with mercury

fulminate and with lead styphnate, conducted by B. S. Sretlov in 1952. During

'the study of burning of these mixtures (with addition of small quantities of

ibitumen) in a manometric cylinder it was shown that the introduction into a

!mixture of azide very greatly decreases the burning rate of styphnate and

practically does not change this burning rate of mercury £linate. On this

F basis it is natural to assume that the burning rate of lead azide i little

distinguished from the burning rate of mercury fulminate (at atmospheric

pressure --- i1.5 cm/sec [-7)and is significantly less than lead styphnate

("'~30 cm/sec) [893.



If this assumption is correct, then an explanation ok the absence in lead

aside of tho abilty of stable burning with a phenomnally great burning rate of

this Substaince, obviously,. is erroneous. Apparently, the considerations, which

nre-donclu4d. in the fact that an explosion of lead azide upon ignition is

stipulated by intense dispersion "n explosion-like combustion of a layer of the

for o suspension Z- 7, "n are more well-grounded and better reflect the

essence of the phenomnon.

The author is deeply7 thankful to professor K. K. Andreyev for his help in

carrying out this work and the explanation of its results.
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iIn the brning of certain liquid explosive mixtures (ZhVS) we detected umiqu*

Whanges in the speed and character of burning with its propagation. In case of

volatile explosives, which include the studied ZhVS, the mechanim of penomuion

,alled fractional burnout, consists briefly in the following.

In the procuss of burning, as is kncn C2,7, the initial stage can be evapora-

ion of the explosive/ "ical reactions, and, correspondingly, heat liberation,

411 proceed ainly, if not exclusively, in the gas #=Oae in vapor. For such, sub.

stances the therimokinstic characteristics of the leading reaction of burAing, and
consequpntly, also the rate and character of the latter, arwe deterinsd .-not by the

'eaposition of the condensed explosive but by the composition of the vapor over it.

Paring burning of individual explosives the composition of the vapor coincides with

jthat of the candensed phase and in any case, remains constant during burningin
ion", 1constant conditions. On the other hand, when the explosive is a mixture of several

337, AaponltS, dwose vapor tension at an identical temperature are considerably differ-

lent, the composition of the vapor can more or less significantly be distinguished

1frt the composition of the liquid and can change by the measure of its evaporation

1(burnoat). The change of ccupoition of the vapor will lead to a change in the

iepeed and character of burning. In definite conditions the ccapositions of the

theated surface layer and the remaining liquid cm be levelled sufficiently fast,

In such cases we observe a more or less continuous change in the compositicn of the

.mixture and, corrpondingly, tpe characteristics of its burning by the measure of



the P of the latter. In other cases, when cosidticis for 4 im of

am ,tAtioms n unfavorable, the correpondU chanes in the c .pouitic. of ,er1W

the liquid and vapor stem, and conequently the buming rate, will occur ay in

the process of burnout of a ccapsratively thin heated layer. In suh conditias conts

fractimal burnout can legd to periodic changes of characteristics of burning - ith g

pileations of different frequency and aplitude.

in the
Experinental Part

the -
In a large part. ;*f the expertmnts described below ZhVS as burned in air at regim

atmosperic pressure and rooa teamperature in glass pipes with internal diameters

ing in
,about 0.5 ca. I~ltion was produced by a wire spiral, incandesced by current.

impose

Nixtures With Tetranitrthane are pi

In these caditiohs a stoichicastric mixture of bensne and tetranitraethan are dr

(aotent of benzene 13.7% by weight) at first burns at a very low rate - about of the

0.01 co/sec. The surface of the burning liquid rans during thi time couplet tion t

even, the flam frcs adjoining it gleams extraordinarily weekly and above the c" "begin.

of the pipe a secimdary flam is observed. Below we will call such a regime bum W

with a mall speed., this r

Dy the measure of cauution the buring rate grows at first slow37 and then conta

faster. Original height of the column of ZhVS in pipe constituted in our exper. served
1;-l0 cm.

ants'4 After 40-45% original quantity of mixture is burned, the burning r4 the in

is i:creased ocaparatively quickly (on the 3-5 a sectio) by 2-3 times and wl oxgen

attain 0.05-0.06 cu/sec. With this speed the character of burning clearly chang i. He:

a bright flame apears above the meniscus of the ?hV8, in the surface layer of th l" the
less Vl

burning Liquid separation of numerou small bubbles is observed, the secoda 2. In

flsm disap . In such a regim, called in the future bn wh great - vapor"

the process goo@ to cpletion.Per by a=',
higher

siopr



LIsiragf Of Bythe vskure of the incrse inthe cotet of aiirin the iture of

icce of etranitrouethans ard bensene th. mean value of maLl speed1 is inerease, but the

onyi of the section on. which this rogime of burning exists is reduced. With

kditices ccsiteat tetrenitroethane, in the mixture of 90% by weight and aore,, burning proceeds

ning -with great speed from, the coment of igitimr.

By the measurse f the increase in the content of benene in the originalaixture,

In the area negative oxygen balance. A decrease is observed in the man value of

the =all speed and the length of the section on which burning proceeds in this
.nair at

regime increase. Faially, at a content of benaie of more than 20 by weight, burn-
- sMR~twwV

ing in the given conditions of experiments (diameter of pipe,. temperature) becoom
TMnt.

impossible, Results of "priments With mixture of various original composition

are presented in Fig. 1, where besides values of malU and great burning rates there

,roaethanlare drawn also the equilibrimm curves of the beginning of boiling and condensation

*about of the ZhVS, calculatr'4 by the vapor tension of the pure components on the assump-

complete tion that the mixture is ideal. Besides,, on graphi are drawn also oxmerimeri-tal points

the cul Rbasir4g of boiling"2

,dameu We noted above that once the regime of great speed is established.. burning with

this regime method goes to the end., The burning rate, however, does not rerain

old then constant, but decreases very slowly. A gradual. decrase in the great speed is ob -

- exer served both during the burning of nxtures of an original composition -with which on

W!2ing r4 the initial section the proess goes at small speed, and with mixtures with a positive

and Wi:oxygen balanca, where there is no such section. Duiring the burning of a layer of

ly hagi1. Here and In the majority of subsequent experiments burnling 'rate is determined

*r of thi as the ratio of the length of a certain section of the liquid column (usually no
lees than 1 cm) to the time of its ccsabustiorn, measured by a stop watch.

adary 2. In connection with evident difficultift of equilibrim' slyin of "liquId.-

sat Ape vapor" for highly sensitive ZhVS, we were limited by doteranaion of the tompera.-
tures of beginning of boiling bir the method of M. N. Sivolobov -7-7. -control ex-
perimzents with wll-studied nonexplosive binary systes showed that the doten~nto
by such a method of the temperature of bWgnning of boiling gives a result f 7O
higher than equilibrium tonperaturea.

1 Y



ZhV3 with an initial height of 6.5 cm, to measured the burn-up time three sections

2cm in length. For a mixture of 10% benzene and 90% tetranitramethane the average a

speed of burning on the upper section of the measurement constitUted 0.06 c/sec, a
seton

and on the lower/ -- 0.05 cm/sec. For a mixture containing 7% by weight beuiene -

in analogous conditions the corresondi=n speeds were 0.050 and 0.035 cm/sec.

is

a
Dotted line marks
stoizhiometric t

~Iicomposition. ±

4KNO di

Fig. 1. Dependence of average speed of burziing of a mixture tetranitro
methaie and benzene on composition.

U)
1-average speed of propagation of flame on section of burning with
small speed; 2--average speed of propagation of flame on section
of burning with great speed; 3 and 4-equilibrium curves of conden-
sation and boiling points, a) Temperature, °C; b) f rate,
cm/sec; c) Composition of ZhVS, % weight; d) benzene; ej Tetra-
nitrmethane; f) experimental points of beginning of boiling.

With a growth in initial pressure the burning rate of the considered ZhVS, of

as for other volatile explosives, increases. With this the changes in the speed pf

and character of burning with burnout weaken and, starting from a pressure of aboir

1.5 kg/cm2, become inappreciable; the front of burning is spread with visible

unifc,-mity along the entire length of the pipe1 . a

Chnges in the speed and character of burning with the measure of burnout, l

more or less similar to those described above, were observed during the burning oi

certtin other binary ZhVS of tetranitr methane with liquid fuels, for .xampl, vi u

1. With an increase of initial pressure higher than 2 kgJc 2, burning chanoo-t0
a turbulent regime, and with atill higher pressure transition of buwing to deti
tion is observed. These phencmena we will not a ne he

STOP HER.



as Wt&ol, ethanol ethyl nitrate, diethyl ester, tone, etc.'M Fr-the nib4 of

~go studied ZhVS, we will -list data for a mixture with ethyl-hitrate, where these changeS

,are sharpest and/unique. If we determine the doper~ence ,average speed of burning

neH-- ccaipoition of ZhVS", tVien. for mixtures of totranitrousthane with ethyl-nitrate

it is possible to note in. a definite interval of concentrations a* sharp maxiwa of

lispeed. Mean speedsl calculated by the time of combustion of a layer of ixture

about 5 cm in height, are presented in Fig. 2. In the interval of nitrate concen-

trations from 28 to 35% the burning rate sharply increases; alvmst immediately after

ignition, burning changes to a turbulent regime, and in two cases (xarked in Fig. 2

by arrows) explosion was triggered. During fast burning, phmna of fractional

burnout are absent. Burning of mixtures whose initial conposition lies outsid6 the

lindicated interval of concentrations proceeds with a speed which varies strongly

during propagation. A series of mixtures of tetranitromthane and ethyl nitrate,

of different initial composition were burned in pipes "-.- ca in length and burn-

up time was measured on different sections of layer of liquid.

The results of the experiments presented in Fig. 3. The burning rate, calcu-

i ltedby the time of comibustion of definite sections along the length of charge,

iwas carried during construction of graphi to the middle parts of the corresponding

sections. Each of the curves in Fig. 3 was constructed from 2 -.4 parallel ex-

iperiments. From the graph of Fig. 3 it is clear that burning of mixtures contain-

Ning a significant (vs. stoichicmetric) surplus of fuel is accelerated during the

propagation of the process. On the other hand, the burning rate of mixtures with

a large surplus of oxidizer decreases with cowbustim,, is scaetimes so significant-

ly that burning dies out.

)f During the burning of many mixtures of tetreAtrcuethane with liquid organic

Lt fuels, no systamatic: changes in the speed of propagation of the flame were ob-

served and burning proceeded with clear (during visual observation) unifoznity.

Such &MV include, for exmplea, solutions in totraniteomethane of octanol,, nitr'o-



beasne diglycolipitratej mononitrobrlzene, xono- and dinitrotolusee etc.

AAn

ethylnitraetat

Fi.2C eeneo omposition of Fig. in Chng of burnure rat wwithth

a) Burning rate in om/sec; b) relative a
length of burning layer of ZhVS in %

mix
Without listing all the experimental data on each of the stuaied ZhV3, we will

for
enuerate tbelcw only the main general regularities detected in the course of the

cue
investigation:

1. In mixtures which vapor tension and composition deviate considerably'

from the corresponding parameters of ideal system, - we did not observe phenomena

of fractional burnout, as a rule. Liquid - vapor/for ZhVS of tetranitromethane,

with organic fuels . so far ans we knows has not boon atidiied. In connection with met

this there arernot sufficiently reliable data on the nature and character of de- rec

flections from the ideal for various mnixtures.* In certain cases-for example, aou

mixture tetranitrcmethane with furfurol, - a chemical compound will be formed; o

__________a ap

1. An the index and standard of such deflection is we took the difference between Ome
temperature of beginning of boiling determined experimeitally (see footnote 2 on
page~ 641and that found by calculations carried out by the laws of ideal mixtures. -o

Dec,



in others, the formation of aseotropes is possible.

2. The phenomenon of fractional bmr*ut of such character as w, described

above, for mixtures of benzene or ethyl nitrate with tetranit~ot4ane were observed

only in systems, where* the component possessing large vapor presure had simultane-

ously a density considerably smaller than that of the second compnent of the ZhVS.

Thus the burning rate changed with propagation of the pocese for mixtures with

methezol and ethanol, which have larger vapor pressures and muller densities than

tetranitrcmethane, but for the system octanol-tetranitmethan., where the oidizer,

posessing high density, is a more volatile component, such changes were not ob-

served.

3. If we compare the properties of binary ZhVS of tetranitrmethane with

several fuels near each other in chemical nature, for example, with homlogues,

then it is possible to see that fractional burnout is observed the more clearly, the

graater is the difference in the vapor tension and density of the components of the

mixture. Thus the change in burning rate with its propagation is very significant

for ZhVS with benzene and almost inappreciable for mixtures with toluene; analog-

cue relationships can be noted for the series methanol-ethanol-propenol-butanol

and others.

Mixtures With Nitric Acid and Nitrogen Tetroxide

Fractional burnout is characteristic for many ZhVS not only with tetranitro-

methane, but also with other volatile oxidizers. Let us considew for example,- data

received for mixtures of nitrogen tetroxide and nitrobenzeneo At atmospheric pres-

sure and roca temperature in pipes about 1 cm in dimeter, mixture of the Indicated

components with a sero (content of nitrogen tetroxide 71.$ vtb:%)/! he more so,

a positive oxygen balance - cannot burn. Mixture with a significant (vs. stoichi-

ogetry) surplus of fuel (content of nitrobenzene 36 ut % and more) burn in the given

conditions. Burning is propagated at a low, gradually reduced speed (in the initial

section about 0.01 ca/sec) and dies out after the burnamt of a certain faction of



the mixture; this fraction is somehat increased with a growth in the content of

nitrobensew in /inAi iXtureO. acid

Similar mphwx a were observed during the burning of ZhVS based on conce- benn-

trated (93-98%) nitric acid. A mixture of this oxidizer with moncitrobensene at tweN

atampheric pressure is capable of burning only in a definite interval of composi- oyge

tions. With this, after burnout of a certain part of the mixture, the burning rate rate

is decreased so sich that further propagation of the process in pipes of mail ,axi

diameter becomes impossible. The average speed of burning and the length of the mixtu

burning layer of ZhVS grow with an incroase in the content of fuel. The results of incre

certain experiments conducted in glass pipes 9 =u in diameter at a tvoperature of of t-

500 are presented in the table. At increased temperatures the burning rate of the diagr

given ZhVS, as well as of other explosives, is increased and simltaneously, the dichi

relative length of the layer of ZhVS burning to atteruation grows with an increase press

in temperature. that

Table thick

Iaagth of Layer of ZhVS of Concentrated Nitric prom
Acid and Mononitrobenzene Burning at Atmospheric

Pressure posit

(Initial Height of Layer 60 rm, Initial Tempera- still
ture 500, Internal Dameter of Pipe 9 mam)

-. -~ AAXpeA cropeluero caoN AM at ubse

3 = busti

. It ap

2 6 4 2 ble o,
$1 10 7 WUmXro ,-

Sficat.

1) Content of fuel in mixture, vol %; 2) Length of burning layer etham

in mm; 3) Maximm; 4) Avcrage of 3 - 5 experiments; 5) Notes; i's a!L
6) Composition of zero o.xgen balce.

ed ca]

burnii



A uignificant nunber of axperlmuratv i4re curwis. -0t with xixtUrss of nitric

acid and dichlorethane. Here also in an cases we obseried attonuatih aft4r

burnout of part of the aixture, and besides With a change in the relatidnship be-

9t tween compnents it is possible to note the follouing mixturs with negative

oxygen balance burn at a very small speed and die out quiWcly The initial bring

&te rate and length of burning of a layer of ZhVS increase with the increase in cAdiser.

Maxima of the burning rate and the length of the bhring layer are observed for

mixtures with an approximately double surplus of acid vs. stoichiantry: a farther

of increase in its content leads to lowering of the initial burning.rat, and reduction

of the length of burning the layer. In Fig. 4 on the sections of the tria la

,e diagram the results are shown of experiments on the burning of trnary mixturen. of

dichlorethane--nitric acid-water in glass pipes 5-7 m in diameter at ato spheric

W~e pressure and a temperature of 400. In these experizents we cm niti4al considered

that the mixture is incapable of burning if the latter dies ot before&'er Inm

thick will burn. From the graph it is clear/t region thus defined of capitioas

promotig burning, is loc~ted asymeitrically relative to the line connecting can-

positions of zero oxygen balance. Mixtures containing a great surplus of oxedisor

still promote burning wich significant dilution by an inert component (water),. ,In

subsequent experiments we added to ZhVS, which by composition lay'on limit of com-

bustibility for given conditions, different quantitier of olema (about 20% free S0).

It appeared that further dilution of liquid by inert substance makes it anew capa-

ble of burning. In experiments with mixtures containing olem, a layer of more than

5 zmu burned for all studied compositions up to that content of oleum at which strati-

fication of the mixture starts. The tentative boundary of the region where dichlor-

ethane., nitric acid, water, and sulfuric acid still will form single-pase systeos

is also shown in Fig. 4; all the tested mixtures, being inside this region, app

ed capable of burning. In experiments with mixtures containing additions of olcum,

burning never was propagated tb the end of the pipe. Before attenuation we ob-



served turbidity of the romairer of liquid, caused by the beginning of stratifica-

tion into two liquid phases.

Fig. 4. Section of triangular diagram for mixtures dichlorethane-
nitric acid-water.

O-buing propagated a-long a pipe more than 0.5 cm; X-the same, for
mixtures with additions of oleum; $--burning died out on a eection less
than 0.5 cm in length; 1-bourdary of combustibility for trinary mixtures;
2-bounary. of region of stratification of mixtures with additions of
olewn; 3-line of stoichicmetric compositions.

The change in the burning rate with burnout in a stoichicmetric mixture of

dichlorethane - nitric acid (97.3% HN1 3 ) can be seen by the results of experiments

shown in Fig. 5. In these experiments, Just as in those shown in Fig. 3, we measur-

ed burnup time of separate sections 0.5 cm in height along the length of the pipe,

calculated the average speed of burning on a given section, and for cstiction of

graph carried this speed to the middle of the corresponding section.



One should especially underline that fractional burnout, observed in cert&in

of the studied ZhVS, occurred only at cceapsabively slow burning and at lcw paessure.

With a growth in the pressure under which the burnt* proceeds, the change# i4 the

speed of the latter by the measure of burnout of the ZhVS becuse all the weaker, and,

atarting froa a certain pressure, are observed no more. For vaious ZhVS this

pressure is different; in experiments with compostions near to stoichiametric, it

constituted about 1.5 kg/cm2 for a mixture tetranitraethane ad benzene, about 5

kg/cm2 for a mixture of nitric acid and dichlorethane, and mote than 10 kg/c&2 for

a mixture of nitric acid and nitrobenzene.

0

&we@ "" ueS C #

Fig. 5. Change in the burning rate in the course of Vurnout

of mixture of dichlorethane and nitric acid at warious temperatures.

a) Burning rate in cm/sec; b) Relative length of burning layer of
ZhVS in %.



Solutions of Polymer in Liquid Explosives

The phenomenon of fractional burnout was observed not only for ZhVS of the

type fuel-oxidizer. In work carried out jointly with V. V. Goryachev [4], is

described the change in the speed and character of burning by the measure of its

propagation for liquid explosives slightly thickened by the dissolution of high-

molecular compounds (polymethylmethacrylate).

In the case of slowly burning ethylnit~rate these changes are of the same

character as for certain of the Z.JS described above: burning rate of the thicken-

ed nitro ester is decreased during propagation of the process up to a limit, at

which burning in pipes of given diameter becomes impossible, owing to thermal

losses.

In the case of quick-burning methyjnitrate, the dissolution the sallest

quantities of polymer abruptly changes the character of burning--it becomes pulsat-

ing, with short periods of relatively slow propagation alternated, with more or less

intense flashes. A noticeable fraction of the explosive burns quickly, precisely

as a result of such flashes; this leads to a decrease in the general time of com-

bustiona column of the explosive of a given height, i. e., as if to growth in the

burning rate. With an increase in the content of polymer in the solution, the

frequency and intensity of rAsations increase. As was shown by high-speed film-

ing, the burning of dlightly thickened mthylnitrate consists of a series of approxi

mately identical cycles. At the beginning every cycle the surface of the burning

liquid sinks slowly, rmnahLing all the time level; the burning rate on this section

is less than for unthickened methyl nitrate(about 0.08 cm/sec at a polymer content

of 0.1 wt. % and about 0.05 cv/sec at an addition in a quantity of 0.25%; unthick-

ened liquid -- 0.12 cm/sec). Later bubbles appoar in the surface layer of the

liquid; a layer of foam will be fomed, growing in thickness and, at last, there

occurs sharp ejection of the , surface layer into the zone of flame and its quick



ooabustion in the form of a vrpansion of separate drops. After combustion of the

suspension the cycle is repeated, the described pulsations like other manifestations

lof fractional burnout, are suppressed with the growth of initial pressure.
J9

Discussion of Results

The study of the burning of mixtures especially graphically showed that it is

the composition of the vapor and not of the actual liquid which determines possi-

bility of burning in the given conditions, speed, and other characteristics of the

process. Very characteristic in this respect are the results of experiments with

mixtures of dichlorethane and nitric acid, given in the experimental section. Di-

lution of the mixture with water makes burning impossible, owing to the unfavorable

composition of the vapor. With further dilution of the liquid with a ballast sub-

stance (oleum), burning becomes possible, since water is strongly bound to the mono-

hydrate of sulphuric acid and does not proceed into the vapor phase in the beginning.

In the case of a mixture of nitrobenzene and nitrogen tetroxide, the oxidizer has

at identical temperature a significantly larger vapor pressure than the fuel.

Therefore, if the composition of the liquid corresponds for example, to sero w~gen

balance, the composition of the vapor over it contains a great surplus cf oxidiser,

with which burning under atmospheric pressure in a pipe of small diameter is im-

possible. Results of experiments with other mixtures can be explained analogously.

The decisive role of the composition of the vapor allows to explain also the

i- observed phenomena of fractional burnout of ZhVS. Let us consider the somewhat do-

tailed data on the burning of a mixture of tetranitromethane and benzene. Inamuch

as the vapor tension of bwnzene is noticeably higher than that of tetranitrmethane,

the concentration of fuel in the vapor should be considerably greater than in the

liquid. By calculations carried out for an ideal mixture, at a content of bansene
its/

in the liquid of about 15 wt.%/ content in the vapor will constitute more than 40%.

As a result, over a liquid of stoichiometric composition the vapor will contain a

significant stuplus of fuel, irhieh otiplates a vWy auL initil b rate.



In the process cf burning the liquid is heated from surface; correspondingly from

the surfa.e there occurs evaporation; the surface layer of the ZhVS is impoverished

of benzene and is enriched by tetranitromethane. Simultaneously there occurs equaliz-

ing of the composition of the surface layer and of all the remaining liquid, in the

first place, ulth the help of gravitational currents, in connection with the fact

that the density of tetranitrmethane is almost twice that of benzen- With the

er.richment by the oxidizer of the surface layer, its density becomes greater than

that of the underlying layers of liquid, which favors mixing and equalizing of

composition of liquid at significant depth from the surface. Equalizing of concen-

trations of different layers of liquid promotes also diffusion, bv~t the speed of

the latter in liquids is considerably less than that of convection mixing by the

mechard.sm describes above. When the burning rate is very small, as is observed in

the case of mixtures of benzene with tetranitromethane of zero or, all the more

so, negative oxygen balance, equalizing of the composition of the surface layer

and the remaining liquid can omcur at a significant depth. If the layers of liquid

are not great, as wa; the case in our experiments (10--20 diameters), then it is

possible to expect that the composition of all the liquid in the process of burning

can be levelled. Then, in the course of propagation of burning there will occur a

change in the composition of all the liquid similar to that hich is observed dur-
cornnents/

ing the simple distillation of binary mixtures of/ . with different volati-

lity. Enrichment of liquid by the low-volatility component (in the given case,

tetranitromethane) causes a corresponding change in the composition of the vapor;

the relationship between quantities of fuel and oxidizer in the vapor approaches

the stoichianetric for the leading reaction of burning, temperature in the flame

and speed of reaction increase correspondingly, the front of the flame approaches

the surface of the liquid and the burning rate is increased.

The picture considered above of the fractional evaporation of components of

the mixture frm the surface and equalizing of concentrations of the

surface layer and the remaining liquid can be observed only



at a sufficiently small burning rate. If this speed grows by any cause (increase

of pressure or temperature, change of composition of mixture), then the depth at

which mixing and equalizing of composition can occur during tho time of combustion

of a heated surface layer is decreased. At a sufficiently great burning rate the

processes of fractional evaporation and the fractionaJ burnout caused by it are

developed very weakly and only during combualmon of the heated layer of liquid. As

a result there can appear periodic changes in the speed and character of burning.

At a small thickness of the heated layer, corresponding to a great burning rate,

the frequency of such changas is great, but their amplitude is very small, so that

they do not play an essential role and even are not defected with the usual ex-

perimental setups.

Fractional burnout is not observed in a series of cases and at a small burning

rate. Trivial causes of such a phenomenon can be the forzation of azeotropes or

comparatively stable chemical compounds of components of the mixture in the liquid

phase. In cases when density of the more volatile component of the mixture is high-

er than that of the less volatile, fractional evaporation leads to a decrease in

the density of the upper layer of liquid. In such cases mixing can occur only by

means of diffusion, i. e., extremely slowly. This io why we did not observe pheno-

mena of fractional burnout, for example, for binary ZhVS of tetranitrmetharewith

octanol and xylene, while they are clearly observed for mixtures of the same oxidi-

zer with methanol, ethanol, and benzene. It is possible to expect further that

fractional evaporation w.l cease to pla a role in the case of burning of the

explosive in conditions when reactions proceeding in the condensed phase, begin to

play an essential role.

One should note that the phenomenon of fractional evaporation during barning

of nonexplosive liquids was observed frequently -- for example, during the burning

of such multicumponent mixtures as petroleum and certain petroleum products [O,

Z-6J or aqueous solutions of alcohol [jeJ.



Appearance of pulsation.5 as a result of fractional urnout was moot clearly
grc

observed in the case of solutions of polyViethylmethacrylate in a volatile nitro

ester -- methylnitrate. In the light of preceding w3rks (see for instance 17ch

Z79] the appearance of pulsat.ion with an increase of viscosity appeared surprising.

In the quted works it was shown that thickening stabilizes burning and gelatinized

explosives burn even in those conditions in which the same substances with low vie- not

cosity burn with pulsations. The theoretical foundations of the stabilizing influ- cha

ence of viscosity are known C52. tic

In the cases we stucied the appearance of pulsations with thickening is deter-
to

mined by the fact that the applied polymer io much less volatile than the liquid in

explosive which it thickens ard, at the ame time, it by itself is incapable of the

exothermal transformation in condensed phase. During burring fractional evapora-

tion of the heated layer occurs and the content of the volatile component is de-
art

creased. There is a corresponding increase in the viscosity of this layer, whose
:att

surface becomes a comparatively strong film, contravening further escape of bubbles
ti

of vapor. The increase of viscosity of the heated layer hampers simultaneously
tic

the equalization of its composition with all the reaaining liquid. As a result of
Vol

the growth of viscosity, the burning rate of the ZhVS is lowered, the tb ' ,kness of

the heated layer is increased and it is turned into foam with vapor bubbles, locked

by the viscous film. When the vapor pressure in the bubbles becomes sufficiently

great, the film is torn. With this, in zone of burning there is immediately thrown of

out a significant quantity of vapor, carrying with it drops of liquids which burn by

in the form of a flash, dfter which the cycle of the phenomena is repeated. The

average speed of propagation of such a process can be greater than that for even
35,

burning of an unthickened substance. With an increase in the pressure under which

burning proceeds the plsation regime stipulated by the evaporation of the volatile rec

component is suppressed. It is possible also that pulsations cease to be notice-

able because of a decrease in their amplitude and an increase in frequency due to ?OE



growth of the burning rate and reduction of the thickness of the heated layer.

The considered picture is observed at the comparatively great burning rate

characteristic for methyl. nitrate. In the case of a somewhat less volatile and

slower-buning eplosTive -- ethyl nitrate -- the phenomenon is not expressed so

clearly. During slow burning evaporation of the more volatile ccaponent can lead

not to local change t~i' the composition of the thin heated layar, but to gradual

change of composition in a layer of significant thickness. Amplitude of pulsa-

tions with this is decreased. In the case of ethylfnitrate, this henonenon leads

to gradual enrichment by the polymer of a layer of increasing thickness aad a fal

in the burniCng rate, up to its attenuation at a s0ll diameter of pipe, owing to

thermal losses.

In conclusion let us note that phenomena of fractional evaporation possibly

are not the only mechanism leading to variations in the speeds of burnout of separ-

:ate components of a mixture. For low-volatility multicoponent systems the essen-

~ial distinictions in the speeds of reactions of components can, at definite condi-

tions, play the same role, which variations in vapor pressure play in the case of

volatile explosives.
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31. Combustion of a Hypergol €ic E xlosive Mixture and Its Transition Into
Detonation

Study of phenomena of the transition of the combustion of explosives into

detonation is of essential interest in many respects. In the case .- hypergolic

liquid explosive mixtures we observe a number of peculiarities under the

conditions of the transition of combustion into detonation; these were

investigated using mixtures of tetranitromethane and organic amines, mairly

aniline.

A mixture of tetranitromethane and aniline, with a composition close to the

condition of zero oxygen balance, is self-ignited after a certain induction

period, which under ordinary conditions (atmospheric pressure, room temperature)

is close to a minute. Investigation of process, the self-ignition in particular

reactions occurring durirg the delay period, allowed us to establish the

following characteristic features of this phenomenon.

1. During the induction period the temperature of the liquid is

practically the same as the initial temperature. Very slight warm-up (2-90)

is observed bnly at the very end of this period.

2. At the end of the induction period there begins the accelerated

formation of gases. Bubbles from the latter break through the surface of the

liquid, carrying with them the smallest of the drops of the liquid.

3. A strong exothermal reaction, leading to ignition, appears in the

gaseous phase, or more accurately, in gas vapor droplet suspensions above the



surface of the liquid. Ignition of gases or vapor leads to c--ibustion of the

liquid mixture.

Combustion of the self-ignited mixture propagates with considerable speed,

approaching or even exceeding the stalling speed at which appears autoturbulence

of the surface of combustion liquid due to the Landau effect C6J. Thus, in

tubes 13 mm in diameter and 50 mm in length at 18-210, the average speed of

combustion of such a mixture was from 0.44 to 0.80 g/cm2 sec. Characteristic

in this case is the irregularity of propagation of combustion, strong flame

ic pulsation and a significant (in 1.5-2 times) scatter of the time of

combustion of sectors of constant length in parallel experiments. Combustion in

tubes is accompanied by a sharp whistling sound. The zone of primary flamo

adjoining the surface of the liquid has a significant width and gleams brightly.

The secondary flame above the section of the tube is hardly noticeable because

of lesser brightness. Even tubes of refractory glass are noticeably fused

during the combustion of the miture, which i- not obscrvad in the case oZ other

liquid explosives.

IJust as for ovher explosive liquids, during transition to a pulsating regime

under definite conditions it is possible to observe attenuation of combustion.

In the case of hypergolic mixtures of the examined type (and this distinguishes

them, for example, from nitro esters) such an attenuation is only temporary.

Reactions leading to self-ignition do not stop after attenuation; the formation

of active gaseous substances is continued and they again burst above the surface

of the liquid. Thus, combustion of mixture of tetranitrcmethane and aniline

(and,probably, other amines) can occur in the form of alternating bursts and

'The value of the stalling speed for the given mixture is difficult to
determine. We consider that it is of the same order as that determined 17 K.
K. Andreyev /-1_ for nitro ester and fouixd by us for certain liquid non.
hypergolic mixtures, i.e., 0.25-0.3 g/cm . sec.
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alternations. In individual cases combustion gaps attain 0.5--l.5 sec., in

others, they are so small that by visLal observation it is impossible to note

them.

The examined mixture is capable of self-ignition and combustion in a

considerably, wide range of concentrations. The highest combustion rate is

observed in the case of a mixture containing nearly 20% of aniline by weight

(the zer-o oxygen balance corresponds to an amount of 15.5% of aniline b.- weight).

Further experiments were conducted with a mixture the composition which

corresponds to the maximum of the combustion rate.

In many cases, the combustion of a self-ignited mixture of tetranitromethane

and aniline changed into detonation. To reveal the conditions of this transition

a series of experiments .ere conducted in which the total mass of the prepared

mixture and the height of a layer f it in the pipe were changed.

In these experiments, tetrani.romethane and aniline taken in such

quantities that the contents of th:, latter in the mixture would be 19.5% by

weight were simultaneously poured into a glass tube through a common funnel.

Ignition occurred within 35-55 sec. In part of the experiments the mixture

burned to the end; in others, detonation occurred. The results of these

experiments are shown in Table 1. The height of the detonating layer of

mixture was determined by length of imprint on a metallic plate, in contact

with which was a tube.

From the data of the Table it is clear that combustion of the self-ignited

mixture rhanges into detoration if the height of the layer of liquid exceeds a

certain criti-aC magnitude. Comparing the results of experiments in tubes of

different diamt.er, it is not hard to be convinced that namely the height of

tho liquid layer, and not its total mass, is the critical condition for the

transition of cambus ! in ir ,o detonation.



Experiments established also the time from the moment of self-ignition to

the occurrence of detonation, and the length of the ignited layer of mixture,

as the difference between ,he original height of the column of liquid in the

tubes and the length of the imprint on the metallic plate. When combustion

changed into an explosion, we did not detect any regularity in the change of the

length of the liquid section burning before the occurrence of detonation. IL

some of the parallel experiments it was pocibie to observe detonation practically

at the moment of ignition, but in other experiments detonation occurred after

burning within several seconds.

With the growth of initial pressure, the burning time of a layer of mixture

of a definite height is considerably reduced (the burning rate increases), but

the transition of burning into detonation is relieved abruptly. In a series of

experiments conducted in paper tubes of about 7 mm diameter, glued with

waterglass, for a height of the layer of mixture of only 4 cm, we obtained the

results shown in Table 2.

Other studied amines behave in a mixture with tetranitromethane,

similarly to aniline. The delay time of self-ignition and the burning rate of

mixtures of tetranitromethane with o-toluidine are close to those of corresponding

aniline mixtures. The critical height of the layer of mixture in the glass tube,

at which combustion transforms into detonation, in the case of o-toluidine, is
1 and/

also close to 10 cm. Mixtures of xyliline tetranitromethane are self-ignited

with a delay of about 1.5 sec.; burning occurs still faster than for the mixture

with aniline, with accelerated oscillations of speed, separate bursts and flame

pulsations. With such a method of combustion it is very difficult to speak of

any particular characteristic speed of propagation of the latter. Numerous

experiments with mixtures, containing from 11.5 to 37% by weight of xylidine

i echnical mixture of isomers.
, I
dd~



(zero oxygen balance corresponds to 14.7Z x,,lidine by weight), with Lscal

volume of liquid of explosive from 1.0 to 50 milligram, showed t%.t regardless

of the quantity of mixture it burns up to the end, if the layer height of

explosive is not greater than 3 cm. With a great height of the layer, ignition

regularly leads to detonation.

Table 1

Combustion of a Mixture of Tetranitromethane and Aniline (80.5:19.5) at
Different Layer Heights

BuYrpeawHM a:IaeTp 01CM mceca COTU ! aCTOCh
TpY6XX . A 37cR0 cuecH AeToaIM

10 3,5 5 0/5
13,5 7,0 5 015

18 12,7 5 0/3

10 4.9 6 0/3

21 49 14 0/5
5,6 3,5 14 1/4

13,5 21,0 15 0/3
21 50 14 '1/4

8 8,8 18 2/4
8 10,9 22 3/4

10 21 27 1/1
5 5,9 30 8/8

8 14 28 3/3

10 22,1 28 2/4

5 7.9 40 2.2

10 35 45 3/3
8 26 52 3/3

10 42 53 4/4

*•The numerator is the number of cases of detonation, and the denominator

is the number of parallel experinents. 1) Internal diameter of tube in mm;
2) Vclume of mixture in ml.; 3) Height of a layer of mixture in cm; 4)

Frequency of detonation.



Table 2

Ha~aawioe .iaueie - , . Cm qe. cr -ocys,

in_____ 1rIM 2 AOTMR8UM-

I--

1o0 160 0,2s
1,8 0,18 f 7,0 218
2,2 0,24 , 84 4/8

1) Initial pressure kG/cm ; 2) Burn-up time of layer in height 4 cm/sec;
3) linimum; 4) Maximum; S) Frequency of detonation.

In the case of a mixture of triethylamine and tetranitromethane self-

ignition occurs with a .3hort delay. It is impossible, therefore, Al]thout

special devices to mix, during tne delay time, any significant amounts of fuel

and oxidizer. During simple simultaneous pouring, the components do not

mix and are simply scattered during ignition of a small portion of them which

form a mixture. Ignition occurs in the form of a very sharp flash. in those

experiments where by means of cooling of components or dilution of

triethylamine the delay time was somewhat increased even at a height of the

layer of 1.5--3 cm, a strong explosion occurred during self-ignition.

Discussion of Results

The essential role of the height of liquid column in process of transition

of combustion into detonation can, in the given case, be explained as follows.

In a self-ignited and barning mixture reactions are continuea between

tetranitromethane and amine, as a result of which gases are formed. Gas

bubbles rise to the surface of the liquid and cause a disturbance (breakaway of

drops, appearance of relief). ")hould one consider that re. Lions leading to

gas formation, occur more or less uniformly in its entire volime of 1 iqid, then

It, is obvious that the greater the quantity of bubbles passing per unit Aime

through a unit of surface area -f the liquid, th6 higher the ±a'e of lt-uid.



Starting with a certain critical height of the layer, the flow of gas over the

surface of the liquid causes its intense dispersion and formation of a rather

thick laver of gas-drop suspensions subsequent to the explosion; according to

Andreyev f-2_7 thi is the cause of transition of combustion i:ito detonation.
For confirmation of the considered mechanism special experiments were

co-ducted, in which a varyinp intensity of the stream of gases could be obtained

rith an identical and sufficiently small height of the liquid column. A mixture

if tetraritromethare and anilin&, of the same composition as in t'e main series

of experiments, was prepared in an amount of 2 ml in a tube ith an internal

diameter of 5 rmn, and in an amount of 25 ml in a tube 18 rmn in diameter. In

both cases the height of the liquid column was 10 cm and in all experiments

(6 apiece vrith tubes of each diameter) the mixture burned to the end. Then the

experiments were repeated in a combined tube, the bottom part of which,

approximately 4 cm long, has a diameter of 18 mm, while the upper part is 5 mm

io diameter. The quantity of the mixture (1.5 ml) was selected in such a way"

that the total height of the layer in the combined tube was also 10 cm. ji+h

these dimensions the intensity of the flow of gas bubbles through tie surface

-of liquid should be the same as in: the tube of constant diameter with a mixture

layer height of 50 cm. In all 5 experiments in the combined tubes the combustion

of ignited mixture passed into detonation, which always started in the narrow

part of the tube,

In the case )f a hypergolic liquid explosive mixture, the gases that form

and burst through the surface of the liquid are, as was shown, active products

capable of fast exothermal reaction. This circumstance determines the

mechanIsm of the flash of ras-drop suspensions and stipulates the possibility

of additional strengthening of the dynamic action of such a flash due t.Q

simultaneous ignition above the surface of liquid and inside the bubbles,

appr-achi-g it, or of a simultareous flash in a ntmber of bubbles, divided by

bI



thin layers of liquid.

As the experiments described here show, liquid hypergolic mixtures will

behave like initiating explosives regular transition of combustion into

detonation is observed in definite conditions at atmospheric pressure.

Besides the above mentioned phenomena which facilitate the formation and

flash of a layer of gas-drop suspensions and increase its intensity, the

presence of gas bubbles in liquid should considerably increase the sensitivity

of the latter to the influence of rapid rise of pressure. ell known are the

data, for example, given by F. Bouden Z-7] about how much the presence of gas

bubbles increases the sensitivity of liquid explosives to the mechanical. A

similar role is also played by the bubbles when the suspension flash acts on

liquid explosives. Evidently in this case, when the bubbles are filled not with

air, containing an insignificant amount of vapor from the explosives, as, for

example, in the case of nitroglycerine, but with a reactive Lixture of gases

(vapor) in a state close to self-ignition, a relatively weak rise of pressure

is sufficient to cause ignition in the bubbles. Simultaneous ignition in a

series of bubbles (as a result of flash suspensions above the liquid layer)

leads to detonation.

A unique variant of gas-liquid suspensions in the considered systems can

be the formation of a layer of foam of bubbles of the contributing gases,

separated by films of liquid explosive. If the height of the foam layer exceeds

a certain minimum, its burning can become detonation as a result of the

combination of weak shoch waves, by a mechanism analogous to that of the

triggering of detonation in gases /-5_]. Detonation of a foam layer causes

explosion of the liquid mixture. The sources of weak shock waves can be either

gas-dynamic acceleration of the burning of the foam due to the progressive

growth of the surface of the burning liquid, or several oonsecutive flashes of

gas in separate foam bubbles.

STOP H'
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Confirmation of the fact that a explosion appears in foam layer, can be
iT-

deduced from the following indirect data: in many cases, when detonation of
mCh

mixture occurred, then on the plates to which the tubes were fastened it was

possible to note a sharp change of "imprint" intensity. On the section adjoining

the upper part of the tube, we observed a relatively weak mechanical action, buzt

in the lower part we noted significantly stronger action. It is possible to

assume that the weak imprint was obtained on the section of foam explosion

which compared to the liquid, is a small density charge

The concept of triggering offexplosion in a gas or in a two-phase layer

is in good agreement with the results of experiments at various pressures SI

(Table 2). With the growth of the initial pressure the triggering of liquid In'

explosion is facilitated, similar to that which was observed by K. K. Andreyev

and V. P. Maslov f3] or E. V. Rdultovskaya and Yu. B. Khariton Z7] for in

explosions of detonating gas. m:
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32. On the Causes of Incomlete Detonation of Explosives in Blast Holes

r During explosive work in mines cases of incoleste detorttion of a charge of

explosive in blast holes are often observed. This interferes with normal operations.

Incomplete detonation of even a few charges loure the effectiveness of explosive

drilling work, since it disturbs the calculated diagram of interaction of charges

in the face. Besides, and this is most important, it has a direct relation to two

main sources of traumatism resulting from explosive works.

It is known f2J that about 40% of the cases of this type of trawation are

connected with the liquidation of the refusing charges, with their explosion

dur!-ng counterboring of face, with the striking of cease of explosiv, in loading

machines, etc. Besides, incomplete detozmtion is a cause of burnout of explosive

charges in blast holes - an extremely dangerous phenomenon in mines with gaseous

dust regimes. Exlosion of part of t'he charge develops in the closed cavity of the

blast hole a high pressure of gases having a high teperature. In these candition,

,as was proven by investigations MakNII Z"Xakyevka Scientific Research Institute

for Mine SafetyJ E1J7 and a nmber of foreign works,, an exwplosive can burn.

If on the expirat!on of a certain time the cavity of t e b t ho- is 1w.-ea-nvred,

then burning mass is thrown out into the space near the face; who"s atmosphere to

this time often becomes explosive, even if it and was not before the beginning of

of blasting. Certainly, far from every case of incomplete detonation leads to the

appearance of burnout. For that it is necessary that the cavity of the blast hol"

was not uncovered by the exploqion of pet of the cAge and that the given



explosive possesses a significant inclination to burning.

The practice of drilling and blasting allow to make the following genoral

conclusions which, should as a basis for setting up investigations of concrete

causes of the appearance of incomplete detonation.

1. Incomplete detonation is characteristic mainly for sinking works, where

long charges are applied.

2. Incomplete detonation is observed more frequently with the uve of ex-

plosives with relatively l o w detonation ability.

3. Incomplete detonation is most characteristic for coal mines, while at the

sam time when in mining industry, and abroad also in the coal industry, this

phenomnon is rare.

Apparently, !last circumstance is a consequence of essential distinctions in

the technology of drilling and blasting work in the coal industry of USSR, namly:

here are used explosives having comparatively low detonational ability;

in the mining industry, and abroad also in sinking work in mines, drill boring

is applied, which assures that the blast holes obtained are well cleaned of bore

meai, while in coal mines blast holes are drilled in the sinking face by electric

drills, for which reason they are poorly cleaned of bore mal;

in mining industry wide use is made of cutting and crushing of cartridges

during their insertion in blast holes, which is forbidden in the native [Soviet7

coal industry.

Investigation of the phenomenon of incomplete detonation and burnout of charges

in blast holes is the subject of a series of foreign works (Tofenl and Dotrish,

Fripia, Grimhaw, Odiber, Dwight, Sartorius) and in the Soviet Union (Rudakovskiy,

Dubnov, Galadshiy). It has been established that a namber of factors operate under

production conditiorm (such as Improper insertion of cartridges, formation between

them of corks or plugs of bore mal, a lateral or radial gap beiween the charge

surface and the walls of the bloat hole, etc.); these factors can lead to incomplete



detonation even with normal quality of explosive. To prevent the latter in

coal mines two measurs were asd which in their ti mre given great significance.

In the first place a rule was introduced prohibiting - crushing of cartridfes in

blast holes and requiring that they be inserted in the blUst hole by a solid core.

This was intended to avoid the formation of plugs of bore meal between the

cartridg4s; this, if judging by the data of YkNII Z.J, ia the main came of

incomplete detonation. Secondly, to increase the detonation ability of the

charge the diameter of the cartridges was increased frma 32 to 36 me. Subeeqnt

practice of drilling and blasting works did not show, however, the expected sharp

lowering in the nimber of cases of incomplete detonation and burnout of charge.

This led to the conclusion that the cause of inep€lote detonation of blast hole

charges is more ecuplicated and requires more detailed study. In connection with

this in 1957-58 authors in the former Pan-Union Scientific Research Coal Institute

(VUGI) conducted work Z5J, whose results are briefly exained in the present

article.

Influence of Magnituds of Air Gap Between Faces of Cartridges On
Transmission of Detonation

Amonite No. 8 and Pobedito PU-2 in cartridges with diamters of 32 and 36 a

wore investigated. The weights were 200 and 250 g and the density of explosive in

the cartridge 0.98--1.02 g/cK3 respectively. The critical diameter by our do-

terminations, was for Amonite No. 8,12 m, and for Pobdite PU-2, 8 na. Distances

of transmission of detonation on standard aothodolovy are given in Table 1.

A" '-1s+ hoL ma _e-l we used steel pip@s with a wall thickness of 3 me.

Internal diameter of pipes in tests of cartridges 32 m in diawter 'gas 36 sm, and

for 36 me cartridges, 39 Pm. To eliminate the gap botween the lateral surface of

'Quantity of confirmations ms increased from 3 to 10 experiments per point.

.O-



the cartridge and the pipe wells, the cartridges wre encased in cardboard.

Steming was not used. The comleteness of detonation of a passive cartridge ws

judged by the character of de'truction of the pipe and the absence of residue of

explosive. The adequacy of such a criterion was proven by comparison of results of

experiment* with compression of standard leaden columns, placed behind the face of

a passive cartridge. Sections of pipes btwen active and passi,,e charges wre

not destroyed and wre not bulged diring =xplosion.

Table 1

Distance of transmission of detonation through air gap for Amonite No. 8
and Pobedite PU-2

3)Paccion e ncrc.pan, eTotammaw
limitBB naotom qept3 9o3yUInl t npo MeCyTO 8 C.9I)H~mSUOANe ee p ___

" 
___...... ___....

AN V4)H& orIKPb!rOX B pcabM~ rPY~e

o: n¥-2 32 5 48

Jn nY-2. 36 10 > 100
M T1 36 3 14

1) Designation of explosive; 2) Diameter of cartrids ,1=; 3) Distance of
transaission of detonation through air gap in c, 4) In the open air; 5) In
steel pipe without gap; 6) Pobedite PU-2; 7) Amonite- No, 8.

The maxima distances, at which we observed faultless transmission of de-

tonation (confirmed by 10 repetitions) are given in Table 1.

At large distances a very slow buildup of probability of refital is observed.

Thus, Amnonite No. 8 in cartridgos with diameters of 36 in gives this frequency of

transmission of detonation: at 14 ca - 100%, 15 - 90%, 20 - 64%, 30 - 55%,

40 - 33%.

The sharp increase in distanco of transmission of detonation with location of

the charge in/p1a is explained by the fact that the shock wave and products of

explosion, being propagated in the pipe, pres~rve their speed and pressure much

longer than in the open air and, consequently, can trigger cartridges of explosive

at significantly large dJ3tances. This is illustrated by photographs obtained
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iwth the help of an 8M instrumnt of mirror observation. In ni. I is shorn the

1propagation of detoration products from the face of active cartridge in the open

f lair, and in Fig. 2 -- in a steel pipe. It is very clear that in pipe the speed of

products of explosion is lowred slowly, but in the open air - fast. The more the

',explosion products can expan to the side (i.e., th greater the ratio of pipe

diamstr to the diamter of the cartridge), the closer the picture of the ph cmna

'will approach that of triaitwAsion of detorazion n the open air. aI3I distances

of transmission of detonation obtainrd by NmkN [ij in a steel mortar, are

explained, apparently, by the fact that the channel of the mortar had a very large

diameter.

The results of the experimnts allow to note the following.

1. Distance of faultless tranasissio, of detonation in pipes is significantly

greater than that in the open air (for Amonite No. 8 - close to 5 tImes, and Zor

Pobedite FU-2 - 10 times).

2. .Replacemnt of a&wonite without nitroglycerine by a low-percentage nitro-

glycerine explosive practically liquidates the danger of appearance of in ocplete

detonation of charge due to i*proper insertion of separate cartridges (in the

absence of other causes), since improper insertion at distances of 50 and 100 cm

in practice is doubtful.

3. Standard test of transmission of detonation in the open air not only does

not give absolute data on the distances of transmission of detonation in blast holes,

but also does not show the correct relatiorship among these distances for different

explosives. Therefore the standard test should be considered only as & means of

control of quality of each given explosiv.

l1 ar to distances of transmission of detonation in the open air.
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Fig. 1. Movemnt of shock wave and products of detonation frcu end of
active charge in the open air. (Axmonite No. 8: diameter of charge 36
m, we.ight 200 g, density 1.0 g/cm3 ). 1 -- charge, 2 - insulating

tape, 3 -wooden plate; a) Distance in cm; b) Timie in Elicrosec.

Sol

30.

I b) r- ---

Fig. 2. Movement of shock wave and products of detonation £rom end
of active charge in a steel pipe. (Wronit No. 8: diameter of charge
36 =m, weight 200 g, density 1.0 g/cm3). 1 - charge; 2 - steel pipe
39 wu in diater with a series of a-,,,rtures for survey; 3 - steel
plato. a) Distance in cm; b) Time in microsec.



Influence of Magnitude of Bore Meal Plugs Betwn Cartridges
On Transmission of Detonation

First ve deteraizwd the length of the plugs that can be formed during insertion

of cartridges throughi. oorly cleaned blast holes. For that through a block of rock

we drilled blas. holes 45 mm in diameter with an electric core drill. Blast holes

practically were not cleaned of bore meal, if one ignores the removal of a certain

quantity of it during extraction of the boring rod.* The bore meal was dry. Through

these blast holes we pusOed cartridges with a diameter of 36 m=- The length of the

dust plug collected ahead of the cartridga usually did not exceed 2 and, in very

rare cases, 2.5 ca (xssureuent was made after compression of the plug by the

cartridge).

Analogous experiments, were also conducted in VUGI under the leadership of N.

G. Petrov Z-3J. From a series of alabaster copies of blast holes,. drilled in a

mine, the 3aMple Was selected with the biggest distortions and a cement split rzMol

of the blast hole was prepared from it. In the channel of this mol bare meal

was poured wA pushed through by cartridgesa of explosive. Just as in our ox-

periments, dust plugs with a length of more than 2-2.5 ca were not observed.

In the works of MakNI [-1] cartridges of Amonite No. 8, 32 =r in diameter,

in the mortar gave 8% refucals with a plug of coal dust in 1 cm in length, but with

such a plug of inert dust - 56%. A coal-dust plug of 3 cm length gave 1009 re-

fusals * Pobedite No. 6 with a coal-dust plug 1 ca in length gave 12% refusals, but

at 3 cn - 8S%.

In order to determine whether the smnl distances of transmission of detonations

obtained by MakMI ware connected with the presen," of & radial gap between the

cartridges and the walls of the blast hole, we conducted exprivonts in the absence

of th!Ls gap.

The tests were conducted in steel pipes. As msaorial of the plug wv applied



sand, clay schist, and coal. Thu plug was packed by a force up to 5 kg and

occupied all the space between cartridges. The radial gap was filled by cardboard;

stemming we not applied.

With an increase in the length of the plug the probability of transmission of

detonation is lowered very fast. Thus, for example, for Pobedite PJ-2 with a

cartridge diameter of 32 m this is confirmed by the following data:

Length of sand plug in cm 5.2 5.5 6.0
Frequency of transmission of detonation in % 100 80 66

Results of tests, confirmed by 10 repetitions are given in Table 2.

Table 2
Trinsmission of detonation through different dust plugs in the absence

of radial gap between charge and walls of blast hole

nflpeeAb 'fe pICCTOOm" 6e3oTKa3cA uepeaia'u

HUvve*.oa AmaueTp 3) AeTo~aui qepe3 nepec.nKH I c..

4 ~~ ~ "j A4 icK JCUMe~ 4 Yrojib

7)noNT W-2 32 5,2 6,0 3.5
i 36 5,2 -

SAww* J* 0' 32 3,2 -

36 3,5 - 4,5

1) Designation of explosive; 2) Diameter of cartridges, mm; 3) Maximum distances
of faultless transmission of detonation through dust plug, in cm; 4) Sand; 5)
Schist; 6) Coal; 7) Pabedite PU-2; 8) Amonite No. 8.

From Table 2 it follows that the maximum distance of transmission cf detonation

through a dust plug changes very little with a change ia cartridge diameter. Hence

it is clear that changing to cartridges of large diameter, without an increase of

requirements of technical conditions by the index of transmission of detonati-n on

air1 will worsen its transmission through a dust plug in a blast hole. The tran-

sition of drilling and blasting operations in mines to cartridges of increased

1Such an increase in essence would be a requirement for preservation of
explosive quality at the former level, since the distance of transmission of de-
tonation in the standard test strongly depends on the diameter of the explosive
cartridget.



diAmter was performd without any changes of technical condition for th

explosive and therefore did not lead in practice to a lwring of the number of

cases of incomplete detonation ar I burnout of charge in blast holes.

The question arises of the mechanism of transmission of detonation with

dimensions of the dust plug near to the maximum. Is the passive charge triggered

by the shock wave passing through tne plug, or does the plug initiate the ex-

plosive by the impact of its whole mass? To ascertain this we conducted the

following experiments.

Cartridge of Ammonite No. 8)36 =m in diameter were inserted in a steel pipe

without a radial gap. The active cartridge was closely adjoined by a plug 2-2.5

cm in length, i.e., less than the maximum. Betwen the plug and the passive

cartridge %as left an air gap of 10 cm, i.e., also a little less than the maximum.

In wall of pipe at the air gap section we drilled 20 apertures 10 =i in diameter to

decrease the compression ratio of air during movement of the pl4g. In all ex-

periments detonation was transmitted completely. This speaks in favor of the

mechanism of transmission of detonation by the impact of the entire mass of material,

since the air gap in ccmbination with the plug abruptly weakens the shock wave, but

has little influen.e on the momentum of center of gravity of the plug. An increase

tion in the air gap to 30 cm led to refusals. Analogous results were obtained without

lice the apertures in the pipe.

r There are other arguments favoring our expressed assumption on the mechanism

on of transmissioa of detornaton through a plug between cartridges of charge in a blast

hole. If transmission of detonation through the plug occurs as w assume, then the

mass of the maximum plug, appearing per unit of area of chargs cross section should

be near for various materiala. Data of the corresponding calculation are given it.

Table 3.

Thus, our assumption 'L confirmed with an accuracy ±15% for Pobedito PU-2 and

t 22% for Ammonite No. 3



Tale 3
re

SYwAMMS Wee&a ftPtecbHX WneCiMo

.IkOe n.2 32 8,2 9,0 6,6
X0T M S 38 5, - 36tr

1) Designation of explosive; 2) Dieter of cartridges, a; 3) Specific mams of it
the maisi plug in S per cW of the charge cross section; 4) Sand; 5) Schist;
6) Coal; 7) Pobedite PU-2; 8) Amonite No. 8.

Apptrently, the decisive value in such mochanism of transmission of d*- b)

tonation is that ot the mamntum of the plug. The aomntu comunicated to the b]

plug by the explosion of a given explosive,in our conditions is kept approximately

constant for &ll magnitudes of the plug, since it is determined mainly by the tins

of bursting of the pipe walls. Therefore with an increase in the plug its

momntwi changes in inverse proportion to the mass and, reaching a known limit,

ceases to excite detonation in the passive charge.

In Fig. 3 are given photographs, obtained by means of an SFR, of transmis3ion

of detonation in stel pipes through maximum plugs of sand between cartridges of

Ammonite No. 8 having diameters of 36 m. Delay time of transmission of detonation

through the plug will attain 70 microsec.

For ar open charge, here the free dispersion of products of explosion

abruptly lowers the puloo received by the plug, we obtained 100% refusals of

transmission of detonation through a plug of a magnitude of 1 ca, both for Amonite

No. 8 and for Pobedite PU-2.

In the light of the above it may be easy to explain the sharply reduced

magnitudes of the maximum plug obtained in MakNII: the main test* there were $

conducted with very large radial gaps, apprcximating tho character of the phenomnon 0

of transmission t.hrough a plug in the open air. It is unsurprising that n MHkNII a



refusals were obtained even with a plug of 1 cm. The influence of such a ma

plug was assessed as decisive, inasmuch as they are very probable in industrial

conditions.

By our data, the magnitude of the maximin plug with which no rfusals in

transmission of detonation are observed in the absence of a radial gap, significantly

exceeds the magnitude of the probable plug met in industrial conditions. Frcm this

it follows that the practically possible plugs, with elimination of the radial gap

(for example by means of cutting and crushing of cartridges during insertion in

blast holes), cannot by themselves give that frequency of incoplete detonations of

blast hole charges that is observed in mines at present.

Q304

2OJ I

S' ,200

Fig. 3. Transmission of detonation in steel pipe, in the absence of a
radial gap, through a sand plug 3.5 cm in length. (Aionitt No. 8:
diameter of cartridge 36 mm, weight 250 g, density 1.0 g/c ). 1 -
active cartridge; 2 -- plug; 3 - passive cartridge; 4 - steel pipe;
a) Distance in cm; b) Time in microsec.

In spite of this question, the struggle with the possibility of formation of

plugs between the cartridges a blast hole charge remains very urgent. A radical

solution of th3.s question would be the adoption of washing during rotary drilling

of blast holes; this has been initiated in mines of the Kusnetsk Basin. There

are other expedient methods, as for example:



Sa) Adding to the tacit of the explosive ctrtride3 convex (streamie) fors.

to
such cartridges will not gather large plugs before themselves.

Sb) Development of simplest attachments for improvement of cleaning of blast

holes.

c) Increasing the diamtr of rods, with maximim approach to the diameter of

the cutter, and banring the use of rods after definite wear.
by

d) Application of cylindrical cutters, 4ecreasing distortion of blast holes do

during drilling.

e) Application of explosives which have large distances of transmission of
so.

detonation through plugs.
fa

On The Incomplete Charge Detonation Due to The Inclusion in The of
Cartridges With Lost Detonation Ability

no,

A cartridge of explosive with lost detonation ability, occurring in the charge, re

acts as a plug 20-23 ca in length and must necessarily lead to inccmplete do- ;is

tonation. in

An explosive cartridge can lose its detonation ability in a wet blast hole as fa

a result of soaking. To prevent this one should apply waterproof explosives.

In USSR several methods have been developed of making explosives waterproof fully as

sufficient for the majority of working conditions met in the coal industry. The lo

tin has com to issue overwhelming quantities of explosives in waterproof variants.

Cartridges can lose detonation ability also during transportation and storage of

in the warehouse. Ammonite not only has relatively low detonation ability, but du

also quickly loses it due to moistening and matting during storage, especially at du

increased humidity and variations of temperature. Paraffined shells partiall in

help resist these harmful phenona. However, during protracted transportation of su

explosives frma factories to consumers in separate cartridges there appear small,

difficult-to-detect disturbances of the airtightness of the shell. During subse-

quent storage in a warehouse sufh cartridps lose detonation ability such faster



than thoe with uripair d shells. If in the stored lot of explosivesa such

cartridges make up several percent., then they are ilmet nevr detected durimg

tests on the tranmission of detonation, i.e., they are difficult to control. -bt

even 2% of such cartri ges will give during blasting an average of tw re*fs in

every drift. In connection with this, the phenomenon of loss of detonation ability

;by individual cartridgss causes industry more harm than a general, even lowering of

detonation ability by entire lots, which is easily detected.

To reduce the possibility of such phenona it is necessary to improve the

sealixg of explosives and to lover the actual periods from the momant of manu-

facture of explosives to their use.

At pr*sent, cartridges during their issue to demolition experts are ;p*srced by

needle-shaped stamps, which disturbs their airtightness. Unused cartridges are

returned to underground mine storehouses and there fat lose detonation ability. It

is necessary to reject the perforation of explosive cartrides in mins and to

introduce printing of number signs on the shell of cartridges during the mantU-

facture of explosives at the factory.

One should expand application of explosives containing up to 10-15% iitro

ester and therefore possessing increased detonation ability, which is retained

lorgr during storage.

In connection with the fact that for Soviet Union prolonged periods of btorage

of explosives are characteristic, it is very important to reduce their deteriaratiof

during storage. In this respect, it in expedient to use the results of work con-

ducted in England L7J and Poland, where a positive effect we obter*d by the

introduction in the composition of explosives of a small quantities of certain

substances (for exmple, fuchein).

Influence of Radial Gap Between Lateral Surface of Cartridges

And Walls of Blast Hole

The gap between the lateral surface of the explosiv cartridge and the walls
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of the blast hole, called the radial for short, can lead to attenuation of charge

detonation, even while the cartridges have normal detonation ability in air and are

inserted in the blast hole end to end, without arl dust plug. This phenomnon w

investigated by S. I. Rudakovskiy (1938), A. Te. Pereversev and A. A. Ilyuhin

(1947), and L. V. Dubnov (1954).

Several hypotheses are offered to explain the mechanisa of this phenomenon.

Most probable cause of attenuation of detonation consists in the fact that products

of explosion, being propagated in the gap with a speed exceeding that of detonation,

pack the explosive ahead of the detonation wave front.

For the investigations described below we applied Pobedite PU-2 from the lot

used in the preceding experiments and Aiaonite No. 8 from a new lot, which appeared

somewhat better than the forumr (distance of transmission of detonation by standard

methodology, but with 10 repeated tests per point, was 4 cm foar cartridges 32 a in

diameter and 5 cm for 36 = cartridges; for the former lot it was 3 cm for a

diameter of 36 m).

hxperients were conducted in steel pipes with internal diameters of 39 = for

32 = cartridges and 44.5 = for 36 am cartridges, i.e., the radial gaps were

selected as near as possible to those existing in production. Thickness of walls

of pipe was 3 m. A charge of Ammonite constituted three cartridges, and a charge

of Pobedite four. The cartridges were disposed end to end in the pipe. From side

of the striker steming waa not used; the opposite end of the pipe was, in most cases,

packed to 5-7 cm with a mixture of sand and clay or placed on a massive steel
1

barrier. The results of the tests are shown in Table 4.

The data in Table 4 show that even by itself, without complicating circum-

stances, the radial gap can lead to incomplete charge detonation of Ammonite

1 As Was shown by the experants, this stewing had no influence on the
frequency of refusals.



&Wn Pobedite of norml quality.f toITable 4

Inccaplete detorAtion of explosive charges in steel pipes in the
presence of a radial gap

~tAuerp KOMMTS 2O;XqecTbO K*mWT3O

Ano 03 32 i8 3 183
(3 u=Tpo) 36 5 4 1 20

1,&= 1)rONtIY-2 32 4 2 f so
(4 UITpOW) 36 9 9 0 0

*Breakoffs of detonation in charges of Amonite No. 8 occurred moat freqentlv
at the third cartridge (somtes even at the end of the second), but in charges of
Pobedite PU-2 - only at the fourth cartridge.

1) Explosive;. 2) Diater of cartridges, mm; 3) N*mber of e3qeri nt; ) hbr
of full detonations; 5) Number of incomp3Ate detonations*; 6) % 2zcmsplete do-
tonations; 7) Amonite No. 8 (3 cartridges); 8) Pobedite PU-2 (4 cartridges).

Frca Table 4 it also follows that the appearance of incouplete d*toration

charge depends on the properties of th, explosive, the diainter of the cartirdges

and the length of the charge. Ammonite No. 8 gives incomplete detonations

significantly more frequently than Pobedite PU-2. For both explosives a decrease

in cartridge dianeter leads to an increase in the probability of breakoff of

detonation.

It is especially important to note that the probability of breakoff of

detonation increases with an increase in charge length. If charges of Ammonite No.
lsp

8 were to consist of two cartridges, the cases of incomplete detonation would be

significantly more rare, because the majority of breakoffs for that explosive

occurred at the third cartridge. But if charges of Pobedite PU-2 were made up of

not four, but three cartridges, the cases of incomplete detonation for it, in

general would not be fixed. This corresponds to practical data, where the wrqr-

whelming majority cases of incomplete detonation occur during the application of

long charges (for example, in sinking work).



In our experiments incomplete detonation occurred significantly more frequently

than under production conditions. This mans that the considered phenonon is

strongly affected by the conditions of the experimnts,

For more detailed clarification of the mchanism of breakoff of detonation w

conducted several series of experimnts.

With the help of an SFR instrumnt in the regim of a magnifier of tim

(frain photography) w photographed the process of detonation of an explosive

charge in steel pipes in the presence of a radial gap (Fig. 4). A pipe with an

internal diameter of 39 =r was disposed horizontally. Along the upper and lower

generatrices of the pipe we drilled pertures 4 = in diamiter. A charge of

Aanonite No. 8,32 = in diameter was disposed inside the pipe with a radial gap

adjoining the lower row of apertures. Therefore in the lower apertures the gases

begin to escape only after passage of the detonation wave. The advancing flow of

gases, being moved along the gap, is detected with the help of the upper row of

apertures.

The pipe, pasted with paper with black stripes against the apertures, was

photographed to explosion on all frams and served thus as a scale and reference

point. During explosion the exposure rate was 150,000 frames/sec. In Fig. 4 are

shown/eenlr-MJ, selected with intervals 40 microsec. The distance between adjacent

stripes on the pipe was 2 cm. The speed of the front of escaping flow of explosion

products in the gap was,in the man, 3500 a/sec, and the speed of detonation - 2700

a/sec. In Fig. 4 it is clear how leading increases from 8 ca on the first frame to

18 on the fourth. This fast flow of gases possesses high pressure and can compact

the explosive ahead of the detonation wave. With such compacting there is not only

an increase in the density of the explosive, but also a decrease in the diameter of

the cartridge.

It is known that for a mixture of explosives with an increase in charge density

the detonation ability is lowered (critical diameter ih increased). Therefore



luring compacting of cartridges by the advancing flow of gases their diameter can

Scme lse than the critical an detonation will die out. This is observed ina our

exprimntsand in real conditions for inidustrial explosives, arAd also such more

Ifrequently for those explosives whose critical diaseter is larger and increases

pore quickly with density. Just these properties distinguish Awoite No. 8 as

!compared to Pobedite PU-2. By the sam token refusals occur more frequesntl.y during

,use of explosives of lowered quality (by manufacture or from moistening, soaking,

matting), since the lowering of explosive quality increases its critical diamester.

Fig. 4. Detonation of charge in pipe with gap. (Ammonite No. 8:
diameter of cartridges 32 nm) charge of three cartridges). 1 -- charge;
2 -- steel pipe; 3 -- sand; 4 -- plasticine; 5 - zon of compacting
6 -- front of gas stream; 7 - products of detonation inside pipe; ;a
microsec. First frame is taken 50-60 microse after triggering of charge.

The packing of the charge by the pressure of gases,mzoved in the gap, carries

a dynamic character, since it is accomaplished after small intervals of time.

yTherefore the degree of packing of cha~rge obtainable to the nmmnt of the approach

of the detonation wave depends not only on the pressure of games, but also on the



tim of their action, i.e. on the magnitude of leading. This explains

the increase in probability of refusals with an increase in the chrgs length,

since with this leading is increased.

A large role is played by the magnitude of the gap. With a very large gap

(in limit - in the open air) the leading flow cannot be created, since gases can

freely expand to all sides. With a very small gap (in limit - without gap) the

leading flow sets too great a resistance and cannot considerably outstrip the

detonation wave. Obviously, there exists a certain most dangerous magnitude of

gap., with which the phenomenon of leading is most sharply expressed; charges which

detonate faultlessly in the open air and even more so in a pipe without a gap give

a great percentage of refusals with this "dangerous" magnitude of gap.

In this work we did attempt to establish the most dangerous magnitudes of gaps,

but investigated only the magnitudes near to those obsei-red in production. However,

the fact that in our experiments the frequency of refusals was significantly

higher than in production speaks of the great rigidity of conditions of laboratory

experiments. This is explained by the fact that the pipe in which the experiments

were conducted gives a straight gap with smooth walls, but in real blast holes the

walls are winding. This sharply increases resistance to the movement of gases along

the gap and decreases the possibility of lead'ng. Thus, a blast hole with uneven

walls is equivalent in this respect to a pipe with a smaller radial gap.

We set up a series of experiments for checking the above considerations on

the mechanism of the appearance of refusals with a radial gap. If these consider-

ations are correct, the presence of a gap should not only not disrupt, but

should even help the passage of detonation in charges of explosives whose critical

diameter during an increase in density does not grow, but decreases. These include

trotyl, hexogen, picric acid, PETN, and so forth. We conduuted experiments with

trotyl of a density of 1 g/cm3 . The diagram of these experiments is presented in

Fig. 5. In the open air charges of trotyl 8 mm in diieter faultlessly detonated,

b



bat with a diameter of 6 xm detonation died out, i.e., the critical diameter with

this density we equal approxiatel*y to 7-8 m. In duraluain pipe with internal

diamter of 11.7 and external diameter of 16 me detonated charges 8 m in diameter

and 50 ca long detonated faultlessly. Then we placed in the sam pipe a charge

6 = in diameter, i.e., loss than the critical. In order to create in the gap a

powerful flow of high-pressure gases the charge was triggered by an inter-

mediate detonator of the same trotyl, but with a diameter of 9 me (in the ex-

periments in the open air such triggering was applied). Detonation proceeded all

along a charge 58 cm in length. Fperimnt was repeated 7 times with this result,

which indicates the presence of compacting of the explosive by leading gases.

Pig. 5. Diagram of experiments on the detonation of a charge of
powdery trot 1 at a diameter less than the critical: a) in the
open air, b) in a pipe. 1 -- electrodetonator; 2 - additional
detonator o; trotyl 9 m in diameter and 40 me long, with a density
of 1.0 g/c,'; 3 - cartridgeq of trotyl - diameter 6 m, length
290 me each, density 1.0 g/cm'; 4 - cardboard strip; 5 - steel
slab; 6 -- duralumin pipe with internal diameter of 11.7 and wall
thickness of 2.2 mm.

Johansson f97 arrived at analogous conclusions, independently of us; in 1958

in Sweden he investigated the influence of a radial gap on the detonation of

ameonium gelatin dynamite.

Let us consider now the combination of a radial gap with dust plugs between

the cartridges. In production such a combination is possible, nince the rule aboub

inserting cartridges in a blast hole as a solid column is not always followed -

in fact, is not always realizable. Besidos, a samll plug can be formed betwen



cartridges even during observance of this rule.

We saw (so* Fig. 3) that even a small plug strongly delays the propagation of

the detonation wave and increases its lag from the leading flow of gases, redoubling

the harmful influence of the gap. Therefore we conducted experiments to study the

joint action of the plug and the radial gap. As material for the plug we used sand.

In Fig. 6 is presented the diagram of these experiments. Pobedite PU-2 in

cartridges 36 ma in diameter with a plug of 2 cm gave 10% refusals, but with a plug

of 3 cm refusals were massive. Amonite No. 8 in cartridges 36 me in diameter even

with plugs of 0.5-1 cm gave 11 refusals in 15 experiments.

Fig. 6. Diagram of experiments to study the joint action of a plug
between cartridges and a radial gap on the passage of detonation:
a) with reflecting surface; b) without reflecting surface; c) with
partitions in radial gap; 1 -- plug, 2 -- radial gap, 3 - re-
flecting surface, 4 -- partition of insulating tape.

Light transverse walls (of wound braid of insulating tape), by blocking a

section of radial gap destroyed the harmful influence of the gap: Pobedite PU-2

32 and 36 m in diameter detonated faultlessly with plugs 4 em in thickness while

without these crosspieces such a plug lea to 100% refusals. This indicates that

it is sufficient to crush in the blast hole at least only an end of every cartridge

in order to liquidate the harmful influence of the radial gap on the completeness

of detonation.

Combination of a radial gar (if this gap is not very great) with incomplete

insertion, obviously, should not strongly worsen the transmission of detonation as

A"9A



'empared to incomplete insertion without a gap, since the leading flow of gSues,
being abruptly expanded in the air gap betwen cartridges, wakens and flow to-

gether with the main mass of detonation products moving from the face of the

active cartridge. We were convinced by the experimsnts that in the presence of a
-A.

radial gap, the distance of transmission of detonation through the air gap is not

decreased.

Thus, Pobedite PU-2 32 am in diameter in a pipe with an :nternal diamter of
in

39 m, faultlessly transmits detonation through an air gap of 48 ca, but Ammonite

No. 8,36 = in diamter in a pipe with an internal diameter of 44.5 mm - 14 ca

(cf. Table 1).

Thus, we analyzed the influence of the radial gap on the detorAtion ability of

blast hole charge. We proved that the radial gap presents the main danger with re-

spect to the appearance of incomplete detonation, leading ordinarily to the burn-

out of charge. Plugs especially strengthen the harmful action of the gap and areof
very probable under the conditions/our coal mines. The simplest and at the sam

time most active measure of struggle with the harmful influence of the radial gap

is its elimination by means of notching the shells of cartridges and crushing them

in the blast hole with a rammr. Such a method of loading should be adopted in

sinking work, because there most frequently is observed incomplete detonation, and

also because crushing of cartridges increases effectivenes of drilling and blasting

works during driving Z-4_7. The act.on of a rule requiring insertion of cartridges

in the blast hole as a solid column and not to disturb their entirety, contravenes

the adoption of notching and crushing of cartridges and therefore should be modified.

With the adoption of crushing it is necessary simultanaously to take soasures

to make all explosives waterproof and resistant to deterioration in storage; this

can be attained by means of changing the comsition of explosives and improving

their sealing.

In drifts where short charges are applied the influence of the radial gap is



small and crushing of cartridges is inexpedient, fUl the more so because it will,

by increasing brisance of explosion, lead to undesirable excessive breaking up of

the coal.

On the Detonation Ability of Blast Hole Charges of Pressed Rock

Amonite No. 1

ith the adoption in the mining industry of the powwrful, dangerous explosive

pressed rock Ammonite No. 1 cases of its incomplete detonation in blast holes were

detected. In connection with this the Joint Comittee on Explosives of the Institute

of Mining Affairs of the AcadeW of Sciences of the USSR in 1958 sent to VUGI a

request to investigate the cause of this phenomenon.

For the tests rock Aonite No. 1 was delivered in cartridges 36 m in

diameter, weighing 250 g. Every cartridge consisted of two charges with a density

of 1.45 g/cn?, located in paper cases with subsequent paraffining. Brisance of

this explosive at a density of 1.0 g/ca equals 20 m, and its efficiency - 450

c23.

As was already indicated; for the mining industry, whore dril. boring is

applied, the possibility of formation of plugs in blast holes is not characteristic.

In connection with high-density explosives it was difficult also to expect over-

compacting of its explosion products outdistancing the detonation front in the

radial gap. This wa confirmed in laboratory conditions: in steel pipes with an

internal diameter of 44.5 m there were no cases of burnout of detonation in charges

of rock Amonite No. 1 composed of four cartridges.

Therefore the cause /Iiioplets explosions must be connected with the possi-

bility of incomplete insertion of cartridges in combination with reverse initiation.

In iOm" inastry fire EfuseJ detonations are widely used. In order to

avoid cutoff of the fuse by explosions of blast holes of the preceding series, a

striks is inserted in the blast hole in a number of the first cartridges. 40tk

this one can create cand iori.with/r f charge s Initaed through th



tho sS am es the strimr, frca *t4ob into it Iisetdapr so

(revo initiation). To chmok the inbance of the &ir P in cobition '"Mr,

reverae Wntiation, we conducted awi~nts in steel pipes 39 =r in iater

without rmmlof the radial gap. P~su3.ts of them@se rim a"e given in

Table 5. Besids, it ohmws data on the tranxision of detonation through an air

gap in the open air andalo throgh aplug in the open air &nin pipes. In-

vestigation of transson of detonation through a plug ware untake n for the

pw of aoOImltLi~on of genoral c=Wative data.

Table 5
Tr assion of detonation betwen cartridgsi of preeined rock A ito

No. 1. in differet Monitions

xACiwammio Faceoawi GIO

jV waxy Ouhu Lp Ma

1) Condtions of initiation; 2) fxm itw ~~stausiao
detonatioinoa= 3) Throg air; 4) inthe opu air; 5)in 4pipe; 6) Thrvi
sand; 7) in tho open air; 8) in a pipa j 9) Direct; 10) Ravams

From Table 5 it f o that in the a*of roe iitiation in apipevith

an air gap9, cicoding 10 =, rofusale ane obam.Sbam itd fia.A

imsrtton Ua fully real for indutri acoditiam nds a fiapt am

ap mtly, should be explitod by juit Vdis

It merits attention that in all fa of tests oom uc -, ree initiatica

a"Iywwaens tran svion of datonation.

It is int ting to not* aso that pned rook Amte oe. 1, bavixg, hi

indt& of tranmission of datonation b7 oar wsthodolog (cm 1 I of

riiteglyaorino Mlwoivae), trw t~s detoation Owwq a plus in a pipe w-



than will Pobdits FJ-2, and through an air pap in a pipe -several timos wore.

Thm , evan pmerful Annonite with high detonation properties under blast-hole

conditions yields by a series of important indices to low-parcentage nitrog2lrcerine

explosives, which have a significantly' smaller capacity. This gives still another

exmple of the fact that standard tests of transmission of detonation in the open

air do not reflect the behavior of explosives in blast holes.

Preliminary Chock of LAboratory Investigations by Mine Tests

In the course of the fulfillmsnt of the program of industrial tests of now

explosives [-6] in passing and on a limited scale a check mea made of the influence

of crushing of cartridges on the frequency of cases of incom~plete detonation.

In the "Southern"' mine of the "Rutchenkovugol" trust (Donets Basin) in~ July -

August 1958 during the driving of a cross-cut com2prative teaLs wae conducted of a

now explosive, which was first called 1r-3, and given the permanent nam Aonite

PZhV-20.

3-3 is a highly protective explosive whose manufacture and test were proposed

by VUGI. In composition it %w suiiar to the English "Unigox" [sJ7, Not
having a safety shell, 9-3 does not ignite methane by opened charges up to 300 a in

weight. Such high safety properties are attained by means of replacement of

ammionium nitrate (NH4 NO3 ) and sodium chloride, whtach are usu~lUy applied in safety

Soviet explosives by exchange salts: sodium nitrati (NaNO 3 ) and chloride of ammonium

(NH4 Cl). Duaring explosive reaction there occurs cation excange an will swte

chlorine sodium is separated in a hi~ghl.y dispersed state with great specific surface,,

which sharply increases the effect of flash. In this way it is possible, with the

sawe safety, t3 attain higher anorgy ci' an explosive with excharge salts, than in

an explosive twith a flash extinguisher (N&C.1) introduced Lnto the caspositi.on in

prepared fora.

Replac=*znt of ord= components by exchange salts simnutancously practically



solved in the given mee tho probleaw o~f deterioration in atwrap wAn

hygroscopicity, because new components htve low hygroscopicity and do not do-

teriorate * After warhouse storage for a year such an explosive had not dateriorat-

ed and retained no I quality.

Besides, the new explosive is higjly waterproof, several tins snso than

PZhV-20, Amonite V-3 or Amnte No. 6 ZhV. This mwattie by then introduction

iinto its comoition not only of stearate of calcivau, but also 9od±us-car *qtbyl

aellulose and kaolin. Soditm-carbox~utiql cellulose will swell, very fast in water,

and the cartridge will be covered by a mucous =as, istopping the 9aGco-;;a of water

inside the cartridge Kaolin will. svel3 slowr, but then it mae a &owe consistent

gel; with this ain it is introduced.

To assure hig detonation ability, into the cosoition of 1-3 was introduced

about 15% of slightly platinized nitroglycerin. (low-ffting sixtue). As a

resUlt the explosiv, obtatined the structure of a fat, heavy polrwith a density

of 1.25 g/cn3. Cartridges w" easily crushed in bleast holes, filling the whole

section. With respect to transportation and storage the nmw explasive falls, as

moPobadite, into tho clase of Awaomits.

3~-3 gives pressing of lead colvwAr of not aore than 7-7.5 =and has an

efficiency of about 185 cz', Howiever, because of the increased density of the

explosive and crushing of cartridges there %watt rd a hihconcentration of

energy per unit of volum of blatst hole, which allow to prsev specific ex-

peAditnr'. of drilling on the saw level as for PZhV-20, *ic posemses a higher

off iciency than 3-3 (PZhV-%20 v= applied without crushing of oartridgss).

Daring laboratory tests Z-3 in cartridges 36 onin diaamter trmted-

tonation in the open air onlyv for 3 ca, iLe-, elms to the least indices Of

Ao=onite No. 8. In the presence of a radial Cap charges of 3-3 in steel pipe

gave attaonuation of detonation on 3 and 4 cartridap. Razmvr, in tha abwnse of a



radial gap this mxplosive faultlessly transmitted detonation in steel pipes through
abiI"

a send plug of 4.5 ca, i.e., significantly better than Ammonite No. 8 and close to

cona
Pobedito PU-2. W considered that E-3 will detonate well in blast holes with

goal
crushing of cartridges.

In the cross-cut of the mine E-3 was tested only in the form of notched and

crushed cartridges iraerted in blast holes one by one. Ammonite PZhV-20 was tested

as whole cartridges inserted in blast holes according to the effective rules of a coal

solid column,and also in two cycles with application of notching and crushing of wan

cartridges. Drilling of blast holes was by electric drill, and since no special the

measures for their purification were undertaken, they were obstructed by bore meal. proc

The data of these tests are given in Table 6.

Table 6 comb

Results of Mine Tests of Amonite PZhV-20 and Explosive E-3 in
Different Conditions of Loading of d

0 !I
88 yaoc 3pl~H~aI4 Koxiwqecmro 3)eJ~xpl
___ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ I MemMXnezon plug

deto

' AMWMT n)[KB-20
*ATpORU 9WChe. AOcNA" Ko Rono 123 5
4Q~ ANUoRMT flXE-20
Q arpwbio pazitamAmamcb It AOCA8aJWc. 48 0
nio y in b

BB 8m 3-3
lapoWU pa3aas&WMaac b H AOCUMSAHCb 112 0

1) Explosive and condition of loading; 2) Number of detonated blast holes; 3) blo

Number of cases of incomplete detonation; 4) Ammonite PZhV-20; 5) Cartridges note
whole, inserted as a column; 6) Cartridges crushed and inserted one by one; 7)
Explosive E-3. in t

Thus, Amonite PZhV-20 with the accepted mining technology of explosive work bla

and thorough fulfillment/ruls gave one incomplete detonation in every 25 detonated

blast holes. With the introduction of crushing the same Amonite gave not one case remo

of incomplete detonation in 48 detonated blast holes. E-3 in 112 detonated blast it;

holes also did not give one case of incomplete detonation, although its deaonational

rear



Igh

ability, determined by standard mthodology, is low. Hi tusts confirsed the

conclusions of laboratory investigations; however they wre conducted on a limited

cals, and to draw firAl conclusions fromi them would be prowtur.

Main Conclusions

ed 1. One of the main cLuses of incomplete detonation of blast-hols charges in

coal mines is the presence of a radial or lateral gap betwen cartridges and the

walls of the blast hole. Products of explosion, being moved along th!*' gap, lead

the detonation front and cmpact the explosive ahead of it, which can,. in the

Lprocess of explosion,, lead to loss of detonation ability of th. charge.

2.* Harmful influenco of radial gap is espeeially strengthened during its

combination with eve a small plug of bore meal, which sharply doloys transmission

of detonation between cartridges and thereby expedites the ov~rcmpactcing of the

exploive/he leading flow of gases.* The ecobination of a radial gap with small

plugs (1-2 cm) should be considered the main cause of high frequency of incomplete

detonations of not only safety Aumonite, but also Pobedite, in the coal industry.

3. The main directions of the struggle with incomplete detonation of charges

in blast holes should be the following:

a) removal of radial gap betwen lateral surface of cartridgas and walls of

blast hole, which can at present be realised by the adoption of the known method of

notching and crushing of cartridges during their insertion in the blast hole,, and

in the future by the deve lopment and adoption of mechanical methods of lin

blast holes;

ad b) improvement of purification of blast holes of bore =&al, since while the

Be removal of the radial gap lowerts the harnful influsee of plugs, it does not e=1uel

it;

aal c) improveacnt of detonation properties of eafety explosivas, eapecialy~ with

reepact to inclination to overcompacting, and support of prosorvation of elcowiv



quality in the process of transportation, storage and use.

4. The investigations proved the unsoundnes of appraising the detonation

properties of explosives in blast holes on the basis of results of tests of

transmission of detonation in the open air. For correct appraisal it is necessary

to use tests of the type described in the article.
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33. ConcerinE the Question of Factors Determinin the Possibility
of Burning-out of Explosives in Blast Holes

The question about the causes aid possibilities of preventing burning-out of

explosive charges in blast holes is at present one of the Most pointed problems

of providing safety for explosive operations in coal mines.

The appearance of burning of an explosive charge is undesirable for many

reasons.

In the first place, it creates the danger of a delayed explosion, since

burning for a certain length of time can change into an explosion. A demolition

expert, after returning to the site, can be stunned by this explosion. Secondly,

during burning will be formed much more poisonous gases (NO and CO), than at

detonation, which may cause poisoning of the workers in the mine. In the third

place, if instead of an explosion, burning-out occurs, then the explosive does

not do the job that it should perform. Fourth: for coal mines especially, burning

an explosive is much easier than its explosion, and it ignites a methanep-air

mixture or coal dust.

During explosive operations, detonation of charges is set off by explosion

of the percussion cap-detonator. Burning-out with this can appear only in a

case, if at least part of the charge is not detonated.

The main property of an explosive, deterndning the possibility of failure of:

explosion, is its detonation ability, the characteristics of which are the

critical diameter of detonation and the ability to transmit the latter to

distance.

JThe posibiliy of brning-ut of he faiina c STO , nat lydpdsn
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the ability of the explosive to burn, which can be characterized, for example, by

the critical diameter of burning.

Both shown characteristics can considerably depend on the density of the

explosive. Also, for ammonites, including amonites with small contents of

nitro esters, the detonation ability ith an increase of density is decreased,

the ability to burn, As a rule, increases C-7J. Consequently, from the point of

view of the possibility of burning-out, an increase of density is doubly

undesirale.

Packing an explosive under the conditions of explosive operations can be

done in various ways: the substance can be compressed during loading of the

blast hole; it can be consolidated also with the gaseous products of detonation,

surpassing the detonation wave in the presence of a certain gap between the walls

of the blast hole and the charge (channel effect 1); packing can be done as a

result of the action of the shock vave from the explosion of the neighboring

blast hole, which is possible in a briefly-delayed explosion, and even vrith

simultaneous damage of a number of blast holes due to the scattering in time of

the operation of electrical detonators.

It is obvious that the influence of pressure in a given action should

considerably depend on the compressibility, which can be characterized by the

dependence of density on the pressure of pressing.

Thus, three main 2actors deterine the possibility of burning-out of a charge
abiltz

in normal conditions of carrying out explosive operations -- the detonation/of the

explosive, its ability to burn and the dependence of these abilities on the

changes of the substance possible in explosive operations.

lIn light of 1test investigations one should note that packing of a charge

is not the only factor deterrining attenuation of detonation as a result of the
channel effect.



This investigation was also devoted to determination of the shown dependencies

for two industrial explosives on a base of amonium nitrate -- safety ammonite

PZhV-20, consisting of ammonium nitrate (64%), trotyl (16%) and sodium chloride

(20%), and Pobdit VP-I, containing 9% liquid nitro esters (diglycoldinitrate and

nitroglycerine).

Determination of compressibility was done on a mechanical press. A lOg

suspension of the explosive was compressed in a glass tube 21.2 mm in diameter by

a metallic punch 21.1 mm in diameter, and transferred with constant low speed

(25 mm/min). Density was calculated by the curve, recorded by a recording

instrument and showing the change of height of the layer of the pressed explosive

with pressure.

In Fig. 1 is shown the dependence of density of charge (A) on the pressure

of pressing (p) for both explosives. We see that the compressibility of Pobedit,

containing liquid nitro esters and moistening powders, is much higher than

ammonite, which does not contain liquid components, even with the absence in it

of fibrous additions, which obstruct packing.

IU

Fig. I. Dependence of density on pressure of pressing for safety
ammonite PZhV-20 and Pobedit VP-I. a)Sg/cm3 ; b) VP-1; c) PZhV-20; d) p kg/cm2 ;

Determination of the detonation ability was done in two series of experiments.

In the first of them an explosive charge was introduced into a paper conical case

with a wall thickness of 0.17 mm, length approximately 25 - 30 cm, in one case

without packing (average density of PZhV-20 is 1.02 - W.O gcm , VP-1,

CI



0.73 -- 084 g/cm3 ) and in the other with packing by a textolite punch manually

to the density most attainable with this (for PZhV-20 it was 1.23 - 1.26 g/cm:3 ,

for VP-1 it was 1.48 -- 1.54 g/cm3). Damage of the obtained charges I on steel

plates showed that in charges of small. density the detonation was stopped at
C

near diameters for both explosives (6.5 - 6.7 mm for PZhV-20 and 5.8 - 5.9 mm

for VP-1); with tight filling of the paper case, detonation was stopped for PZhV-

20 at a diameter of 8.3 -- C.5 mm, for Pobedit - at a much larger diameter (20 -

26 (
In order to more accurately determine the dependence of critical diameter of

detonation (dcd) on density, the experiments were repeated, and cylindrical

telescopic charges were applied in glass tubes, widened on the initiated end.

Charges were exploded on brass plates and the passage of the detonation was

Judged by its imprint.

In Fig. 2 are the results of these experiments. In Fig. 3 they are shown

in comparison with data on critical diameter of burning (dcb) f/1,7. As an

argument in Fig. 3 on the axis of abscissas is the pressure of pressing.

We see that main advantage of Pobedit, which is attained by introduction in

its composition of sensitizing nitro esters and including an increased detonational

ability, is real only in that case, if the possibility of its packing is excluded.
C

1As the initiator, as in practical conditions, an ED-8-56 electrical
detonator mercury fulminate-tetryl was used. 1

2The sample of VP-1, with which the experiments were conducted, was prepared
earlier from a sample of PZhV-20, although it was within the limits of a guaran- p
teed period of storage. In order t. explain whether the strong -dependence of the
detonation ability of Pobedit on density is connected with its increased ability d
to age, the experiments were repeated with samples freshly-prepared in the
laboratory. Critical diameter of the detonation was somewhat less, but as
before much stronger, than for PZhV-20, and depended on density and especially
on the pressure of pressing. a:

7csl



If, however, as this usually occurs under the conditions of practical

application, such packing occurs, then the increased compressibility can easily

lead to no advantage of Pobedit and it will behave with respect to the possibility

of failures and especially burning-out even worse, than the conventional safety

amnonites without sensitizers, for example ammonite PZhV-20, the composition of

which, incidentally, by no means is impossible to consider rational.

(a.)) " '

30 *+ 00fi~L4

VP1. 1oei V -1
d h( pddc

Fig. 2. Dependence of critical Fig. 3. Dependence of critical dsm .ters
diameter of detonation on density for of detonation and burning on pressur of
safety armmonite PZhV-20 and Pobedit pressing for safety ammonite PZhV- and
VP-i. Pobedit VP-i.
1) e+ detonation; 2) o- failure, a) dc mu; b) dcd; c) deb; d) dcd;
a) dcd mmn; 3b) VP-i; c) PZhV-20; e) dcb; fj PZhV-20; g) VP-i;
d) & g/cm ~. h) p kg/cm

Curves of Fig. 2 illustrate these relationships. Indeed, only at a filled density

(less than 1 an 3 ) the critical diameter of detonation of Pobedit is somae h what

less than for PZhV-20. Upon packing it increases, however, faster than for

P ~hV-2O, and evsn at a density of 1.2 g/crn3 becomes greater than the critical

diameter of detonation of PZhV-20.

From what has been zaid, the ways of eliminating the established deficiencies

are also clear; here we note two of them: the introduction into Pobedit (in a

sufficient quantity corresponding to liquid ~.ontant) of substances which obstruct;

packing end the replacement of liquid sensitizers with solid ones fr2J.

"r) -11
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34. SeLf-lpition of Liquid Explosive Mixtures

Investigations of self-ignition (flash) of explosives are conducted, as a rule,

with individual explosive compounds ZV. In the given wom certain reults of

investigation of flash of liquid explosive mixtures are presented.

Ignition of systems of such a type is usually studied in reference to cdadi-

tione of burning in liquid-fuel rocket engines, where corresponding liquids ara

mixed and are ignited in the form of the smllest drops 4:-, L 7, 7. In our

work we investigated the self-ignition of mixtures in the form of compal . liuid

charges i. Besides the interest that such an investigation presents for the

solution of certain applied problems, it allows also to expend presentations an

the mechanism of self-ignition of explosives in general.

Experimental Part

Self-ignition of liquid Mixtures of Tetranitrmothane Qith
Crganic W2iM8

As is known Zi37 , during the mixing in the usual conditions of tetranitro-

methane with many liquid organic amines self-ignition occurs. We studied this

phenomenon for five amines: aniline, o-toluidine, extraline (mixture of aniline,

mono- and dimethyl aniline), xlidine (technical mixture of isomers) and triet-

hylamine. We ,nvestigated in the most detail mixtures with ailine, for whioh the

delay of self-ignition at room temperature constitutes several tens of seconds.

A significant part of the exprimants were carried out in the All-Uni_. j
Scientific Research Thstitute of Drilling Technology with the icipation of
S. A. Lovlt, N. I. Koslova, and G. V. Diq, to whom the author se esa
gratitude. j . o _ _ j
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As was shown by special experiments, whose description we =it for brevity, the

time of mutuA1 disslcuticn of coqments of a given mixture in the usual conditions

of our experimnts (pouring of tetradtroothane into a vessel with aniline) con-

stitutes only an insigificant fraction of the induction period.

In part of the experiments the delay of self-ignition was determined with the

help of an inductoneter with a photocell, whose diagram is shown in Fig. 1. A

definite quantity of amine was placed in a crucible fixed in the instrument so

that the beam of light from the illuminator passed above level of liquid and

struck the photocell. During pouring of totranitromethane into the crucible,

the stream crossed the beam of light and by decreasing the illumination of the

photocell caused a change in the photocurrent registered on the oscillogram. The

mnent of ignition was fixed on the saie oscillogram by the Jump in the photo-

current, caused by the glow of the flame. In another part of the experiments,

when the induction period was comparatively great, the delay time was determined

by visual observation with a stop watch.

Fig. 1. Diagram of inductomter.

1) crucible with fuel; 2) test-tube with wddizer;
3) illuminator; 4) photocell.

47.



The delay of self-ignition depends on the ceentratim ot OOaPonOnts in the

couosition of the mixture. The character of this dependence is sien in Fig. 2,

where results are presented of experiments with a mixture of tetranitromethane

and aniline at 15--170; the general voluue of mixtur' rem.nd constant at 3.5 ml.

As can be seen from the graph, in the area of mixtures with a negative oxgen

balance, the induction period changes cp~aratively weakly with compositica.

Analogous results were obtained in experiments with xylidine and o-toluidine.

I ,

Fig. 2. Dependence Juitid u-tgofii fi tion
--- o m-ixtue of tetrantrmethane and aniline.

l)Lower and 3)upper conqstration limits of self-ignition;
2)stoichiometric composition; + -ignition; - -flameo-

less deccmpoition.

a) Delay time in see; ) concentration of aniline in

mixture in vol %.

In connection with this, in the majority subsequent experiments we worked with

mixtures having a certain surplus of fuel against stoichiametry, ad for different

amines applied constant volumes of fuel (1 ml.) and oidiser (2.5 ml.).' Thus we

assured constancy of conditions of mixing, which in the givenoin tegval of con-

centrations have a stronger influence on delay time than ma osciltions of

molecular composition. The results of experiments condoited in the descriW

conditions with 4 amines are presented iz Table i.

V -Itk ,tb7P HERt



Table 1

Delay of self-ignition of binary mixtures of tetranitromethane
(2.5 ml.) with amines (1 ml.)

Am 18 NOd 16
s)eTau12 7.8+.3.5 24

tKcum 22 .1,110,4 22
Tp M 15 0,42:0,04 ,20

p
1) Amine; 2) Number of experiments; 3) Delay time, sec; 4)
Temperature of experiment, 0C; 5) Aniline; 6) o-toluidine; W

7) Xylidine; 8) Triethylamine.

From investigation of the flash of the usual exploaives we know the influence
P

of the mass of the heated substance on the minimum temperature of self-ignition. 8

Small samples are decomposed without ignition at temperatures, at which large ones

are ignited. Usually such phenomena are explained, solely on the basis of thermal

presentation, by the fact that with an increase in the sample the speed of heat

emission, proportional to the volume of substance, grows faster than the speed of

heat loss, proportional to its surface.

We observed an influence of mass for the spontaneously inflammable mixtures
2,

considered here. In definite conditions, ignition of a mixture of aniline and

tetranitromethane of constant composition occurred only in that case, when its
ye

general quantity exceeded 1.2 ml. In other experiments, also with constant com-

position of the mixture, we noted a small reduction in the delay time with an
wa

increase in the general mass of the liquid explosive. fi

It would have been possible to think that in a given case the influence of

mass would be stipulated only b3 the relative change in the speed of heat emission

and heat loss with a change in the quantity of mixture. E xperments with mixtures

of aniline and tetranitrmethane showed, however that thermal processes alone
col

cannot explain the mechanism of the considered phenomenon. We wili list
ob



the following characteristic data from this series of ezprivm nts.

r4u&l qutities of mixture at a constant relationshp of the irolumes of fuel

i and coxidizer (1 : 2.j) were obtained in two vessels of identicall dimtsie . Co

of the vessels was glass and was located during the experiment in air, and the

other was of steel and was located in enerpticaly etterrd water at the same

temperature. In spite of essential distinctions in the conditions of heat les

the Wnimm quantity of mixture with which at least in oo of five parallel eX-

periments self-ignition appears, and also the duration of the induction period.

were identical in both vessels.

The minimum height of the layer of mixture with which ignition is still

possible is practically constant. Thus, in aluminum flasks with diameters of

8 to 28 =m, at room tnperature, the minim um height of layer of mixture with which

ignition still appears, was identical and equal to 2 =n i. Thus the minimum

volume of liquid mixture with which self-ignition is still observed a constant

initial temperature increases with the square of the diameter.

Further, we prepared 1.2 ml, of the mixture in glass vessels whose form and

dimensions are shown in Fig. 3. With this there were no ignitions in open vessel

2, but in semiclosed vessel i they appeared rpuij&K.With a change in subsequent

experiments of the magnitude of the charge it was shown that in the semiclosed

vessels the minimum quantity of mixture with which ignition still appears is,

other conditions being equal, 2-4 times less than in open vessels. Thus, here

was observed an essential distinction in the conditions for the appearance of

,flash with very close conditions of heat loss.

In the absence of self-ignition, at a short time after ioin of the
components flameless decomposition appears; the mixture s to boil, there in
,tornq emaation of gAs, part of the liquid is atmismed, wAn the reodr
obtains a tarry consistency.

Cr jEt MTP HER.,
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Fig. 3. G1ass vessels for experiments on self-ignition

of a mixture of tetranitrcmethane and aniline.

1) semiclosed; 2) open.

To study thermal phenomena in the course of the induction period, in sub-

sequent experiments on the inductometer shown in Fig. 1 we introduced into the

crucible .the junction of a low-inertia thermocouple. In some of a series of

parallel experiments the thermocouple junction was placed near from bottom of the

crucible, so that after the pouring of the oxidizer it was in the liquid. In

other experiments the junction was at a height of 3-7 mm above the level of the

liquid mixture in the crucible. Changes in the eaf in the given case vore recorded

through an amplifier on the same oscillogram as was used for changes in the photo-

current. One such oscillogram is shown in Fig. 4.

In the process of investigation it was desirable to register changes in the

temperature in the liquid and in the vapor over it in one and the same experiment.

In connection with the fact that in ur setup there was only one amplifier of

thermal emf, some of the parallel experiments were conducted with differential

thermocouples, one junction of which was placed in liquid mixture, and the other

-above it.

As a result of a large iumber of experiments it was established that for the

entire induction period, the temperature of the liquid remains practically constant

and equal to the initial temperature of the components of the mixture. A pract-

ically cold mixture i ignited and then burns. Just before the actual ignition,

and sometimes eve after it, the thermocouple located in the liquid starts to

mark a weak and relatively slow warm-up. With the studied amines, the maximm

ST0



{warm-up to the mnt of appearance of flame marked by the thermocouaple i &oss

junction was located in the liquiid did not exceed 15. aW in the §%ajority of the

Iexperimnts vas loe than 100.

Fast warm-up of gasers or vapor over the liquid precedes ignitir& i~n all cases.

In the gas phase the rise of temperature occurred wi-th & speed of the order of

many hundreds of degrees per second. Our eystem of recording was too inertial and

therefore the maxirUm temperature registered by it up to the mrnent of appearance

of flm did not exceed several tens of degrees. In all exerime~nts with diff-

erential. thermocouples, before ignition we noted a fast relative warm-up of the

junction located above the liquid,

d

Fig. 4. Sample of oscillogram during investigation of

nt self-ignition of liquid explosive mixtures.

3)time scale (curve of standard frequency); 2) curve
of change of photocurrent; 3) curve of change in
thermal-emf; 4) zero line; 5) moment of pouring

of oxidizer, 6) mraent of appearance of flawe.

W4e will note one mocre important obser'vation: for afl. investigateci mixtures

self-ignition is preceded by 'Iboiling", during which esting gases or vapors

_,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7-_ _ _ _ _ _ _



seize extremely wal drops of liquid. Above the liquid there appears a unique

kind of "smoke". This phenomenon is clearly established on the oscillograms by

the decrease in photocurrent before ignition and is easily observed visually in

cases of mixtures with a large delay times, but in those with small delay, by high-'

speed filming. Intense gas generation starts, as a rule, in the very end of the

induction period.

It was assumed that the main process proceeding during a significant part of

the induction period is a thermoneutral or weakly exothermal reaction of the

wine with the oxidizer, leading to the formation of a condensed, comparatively

stable intermediate product. Subsequent stages of the process will proceed with

a speed sufficient for self-ignition ory when the concentration of this inter-

mediate product attains a certain limit. This assumption was confirmed by the

following simple experiments.

1. At constant conditions we prepared 3.5 ml of mixture by two methods: at

first we poured in the vessel a small part of the components 1 (0.32 ml. of

aniline and 0.8 ml. tetranitromethane), and after a certain time (called in the

future the hold time), the remainder.

With an increase in the hold time to a certain limit, the delay of self-

ignition, counted from moment of pouring of the main mass of the mixture, was

noticeably reduced. Results of these experiments are presented in Table 2.

Analogous experiments with different relationships of the volumes of the first

and second portions of the mixture showed that the delay of self-ignition at

identical hold times is reduced more, the greater is the first portion, i.e. the,

higher is the concentration of intermediate products in the mixture.

2. To a significant volume of amine (20-50 mi.), during energetic stirring,

we introduced by drops a small quantity tetranitromethane (0.04-0.10 moles per

iln the given conditions such a small quantity of mixture is incapable of

self-ignition.



Table 2

Reduction in delay of self-ignition as a result of
preliminary storage of intermdiate products

-- pea' m mlla I in a ML

0 f- 410 I

1) Hold time, sec; 2) Average delay time of

self-ignition in sec.

mole of amine). As a result of the reaction occurring blackening of the amine

was obse.rved. With such blackened amine we conducted further experiments on self-

ignition at the usual relationship of volumes of fuel and cxidizer (1 : 2.5).

The results of the experiments are presented in Table 3. As can be seen from

this table, in a mixture containing a surplus of amine, the intermediate product

is fully stable.

For explosive chemical compounds the fact has long been established that here

is a decrease of delay of flash with a growth of temperature. An analogous phen-

omenon is observed for spontaneously inflammable liquid mixtures. To judge the

character of this dependence in the last case with sufficient accuracy is diffi-

cult, since we could investigate on the example of mixtures of tetranitromethane

with anilines only in a vary narrow interval of temperatures. Below 140 tetranit-

romethane hardens, while temperatures higher than 600 the delay of self-ignition

is reduced so much that the time of mixing of components in our instrument con-

stitutes a significant part of it.

IS we consider that the dependence of delay time of self-ignition on temp-

erature has in the given case the same form as that for other studied systefts,

then effective activation energy is about 12 kcal/mole.

7Sjn STO hPf



Table 3

Change of delay of self-ignition with addition of

intermediate products

BMQM 18VINT- 3epx= ONMOTOIOiHNI paCTOOpa

KNUMOC auMg PoMeTUit MA c5avian- epoX'Yj*"wX UpOXylTm
meal 100 AA AMOMA es"Neam- AO O e.M*&" 2AepXX

$)mm7ut3* 10t 11+2 Ao 60 umu.)

I sit o 0 um
7 10+1 12 cyrov

0-)O.yNANU 7).. 49*5S )
')O-WaiIMAIIN 6± A* 1

1) Name of amine; 2) Tetranitromethane introduced,
in ml per 100 ml of amine; 3) Delay of self-igni-
tion in sec; 4) Interval of time from preparation
of solution of intermediate products to determin-
ation of delay of self-ignition; 5) Aniline; 6)
o-toluidine; 7) None; 8) days; 9) To 60 min.

A series of experiments with a mixture of tetranitromethane and aniline was

conducted at various compositions of the atmcsphere over the liquid. It was found

that, other conditions being equal, the average delay time of self-ignition in

atmospheres of air, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide constituted 43+7 49+ 42+1

sec, respectively.

Self-ignition of Liquid ixtures Based on

Concentrated Nitric Acid

Je studied, by the methodology described in the preceding section, self-

ignition appearing during the mixing of concentrated nitric acid with certain

aminet (aniline, toluidine, xylidine), phenols (resorcin, pyrocatechin) and un-

saturated c~mpounds (solutions of divinylacetylene in xylene, styrene in gasoline,

trivinylglycerine, etc.). Almost all the investigated mixtures are self-igniting

at orcinary temperatures, with delay measured in fractions of a second. In such



systems delay tim is determined in significant aeasure by conditions of mixing

of components LIJ [7, /i-7, j7. we will stop briefly on the main general

regularities eatablished for self-ignition of different fuels with nitric acid.

Just as fr miX.ures with tetranitromethane, a strongly exothermaJl reaction,

leading to self-ignition also in the case of nitric acid appears in the gas phase.

This is confirmed both by our recordings of thermal emf with different locations

of thermocouple Junctions and by data of high-speed filming and other investiga-

tions E 4J7.
In contrat to that which was observed for mixtures based on tetranitramethane,

from the moment of mixing of concentrated nitric acid and a reactive fuel there

appears in the condensed phase an exothermal reaction and the temperature of

liquid rises rapidlty.

During the short inductioa period a thermocouple located in the liquiki shows

an approximately constant temperature of 80 to 1300, depending upon the type of

fuel and the composition of the mixture. With this there occurs not only gas

formation, due to the flow of the chemical reaction between th fuel and the
und

oxidizer, but also boiling. It is this boiling which limits, apparently, the

maximum temperature of the liquid, which remain. approximately the same after
o+.13

ignition up to the moment when the flame front approaches the junction of the

thermocouple. Thus, in the case of mixtures with nitric acid the explosive which

is ignited and burns is heated to the boiling point by the heat of the primary

stages of the reaction.

Flash of Liquid Explosive Mixtures of Tetraiutrmethane
With Organic Fuels During Heating

Tetranitromethane well dissolves different organic liquids and wi~h mn
nie,

from them will form solutions, which eav, stable, at least in small quantities,
ng at ordinary temperatures.

h
Many of the experiments on the flash of liquid explosive mixtures during

. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .



heating were conducted in the following conditions. A massive brass block was

heated with the help of an electric furnac6. i the block we drilled 4 socxets

20 m in diameter, filled with Wood alloy. In one of the sockets we embedded a

thermometer, and in the remaining ones we placed glass test-tube6 15-17 mn in

diameter submerged in the alloy to half their length. After we established the

given temperature for each experiment, we introduced into the test-tube by pipette

about 0.1 g (0.06-0.08 ml.) of the investigated :ixture. In the experiments we

established the presence or absence of flash, its character, and the interval of

time from the introduction of the liquid into the test-tube to flash.

The rixtures we tested are highly volatile substances, and therefore in small

quantities they gave flash only at a relatively high temperature. At lower

temperatures there occurs only fast evaporation of the mixture, sometimes with

noticeable decomposition. Not one of the mixtures studied flashed in these

conditions at a temperature lower than 1600

For the same reason (fast evaporation of a small sample) we did not observe

flash with a delay of more than 10 sec. If in this time flash did not occur,

then it could not appear subsequently, since the small quantity of mixture had

been volatized. /

In Table 4 are presented results of the investigation of 18 binary mixtures

of tetranitromethane with different liquid fuels. We conditionally called the

minimum temperature of metallic block at which ignition occurred with a delay of

not more than 5 soc. "temperature of flash". In this table are given for certain

mixtures the temperatures of "beginning of boiling") determined by the method of

M. 11. Sivclobov J§7, and the value of the mass burning rate4 this temperature,

calculated h7 extrapolation of data obtained in the range 20-700. For all

mixtures compositions near to zero oxygen balance were tested.

With an increase in the quantity of her,ed substance, the temperature of 5C

flash as lcwered, noticeably. Thus, in a quantiy of about 0.1 MIl, a mixture of

74,



Table 4

Teperature and character of flash of binary mixturs
based on sitro han

(Conditional designations in colunm "Ctharactr of flash": l--soundless
ignition; 2-flash with whistling sound; 3-flh with "clap";

4-flahs with strong "clap"; uj5l..osiof with splitting of test-

OMacc.a c 5r
ItsumemOSm"H ropolero pa sciuux -..UI qM TMUCJJ& XapaMiP

Ic cuecu *5yIA uov cmgtA

V- *~ 0
1 4: -- ___f I-

~,&Xmau rolloua IO- 0.3 4
7)Cupoa 2W.0-270 112 0.3 4 W'S

)cyptypo 240 122 0,25I. Tpmauxuramitep w 278 -- 3
to) Kepocno peu pmm 2865 123 -

M ) 6enbAaerat 280 1 13- 4
4 13eimau..o 290 - - 3

I. Compooe uacuo 300 117 - 2x3
fl 3TSoa 300 90 0.14 3
i Asm 310 125 - 3

O) paims 6eH3WHa 6-70, 325 90 - 5
SUNK3IMOX AO 10(

fI) KcIuaoA (cc .woepoi) 340 - - 3 i 4
ii r'poAecscA 6eiHir npu- 370 114 0,16 4

iMOhwun~poke na 435 - - I
AO) Toayoa 500 140 0.0 2
Ah HRTpo6Caaoa 510 129 0,16 3
2^ l.iuopStan 510 120 0.07 1
A 'A rVeoa 20 104 0.15 2

1) Designation of fuel; 2) Temperature of flash, *C; 3) Tft**r&ture of
beginning of boiling of mixture, O0; 4) Mass burning rate at temperature
of beginning of boiling, g/cm2 see; 5) Character of flash; 6) Bensene
head; 7) Styrene; 8) Furfurole; 9) Trivnylg2cejine; 10) Tracor ker-
osene31 ) Benzaldehyde; 12) Gaeoline B-70; 13) Solar oil; 14) Ethanol;
15) Lubricating oil; 16) Fraction of gasoline B-70, boiling away up to
1000; 17) Xylene (mixture of isomrs); 18) Gromny gasold4se, straight-
run; 19) ononitromethane; 20)6luene, 21) Nitrobensene; 22) Dichlor-

ethane; 23) Benzene.

tetranitrethane and benzene flashes only at a stove te rature higher than

5000 . During boiling of 25 ml of a mixture of the same caposition (temperature

of liquid not higher tha.t 1300) through 3--5 min we observed flash, In the morityy

7/f



experissnts ending in explosion. The connection of temperature of flash and Mass

of heated substance was clearly noticeably also on the example of a mixture of

tetranitromethane with a light fraction of pyrolysis of oil, the so-called ben-

zene head, containing significant quantities of unsaturated hydrocarbons. Such

a mixture of a composition near to zero oxygen balance, taken for experiments in

a quantity of 0.05 ml, ignited at 1900; the 3ame mixture in a quantity a little

exceeding 1 ml, is self-ignited at 40-450; if we prepare simultaneouoly more than

20 ml of this mixture, then its ignition sets in already at 15-180.

WJe conducted a further series of experiments with trinary mixtures. As ax-

idizer in them we applied, as before, tetranitromethane, but as the fuel -a mix-

ture of benzene and styrene. The relationship of fuel and oxidizer in all exper-

iments was maintained near to zero oxygen balance, but we changed the composition

of the fuel from experiment to experiment, increasing the content of styrene.

AV

3M

~1~3U00.31

II

04 0 40

S 3D 0 6'0N AVWtPmO~

Fig. 5. Dependence of temperature of flash and burning rate of
the trinary mixture tetranitromethane-benezene -styrene on the

composition of the fuel.
1-temperature of flash, 2-burning rate (points show experiments

in which flash had the character of explosion).
a) Temperature of flash in 0C; b) Burning r&te in g/cm sec; c)

Benzene; d) Styrene; e) Composition of fuel in vol %.
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Results of the upeints re preaented in Fig. 5. F the graph it is clear

that the introductiw. into the oosition of the fuel of a very mall quantity

of styrene (0.7-1.0 vol %) causes lowring of temperature of flash by approx-

imately 2PO ; a further increase in the content of styrene causes only a relative-

ly slow tl. With an increase in the content of styrene in the fuel the burning

rate also gras, first slowly and then faster- simultaneously the intensity of

flash is strengthened, Analogous results were obtained in experiments with a

trinary mixture of tetranitromethfie-bensene--fraction of gasoline of pyrolysis

(benzene head).

For binary mixtures of totranitrcomethane with furfurole, acconitrobensne,,

mononitrcmethane, or Vlene we investigated the dependenot of flash temperature

on the relationship of the quantities of fuel and oxoidier in the composition of

the mixture. The biggest distinction in flash temperature was observed in the

system tetranitromethane-mononitrcmethane, where at a ero mqgen balance flash

appears at 4350, but in a mixture with a large surplus of uidis'er--at 330 °. For

other mixtures the change in the flash temperature with composition did not ex-

ceed 300 fcr all intervals of concentration studied.,(oxygen balance from minus

40 to plus 30). In all studied mixtures the minimum of the curve "flash temper-

ature-ccmposition" appeared in the same region of concentrations as the maxi

of the curve "burning rate-composition".

Discussion of Results

Let us consider first the results obtained during the study of self-ignition

of mixtures of tetranitromethane and amine. It was experimentally established

that up to the mmxent of ignition, warm-up in the condensed phase is very small.

Even after ignition, the temperatare of the liquid, up to the ment ihen the

front of burning approaches the Junction of the thermocouple, re ns near to the

initial te~rature of the components of the mixture. The wqwiwntally

measured "ro-explosion warm-up" of the liquid was'l's thm that calculated by
s10P £ SrOiP hL,



the theory of thermal ign~tion J27 for the case of conductive heat transfer and

was known to be less than that during convective heat exchange in a liquid stirred

by bubbles of formed gases. This circumstance alone speaks of the fact that in

the given case it is impossible to consider that self-ignition appears because of

thermal self-acceleration of the process, as it proceeds in the condensed phase.

Other data confirm this point of view, First of all it is necesstuy to note

the results of direct measurements of temperature in the liquid and in the gas

phase over it, showing that a fast warm-up, preceding self-ignition, appears in the

gas phase. The buildup of temperature of the gas-vapor mixture directly before

flash proceeds at a very great speed, as one would expect from the theory for

thermal self-ignition Ln the gas phase /2. Curves, obtained during measurement

of the temperature of the liquid are considerably distinguished from those obtained

for gas, not only in magnitude of maximum warm-up before ignition or the position

of beginning of temperature rise relative to the moment of appearance of flame,

but also by the character of the curve "temperature-time". In the liquid the

temperature rise during che entire time preceding ignition, and even for a cer-

tain time after it, occurs significantly slower .than in the gas.

Very indicative also are the results of experiments in the two types of ves-

sels shown in Fig. 3. The conditions of heat exchange of liquid with the environ-

ment in both vessels are identical, but the critical conditions of self-ignition

in them are considerably different. These distinctions are caused by the peculiar-

ities of the flow of the reactions in gas phase, completed by flash.

With identity of the conditions of heat dissipation from the Peacting gas the

speed of the reaction leading to ignition and, conseaei ly, the critical condi-

tions of its appearance, should be determined by the concentration of reactive

gases. In the considered experiments this concentration depended on the relation-

ship between the speed of entering of corresponding gases (or vapors) from the

liquid and the speed of their dilution by ambient air, In the simplest assumptions

Si-



the quality of gases, emanating in a unit of time per unit of surface of liquid

(specific speed of gas formation) should be proportional to the height of the

liquid layer. Near to the critical conditions this concentration was insufficient

for ignition in an open vessel of small height, where there occurs fast dilution

of the reactive gases (or vapors) as a result of mixing with ambient air. In a

semiclosed vessel the conditions for the formation of a gaseous (or vapor or gas

drops) mixture of the necessary concentration are favorable.

In an open cylindrical vessel of constant diameter, with an increase in the

volume of the prepared mixture, and, correspondingly, the height of its layer, the

specific speed of gas formation increases. Starting with a certain critical

height of the liquid layer, this speed becomes sufficiently great so that, in

spite of dilution of emanating gases or vapor by ambient air, the concentration

of them necessary for self-ignition could be created.

At first glance the proposals on the appearance of flash in the gas phase

contradict the results of experiments conducted in atmospheres of air, oxygen, and

carbon dioxide, where we observed practically identical delay. Actually there is

no contradiction here. Delay of self-ignition, constituting for a mixture of

tetranitromethane and aniline tens of seconds, is the sum of time of flow of at

least two different macroscopic stages of the process. The first of them proceeds

in the condenoed phase and its duration depends on the time of accumulation of

active intermediate products and the development of chemical self-acceleration of

the process leading to the formation of gases. The second stage is determined by

the ti.me for the creation of'the necessary concentration of reactive substances

in the gas phase and the thermal self-acceleration of the reaction proceeding here

to flash. The composition of the gas medium, obviously, can influence only the

second stage of the process. The interval of time from the beginning of gas

liberation to the appearance of flame constitutes, as the experiments show, only

an insignificant fraction of the total delay time. It is clear that even an



e. ntial change of this fractions in connection with a change in the composition

of the atmosphere, is not reflected in a noticeable form in the experimentally

determined delay. Additionally one jhould note that the experiments in atmospheres

of different gases were conducted under conditions far from the critical parameters

of self-' Ition. It is possible to consider that, for example with a lesser

height of the liquid mixture layer the influence of the composition of the atmos-

phere would be more strongly developed.

Interesting conclusions can be drawn from the results of experiments carried

out in various conditions of heat loss. The fact thlat there is practiclly no

change ini the delay time of ignition with a change La heat loss could be explained,

analogously to the preceding, by the significant predomLition of the time of

isothermal chemical self-acceleration over the duration of thermal self-accelera-

tion.

The experiments established, however, that not only delay, but aleo the crit- a

ical conditions of ignition (in the given case, the minimum mass of liquid ex- I c

plosive) remain constant with a change in the conditions of heat loss. This con-

firms the proposed mechanism, according to which thermal self-acceleration (therm- S0

al explosion) occurs in gases, vapor, or droplet sspensions over the Liquid. Let i a

us remember that in some of the experiments of this series -4e applied glas: yes- f

sels surrounded by air, and in others--steel ones of like dimensions located in

water. As calculation shows, the coefficient of heat-transfer from liquid inside

the vessel to the environment changes by at least several tens of times, wbUile

for a gas inside the vessel, this coefficient. s increased with each change of h

conditions by no more than one and a half to two times. If a decisive role is

played by thermal explosion in the condensed phase, then as calculation shews, the
Si

critical dimension of the charge should change considerably with transition from o

0
a glass to a steel vessel. This was not observed in the experimen~s. t.

r,

In the case when into the mixture, by one or anothier mthod we introduce a
C1
0
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Loin previoubly prepared intermediate products of the interaction of tetranitromethane

and aniline, the delay time of self-ignition is sharply reduced (see experiments

1e"es in Tables 2 and 3). This shows that the main part of the induction period is

Dters occupied by reactions in the condensed phase leading to the formtion of active

intermediate products. Ascertaining the mechanism and kinetics of these reactions

)as the object of a special investigation. Here we will limit ourselves to only
actically/

indications that toward the end of the induction period free amine is/absent in

d the mixture. The self-accelerated interaction of products of the primary reaction

with tetranitromethane leads later to the formation of gases (vapors), which ig-

Lned, nite when their concentration attains a certain limit.

The self-ignition of liquid explosie mixtures containing nitric acid as ox-

idizer also appears i the gas phase. However in the course of the preignition

processes a clear distinction is observed. In the case of mixtures with nitric

Lt- acid the processes proceeding in the condensed phase are strongly exothermic, in

consequence of which the liquid is intensely heated. The content in the mixture

:)n- of comparatively highly volatile components naturally limits the maximdm warm-up

of the liquid, by the boiling point. In connection with this, in gas-phase re-

Let I actions leading to self-ignition, side by side with the intermediate products

g formed in the liquid phase, the vapors of the parent substances of the products of

a their decomposition can participate also. While in :he case of mixtures of tet-

ide ranitromethane with amine the cold liquid was ignited and subsequently burned, the

ignition and burning of mixtures with nitric acid occurs when the liquid is

I
heated to boiling

1 Phenomena proceeding in the process of burning will not be examined here. e

the will note only one circumstance, essential both for ignition and for the sub-
sequent burning of an explosive liquid. Tet.-anitromethane readily dissolves liquid
organic fuels. In connection with this, during significant delays of self-ignition
there will always be formed a homogeneous solution. Nitric acid and the majority
of liquid fuels do not possess mutual solubility. .Besides, the delay of self-igni-
tion Tor mixtures with nitric acid is very small, therefore to its begiring, as a
rule, a uniform solution is not obt.ained; there is ignited and burned in this case
a suspension of drops of one component in another. The dimensions of drops, and
consequently, of the surface of contact between reactl substances, depenas thus
on the physicochemical properties of both misEcibJe liquids and also on the condi-
tions of their '.ing. In many cases it is the influence of the last factor which
determines the delay time of self-ignition and the state of the burning mixture.



The self-ignition of liquid explosive mixtures at an increased temperature,

'obtained by means of heating them from an external source (thermal ignition), has
8

ruch in comnon with the flash of ordinary explosives. We will note from this point
r

of view the clear connection between the intensity of flash and the speed and
r

character of burning, which was established for individual explosives by K. K.
c

Andreyev [7. As we have seen, the sharpest, most explosive character belongs

to the flaeh of mixtures tetranitromethane with benzene head, styrene, and furfur-

ole. These mixtures burn with comparatively great speed, their burning is unstable

and even at ordinary temperatures in glass pipes 5-7 m in diameter cases were
o

observed of transition of burning to explosion. At increased temperatures, obtain-
a

able in liquid at the moment of thermal flash, the stability of burning is still
f

less and even in small quantities the mixtures investigated flash with great in-
i

tensity.

For certain individual explosives the phencmenon of an "upper limit' of flash

temperature was detected [-27. This phenomenon is observed for substances having

-comparatively low boiling points under conditions when the time of chemical self-

acceleration of reactions of disintegration is larger than the time of evaporation.

The investigated liquid mixtures are volatile; therefore for many of them--for

example, for mixtures with benzene. toluene, dichlorethane-under the experimental

conditions with small quantities of liquid, the phenomenon of "upper limit" is
b

observed in all temperature ranges from room temperature to about five hundred
0

degrees, when it is already correct to talk not about flash of explosive in the
a

usual meaning, but about the igniting of its vapors by a heated surface. If we

increase the mass O explosive, then with the same conditions of heating the time
c

of evaporation grows and self-acceleration of disintegration can occur before all
1

the substance is evaporated. The upper limit of flash temperature can thus be
i

lowered, as was observed in experiments with mixtures of tetranitromethane with
i

benzene, etc.
* f
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A graphic presentation of the relative role in the flash process of themical

self-acceleration and the evaporation of substance during heating is given by the
.st

results of experiments with the tri-Ary mixture tetranitromethane -benzene- sty-

rene. A mixture of tetranitromethane and benzene is easily evaporated, but in

chemical relationship is comparatively inert. Correspondingly, self-ignition of

thisj mixture appears only with a heater temperature at which the mixture of vapors

flashes. The temperature of ignition of a mixture of the pure vapors is compara-
1.

tive2y high --in the given case, about 5000. After addition to the binary mixture

of a small quantity (about 0.5 vol V of styrene, the condition of evaporation of

a drop of the mixture cou]d not be rhanged considerably. The sharp lowering of

flash temperature of the trinary mJxture is explained by the fact tht the presence

in the system of reactive styrene stipulates, at lower heater temperature, the flow

with sufficient speed of the processes of formation of active products, so that

the concentration of them necessary for self-ignition is created in less time than

iL required for full evaporation.

If the eomponents of a ma-7ture nave different vapor pressures, then, as is
I.

known, the composition of the vapor phase can be distinguishod from that of the

liquid. As is known (77, F7, during the burning of liquid mixtixes of highly

volatile substances this circiumstance causes original phenoena of fractional

burnout, caused by difference in the corapositons of the liquid and of the %apor

over it, and also their changes in the course of propagation of burning. Fraction-

al evaporation plays a definite role also during thermal flash of mixtures; this

is evident, for example, in the resulte of experiments with mixtures of the sae

components at various relationships between them. In these experiments we estab-

lished the coincidence of regions of concentrations in which the maxIn of burn-temperature

ing rate and minimm of fl&/are observed. During experimunts on thermal self-

ignition, carried out with very small quantities of the liquid mixture, the in-

fluence of fractional evaporation Is relatively s1ll. A drop of the maxturi, for

7Ae'



the most part, can be evaporated in a time less than the delay of self-igi tion.

Differences in the ccopositions of liquid and vapt.or, stipulated by differences in

the tensions of vapors of the components, are smoothed in this case.

Comparatively long ago A. F. Belyayev §-57 indicated that flash of flying

volatile explosiveo appears in the vapor phase, This position in essence no one

now doubts; however until now there was no direct experimental confirmation of it.

Ln works on the theory of thermal explosion of explosives, including some carried

out recently / 1d7, /1-7, this essential circumstance acutally is not consid-

ered. During the investigation of liquid mixtures direct experimental confirma-

tion that self-ignition appears in gas phase was obtained.
work

For the mixtures studied in the given/two different methods of self-ignition

were observed.

I. In the condensed phase there proceeds, without essential warm-up of the

substance, a self-accelerated process of its transformation to reactive gases.

W,&en the concentration of the latter exceeds a certain maximnm, the reactions be-

tween them are completed by thermal self-acceleration (thermal explosion), leading

to flash. The temperature of the condensed substance ignited by this method can

be significant lower than its boiling temperature. In connection with this the

vapors of the parent substance cannot play an essential role in gas-phasc reactions

completed by flash.

2. In the condensed phase exthermal reactions will proceed. As a result of

chemical and thermal self-acceleration of these reactions there appears progressive

self-warm-up. The maximum temperature, however, is limited by the boiling point

of the actual explosive or of the products of the primary stages of its transfor-

mation Thermal explosion and ignition occur, as in the preceding case, in the

Such a role, like boiling, can in certain cases be played by the endothermic

decomposition of the parent substance or an intermediate product.

STO@



gas phase, but now the -apors of the explosive can participate in them sile by

side with the products of the primary reactions.

Kechanisms of self-ignition of mixtures and individual explosives should have

much in common. It is possible, therefore, to expect that the two methods of self-

ignition described will be observed also for certain explosive compounds,
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35. Intensity of Flash in Explosive Substances

The ability for self-ignition during increased temperature is one of the

most common properties of all explosive systems and, in particular, condensed

explosives. The main characteristics of self-ignition - the cordition with

which it becomes possible (so-called critical conditions) and the dependence

of the induction period (delay of flash) on temperature - were studied by

many investigators arid, for a number of explosive substances, are quite well

known. However these characteristics in essence describe only the development

of preparatory, before flame reactions, not at all concerning how the process

develops after appearance of flame. Serving as a knowom characteristic of

propagation of flame at flash can be the intensity of the latter, determined

by speed of gas formation and increase of pressure during self-ignition.

Unfortunately, in the majority of works this side of the question is hardly
best /

touchea upwi. L: hej-ase only the character of the flash is noted, estimated

by the force of the sound or by the fact that the glass vessel in which it

occurs is split or remains whole during flash.

The problem of this work has been, by using the simplest method to compare

among themselves different explosive substances by the intensity of their

thermal self-ignition. As a measure of intensity was used the height or energy

of the bounce of the ball, lying on an aperture of the test-tube, in which

flashed a small weighed amount of explosive substance.

3rop



Errimental Part

The method of conducting experiments was as follows. A weighed amount of

explosive substances was introduced into a glass test-tube, the bottom part cf

which to a depth of 5-7 cm was submerged in a thermostat with Wood's alloy,

and the upper part was inserted in a massive metallic case with an aperture,

covered by a steel or glass ball (Fig. 1). Height of bounce of ball at flash

was determined visually with the help of a scale. Delay of flash was determimed

by a stop watch. Temperatu.re of thermostat was maintained constant with an

accuracy to one degree.

Height of bounce of ball vas noted only in those experiments, in which the

test-tube remained whole. If at flash the test-tube split, the height of the

bounce varied greatly from experiment to experiment and can no longer be used

as a measure of intensity of flash.

In the majority of experiments we used a test-tube with a diameter of 1.7

and a length of 15 cm, in a number of cases we used a test-tube with a diameter

of 2 and a length of 20 cm. A weighed amount of explosive substance usually was

introduced into a test-tube already heated to temperature of thermostat, however,

all liquid, and also certain solid matter were placed in test-tube before its

submersion into thermostat. Differences in the height of bounce of ball with

such change of conditions of experiment were noticeable (when using large test-

tubes the height of bounce of ball is decreased - see, for example, Fig. 12a

and b - when introducing substance into cold test-tube it is increased), but

not very significantly.

Intensity of flash was usually characterized by the product of height of

bounce o4 ball by its weight: E = mh. During strong flashes (E I0 2 -1

g. cm) this magnitude virtually does not depend on weight of ball, during wak

flashes light balls give larger E than heavy.

er)



Fig. 1. Diagram of instrument for determining intensity of flash
of explosive substance. 1-test-tube with explosive substance,
2-ball, 3-caLe with aperture in cover (diameter of aperture 10
mm) and packing, 4--scale, 5--thermostat with Wood's alloy.

During the experiments the following main pattern of phenomenon was

detected.

At a temperature, lower than critical, the substance is calm, without

appearance cf flame, and the ball remains motionless. With the achievement of

a certain critical temperature of self-ignition for given conditions flash

occurs, usually accompanied by flame and sound and throwing the ball to a

certain height. By the character of change of this height at a change of

temperature and other conditions of the experiment, and also by the maximum

height of bounce of ball with given weighed amounts, va'rious explosive substa~ces

differ from each other quite substantially.

In Fig. 2-4 depict dependence of intensity and delay of flash on

temperature of thermostat for small (0.01 - 0.05 g) amounts of several quick-

burning explosive substances. Characteristic for the majority of them is that

at all temperatures up to very high the intensity of the flash, after a more or

less short section of initial growth, remains practically constant.

i ,,



There is a somewhat more complicated picture in the case of tetrazene (Fig.

4). Height of bounce of ball during a flash of 0.01 g of this explosive at

136-2000 is small and changes little with temperature, however at 152 and 1550

very sharp flashes were observed, accompanied by splitting of test-tube. By

increasing the weighed amount to 0.02 g the range of such detonation-like

self-ignition was expanded.

A curious phenomenon was objected in the case of styphnate of lead and

potassium. At 275-2900 these substances along with usual flashes, appearing

after prolonged (tens and hundred of seconds) heating, in a number of experiments

with that same temperature, gave a flash with a delay one-two orders less (from

a fraction of a second to seconds). A similar phenomenon was observed also in

the case of styphnic acid.

The main distinction between seconda-, y and throwing explosives and

initiating explosives, as far as the character of dependence of intensity of

flash on temperature is concerned, consists in the fact that, starting from a

certain value of the latter, the intensity of self-ignition of these explosives

falls, and the height of bounce of the ball 's decreased, in most cases,
1

practically to zero . In the frame work of this general regularity various

uecondary explosives by the j.aracter of dependence of flash intensity on

temperature can noticeably differ from each other.

Some of them (pyroxylin, tetryl, dyna, high-percentage solutions of

nitrocellulose in ritroglycerine, trotyl 2 ) are characterized by the fact that

with an increase of temperature an increase of intensity of their flash to

lInte'nsity of flash of certain powdery explosives with fu'ther increa.e of
I'empeoCw u can again scv-whr-t. increa .

Trotyl (Fi. 1) is diocingui-hed from o-her 1xploives by the fact that
with the achievemeart of a cortdin eafficiently high temperature (under ths
conditions of our experiments~..365 ° ) its self-ignition is suddenly stopped and
the ball is no longer throw, The so-called upper limit of self-ignition fiJ
will be reached.



(Fig. maim occu~re gradually, in a significant (sometimes tens of degrees) range of

temperaturas (Fig. 5-8).
1550 L;e

too

met1J*0 170 M*OVC 140 So 1* VVC

'rom
Fig. 2. Dependence of intensity (a) and delay (b) of flash of

in mercury fulminate on temperature. Amount of explosive: 1-
0.02, 2-0.05 g. l)0decomposition writhout flash; 2)E g-cm;
3Wrsec.

yes

r ig. 3. Dependence of intensity (a) and delay (b) of flash of
picrate of sodium (1) and lead (2) on temperature. Amount ofj explosive 0.02 g. In Fig. a each point is the average of 3-5
experiments. l)Eg' cm; 2>t'sec; 3)decomposition without flaish.

~ Other explosives (diglycoldinitrate, nitrogelatin, partly PETN) during

transition through critical temperature of self-ignition give a flash of

Of maximum intensity either immediately, or in a very narrow (one-two degrees)

temperature* range, after which the height of bounce of ball is gradually

md decreased (Fig. 9-11).
.7
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Fig. 4. Dependence of intersity (a) and delay (b) of flash of
tetrazene on temperature. Amount of exp¢lcive: 1-0.01, 2-
0M02 g. 1)Eg • cm; 2Xsec; 3)decomposItion without flash;
4)texplosion with splitting of test-tube.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of intensity (1) Fig. 6. Dependence of intensity
and delay (2) of flash of 0.05 g of (1) and delay (2) of ClAsh of
pyroxylin on temperature. l)Xg.cm; solution of col1odior/nitroglyperine
2)T'sec. (-50:50) on temperature. Amount of

explosive 0.02 g. Each point on
curve 9- f (t) is an average of
5 - 10 experiments. l)Eg.cm;
2)odecomposition .without flash;
3 )>sec.

Nitroglycerine displays an unusual behavior (Fig. 12, experiments were

conducted in test-tubes with diameters of 1.7 and 2 cm) upon reaching the

critical temperature of self-ignition one drop (iu 0.02 g) of nitroglycerine

immediately throws the ball to a significant height, groater than the maximum

height during flash of PETk and diglyvcoldinitrate and nearly to the maximum

slp



haight during flash of nit~ogelatin. Howver at a further increase of

temperature, in contrast to that, which is observed in the case of nitrogalatin,

dig3,ycoldinitrate or PETN, the intensity of the flash of hNG doea not fall,, but

grows rapidly attaining -..,1000 g cm, in s~ne of these experiments the flash

splits the test-tube in pieces. At a temperature Of about 2900 intensity of

flash is abruptly decreased, and at 300-3100 it becomes zero. Attention is

drawn to the significant spread of results, especially with experiments in

large test-tubes in tIWhe region of 230-~280.

10V

Fig 7.Dependence of~ intensity (1) Fig. 8. Dependence of intensityand delay (2) of flash of tetryl on (1) and delay (2) of flash of trotyl
tempe-. &ture. Amount of explosive or. temperature. Amount of explosive
0.1 g. lY%'sec; 2)Eg-cui; 3)o 0.1 g. l)Og-cm; 2)t'sec; 3)*no

T C )cmposition without flash. flash.

00

oil ZM 2V O00 9-

Fig. 9. Dependence of intensity (1) Fig. 10. Dependence of intensity (1)

and delay (2) of flash of d~~~~~~igl.l n ea 2 ffeho.ntoeai



Fig. iU. Dependence of intensity (1) and delay (2) of flash of PETN
on temperature. Amount of explosive 0.05 g is .introduced into a heated
test-tube with a diameter of 1.7 and a height of 15 cm (cf. Fig. 16).
l)Eg.cm; 21sec; 3)Sdecomposition without flash.
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Fig. 12. Dependence of intensity (1) and delay (2) of flash of
nitroglycerine on temperature. a-test-tube with a height of 20
and a diameter of 2 cm, b-test-tube with a height of 15 and a
diameter of 1.7 Cm. Amount of explosive -0.02 g (one drop).
1)'sec; 2)%g.cm; 3)decomposition without flash; )texplosion
with splitting of test-tubes.

The very same is observed in the case of nitroglycol (Fig. 13) with the

only difference being that splitting of test-tube does not occur, but the spread

of results is so great that in the range 210-300* dependence of intensity of

flash of nitroglycol on temperature in coordinates E-T is expressed not by a

curve, but by a certain quite broad region.
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Fig. 13. Dependence of intensity Fig. 14. Dependence of maximum
(1) and delay (2) of flash of intensity of flash of solutions of
nitroglycol on temperature. Amount collodion in nitroglycerine on their
of explosive - 0.05 g (twodrops). composition. Amount of explosive.
lI)sec; 2)Eg.cm; 3)decomposition l)Egoc=; 2) XG; 3) % collodim.
without flash.

Maximum intensities of flash of investigated substances and certain other

characteristics of experiments are presented in Table 1.

The greatest intensity of flash in the secondary explosives wp possessed

by nitro esters-nitroglycerine, methylnitrate, pyroxylin, nitroglycol; the

j least intensity-nitroamine and aromatic nitro compound, especially

thermoresistant-hexyl, hexanitrodipherylsulfide, hexogen, trotyl. From

aromatic nitro compounds styphnic acid, is noteworthy in the amount ofO.04 g

throwing, although very irregularly, the ball almost as high as nitroglycol.

Quicl.-burning explosives by intensity of flash differ from each other less

than secondary explosives and not one of them attains the maximum, observed for

niti oglycerine.

It is interesting to trace how the maximum intensity of flash of solutions

1
of collodion in nitroglycerine depends on their compositio (Fig. 14). With

10% collodion the maximum intensity of flash decreases very strongly. By

'i hese experiments are conducted by I. V. abaytsev.



Table 1
Maxixum intensities of flash of certain initiating and secondary

explosives*

ISM. 1a W am 3 IMt m g

§1 4 (ST C __MT"

Da-- uise mw o , IV--0 2, 156-400
| 0:06 IN@-0) 10 %5200

0 ,01 IX-200 08~ 140v0 Tm142-180 2,4 16

nn" U'W P38 0,0 200-33= 3,1 306-43=
-rllW"T awm 6,0. 310-370 .2.9 320.

.bv soa0,0 Xf-30 5,6 270
- ratis -N 0.0 3257-3 S 345

'.I P "tpI -0,0 10,5-=2 11 1226-210
Vs -.Hur am" -~.0,06 W.5-30 8 215-270
14-Meu mpat *-0.0 267-270 8,1
is'-)b.a,,ri,,1ai* ..-0,06 SO,-242 017 00,5

-- 304 --276 1
13iJI-244 i's,6

.J06 3-4431 0
0,2 m-320 0's 230

s-' rmosov cty r m (10% 0,0 10-235 2,8 10

a - riemu a OuuI poW 0, 170-206 1
40, 1 me0,WV O 'N17-2051

aaTeia0,1 300-46535

&JO"W" ol S0--330 0-0,2Ia- Faw, 0,1 250-366
.U-. Fa"M.MIOAlOSumrs. 0,1 26-410

rIUP"W". NAuc&a" 0,1 300-32=
29-411mipet almoft# "0 0.0 28D-32

~- ~ruium sasEoTS -0,M 280-420 A04

1) Explosive; 2) Amount, g; 3) Range of temperatures, in which it was studied
and flash was received**; 4) Maximum intensity of flash (Emax g.cm) X 10-1;
5) Temperature, with which flash of maximum intensity is observed; 6) Mercury
fulminate; 7) Tetrazene; 8) Picrate of sodium; .9) Picrate of potassium; 10)
Picrate of lead; 11) Hexy!.ate of potassium; 12) Nitroglycerine; 13) Nitroglycol*;
14) Mthylnitrate*; 15) Diglycoldinitrate*; 16) PETN; 17) Dyna*; 18) Nitro-
gelatin (10% collodion); 19) Pulverized pyraxylin; 20) Pyroxylin powdsr; 21)
Tetryl; 22) Trotyl; 23) Hexogen- 24) Octogen; 25) Hexyl; 26) Hexanitrodiphenyl-
sulfide; 27) Picric acid***; 28) Picrate of ammonium,**; 29) Styphnic acid.

*Experiments with substances, marked by an asterisk, iere conducted in test-
tubes with a diameter of 2 and a height of 20 cm, the remaining substances were
tested in test-tubes with a diameter of 1.7 and a height of 15 cm.

*Critical temperatures of self-ignition are set up by curve.
***Out of 26 expqriments there-vre very weak £.lashes in three, in the re-

maining - theorl decompofition,
****Out of 15Aqoeriments there wore very -mak flashacIn five, in the re-

mainhig -- thermal decomposition.



increasing contents of collodion to 60% this magnitude remains approximatelyv

constant, and then again abruptly falls, being decreased more than twice with

70% collodion, and with 75% practically to zero. This dependence can be

compared with the fact that with an increase of amount it is very easy to cause

explosion of solutions, containing 60% and less of' collodion in nitroglycerine.

Ow 2WG AV tC 10 no(1 8W
(4)

Fig. 25. Effect of magnitude of amount and nature of gas, filling test-
tube, on intensity (a) and delay (b) of flash of dyna. Amount of
explosive: 1 and 2 - 0.05 g, 3 and 4 - 0.2 g. Gas, filling test-tube:
1 and 3 - air, 2 and 4 - C02. l)Eg.cm; 2)?sec.

Under certain conditions 60% gelatin explodes with splitting of test-tube *ven

with an amount of 0.1 g. At the same time 70% solution does not split test-tube

even with an amount of 1 g.

Generally speaking, with an increase in amount of explosive it is natural

to expect an increase in intensity of self-ignition. Indeed, for many explosives

(initiating and quick-btrning, nitroglycerine, pyroxylin, nitrogelatin) with an

increase in amount the intensity of flash considerably increases. In the case of

4d PETN with amounts from 0.05 to O.3.g it grows weakly, however, 1-2 of PETN are

exploded, splitting test-tube into small pieces. Such an explosion is given by

2 g of diglycoldinitrate, but after a prolonged period of burning. Pulverized

pyroxylin gives a strong explosio even with an amount of 0.5 g. An increxas

in amount significantly increases intensity of flash in the case of picric acid.

,st-However certain secondary ex3sives display other behavior. with an

increase iii amount the intensity of their flash does not increase, but is

decreased. A typical example of such a subst6nec s dyna (Fig. 15), in the



case of which an increase in amount 4 times (from 0.05 to 0.2 g) twice deoroases

the maximum intensity of flash.

Table 2
The effect of CO2 on flash characteristics of certain-explosives*

H- i I TeuCPa. 5 i" / i 8 ...
I -sgmsmiocWW 3e eCI33 e la ' EcI)Xj!9 (Ee5IMxj~ijdX

S-am u paT 0,06 20---207 0,7 8.6 0 18,7
lliporsnOa 0,06 211- 2lt 3.4 9, 2,2 8,8

0.02 , 267-270 1,1 2,9 0,9 3,2
£-T 0,05 I!9-191 2,9 66 1,5 96

* 3uMs E x -cpCteMe Ma uecmaMiO x r.

1) Explosive; 2) Amount, g; '3) Temperatur-e- 4) in air; 5) Diglycoldinitrate;
6) Nitroglycol; 7) Methylinitrate; 8) Pyroxylin; 9) In C02; l0>Tsec.

Values of E and' -- average from several experiments.

In order to explain the effect of processes occurring in gas phase on

intensity of flash, experiments were conducted with which air in test-tubes

was replaced by carbon dioxide (Table 2, Fig. 15, 16 and 17). Results of these

experiments show that composition of gas phase plays an essential role in

self-ignition not only of high-volatile methylnitrate, which otherwise as in

gas phase is not able to flash, but also with the flash of such low-volatile

substances, as diglycoldinitrate and PETN, and even quite nonvolatile pyroxylin.

0 a
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t__ _ 20 (-M z, im s t, ."

Fig. 16. Effect of nature of gas, filling test-tube, on intensity (a)
and delay (b) of flash of PETN. Amount of explosive 0.05 g. 1 - in
air, 2 - in C90. Points on axis of abscissas at low temperature -
decomposition without flash. Amount is introduced into test-tube with a
diameter of 2 and a height of 20 cm before submersion of the latter in
thermostat (cf. Fig. 11). l)Eg.cm; 2Ytsec.



Interesting behavior is displayed by dyna (Fig. 15). With a aall (0.05 g)

amount the maximum intensity of its flash in carbon dioxide is sig icantl

loe than in air, with a large (0.2 g) amount both intensities practically

coincide with each other, and also with intensity of flash of 0.05 g in an

atmosphere of C 2 .

In the case of nitroglycerine replacement of air by carbon dioxide

considerably decreases the intensity of flash at low teeratures and has

practically no effect on it at high temperaturee (Fig. 17).

One shoald note that replacement of air by CO2 in most cases depreases not

only the intensity of flash, but also the ability of substances to self-ignite,

noticeably raising critical temperature of flash.

11. . L)

Fig. 17. Effect of composition of gas phase on intensity (a) and
delay (b) of flash of nitroglycerine. Amount of wxplosive"O.02 g.
I - in air, 2 - in CO2 . l)1g.cm; 2Wsec; 3)eocmposition
without flash; 4)+explosion with splitting of test-tube.

A characteristic peculiarity of a majority of liquid and melted explosives

noted by A. F. Belyaev E-39, is the formation before flash sccetim" of very

significant quantities of foam. As visual observation shows the quantity and

consistence of foam change from substance to substance and depend coniderably

on the conditions of the experimnt. In particular, at an increase of

temperature the quantity of foam is significantly decreased, and at sufticontly

high temperature it will nok be formed at all. It is essential to note that the

STOP jp *t.



formktion of foam promotes an increase in intensity of flash, and in the case

of large (1-2g) amounts of such explosives as diglycoldinitrate and PETN,

makes their explosion possible.

Discussion of Results

The flash of explosives, as is known, represents burning of the heated

substance, occurring by means of self-ignition. Intensity of flash is de-

termined by speed of gas formation during burning, and the latter for a

majority o. explosives is determined, basically by the speed and the burning

surface

The value of the normal burning rate at flash of a substance is completely

obvious. It is clearly manifested, for example, during the comparison of a

majority of secondary explosives with quick-burning ones, especially picric

acid and hexyl with picrate and hexylate metals (see Table 1).

It is not less obvious, however, that the normal burning rate is not the

only determining factor. Hexogen and tetryl burn faster than diglycoldinitrata

and nitrogycol, meanwhile a flash of 0.1 g of hexogen does not even raise the

ball, tetryl gives E equal to only 15 gem, whereas diglycoldinitrate (with an

amount of 0.05 g) gives E = 70 gcm, and nitroglycol in intensity of flash

approaches mercury fulminate. Tho most probable cause of such a distinction is

the difference in magnitude of burning surface at fldsh of these substances.

The larger the surface of burning at self-ignition of explosive the greater

the possibility of penetration of flame into the depth of the charge, i.e. on

one hand, the bigger the temperature of gases and inflammability of substance,

but on the other - the more friable and porous the substance, the less its

Speed of gas formation, naturally, depends Uoso on specific volume of
gaseous products at temperature of burning. This side of the question will
not be considered here.



durability, density, viscosity, etc. Graphically illtstrated is this affirition

Iof the expriment with pulverized pyrojqlin and pyrolin powder (an T?0le 1)J.

iThe first of them at flash throve the ball almost as high as marcury fulminate,

but the second does not throw it at all. Obviously, friability and porosity of

pulverized pyroxcylin at sufficiently high inflamability of the heated substance

ensure the penetration of the flaw into the depth of the amount and its

violently intenso combustion.

Liquid explosives behave 31m~i arly (a typical a 3Apl of them is

nitroglycerine), the burning rate of which Lt increased tomprature exceeds the

critical speed of burning of liquid according to Landau - Andreyev Z2-7. In

this case burning of liquid procoeds in the turbulent regime, gaseous products

penetrate into the mass of the explosive and the flash takes on the character of

explosion.

However the burning rate of many secondry explosives (nitroglycoi,.-

dig2lycoldinitrate, PETN, etc.) even at the temperature of self.4gnition in

Istill far from critical, meanwhile they flash quite intenely, in certain

conditions - with explosion. Obviously, during heating tUhlae substances

endure transformations which allow the flam to penetrate to the depth of the

charge even at comparativel.y small normal speed of its propagation. We can

consider the main transformation to be the foaming of the explosive. Apparently,I-light, low-viscosity foam is precisely that state of the substance, with which

burning penetrates especially easily into its depth, and, enccoip&,ssing a Uarge

surface, creates an increase of pressure, characteristic of explosion.

Propagation of burning in a layer of foam, besides all other, depends on

Its c,.,sistence. Light mobile foam, formed when heating such explosives as

digl~ycoldinitrate and PETN, burns quickly and, if its quantity is sufficiently

great, it explodes. Substances, melted at high temperature, especially

therinoresistant explonives usually produce a foami which is thicker, viscous, and

.STP
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burns ccarativwly slowly and calmly.

Another important factor, determining the intensity of self-ignition of

explosives under the conditions of our experiments, is, as experiments show on

flash in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide, transformation of substance into

reactive gases &nd vapor and the formation of a mixture of them with air. The

inclination of gas systems to turbulization of front and an increase of burning

4 surface is well-known. It is natural to expect, therefore, that transformation

of condensed substance into gas capable of burning by itself significantly

increases the speed of its combustion. On the other hand, burning of a gas

mixture as a result of increase in pressure, scattering of substance by streams

of burning gases, their penetration into the depth of friable explosivew, etc.,

can lead to an increase in burning rate or even explosion of the most condensed

substance. Finally, with an explosion of gas mixture there can appear also a

shock wave, sufficiently intense to excite an explosion or detonation in the

condensed substance, all the more so in heated and foamed substances.

It may be concluded, consequently that in the case of a majority of

secondary and throwing explosives for a flash of significant intensity it is

necessary, during heating of the substance, to form large quantities of either

low-viscosity and light foam, or a combustible gaseous mixture

Let us consider now in the ight of the above assumptions the main

regularities obtained in this work - dependence of flash intensity of an

explosive on temperature. For a majority of explosives the transition through

critical ter. -ature of self-ignition is accompanied by a more or less smooth

increase in the intensity of the flash. The main cause of this, probably, is

1 Formation of a layer of foam or gaseous mixture undctmtedly has an
effect on not only intensity but on other characteristics of thermal self-
ignition-critical conditions and delay of flash.

,'



that with an increase of temperature the degree of decmposition of substance

before flash is decreased, i.e. the quantity of burnir explosive is increased

and its dilution by products of disintegration is decreased.

In the case of' self-ignition of those substances, in which, with a sall

amount, a flash of significant or even maximum intehsity appears inediately*

after achieving the critical temperature of self-ignition, a chief role in the -

process of burning in these conditions is played, apparently, by gaseous

products in mixture with air. It is easy to see that the biggest quantity of

the latter before flash will be formed precisely near critical conditions.

Flash in small quantities of diglycoldinitrate, nitrogycol, nitroglycerine,

nitro gelatin, and possibly also PETN at temperatures, near critical, apparently,

occurs precisely in this mariner.

The irtensity of the flash in secondary and throwing explosives, starting

with a certain temperature, is lowered. It is possible to explain this

pheiomonon, assuming that at high temperatures a substance flashes earlier, than

its main mass has time to be prepared for flash - to be turned into foam or

gases and vapor, and at sufficiently high temperature even simply to be heated.

The burning rate of a substance in this case is decreased, and the intensity of

the flash falls.

Initiating explosives, fast burning at any temperature, do not need such

preparation and give a flash of significant and constant intensity at all

temperatures higher than a certain limit (below which before flash too large a

pbrtion of the substance is decomposed). Howver, the dependence of intensity

of flash on temperature, obtained for tetrazene, allows us to consider that

also in the case of certain initiating explosivas the preparation of the

substance in the induction period can consider&bly affect the intensity of

self-ignition.



The author thanks professor K. K. Andrsyev for his help during this work

and the discussion of results.
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36. On the Thermstability of Crystals of EMclogiygs

In a numnber of investigations on burning and thermal decomposition of. single

crystals of explosives, cracking and destruction of them during these processes

is noted ['3J. K. K0, Andreyev expressed the assumption that one of the causes

of cracking can be thermal shock, i.e. fast heating of crystals from the surface

C 1]. With distinctions in inclination to cracking he connected the different

behavior of powdery explosives upon igniting them in a closed vessel. It was

assumed that cracking of crystals occurs while heating them with hot gaseous

products of burning, penetrating the pores between particles, constituting a

charge of powdery explosive. An increase of surface during cracking of crystals

can lead to an increase of gas formation and transition of burning to explosion.

In connection with these considerations we set up experimsnts on the deter-

rination of thermostability of explosive crystals and its role in the process of

burning. Thermostabilfty or sensitivity of crystals to thermal shock in prelim-

inary experiments was determined by throwing large crystals into heated water.

1aximum fall of temperatures (difference between initial temperature of crystal --

usually 18-20 - and temperature of water), withwhich in the crystal any

visible changes (cracks, splitting) were absent was established.

It turned out that crystals of many explosives are very .sensitive to thermal

shock. The biggest fall of temperatures is sustained by crystals of trotyl and

picric acid (nearly 450), crystals of TEN and hexogene were cracked already at

a fall of 15--20.

To the deficiencies of this mothodology one should refer the uncertainty of

I'



time of thermal action on crystals and essential distinctions under the conditions

of the experiments from those, that take place in experiments on the study of

transition of burning of an explosive to an explosion. Therefore further

experiments we conducted by another method, which allowed to estimate thermo-

stability of explosive crystals by the character of changes, appearng in them

during free fall through a furnace. This furnace resembled a quartz tube (ciameter

25 mm, length 300 mm), heated by a platinum spiral. A diagram of the installation

for determination of thermostability of explosive crystals is given in Fig. 1.

For measurement and adjustment of temp-

erature of furnace a thernmocouple 2 and

electronic potentiometer EPV-01 7. .4

The gradient of temperatures on

the length of the furnace did not exceed

!°/cm at a furnace temperature of 5000.

The crystal 5 was placed on the petals
Fig. 1. Diagram of installation for

of the stopper 3, fixed on the upper determination of thermostability of
explosive crystals.

section of the furnace, and upon opening 1 -- quartz tube with platinum spiral,
2 - thermocouple, 3 -- stopper, 4

the stopper fell through the furnace, telephone element, 5 -- explosive
crystal, 6 - ENO-1, 7 - EPV-01.

As the receiving mechanism, telephone

element 4 was used on the diaphragm of which fell the crystal or its fragments.

The time from the moment of opening of the stopper to the fall of the crystal or

its fragments on the diaphragm was registered by oscillograph ENO-1 6. For crystals

weighing from 2 to 200 milligrams, this time, after subtracting the time of flight

through cold parts of the instrument, constituted 0.24 - 0.28 sec. By analogy

with the preceding experiments in the beginning thermostability was estimated by

minimum temperature of the furnace, with which on the crystal appeared cracks.

For the majority of studied explosives, the appearance of cracks was observed at

furnace temperatures of 200 -z 3000. However, in spite of the near values of



I
temperature of appearance of cracks, at a further increase of furnace temperature

for some substances was observed intense splitting of crystals, for others

(tetryl, dyne, ammonium perchiorate) only an increase of the number of cracks.

Therefore in subsequent experiments as measure of sensitivity to the action of

thermal shock served a number of fragments, formed at a given temperature of the

furnace 2 and a change of this number upon reinforcing its heating.

I S

Fig. 2. Dependence of intensity of splitting of explosive crystals on
furnace temperature.
1 --trotyl, 2 - pitric acid, 3 -- styphnic acid, 4 -- potassium styphnate,5 -TEN, 6 hexogene, 7 - potassium picrate.

a) number of fragments; b) Temperature of fu-nace in 1C.

The dependen ;e of intensity of splitting of crystals of certain explosives

on furnace temperature is presented in Fig. 2. Every point on the graph cf this

figure averages the results of no less than 5 experiments. It is clear that for

all explosives studied, the quantity of fragments linearly increases with the

increase of furnace temperature. The most inclined to cracking, especially at

1igh terperatures, are potassiwi picrate and heogene. Moderate splitting was

1In these and subsequent experiments crystals weighing from 20 to 60
milligrams were used. Change in the weight of the crystals in such limits did
not change the qualitative picture of cracking.

2Upon falling through a cold stove no change in the crystals was observed.



observed for crysta" of sty5hhc ac'1 i aind potassium etypthnte. The straight

lines in the coordinates (number of fragments - tamperature) of the

furnace in Fig. 2 have different slopes, therefore the position of a substance

in a series of thermbstability with a change of temperature can change. Thus, at

a furnace temperature of 500, TEN crystals will form 5 times more fragments,

than styphnic acid; at a temperature of 700' the number of fragments of both

explosives is almost equal. It is possible that a sharp increase of the number

of fragments of crystals of styphnic acid at temperatures above 5000 is connected

with the achievement of conditions, with which occur qualitive changes in their

structure, as a result of which, the sensitivity of crystals of this explosive

to thermal shock is sharply increased. Crystals of trotyl, picric acid, tetryl,

dyne and ammnium perchlorate are distinguished by high thermostability. Even

at furnace temperatures of 1000 - 1OO0, the crystals of these substances were

crushed not more than into 5 -- 7 fragments. On dyne crystals there appeared

cracks at 300 - 6000, at higher temperatures occurred melting of crystals of

this substance.

It was interesting to estimate thermostability of explosive crystals at

high temperatures, near to those, which lead to ignition of a crystal during

its fall through the furnace. A flash was observed for hexogene, octogene,C

potassium picrate, styphnic acid and lead styphnate. Due to the large number

of fragments and melting drops near the flash, an estimate of thermostability by

the number of fragments in this case is less reliable; however, at least, for C

crystals of hexogene (Fig. 2) the number of fragments upon an increase of r

furnace temperature up to the flash (9000) continued to increase approximately C

the same as at lower temperatures. Small (4 - 5 milligrams) crystals of lead

azide were not cracked at a furnace temperature of 5500 and were exploded at

6000 Up to the flash at 7000 crystals of lead styphnate were not cracked

also. One should indicate that the hexogene crystals near to it in weight in



thee, conditions were crushed into 15. 20 fragmets.

In the preceding experiments thermostability of large -explosive crystals

was studied. In actual conditiont we deal with small crystals and their

fragments. It was interesting to study the influence of the dimensions of the

crystals on' the intansity of their splitting under the action of thermal shock.

At a furnace temperature of 500 and 7000 was studied the thermostability of

crystals of TEN and hexogene of diferent dimensions. Accoi ing to the ado ted

methodology, as a measure of sensitivity to thermalJ shock served a number of

fragments, formed during splitting of a crystal. In the beginning was calculated

the specific surface of a crystal (cm 2 /g), assuming that it has the form of a

sphere and the corresponding weight. The same way was determined by calculation

the specific surface of fragments after the experiment. The dependence of

intensity of splitting on the dimensions of crystals (calculated diameter of a

sphere) of TEN and hexogene at a furnace temperature of 500 and 7000 is depicted

in Fig. 3 (graph a). Here is shown the increase of specific surface as a result

of splitting the crystals at a furnace temperature of 5000 (graph b). At all

studied dimensions of crystals, hexogene yielded more fragments, than TEN.

However this distinction is decreased with the increase of dimensions of the

crystals. Thus, upon splitting of cryctalz, having a diameter of approximately

1 m, hexogene yields 5.5 times mne fragments, than TEN with an increase of

diameter to 4 m this ratio is decreased up to 2.5 times. The absolute incroa3e

of surface for small cryctals i3 greater than for big ones. At the same time a

relative increase of specific surface increases with an increase of the dimmsions

of the original crystals.

Tc data obained during the study of thermostability of crystals of different

explosives, show that the latter are greatly distinguished in this respect.
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Fig. 3. Influence of dimensions of explosive crystals on intensity of their
splitting under the action of thermal shock. i

1) Number of frasments; 2) Hexogene; 3) TEtN; 4) Calculated diameter of

crystal in m; 5) Change of specific surface after experiment; 6) Calculated

diameter of crystal in rm; 7) Specific surface of crystal before experiment
Scr cm2/g; 8) A S=Sfrag-Scr 2cm/g.a

It is interesting to compare the sensitivity of a substance to thermal shock

with the stability of burning it under increasing pressure. For that we studied

burning of an explosive in a steel glass, covered with a, lead disk, cut after t

achievement of a determined pressure E2J. The critical thickness of the disk 6

was determined, with which occurred splitting of the tube, near the explosive.

If the thickness of the disk is less than critical, then only its extraction is

observed, besides sometimes burning of the remaining charge is stopped. In one a

of the exper!ients after extracting the disk, a large part of the charge (nearly

70%), consisting of hexogene crystals of 5 - 7 rqm,. remained in the tube. To the
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directly touching the products of buning of the iluite 4 . Crystls, Iin in

the depth of the charge, remained without change. Below-are, the results of a

screen arse.Jvyis of that part of a charge of hexogwe, that remained in the- tube

after ceasilg of burning.
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i) Dimensions of crystals in m; 2) eight of fraction in g; 3) Contents in
% by weight;9 4) from 5 to 7; 5) Before experiment; 6) After experi•Mt;
7) from3 to 5; 8) from2 to 3; 9) froml to 2; 10) fro 0.5 to 1; i)
less than 0.5.

Burning of TEN and hexogene (dimensions of crystals approximately 0.25 m=)

changes into an explosion at a thickness of the lead disk of 1.1 mL. It is

possible to assume [I_, what the application to the surface of a crystal of a

film of inert substance will decrease the aharpness of heating, cracking and

consequently, the inclination to transfer burning into explosion, Indeed, our

1 2
experiments showed that burning of TEN, containing 4.3% fleoutier , distributed

on the surface of the crystals, changes into an explosion only at a thickness of

the lead disk of less than 5 mm, and hexogene with the same quantity of flepga-

tizer, does not yield an explosion, even if the tube is covered by a steel disk

6 m thick. The inclination to transfer burning to an explosion is greatly

lowered only in a case, if a flegmatizer in the form of a film covers the surface

2In a given case, splitting of crystals occurred not under the influence of
a jump in pressure (nearly 10 technical atmospheres), since the experiments
showed that in hexogene crystals any changes at thorough sharp pressure of them
to a pressure of 70 technical atmospheres and subsequent sharp fall of pressure
are nt observed.

As a flegmatizer, a m.xure of stearin and cerftin was used.
STU3 I



of the crysta3s Simple addition to hexogene of an inert substance, for example,

stach in a quantity of 9%1 , leads to an increase of the critical thickness of

the disk only up to 1.5 mm (instead of 1.1 mm for hexogene without additions).

All these data confirm the fact that an increase of the surface of crystals as a

result of cracking plays an essential role during transition of burning of a

powdery explosive under increasing pressure to an explosion.

Conclusions

1. A method of estimating sensitivity of explosive crystals to thermal
t

shock accomplished by heated gas was developed.

2. The sensitivity to thermal shock of crystals of a number of explosives

at furnace temperatures of 300 - 1100' was determined. The most inclined to
t

cracking are crystals of hexogene and potassium picrate. Crystals of trotyl,

p cric acid and tetryl are not very sensitive to thermal shock.

3. The influence of dimensions of crystals of '[EN and hexogene on their
t

sensitivity to thermal shock at a furnace temperature of 500 and 7000 was studied.

With an increase of the dimensions of the original crystals this sensitivity

increases.

4. The obtained data were compared to certain regularities, observed upon

transition of a burning explosive in a closed vessel to an explosion.
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37. Concerin the question of ransition of rni of Loives to &g~lo-

An essential peculiarity of an explosive is the fact that in their chemical

transformation heat will aurwate and gases will 1e formed. At the same time this

transformation can be accelerated by heat (if its separation leads to an increase

of temperature) and gases (if their formation leads to increase of pressure, and

the transforwation proceeds -in the form of burning). However along with thee

factors, accelerating the process, are factors, counteracting acceleration. This

in the first case is the heat supply in the outside, decreasing the increase of

teaperature and in the second case-the gas supply, leading tO lowering of pre.suro.

If the influence of those and other factors is balanced, then the speed of

the process increases only to a certain equilibriin value. If the factors of ac-

i celeration predcainate, then the speed of chemical transfomation does not rarAi

on this limit, but continues to grow, striving for its own asiMum.

At hnogeneous flow of chemical transformation in the entire vblu~mof xcplo-

sive charge this occurs, if the speed of heat liberation becmaee greater and grows

with temperature faster than the speed its supply to the en ~mt. Then the

temperature of the explosive grows, correspondingly is increased the speed of

transformation, and it can be ocepleted by explosion.

Let us imagine a burning charge of powdery explosive with a certain specific

internal surface, and burni occurs on all this surface. If the speed of fora-

tion of gases is greater than the opeed of their feed beyond the charge, then such

burning becomes self-accelerated.* PressUre in the khirge gro and correapondingl$



I

the bumnng rate is increased.

At thermal self-acceleration one of the main parameters is the size of the

charge. Heat arrival is proportional to the cube of the size., heat discharge

(during convection heat exchange) - its square. Therefore, in increasing the

size, of the charge, we can always to arrive at its critical value, above which

the process will become self-accelerated. In exactly the same way and at burning

in considered eonditions, when the quantity of generated gases is proportional to the

volume of the charge (at a given specific internal surface of the explosive), and

their quantity in diverted - its surface, should be a certain critical size, upon

exceeding which the speed of gas generation becomes greater than the speed of gas

discharge.

Another main psrametj.r at homogeneous passage of chemical transformation and

its thermal self-acceleretion :.s the initial temperature, which determines the

original speed of the reav.ion, and consequently, the speed of heat liberation.

At thermal appearance of an explosion the critical values of both shown parameters

(size of charge and initial temperature), as it is known, are mutually connected.

When the reaction occurs in the form of burning, such a second parameter, on

which also depends the critical size, is the initial pressure. This pressure de-

termines the burning rate, and consequently, the initial speed of gas formation.

The specific surface of the substance, plays the same part as pressure, since the

speed of gas formation is equal to the product of the burning rate on its actual

surf e.

The Main Conditions, Necessary For the Appearance
of Self-Accelerated Burning of Powdery

Explosives

There is, however, an essential distinction between both mechanisms of develop-

ment of the self-accelerated transformation with respect to their excitation.

In order that thermal self-acceleration of the process occurs, a sufficient



explosive charge of a certain size is heated to. a certain tmperatur.,

In order that the eo=3c ion occurs by means of burning,, a -suficiaitl large

cbargt is rodessrya, consisting of a set of particles, heated thro*out its ii-

ternal surface. This is not so simple to ensure. If specific surface is great,

i. e. the dimensions of the particles and gp, between them are small, the problem

is ccuplicated still more. Wien we light a charge from withoat, then buning,

especially With small gas-penetrability, is. ither limited by the mcrosurface of

the charge, or penetrates into it only at a small depth. Ui local igniting from

within of a popery charge a large part of the explosive, surrounding the focus

of igniting, is scattered by unigniting from the increase of pressure, caused by

burning, starting in the focus.

Burning can penetrate into the depth of a powdery chaxge in two, cases.

1. Burning of an explosive occurs with great speed, due to which on the our-

face of the charge will be formed a significant dynamic increase of pressure.

Along with this the chemical reactions proceed quickly and already at low pressures

will be formed products of complete transfdrmations, having high temperature, i. e.

a great igniting ability. The third condition, in a known measure combined with

the first two, is the high inflamsiability of the explosive.

If these conditions are fulfilled in a sufficient measure, then even at con-

stant and low preasures burning penetrates into the depth of the porous charge and

can change into explosion. Precisely thus is the matter in the case of initiating.

explosives.

Secondary explosives do not satisfy the conditions guaanteeing the transition

of burning at low constant pressures to explosion. First of all, conversion of

these explosives during burning cocurs comparatively slowly and at atmospheric

pressure is not completed, due to which the temperature of the products of t#eir

.+ , SrOP *,r''-



burning is much lower 1 than at full conversion attained at high pressures. SecOrd-.

ly, the burning rate of secondary explosives, and consequently, the dynamic increase u

of pressure on the 'bning front is significantly less than in initiating explosives.

Thirdly, their inflamability is less. t

In burning under increased constant pressures, created by placing an inert gas X

into the cylinder before igniting the explosive, the reactions proceed faster and T

more cumplete, the +burning rate is also greater, but penetration of gases into the

depth of the charge and ignition by them of particles of the explosive prevents

cooling by the inert gas which is diluting the explosive. b

2. The most real method, ensuring burning of a pcdcr charge on the entire t

internal surface, consists of igniting the explosive in a closed vessel, in which

burning takes place under increasing pressure, forcing the gaseous product to

penetrate into the d6pth of the powder.

The greater the resistance of the walls of the vessel, determining maximum

pressure, which can be attained in it, the thicker the layar of substance, into which

burning can penetrate. If this layer is thicker than critical, then further growth 0

of pressure in it no longer depends on the presence of a cover (let us imagine that a

it disappeared in that moment, when burning enveloped the surface of the charge), 0

but occnrs inimanently, being determined by those parameters, that were mentioned a

above. Thus, the role of resistance of a cover in igniting in a closed vessel

consists not so much in the fact that this resistance affects (through pressure)

the fullness of transformation, the distance from the surface of the charge, on which

this fullness will be attained, and on the burning rate, as much in that it deter-

mines the depth of penetration of gases, and together with them, burning and thick-

ness of the charge.

1 Tenperatures of hbuming .t atmospheric pressure by calculation, based on the
final ccmposition of gaseous products of burn.hg and for certain explosives approxi-
mated (due to the lack of heat of formatin of condensed products), comprise for
trotgl approximately 20000, tetr l - 2400 , hexogene - 32000, merctry fulminate -

3900 , diazodinitrophenal - 3300 and potassium piorate - 23000 K.



It is knm 'Ihat burning of certain explosives, for uwple, TN &nd hexwoene,

upon igitiz* then in a closed vessel chagss into an exlosion ach easier with a

lower durability of the cover, than many other explosives, f~r example, tetr7l or

trotyl. At the same tie the difference in speeds of their burning especiall7 at

mederately increased pressures) is not so great in orMer to exlan this distinction.

The distinction in temperatures of burning of these substances is great and, &ppar-

ently, it plays a decisive role.

Addition of mall quantities of alab= to amonium salt of ocV acids, cap.-

ble of intramolecular oxidation, very sharply increases the inclination of burning

to transition to explosionl , in spite of the fact that the speed of normal burning

of these salts from the addition of aluminum is not increased. The influence of

aluminum in the given case is concluded obviously in the increase of temperature

of products of burning on its initial stage - the hotter the gases pmetrating

I into the powder, the easier its particles ignite.

It is interesting that a clear parallelism is observed between the inclination

of burning to transition to detonation and the detonational ability of a powdery

I explosive. Apparently, penetration of gaseous products of burning into the depth

of th charge piqs an essential role not only in the appearance of detonation, but

also with its stationary propagation.

The Value of Mimensions of Particles of Powder
Exploaives and Certain Other Factors

In the Penetration of Burning
Into the Depth of a Charge

The role of magnituie of burning of a surface as a factor, determini:n the

speed of gas formation, does not require explanations. In order to ensure the high-

est spsed of gas formation from a unit of volume of the charge it is deeirahle that

aie ir es are very mall. Brover, then penetration of gases Into
SDetonational ability is increased also - critical d er of detonation is

gretly decreased.
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the depth of the charge is hampered and, besides, they are more strongly cooled.

All this interferes coverage by burning of the internal surface of the charge es-
di

pecially, if it is great. The most favorable for transition of burning to expo-
not t

sion is that case, when explosive particles are too small, the gases penetrate

deeply and theirhA t 94LffiCes LU order to ignite the entire 4..4 1 Surfa-. After

this as the surface was heated, the particles spontaneously are crushed by means of

cracking, for example, as a result of thermal shock. Then both coditions are ensur-

ed, favoring acceleration: igniting the entire volume and the large surface of burn-

ingI

If the transformation quickly approaches the final products, then the surface

of a solid explosive is in contact with gases of extraordinarily high temperature.

This creates specially favorable conditions for increasing the surface of burning

as a result of cracking of particles. It is possible that precisely such conditions

are realized in the case of lead azide and explosives similar to it.

It is possible to imagine also a negative influence of cracking on the develop-
C4

Aent of the process. If it occurs too easily and quickly during penetration into

a charge of the first portions of weakly heated gases, then the dimensions of the

particles and pores are decreased which can hamper further penetration of gases.

Along with this the cracking, leading to baring of a great surface, can lead to

too strong cooling of gases with corres ponding consequences.

One should note one cirtumstance, complicating "internal" igniting in the case

of small particles. Gas-penetrability of powder in this case is small, pressure of

gases will be levelled in the thickness of the substance slowly, a pressure gradi-

ent will appear, under th6 influence of which the powier can be packed. This

1 Increase of surface as a result of cracking was observed in eqeriments at it
low and moderately increased pressures. Large pressures are able, in compresing
the particles, to prevent divergence of the fragments formed during cracking and -: 2
thus hamper growth of effective surface of burning.

ce
fi



packing will be expressed more strongly, (at a given gasp-penetrability) the less

density of the substance, the easier it is packed, the larger and the faster grows

the pressure of the productb of burning of the igniter.

Let us censidar still certain phenomena, appearing in the wide-spread method

of igniting of a powdery charge 1 in a closed or semi-closed vessel, significantly

complicating the picture.

Hot gases of the igniter 2 arrive in contact with the open end of the charge

and heat the explosive from the surface. In further developuent of the process,

an essential influence is rendered by the relative density of the ignited substance.

If the explosive is pressed to a great density, then the action of gases is limited

by ignition of the charge from the surface, If its relative density is not so great,

i. e., if between particles there are significant gaps, then the gases penetrate

into 'he depth of the charge, heating with this particles of the explosive. The

gases themselves, by measure of their deepening in the charge are naturaly cooled.

Corresponding to the different temperature of gases by depth of penetration also

their action then on particles of the explosive, will be distinguished. Schemati-

cally it is possible to separate three sones from the external surface of the charge

in depth.

In the first of them, nearest to the end of the charge, the gases are suffici-

ently hot in ord-r to quickly ignite the particles from the surface. The paoticles

ignite in this case after heating of a thin surface layer of the substance aroi burn

with normal speed similar to how grains of powder burn in firing or in conventional

experiments in a manometric cylinder.

1 The explosive: is located in a case open on one end, made from a material which
is incombustible in the given conditions, installed In a container.

2 It is obvious that such a role can play products of burning of the actual explo-
sive. If the igniter of gases will not form (for example, incandescent wire), then
froa the very beginning of burning, and if the igniter is gs type, then after a
certain time, penetration of heat into the depth of the charge is accomplished by
filtration of gasem products of buring of the actu=1 ye.

V6



In the cond sone the gases are colder and warm-up of C!4s,, . '..r be

occurs olomr. Ignition occurs with a certain delay and to tho r=-nt of origination

of burning the particles succeed in being heated completely or at least to a signi-

ficant depth. In connection with this burning proceeds faster than if nonheated

particles were burned, and the speed of gas formation is higher than at normal for

given initial temperature and pressure of the burning rate on the same surface.

Here a case is also possible, when a particle to the moment of its ignition from

the surface was heated to so high a temperature that in it occurs, along with burn-

ing from the surface a quick volume reaction. The total speed of transformation

and gas formation in this case will be the highest.

Finally, in the third zone gases were cooled so much that they no longer in a

state to ignite particles from the surface. However, these gases can warm the ex-

plosive so much that at a sufficient thickness of heated layer in it with a corres-

ponding delay will appear a thermal explosion. if the explosive melted, then burn-

up can lead to melting and agglomeration of particles, leading to a decrease of the

internal surface. These phenomena are especially essential in the case of an ex-

plosive with a low temperature of melting. If, however, the charge is melted com-

pletely or in general a sufficiently thick layer of liquid is formed, then transi-

tion from solid to liquid state can be done possibly with new ways of acceleration

of burning. It is known that for certain liquid explosives (for example, nitro-

glycerine, nitroglycol) igniting in a closed container easily leads to explosion.

Conclusions

The principal analogy between the possibility of acceleration of a homogeneous I
exothermal transformation in an explosive charge and burning of this charge on the

internal surface is considered. On this basis the most important conditions deter-

mining the possibility of transition to explosion of burning of solid explosives,

in the first place powder types, were established.

I.
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38. Water as an Oxidizer in Reactions With Lorganic Substmnces

It is well-knowm that water represents a very durable chemical compound:

the heat of formation of liquid water equals 68.32 kcal/g-mole and of water vapor,

57.80 kcal/g-mole. It is known also that exothermal reactions of water with

! active (alkaline or alkali earth) metals proceed easily even at room temperature.

IEarlier we established [32J, (4_7 that in conditions of high temperature and

1 pressure the reaction of interaction of water with such metals as magnesium

or aluminum can proceed in the form of burning o. ai on.

1I al+iu canO wA 91n+ g

iWater with this executes the role of the oxidizer -- the receiver of electrons.iBut oxidizing properties of water can be developed in other reactions: during

its interaction with nonmetals possessing noticeably expressed reducing pro-

jperties, and also with the lowest oxides of certain metals,

Highly exothermal effects accompany the reaction of interaction of water

with boron and silicon1 .

~~UqA +' 3% +zs' W~ kcal (2)

%0oiq + " SIc H+S kcal (3)

Heat of reactions in all cases was calculated by us on the basis of data on
A H2 9 8 of reference book /6_]. During the course of reactions (2) and (3)
hydrides of boron or silicon can be formed side by side with hydrogen.



Reaction (2) proceeds only at temperature of red incandescence, reaction (3)

also at room temperature, if in the water there is a certain quantity of alkali

f2J.

Interaction of water with phosphorous, expressed by equation

s q + P wh uwcryt GN +I I kcal (4)

would be accompsnied by the emission of a comparatively small quantity of heat

(q = 118 kcal per kg of mixture of reacting substances).

It is known that a ordinary conditions the system (H2 0 + P) is sufficiently

chemically stable. However, the course of the secondary exothermal reaction

--7y ~''U 4c4 4 7 kcal (5)

gi-iew Additional heat and in conneotion with this the reaction ability of the

system (H20 + P) is increased.

As is known, the reaction

OW 1liq + Pwh - Hao M4 2^li+ 33Sical(6

(q = 320 kcal/kg,) has found in truth comparatively recently, industrial application

[1].
The interaction of water with carbon is an endothermic process:

%On+ Cg2,ah1P + Hs kc , (7;,)

and therefore practically is realized only at high tempera*Mres. Also endothermic

and therefore more difficult to realize would be processes of interaction of water

with nonmetals: As, S. So, and To -- for example,

c*Ir446 kcal (8)

Our calculations show that the reaction of oxidation by water (liquid) of



Me lowest oxides of certain metals can proceed with heat liberation; for

(1o)

It is possible that the process of oxidation by vater of germanium oxide

(GeO) to the dioxide will also be exothermal; calculations here cannot be. per-

formed, since in thermochemical reference books do not contain value ofA H

for GeQ crys

Passing to consideration of the interaction of water with the lowest oxides

of nonmetals, we will indicate "first of all the well-known reaction

COatA~ar A 4%9 kcal -(U2)

Especially important is the oxidation of sulfur d1oxido, The reaction

Hs,:q ~o 0cy 6-Oka (:12)

I is endothermic, as is the reaction

0O+SO ,6 "Ir-I kcal (23)

However, the secondary exothermal reaction

S~bc~k ~Ara I~W~li+G oal(14)
3C r) "Oai M6364 l +36 k€ (iai

leads to the fact that the interaction SO2 with a surplus of water vapor it

an exothermal and therefore more easily realizable process:.

U yap+SO gtHuS# +b+8 kcal (15)

Heat, emanating during the hydration of sulphuric acid by a surplus of water.

vapor, should still increase the exotherdic nature of this reaction.

k9



At the same time one can hardly trust to obtain hydrogen as a result of the

interaction of sulfur dioxide with water vapor, since H2 will reduce the

surplus S02, turning it to sulfur:

2% + SO, '- 21u,+ rj 5kaSH.+O, SIS~ap+Srifr5 ~(16)

and, consequently, the total reaction between water vapor and sulfur dioxide

will be expressed by the equation

MWvapj)4SO~arlHW4!.iq +Scr*P kcal (17)

According to Barnet and Wilson [5_7, this (in their words) complicated and

little intelligible reaction of disproportionation proceeds at 1500. We propose

that the mechanism of this reaction can be explained by the consecutive flow of

reactions (15) and (16).

One should note also that water vapor can play the role of oxidizer also

in reference to other classes of chemical compounds, for example, the hydrides of

many metals and certain nonmetals (SiH4 ; PH3), the borides and silicides of many

metals, etc.

From the above it appears that water can, especially at increased tempera-

turestake a very active part in very different chemical reactions between in-

organic substances. It is possible that the most exothermic of the reactions

described above -- for example, reactions (2) and (3) --with selection of the

proper conditions of temperature and pressure can be realized in the form of

processes of burning or explosion.
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39. Broadenint of Region of ApRlication of the ThermochemicAl Law of

Constant, Dfferences2Precomrutation of YUDknoin Heat of Formation of Salts
of Aawnklt

In the work of A. F. Kapustinskiy and our L4J is shown the possibility

of application of the thermochemical law of constant differences for approximate

calculation of the heat of formation of solid inorganic compounds.

Continuing this work, we compared in pairs the heat of formation 27 paIrs

of crystalline salts of potassium and aimwnium. Corresponding data of this

comparison are given in Table i. The heat of formation of the majority of salts

we took from reference book Z-6J; for salts with anions S4_0 2  2- gSOv.6H2 0

and fFe(CN74-'3H20 - from reference book L1-7; for iodate of ammonium the

value of the heat of formation was found experimentally f74J. Data on the heat

of formation of aqueous solutions were taken for dilution 00, or if there were

no such data, for madmum dilution. As can be seen from Table 1, the mean

deviation from the difference of 28.4 kcal for crystalline salts of potassium

and ammonium constituted ±2 kcal/g-equiv. These deviations are distribut'd. b,7

magnitude as follows.

Deviation in kcal Number of comparisons
from#) to 1 10
from I to 2 4
from to3 S
from Sto 4 3
from 4 to 6 2

The greatest values of deviation are given by anions:

F--5.5 kcal; ClO+5.8 kcal.

16



Since for aqueous solutions of salts of potassium and amonium the mean

difference in the heat of formations constitutes 28.40.3 kcal (see Table 1) and

the greatest deviation does not exceed ±0.9 kcal, it is evident that the sigr.ifi-

cant deviations for the ions F- and CIO- are comected with differences in the heats

of dissolution of salts of potassium and ammonium.

Actually, as can be seen from the data given below, the heats of dissolution

of these salts are not equal (-A H of solution kcal/g-equiv).

. Pl Ntdifferenc.(O)

F-' +42 -12. -594

OOQ -12s -5o -,9.

Deviations from the difference (28.4) and differences in the heats of

dissolution (A) fully counteract each other,

Ascertaining of causes of differences in the heats of dissolution of salts

of potassium and ammonium requires further theoretical and experimental work.

Using the difference K+-NH4 = 28.4 kcal/g-equiv we calculated approximately

heats of formation unknown to this time for certain well-studied salts of amixniu,

whose properties and methods of obtaining are described in the literature E5J.
Results of these calculations are given in Table 2.

The limits of deflection shown in the last column on the right of Table 2

do not exceed 1.5-2.0% of the s'agnitude of the heat of formation of the con-

sidered salts.

Using the constant difference Na+a- , equal to 22.6 kc&al/g-.quiv , we

obtained the data in Table 2 B.

The precomputations for salts of ammonium, made by the differences K+- 4

and Na -H 4 , are near one to another.

In conclusion we will show that in the present handbook C6J there are

clearly incorrect values o'=--598 for K2Cr207.CrO3(K2Cr3010).

For trichromate of ammonium (NH4)2Cr3OlO we obtain by experimental means the

value,,4 H298 .5 k"l/ e f"J.



Table 1

Difference in the heats of formation (.- A H2 9 8 ) of ary8alline salts of
potassium' and ammonium and their aqueous solutions.

-K~~ ~ ~ &4wjj.CO )e
- - - - - Z _ . -

2 0- 104.2 75,4 2,8 44,4 101,1 71, 29,3 +-,g
1 9.7 j- 64, 2.1 +e,7 i8, 00, 26,2 -0,2
4 1- 7 7,3 46, 0,0 !1,, 73,445,1 28,3 -0,1

5 oj10, 9, 3,2+58 91,4 63,1 28,3 -0,1

4 jOV 1a21.5 94,0 27,5 -,9 115,0 88,4 28,8 +f0,2

71 86~,5 63,1 25,4 -,0 85,2 57,1 28,1 -0,3

S117.8 67,3 30 5 +2,1 109.4 81,1 28,3 -0,1
* C! 26,9 0, 6,9 1,5 24.1 -4,6 28.7 40,3

Is *46 20 26,8 +02 42.8 14.f 28,3 -0,1
hlj276., 244,8 32,0 +4,6 274,3 245,9 28,4 0,0

H' 63, 38,1 25,1 , 3 64,1 35,1 29,0 0,6
I WW- 374, 36,.7 28.2 - 0,2 3704 342,9 27,5 -0,9

a IW. 3, 203 25,6 2 26 224,5 196, 27,6 -0,8

is CO 138 132,8 25,2 -- ,2 lb7,7 1298 27,9 -0,6

36 CfOM 173,1 147,1 25.4 -. 0 1 78,1 148,11 28,8 +04,4

* :wt 342.7 261.9 3D,4 +2 0 330 - 2&3 28 3 -,1

is 'at- 2,0 212,0 27,4 -1,0 269,1 211, 28,9 +0,5
9 501- 361,1 22. 30,7 +2,3 350.1 293, 28.4 -0,0

30 .$Spl7 43:, 396,4 31,0 !2,6 445,3 367,8 28,7 +0,3

21 C 275,2 27,6 -,.6 6,0 200., 28,3 -0,1

* 22 as$,- 445, 425.5 30,2*+!,8 468,7 412,6 28,0 -0,4

21P~I4 254, 19i5,2 9,4 +1,0 242,8 1W6, 27,9 -4,5

34 320,8 266,7 26,0 -2,4 317,1 06 ' 2,2 -4,2

1 , I "OW4-6lZ"O 1011, 95,8 28,1 -l.3 - - - -

$0j-ftI W ,MGS 0 1081, , 024,4 28,7 .3 - -- -
27 Ih (CN),j 44.H601 340,31216,1 31.1 +2,71 119,j 4,4 26,8 40

"I Cp~u 'I*P83Woc 28.4 xxaa 1 Cp.U ~81ch .4 KMxe
". 'o .s € o .b :2 u COpm oimime *0,3 s

1) No. of pairs; 2) Anions; 3) Crystalline salts; 4) Aqueous solutions of
salts; 5) kcal/g-equiv; 6) Deviation from the difference 28.4; 7) Mean
difference 28.4 kcal; 8) Mean deviation + 2 kcal; 9) Mean deviation + 0.3
kcal.



Table 2

Heats of formation of crystalline salts of ammonim (in kcal/g-mole)

A. Constant difference K - + 28.4 kcal/-euiv.

Semi 2il,9121 20l4l*4

Sea 362.9- 36.1*4

P4ct ~ 261,6 204.*4
- 301,0 • 344,2*4

M 4

1) Anion; 2) -AH 2 o8 of salts of potassium, kcal/g-mole; 3) Calculated
-A H298 of salts of ammonium, in kcal/g-mole;

B. Constant difference Nat - NH4+ = 22.6 kcal/g-equiv.

A o..... i -a 3 wac.. .-HM coa,

S W- 212, *4

4) -A H298 of salts of sodium, kcal/g-mole.

Using the difference N+- = 8.4 kcal, we obtain for K2Cr3010 the value:'4

A H298 -- ( 58o-)- 2 8 .4 2=- 63 7 t6 kcal/g-mnle.

11/t



Co1nclusions

1 Ta,

1. On examples of salts of potassium and awniu with identical anions, P

it was shown that the thermchemical law of constant differences can be used

with success for th. *pproximate calculation of the heat of formation of cry-

stalline salts which *.Ave a common cation or anion, equal or close values of heat

of dissolution, and also are strong electrolytes.

2. With accuracy t 2% (± 2 kcal/g-.quir) we calculated the unknown heats
di

of formation of the p~rrheniate, selenat., hexachiorostarnate, tetrachloropalladi-
th

at., hezachloroplatinate, and hexafluoralwiinate of aauwnia.
wh
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40. Vapor Pressure of Nitro Derivatives of Beniene

The data available in 3iterature concerning vapor pressure of mono- and

dinitrobenzene up to the boiling point C2J, -3,7 do not cause any doubts, since

the corresponding measurement was accomplished in an area of temperatures at

which the stability of these compounds is quite high. Otherwise there is the

matter with measurement of vapor pressure of trinitrobenaene which, as distin-

guished from. the first two substances, decomposes with a marked speed even at a

temperature below the boiling poLni, This circumstance obstructs the inztd.,Ae

determination of its boiling point. A. F. Belyayev -lJ, upon determining it by

evaporating an explosive suspension in 2 mg from the surface of a heated metal

block, gives an approximate value of 315 ° . The magnitude of latent heat of

evaporation, which he found by the time of evaporating a suspension of this

explosive at various temperatures is appro-mately 18.5 kcal/mole. However,

an experimental check of the values of vapor pressure, calculated by the

boiling point and. heat of evaporation, found by A. F. Be]yayev, indicated the

divergence between the results of the/ad his data. This served as

the cause for a more detailed study.of vapor pressure of trinitrobenzene.

For determination of vapor pressure of this substance at a variable

temperature, a/suspension of it was heated in a thoroughly evacuated (up to

10- 3 - 1 -4 mm Hg) and sealed glass vessel equipped with a manometer of the

Bourdon type. The temperature of the bath with weak ti and lead, in whick the,

vessel was placed with the explosive being investigated, was maintained cofistant

with an accuracy of.t,5 .



1,7 2,1 5

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of pressure of saturated vapor for substances
of the benzene-trinitrobenzene series.
1 - Benzene, 2 - mononitrobenzene, 3 - dinitrobenzene, 4 - trinitrobenzene
(according to data of A. F. 'Belyayev)and 5 -- trinitrobenzene (according to our
data).
a) mm Hg

Vapor pressure was also measured for mono- and dinitro- derivatives of benzene.

The measurements were conducted with one sample of the substance with a sequence

increase of temperature. A specially set-up experiment with dinitrobenzene

showed that for heating a vessel containing the substance from room temperature

to 250 , 2 - 3 minutes are required. Before measurement, at each temperature..

exposure of 5 - 10 minutes was accomplished. The results of the experiments

are given in Table 1 and Figure 1. The data obtained on the applied method well

corresponds wvith what is available in literature.

Measurement vapor pressure of trinitrobenzene at a temperature of 200 -

250* was conducted with one sample and the degree of filling the vessel ivth th'e

substance was 10-3g/c3 it The reliability of the measurements made in this

experiment is confirmed by the fact that the pressure in the vessel,, measured at

room temperature after the experiment, was less than 1 mm Hg. Upon raising the

'During the study of therml disintegration of trinitrobenzene it was

established that the speed of its decomposition in liquid state is greater than
in vapors. Therefore it was desirable to select a low degree of filling of the
vessel so that the quantity of the substance in liquid phase is minimum.

I *7



tenperature to 2700 and higher the speed of decomposition of trinitrobensne was

increased so much, that after the time necessary for one measurement, a marked

quantity of gases is formed, and therefore determination of vapor pressure of the

explosive becomes not very reliable. For the purpose of excluding the influence

of decomposition, for each determination a new portion of the substance was

selected, and vapor pressure was determined by means of extrapolating the pressure

building up in the vessel during decomposition, at a time equal to the time of

heating. From Fig. 2, in which curves of the growth of pressure are depicted

with time in the case of heating of trinitrobenzene at 3120, one can see that the

reproducibility of the data in determining vapor pressure under these conditions

is completely satisfactory.

Fig. 2. Growth of pressure in time in the case of decomposition of trinitro-
benzone at3120 and various degrees of filling of the reaction vessel (in

1- 18.1, 2--37.1, 3 - 81.8.
a) Pressure p mm Hg; b) Time 'C minutes.

The obtained results of measuring pressure of saturated trinitrobensene

vapor are given in Table 1, and the corresponding points are plotted on the

graph log p-l/T (Fig. i). For a comparison on this graph is-depicted a line 4,

constructed according to A. F. Belyayev's data. From Fig. 1 it is clear that in

the whole studied range of temperatures, the values of vapor pressure of

trinitrobenzene, obtained by us are lower than those caloulated by Belyayev.

The boiling point, determined by extrapolation of the obtained data at a
CO

(.4-Op',



Table 1
Vapor pressure of nitro-derivatives of benzene at variable temperature

I I*CT mIsoro UP 10 Ig p

fm . T. CT. J L.

230 1430 1,95. 3,156
250 1775 1,91 3;250
250 2167 .88 3,360
269 252 1,84 3.400
200 3m 1,81 3,461
291 3=82 1,78 3,551

252 220 1,91 2,343
S-1, 3-.mwPo6ew3ox 253 230 i,90 2,362

290 667 1,78 2,837
... 291,5 716 1,77 2.8.6

202,5 11 2,10 1,042
210,s 14 2,v7 1,146

223,5 22 2,01 1,342
23t,5 31 1 ,9 1,492
245,5 46 1,94 1,663
250 56 1,91 1,748

250 52 1,91 1,716

256 64,5 1,89 ,1.810
6-1,3,5-TKWTpOdW3OA 267 89 1,.S5 1,4

Vp- 100 1,8. 2,000

271 101 t84 2,004 1)
271 102 I,m 2,009 : 3)
m "165 1,79 2,218 6)
298 .186 1,79. 2,220.,, to
292 184 1,77 2,265
312 . ' '. ' 1 2,4.% .,
312 265 1,71 .2,45'

311 9 '1 ,6

1) Substance; 2). Temperature; 3) Pressure of 3aturated vapor m Hg;
A.) Nitrobenzene; 5) 1,3-dinitrobazene; 6) trinitrobenzene.



Table 2

Magnitudes characterising boiling of nitro derivatives of bename

Iro Ii 7WapSU xx III. C
jJWI*A P TmmpvOm

- . 7,44 7aO 0.,1 2.8

G. Mem~u Sai 6,03 11000. 210,6 23,1
7- 1, 3AU.?pe eaO ,SM 14500 3O 25,3

T- In 3, 6:ui oS 9,05 17M.0 '350 2,I

t o ASIMUM Swe" - 18500 315 31,5

1) Substanae: 2) Latent heat of evaporation a T boil ) cal/mole;
3) Boiling point at 760 nmn H&O0 4) Truton's ratio, ; 5) Benzene;
6) Mononitrobenzene' 7) Dinitrobenzene; 8) Trinit;oWene; 9) According
to our own data; I0i According to Belyayev's data.

Note. Values of ig A are given for p in m i.
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pressure of 760 mm Hg, constitutes 350%, which is 350 above the value found by

A. F. Belyayev. This distinction is stipulated, probably, by the fact that in

our experiments upon measuring vapor pressure the part of the decomposition

factor was reduced to minumum at the time when in A. F. Belyayev's work the

calculation of this factor was extremely difficult.

Joint consideration of the dependence p=f(7) for substances of the series

benzene-trinitrobenzene (Fig. 1) also is in favor reliability of the results

obtained.

Temperature dependence of vapor pressure of the nitro compounds under

consideration near the boiling point can be expressed by the equation

Coefficients of the equation, boiling point and Truton's ratio for the four

substances we are interested in are in Table 2. From the data of this table, it

is evident that the magnitude of Truton's ratio, equal for benzene 20.8, upon

sequence introduction of it into a molecule of the N02 group grows regularly,

reaching for trinitrobenzene the value of 28 - 30, which one and a half times

exceeds the normal value of this ratio (21.0). A similar regularity was first

observed by A. F. Belyayev l]1 in an example of nitric acid esters of aliphatic

alcohol and has, probably, a common character for organic compounds contained in

a N02-group molecule. In connection with this, it should be said that the

previous opinion among certain investigators concerning the invariability of the

normal value of Truton's ratio for (..mpounds of this type, evidently, is

erroneous.
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L. Influence of Shell on the Detonaticn Ability of Certain Dinitro
C oheunds ofthe Benzine Series.

The presence of a shell has a great influence on the detonation ability of

an explosive. It retards the radical scattering of the exploding substance and

consequently, in accordance with the principle of Yu. B. Khariton 4]7, it

lessens the critical diameter of the charge. Precisely because of this a sub-

stance which is not capable of stable detonation at a gi-n change diameter in

the absence of a shell becomes readily detonatable at the same diaster with a

shell.

A strong shell which does not burst during explosion will reduce the

initial diameter of the change especially strongly.

Investigating the detonation of amonium-saltpeter aixtures, A. F. Belyayev

came to the conclusion f12 that owing to the extremely small time of the course

of the explosive process, the adtion of a shell is determined basically by its

inertial resistance (mass). However, a shell of loose material shows a lesser

effect on the stability of detonation than does a shell of equal mass from

strong materials, creating additional resistance to the escape of the uraeacted

explosive.

This work was carried out under the leadership of I. F. Blinov, who was pre-

vented by an untimely death from completing it. The author of the artiale
expressed her deep gratitude to A. I. Gol'binder for his help in preparing the
manuscript and his valuable advice in discussion of the results.
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A. F. Belyayev indicates also that an increase in the diametric dimension of

the change is equivalent to surrounding a charge of lesser diameter with a loose

inert shell of equal mass.

The influence of the properties of the shell on the possibility and rate of

propagation of detonation appears in the case when the explosive charge has a

diameter far from the limit corresponding to the maximum rate of detonation. The

study of the influence of the shell on detonation ability is therefore significant

for those explosives which have a sufficiently great critical charge diameter and

for which is observed a significant difference between the critical and limit dia-

meters. The number of such systems includes, together with mixtures which for

the most part have been studied from this point of view, substances which possess

low explosivity-- in particular, aromatic dinitro compounds. One would expect

that the study of such compounds will provide a fuller and more graphic pre-

sentation of the influence of various characteristics of shells (density, strength,

compressibility) on the detonation ability of charges. Together with this, the

study of the nflumce of shells on the detonation ability of such compounds has

significant practical interest for the evaluation of the actual danger of ex-

plosion in the various conditions of their production, storage, and application.

In connection with this, in a number of other works on the study of ths ex-

plosive properties of dinitro compounds [Z_, /73J there was conducted an

investigation on the clarification of the effect of a shell on the detonation

ability of these substances. The results of this investigation are given below.

Experimental Part

Experiments were conducted with technical products of factoxy manufacture.

As objects of investigation we used the following:

dinitrophenol, melting temperature............. .. .......... IJ.5o

dinitrotoluene,melting temperature ............................ 63. 50



dinitrochlorobnzan melting temperature ....... ,.., ;..50.00

dinitroaniline, melting temperature.... ............ 179.00

dinitronaphthalene, melting temperature .. ...... .....

Earlier E2j it was established that the critical diameter for detonation

of charges of similar explosives increases with growth of their density. In

connection with this, in the present work we used charges in the form of poder,

with a density close to the fiii density of the corresponding substance. All

experiments were conducted with crystalline products passing 100% through a

screeen with U holes per cm.

We tested shells of various strengths, densities, and copressibilities:

steel pipes, tubes rolled from sheest lead and iron, glass and ceramic tubes, shells

constituted of separate steal strips, shells of liquid, friable (sand) and

plastic materials.

In experiments with shells of liquid, clay, or sahd the charge of the tested

substance, in a casing of paraffined paper, was placed in a casing of greater

diameter; the free space between the walls was filled with liquid, plastic clay,

or dry sand.

In the period of carrying out the given work we were not able to measure the

detonation rate. The results of the experiments were evaluated by the deformation

of a lead cylinder on which we exploded the test charges in the various shells.

ThE experimental procedure was analogous to the standard test for brisance.

In order to judge more completely the stability of explosion we applied

lengthening of the charge; in most of the exporiments the charge length was 100

mm (diameter 2.5 - 3.5), and in some experiments we used chirge 200 m in length.

Detonation of the test charges was triggered by No. 8 detonating caps. bt-

periments with dinitronaphtholene were an epception; there we used intermediate

detonators of pressed tetryl, 5 to 10 g in weight.

In evaluating the results of the experimente it is necessary to consider

7T1



that the presence of the shell influences them in a twofold way. On the one

hand, by impeding the scattering of the detonation products, the shell lessens

the"chemicali losses, in connection with which the completeness of the trans-

formation of the initial explosive into detonation products grows and the de-

tonation rate is increased. On the other hand, by delaying the radical scattering,

the shell strengthens the mechanical action of the explosion products on the

lead cylinder. This latter effect of the shell will tell further when the test

charges i- an explosive for which the applied diameter is greater than the

limit and the completeness of transformation and, consequently, the detonation

rate are changed because of the presence of the shell.

The method we used to conduct the experiments did not permit the separation

of the two indicated factors. Besides this, we tested charges of different

diameters. A change in charge diameter and the presence and quality of a shell

can have a mutual effect on the pressing of the lead cylinder. In connection

with this the results obtained permit reliable differention only of the cases of

the presence or absence of explosion of the test charge, and do not give

reliable data for evaluation of the completeness of transformation and the

detonation rate in each case.

In Table 1 are presented results of experiments with dinitrophenol at a

charge density of 0.62 to 0.65 g/cm3 . Charges of this density in thin paper

casings will detonate at a diameter of 40-45 mm; in some experiments at a charge

diameter of 40 mm attenuation of detonation was observed.

In Table 2 are shown the results of experiments with dinitrotoluene at a

charge density of 0.6 and 0.8 g/cm3 . Dinitrotoluene at a density of 0.6 g/cm3

was tested in paper or cardboard cases. The critical diameter in these con-

ditions was about 45mm.
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TAble 1

Influence of shekl on detonation ability of dinitvophanol

ng, ft-o Od- OiM " ,s.

X/o' CM 7" .
1115a.p. 131w upa' ,

CTlautMKaRnNa Tp4s 0 29/39,4 20',8
-wwMu TpyO/ 213 47 11,s

3/77 40 9's

\w~ 63 7.6.

flapU n 3/73 40,-

ihlae 29/3 40 1,2
2kUt 41 13,

/)CTMM 1PY&eA 30/31 5,2 7's
30/32 8,4 10.4

/Pctwrmis n0mm tmpmso 4- 35/43 3020.3

mom pyM 3R/41 4 gX11
,OKPAMiUoaS TPY&A 3814? 14 16.3. ,--

~Ooa 3~B40 .14,7
~flam3w( 40 15,5

)it"~hary~ 0P6 36/36 1,

1) Shell material; 2) Shell diameter, intermia/external,. M~; 3) Weight of
shell per cm of charge length, g/cm; 4) Pressing of lad cylinder, in i;

5) Seamless steel pipe; 6) Lead pipe; ') Water; 8) 
9) Sand, 10)

Tin pipe; ii) Steel strips 4645 m wide; 12) Lead pipe; 13) Ceramic 1.pe;

14) the same.

In Table 3 are given the results of Iemriiments with dinitrochlorobwkswe

a density of 0.8 - 0.85 &/=m3.

Table 4 shows results of experiments with dinitrnvnillno at a harge dousity

!f 0.7 - 0.8 g/=. Without a shell dinitroaniline will deta±at& at a diafter
510 HN



of 60 mm.

Dinitronaphthalene 'oossesses a very low detonation ability. A charge 200

mm in diameter and 200 mm high in a paper shell with an intermediate detonator

of pressed tetryl (wt. 100 g) will not detonate completely.

Table 2

Influence of shell on detonation ability of dinitrotoluene

p ' Mep o6o- B~otAuoqjw O62Kame ceni-
M&T2;0. IOMM A 3HItyPCH- "a~ I ex R.J(NLJ 1tonoFO UKHAR11AiIPa.*)I H A uaipyxrNA 3apaa pa

IlaoMocW 3&pxR08 0,6 g/CMv3

9 CTaUIaS z PexMOTXIHyTaX rpy6a 40/50 57 26,0
CCTXRas oolk'n 33 CT&,b- 40/48 42 20,0

Hux nMC mitpiuioli 4-5 .. I7 CTIAa Tpy6xa co um6o 40/48 38 16,1
CraXbUSX Tpy6K& Co ro1e,-, pa. 40/48 38 12,8

pD3E~mh UOI

/ CUwouai Tpy6a 40/44 30. 21,3
Boaa 40/80 40 15,0; 13,7
FA)N[ 40/64 40 17,0; 14,6
lflcox 40/70 40 2,4; 2,6
NKecuxwa ipy6&a 40/41,2 3 15,2; 15,6
C"UeNsak rpy6a . 40/42,5 3,5 0,8

131o40cr 3api, OB 0,8 -CX3

CrlUsaa Tpy6A co Wms 40/48 1 40 26,4
CxannaM Tpy6Ka co WioM, pa3- 40/48 40 25,0

pesiW0al 3AOAb
C.XoiSX TpydK3 40/46 40 26,0

A BOAA 40/80 40 1,2; 1.2
Ir, 40/64 40 !,5
Xec-m.au Tpy6xa 40/41,2 7 1,Q: 0,8

1-4) Same as Table 1; 5) Charge de ,sity 0.6 g/cm3 ; 6) Seamless steel pipe;
7) Compound shell of steel strips 4-5 mm wide; 8) Steel pipe with seam;
9) Steel pipe with seam, slit along; 10) Lead pipe; U) Water; 12) Clay;
13) Sand. 14) Tin tube; 15) Glass pipe; 16) Charge density 0.8 g/cm3 .



Table 3

Influence of shell on detonation ability of dinitrochlorobenzene

Qmw •& I*/M S 060sm i " eft"JIOusKs ama &Yie.I wa I ex N~ AIISM owro wuASIIHA

40/41 3 17,5; 17,7
Ocftm 40142 3,2 11,0; 10,7

Bywara 40148,8 -0,4
To as 70 -- 0,3.

Text - 6,2.

1) Material of shell; 2)Shell diameter, internal/external, =in; 3) Weight
of shell per cm of charge length, g/am; 4) Pressing of lead cylinder, va;
5) Tin; 6) Glass; 7) Paper; 8) The same.

Table 4

Influence of shell on detonation ability of dinitroaniline

AI..?p 060-R OIOKN f6t&Tft CUUH-
MaTepw oMo oRA AMNa pNYT aI 33pUAa I MNA

pa ax u pyd a 30/40,8 45 25,5

TU'1a3 H TpGza, papeaOSUH 30140,6 45 12,4;. 12,7
NAOAU ma 2 SmCrn

lbrbH~e IS9~eNmU a icoe. 30/38 30 0,6; 1,3
CTe 16 lIT.
Rev V/37,6 45 2.8; 2,5

j/Ob14/23' 12 Nan it""#.
wa a 2eam.

Itax,
0 pe 3bT T Z onMTa cyAzU nO nUpOGHTl CHNItORUmX CZWoe.

1) Material of shell; 2) Shell diameter, internal/external, mm; 3) Weight
of shell per cm of charge length, g/cm; 4) Pressing of lead cylinder, mm;
5) Steel pipe; 6) Steel pipe, cut along the length into 2 parts; 7) Steel
elements in a quantity of 16 pieces; 8) Lead; 9) Copper; 10) The results
of experiments can be judged by the penetration of the lead plates.
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Table 5

Influence of shell on detcnational ability of dinitronaphthalene

SAr... .. _ _

CISaam neabuoT5Hyn. 40/50,8 45 .5 18.7; 20,7

Cfaahau T S 6" Co WOM 40/48 40 5 8,3; 8,3
TaeAS c6oou 163 40150 40 5 4,7; 5,6caasiz nouoc, nrnpiwof

ICtUOs" tpy6xk 40/46 43 5 8,4; 8,4
ASUMS eAoTAnyTaX 40/50 so 10 22 0; 24,2

CT a 'ma IyGa co wox 40/48 40 10 21,0; 19,5
Cocmaio odomoca u3 40/48 42 10 8,0; 7,8

COO .*a- Boi
Tjr4mff " N . 40148 57 10 19,3; 20,6
OANAM ReamboTtHyTa 30/40,8 40 5 16,1; 16,0

Gcauabiz zte~,xot ymyT 30/40 37 5 6,6; ,3,5
mp~sa Papeamuas BAOlb

)Cociiftauw odwsout ia 30/43 48 5 0,8; 2,0

Cra-i-wo uo+a++i" 30140 10 Is,:
Tpyfts W0/40 37, 11 16,1

CnTfbvw ieai. ..tL.T5R 30'40 34 10 7,2
rykYa.Gp upa" " , V)40 37 10 124

_aaashm awoExuyTa 040 30 10 6,9TPYGUa m +en',.'"p * U6M ~o .x

T90 4wassawca&rpyau zasswo 200 LV.

1) Material of shell; 2) Shell diameter, internal/external, mm; 3) Weight
of shell per cm of charge length, g/cn; 4) Weight of tetryl detonator, g;
5) Pressing of lead cylinder, m; 6) Seamless steel pipe; 7) Steel pipe
wit, seam; 8) Compound shell from steel strips, width 4-5 rm; 9) Lead pipe;
10) Seamless steel pipe, cut along; 11) Seamless steel pipe from elements;

Pipes 200 mm in length were applied

Since dinitronaphthalene detonates only from an intermediate detonator,

we conducted control experiments with an inert substance (urotropine); prossing

of lead cylinders in these experiments occurred "a'a result of detonation of the



tetryl charge. With damage of the inert substance by a 10-gram tetryl charge

in a pipe 40 m in diameter and 100 mm in height we obtained pressing of the lead

cylinder of 9.0 mm, and in a pipe of the same diameter, but 200 mm in length,

of 7-8 mm. A tetryl charge of 5 g in these conditions gives pressing of lead

columns of A and 1-2 rm, respectively, In Table 5 are shown results of ex-

periments with dinitronaphthalene at a density of 0.45-0.60 g/cm3 .

Discussion of Reslts

On the example of the studied dinitroformations it is once again confirmed

that the presence of a shell, rendering resistance to the scattering of the

explosive makes possible detonation of a charge such a diameter, that without

a shell detonation dies out. The most characteristic in this respict were

experiments with dinitronaphthalene. W hile in a paper case this substance does

not detonate even at a charge diameter of 200 mm, in a steel pipe its detonation

occurSat a diameter of 30 mm.

Analysis of the results obtained allows to estimate the influence rendered

by different characteristics of the shell on the detonation ability of the charge.

Besides the inertial resistance of the shell, its strength has a clearly

developed role. As in experiments with dinitrophenol (Table 1) a shell of tin,

light but possessing essential tensile strength, assures the detonation of a

charge of the same diameter at which explosion dies out in the case of an un-

bound but more massive shell of sand. Analogous results were observed in the

case of dinitrotoluene (Table 2), where a charge with a density of 0.6 g/=e3

detonated in a strong shell of tin and was not exploded in a glass shell of

equal mass. In the case of a dinitronaphthalene charge 30 m in diameter we

observed complete detonation in a steel pipe and attenuation during explosion

in a shell of the same material, but composed of separate strips and therefdre

devoid of strength (see Table 5).

It is possible to note that side by side with the inertial resistance and

S'tr,)p .,



strength of the shell as a whole, an essontial influence is exerted on the

possibility of propagation of detonation also by the compressibility of th;-

material -- its ability to be compacted under the action of explosion. As in

the case of dinitrophenol (Table 1) a poorly compressible shell of water or

paraffin assures detonation of a charge 29 mm in diameter, while in an easily

compacted shell of sand the explosion of a charge of such diameter dies out

In comparing these experiments one should consider that the average density and,

consequently, inertial resistance of the shell as whole and greater in the case

of sand than for water, but under fast actions water, apparently, possesses,

as distinguishe& from sand, a certain resistance to bursting. Such a picture

is obtained in experiments with charges of dinitrotoluene at a density of 0.6 g/

3cm in shells of water or clay, on the one hand, and of sand on the other. From

the considered p.int of view the results obtained with dinitrochlorobenzene are

interesting. A charge of this substance, surrounded by a light and comparatively

unstable, but poorly compressible shell of glass, detonates at a diameter of 40

mm. If such a charge is surrounded by an easily compacted shell of the same

dinitrochlorobenzene 15 mm in thickness with a general mass 6-7 times greater

than that of the glass shell, then detonation in charge, whose diameter is

increased to 70 m, dies out.
densities/

Experiments with charges of dinitrotoluene of various! once again

(see Table 2) confirmed that the critical diameter of propagation of detonation

in it grows with an increase in density, as this was observed earlier for mixed

explosives for example, ammonite.

The results obtained further that all the investigated ("nitro compounds

have detonation ability when in the form of a powdery charge of low density in

a relatively strong shell and at small diameter. The greatest danger from

this from this point of view is presented by dinitrophenol, dinitrotoluene and

dinitrochlorobenzene. These results should be considered in examining questions

of the danger of explosion In the production and application of compounds of
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Is type.

Conclusions

1. The influence we studied of shells of various character on the

brisance of explosion of certain dinitro capmnds of the benzene series.

2. It was established that the leso is the detonation ability of a substance

the greater is the iznfluence exerted on the stability of detonation by the shell.

3. It was shown that besides the inertial resistance of the shell, its

strength exerts a geat influence on the detonation ability of the investigated

substances.

It is possible to note also that together with inertial resistance and

strength of the shell, its compressibility - ability to be compacted under the

action of explosion - exerts an essential influence on the possibility of

propagation of detonatio.
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42._ Onthe Influence of the Dimensions of the Focus of Initiation on
the Detonation Ability of Lowly-Sensitive Explosives

1iring the study of explosiveness of dinitro compounds an original and

interesting phenomenon was detected, contradicting, on first look, the known

data on the influence of the diameter nf a charge on the possibility of pro-

pagation of detonation. Powder charges of low density at excitation of detonation

by one and the same initiator stably detonated at swall diameter of charge,

at the time when in analogous charges of large diameter the detonation dies out.

Results of experiments, conducted for study of this phenomenon, are

discussed below.

Experimental Part

The methodology of the experiments was very simple: from the investigated

substances we prepared in different covers charges, having a density near being

filled. As a rule, we used charges, the length of which equaled 3-4 diameters.

Explosion was initiated by a percussion cap No. 8. In separate experiments

we also used intermediate detonators in the form of filled or pressed charges

made from powerful explosives (TEN, hexogene). The results of the experiment

were judged by the deformation of the shell of charges, by imprint on a

metallic plate which is in contact with the charge, or by compression of a lead

cylinder, in which the tested charge was placed. At completion of this work

we did not have the possibility to determine the speed of detonation. As the

object of the investigation we used commerical products of in the form of

crystal powder, sifted through a sieve with 11 apertures per am.
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In the described conditions 2.4 - dinitrotoluene with a density of charge

of 0.5-0.65 g/cM3 at initiation by a percussion cap-detonator stably detonates

in a steel pipe with an internal diameter of 31 mm (length of charge 100 rm).

In those same conditions, in a pipe 104 mm in diameter was observed attenuation

of detonation with scattering of a large ptrt of the substance.

The same results were received in testing dinitroaniline and picramic acid.

These substances in charges with a density of 0.41-0.70 g/cm3 stably detonate

in a copper tube with an internal diameter of approximately 14 mm (thickness of

wall 1-2 mm) and in a lead pipe 10 mm in diameter with a wall thickness of 2 mm

at initiation by percussion cap-detonator. In steel pipes 40 mm in diameter
on

in analogous conditions stable detonation is not observed.

Experiments with these substances were set up also according to the diagram

shown in Fig. 1. Charges in narrow copper (d = 10 - 15 rm) and wide steel

(d = 40 mm) pipes had identical density, which in various experiments with

dinitroaniline changed from 0.64 to 0.82 and with picramic acid from 0.41 to

0.70 g/cm3t In separate experiments the narrow pipe only touched the charge

in the wide pipe, in others -- it was plunged into it at a depth from 1 to 5

cm. In all experiments detonation was spread in the pipe of smaller diameter

and died out during transition to the vidw pipe. The substance in the wide

pipe, was partially scattered, and part of it was left in the form of a strongly

consolidated layer on the walls of the pipe. In separate experiments where

determination of the density of the remainder was *ade, it was equal to 1.33-1.43

g/cm . Results of experiments did not change in a case, when the wide pert of

the pipe was equipped with a screw-on cover.

It is essential to notethat the observed attenuation of explosion in

charges of large diameter is combined not with the impossibility of propagation
of detonation

,/inthegiven experiments, but with the conditions of initiation. Thus, in a

case when we used intermediate detonators made of TEN or hexogene, if only in
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the form of filled charges, detonation of dinitro compounds in pipes of large

diameter was spread stably, if only the diameter of these detonators exceeded

Fig. 1. Diagram of experiments with dinitroaniline and picramic acid.
1) percussion cap-detonator; 2) copper pipe with explosive; 3) steel
pipe with explosive, 4) steel plate; 5) lead cylinder; 6) steel slab.

a certain minimum. Moreover, stable detonation can be observed in charges of

large diameter also when it is excited by charges of the same dinitro compound

of smaller diameter, if transition from small to large diameter was not abrupt.

Corresponding experiments were conducted with dinitroaniline and picramic acid in

conical charges. The investigated substance was poured into a shell made from

sheet lead 2 um thick, having the form of a truncated cone with the diameter

of the smaller base 10 and larger - 5 mm (height of charge 135 Tm). Explosion

was excited by percussion cap-detonator. At initiation from the side of the

smaller base full detonation occurred, and from the side of the larger --

failure.



An original influence on the explosive ability of the investigated charges

is rendered by density. Earlier it was established [-23, what with its in-

crease the detonationtl ability of dinitro compounds is lowered (critical diameter

grows). At the same time, upon lowering of density, fAilures are observed with

those methods of initiation, that ensure explosion of charges of large density.

Thus, in the described experiments with picramic acid in cones with a shell
made
"from lead full explosion was observed with initiation from a large base by

percussion cap-detonator of a charge with a density of 0.65 g km3 and failure

at a density of 0.60 g/cm3. Similar phenomena are observed also in the case of

a very powerful intermediate detonator. Thus, with the use as such a detonator

of a pressed tetryl charge 20 g in weight, occurred full detonation of a

charge made from dinitroaniline with a density of 0.71-0.72 g/cm3 and diameter

of 70 nu; an analogous charge with a density of 0.56 g/cm3 in these conditions of

initiation failed. For picramic acid the same results were received in pipes

40 =n in diameter at a charge density of 0.8 and 0.5 g/9 3 , correspondingly.

Disaussion of Results

Proceeding from general presentations about the conditions of stability

of detonation, developed by Yu. B. Khariton [37, the results obtained can be

explained in the following manner.

The investigated dinitro compounds are systeme with a low explosive ability

and critical diameter of detonation for charges from them without a shell is

great. In a durable and massive shell (metallic pipe), delaying the dispersion

of the substance, detonation of such compound3 becomes possible in a charge of

small diameter. In the above described experiments, the explosion was initiated

in a charge of small density and large diameter by such a method that in the

first moment, the reaction a~peared only in a section of the charge limited

in diameter (for example, percussion cap-detonator or according to the di g

in Fig. 1). The substance~surrounding the focus of initiation, the rection
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ability of which under the conditions of explosion is small, can behave as an

inert shell. The small density of the substance makes it inertial resistance

iiisignificant. A shell made of a substance of small density is easily packed.

As a result of this packing, faat dispersion of the unreacted substance and

products of incomplete reaction from the focus of initiation occurs, which

leads to attenuation of the explosion in this focus. If the layer of pked

substance between boundaries of the focus of initiation and the metallic shell

is small, as this takes place in a conical charge at initiation from a

smaller base of the cone, then dispersion of the substance due to packing is

limited and cannot lead to attenuation of detonation.

It is clear that with identical dimensions of the focus of initiation,

the dispersion of the explosive as a result of packing of the surrounding

layers will be smaller, the greater their density. Precisely therefore there

is observed, at definite conditions of initiation, detonation of charges of

great density and their failure at lower density.

In a case, when the initiator creates a focus of initiation of sufficiently

large dimension -- stable detonation occurs also in a charge in a pipe of

large diameter. If, however, we use an even more powerful initiator (pressed

charge of powefful explosive), then in charges of small density, the compression

leading to packing of the substance, is spread faster than the explosive trans-

formation. Before the front of the reaction, occurring in a definite layer of

the dinitro compound is a consolidated substance, the receptivity of which to

detonation is small. This phenomenon is to that described by A. F.

Belyayev [1] concerning attomuation of detonation of charges of ammonium

nitrate and mixtures on its base at extremely strong initiation.
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43. Determination of Speeds of Shock Waves Necessary to Triger Detonation
of Explosives

The investigation of phncmena occurring during triggering of detonation

presents not only theoretical but also practical interest. These investigations

have special value for operations in mines, iAde dangerous by gas and dust.

Elements of the detonation chain should be selected so as to assure stable di

detonation of the entire chargo with a speed "normal" for it. Of course, this

requirement can be carried out only for charges capable of stable detonation. de

Processes proceeding during the triggering of detonation are more complicated

than phenomena, appearing during the propagation of the shaped detonation wave. by

However, triggering of detonation should in a significant measure be regulated by

the same circumstances that regulate its stability. Conequenty,/{rerquisi,,

for the study of process of triggering of explosion was the study of the phenomena

determining stability of detonation. fr

Only after the main regularities determining stability of detonation and the

dependence of its rate on charge diameter, dawsnsion of particles and other factors th

were established as a resul of the work of Yu. B. Khariton [-5_, A. F. Belyayev

[-3J, A. Ta. Apin [1], V. K. Bobolev ['4_7, at al., did fruitful study of the oh,

process of triggering of detonation become possible. The majority of the earlier

works devoted to this qtustion had the chMracter of empirical selection of the

necessary dimensions of detonator(strirs) or permiseable thickness of layers do

between detonator and charge in one or another particular case, without physical

interpretation of the data obtained.



In the opinion of the majority of investigators, the appearan*4 of detonation

is corn-cted ith the formtion in the charge of -q sho k v .w T tM s

possesses sufficient intensity, then behind its fo f a violant cha-ical roaction

begins. Detonaticn appears. It is obvious that for its triggprint, the shock

wave must have parameters (in the first place apeed) that are of no laos than the

critical magnitudes necou ary for the deveolqmnt of the resation behind the wvave

front. One could enpect that thea. critical zagnitudes should depend not only on

such characteristic* of the charge as its chemical ocaposition and density, but also

on conditions of the scattering of products of explosion, i.e., on those conditions

that deteraln possibility of stable detonation.

It is obvious that to ascertain the regularities determining triggering of

detonation it is in the first place neossary to know the magnitude of the velocity

of the initiating shock wave required for the appearance of detonation, and also the

dependenco of this speed on the characteristics of the charge.

The only data on the necessary speeds of initiating shock wvoe wre obtained

by B. I. Shekhter [2_7, who established that in charges of pressed trotyl and

flegmatised hexogen 23 mm in diameter (i.e., with diaintArs approximately 10 times

greater than the critical for the given explosive) detonatiom appears in that case

-when ths shock wve has a sped of 2400--3000 a/sec. Depth and a.-e of the wave

front in B. I. Shekhter's experiments remained constant.

Shock waves in the initiating charge were created by this investigator with

the help of waves propagated by inert layers (water, steel, etc.), which remod

the possibility of direct influence of the products of the explosion of the active

charge (detonator) on the passive charge.

However, after the experiments of B. I. Shkhter it remaied, as before,

unknown Just how the minimma speeds of ahock waves necessary for tri ring

detonation will vary in relation to the diamter of the pasive charp, the size

of its particles, and other factors.



The question of what the speed of the initiating wave should be under the

conditions most frequently xt in practice during direct contact of the active

and pmasiv" charges was also left Vfua-

To clarify these questions the work whose results are outlined in the precent

article was carried out.

The direct determination of the speed of shock waves appearing at the

begirning passive charge presents significant difficulties. However, the speed of

the shock wave can be judged by the speed of detonation in the case when detonation

iimdiataly appears in the passive charge and recording of its true rate is possible.

With optical methods of registering the detonation rate of an opaque charge,

the latter condition is fulfilled osIay if the wave from the very begirJ-ng is

sprad with a constant radius of curvature. If there is an increase in this radius,

the exit of the wave on the surface at the beginning of the charge occurs with a

higher speed than the movemen along tu axis, as a result of which an oversized

value of speed is recorded on the initial Fmction.

Th* speed of the shock wave appearing at the beginning of the initial charge

can a&1o be judged by the rate of detoration of the active charge or by the speed

of the shock wave propagated by the inert layer, through which detonation is

tranimitted.

Although the speed of the shock wave appearing at the beginning of the charge

is not equal to the detonation rate of the active charge or the speed of the wave

in the inert layer, it should be clearly connected with them. The higher the

detonation rate of the active charge, the greater will be (other conditions being

equal) the speed of the shock wave appearing in the initiated (pastive) charge.

In the particular case when the dansity and ccapresibility of the substance

of the active charge rr equal to those of the substance of the passive charp, the

speed of the shock wave at the beginning of the passive charg. will be equal to

the detonation rate. of the/chargs ( in the Prmrnas of -contact of the active nd
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ptasivt charges).

Thus, the shook wave speod necessary for trigring detonation in the passive

charga can bo judgd by the rate of datortion appearing at th. beginning charge,

if there is confidence in the abdence of distortions during its recording, and by

the detonation rate of the active charge or by the speed of the shock wave in the

irart radium adjoining the charge.

The ability of a shock wave to excite an intense chemical reaction behind its

front or, in other words, the capability of a shock wave created in a charge to

pass to detonation depends not only on its speed, but also on its depth more

accurately on the character of the change in pressure behind the wave front, and

on the area and form of the wave front.

The most favorable conditicns for triggering detonation are created during the

action of a plane wave or of a wave having smwall curvature and great depth. ,A ll

curvature of the front of the initiating shock wave created at the beginning passive

charge also removes the possibility or significant distortions in recording the

detonation rate on the initial section of the charge.

Therefore in conducting the experiments it w desirable to produce initiation

by uaves with the largest possible depth of the pressure zone and a large radius of

curvature of the wave front. This could be achieved by using as detonators charges

of great height enclosed in a strong massive shell or having large diameter.

As passive charges it was decided to use at first charges of cast and pressed

trotyl. In the future work with charges of the practically utilized amonite is

anticipated.

Experiental Part

Three groups of experiments were tat up.

i. Charges of cast trotyl were initiated by explosions of charges of a pressed

mixture of troyl with talc.
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2. Such chargas were initiated by explosions of charges of filied trotyl or

a mixture of it with alabaster.

3. Detonation in charges of pressed trotyl was triggered excited by a shock

wave propagated through water.

Triggering Detonation of Charges of Cast Trotyl by Explosions of
Pressed Charges of a Mixture of Trotyl With Talc

As passive charges we used charges of cast small-crystal trotyl, prepared by

casting in split metallic forms of various diameters.

As active charge we used pressed charges 32 me in diameter, made from a

mixture of trotyl with talc; they were placed in a steel pipe with an internal

diameter of 32 m and wall thickness of 4 am. Ten charges were placed in the pipe.

Due to the great length of the charge and the presence of the massive shell, the

wave appearing on the face of such a charge ehould have large depth and a great

radius of curvature.

Be tore preparation of the mixture the trotyl and talc were sifted through a

No. 24 sieve.

In all experiments we determined the deto.ation rate of the active charge and

established either the appearance of detonation c refusal in the passive charge.

In part of experiments the detonr+inn rate was measured with the help of a photo-

register with mirror scanning (SFR-2). In this case we also determined the de-

tonation rate at the beginning of the passive charge. In remaining experiments

the detonation rate of the active charge was measured by the method of Dotrish.

In the experiments with the photoregister the active and passive charges

were fastened to a wooder rod or brass plate so that their faces touched and their

axes coincided.

In the if of the p. 1A 4.n whi!h the active charge was enclosed there was a

slot turned toiard the photomrginter. The copletenas8 of detonation of the



initiated (passire) charge vs Jt4ged by the photographic print and the imprint on

the brass plate.

In those cases when the detonation rate of the active charge was determined by

the Dotrish method, the active and pa sive charges ware packed on thin steel sheet.

The ccmpleteness of detonation of the pzsaive charge ase judged by the imprint on

the sheet.

Variation of the detonation rate cf the active charge was attained by changing

the density and contents of components in the charges made of a mixture of trotyl

with talc.

The diagram of the experiments with the photoregister is shown in Fig. 1 and

samples of the photographs of the detonation of active and pasive charges in Figs.

2 and 3.

Fig. 1. Diagram of initiation of a charge of cast trotyl by a charge of
a pressed zixture of trotyl and talc, with measurement of detonation rateby a photoregister. 1 3- photregister; 2 - percuion cap. 3 -

intetruediate detonator; 4 - active charge (mixture of trotyl with talc);
5 - steel pipe)- 6 - passive charge (cast trotyl); 7 br ass plate;
8 - wooden rod; 9 - slot in pipe.

In Fig. 2 is shown a photograph obtained during an exerimnt exqprienoc on

initiation of a charge 22 mm in dater of cast stal trotyl by the

explosion of a charge of a pressed mixur oftl 70% totyl ar 30% talo, 32 =i in

diater, without a shLl. The detonation rat of th mixture 50 wihtec

5 -stelpie;6 pasie hage(csttrtyl; -brssplte



In the cast trotyl detonation appeared and was spread to the end of the charge alsa

with a speed of 5400 =/sec.

Fig. 2. Photograph obtainsd during experiments on initiation of charge
22 mm in diamter of cast trotyl. 1 -- end of active charge; 2 -
Trace of detonation of passive charge.

Fig. 3. Photograph obtained during an experiment on the initiation of
a charge 32 =m in diamter of cast trotyl. 1 - trace detonation of
active charge, visible in slot; 2 - boundary of active and passive
charges; 3 - section of acceleration of detonatitn of passive charge;
4 - end of section of acceleration; 5 -- eection of stable detonation
of passive charge.



In Fig. 3 is shown a photograph obtained during an experiment on the iaitiatiwn

of charge 32 mm i.n diameter of cast small-crystal trotyl by the axplosion of a

charge of pressed mixture 45% trotyl and 55% talc 32 mm in diameter in a steel pipe

with a wall thickness of 4 =am. In the wall in the lowr part of the pipe there was

a slot 4 m in width. In the given experiment the detonation rate of the active

charge at the moment of approach to the cast trotyl was 3300 m/sec (weak glow).

The detonation rate appearing in the cast trotyl was in the beginning approximately

equal to that of the active charge. However, at a distance of 30-35 = from the

beginning of the passive charge its detonation rate increased to 6500 m/8ee, after

which it was propagated with this speed.

In the majority experiments in which explosions of passive charge were

observed; detonation of cast trotyl appeared without delay and its rate in the

beginning was equal to the detonation rate of the active charg of a mixture of

trotyl with talc, and then increased or remained constant.

However in certain experiments there occurred delay or deceleration of

detonation during passage of the wave frca the pressed mixture to the cast trotyl.

Unfortunately, in such experiments we did not bucceed in obtaining a clear picture

of the phenowena occurring at the place of contact of the passive and active

charges. The dependence of this phenomenon on the detonation rate of the active

charge also was not detected. For example, delay w.s observed with a detonation

rate of the active charge of 3500 m/see, then at a detonation rate of the active

charge of 3300 2/sec a passive charge of cast trotyl started to detonate without

delay (Fig. 3).

From analysis of the photograph obtained the following conclusions can be

drawn:

During initiation of cast trotyl by explosions of charges of a pressed trotyl-

talc mixture in most cases there appears in the passive charg wave detonation

whose speed is equal to the detonation rate of the actAve charge. This speed is
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quilckly increased. At a distancs of 30 - 60 = frma the boginning of the p"Masv

charge the detonation rate will. attain its owmn norml value (for the given diter

of a charge of cast trotyl). On the basis of this it is poseible to conidr that

the speed of the shock waye appearirkg in the cast trotyl is appr mitely equal to

the speed of the detonation wave in the mixtu; of trotyl with talac.

During triggering of detonation in cat trotyl charges of =aldatU

close to the critical, the charges cani detonate at a constant rats, given to thta

by the active charge (in any case with a length of charge of up to 200 ga).

The distortion usually appearing at the beginning of the passive charge during

Dwasurmnt of detonation rate on a photoregister was in those experiments elimizated,,

or in aniy cae, reduced to a minium.

In Table 1 are given the results of experiments in which we dterinedh the

ainim detonation rate of an active charge of a trotyl - talc mixture rwcssary

to trigger detonation in cast smll-crystal trotyl.

?AIggsring Dtonation of Cast Trotyl Charges by &Vlosions of Small
Density Charges of Pulverized frotyl or its Nixture With

Alabaster

The act~ive charges were paper cylinders 0.6 a in length, fill"d with

pulverized trotyl sifted through a No. 24 sieve or mixtures of thi&- trotyl with

alabster.

Passive charges - trotyl, cast.

Active an rA8siVe charges were packed on steel shoets so that their fuce

touched and their axes coincided. 'Ith detonation rate of the initiating charge was

measured according to Dotrish. The cczspletenass of detonation of the initiated

charge was judged by the imprint on ths slab.

Characteristics of the initiated and initiating charges aid the reoults of UcO

experiments are given in Table 2.



Table 2

Trigpring the detonation of mt trotyl by explosions of low-derity charges
of pulverized tratyl o ubrturoe with alabaster

l1acvteuws A IMs UP Ai~~ A
JKOPOM~ Pe~kvayu

B<ectw 3 Bectso H Np OC~b TO&

Tp-ora an. 100 Towx aw u- 1e44 0,0 500 •toumus

wCZKOPI. 8 To ze a8 1,0 5w0

K&S 80 a 01.0 5000
44 441,0 5000
40 0,95 4600
34 a 321,0 4w0
32 32,0 4700 .

32 32 1,0 5000 ,

32 321,0 4600
21 . 0.95 4600 ,

26 80 0,96 4700

, aae6acipow 80/20 80 1,0 4450
80 1|To=2 70130 801,0 4100
8o 50/50 80 1.0 2460
so 40/60 80 1,0 -
60 60140 601.1 3000

52 . 80/50 1,1 2450 ,
40 50/0 O0 1,1 2700 .'ryxU..C

32 50/50 80 1,1 2700 o) U

32 5000 150 1,2 2850 Ieo'toWla

1 )Psive charge; 2) Active charge; 3) Substance; 4) Diameter, am; 5) Density,
g/ca; 6) Speed of detonation, m/sec; 7) Results of experimnt; 8) Cast trotyl,
smaU-crystal castings; 9) FiULed trotyl, pulverized; 10) Detonation; 11) The
same; 12) Mixture of trotyl with alabaster; 13) Attenuation.

Triggering of Detonation of Pressed ?rotyl Charges by Shock Waves

Propagated in Water

Assembly of active and passive chargs in these exprisats was done according

to the diagra= shown in Fig. 4.

On the bottom *f test-tube 2, mado of acetyl celluloe and having &n intornal

diaetor of 23. m, m set up 2 charpos of flepatized haxogen (density 1.58 -

2oa.



1.60 g/3), With diamters of 23 rm hnd a general height of 57 - 60 =, serving

in all experiments as active charge 3. Then the test-tube was filled with wavr

until the ha!ght of its layer above the charges attained the needed magnit,%de.

f

Fig. 4. Diagram of experiments on Fig. 5. Photograph obtairnd during
triggering detonation through a layer transmission of detonation through a
of water. 1 - passive charge; 2- layer of water. 1 - trace of de-
test-tube; 3 - active charge; 4 - tonetion of active charge; 2 - end
detonating cap; 5 - water; 6 - wire. of active charge; 3 - beginning of

detonation of passive charge; 4 -
trace of products of detonation of
active charge, moving behind the
ejected water; 5 - trace of detonation
of passive charge.

During experiments with passive charges of pressed trotyl, sifted through a

No. 52 sieve, with diameters of 3,85 to 23 m, wa lowered into the test-tubs copper

wire 6 with a column of charges attached to it, representing passive charge 1. The

face of the lower charge was brought into contact with the surface of the water so

that there was no air layer between the charge and the water and so that tho

immersion of the charge in the water did not exceed 0.5 m. During expe:rmsnts

with passive charges 23 = in diameter, a cartridge consisting of two charges was

lowered on threads into the test-tube, w.hich was attached to a brav3 plate.

The completeness of detonation of the passive charge wms judged by the do-

formation of the copper wire or brass plate.

DA.



In som of the experimnts the detonation rate was deteaiined with the help

of a photoregister.

In Fig. 5 is shown a photograph obtained during transmission of detonation

from the active to the passive charge through a layr of water.

As the active charge in this experiment we used two r"+rges of pressed

flegmatised hexogen with a general height of 60 =s, and at; the pWsive charge -

a charge 8 a in diazter of trotylpulverizd and sifted through a No. 52 sieve,

having a density of 1.59 g/m. The thickness of the layer of water constituted

18 mm.

In Fig. 5 is seen the section of acceleration of detonation in the passive

charge. The glow on the section of acceleration was weak. The average speed on

the section of acceleration was 4500 - 5000 m/sec. The speed of the shock wave

in water at a distance of 18 = frm a passive charge 23 mm in diameter wa

approximately equal to 3900 a/sec. Transition to the normal speed of detonation -

6700 m/sec - was accompuied a sharp growth in the intensity of glow.

In Fig. 5 is sen also the trace of products of detonation of the active

charge, moving behind the ejected water. This trace approaches the passive charge

later than detonation appears in the latter.

The results of experiments on the transission of detonation through a layer

of water are given in Table 3.

In Table 4 ar shown the minimum speeds, required for a shock wave in water

for triggering of detonation in charges of pressed pulverised trotyl of various

diameters, and the calculated values of the speeds of shock waves appearing in

pressed trotyl.

The approximate calculation of the latter was conducted under the assumption

that the equation of state of pressed trotyl. at large pressres has the form

Pk
PWP

where p - density of th expletive and k - 8. Passive chargs had a density of



1.58 9/eA 
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Triggering of Detonation of Pressed Trotyl Through a Layer of Water

1) I TCCOM2 Sap Tonm~a emo suma,

amac ARM" 0 AX

23 157 30)
28 1,6? 28
23 1:57 25 Alemuwm k)a~ 26
23 IM5 25
10 1.50 28 m
10 1 A8 25* flsTODmaw 25

1.10 2D. 01(3

l,.rq 18 atui 1
5,65 l,58-l61 28 Grin
5,05 158-1,61 25
5,85 156- .61 20 iCQSH
5,85 I,58- .61 18 I
5 VS 1,58-1,61 15
5,85 1,6-1,zi 20 OTKS '
5,85 16-5820

53S5 1,51-1,55 25 Or7a3

3,85 156-1.61 15
3.8 1,5i-1,5 15
3,83 1,106-1,61 12 J14roilamm ')1
3,65 1,5M-1.61 12
3:85 1,5 -1,56 12

1) Passive charge; 2) Diamter, zm; 3) DansitY, g/&d; 4) Thickmes of layer of
ater between active and passive charges, in M; 5) Rebsults of exprmnt; 6)

Thickneso of layer of water with which detonation of a cherga of the given disinter,
in is asoured; 7) Refusal; 8) Detonation.

Table 4
Kinimmi speads cf shock wave in water for triggring detonation of p?.sc~d

trotyl charges of various dators

J2iAmmrp j fpcmofw nw&A, ICwp=cm yvpur
MWOMMI Repe3 EOTPYID Uep*o aowza , OPA S W=mu

t0o 25 3160

1) Diamter of passive chargoe, a;2) Lo~yr of wator through uhich dqtOntio in
tranamittad, =~; 3) Spood of chock wave in wator, a/bee; 4) Spwod of shock wave
in proceed trotyl, A/zic.



D)isousion of Resultsa

Thm &m apods of shook W.vo necessary for the appearance of detonat ion

in chiarges of cas~t *Ad proead trotyl of variouA diaters are shown in Table 5.

In Table 5 wre presented in a fora very convenient for analysis the results

of tests of thm dep*,-denca of imirdm speed of the initiating shock wave on re-

lativ" diamter, i.e., on tho irAgnitude of the ratio d/dcrit, where d is the

actual dies~tar of 61argot and denit its the critical diameter. Use of such de-

penene w poprmdbyA. F. Bslyayev Z-3.

The critical diawtr for amli-crystal cast trotyl was taken to be equal to

20 mmi and tilAt for presse trotyl, 3.5 in.

The dependence of the minim=m necessary speeds of the initiating wave (Dni)

on the absolute and relative charge diameters is depicted in Fig. 6 and 7. On

these figures is shown the dependence of the speed of established detonation Dch

on the charge dster for smal-crystal cAst trotyl (according to literature data).

The speed of the initiating shock wve that must be created at the bsginning

of a charge for detonation to be triggered in it epends on its diseter. The-

1.58 the diamster of charge, the bigger is the required wave speed. With charge

diamaters significantly larger than. the critical, the speed of a sho~ck wave assuring

triggerinfdetonation approaches the speed of aound in the oubretance,

Values of the latter ure dateradizod in a separate work. In cast trotyl with

a density of 1.58 g/=m3 the speed of sound is 21.00 n/sec and in pressed trotyl with

the sa density - 1900 a/sec. At diamters, close to the critical, the mnm

speed of the initiating shock wave approaches the so-oalled critical speed of

detonation, i.e.*, the apeed at whioh that & charge of critical diamiter usually

detonAtes. For cwst wAd pressed trotyl these speeds arm approadmte3ly equal to

4200 - 4500 a/c.

Ono should note that with the wthodology used in this work,, where the



initiating ves had lArge depth nd mall curvature, espeoiall favorable oodltic

for triggerng of detonation wre created. At the amller dopthe of initiating

wave that usually occur in practice, a smawht higher speed of ths initiating shook

wave will be required to trigpr detonation.

Table 5

Dependence of speeds of shock waves ErequirodJ to trigpr
detonation of cast and pressed trotyl chargs on the relative

diameter of the charges

a&?MUx 2PRM UAoNATO Up"03 dldxp wo ywad

22 1,10 420

32 Am coa e, pecconlie IOKR =ion TPT5 23 114

Ccu ?rP9laa C Tab- (PMIAS5+1,5g S/X3)211480
LM caabaoA TpyGO 2 1.30 30

)HCMA Hsemen: JblToft eaKOKpH. 32 1,0-20

O,.r , ,er~l iepe3cam tO, 0 2502700
32 OUM t Wn em Cu ps ed iture 52 2,40 a iCH C ioedaCTPOU

Wawia AnueMTpox Apcouam&a rpo- 3,85 1.10 4500
!AX* M& 4U2MSTIHK TM, UpOCCEIWA In2- 58 16

iM HMM of KcofC". PtCX oericconse t doo
yBOSV AOURaw qepe CHrO A 52 10,00 2,85 2700

whaomah mb o.2apooR (p=1,5+1,61 /c&)
m.WWI. pacnPOCIPAMUlD-
=eci a sue

1) CIbarateristic of active charge 2) Characteristic of Wasive charge; 3)
Diameter of passive erg, mm; 4$ Ninaun speed of initiating wuve, se o
5) Char 32in ter of apressdixtur of trotyl ith talc inh asteel
pipe; 6) Filed pulveried trotyl or its mixture with alabaster;, 7) Chari 23
un in diamter of f1.gmatized hezogen. Triggering of detonation was pwoduged b~y
ac hek wave prop ated in wattr; 8) %a12-crystal cast, roty (p 1.58 to 1.59
Vc~l);9) Cast ual-aryistal trotyl; 10) fressed trotyl., elted before pressin

through a No. 52 sieve (p a,1.5 to 1.61 g/cal); 11) d/dar.±t

An we have soen, with a decrease in the charge diaweter the an s pe of

the initiating wave wecessary to trigger detonation in it incr~s hspaa o

indicates that with a s=U wave speed there in an increase in the relative 3. 5

.r the tone of rac ion created at the beginning of the charge. An inarat in

loas can take p2ace only in the *me wban ths length of the no of this rmatioq

gro sllt.woua y with deceleration. If tho inavre of racotion tAi with
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lessening of the wave and the temzpratura on its front is obvious, requirea no

checks, growth of length of the reaction sono with deceleration of initi&ting wave

is itself not obligatory.

In r~a)-lty the length of the reaction zone D

where D is the detonation rate in m/sec, and

is thc reaction taw in see.

With deceleration of the initiating wave, I can remain constant, sine6 with

decrease in D there is an increase in I, and their product cannot change.

The data obtained show that in reality (in any case for t-otyl charges) the

length of the reaction zone increases with deceleration of the wave and this can

happen only when T increases fawter than D decreases.

The rate of detonation appearing at the beginning of the passive charge

depends on the detonation rate of the active charge or on the speed of the shook

wave in the medium through which detonation is transmitted.

As can be seen from the graphs of Figs. 6 and 7, the curves of the depecia

of the speed of the initiating wave and of detonation rate on charge diaater

cross at d - dcrito

The speed corresponding to the point of intersection is, obviousl, the

critical detonation rate. One should note that up to now the detarination of the

critical detonation rate met significant difficulties, since near the critical

diameter the detonation rate drops very fast and a swall int of quality of

charge is sufficient for propagation of detonation to becce i sible.

The deterutnoton of critical speeds by the point of intersection of crves

Dinit - f(d) and D., 1 f(d) allows to refine their value for various 4plosives.

As can be seen from the graph of Fig. 6, Drit 1 4500 -- 4600 m/co for cast

trotyl. In accordance with the data of A. !a. Apin -1-7 and V. K. Boboulv [V.

ths ritical dotonation rato does not depend on the grain s1o of tha axplclvo.



Thus, for appearm of detonation in charges whose diameter of that is

equal to the crltical.$ it is naceseary to create a shock wave whose speed should1

be no l~ess than the nwmml detonation rate of such charges.

With an increase in charge diameter the required speed of the initiating

shock wave is decreased, azymptotica3lv approaching the speed of sound in the

given explosive.

As can be seen frce the curves in Fig. 7, the speed of 3hock waves which

must be created to trigger charges of cast and preaded trotyl are near enough to

each other at identical d/dcrit'

A certain increase in the speed of shock wave, required for appearance of

detonation of charges of pressed trotrl, ia probably explained by the fact that

the triggering of detonation during the initiatian of cast trotyl was aeswhat

relieved by the therma.. influence of products of the explosion of the initiating

charge. During excitation of pressed trotyl detonation wes transmitted through a

layer of utter anid the thermal influence therefore was excluded.

General Conclusion

1. The speed of the initiating shook wave that must be created in a charge

f or detonation to appear depends on charge diam-ater. For charges of critical

diameter Dinit =Denit. With an increase in diameter, Dinit is decreased

asyMtotically, approaching the speed of sound in the substance.

2. With deceleration of the detonation wave in trotyl charges the length of

zone of chemical reaction behind the wave front is increased.

3. Accurate value of the critical rate detonation (speed at which that a

charge with a diameter equal to the critical detonates) can be determined by the

point of intersection of curves of Dinit "f W) and DC11' f (d).
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